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TRANSLATOR’S FOREWORD

As good wine needs no bush, so Leon Walras’s Elements d'economie
politique pure needs no prologue. Like most celebrated classics, the

Elements is more often cited than read. The fault, if it be a fault, lies

not only in the forbidding magnificence of its reputation, but also in

the book itself, which needs to be drained to the dregs before it can
be truly judged. The distinguishing characteristic of Walras’s theory
of economic equilibrium is that it is general and has to be taken into

account in all its generality to be adequately understood. The argu-
ment is progressive, moving deliberately to a premeditated climax, and
unless the reader moves with it in sympathy with the author’s inten-

tion, the meaning is lost. The book is all the more difficult because the
theory, though essentially mathematical, is expressed in primitive

mathematics and then paraphrased in crabbed prose.

Nevertheless, it was this book that directly inspired Vilfredo
Pareto, Enrico Barone, Knut Wicksell, Irving Fisher, Henry Ludwell
Moore and Joseph Schumpeter during Walras’s own lifetime. The
number of economists and econometricians it inspired, directly or
indirectly, since Walras’s day is legion. Though Walras had indeed
laid firm foundations for what came to be known, even before he
died, as the School of Lausanne, the fame of the Elements was not
suddenly acquired, but has grown slowly, almost imperceptibly, since
the first edition was published in the early 1870’s. The Walrasian
theory did not make its appearance as a “flash of light illuminating a
dark and confused landscape’’, but rather as a penetrating pencil of
esoteric rays serviceable only to specialists to whom it gradually
revealed a clear design of organic unity inherent in socio-economic
phenomena.
Our author, Marie-Esprit Leon Walras. ^ was born on December

16th, 1834, at Evreux, in the Department of Eure. France. His father
was Antoine Auguste Walras of Montpellier and his mother Louise '

Aline nee Sainte-Beuve of Evreux. His early years were spent 'in
Pans, Lille, Caen and Douai. where his father, an economist in his
own right, pursued his career as a teacher of philosophy and rhetoric
and as an educational administrator. L6on Walras, having twice
tailed in the competitive examination to enter the ^ole Polytech-
nique, found refuge in the ficole des Mines. Neither the study nor the
wreer of engineering suited the bohemian temperament of his youth,

e soon abandoned the ficole des Mines and turned to literature and
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journalism; but his first published novels enjoyed no real success. In
1858 he was persuaded by his father to consecrate his life to the
development of economics as a science. Then began a long and
difficult struggle that lasted twelve years until he obtained a position
that permitted him to realize his own and his father’s dream. This
is not the place to recount his intervening trials and tribulations as
a journalist, a clerk in a railway office, a managing director of a bank
for co-operatives, a newspaper editor, a public lecturer, and a bank
employee when his own bank was forced to liquidate. It can be seen
that his early experience was by no means entirely academic; he had
faced the hard facts of the business world. Indeed, he had received no
academic preparation in economics at all. In theoretical economics
he had but one teacher, his father. For the rest, he was self-

taught; but, as we know from the EMments^ he did not depart from
the classical tradition, which he criticized only in order to per-
fect and enlarge its scientific structure. His lack of any officially

recognized preparation in economics explains, in some degree, why
he never succeeded in winning a teaching post in France. What his
native country denied him he found in Switzerland. There he read a
paper in 1860 on taxation, and thanks to the remarkable impression
he made on that occasion, he was invited ten years later as the first

occupant of a newly founded chair in economics at the Faculty of
Law of the Academy of Lausanne. From then on, he devoted himself
to the elaboration of his theory, to teaching and to writing,
while maintaining some contact with the practical world of affairs
as a consulting actuary for a large Swiss insurance company.
Though he retired from his professorship in 1892, he continued his
research and writing until he died on January 5th, 1910, at Clarens,
near Lausanne. He deeply appreciated the opportunities for inde-
pendent scientific endeavour Switzerland afforded him during the last
four decades of his life, but he remained a French citizen to the end.
Such are the bare outlines of the professional career of Leon Walras,
whose private life, rich in human experience and beset with intimate
tragedies that would have broken a lesser man, still remains to be
told.i

by a Fullbright Research Award, I have gathered primary materials for
P*‘®ParaUpn, on the Ufe and Works of lAon Walras. It wiU be seen,

'^‘^5 what difficulties he had to contend while he produced
^ bibliography lisUng 129 items! Some of his more

mentioned in the Preface to the Fourth EdiUon
works

^ detailed discussion of Walras’s non-analytical
^‘5 ^l^cussions of economic policy, see Marcel Boson’s thesis,

R A,,

S

^ ^conomique scientifique, Paris, R. Pichon et

fouS^s on
1951. Among^the principal pubUshedsources on the hfe of Walras we have “Leone Walras—autobioerafia’* Giornale de^liecowmwr/, 2Dd senes, vol. XXXVII, December 1908, pp, 603-610 with a short nVeflw

Walras . Journal ofPolitical Economy, vol. XLUl, No. 2, April 1935, pp. 187-207.
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As can be seen from the facsimiles (see below pp. 29-34) of the

title pages or covers of the five editions of the Elements prepared by

Walras, it is now nearly eighty years since the first half-volume of the

first edition made its appearance and more than twenty-five years

since the posthumously published definitive edition^ came out. And
yet the Elements has never before been translated. Walras himself

urged his contemporaries in England and America to translate some

of his works, but he was told in 1885 by an English publisher of note

that “it is very hard to persuade the English public to read foreign

books at all, however good they may be”, and in 1906 by an American

admirer, an economist of high scientific standing, . I was sure that

you underestimated the difficulties of your work and ... I doubted the

wisdom of a translation.” The latter remark, it should be emphasized

was made not apropos of the Eliments itself, but of Walras’s simpli-

fied version, which has since been published under the title, Abrege

des iliments d'economie politique pure, edited by Gaston Leduc,

Paris, R. Pichon et R. Durand-Auzias, and Lausanne, F. Rouge,

1938. Up to the present, all that we have had in English of Walras’s

writings are:^ (1) “On the Solution of the Anglo-Indian Monetary
Problem”, a paper translated and read by Professor Herbert Somer-
ton Foxwell before the British Association for the Advancement of

Science on September 6th, 1887 and published in the Transactions of

Section F of that Association, London, 1888, pp. 849-851 (cf. Leon
Walras, ''Note sur la solution du probldme monetaire anglo-indien'\

Revue d'iconomie politique, vol. I, No. 6, November-December 1887,

pp. 633-636); (2) “The Geometrical Theory of the Determination of

Prices”, Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social

Science, vol. Ill, No. 1, July 1892, pp. 45-64, which was translated

under the supervision of Irving Fisher; and (3) “Walras on Gossen”,
which was published recently in a book edited by Professor Henry
William Spiegel, The Development of Economic Thought, Great
Economists in Perspective, New York, John Wiley and Sons, and

‘The “Edition ddfinitive" (1926), incorporating Walras’s afterthoughts and cor-
rections recorded between 1900 and 1902, is much more a definitive version of the
4th edition than a new edition- It is for that reason that I have referred to the 1926
edition in abbreviation as ed. 4 def.

• Walras fared a little better than this in Italian and German, in which languages
we find: besides the “Autobiografia” mentioned in footnote 1 of the previous page
both an Italian and a German translation of the four early memoirs described below
(p. 36, footnote 2), the first of these translations by Gerolamo Boccardo, appearing
under the title “Teoria matematica della ricchezza” m the Biblioteca dell' Economista
Series III, vol. II, Turin, Unione tipografica editrice, 1878, pp. 1289-1388, and the
second by Ludwig von Winterfeld, under the title Mathematische Theorie der Preis-
bestimmung der wirischaftlichen Cuter, Stuttgart, Enke, 1881 ; and an article,“Un nuovommo della matematica, dcll’applicazione delle matematiche aU’economia politica”
Oiornale depieconomisti, vol. HI, no. 1, April 1876, pp. 1^. which, like the “Autobio-
grana

, had never been published in the original French from which it was translated byBoewrdo. Since Walrass death, we have also the Theorie des Geldes, Jena, Gustav
Fischer, 1922. a translation by Richard KerschagI and Stephan Raditz of Walras’s
Iheorie de la monnaie, Lausanne. Corbaz, 1886.
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London, Chapman and Hall, 1952, pp, 471-488, where it is described

as a translation “in slightly abridged form” of Walras’s article “Un
economiste inconnu, H. H. Gossen”, which first appeared in the
Journal des economistes. Series 4, vol. 30, No. 4, April 1885, pp.
68-90, with a rectificatory letter in the following issue No. 5, May
1885, pp. 260-261.

The idea of translating the Elements first occurred to me as the
result of a conversation I had long ago with my friend, the late Henry
Schultz, who made me painfully aware of the complete unreliabil-

ity of the secondary sources from which, up to that time, I had drawn
all I knew about the Walrasian theory. On looking more closely into

the matter, I discovered that authors of unquestioned eminence who
cited the original work often missed its true meaning. I felt that an
integral translation was needed and ventured upon the task. Those
who know how many years I have devoted to it may not be aware of
the number of successive versions I discarded before I dared to offer

the present one for publication. With the proverbial taunt, traduttore

traditore^ forever ringing in my ears, I can only hope that the passages
where I have unwittingly betrayed the master’s thought are out-
numbered by those in which I have succeeded in my attempt to
clarify it.

The purpose of this translation is two-fold: to bring a great classic

to students who have too little French to read the original and to
furnish scholars interested in the history of economic analysis with
an instrument of research. Hence the Notes which are found at the
end of this volume and which are referred to in the translation by
references enclosed in square brackets. These brackets, it will be
observed, are used everywhere to apprise the reader of the translator’s
deliberate intrusions, whether they be Note references or additional
words and phrases inserted in the text to elucidate obscure passages.

I have contributed two sets of Notes: Translator’s Notes, referred
to by number; and Collation Notes, referred to by letter. On the
utility of the former, the reader alone can decide, but he would do
well to bear in mind the dictum of Dr, Johnson: “It is impossible for
an expositor not to write too little for some, and too much for others.
He can only judge what is necessary by his own experience; and how
long soever he may deliberate, will at last explain many lines which
the learned will think impossible to be mistaken, and omit many for
which the ignorant will want his help.” On the need for the Collation
of Editions, I think every student of Walras will agree with Professor
Arthur^W. Marget s observation that “a proper understanding of
Walras s system requires a study of the various transformations
through which that system passed, and the various refinements which
were added in the successive editions of the Elements and the rest of
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Walras’s writings”. Doubtless, it would have been better to compile

a complete variorum edition, but that was obviously not feasible in

the case of a translation. Anyone fortunate enough to find copies of

the rarer early editions could, with the aid of my Table of Corre-

sponding Sections, Lessons and Parts, trace in detail the successive

changes in particular passages. In my Collation of Editions, I have

not attempted to give the earlier versions of every change, for some

were trivial or purely stylistic, while others were so extensive that an

additional volume would have been necessary to quote them textu-

ally. I have had to resort to a compromise: obviously minor changes

are ignored; all major changes that are not too unwieldly are re-

corded by quotation from the original French of the earlier editions

and can be compared with the French of the last edition which is now
readily available;^ all extensive changes are described.

Besides the translation of the entire text of the “Edition definitive”

with its two Appendices, the present volume contains a translation

of an additional Appendix III which appeared in the 3rd edition

(1896) only. Despite its withdrawal from the subsequent editions,

the transient appearance of this Appendix, entitled “Note on Mr.

Wicksteed’s Refutation of the English Theory of Rent”, still con-

stitutes a noteworthy event in the history of the marginal produc-

tivity theory, if for no other reason, for the controversy it has stirred

up.

The Indexes also have been added, and only the summaries found

at the head of each Legon in the original have been subtracted. These,

however, were adapted, not translated, to make up my analytical

table of contents.

While the geometric Figures in the translation were reproduced

from the five folded plates located at the end of the 4th edition

(the reproduction in the definitive edition not being clear enough),

the originals were subjected to a slight modification. Walras’s

Figures were often crowded with curves, probably for the sake
of economy, to enable him to use one Figure to illustrate several

separate arguments. In my arrangement, the Figures are dispersed so
that each is placed in its immediate context and consists only of
those curves that are relevant to the adjacent discussion. I have also

labelled the axes.

The pristine “exuberance of algebraic foliage”, to use Edgeworth’s
apt phrase, has been retained as in the original.

“Yet sit and see,

“Minding true things, by what their mock’ries be.”

‘ A new reprint (“nouveau tirage’*) of the “Edition definitive’* of the El^mentu
a economie politique pure was published by the Librairie Gcnerale de Droit et de
Jurisprudence, R. Picnon et R. Durand-Auzias, 20 rue Soufflot, Paris 5*, in 1952.
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The few changes made in the notation were typographically unavoid-
able.

Not only in the mathematical presentation, but also in the transla-

tion of the text, I have made no attempt to modernize the book. So
far as I was able, I tried to translate the prose into the English of
Walras’s contemporaries. The Elements translated into the tech-

nical jargon current in our day would be a misleading anachronism.
In the final stages of this literary task, I have been ably seconded by
my wife, Olive Caroline Jaffe, who suggested felicitous renderings
of many difficult and intricate passages, though she had never read
a treatise on economics before. Moreover, in the proof-reading stage,
it was she who verified the entire translation by checking it against
the original. In an important sense, she might well be regarded as a
co-translator, though responsibility for defects in this work must
remain entirely mine.

I am greatly indebted to fellow economists who aided me with
their counsel and encouragement; to Northwestern University, its

Graduate School, the Social Science Research Council and the
American Philosophical Society for their generous contributions in
support of the project; and to the succession of students and
clerical assistants who helped prepare the manuscript. I must,
in particular, express my profound gratitude to my colleague.
Professor James Washington Bell, Secretary of the American
Economic Association, who has been to me what Louis Ruchonnet
was to Walras. When courage flagged, it was his patient and friendly
prompting that gave me strength to go on. To Dean Simeon E.
Leland of the College of Liberal Arts of Northwestern University I

owe grateful acknowledgement for his indefatigable efforts in obtain-
ing for me further opportunities to pursue my researches at home and
abroad. In the earlier stages of the work, I benefited greatly from
the invaluable criticisms and suggestions ofiered by Dr. C. Oswald
George, now with the Board of Trade in England as a Chief
Statistician. In the later stages, I received much helpful advice from
my colleague. Professor Robert H. Strotzin Evanston, Illinois, and,
while I was in Paris, from M. G. Th. Guilbaud and the other
members of the staff of the Institut de Science Economique Appliqu6e
of which Professor Francois Perroux is Director. I wish also to
express my appreciation to M. Jean Charles Biaudet, Librarian, and
to M. Charles Roth, Keeper of Manuscripts, of the Bibliotheque
Cantonale et Uniyersitaire de Lausanne, where I was able to consult
the archives containing Walras’s scientific correspondence and papers.
M. Roth very kindly proof-read the multilingual passages in my Notes.
Emally, I feel bound to acknowledge the co-operation of all my col-
leagues m the Department of Economics of Northwestern University.
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Although Walras did not live to see an English translation of his

major work, I like to think of him in the Valhalla of intellectual

warriors, happy in the knowledge that a translation of his Eiiments

is appearing under the joint auspices of the Royal Economic Society

and the American Economic Association, and rejoicing now as he

did in 1892 when the American Economic Association elected him

an honorary member in recognition of his “eminent services to the

Science of Political Economy”.
William Jaff6

Lausanne^ Switzerland

Jane 16^ 1953
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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION

This fourth edition of the Elements of Pure Economics is the
definitive edition. ^ In June of 1874 I wrote the following lines which
I feel I must reproduce from the Preface of my first edition:

To the eidightened initiative of the Council of State of the Canton of Vaud,
which organized a competitive examination in 1870 to fill a chair of political
economy newly instituted at the Faculty of Uw of the Academy of Lausanne,^d particularly to the confidence and benevolence of M. Louis Ruchonnet*
Head of the Department of Public Instruction and Public Worship, Member of the
Swim National Council, who, since inviting me to enter this competition for the
chair I now occupy, has never wavered in his kind encouragement, I owe it that
I am now able to start publishing a treatise on the elements of political and
social economy, conceived on a new plan, elaborated according to an original
method, and reaching conclusions which. I venture to say, differ in several
respects from those of current economic science.
This treatise is made up of the following three Books, each constituting

a volume to be published in two instalments:

Book One: the elements of pure economics or The Theory of Social Wealth-
[contaimng in the first instalment:] Part I. Object and divUions of political and
social ^nomy.—Part II. Mathematical theory of exchange.—Part III. On
numeraire and money.—[and in the second Instalment:] Part IV.—Natural theory
ot the production and the consumption of wealth.—Part V. Conditions and
wnsequences of economic progress.—Part VI. Natural and necessary effects of
aitierent kinds of economic systems of society.
Book Two: elements of applied economics or The Theory of the Agricultural

industrial^ and Commercial Production of Wealth.
*

Book Three: elements of social economics or The Theory of the Distribution
oj Wealth via Property and Taxation. *

I^ now offering the first instalment of the first volume. It contains a mathe-

r
problem of the determination of current prices and alsoa scienUfic formulation of the law of offer and demand in the case of the exchange

commodities for one another. I am weU aware that the notations

A
somewhat cumbersome; but I beg the reader not to be

by this c^plexity, for it is inherent in the subject and constitutes its

of
difficulty. This system of notation once mastered, the system01 wnomic phenomena is, to a certain degree, understood.

I

was completely written and almost completely printed, andhad already submitted a paper to the Acad6mie des sciences morales et

replaSig" Hnsertid nn V'® P^^”^ volume was stored for eventual
notes ^ m the translation] only two
texO r^uhSS byTe« interfi^ns!'*'

rfVeon by the following two volumes: Etudes
been comoell^ in moiT

^ Etudes d dconomle politique appHquie (1898). I have
iblet^S «ion ? brjne my'^work ai near as ^ss-
and by R Pidlon J published by F. Rouge etCie in Laus^ne
the two books^wSre

^ Second editions (virtually reprints) of
the same pubUshers

Professor Gaston Leduc and brought out in 1936 by
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politiques in Paris^ on the basic principle of the theory expounded in my forth-
coming book, when, a month ago, my attention was drawn to a work on the same
subject, entitled: The Theory of Politico! Economy^ Macmillan & Co., 1871, by
W. Stanley Jevons, Professor of Political Economy at Manchester. Mr. Jevons
applies mathematical analysis to pure economics, especially to the theory of
exch^ge, very much as I do; and, what is reaUy remarkable, he founds the whole
application of mathematics to economics on a fundamental formula which he
calls the equation of exchange and which is rigorously identical with the formula
which serves as my point of departure and which I caU the condition ofmaximum
satisfaction.

Mr. Jevons s main purpose was to develop a general, philosophical exposition
of the new method and to lay the foundations for the application of this method
not only to the theory of exchange, but also to the theories of labour, rent, and
capital. For my part, I have done my utmost in the present half-volume to give
a very thorough account of the mathematical theory of exchange. As is only
proper, therefore, I acknowledge Mr. Jevons's priority so far as his formula is
concerned, without relinquishing my right to claim originality for certain impor-
tant deductions of my own. I shall not enumerate these points which competent
readers will readily discover. I need only add that, as I see it. Mr. Jevons’s work
and my own, far from being mutually competitive in any harmful sense, really
support, complete, and reinforce each other to a singular degree. This is my
considered opinion, in token of which I strongly recommend this eminent English
economist s excellent book to all who have not yet read it.

The second instalment of the first edition was published in 1877.
In it I developed a theory of the determination of the prices of
productive services (wages, rent, and interest) and a theory of the
determination of the rate of net income, both very different from
those of Jevons.^

In 1879 Jevons, who had meanwhile become a professor at
University College, London, published the second edition of his
Theory of Political Economy. On pp. xxxv-xlii of his Preface to this
edition he partly conceded to Gossen, a German, the priority of
discovering the starting-point of mathematical economics, which, as
stated above, I had already conceded to Jevons. I have written an
article on Gossen, entitled “Un economiste inconnu, Hermann-Henri
Gossen”, in the Journal des Economistes for April and May 1885, in
which I described his life and work, and endeavoured to determine
what remained as my own contribution, after making due allowance

*u
* Compte-rendu des stances et travaux de VAcadimie for January 1874, or

the Journal des Economistes for April and June 1874.
• Part I of the first edition of the Elements d*iconomie politique pure was summarized

ermtled: Principe d*une th4orie mathimatique de Vechange and ^nations
* ^change, the first having been submitted to the Academic des sciences morales et

poliuques in Pans in the month of August 1873, and Uie second to the Sociit^
Vaudoise des sciences naturelles at Lausanne in December 1875. Part II was sum-
marized before its publicaUon in two memoirs enUtled: Equations de la production and
Et^uations de la capitalisation et du credit, both submitted to the Sociite Vaudoise des^enc« naturelles, the first in January and February and the second in July 1876.

P/f® ;

memoirs were translated into Italian under the Utlc of Teoria matematica
della ricchezza (Biblioteca deU’Economista, 1878) and into German under the

hdathematlsche Theorie der Preisbestimmung der wirthschaftlichen Cilter
(Stuttgart, Verlag von Ferdinand Enke, 1881).
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for the contributions of my two predecessors.^ At the end of
Lesson 16 of this present volume the reader will find a paragraph in
which I revert to this matter. He will there see that once again, in

1872, the importance of considering rarete in the [theory of] exchange
was rediscovered and stressed, independently of the three of us, by
Carl Menger, a professor of economics at the University of Vienna.

I readily acknowledge Gossen’s priority with respect to the utility

curve and Jevons’s priority with respect to the equation of maximum
utility in exchange, but these economists were not the source of my
ideas. I am indebted to my father, Auguste Walras, for the funda-
mental principles ofmy economic doctrine; and to Augustin Cournot
for the idea of using the calculus of functions in the elaboration of this
doctrine. I have publicly acknowledged this fact in my first essays
and on every suitable occasion ever since. Now I should like to
explain how this doctrine was conceived, evolved, and completed in
the successive editions of the present work.
Though I have since made improvements in several points of

detail, yet, viewed as a whole, my solution of the equations of
exchange, production, capital formation and credit has remained
very much the same [as when first published].

In the theory of exchange, the rudimentary proof of the theorem
of maximum utility ofcommodities was supplemented by : (1) a proof
making use of the usual notations of the infinitesimal calculus which
is applicable to the case of continuous utility curves, in order to
prepare the way for the subsequent proof of the theorem of the
maximum utility of new capital goods, and (2) a proof applicable to
the case of discontinuous curves.

In the theory of production, I no longer represented the prelimi-
nary groping towards equilibrium as it takes place effectively, but
I assumed, instead, that it was done by means of tickets [W tons']
and then carried this fiction through the remainder of the book.

In the theory of capital formation, instead of setting down the
savings function empirically, I deduced it rationaUy from the equa-
hons of exchange and maximum satisfaction; and in a new theorem
I esUblished the proposition that the condition of a uniform rate of
net income was also the condition of maximum utility relative to new
capital goods. When I published my first edition I was conscious of
only one of the two problems of maximum utility involving the
services of new capital goods, namely the problem connected with
an individual’s distribution of his income among his various wants
under the assumption that the quantities of the capital goods were

f ‘determined at random. This I have
ailed the problem of the maximum utility of commodities, the

This article was republished in my Etudes d'economie sociale.
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mathematical solution of which is found in the proportionality of the
raretis to the prices of the services of capital goods. It was in the
course of preparing the second edition that I became aware of
another problem, namely, the problem which arises when we seek
to determine the quantities of [the different kinds of] new capital
goods consistent with the maximum effective utility of their services
and which pertains to the distribution by the economy as a whole
of its excess of income over consumption among the diverse oppor-
tunities for new investment. I have called this the problem of the
maximum utility of new capital goods, the mathematical solution of
which is found in the proportionality of the raretis to the prices of
the capital goods themselves. It follows that the double maximum
is attained when the prices of the services are proportional to the
prices of the capital goods. Subject only to one reservation, this is

precisely what results from the working of free competition.
Chiefly, however, it was my theory of money that underwent the

most important changes as a result of my research on the subject
from 1876 to 1899.^ In the first and second editions [of the Elements]
the Lessons on money were made up partly of pure theory, and
partly of applied theory; but the latter having been eliminated from
the third and fourth editions I shall speak only of the former, and
particularly of the underlying idea of this theory, namely, the solution
of the problem of the value of money. In the first edition, this
solution was founded on a consideration of the “circulation to be
cleared” [“circulation desservir”], which I had borrowed from the
economists. In the second and subsequent editions, however, I based
the solution on the concept of a “desired cash balance” [“encaisse
d6sir6e ’], which I had already used in my Thdorie de la monnaie
[1886]. Nevertheless, I continued in the second and third editions,
as in the first, to write the equation of offer and demand for money
apart from the other equations and as empirically given. In the
present edition this equation is deduced rationally from the equations
of exchange and maximum satisfaction as well as from the equations
showing equality between the demand and offer of circulating
capital goods. In this way, the theory of circulation and money,
like the theories of exchange, production, capital formation and
credit, not only posits, but solves the relevant system of equations.
The six Lessons in which this theory is developed give the

these research articles arc io the realm of pure theory, and have, accord-
ingly been included in the present volume, viz. my “Note sur le 15i l^gal”, “Thdorie
math^matique du bimitaUisme”, “De la fixity de valeur de T^talon mon^taire“
Uourtml des Economistes, for December 1876. May 1881, and October 1882 respec-
Uvely), and my Equations de la circulation’* {Bulletin de la SocUtd Vaudoise des
sciences naturelles, 1899). 'Hie other articles belong to the realm of applied theory

republished in my Etudes d'^conomie politique appligu^e, e.g. “D’une
methode de regulansaUon de la variation de valeur de la monnaie” (1885), “Th6orie
de la monnaie’^ (1886), and “Le probl^me mon6uire” (1887-1895).
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solution of the fourth major problem of pure economics, that

of circulation.

I have made some slight changes in the number, order, and titles

of the main Parts of my book in order to indicate more clearly the

logical sequence of the four problems. In particular, I have placed

the theory of circulation immediately after that of capital formation

and immediately before a special Part into which I moved my studies

of economic progress and systems ofpure economics. In this last Part,

I included the theory of marginal productivity^ that is, the theory of
the determination of the coefficients of production which were thence-

forth considered as unknowns and no longer as given quantities of
the problem.

In consequence of these changes, the table of contents of this

volume is as follows:

ELEMENTS OF PURE ECONOMICS Or Theory of Social Wealth

Part I. Object and Divisions of Political and Social

^onomy.
Part II. Theory of the Exchange of Two Commodities

for l^ch Other.

Part III. Theory of the Exchange of Several Commodities
for One Another.

Part IV. Theory of Production.

Part V. Theory of Capital Formation and Credit,

Part VI. Theory of Circulation and Money.
Part VII. Conditions and Consequences of Economic

Progress; Critique of Systems of Pure Econo-
mics.

Part VIII. Price Fixing, Monopoly, Taxation.
Appendix I. Geometrical Theory of the Determination of

Prices.

Appendix II. Observations on the Auspitz and Lieben
Principle of the Theory of Prices.

[Appendix III. Note on Mr. Wicksteed’s Refutation of the

English Theory of Rent.^]

This volume, despite the aforementioned changes, is, as I have
already said, simply the definitive edition of the book that I first

published in 1874-1877. By this I mean that my doctrine is the same
today as it was then, a doctrine which was perfectly understood by
a few mathematicians, who were also economists. It can be sum-
marized in the following manner.

translation from cd. 3. This appendix was omitted from theUDsoqucnt ediUons.l
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Pure economics is, in essence, the theory of the determination of
prices under a hypothetical regime of perfectly free competition.^
The sum total of all things, material or immaterial, on which a price
can be set because they are scarce (i.e. both useful and limited in

quantity)^ constitutes social walth. Hence pure economics is also
the theory of social wealth.

Among the things that make up social wealth a distinction must
be made between capital goods or durable goods which can be used
more than once, and income goods or non-durable goods [‘biens
fongibles’] which cannot be used more than once. Capital goods
comprise land^ personal faculties, and capital goods proper. Income
goods comprise not only consumers' goods and raw materials which
are, for the most part, material things, but also the successive uses
of capital goods, i.e. their services, which are, in most instances,
immaterial things. The services of capital goods which have a direct
utility are called consumers' services and are put in the same class as
consumers’ goods. Those services of capital goods which have only
indirect utility are called productive services and are put in the same
class as raw materials. That, in my opinion, is the key to the whole
of pure economics. The failure to make the distinction between
capital goods and income goods, and particularly the refusal to
include the immaterial services of capital goods in the same class of
social wealth as material income goods preclude the possibility of a
scientific theory of the determination of prices. If, however, the
proposed distinction and classification are accepted, then it becomes
possible to arrive successively at: (1) a determination of the prices
of consumers’ goods and services by means of the theory ofexchange^
(2) a determination of the prices of raw materials and productive
services by means of the theory ofproduction', (3) a determination of
the price of fixed capital goods by means of the theory of capitaliza-
tion', and (4) a determination of the prices of circulating capital goods
by means of the theory of circulation. I shall now proceed to show
how this is done.

First, let us imagine a market in which only consumers’ goods and
services are bought and sold, that is to say, exchanged, the sale of
any service being effected by the hiring out of a capital good. Once
the prices or the ratios of exchange of all these goods and services
have been cried at random in terms of one of them selected as the
numeraire, each party to the exchange will offer at these prices those
goods or services of which he thinks he has relatively too much, and

‘ This means a regime of free competition among sellers of services who underbid
one another and among buyers of products who outbid one another. Free competition
annong entrepreneurs is, as I explain in §188, not the only means of bringing selling
price into equality with cost of production. It is the part of applied economics to
inquire whether free competition is always the best means.
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he will demand those articles or services of which he thinks he has

relatively too little for his consumption during a certain period of

time. The quantities of each thing effectively demanded and offered

having been determined in this way, the prices of those things for

which the demand exceeds the offer will rise, and the prices of those

things of which the offer exceeds the demand will fall New prices

having now been cried, each party to the exchange will offer and

demand new quantities. And again prices will rise or fall until the

demand and the offer of each good and each service are equal. Then
the prices will be current equilibrium prices and exchange will

effectively take place.

We pose the problem of production by enlarging the scope of the

problem of exchange to include the fact that consumers’ goods are

products resulting either from a combination of productive services

alone or from the application of these services to raw materials. In

order to take this fact into account, we must think of the land-owners,

workers, and capitalists as sellers of [productive] services and buyers

of consumers’ goods and services, standing face to face with sellers

of products and buyers of productive services and raw materials.

These latter sellers and buyers are the entrepreneurs who seek a profit

by transforming productive services into products consisting either

of raw materials which they sell to one another, or of consumers’

goods which they sell to the land-owners, workers, and capitalists

from whom they buy productive services. In this connection it will

help us to gain a better understanding of the phenomena under

consideration if we imagine two markets instead of one. Let one of

these markets be the services market, where services are offered

exclusively by land-owners, workers, and capitalists, and demanded,
in so far as they are [directly] consumable services, by the selfsame

land-owners, workers, and capitalists, and, in so far as they are

productive services, by entrepreneurs. Let the other be the products

market, where products are offered exclusively by entrepreneurs, and
demanded, in so far as they are raw materials, by the selfsame

entrepreneurs, and, in so far as they are consumers’ goods, by land-

owners, workers, and capitalists. At prices cried at random in these

two markets, the land-owners, workers, and capitalists, in their

capacity as consumers, will offer services and demand consumers’
goods and services in order to procure the largest possible sum total

of utility in the period considered. At the same time the entre-

preneurs, in their capacity as producers, will offer products and
demand productive services or raw materials to be delivered during
this same period, in the measure required by the coeflScients of
production in the form of productive services. These entrepreneurs
will expand output whenever the selling price of the products exceeds
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the cost of the productive services involved in their production; and
they will reduce their output whenever the cost of these productive
services exceeds the selling price. On each market, prices rise when-
ever demand exceeds supply, and fall whenever supply exceeds
demand. The current equilibrium prices are those at which the
demand and the supply of each service or product are equal and at
which the selling price of each product is equal to the cost of
production, i.e. the cost of the productive services employed.

In order to pose the problem of capital formation, we must assume
that there are land-owners, workers, and capitalists who save, that is

to say, who do not demand consumers* goods and services up to the
total value of the services they offer, but demand new capital goods
instead for part of this value. We must also assume that over against
those who create savings, there are entrepreneurs who produce new
capital goods in lieu of raw materials or consumers’ goods. Given,
therefore, a certain sum of savings on the one hand, and certain
quantities of newly manufactured capital goods on the other hand,
these savings and these new capital goods are exchanged against each
other on the capital goods market, in a ratio which dei>ends, in con-
formity with the mechanism of competition, on the prices of the
consumers’ and productive services yielded by the capital goods,
these prices being determined by virtue of the theories of exchange
and of production. Hence we have a certain rate of income, and for
each capital good a certain selling price, which is equal to the ratio
of the price of its service to the rate of income. The manufacturers
of new capital goods, like those of consumers’ goods, expand or
contract their output according as the selling price exceeds the cost
of production or the cost of production exceeds the selling price.
Once we have the rate of income [from capital goods], we can

obtain not only the price of newly manufactured fixed capital goods,
but also the price of old fixed capital goods (viz. land, personal
faculties, and already existing capital goods proper) by dividing the
prices of their services (i.e. rent, wages, and interest) by the rate of
income. There remains, then, only to find the price of circulating
capital and to see what becomes of all these prices when the numeraire
is also money. This is the object of the problem of circulation and
money.
We shall see in this fourth edition how the inclusion of the

“desired cash balance’* made it possible for me to state and solve
this problem within this static framework in exactly the same terms
and in precisely the same way as I solved the preceding problems.
All I had to do was first to represent the circulating capital as
rendering a service ofavailability, either in kind or in money; and then
to look upon the offer of all such services as coming exclusively from
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capitalists, and the demand as coming, in part, so far as these services

are consumers' services, from land-owners, workers, and capitalists

in their pursuit of maximum satisfaction, and in part, so far as these

services are productive services, from entrepreneurs to the extent of

their need for certain coeflBcients of production in the form of services

of availability. Thus the current prices of these services are deter-

mined exactly like the prices of ail other services. Moreover, the

prices of the circulating capital and of money are determined, in

consequence, as ratios of the prices of their services of availability to

the rate of income, the price of money, qua money, being established

as an inverse function of its quantity.

This whole theory is mathematical. Although it may be described
in ordinary language, the proof of the theory must be given mathe-
matically. The proof rests wholly on the theory of exchange; and the

theory of exchange can be summed up in its entirety in the following
double condition of market equilibrium: first, that each party to the

exchange attain maximum utility and secondly, that, for each and
every commodity the aggregate quantity demanded equal the aggre-

gate quantity offered by all parties. It is only with the aid of
mathematics that we can understand what is meant by the condition
of maximum utility, for, by attributing to each trading party an
equation or curve relative to each consumers’ good or service, in

order to express the rareti, i.e. the intensity of the last want satisfied,

as a decreasing function of the quantity consumed, mathematics
enables us to see that a given party will obtain the greatest possible
total satisfaction of his wants if he demands and offers commodities
m such quantities when certain prices are cried that the raretis of
these commodities are proportional to their prices upon completion
of the exchange. Nor can we understand without mathematics why
or how current equilibrium prices are arrived at not only in exchange,
but also in production, capital formation and circulation, by raising
the price of services, products and new capital goods, when demand
exceeds supply, and by lowering the price in the contrary case.

Mathematics renders all this intelligible, first of all by deducing from
the rareti functions not only the functions which express the offer of
services and the demand for services, products and new capital goods
Withaview to maximizing the satisfaction of wants, but also the equa-
tions which express equality between the demand and supply of these
services, products and new capital goods; secondly, by combining
these equations with other equations, those which express equality
etween the selling price and the cost of production of products and
new capital goods and those which express uniformity in the rate of

all new capital goods; and, finally, by demonstrating:
V ) that the aforementioned problems of exchange, production,
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capital formation, and circulation are determinate problems, in the
sense that the number of equations entailed is exactly equal to the
number of the unknowns, and (2) that the upward and downward
movement of market prices in conjunction with the effective flow of
entrepreneurs from enterprises showing a loss to enterprises showing
a profit is purely and simply a method of groping towards a solution
of the equations involved in these problems.
Such is the system I am presenting in this volume with proofs

v^^hich I have worked out as meticulously as I could. This system had
already been published and demonstrated in the four memoirs that
make up my Thiorie math^matique de la richesse sociale, 1873-1876,
and in the first edition of my Eliments d'Economie Politique Pure,
1874-1877. As soon as I had mastered the underlying principle of
my theory as a whole, I felt it my duty to communicate it to the
Academic des sciences morales et politiques in Paris; and I drafted
the first of the four above-mentioned memoirs for this purpose. In
that study I took the case of the exchange in kind of two commodities
for each other and showed, at one and the same time, how the
solution of the problem of maximum satisfaction of wants for each
exchanging party is given by the proportionality of the intensities of
the last wants satisfied to the values in exchange, and how the
solution of the problem of the determination of the respective current
prices of the two commodities is arrived at by a rise in price when
demand exceeds offer and by a fall in price when offer exceeds
demand. The Academic gave this paper a very bad and most dis-
couraging reception. I grieve for this learned body, and I venture to
say that after the double misfortune of awarding a prize to Canard
and slighting Cournot, it might, in its own interest, have profited
by this opportunity to establish its competence in economics a
little more brilliantly. So far as I am concerned, the cold reception
I had from the Academic actually brought me good luck, for since
ttmt time the doctrine I espoused twenty-seven years ago has gained
wide acceptance both in form and content.

Everyone competent in the field knows that the theory of exchange
based on the proportionality of prices to intensities of the last wants
satisfied (i.e. to Final Degrees of Utility or Grenznutzen), which
was evolved almost simultaneously by Jevons, Menger and myself,
and which constitutes the very foundation of the whole edifice of
economics, has become an integral part of the science in England,
Austria, the United States, and wherever pure economics is developed
and taught.

From the moment the principle of the theory of exchange found
a place in the science, it was inevitable that the principle of the theory
of production would soon follow, which it most effectively did. In
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the second edition of his Theory ofPolitical Economy Jevons became
aware of a point he had missed in the first edition, namely, that if the

Final Degree of Utility determines the prices of products, it must
also determine the prices of the productive services, i.e. the rent,

wages, and interest, because the selling prices of products and the

costs of the services employed in producing them tend towards

equality under a regime of free competition. In May 1879 Jevons

wrote ten remarkable pages at the close of the preface to his second

edition (pp. xlviii-lvii), in which he clearly stated that the formula
of the English school, in any case the school of Ricardo and Mill,

must be reversed, for the prices of productive services are determined
by the prices of their products and not the other way round. This

fruitful suggestion was not immediately taken up in England; in fact,

there was at first a reaction against Jevons’s idea and in favour of

the Ricardian cost of production theory. Nevertheless, the Austrian

economists, having arrived independently at the conception of Grenz-

nutzen in their theory of value in exchange, also carried this idea to

its logical consequence in the theory of production. They established

exactly the same relation between the value ofProdukte and the value
of Produktivmittel that I established between the value of products,

on the one hand, and the value of raw materials and productive
services, on the other

Our agreement is not so perfect, however, as regards the theory of
capital formation, on which Carl Menger published an article entitled

“Zur Theorie des Kapitals” in voL xvii of the Jahrbucher fur
Nationalokonomie und Statistik. Menger’s views were amplified by
von B6hm-Bawerk, a professor at Innsbruck, in a book, entitled

Kapital und Kapitalzins, 1884-1889, where he deduces the pheno-
menon of interest on capital from the difference between the value
of a present good and that of a future good.^ I must state plainly
^at on this point Bdhm-Bawerk and I part company; and I should
like to explain briefly why I cannot accept his theory. Such an
explanation calls, however, for a mathematical formulation, if not
of the entire theory in question, at least of the theory of the deter-

mination of the rate of interest which it implies.®

Let us open the first treatise on business finance that comes to hand, and we
learn there that a thing worth A for spot delivery will only be worth

^
(1+/)"

' Menger’s article and Bohm-Bawerk’s book were very carefuUy reviewed in the
Novcmber-Dcccmbcr 1888 and March-April 1889.

j
paragraph is reprinted without any changes from my preface to the

.k IPP* xxi-xxiii). It will be seen that although in the
Milion I still wrote the savings function as empirically given, even then I

incf^
“ttention m the preface to a way of establishing it rationally as a successively

''•wsmg and decreasing function of the rate of net income.
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for future delivery n years from date, given the annual rate of interest /. Never-
theless, if we propose to use this formula as the basis of an economic theory of
the determination of the rate of interest, we must first be told how A is deter-
mined, and then we have to be shown the market on which i is deduced from A'
in conformity with the above equation. I have looked in vain for such a market.
And that is why I persist in deriving /, if we disregard depreciation and insurance,
from the equation

Pk"^^k" Pk" + «..

I
* eCPt • • • P ‘p

• • • PkiPk'yPk" • • • Pb*Pc*Pd • • *0

in which i.e. the prices of the services of the capital goods (K), (K'),

(K") . . ., are determined by the theories of exchange and production; /)*,

. . ., i.e. the quantities manufactured of these new capital goods, are deter-

mined by the condition of equality between their selling price and their cost of
production or by the condition of uniformity of rate of income (which is also the
condition of their maximum utility); and, finally,

P‘c(j^t * • • Pp • • ' Pk*Pk'*Pk” • • Pb*Pe*Pd • • ’O*

i.e. the [aggregate] amount of savings, is determined by the comparison which
each saver makes, at the current price of services and products, between the
utility for him of 1 to be consumed immediately and the utility for him of i to be
consumed year in year out. The left-hand side of the above equation constitutes

the supply of new capital goods in terms of numeraire, and is manifestly a
decreasing function of i. The right-hand side constitutes the demand for new
capital goods in terms of numeraire, and is a function of / which first increases
and then decreases as / increases. The demanders are either the savers themselves
or entrepreneurs who borrow savings in the form of money capital. Equality
between the two sides of the equation is achieved through an increase or decrease
in the price of new capital goods brought about by a fall or a rise in /, according
as the demand is greater or less than the supply. The alert reader will notice
immediately that this is exactly what takes place through fluctuations on the
stock exchange where titles to property in new capital goods are exchanged
against savings at prices proportional to their incomes. He will perceive, more-
over, that my theory of capital formation, the whole of which, let me repeat, is

based on the logically prior theories of exchange and production, is inde^ what
a theory of this kind ought to be, viz. the abstract expression and rational

explanation of facts of the real world. While I am on this subject, may 1

remark to what extent my theorem of maximum utility of new capital goods
confirms my whole system of pure economics. Admittedly, it is no great discovery
to state that society realizes a gain in utility by withdrawing capital from an
employment where it yields a lower interest in order to invest it in an employment
where it yields a higher interest; but it seems to me that to have demonstrated
mathematically so plausible and even so evident a truth argues strongly in favour
of the definitions and methods of analysis by which this truth was reached.

The final decision in this controversy must eventually be left to

mathematicians. Even today there are a few to whom I would con-
fidently take my case. Soon after publication, Jevons’s theory and
my own were translated into Italian, as were the earlier essays of
Whewell and Couraot. Then, in Germany, Gossen’s book, at first

unnoticed, was added to the already known works ofvon Thiinen and
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Mangoldt. Since that time a considerable number ofbooks on mathe-

matical economics have appeared in Germany, Austria, England,

Italy, and the United States.^ The school which is gradually coming

into being will have no difficulty in discerning which system, among

so many, should constitute the science. As for those economists who

do not know any mathematics, who do not even know what is meant

by mathematics and yet have taken the stand that mathematics cannot

possibly serve to elucidate economic principles, let them go their way

repeating that “human liberty will never allow itself to be cast into

equations” or that “mathematics ignores frictions which are every-

thing in social science” and other equally forceful and flowery

phrases. They can never prevent the theory of the determination of

prices under free competition from becoming a mathematical theory.

Hence, they will always have to face the alternative either of steering

clear of this discipline and consequently elaborating a theory of

applied economics without recourse to a theory of pure economics

or of tackling the problems of pure economics without the necessary

equipment, thus producing not only very bad pure economics but

also very bad mathematics. If the reader will turn to Lesson 40, he

will find samples of these theories that are just as mathematical as

mine, but that differ from mine in this, that I feel constrained to have

always as many equations as there are unknowns in my problems,

while the illustrious authors of the theories cited in Lesson 40 allow

themselves sometimes to determine one and the same unknown by

means of two equations and sometimes to use a single equation to

solve for two, three, and even four unknowns. It is very unlikely, at

least so I hope, that such procedures will continue indefinitely to

stand in the way of a method which promises to convert pure

economics into an exact science.

In any case, the establishment sooner or later of economics as an
exact science is no longer in our hands and need not concern us. It

is already perfectly clear that economics, like astronomy and mecha-
nics, is both an empirical and a rational science. And no one can

reproach our science with having taken an unduly long time in

becoming rational as well as empirical. It took from a hundred to

a hundred and fifty or two hundred years for the astronomy of

Kepler to become the astronomy of Newton and Laplace, and for

the mechanics of Galileo to become the mechanics of d’Alembert
and Lagrange. On the other hand, less than a century has elapsed

between the publication ofAdam Smith’s work and the contributions

books arc listed with earlier writings on the same subject in Professor Irving

w ® Sf^^tography of Mathematical Economics, which was inserted as an appendix

p : -‘i
* Bacon's translation of Cournot’s Researches into the Mathematical

rr/rtcip/tfj of the Theory of Wealth. The translation was published in an American
^flwtion of Economic Classics f^ited by W. J. Ashley; N.Y., Macmillan, 1897, re-
pnnted 1927, pp.173-213].
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of Cournot, Gossen, Jevons, and myself. We were, therefore, at our
post, and have performed our duty. If nineteenth-century France,
which was the cradle of the new science, has completely ignored it,

the fault lies in the idea, so bourgeois in its narrowness, of dividing
education into two separate compartments: one turning out calcu-
lators with no knowledge whatsoever of sociology, philosophy,
history, or economics; and the other cultivating men of letters devoid
of any notion of mathematics. The twentieth century, which is not
far off, will feel the need, even in France, of entrusting the social
sciences to men of general culture who are accustomed to thinking
both inductively and deductively and who are familiar with reason
as well as experience. Then mathematical economics will rank with
the mathematical sciences of astronomy and mechanics; and on that
day justice will be done to our work.
Lausanne^ June 1900. L.W.



PART 1

Object and Divisions

of Political and Social Economy





Lesson 1

DEFINITIONS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY
ADAM SMITH; J. B. SAY

1. In beginning a course or treatise on political economy, the first

step is to define the science, setting forth its object, divisions, nature
and scope. I have no thought of evading this obligation; but I must
point out that it takes longer and is more difficult to fulfil than one
might suppose. A satisfactory definition of political economy is still

wanting. Of all the definitions proposed thus far, not one has met
with the general and final assent which is the mark of established
scientific truths. I shall quote and criticize the most significant of
these definitions, and I shall endeavour to present my own. In
performing this task, I shall find occasion to bring in certain names,
titles of books and dates that should be known.

2. Quesnay and his disciples form the first important group of
economists. Having a common doctrine they constitute a school.
They themselves call their doctrine Physiocracy, that is to say, the
natural government of society; and for this reason they are known
today as Physiocrats. Besides Quesnay, who wrote the Tableau
iconomique (1758), the principal Physiocrats are Mercier de la
Riviere, author of Uordre naturel et essentiel des socUtis poliiiques
(1767), Dupont de Nemours, author of Physiocratie ou constitution
naturelle du gouvernement le plus avantageux au genre humain (1767-
1768), the Abbe Baudeau, and Le Trosne. Turgot belongs to a
separate category. It is evident from the titles of their books that
the Physiocrats enlarged instead of narrowing the scope of the
science. The theory of the natural government of society is not so
much political economy as it is social science. Thus the term
Physiocracy implies too wide a definition.

3. Adam Smith in his Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the
Wealth of Nations, published in 1776, made the first attempt to
orgamze the subject matter of poUtical economy as a distinct branch
ot study, and he did this with remarkable success. It was not, how-
wer, until he came to the introduction to Book IV of the Wealth of
Nations, yf/h&K he treats “Of Systems of Political Economy”, that it
oreurred to him to frame a definition of the science. And this is the
oeunition he gives there:

Political

legislator.

economy, considered as a branch of the science of a statesman orproposes two disunct objects; first, to provide a plentiful revenue or
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subsistence for the people, or more properly to enable them to provide such
a revenue or subsistence for themselves; and secondly, to supply the state or
commonwealth with a revenue sufficient for the public services. It proposes to
enrich both the people and the sovereign,

This definition, coming from the reputed “father of political
economy”, deserves careful consideration, especially since he set it

down not at the beginning but well on towards the middle of his
Inquiry, when he had presumably acquired a complete grasp of his
subject. There are two important observations that I should like to
make in this connection.

4. To provide a plentiful revenue for the people and to supply the
State with a sufficient income are incontestably most worthy aims.
If political economy helps to achieve this double purpose, it renders
a signal service. But it seems to me that this is not, strictly speaking,
the object of a science. Indeed the distinguishing characteristic of a
science is the complete indifference to consequences, good or bad,
with which it carries on the pursuit of pure truth. Thus when the
geometer states that an equilateral triangle is at the same time equi-
angular and when the astronomer states that the planets move in an
elliptical orbit at one of the foci of which is the sun, they are making
statements which are scientific in the strict sense of the term. It is

possible that the first of these two truths, like all the other truths of
geometry, may yield results of inestimable value to carpentry, stone
cutting, and to every type of architecture or construction; it is

possible that the second and the whole body of astronomical truths
may be of the greatest service to navigation; still neither the carpenter,
nor the mason, nor the architect, nor the navigator, nor even those
who work out the theories of carpentry, stone cutting, architecture,
or navigation are scientists or creators of science strictly speaking.
Now the two lines of action of which Adam Smith speaks are
analogous, not to those of the geometer and the astronomer, but to
those of the architect and the navigator. Thus if political economy
were simply what Adam Smith said it was, and nothing else, it would
certainly be a very interesting subject, but it would not be a science
in the narrow sense of the term. It must be pointed out that political
economy is not quite what Adam Smith thought. The primary con-
cern of the economist is not to provide a plentiful revenue for the
people or to supply the State with an adequate income, but to pursue
and master purely scientific truths. That is precisely what economists
do when they assert, for example, that the value of a thing tends to
increase as the quantity demanded increases or as the quantity supplied
decreases, and that this value tends to diminish under contrary conditions',
that the rate of interest declines in a progressive economy*, that a tax
levied on ground rent falls exclusively on the land-owner without
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affecting the prices of the products of the land. In making statements

such as these, economists are working in a pure science. Adam
Smith did something of this sort himself. His disciples, Malthus

and Ricardo, did more—the former in his Essay on the Principles of

Population (1798) and the latter in his Principles of Political

Economy and Taxation (1817). Hence Adam Smith’s definition is in-

complete, because it fails to mention the aim of political economy
considered as a science strictly speaking. Indeed, to say that the

object of political economy is to provide a plentiful revenue and
to supply the State with an adequate income is like saying that the

object of geometry is to build strong houses and that the aim of

astronomy is to navigate the high seas in safety. This, in short, is

to define a science in terms of its applications.

5. My first observation on Adam Smith’s definition had to do
with the object of the science. Now I have another, no less important

observation to make concerning the nature of the science.

To provide an income for the people and to supply the State with

a sufficient revenue are two operations of equal importance and
delicacy, but very distinct in character. The first operation consists

in placing agriculture, industry and trade in such and such deter-

minate conditions. According as these conditions are favourable or

unfavourable, the agricultural, industrial and commercial output
will be abundant or scanty. It has been observed, for example, that

in times gone by, industry languished and stagnated under a system
of guilds, trade regulations and price fixing. It is evident today that

under the opposite system of freedom of enterprise and freedom of
trade, industry grows and prospers. Say what we will about the

shortcomings of the earlier situation and the merits of the present
order, our judgement is founded solely on considerations of material
advantage; justice does not come in question one way or the other.
The problem of supplying the State with sufficient revenue is an
entirely different matter. In fact, this operation consists in deducting
from individual incomes the amounts necessary to make up the
community income. This takes place under good or bad conditions.
The character of these conditions is determined not only by the
sufficiency or insufficiency of the State’s revenue, but also by the
fairness or unfairness with which individuals are treated. They are
treated fairly if each contributes his proportional share, and unfairly
if some are sacrificed while others are given special privileges. Thus
in the past some classes were exempt from taxation, while certain
other classes bore the entire burden. Today such a system is con-
sidered flagrantly unjust. Thus the aim in procuring a plentiful
revenue for the people is practical expediency, whereas in supplying
the State with a sufficient revenue the aim is equity. Practical
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expediency and fairness, or material well-being and justice, are two
very different orders of consideration. Adam Smith ought to have
stressed this difference by saying, for example, that the aim of
political economy is to set forth first the conditions for the production
of a plentiful social income and second the conditions for an equitable
division of this income between individuals and the State. Such a
definition would have been an improvement, but it would still pass
by the really scientific aspect of political economy.

6. Jean Baptiste Say, the most illustrious of the immediate succes-
sors of Adam Smith, said of his predecessor’s definition, “I prefer to
say that the aim of political economy is to show the ways in which
wealth is produced, distributed and consumed.” i Say’s work, the first
edition of which appeared in 1803 while the second, banned by
Consular censorship, was not published until after the fall of the
First Empire, is entitled Traite d'economie politique^ ou simple exposi-
tion de la maniere dont seforment, se distribuent et se consomment les
richesses,^^^ This definition and the time-honoured divisions of the
subject which it sets up have been widely approved and generally
adopted by economists. They may be regarded as classic. I venture,
however, to reject them for the very reasons that have contributed
to their success.

7. It is evident at a glance that J. B. Say’s definition is not only
different from Adam Smith’s, but, from a certain point of view, is its
exact opposite. According to Adam Smith’s view, the whole of
political economy is an art rather than a science (§4); while, according
to Say, it is entirely a natural science. From Say’s definition it would
seem that production, distribution, and consumption of wealth take
place, if not spontaneously, at least in a manner somehow indepen-
dent of the will of man, and as though political economy consisted
entirely of a simple exposition of this manner of production, distribu-
tion and consumption.
What has proved so pleasing and at the same time so misleading

to economists in this definition is precisely its characterization of the
whole of political economy as a natural science pure and simple.
Such a point of view was particularly useful to them in their con-
troversy with the socialists. Every proposal to reorganize production,
every proposal to redistribute property was rejected a priori and
practically without discussion, not on the grounds that such plans
were contrary to economic well-being or to social justice, but simply
because they were artificial arrangements designed to replace what
was natural. Moreover, this naturalistic viewpoint had been taken
over from the Physiocrats by J. B. Say and was inspired by the
formula, laissez-faire, laissez-passer, which summarizes the Physio-
cratic doctrine relating to industry and trade. Such an attitude led
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Proudhon to hurl the epithet fatalistic at this school of economists.

To appreciate fully the incredible lengths to which they carried their

conclusions, one should read certain articles in the Dictionnaire de

Viconomie politique^ such as those of Charles Coquelin on “Concur-
rence”, “^onomie politique” and “Industrie” or Andre Cochut’s
article on “Morale”.*^* TTiere are very revealing passages in these

articles.

Unfortunately, convenient as this point of view is, it is mistaken.
If men were nothing more than a superior species of animal, like

bees that live and work together instinctively, then, to be sure, the

description and explanation of social phenomena in general and of
the production, distribution and consumption of wealth in parti-

cular would be a natural science. Indeed, it would be a branch of
natural history, viz. the natural history of man, a sequel to the natural
history of bees. But this is not the case at all. Man is a creature
endowed with reason and freedom, and possessed of a capacity
for initiative and progress. In the production and distribution of
wealth, and generally in all matters pertaining to social organization,
man has the choice between better and worse and tends more and
more to choose the better part. Thus man has progressed from a
system of guilds, trade regulations and price fixing to a system of
freedom of industry and trade, i.e. to a system of laisser-faire,

laisser-passer; he has progressed from slavery to serfdom and from
serfdom to the wage system. The superiority of the later forms of
organization over the earlier forms lies not in their greater naturalness
(both old and new are artificial, the newer forms more so than the
old, since they came into existence only by supplanting the old); but
rather in their closer conformity with material well-being and justice.
The proof of such conformity is the only justification for adhering to
a policy of laisserfaire, laisser-passer. Moreover, socialistic forms
of organization should be rejected if it can indeed be shown that they
are inconsistent with material well-being and justice.

8. J. B. Say’s definition is therefore inaccurate and inferior to
Adam Smith’s which was only incomplete. I contend, furthermore,
that the divisions of the subject that follow from Say’s definition are
purely empirical. Though the theory of property and the theory of
taxation are simply two aspects of one and the same theory of the
distribution of wealth in human society, the first representing this
society as composed of separate individuals and the second repre-
senting it as a collectivity in the shape of the State, and though both
me theory of property and the theory of taxation are so intimately
dependent on ethical principles, yet Say separates the two, throwing
the theory of property in with the theory of production, and the
theory of taxation in with the theory of consumption, treating both
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from an exclusively economic point of view. On the other hand, the
theory of value in exchange, which bears so clearly the mark of a
natural science, is included by Say in his theory of distribution. Say’s
disciples, it is true, have taken his arbitrary categories none too
seriously, and with no less arbitrariness some classify the theory of
value in exchange under the theory of production while others classify
the theory of property under the theory of distribution. This is the
sort of political economy which is being fashioned and taught today.
Is that not reason enough to hold that the structure is cracked and
the facade deceptive and that in such a case it is the right and
the primary duty of the economist carefully to formulate a philo-
sophy of his science?

9. Even though some of Say’s students dimly perceived the
defectiveness of his definition, they did nothing to remedy it.

Adolphe Blanqui has written:

In Germany and France economists have gone furthest outside the true field

which today is generally assigned to political economy. Some have attempted to
make if a imiversal science; others have tried to confine it to narrow, trivial limits.
The present conflict in France between these two opposite schools turns upon the
question whether political economy should be considered as an explanation of
what is or as a programme of what ought to be. In other words, is political
economy a natural science or a moral science? In our view, it is both. . . .

•*!

Blanqui thus approves J. B. Say’s definition for the very reason that
serves so well to condemn it.

Later, Joseph Gamier wrote:

Political economy is at one and the same time a natural and a moral science.
From these two points of view, it sets forth that which is and that which ought
to be according to the natural course of things and in conformity with the idea
of justice. 1*1

Consequently Gamier proposes to modify J. B. Say’s definition by
making a slight addition to it. Thus he says:

Political economy is the science of wealth, that is, the science which seeks to
determine how wealth is and ought to be produced, exchanged, distributed and
utilized as rationally (naturally and equitably) as possible, both in the interest of
individuals and in the interest of the whole community. 1* 1

Gamier here makes an earnest and most praiseworthy effort to get

out of the mt into which his school had fallen. It is strange that he
did not immediately perceive how fantastic and incoherent was the
result of this interweaving and fusion oftwo separate definitions into
one. This is a curious example of that absence of philosophy among
French economists which offsets and nullifies so many of their

intellectual qualities, among which the most outstanding are clarity

and precision.'®' How could political economy be simultaneously a
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natural science and a moral science? How is such a science to be

understood? On the one hand, we have a moral science the aim of

which is to determine how wealth ought to be distributed as equitably

as possible; and on the other hand, we have a natural science the

aim of which is to determine how wealth is produced as naturally as

possible. In short. Say’s definition clearly leads us back to Adam
Smith’s (§5); and in all this discussion the true conception of a

natural science eludes us as much as ever.

We shall undertake to look for it on our own account. If necessary

we shall divide political economy into a natural science, a moral
science and an art. To this end we shall first of all distinguish

between science, art and ethics. ^ ^ *



Lesson 2

SCIENCE, ART AND ETHICS DISTINGUISHED
10.

Several years ago Charles Coquelin, author of a reputable
Traits du credit et des banques,^^^ and one of the most active and
esteemed contributors to the Dictionnaire de Vdconottiie politique,^^^
obse^ed in this dictionary under “Economic Politique” that
political economy had yet to be defined. In support of this assertion
he cited not only the definitions of Adam Smith and J. B. Say which
I quoted earlier, but also those of Sismondi, Storch and Rossi. He
pointed out the differences among them and declared that not one
had gained final acceptance. Coquelin went so far as to prove that
the authors of these definitions were the first to depart from them in
their own works. Then he very wisely observed that before defining
political economy we must ask whether it is a science or an art, or
whether it may not be both one and the other simultaneously. The
first thing he did was to distinguish clearly between the two.
Coquelin’s discussion of this subject is remarkably apt, and since
the problem raised is still where he left it, we shall do well to quote
him.

An art (he says) consists ... of a set of precepts or rules to be followed, a science
consists of knowledge of certain phenomena or relationships which have been
observed or discovered. . . , Art advises, prescribes and directs; science observes,
describes and explains. When an astronomer observes and describes the course of
the stars, he is engaged in scientific work; but when after making his observations
he deduces from them rules of navigation he is creating an art. . . . Thus the
observation and description of real phenomena is science, while the formulation
of precepts and the prescription of rules is art.

11.

Coquelin, in a footnote, adds a remark which clarifies the
distinction and which deserves to be quoted.

The very real distinction (he says) which we have made between science and
art has nothing to do with the distinction which, rightly or wrongly, is made
between theory and practice. There are theories of art just as there are theories
of science, but only of the former can it be said that they are sometimes in conflict
with practice. The rules that an art prescribes are general rules, and it is not
unreasonable to suppose that these rules, however sound, may be at variance
with practice in particular cases. The same cannot be said of science which lays
down no rules, gives no advice and formulates no precepts, but which simply
observes and explains. In what way could science ever come into conflict with
practice?

12.

Having thus dififerentiated between art and science, Coquelin
clearly indicates their respective roles and their relative importance.
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Far be it from us to find it deplorable or strange that men try to infer rules of
action for everyday life from such scientific truths as are founded on accurate

observation and careful deduction. It is not a good thing for scientific truths to

remain sterile, and the only way to make them useful is to make them the basis

for art. As we have already noted, there is a close relationship between science

and art. Science clarifies art with its fund of knowledge, it helps to perfect the

technique, illumine the path and direct the course of art. Without the aid of
science, art could only grope in the dark, stumbling at each step. From another
point of view, without art the truths which science has discovered would remain
sterile; it is art which makes them fruitful. Almost invariably the principal

driving force behind the scientist’s labours is the practical application of his

discoveries. Man rarely studies solely for the pleasure of knowing. Generally
his work has a utilitarian end in view which can only be attained by means of
an art.

13. None the less Coquelin insists that a distinction must be
drawn between science and art. In support of his position he makes
a further remark which deserves mention.

It is all the more important (he says) to emphasize the distinction which we
have just made between science and art, because they are far from coinciding at
all pomts, however much they really have in common. The contributions of any
one science can sometimes find use in many different arts. For example, geometry,
the science of space relations, illuminates and guides the work of the engineer, the
surveyor, the artilleryman, the navigator, the ship-builder, the architect, etc.

Chemistry is of assistance not only to the pharmacist but also to the dyer and to
a host of other industrial callings. Conversely, any one art can make use of the
infomaiion furnished by several sciences. Thus, to cite only one example,
medicine, or the art of healing, draws upon the contributions of anatomy,
physiology, chemistry, physics, botany, etc.

14. To conclude, Charles Coquelin endeavours to show how
appropriate and fruitful this distinction between art and science can
be when applied to the definition of political economy and to the
classification of its subject matter. And he adds:

From now on, shall we attempt to draw a sharper line between art and science
y giving them different names? No. It is enough for us to have made clear that
here is a distinction. Time and a better understanding of the subject will do
the rest.

This reserve is astonishing. It is strange that a writer, after having
hit upon so good an idea, should thus voluntarily forgo the pleasure
and the honour that he might have had in following it through,^d it is stranger still that Coquelin should have failed utterly, in
he genuine attempt which he made, despite his professions to the
contrary, to bring about a separation between economic art and
c^nomic science in the course of his discussion of the true object

th
So unsuccessful was he that, far from dispelling

e confusion to which he had called attention, he deepened the
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confusion by mistaking elements of art for those of science and by
sticking to a conception of industrial phenomena too deeply imbued
with the naturalistic and Physiocratic point of view—a view which
I condemned in J. B. Say (§7) and from which his followers have
never been able to free themselves. Certainly he is lost in utter
confusion when he asks: Is economic science a study of wealth or of
industry, the source of wealth? or when he inquires: Why has wealth
rather than human industry been taken as the subject matter of
political economy? and what have been the consequences of this

error? and finally when he declares that the established characteristic

of economic science is that it is a branch of the natural history of
mankind. He could not possibly have gone further astray despite all

his elaborate precautions.

15. Such results are likely to lead to the conclusion that the very
idea of a distinction between art and science is not as appropriate
to our purpose as it seems. And yet this distinction is perfectly
applicable to political economy. There is a theory of wealth, that is,

a theory of exchange and value in exchange, which is a science, and
a theory of the production of wealth, that is, a theory of agriculture,
industry and trade, which is an art. Once this has been pointed out,
only a moment’s reflection is necessary to convince anyone who is

free from sectarian prejudice. We must hasten to add, however, that
the distinction, while valid, is incomplete because the distribution of
wealth is left out.

This is immediately apparent as soon as we recall Blanqui’s obser-
vation that political economy may be considered both as an explana-
tion of what is and as a programme of what ought to be. Now, what
ought to be, should be considered as such either from the point of
view of expediency or material well-being, or from the point of view
of equity or justice. What ought to be from the point of view of
material well-being is the concern of applied science or art; while
what ought to be from the point of view of justice is the concern of
moral science or ethics. Blanqui and Garnier are evidently thinking
of what ought to be from the standpoint of justice since they speak
of political economy as a moral science and are preoccupied with
right and justice and with fairness in the distribution of wealth (§9).
Coquelin, however, evidently missed this point of view, for, while
calling attention to the distinction to be made between art and
science, he failed to announce the need to distinguish between art

and ethics.*®* Let us, on our side, not overlook anything. Let us
take up the whole question in its entirety and follow the distinction
throu^ rationally, completely and definitively. * ** *

16. We have to distinguish between science, art and ethics. In
other words, we must sketch the general philosophy of science in
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order to arrive at the particular philosophy of political and social

economy.

A truth long ago demonstrated by the Platonic philosophy is that

science does not study corporeal entities but universals of which
these entities are manifestations. Corporeal entities come arid go,

but universals remain for ever. Universals, their relations, and their

laws, are the object of all scientific study. Moreover, the various

sciences can differ only with respect to their subject matter, or the

facts they study. Thus, in order to classify sciences, we must classify

facts.

17. Now, the first point to notice is that we may divide the facts

of our universe into two categories: those which result from the play
of the blind and ineluctable forces of nature and those which result

from the exercise of the human will, a force that is free and cognitive.

Facts of the first category are found in nature, and that is why we
call them natural phenomena. Facts of the second category are found
in man, and that is why we call them human phenomena. Alongside
the many blind and ineluctable forces of the universe there exists a
force which is self-conscious and independent, namely, the will of
man. It may be that this force is not quite as self-conscious and
independent as it supposes itself to be. It is only after a study of the
will of man that we can tell. For our immediate purpose such a study
would be of secondary interest. The essential point is that, at least

within certain limits, the human will is self-conscious and indepen-
dent. This is what makes its operations so profoundly different from
those of other forces. Obviously all one can do about manifestations
of the forces of nature is to identify, verify and explain them; but in

dealing with the workings of the human will, not only is it possible
to identify, verify and explain them, but having done that, one can
then control them.^ This clearly follows from the fact that natural
forces are not at all conscious of their actions, nor can they possibly
act in any other way than they do; whereas the human will is con-
scious of its acts and can act in several ways. The operations of the
forces of nature constitute the subject matter of what is called pure
natural science or science properly speaking. The operations of the

in the first place, the subject matter of what
IS called pure moral science or history

^

and, in the second place, as will
be seen presently, the subject matter of a study to which another
name, either art or ethics, is attached. Thus, without going any
further, we arrive at a justification for Coquelin’s distinction between
science and art (§ 10). Art “advises, prescribes and dirrxts”, inasmuch
as it deals with phenomena originating in the exercise of the human

which, being free and cognitive, at least up to a certain point,
IS capable of receiving advice, of having such and such a course of
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action prescribed to it, and of being directed. Science “observes,
describes and explains”, inasmuch as it deals with phenomena
originating in the play of natural forces, the operations of which,
being blind and ineluctable, are not amenable to anything but
observation, description and explanation.

18. In this way, we come anew upon an understanding of the
distinction between science and art, not, as Coquelin did, empiri-
cally, but methodically after taking into account the freedom and
cognitive nature of the human will. Our next task is to distinguish
between art and ethics. It is by starting again from a consideration
of the freedom and cognitive nature of the human will, or at least
from some consequence of its freedom and percipience, that we shall
find a principle which, by dividing human phenomena into two
categories, leads to the distinction between art and ethics.
The fact that man’s will is cognitive and free makes it possible to

divide every entity in the universe into two great classes: persons and
things. Whatsoever is not conscious of itself and not master of itself
is a thing. Whatsoever is conscious of itself and master of itself is

a person. Man, being both self-conscious and self-directing, is a
person. Man alone is a person; minerals, plants and animals are
things.

From the rational point of view, the purpose of things is under the
dominion of the purpose of persons. Since a thing is neither self-

conscious nor self-directing, it is not responsible for the pursuit of
its ends or for the fulfilment of its destiny. Being just as incapable
of evil as it is of good, it is always completely innocent and can be
likened to a pure mechanism . In this respect animals do not differ
from minerals and plants: an animal’s instinct is a blind and ineluct-
able force like any other natural force. A person, on the other hand,
just because he is conscious of himself and master of himself, is

charged with responsibility for the pursuit of his ends and for the
fulfilment of his destiny. If he succeeds, he has merit; if not, he takes
blame. He has, therefore, an unlimited faculty for subordinating the
purpose of things to his own purpose. This faculty, in all its length
and breadth, is invested with a particular character. It is not only
a moral power, it is a right. This is the basis of the right of persons
over things.

But while the purpose of all things is under the dominion of the
purpose of all persons, no one person’s destiny is ever subordinated
to the destiny of any other person. If there were only one man in
the world he would be master of all things. Since this is not the case,
as long as every man in the world is just as much a person as anyone
else, each equally responsible for ihe pursuit of his ends and for the
fulfilment of his destiny, all these ends and aims have to be mutually
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co-ordinated. Here we have the origin of the reciprocation of rights

and duties among persons.

19. It will be seen from the foregoing that a fundamental distinc-

tion must be drawn in the realm of human phenomena. We have to

place in one category those phenomena which are manifestations of
the human will, i.e. of human actions in respect to natural forces.

This category comprises the relations between persons and things. In

another category we have to place the phenomena that result from
the impact of the human will or of human actions on the will or
actions of other men This second category comprises the relations

between persons and persons. The laws of these two classes of
phenomena are essentially different The object of bringing the

human will to bear upon natural forces, that is to say, the object
of relations between persons and things, is the subordination of the

purpose of things to the purpose of persons. The object of exercising
the human will on the will of others, in other words, the object of
relations between persons and persons, is the mutual co-ordination
of human destinies.

Translating this distinction into appropriate definitions, I call the
sum total of phenomena of the first category industry^ and the sum
total of phenomena of the second category institutions. The theory
of industry is called applied science or art; the theory of institutions

moral science or ethics.

It is, therefore, a necessary and sufficient condition for any pheno-
menon to be classified under the heading of industry and for the
theory of this phenomenon to be some art or other, that the pheno-
menon in question originate in the exercise of the human will and
that it consist of a relationship between persons and things designed
to subordinate the purpose of things to the purpose of persons. This
characteristic, it will be noted, is common to all the arts cited in the
above-mentioned examples, be it architecture, shipbuilding, or navi-
gation. Thus, architecture implies the use of wood and stone in the
erection of houses; shipbuilding calls to mind the use of hemp for
rope-making, and wood and iron in the construction of vessels; and

* 1
ways of trimming, setting and manoeuvring

^ils. The sea bears the vessels, the wind fiJls the sails, and the stars

heavens point the way to the navigator.
Moreover, for any phenomenon to be classified under the heading

of institutions and for the theory of this phenomenon to constitute
a branch of ethics, it is necessary and sufficient that this phenomenon
00 originate in the exercise of the human will and, besides, that it

consist of a relationship between persons and persons designed for
e mutual co-ordination of the destinies of the persons concerned,
o, for example, in matters pertaining to marriage and the family, it
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is ethics which determines the role and position of husband and wife
and of parents and children.

20. Such, then, are the distinguishing characteristics of science,

art and ethics. Their respective criteria are the true; the useful,

meaning material well-being; and the good, meaning justice. Now,
let us ask whether in a comprehensive study of wealth and related
phenomena there is subject matter for only one ofthe above categories
of intellectual inquiry, for two of them, or for all three? We shall

look into this question in the following Lesson which deals with an
analysis of the concept of wealth.



Lesson 3

SOCIAL WEALTH. THREE CONSEQUENCES OF
SCARCITY. VALUE IN EXCHANGE AND THE

PURE THEORY OF ECONOMICS

21. By social wealth I mean all things, material or immaterial (it

does not matter which in this context), that are scarce,^^^ that is to

say, on the one hand, useful to us and, on the other hand, only
available to us in limited quantity.

Since this definition is fundamental, I am going to scrutinize its

tenns-

I say that things are useful whenever they can be put to any use
at all; whenever they are seen to be capable of satisfying a want. In
this connection, there is no need to consider the subtle shades of
meaning classified in ordinary language under terms ranging from
the necessary to the useful, from the useful to the agreeable, from the
agreeable to the superfluous. For present purposes, necessary, use-
ful, agreeable and superfluous simply mean more or less useful.

Furthermore, we need not concern ourselves with the morality or
immorality of any desire which a useful thing answers or serves to

Mtisfy. From other points of view the question of whether a drug
is wanted by a doctor to cure a patient, or by a murderer to kill his

family is a very serious matter, but from our point of view, it is

totally irrelevant. So far as we are concerned, the drug is useful in
both cases, and may even be more so in the latter case than in the
former.

I say that things are available to us only in a limited quantity
whenever they do not exist in such quantities that each of us can
find at hand enough completely to satisfy his desires. There are a
certain number of utilities in this world, which, when present at all,

are available to us in unlimited quantities. Such are atmospheric air,
the li^t and warmth of the sun in daytime, and water, which
exists in such quantities in lakes, rivers and streams, that no one
need go without; everyone can take as much as he wishes from the
water’s edge. These things, though useful, are generally not scarce
and are consequently not items of social wealth. Under exceptional
circumstances they may become scarce, and then they do become
part of social wealth.

22. From this one can see in what sense the words scarce and
scarcity are used here. They are given scientific meaning like the
word velocity in mechanics and the word heat in physics. The

6S
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mathematician and the physicist do not oppose velocity to slowness
and heat to cold as is done in ordinary language. To the mathema-
tician slowness means only less velocity; to the physicist cold means
less heat. In the language of science, a body has velocity as soon as
It moves at all; it has heat whenever it has any temperature at all.
In the same way, scarcity and abundance are not opposed for our
purposes. In political economy, however abundant a thing may be
it is scarce whenever it is useful and limited in quantity, just as in
mechanics a body has velocity whenever it travels a given distance
wit^n a given time.f^J Does this mean that scarcity is a ratio of
utility to quantity, i.e. the utility per unit of quantity, in the same
manner that velocity is the ratio of distance passed over to the time
taken to pass over it, i.e. the distance travelled per unit of time? We
shall leave this question in suspense for the moment since we shall
come back to it later. *^1 For the present let us note that three
consequences follow from the limitation in quantity, or from the
scarcity, of useful things.

23 . (1) Useful things limited in quantity are u/tprop/'/aWe. Useless
things are not appropriated, for it never occurs to anyone to appro-
priate things which cannot be put to any use. Useful things which
exist in unlimited quantities, are also not amenable to appropriation.
In the first place, however much one might wish to do so, this kind
of thing cannot possibly be seized as a whole and brought under
control, because there is too much of it. It cannot be withdrawn in
Its entirety from the public domain. In the second place, what would
be the good of setting aside a small fraction of such a thing, since the
remainder, which would still be the greater part, would be at every-
one s disposal? Should an individual wish to make a profit out of
what he sets aside, where would the demand for it come from, since
everyone can always help himself to as much as he wants? Should
he wish to reserve the appropriated fraction for his own use later on,
what would be the sense of laying up stocks of a thing of which he is

always sure to find as much as he wants ? Why should anyone store
up atmospheric air (I mean imder ordinary conditions), since he will
never have occasion to give it to anyone else and needs only to
inhale whenever he wants to breathe? On the other hand, useful
things which exist only in limited quantity are capable of being
appropriated and actually are appropriated. In the first place, these
things are amenable to seizure and control, in view of the fact that
it is physically possible for a certain number of individuals to gather
the entire existing quantity of such a thing for themselves, with none
of it left in the public domain. In the second place, those who do
this reap a double advantage: not only do they assure themselves of a
supply which can be reserved for their own use and satisfaction; but.
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if they are unwilling or unable to consume all of their original supply
themselves, they are also in a position to exchange the unwanted
remainder for other scarce utilities which they do care to consume.
To pursue this line of thought further would lead into matters which
do not concern us here. For the present we need only note that

appropriation (and consequently the ownership ofproperty, which is

legalized appropriation, or appropriation in conformity with justice)

is applicable to all of social wealth and nothing but social wealth.

24. (2) We have just intimated that useful things limited in quan-
tity are valuable and exchangeable. Once alj things that can be
appropriated (that is, all scarce things and nothing else) have been
appropriated, they stand in a certain relationship to each other, a
relationship which stems from the fact that each scarce thing, in

addition to its own specific utility, acquires a special property,
namely, that of being exchangeable against any other scarce thing
in such and such a determinate ratio. An individual owning any one
of these scarce things can, by giving it up, acquire some other scarce
thing which he lacks. He can get what he does not possess only on
condition that he surrender some other scarce object which he has
in his possession. If he has nothing to give in exchange, he will have
to do without what he lacks. Such is the phenomenon of value in

exclmnge, which, like the phenomenon of property, applies to all

social wealth and nothing but social wealth.

25. (3) Useful things limited in quantity are things that can be
produced and multiplied by industry. In other words, they are repro-
ducible. I mean by this that it is worth while producing them and
increasing their quantity as much as possible by regular and systema-
tic efforts. Besides these things the world contains certain useless
things (not to speak of harmful ones), such as weeds and animals for
which man has found no use. They call for no action from us, apart
from a systematic attempt to discover in them properties which will
take them out of the class of useless things and render them useful,
^en there are things that are useful, but unlimited in quantity.
We ought to make sure that we are making use of them, but evidently
we need not give any thought to increasing their quantity. Finally,
there are useful things that are limited in quantity. These are the
s^rcc things. It is obvious that only things in this last category need
be ewi^ed and acted upon with a view to making their quantity
less limited than it is; and it is equally obvious that without exception,
everything in this category can and should be so examined and acted
upon. Taking the definition of social wealth given above, as the
sum total of scarce things, we maynow state that industrialproduction,

IS, industry, like appropriation and value in exchange, is appli-
cable to all social wealth, and nothing but social wealth.
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26. Value in exchange, industry and property are, then, the three
generic phenomena or the three orders or groups of specific facts
which result from the limitation in quantity of utilities or the scarcity
of things. All three are bound up with the whole of social wealth
and nothing else. Now we see how vague it is, how loose, how
unphilosophical, perhaps even wrong, to say, as Rossi did, for in-
stance, in his opening remarks on political economy, that its object
is to study social wealth. From what point of view shall we study it?
Shall we do it from the point of view of value in exchange, that is,
from the point of view of the influences of purchase and sale to which
social wealth is subject? Or shall we do it from the point of view of
industrialproduction, that is, from the point of view of the conditions
which favour or hinder the increase in quantity of social wealth? Or,
finally, shall we do it from the point of view ofproperty, the object of
which is social wealth, that is to say, from the point of view of the
conditions which render the appropriation of social wealth legitimate
or illegitimate? We must make up our minds. Above all, we must
be exceedingly careful not to study social wealth from aU three points
of view at once or from any two of them simultaneously; for, as we
shall find later, nothing could be more incongruous. ^ ^ *

27. We have seen a priori how scarce things, once appropriated,
acquire value in exchange (§24). We need only look aroimd us
to establish a posteriori the fact of exchange as a generic pheno-
menon.

All of us in our daily life make exchanges by a series of special
acts known as purchases and sales. Some of us sell land or the use of
land, or the fruits thereof; some sell houses, or the use of houses;
some sell at retail industrial products or merchandise previously
bought at wholesale; some sell consultations, others legal pleading,
still others works of art and there are those who sell days or hours
of labour. All receive money in return. With this money, we buy now
bread, wine and meat; now clothes; now shelter, now furniture,
jewels, horses and carriages, now raw materials or labour, now
merchandise, now land, and now stocks or bonds of all sorts of
businesses.

Exchange is carried on in the market. The places where exchanges
of any special kind are transacted are regarded as special markets.
Thus one speaks of the European market, the French market, the
Parisian market; Le Havre is a market for cotton; Bordeaux a market
for wines; public markets are markets for fruit, vegetables, wheat and
other cereals; the stock exchange is a market for industrial securities.

Consider for example, the wheat market. Let us suppose that, at
a certain moment, five hectolitres of wheat are being exchanged for
120 francs, i.e. for 600 grammes of silver 0*900 fine. We say then:
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“Wheat is worth 24 francs a hectolitre/* This is how the phenomenon
of value in exchange makes its appearance.

28. Wheat is worth 24 francs a hectolitre. We observe, first of all,

that this fact partakes of the character of a natural phenomenon.
This particular value of wheat in terms of money, that is to say, this

price of wheat, does not result either from the will of the buyer or
from the will of the seller or from any agreement between the two.
Though the seller would like to sell at a higher price, he cannot do
so, because the wheat is not worth any more. Moreover, if he refused
to sell at 24 francs a hectolitre, the buyer would readily find a number
of other sellers willing to sell at this price. The buyer would be only
too pleased to buy at a lower price; but he cannot do so, because the
wheat is not worth any less. Furthermore, if he refused to buy at
24 francs a hectolitre the seller would readily find a number of other
buyers willing to pay that price.

Thus any value in exchange, once established, partakes of the
character of a natural phenomenon, natural in its origins, natural in
its manifestations and natural in essence. If wheat and silver have
ony value at all, it is because they are scarce, that is, useful and
linut^ in quantity—both of these conditions being natural. If wheat
and silver have a definite value with respect to each other, it is because
they are, each of them, more or less scarce, that is, more or less
useful and more or less limited in quantity—again the same two
natural conditions mentioned above.

Tins does not mean that we have no control over prices. Because
gravity is a natural phenomenon and obeys natural laws, it does not
follow that all we can do is to watch it operate. We can either resist*
it or give it free rein, whichever we please, but we cannot change its
wsence or its laws. It is said^** we cannot command nature except
by obeying her.'®* This applies also to value. In the case of wheat,
for example, we could either raise its price by destroying part of its
supply, or lower the price by eating rice or potatoes or some other
foodstuff in place of wheat. We could even fix the price of wheat by
decree at 20 francs instead of 24 francs a hectolitre. In the first
instanw, we should be acting upon the causes of the phenomenon of
value in such a way as to substitute one natural value for another
natural value. In the second instance, we should be acting directly
upon the phenomenon itself, substituting an artificial value for a

If would even be possible, in an extreme case, to
abolish value altogether by abolishing exchange. If, however,
exchanges do take place, we cannot prevent them from giving rise

or tending to give rise to certain exchange values, naturally under
given conditions of supply and demand, in short, of scarcity.

Wheat is worth 24 francs a hectoUtre. We observe, now, that
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this phenomenon is mathematical in character as well. The value of
wheat in terms of money, or the price of wheat, was 22 or 23
francs yesterday. A short while before it was 23 francs 50 centimes or
23 francs 75 centimes. Soon it will be 24 francs 25 centimes or
24 francs 50 centimes. Tomorrow it will be 25 or 26 francs. But at
this present moment, today, it is 24 francs, neither more nor less.

This phenomenon is so clearly mathematical in character that I

shall proceed immediately to state it in terms of an equation and
thereby give it its true expression.

The hectolitre being taken as the quantitative unit of measure for
wheat, and the gramme as the quantitative unit of measure for silver,

we can say with utmost precision that, if 5 hectolitres of wheat are
exchanged for 600 grammes of silver, it means that “5 hectolitres of
wheat have the same value as 600 grammes of silver”, or that “the
value in exchange of 5 hectolitres ofwheat equals the value in exchange
of 600 grammes of silver”, or finally, that “5 times the value in
exchange of 1 hectolitre of wheat equals 600 times the value in
exchange of 1 gramme of silver”.

Accordingly, let be the value in exchange of 1 hectolitre of
wheat and let the value in exchange of 1 gramme of silver
0*900 fine. Using ordinary mathematical notations, we obtain the
equation:

and, if we divide both sides of the equation by 5, we obtain

O6=120z;o. ..(1)

If we agree to conform to the practice of this hypothetical market
selected for our example, and choose as the unit ofmeasure of value,
not the value in exchange of 1 gramme of silver, but the value in
exchange of 5 grammes of silver 0*900 fine, called a franc, that is to
say, if we postulate that

5va=l franc,

it follows that

^6=24 francs.

In form (1), precisely as in form (2), the equation is an exact
translation of the following phrase, or, as I should prefer to put it,

the scientific representation of the following fact: “Wheat is worth
24 francs a hectolitre.”

30. Value in exchange is thus a magnitude, which, as we now see,

is measurable. If the object of mathematics in general is to study
magnitudes of this kind, the theory of value in exchange is really a
branch ofmathematics which mathematicians have hitherto neglected
and left undeveloped.
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It must be evident to the reader from the previous discussion that

I do not claim that this science constitutes the whole of economics.

Force and velocity are also measurable magnitudes, but the mathe-
matical theory of force and velocity is not the whole of mechanics.

Nevertheless, pure mechanics surely ought to precede applied mecha-
nics. Similarly, given the pure theory of economics, it must precede

applied economics; and this pure theory of economics is a science

which resembles the physico-mathematical sciences in every respect.

This assertion is new and will seem strange; but I have just proved it

to be true, and I shall elaborate the proof in what follows.

If the pure theory ofeconomics or the theory of exchange and value
in exchange, that is, the theory of social wealth considered by itself,

is a physico-mathematical science like mechanics or hydrodynamics,
then economists should not be afraid to use the methods and
language of mathematics.

The mathematical method is not an experimental method; it is

a rational method. Are the sciences which are strictly speaking
natural sciences restricted to a pure and simple description of nature,
or do they transcend the bounds of experience? I leave it to the
natural scientists to answer this question.*** ’ This much is certain,

however, that the physico-mathematical sciences, like the mathema-
tical sciences, in the narrow sense, do go beyond experience as soon
as they have drawn their type concepts from it. From real-type
concepts, these sciences abstract ideal-type concepts which they define,
and then on the basis of these definitions they construct a priori the
whole framework of their theorems and proofs. After that they go
back to experience not to confirm but to apply their conclusions.
Everyone who has studied any geometry at all knows perfectly well
that only in an abstract, ideal circumference are the radii all equal
to each other and that only in an abstract, ideal triangle is the sum
of the angles equal to the sum of two right angles. Reality confirms
these definitions and demonstrations only approximately, and yet
rwlity admits ofa very wide and fruitful application of these proposi-
tions. Following this same procedure, the pure theory of economics
ought to take over from experience certain type concepts, like those
of exchange, supply, demand, market, capital, income, productive
se^ices and products. From these real-type concepts the pure
science of economics should then abstract and define ideal-type
conwpts in terms of which it carries on its reasoning. The return to
reality should not take place until the science is completed and then
only with a view to practical applications. Thus in an ideal market
we have ideal prices which stand in an exact relation to an ideal
demand and supply. And so on. Do these pure truths find frequent
application? To be sure, the scholar has a right to pursue science
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for its own sake, just as the geometer has the right (which, in fact,

he exercises every day) to study the most singular properties of
geometric figures, however fantastic, if he finds that they excite his

curiosity. We shall see, however, that the truths of pure economics
yield solutions of very important problems of applied economics
and social economics, which are hi^ly controversial and very little

understood.

As to mathematical language, why should we persist in using
everyday language to explain things in the most cumbrous and
incorrect way, as Ricardo has often done and as John Stuart Mill
does repeatedly in his Principles of Political Economy^ when these
same things can be stated far more succinctly, precisely and clearly
in the language of mathematics



Lesson 4

INDUSTRY AND APPLIED ECONOMICS.
PROPERTY AND SOCIAL ECONOMICS

31. Only useful things limited in quantity can be produced by
industry and all things that industry produces are scarce (§ 25). In
fact we may be certain that industry does nothing but produce scarce
things and that it endeavours to produce them all.

This phenomenon of industrial production now needs to be
described in some detail. Useful things limited in quantity, besides
suffering from the drawback (for such it is) of this limitation, some-
times lie under the additional disadvantage of having only an in-
direct rather than a direct utility. Fleece is unquestionably a useful
thing, but before it can be used to satisfy a ne^, like our need for
clothing, it must undergo two preliminary industrial operations, one
inverting the wool into cloth, and the other fashioning the cloth
into clothing. A moment’s reflection is sufficient to show beyond
doubt that the number of those things which are limited in quantity,
but useful only in an indirect sense, is very large. It follows that
industry has a twofold aim: first, to increase the number of useful
^ngs which exist only in limited quantities, and second, to transform
indirect utilities into direct utilities.

Thus we now have a clear-cut idea of the object of industry which
was defined earlier, in general terms, as the sum total of relations
between persons and things designed to subordinate the purpose of
things to the purpose of persons.*^' It is obvious that man makes
contoct with all things in order to make use of them, and it is equally
obvious that the constant aim of these contacts is the increase and
transformation of social wealth.

32. In pursuing this twofold aim, man performs two distinct
classes of operations.

(1) The first consists of industrial operations in the narrow sense,
that is, technical operations. For example, agriculture increases the
number of plants and animals which are used for food and clothing;
cxtracdve industries augment the quantity of mineral products out
of which instruments and tools are made; manufacturing industries
convert textile fibres into linen, woollen and cotton fabrics, and
^nerals into all kinds of macWnes; engineering industries build
factories and railways. Clearly, these operations, which, in a limited
an specific sense, consist in the augmentation and transformation
ot social wealth, possess, moreover, the well-defined characteristics

73
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of relations between persons and things designed to subordinate the
purpose of things to the purpose of persons. These operations make
up our first class of industrial phenomena which are the objective of
a first group of applied sciences or arts, namely the technical arts.

(2) The second class ofoperations are those related to the economic
organization of industry, properly speaking.

In fact, the first class of operations described above would consti-
tute the whole of industry and would be the objective of all the arts,
were it not for an essential fact which confronts us at this point)
namely man’s physiological aptitude for the division of labour. If all
men were destined to be independent ofeach other in their endeavours
to satisfy their wants, each individual would have to look after him-
self by increasing, as he saw fit, the quantity of useful things which
do not exist in unlimited quantity and by transforming indirect
utilities into direct utilities as it suited him . Each would have to
be in turn his own farmer, his own spinner, his own baker, his
own tailor, and so on. Man’s condition, under such circumstances,
would not be very different from that of brute beasts, for industry in
the narrow sense, i.e. technical industry, would be very rudimentary
without the developments which it owes to the division of labour.
Conceivably, industry might still exist*"* in the first or technological
sense, but not in the economic sense.
There is nothing in real life that corresponds to the conditions [of

individual isolation] we have momentarily assumed. Not only does
man possess a physiological aptitude for the division of labour, but,
as we shall see, this aptitude is an indispensable condition of his very
existence and his subsistence. Far from being independent, the
destinies of all men are bound together in the pursuit of the satis-
faction of wants. This, however, is not the place to examine the
nature and origin of the division of labour. For the present we are
interested only in noting the existence of this phenomenon, just
as we previously noted the existence of man’s moral freedom and
ethical personality. The phenomenon does indeed exist, for instead
of each of us increasing the quantity of scarce things solely for
our own individual accounts, instead of each of us converting
indirect into direct utilities only to the extent to which we are
individually concerned, we split up this task into specialized occupa-
tions. Some of us are ploughmen by specialty and nothing but
ploughmen, others are spinners by specialty and nothing but
spinners, and so on. This constitutes, we repeat, the division of
labour. The existence of this phenomenon is perfectly obvious even
from a fleeting glance at human society. And it is this phenomenon
alone which engenders industry in the economic sense.

33. Two problems arise in this connection. In the first place.
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whether there is any division of labour or not, industrial production
must be not only abundant^ but also properly proportioned. It is

necessary to avoid producing too much of some scarce things while
producing too little of others. It is also necessary to avoid converting
some indirect utilities into direct utilities on too large a scale while
converting others in insufficient quantity. If each man were at once
his own farmer, his own manufacturer and his own engineer, he
would ply each trade to just that extent and in just such a manner
as he saw fit. But if the various occupations are specialized, there
must not be, for example, too many manufacturers and too few
fanners.

In the second place, whether there is any division of labour or not,
the distribution of social wealth among the members of a community
must be equitable. Social disorder is as much to be eschewed as
economic disorder. If each individual produced everything that he
consumed and consumed nothing that he had not himself produced,
not only would he adjust his production to his wants, but the amount
of his consumption would be limited by the extent of his production.
But it is important that the specialization of occupations should
not result in making it possible for those who have produced little
to consume much, while others, who have produced much, consume
little.

The sigmficance of these two problems is perfectly obvious, and the
irection which the various solutions to these problems have taken

IS well known. The object of the guild system was, clearly, to assure
pro^r apportionment in production. It is claimed for the system of
reedom of trade and fre^om of enterprise—for what is called the
system of laisser-fairey laisser-passer—that it harmonizes apportion-
ment with abundance. We shall see whether this is so. The earlier
systems of slavery and serfdom had the obvious disadvantage of
orcing some classes of the community to work for the benefit of
0 er (dasses. Our present system of private property and taxation is
reputed to have put a complete end to this exploitation of man by
man. We shall look into this later.

present we need only take cognizance of the two
problems, and examine their nature after defining their object. It is
a solutely impossible for us, whatever Charles Coquelin and the

nomists of his school may say, to include the question of the
pro uction of social wealth, any more than the question of its
is nbution, within the scope of natural science. The will of man

tin
influence the production, as well as the distribution, of

cia wealth. The only difference is that in distribution, man’s

hi«
considerations of justice, whereas in production

Will IS guided by considerations of material well-being. Moreover,
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technical production and economic production, as we have defined
them, are not unlike in essence. The two phenomena are, in fact
closely connected and interrelated, each being complementary to the
other. Not only are they both human and not natural, but they are
also both industrial and not social phenomena, for economic produc-
tion as well as technical production are manifestations of relations
between persons and things with a view to the subordination of the
purposes of things to the purposes of persons.
Thus the theory of the economic production of social wealth, that

is of the organization of industry under a system of the division of
labour, is an applied science. For this reason we shall call it applied
economics

35. We have seen that all useful things limited in quantity and
nothing else are appropriable (§23). This is evident from everyday
observation. Useless things are disregarded; useful things unlimited
in quantity are left to the common domain; but scarce things are
witWrawn from the common domain and are no longer available to
the first-comer.

The appropriation of scarce things or of social wealth is a pheno-
menon of human contrivance and not a natural phenomenon. It has
its origins in the exercise of the human will and in human behaviour
and not in the play of natural forces.

It IS surely not within our power to make useful things unlimited
in quantity appropriable, or to make useful things limited in quantity
mappropriable. But once the conditions of appropriation are ful-
filled in the nature of things, it is within our power to determine
whether this appropriation shall be carried on in one way rather thanm another. Obviously, this power does not reside in each of us
individually but in all of us taken collectively. We are dealing here
with a human phenomenon that is shaped, not by the separate will
of each individual, but by the collective activity of society as a whole.
As a matter of fact, human initiative always has exerted and always
will exert a modifying influence on the phenomenon of appropriation
to smt ite own purpose. In early societies, the appropriation, or
dis^bution of social wealth, that took place under a system of
division of labour, was effected by force, cunning and chance, but
not altogether irrationally. The boldest, the strongest, the cleverest,
the luckiest had the lion’s share, the others had what was left
over, which amounted to little or nothing. But in the history
of property as in the history of government, the human race has
slowly

^

and steadily progressed from initial confusion towards
an ultimate, principled order. To sum up, while nature makes
things appropriable, mankind determines and carries out the
appropriation.
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36. Moreover, the appropriation of things by persons or the
distribution of social wealth among men in society is a moral
and not an industrial phenomenon. It is a relationship among
persons.

Surely, the purpose of our contact with scarce things is to appro-
priate them; and often it is only after long and persistent efforts that
we succeed in achieving this end. This, however, is an aspect of the
problem to which we have already adverted and with which we are
not at present concerned. For the time being, we shall consider the
distribution of social wealth per se, without alluding either to the
antecedent circumstances or the natural conditions of the pheno-
menon. An example will make my meaning clear.

I imagine a tribe of savages and a deer in a forest. The deer is

a useful thing limited in quantity and hence subject to appropriation.
This point once granted, nothing more needs to be said about it. To
be sure, before the deer can be actually appropriated it has to be
hunted and killed. Again, this side of the question need not detain
us, nor ne^ we stop to consider such correlated problems as arise
in connection with the need to dress the deer and prepare it in the
kitchen. Quite apart from all these aspects of man’s relation to the
deer, yet another question claims our attention; for whether the deer
is still running about in the forest or has been killed, the question
IS. who shall have it? That is the point of view from which
we are considering the problem of appropriation, for when it is
looked at in this way, appropriation is seen to involve a relationship
among persons. We ne^ only ca^ our illustration one step further
to make this clear. “The deer belongs to the one who has killed it!”
cries a young and active member of the tribe, adding, “If you are
too 1^ or if your aim is not good enough, so much the worse for
you!’* An older, weaker member replies: “No! The deer belongs to
all of us to be shared equally. If there is only one deer in the forest,

happen to be the first to catch sight of it, that is no reasonw y the rest of us should go without food.” Obviously we are here
^ phenomenon which is fundamentally social andw ch gives rise to questions ofjustice or of the mutual co-ordination

of human destinies.

37. Thus the mode of appropriation depends on human decisions,
ana according as those decisions are good or bad, so will the mode of
appropriation be good or bad. If good, there will be a mutual co-
oroination of human destinies; justice will rule. If bad, the destiny

subordinated to the destiny of others; injustice will
prevail. What mode of appropriation is good and just? What mode

reason commend as compatible with the
equirements of moral personality? This is the problem of property.
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Proi>erty consists in fair and rational appropriation, or rightful

appropriation. While appropriation by itself is an objective fact,

pure and simple, property, on the other hand, is a phenomenon
involving the concept of justice; it is a right. Between the objective
fact and the right, there is a place for moral theory. This is an
essential idea, which must not be misconstrued. It is entirely beside
the point to find fault with the natural conditions of appropriation
or to list the different ways in which men have distributed social

wealth in different places and at different times throughout history.

It is, however, very much to the point to scrutinize these various
systems of distribution from the standpoint ofjustice, originating in

the moral personality ofman, or from the standpoint of equality and
inequality; to inquire in what respects all past systems were, and all

present systems still are defective, and to describe the only good
system.

38. From the very beginning of human society and from the first

appearance of social wealth, the problem of the distribution of this

wealth has been subject to debate. It has always been discussed on
its true plane [that of justice], and there it should remain. Of all the

systems of distribution which have ever been devised, the two most
prominent are communism and individualism, which have had as

their respective champions the two greatest minds of antiquity, Plato

and Aristotle. Now, what do these systems stand for? Communism
says, “Goods ought to be appropriated collectively. Nature has
given them to all men, not only to men living today but to posterity

as well. To divide these goods among individuals is to alienate the

patrimony of the community and to despoil future generations. It

exposes those bom after this division to the danger of finding them-
selves stripped of the resources which Providence meant for them
and thwarted in both the pursuit of their ends and the fulfilment of

their destiny.” In reply, individualism argues, “Goods ought to be

appropriated individually. Nature has made men unequal in virtue

and talent. To compel the industrious, the skilful, the thrifty to throw
the fruits of their labour and of their saving into a common pile is

to rob them for the benefit of the lazy, the incompetent and the

thriftless. It relieves all men of responsibility for the proper or

improper pursuit of their ends and for the moral or immoral fulfil-

ment of their destinies.” I shall not pursue this argument further.

Which is right, communism or individualism? Are not both of them
both right and wrong at the same time? We do not need to decide

this dispute here. For the present I prefer to abstain from adding

anything by way of judgement or further amplification of the two
opposing doctrines. All I had in mind was to make clear what exactly

is the object of the problem of property considered from the
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broadest and most comprehensive point of view. This object consists

essentially in establishing human relations arising from the appro-

priation of social wealth so as to achieve a mutual co-ordination of

human destinies in conformity with reason and justice. Appropria-

tion being in essence a moral phenomenon, the theory of property

must be in essence a moral science. lus est suum cuique tribuere

—justice consists in rendering to each that which is properly his. If

any science has for its object to render to each what is properly his,

if, therefore, any science espouses justice as its guiding principle,

surely it must be the science of the distribution of social wealth, or,

as we shall designate it, social economics.

39. There remains, however, one difficulty to which I wish to call

attention at this point.

The theory of property defines the mutual relations established

between man and man with respect to the appropriation of social

wealth, and determines the conditions of the equitable distribution

of social wealth within a community. In this connection, men are

considered in the capacity of moral personalities. The theory of
industry, on the other hand, defines those relations between man and
things which aim at the increase and transformation of social wealth,

and determines the conditions of an abundant production of social

wealth within a community. Here men are considered in the capacity
of specialized workers. The conditions determined by the theory of
property are moral conditions deducible from the premise ofjustice;
while those determined by the theory of industry are economic
conditions deducible from the premise of material welfare. In the
one case as in the other we are dealing with social conditions, or
with guiding principles for the organization of society. But are these
two orders of consideration in conflict with each other, or do they
mutually support each other? If, for example, both the theory of
property and the theory of industry agree, on grounds of justice,
in repudiating slavery or in repudiating communism, then all is

well. Suppose, however, that one of these condemns slavery or ad-
vocates communism on grounds of justice while the other advocates
slavery or condemns communism on grounds of material welfare.
Then there would be a conflict between moral science and applied
science. Is such a conflict possible? If it appears so, what should
be done?

We shall come back to this problem later and then give it the
attention it deserves. It is a question of the relation of ethics to
economics which was hotly debated by Proudhon and Bastiat, among
others, around 1848. In his Contradictions ^conomiques Proudhon
argued that there is a conflict between justice and material well-
being. Bastiat in his Harmonies iconomiques defended the opposite
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thesis.**^ I think that neither proved his point. I shall take up
Bastiat’s proposition again and defend it in a different way. At all

events, if the problem exists, it must be solved and not concealed by

confusing two distinct sciences, namely, the theory of property,

which is a moral science, and the theory of industry, which is an

applied science.***'
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Lesson 5

THE MARKET AND COMPETITION. PROBLEM
OF EXCHANGE OF TWO COMMODITIES

FOR EACH OTHER

40. In our general introductory survey we defined social wealth (§21)
as the sum total of all things, material or immaterial, that are scarce,

i.e. that are both useful and limited in quantity. We proved that all

scarce things and nothing else have value and are exchangeable.
Here we shall proceed differently. Starting with a definition of social

M^ealth as the sum total of all tWgs, material or immaterial, which
are valuable and exchangeable, we shall prove that all valuable and
exchangeable things, to the exclusion of everything else, are useful
and at the same time limited in quantity. Up to this point we
reasoned from cause to effect, but now we shall reason from effect to
cause. It is clear that once the close connection between scarcity and
value in exchange has been demonstrated, we may reason in which-
ever direction we please. I think, however, that in a systematic study
of any general phenomenon like value in exchange, an inquiry into
its nature should precede the investigation of its origin.

41. Value in exchange is a property, which certain things possess,
of not being given or taken freely, but of being bought and sold, that
IS, of being received and conveyed in return for other things in
definite quantitative proportions.^^* The buyer of a thing is the seller
of that which he gives in exchange. The seller of a thing is the buyer
of that which he takes in exchange. In other words, every exchange
of one thing for another is made up of a double purchase and a
double sale.

Things that are valuable and exchangeable are also known as
commodities. The market is a place where commodities are ex-
changed. Thus the phenomenon of value in exchange manifests itself
in the market, and we must go to the market to study value in
exchange.

Value in exchange, when left to itself, arises spontaneously in the
market as the result of competition. As buyers, traders make their
denwds by outbidding each other. As sellers, traders make their
^ ^^derbidding each other. The coming together of buyers
and sellers then results in giving commodities certain values in
^hange, sometimes rising, sometimes falling, sometimes stationary.
he more perfectly competition functions, the more rigorous is the

manner of arriving at value in exchange. The markets which are

83
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best organized from the competitive standpoint are those in which
purchases and sales are made by auction, through the instrumentality
of stockbrokers, commercial brokers or criers acting as agents who
centralize transactions in such a way that the terms of every exchange
are openly announced and an opportunity is given to sellers to lower
their prices and to buyers to raise their bids. This is the way business
is done in the stock exchange, commercial markets, grain markets,
fish markets, etc. Besides these markets, there are others, such as the
fruit, vegetable and poultry markets, where competition, though not
so well organized, functions fairly effectively and satisfactorily. City
streets with their stores and shops of all kinds—baker’s, butcher’s,

grocer’s, tailor’s, shoemaker’s, etc.—are markets where competition,
though poorly organized, nevertheless operates quite adequately.
Unquestionably competition is also the primary force in setting the
value of the doctor’s and the lawyer’s consultations, of the musician’s
and the singer’s recitals, etc. In fact, the whole world may be looked
upon as a vast general market made up of diverse special markets
where social wealth is bought and sold. Our task then is to discover
the laws to which these purchases and sales tend to conform auto-
matically. To this end, we shall suppose that the market is perfectly

competitive, just as in pure mechanics we suppose, to start with, that

machines are perfectly frictionless.

42. We shall see, now, how competition works in a well-organized
market. Let us go into the stock exchange of a large investment
centre like Paris or London. What is bought and sold in such places

are titles to property in shares of very important kinds of social

wealth, such as fractions of State and municipal loans or shares of
railways, canals, metallurgical plants, etc. Our first impression on
entering such an exchange is that of confused uproar and chaotic

movement. Once, however, we are informed of what is going on,

this clamour and bustle become perfectly comprehensible.
Let us take, for example, trading in 3 per cent French Rentes on

the Paris Stock Exchange and confine our attention to these opera-

tions alone.

The three per cents, as they are called, are quoted at 60 francs. At
this price, brokers who have received some orders to sell at 60 francs

and other orders [authorizing them to sell] at less than 60 francs, will

offer a certain quantity of 3 per cent Rentes, that is, a certain number
of certificates each yielding 3 francs annually payable by the French
State. We shall apply the term effective offer^^^ to any offer made, in

this way, of a definite amount of a commodity at a definite price.

Per contra, the brokers who have received some orders to buy at

60 francs and others [authorizing them to buy] at more than 60 francs

will demand a certain quantity of 3 per cent Rentes, when 60 francs is
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quoted. We shall apply the term effective demand to any such
demand for a definite amount of a commodity at a definite price.

We have now to make three suppositions according as the demand
is eqml to, greater than, or less than the offer.

First Supposition. The quantity demanded at 60 francs is equal
to the quantity offered at this same price. Each broker, on either
the buying or the selling side, finds another broker with an exactly
equivalent counter-proposal to sell or to buy.'^J Exchange takes
place. The rate of 60 francs is maintained. The market is in a
stationary state or in equilibrium.

Second Supposition. The brokers with orders to buy can no longer
find brokers with orders to sell. This is a clear indication that the
quantity of three per cents demanded at 60 francs is greater than the
quantity offered at that price. Theoretically, trading should come to
a halt.'«i Brokers who have orders to buy at 60 francs 05 centimes
or who have orders to buy at higher prices make bids at 60 francs
05 centimes. They raise the market price.

Two results follow from this bidding: first, those buyers who
would have bought at 60 francs but who refuse to buy at 60 francs
05 centimes, withdraw; second, those sellers who are willing to sell
at 60 francs 05 centimes but who previously refused to sell at
60 francs, come forward. These buyers and sellers will now give
orders to tWs effect to their brokers if they have not already done
so. Then, in consequence of a two-sided movement, the difference
between effective demand and effective offer is reduced. If equality
between effective offer and effective demand is restored, the rise in
Mce c^ses. Otherwise, the price continues to go up from 60 francs

^ to 60 francs 10 centimes, and from 60 francs 10 centimes
to 60 francs 15 centimes until offer equals demand. A new stationary
state IS thus found at a higher price.

Supposition. Brokers with orders to sell can no longer find
brokers with orders to buy. This is a clear indication that the
quantity of three per cents offered at 60 francs is greater than the
quantity demanded at that price. Trading stops. '“i Brokers who
nave orders to sell at 59 francs 95 centimes or who have orders to sell
at lower prices make offers at 59 francs 95 centimes. They lower
the pnee.

^

Two results follow: first, the withdrawal of those who would havesom at 60 francs but who refuse to sell at 59 francs 95 centimes;
nd, the advent of those who are willing to buy at 59 francs
centimes but who previously refused to buy at 60 francs. The
erence between offer and demand is reduced. The price falls, if

centimes to 59 francs 90 centimes and
9 francs 90 centimes to 59 francs 85 centimes imtil equality
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between offer and demand is restored. Thus a new equilibrium is

found at a lower price.

Suppose now, that at the same time that this sort of trading is

going on in 3 per cent French Rentes, similar trading is taking place
in the securities of other governments, English, Italian, Spanish,
Turkish and Egyptian, and in stocks and bonds issued by railways,
ports, canals, mines, gas works, other factories, banks, credit institu-
tions, etc.; suppose that all this trading proceeds by conventional
shifts in price of 5 centimes, 25 centimes, 1 franc 25 centimes,
5 francs, or 25 francs, according to the value of the securities; and
suppose that besides cash transactions there are future transactions,
some^r/w and others optional^ then the tumult of the stock market
resolves itself into a veritable symphony in which each player plays
his part.

43. We shall study value in exchange as it arises xmder such
competitive conditions. Economists, generally speaking, have fallen
all too frequently into the error of studying value in exchange under
unusual circumstances. They are always talking about diamonds,
Raphael’s paintings, and concert recitals given by famous singers.
De Quincey, whom John Stuart Mill quotes, imagines two men
“on Lake Superior in a steam boat”. One owns “a musical snuff-

box”; the other, who is “making his way to an unsettled region
800 miles ahead of civilization”, suddenly realizes that “in the hour
of leaving London” he had forgotten to buy one of these instruments
possessing “a magic power . . . which lulls your agitations of mind”;
and, “when the last knell of the clock has sounded, which summons
you to buy now or to forfeit for ever”, he buys the musical snuff-box
from his fellow-passenger for 60 guineas. Of course, our theory
should cover all such special cases. The general laws of the market
should apply to the diamond market, the market for Raphael’s
paintings and to the market for tenors and sopranos. These laws
should even apply to a market like the one Mr. De Quincey imagines,
in which there is a single buyer, a single seller, one commodity and
only one minute in which to make the exchange. But logic

demands that we consider general before special cases, and not the

other way round. What physicist would deliberately pick cloudy
weather for astronomical observations instead of taking advantage
of a cloudless night?*

44. I have cited the example of buying and selling securities for

gold and silver on the stock market in order to give an introductory
idea of the phenomenon of exchange and the mechanism of compe-
tition. Securities, however, are a very special kind of commodity.
Furthermore, the use ofmoney in trading has peculiarities ofits own,
the study of which must be postponed until later, and not interwoven
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at the outset with the general phenomenon of value in exchange.
Let us, therefore, retrace our steps and state our observations in

scientific terms. We may take any two commodities, say oats and
wheat, or, more abstractly, (A) and (B). I put the letters A and B in

parentheses whenever I wish to indicate that these letters do not
represent quantities, which are the only things that can be used in

equations, but rather kinds or species or, as one might say in philo-
sophical terms, essences.

Let us now imagine a market to which some people come holding
commodity (A), ready to exchange part of it in order to procure
commodity (B); while others come holding commodity (B), ready to
exchange part of their (B) in order to procure commodity (A). Since
the bidding will have to start at some point or other, we shall suppose
that a broker offers to give up n units of (B) for m units of (A) in

accordance, let us say, with the closing rate of exchange of the
preceding day. This bid will conform to the equation of exchange

nWa^nvj,

in which is the value in exchange of one unit of (A) and is the
value in exchange of one unit of (B) (§29).'®*

Let us prices in general as ratios between values in exchange
or as relative values in exchange. In general, also, let us designate the
price of (B) in terms of (A) by and the price of (A) in terms
of (B) by If. then, we denote, in the particular case we are

dealing with, the quotients of the ratios — and — hy a and — respec-
n m ^ ^

H'
tively, it follows from the above equation that

Va_

and from these two that

1 1

Thus: Prices, or ratios of values in exchange,^^^ are equal to the
ratios of the quantities exchanged,

price ofany one commodity in terms ofanother is the reciprocal
o/ the second commodity in terms of the first.

ft*

'^^re oats [‘avoine’] and (B) wheat [‘bl6’], and a broker had

tE
^ hectolitres of wheat for 10 hectolitres of oats,

en the bid price of wheat in terms of oats would be 2, and that of
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oats in terms of wheat would be 1 /2. We have already observed that
there is always a double sale and a double purchase in every exchange
transaction; correspondingly there is also a double price. It is of the
utmost importance that the invariable reciprocal nature of the rela-

tionship between the two prices in any exchange be fully understood,
and the use of algebraic symbols is particularly useful in this

connection because it makes this reciprocal relationship stand out
in the clearest possible relief. Furthermore, it is seen that these
symbols have the advantage of being conducive to a clear and precise

formulation of general propositions. That is why we shall continue
to use them.

45. Let Z)a» Oa, Db and be the effective demand and offer of

commodities (A) and (B) at their respective prices Pa= - and /?»=//.

Between the quantities demanded, quantities offered and prices there

is a fundamental relationship, which we must examine before we do
anything else.

Effective demand and effective offer are, as we have seen, the

demand and the offer of a given quantity of a commodity at a given
price. Consequently, to say that a quantity of (A) is demanded
at the price Pa is, ipso facto

^

the same thing as saying that a quantity

Ob of (B), equal to DaPas is being offered. For example, to say that

there is a demand for 200 hectolitres of oats at the price 1 /2 in terms
of wheat is, by virtue of that fact alone, the same as saying that

100 hectolitres of wheat are being offered. It follows that in general

the relationship between i>a, Pa and Ob can be expressed by the

equation

Ob=^DaPa*

In like manner, to say that a quantity Oo of (A) is offered at the

price Pa is, ipso facto^ the same thing as saying that a quantity of

(B), equal to OoPo» is being demanded. For example, to say that

1 50 hectolitres of oats are being offered at the price of 1 /2 in terms

of wheat is, by virtue of that fact alone, the same as saying that there

is a demand for 75 hectolitres of wheat. It follows Aat in general

the relations between O^, Pa and can always be expressed by the

equation

Db=OaPa-

It could be proved, in like manner, that Ob, Ob, Pb> Oa and Da are

related according to the following equations;

Oa=ObPb>

Da= ObPb\
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but it would be superfluous to do so, since these last two equations
follow from the two previous ones together with the equation

PaPb^l-
Thus: The effective demand for or offer of one commodity in

exchange for another is equal respectively to the effective offer of or
demand for the second commodity multiplied by its price in terms of
the first.

Evidently, any two of the four quantities, Z)^, D^, and O 5 ,
will

determine the other two. For the present we shall assume that
the quantities offered, O^, and Oa, are determined by the quantities

demanded, and respectively, and not the other way round.
Indeed, demand ought to be considered as the principal fact and
offer as the accessory fact where two commodities are exchanged
for each other in kind. No one ever makes an offer simply for
the sake of offering. The only reason one offers anything is that
one cannot demand anything without making an offer. Offer
is only a consequence of demand. Consequently, to begin with, we
shall confine ourselves to the indirect relationship between offer and
price, and study direct relationships only in so far as they subsist
between demand and price. At prices pa and p^. Da and are
demanded, whence we deduce that Oa=Z> 6/?& and Ob=DaPa are
being offered.

46. This being so, if we let

Da=ocOay

then we may make any one of three suppositions, according as a= 1 ,

a> 1 or a< 1 . But, before going into that, let us state a final theorem.
If in the above equation we substitute for Da and Oa the values

given by the equations

Da=ObPb
and

we obtain
^a— ^bPbt

Ob=oc.Db.

commodities
y the ratio of the effective demand of

either one of them to its effective offer is equal to the ratio of the

Pf ihe other to its effective demand.
This theorem may be deduced as follows:^’*

Da=ObPb^

^b=OaPa,

DaDb=OaOb\
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or, in like manner:

Oi,=DaPay

In either case it follows that

D„ O, “•

It is to be observed that if the effective demand for and effective
offer of (A) are equal, the effective offer of and effective demand for
(B) will also be equal. We see, too, that if the effective demand for
(A) is greater than its effective offer, then the effective offer of (B)
will be proportionately greater than its effective demand. Finally, if
the effective offer of (A) is greater than its effective demand, then the
effective demand for (B) will be proportionately greater than its

effective offer. This is the meaning of the above theorem.
47. Now suppose that a=l, and Oj,=Db; that the quan-

tities demanded and quantities offered ofeach ofthe two commodities

(A) and (B) are equal at their respective prices, and and

that each buyer and each seller finds a corresponding seller and a
corresponding buyer with the exact counterpart of his bid or offer.

The market will be in equilibrium. At the equilibrium prices — and

the quantity of (A) will be exchanged for the quantity
of (B), and at the close of the market, each party to the

exchange will go his own way.
48. But let ot^l, Dc^Oa and How then can equality

between the demand for and the offer ofeach of the two commodities
be reached?

The first idea that comes to mind is to repeat purely and simply the
line of reasoning which we developed earlier in our discussion of
Rentes in the stock exchange. But that would be an egregious
error. * * * What we had in our example drawn from the stock exchange
were buyers and sellers of Rentes, that is, of securities the value of
which depended both on the particular yield of these securities and
on the general rate of return on capital. As we shall see later, the

only possible result that could follow from a rise in the price of
Rentes would be a decrease in the demand for them and an increase

in their offer; and the only possible result that could follow from
a fall in their price would be an increase in the demand for them and
decrease in their offer. In our present example, traders exchange
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nothing but (A) and (B), which are assumed to possess direct utility

and to be the only commodities which can be exchanged for each
other in the market. This circumstance alters everything.
To be sure, it will still be necessary to raise (or lower when-

ever Da is greater than Oa, or, contrariwise, to raise pj, (or lower p^)
whenever is greater than Oj,. Moreover, there is no doubt that
our previous reasoning about demand still holds good. As the price
increases, demand cannot increase; it can only decrease. More-
over, as price decreases, demand cannot decrease; it can only
increase.^^' Let us imagine a trader holding 12 hectolitres of wheat
who offers 5 of them for 10 hectolitres of oats, or, in other words,
who demands 10 hectolitres of oats at the price 0*50 in terms of
wheat. At this price 0*50 of oats, in terms of wheat, he could have
bought as many as 24 hectolitres of oats, but his own need for wheat
compels him to restrict his demand for oats to 10 hectolitres. At the
price 0*60, he could purchase at most 20 hectolitres of oats; and it

must be admitted that, in view of his own wheat requirements, he
would have to content himself with an amount of oats at most equal
to, but more likely less than, the 10 hectolitres which he had been

when [in consequence of the lower price] he was better
off. Thus a rise in p^t which is the same thing as a fall in p*,* can
only decrease Da and increase Dj,, Per contra^ a rise in pi,y which is
the same thing as a fall in can only decrease and increase Da-
ut what will happen to and 0^1 It is impossible to tell. is

equal to the product of Z)*, multiplied by /?(,. Now, if either one of
he two factors, say/?^, decreases or increases, the other factor must
increase or decrease in consequence. Likewise is equal to the
product of Da multiplied by Pa- As Pa increases or decreases. Da
must decrease or increase in consequence. How can we tell, then,
whether we are approaching equilibrium?**'

^
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CURVES OF EFFECTIVE OFFER AND EFFECTIVE
DEMAND. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EQUALITY

BETWEEN OFFER AND DEMAND
49. Since we are assuming here that there is only an indirect or

mediate relation between price and effective offer, whereas the
relation between price and effective demand is direct and immediate,
we shall be concerned primarily with the latter relationship.

Let us consider, for this purpose, one of the holders of wheat. Let
this particular individual own wheat, but no oats. He wishes to
retain a certain quantity of wheat for his own use, but is prepared to
give up the rest in exchange for oats for his horses. As to the
respective quantities that he will retain and give up, these depend on
the price of oats and on the quantity of oats that he will demand
having regard to its price. We shall now see how this works out. At
the price zero, if he has to give zero hectolitres of wheat for one
hectolitre of oats, in other words, if oats are to be had gratis, our
holder of wheat will take all the oats he wants, that is, enough for
all the horses he has and even for the horses he is likely to acquire,
seeing that horses cost nothing to feed. He will not have to give up
any wheat at all in exchange. At each successive price, 1/100, 1/10,

1/5, 1/2 . , . (if our holder of wheat is called upon to give up
1/100, 1/10, 1/5, 1/2 . . . hectolitres of wheat for one hectolitre of
oats), he will reduce his demand more and more. At the prices: 1, 2,

5, 10, or more (if he has to give up 1,2, 5, 10, or more hectolitres

of wheat to obtain one hectolitre of oats) he will cut down his

demand still further. At the same time, the quantity of wheat which
he offers in exchange will always equal the quantity of oats he
demands multiplied by the price of oats. Finally, at some price,

more or less high, say at 100 (if our holder of wheat has to give up
100 hectolitres of wheat for 1 hectolitre of oats), he will not demand
any oats at all, for at that price he will no longer be able or willing

to keep a single horse. Clearly, once this price has been reached, he
will not offer any wheat in exchange. From this it follows that the

effective demand for oats diminishes continuously as the price in-

creases, for the effective demand starts at a certain figure when the

price is zero and finally vanishes altogether when the price reaches
a certain height. As for the corresponding effective offer of wheat,
this starts at zero, increases, attains at least one maximum, then
decreases and returns to zero.

92
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50. All holders of wheat display similar, but not identical, tenden-
cies in their bidding. This is equally true of all the holders of oats on
their side. In general, every holder of a commodity, who comes to

the market with the intention of exchanging some of this commodity
in return for a quantity of some other commodity, has in mind a
trader's schedule,^^^ either virtual or actual, which can be rigorously
determined.

Having recourse now to algebraic notations, let us say that holder

(1) of a quantity ^6 of commodity (B) comes to the market to
exchange a quantity Ob of (B), in return for a quantity d^ of (A)
which he is ready to take in conformity with the equation

and that he leaves the market carrying away a quantity da of (A) and

a quantity y of (B), such that>^=^ 5—Ob=^b— In any case, the

V
quantities ~ or da and y are always related as follows:

The individual we are considering knows what his is, but he does

not know, before he reaches the market, what or will be. He
U . .

IS, However, certain to discover it as soon as he arrives. And when
he has found out what Pa is, he will immediately have to decide how
great da is to be; and hence, by virtue of the above equation, y will
finally be determined.

If our individual [holder of ^b] goes to the market in person, his
trader’s schedule for the time being may be virtual rather than actual,
that is to say, he may not make up his mind what his demand da will
e until he knows the price pa. Even under these circumstances, a

trader s schedule nevertheless exists. But if he were prevented from

, ^ ^ I* * , *
^ or if, for one reason or another, he had

to enyust his business to a friend or give his orders to a broker, he
would have to anticipate all possible values of Pa from zero to

accordingly all the corresponding values of

n r ^ representing. Now anyone at
a amiliar witii mathematics knows that there are two ways of
representing this schedule mathematically.

51. Let there be two co-ordinate axes, as drawn in Fig. 1: a
orizontel pr/ce axis, Op, and a vertical demand axis, On the

pnce axis, starting at the origin O, I lay off the lengths Op\, Op'\,

nr nf^^*^**”**”®
various possible prices of oats in terms of wheat,

( ) in terms of (B). On the other axis, beginning at the same
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origin O, I measure the length x, representing the quantity of
oats or (A) which our holder ofwheat or (B) will demand at the price
zero. On lines drawn through the points p\, . . . parallel to the
vertical demand axis I lay off the lengths p\a\, p”aa” . . repre-
senting the quantities of oats or (A) which will be demanded at the
prices p'o, . . . respectively. The length represents the
price at which our holder of wheat or (B) will not demand any oats
or (A) at all.

Having done this, we may represent the demand schedule in the
mind of holder (1) of commodity (B) either geometrically by the

Fio.

curve aj.iflp.i drawn through the points . . . a^.x or

algebraically by the equation of this curve, da=fa, * Both the

curve aa, i i and the equation da=fa, i(pa) are empirical. Follow-
ing the same procedure, we obtain the curves 3 3, a a, 3 Op, g . . .

(Fig. 2) or their corresponding equations da^fa, t(p^, ziP^ • • •

which represent geometrically or algebraically the demand schedules

in the minds of all the other holders of (B), Messrs. (2), (3), . . . -

52. If, at this juncture, we add up, so to speak, all these partial

[or individual demand] curves, ^id.iap.x, - by
joining to one another all the ordinates corresponding to each

abscissa, we obtain a total [or aggregate demand] curve (Fig. 3)

representing geometrically the demand schedule of all the holders of

(B) taken together. Moreover, if we sum up all the individual

[demand] equations, we obtain an aggregate equation,

^o“yo, l(/^o)”K/a, s(/^a)“f^o. 3(po)"i”- ^•^o(/^a)>

which represents the above schedules algebraically. This gives us
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the demand curve or the demand equation of (A) in exchange for (B)

as a function of the price of (A) in terms of (B). In like manner, we
could derive the demand curve or the demand equation of (B) in

exchange for (A) as a function of the price of (B) in terms of (A).

There is nothing to indicate that the individual demand curves

and so on, or the individual demand equations ^/o=/o.

and so on, are continuous, in other words, that an infinitesimally

small increase in p a produces an infinitesimally small decrease in da-

On the contrary, these functions are often discontinuous. In the case

of oats, for example, surely our first holder of wheat will not reduce
his demand gradually as the price rises, but he will do it in some
intermittent way every time he decides to keep one horse less in his
stable. His individual demand curve will, in reality, take the form
of a step curve passing through the point a as in Fig. 4. All the other
individual demand curves will take the same general form. And yet
Ihe aggregate demand curve (Fig, 3) can, for all practical
purposes, be considered as continuous by virtue of the so-called law
of large numbers . In fact, whenever a very small increase in price
takes place, at least one of the holders of (B), out of a large niunber
of them, will then reach the point of being compelled to keep one
horse less, and thus a very small diminution in the total demand
for (A) will result.

53. Under these conditions, the curve A^A^ (Fig. 3) shows the
quantity of (A) effectively demanded as a [continuous] function of
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the price of (A). For example, at the price which is represented
by the abscissa of the point A„, the effective demand is Z)„
which IS represented by the ordinate OD^,„ of the same point aJ
Moreover, when the effective demand for (A) in exchange for (B) is

Pa.m at the price Pa,m> the effective offer of (B) in exchange for (A)
is, ipsofacto, Ot,,n=Da,mPa,m (§45), which is represented by the area

QUANTITY

PRICE

Fio. 31*1
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of the rectangle ODa,m^mPa,m with a base of Opa,m and an altitude

ODa,m* Thus the curve shows simultaneously the demand for
(A) and the offer of (B) as a function of the price of (A) in terms
of (B). Likewise the curve (Fig. 5) shows simultaneously the
demand for (B) and the offer of (A) as a function of the price of (B)
in terms of (A).

QUANTITY

54. Let Qb [i.e. a magnitude numerically equal to the area of the
rectangle of Fig. 5] be the total quantity of (B) in the
market in the hands of holders of (B), and let an equilateral hyper-
bola, with the axes as asymptotes, be drawn through the
point gb* Let the line be extended until it meets the hyper-
ola at the point gb» and let the line ^gb be drawn parallel to the

X or pnee axis, gb is the area of the rectangle which
represents the total quantity of (B) brought to the market. Damu tipli^ by is the area of the rectangle repre-
senting that part of the total quantity of (B) which is exchanged for
(A) at the price of (A). It follows that or

rectangle Da,,nPQtA„, represents that part, wWch is
withheld from sale and taken back from the market by the original
holders of (B) at the price just mentioned, of (A). Moreover,m all cases the quantities 6 p., Z)„ and 7 are invariably related by
the equation:

Qb~ Y-{~DaPa*

Thus, when xp= Q j, when, in other words, the curve passing through
tne point g. is the hyperbola of the total existing quantity of (B), the
curve AiA^is the boundary line between that part of (B) which is
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exchanged for (A) and that part of (B) which is withheld from sale
depending on the price of (A) in terms of (B). Naturally, the same
general relationship could be found between the curve and the
hyperbola of the total existing quantity of (A), xy=Qay which we
might have been drawn in Fig. 5.

55. Demand curves are, therefore, enclosed by hyperbolas of total

existing quantity. It may be added that, in general, demand curves
meet the co-ordinate axes and are not asymptotic to them.
Demand cmwes generally intersect their demand axes, because the

quantity of any good which an individual will take is ordinarily
finite even when the price is zero. If oats were obtainable absolutely
free of charge, some individuals might keep ten and others a hundred
horses, but no one would keep an infinite number of horses and
consequently no one would demand an infinite quantity of oats.

Now the sum total of the separate quantities of oats demanded at

the price zero, being the sum of finite quantities, would itself have to

be a finite quantity.

Demand curves usually intersect their price axes, because the price

of any commodity may conceivably be set so high, though short of
infinity, that no one at all will demand even an infinitely small

quantity of it. * ^ We cannot, however, make any absolute assertions

to that effect. It is perfectly possible for a case to arise where either

all or a part of commodity (B) is offered unconditionally at whatever

price it can fetchJ^^ In that case the demand curve A^Aj, will

coincide, in whole or in part, with the hyperbola passing through Qb
or with some other hyperbola closer to the axes. Hence, in order to

keep our minds open to all contingencies, we shall consider demand
curves capable of taking all possible positions between the co-

ordinate axes and the hyperbolas of total existing quantity.*®^

56, Now that we have described the nature of the direct and
immediate relationship which connects the effective demand for a

commodity with its price in terms of another commodity, we shall

proceed to set forth a mathematical expression of this relationship.

Thus, in the case of commodity (A), we may represent this

relationship geometrically by the ciure A^Aj,, or algebraically by the

equation (§52) of this curve

In the case of commodity (B), we may represent the relationship

either geometrically by the curve B^Bg, or algebraically by the

equation of this curve

Bb=Fb(Pb)-

Moreover, having also described the nature of the indirect and
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mediate relationship which exists between the quantity effectively
offered of one commodity in exchange for another and the price of
the other commodity in terms of the first, we shall proceed to set
forth a mathematical expression for this relationship as well.

In the case of the commodity (A), the relationship in question may
be represented geometrically by a series of rectangles inscribed within
the curve or algebraically by the equation (§53)

Oa=Dt,pj,=Fi,(pj,)pf„

In the case of commodity (B), the relationship may be represented
either geometrically by a series of rectangles inscribed within the
curve A p, or algebraically by the equation

From these formulas it is a very simple matter to deduce
others to represent the relation between the effective offer of each
commodity and its price in terms of the other commodity. It is only

necessary to substitute — for the price and -- for the price in
Pa Pb

t' ya

the last two equations by virtue of the relation PaP^=\, We then
obtain

Possessing all these elements, we are ready to solve the general
problem of the exchange of two commodities for each other. This
problem may be stated as follows: Given two commodities^ {A) and
{B), and the demand curve ofeach in terms ofthe other, or the equations

of these curves, to determine their respective equilibrium prices,

SI, Geometrically the problem consists in inscribing within the
two curves A^A^, and B^B^ of Fig. 6 two rectangles, OD^Apa and
OD^Bpj, respectively, such that their bases [prices] are reciprocals of
each other, while their altitudes are so related that the altitude of the
first ODa is equaP’* to the area of the second OD^xOpi, and,
conversely, the altitude of the second OD^ is equal to the area of the
first Opo- The bases of these two rectangles. Op a and Opt,,

represent equilibrium prices, inasmuch as at these prices the de-

mand for (A), represented by the altitude ODa equals the offer of
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(A) represented by the area OD^^Op^ and the demand for (B)
represented by the altitude OD „ equals the offer of (B) represented
by the area ODaXOp^ (§47).

In saying that the altitude of either rectangle is equal to the area of
the other, I have been equating terms that are not homogeneous.
But under the circumstances homogeneity is not necessary, since the
condition that the bases be reciprocals of each other implies the pre-
determination of a common unit, say OI, which was used in the
construction of both curves. To make the point still clearer, I
might add that the height of each rectangle should contain as many
of these predetermined units of length as the other rectangle contains
similar units of area; or, alternatively, that the area of each rectangle
should equal the area of a rectangle having the same altitude as the
other rectangle but with a base one unit in length. [See shaded areas
in Fig. 6.] It follows, moreover, from the terms of the problem that
the base of either rectangle is equal to the inverse ratio of the altitude
of that rectangle to the altitude of the other, i and to the direct ratio
of the area of that rectangle to the area of the other.

58. Algebraically the problem consists in finding the two roots, Pa
andpt, of one of the following pairs of equations:

l/’aP6=l
or

f P<i(j>a)Pa=F^(p^)

\PaPb= ^,

or, alternatively, of two equations which are expressions of equality
between Da and Oa and between Z)(, and Oj respectively:

59, Moreover, the geometric and algebraic methods may be
combined into one. Starting with the known curves and
or their equations

and

respectively, let us now draw the curves KLM and NPQ (Fig. 7) with

the equations
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Oa=F
and

KLM will intersect ^ ^ at the point A, and NPQ will intersect
at the point B, i.e. at those very points which give us the [equilibrium]
rectangles we have described above (§57).

It is easy to interpret the meaning of the dotted curves, KLM and
NPQy and to see how they are drawn.
The first curve KLM is an offer curve of (A), no longer identified

with the demand curve of (B) which represented the offer of (A) as a
function of p*, by means of the areas of inscribed rectangles con-
structed on the co-ordinate axes, but distinct, depicting this same
offer of (A) by the ordinates as a Ainction of
The curve starts [at the extreme right] from [an ordinate of] zero

for an infinitely high price of (A) in terms of (B), corresponding to an
infinitesimally small price of (B) in terms of (A). In other words,
KLM is asymptotic to the price axis. The curve rises as we move
along it [from the extreme right] towards the origin, with each fall in
the price of (A) in terms of (B) corresponding to a rise in the price
of (B) in terms of (A), It reaches its maximum [ordinate] at the
point L the abscissa of which represents a price of (A) in terms of
(B) such that its reciprocal i-e. the price of (B) in terms of (A)
measured by the abscissa of the point B^ is the price at which
the rectangle inscribed within B^B^, is a maximum. Then the curve
KLM falls as we move along it [to the left of L] towards the origin

until its ordinate becomes zero again at a price of (A) in terms of (B)

represented by the length OK, this price being the reciprocal of the

price of (B) in terms of (A) measured by the abscissa OB^ of the

point Bp where the curve B^Bp meets the price axis.

Similarly, the second curve NPQ is an offer curve of (B), no longer

identified with the demand curve of (A) which represented the

offer of (B) as a function of by means of the areas of inscribed

rectangles constructed on the co-ordinate axes, but distinct, depicting

this same offer of (B) by the ordinates as a function of
This curve starts [at the extreme right] from [an ordinate of] zero

for an infinitely high price of (B) in terms of (A), corresponding to an
infinitesimally small price of (A) in terms of (B). In other words,

NPQ is asymptotic to the price axis. The curve rises as we move
along it [from the extreme right] towards the origin, with each fall in

the price of (B) in terms of (A) corresponding to a rise in the price

of (A) in terms of (B). It reaches its maximum [ordinate] at the
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point P, the abscissa of which represents a price of (B) in terms of
(A) such that its reciprocal i.e. the price of (A) in terms of (B)
measured by the abscissa of the point is the price at which
the rectangle inscribed within A^Aj, is a maximum. Then the curve

faUs as we move along it [to the left of P] towards the origin
until its ordinate becomes zero again at a price of (B) in terms of
(A) represented by the length ON, this price being the reciprocal of
the price of (A) in terms of (B) measured by the abscissa OA ^ of the
pomt /I, where the curve meets the price axis.

It is obvious that the shapes of the curves KLM and NPQ are
intimately related to the shapes of and A ,A , respectively,
it we had supposed the latter curves to be different, the former,
too, would have been entirely different. At all events, in the diagram
we have just been discussing (Fig. 7), the curve passes, while
tailing from left to right, through the point [corner of themaxim^ inscribed rectangle] before cutting the dotted curve NPQ
at a point where NPQ is rising as we move along it [leftwards]/row
Its zero ordinate [at the extreme right] to its maximum ordinate at P;
and, (mnsequently, the curve A^A^ passes, while it too falls from left
to right, through the point [comer of the maximum inscribed
rectangle] after cutting the dotted curve KLM at a point where KLM
IS tailing as we move along it [leftwards] from its maximum ordinateL to Its zero ordinate [at the extreme left].

60. Now, under these circumstances, it is evident that if the twocums
, and KLM intersect at the point A, then the curve A^A^

Thus, since Pa—- andp»=/i are, by hypothesis, the prices at which

and it follows that at all prices of (A) in terms of

1,7,;, r?
" corresponding to prices of (B) in terms of (A)

in
Conversely, at all prices of (A)

term^ Corresponding to prices of (B) in

casT thJ
and 0,>D,. In the firstwse, tne eqmhbnum price could only be restored by an increase in

“ decrease in p^; whereas in the second case,^mhbnum pnce could only be restored by an increase in pj,coreesponding to a decrease in pj.

eZlT formulate in the following terms the law of

fmerZ
demand or the law of the establishment [or

gence] of equilibrium prices in the case of the exchange of
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two commodities for each other: Given two commodities^ for the
market to be in equilibrium with respect to these commodities^ or for
the price of either commodity to be stationary in terms of the other

^ it

is necessary and sufficient that the effective demand be equal the
effective offer ofeach commodity. Where this equality does not obtain^
in order to reach equilibrium price, the commodity having an effective
demand greater than its effective offer must rise in price, and the
commodity having an effective offer greater than its effective demand
must fall in price,^^^^

Such is the law that we might have been tempted to formulate
earlier, immediately after our study of the stock exchange (§42),
but it was necessary first to develop a rigorous demonstration (§48).

61, We are now in a position to see clearly what the mechanism
ofmarket competition is. It is the practical solution, reached through
a rise or fall in prices, of the same problem of exchange to which we
have just given a theoretical and mathematical solution; but it must
be understood that we do not have the slightest idea of substi-
tuting one solution for the other. The rapidity and reliability of the
practical solution leave no room for improvement. It is a matter of
daily experience that even in big markets where there are neither
brokers nor auctioneers, the current equilibrium price is determined
within a few minutes, and considerable quantities of merchandise
are exchanged at that price within half or three quarters of an hour.
In fact, the theoretical solution would be absolutely impracticable
in almost every case. On the other hand, it is no valid objection

against our method to speak of the difficulty of deriving [empirical]

curves or equations of exchange. Whether diere is any advantage to

be found in constructing all or part of either the demand or the

offer curve of a given commodity in certain cases, and whether it

is possible or impossible to do so, are questions on which we reserve

judgement entirely. For the moment, we are examining the problem
of exchange in general, and the [abstract] conception, pure and
simple, of curves of exchange is sufficient and at the same time in-

dispensable.****



Lesson 1

DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTION OF THE
PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF

TWO COMMODITIES FOR EACH OTHER

62. To recapitulate: given two commodities (A) and (B), and
given the following equations connecting their effective demands
with their respective prices:

^a=^o(Po)

the equilibrium price is determined either by the equation

or, on substitution of the values of Da and i>6 [from the first two
equations given above], by the equation

which can be written in the form

or in the form
o ..( 1 )

Q ..(2)

according as we wish to solve for pa or Equation (1) expresses
the fact that Da=Oa, and ^nation (2) that 0^=Di,,

In § 59 we have already given a [geometrical] solution to the above
equation in both forms (1) and (2) by the intersection of curve

0) curve

by curve /)ft=F6(pb); but this solution reqtiires further
1 . -

\rh/Ph
elucidation.

63. We shall not discuss the solution of all possible cases, for that
Would be both tedious and premature. We shall restrict ourselves to
the relatively simple, general cases portrayed in Fig. 7 of the previous
Lesson.i«> In this diagram we assumed that the curves and

107
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BaB^ were continuous and that no more than one maximum rect-
angle could be inscribed within each, as the co-ordinates
and (/?!,, [of the upper right-hand comers] of these rectangles
were allowed to move along their respective curves between the
points where the price of the commodity is zero and the demand for
the commodity falls to zero. We need only consider that portion of
each of these curves which falls within the first quadrant, where we
shall confine our attention, in the one case, to the segment between
the points A ^ and A p, and, in the other case, to the segment between
the points and This clearly follows from the very nature of
the phenomenon of exchange. Under these assumptions, KLM and
NPQ must be continuous curves having only one maximum ordinate
each. Even in so narrowly defined a case as this there is material
for an interesting discussion.

64. We have been assuming all along that each of the two pairs of
intersecting curves, A^Aj, and KLM on the one hand, and B^Bj, and
NPQ on the other, had only one point of intersection: point A for
the first pair and point B for the second,*^* We must, however, note,
to begin with, that it is possible for these curves to have no point of
intersection at all. If, for example, B^Bp converged on the price axis
to the left of the point it would not intersect the curve NPQ, In
that case the curve KLM would start [from K\ on the price axis at
a point situated to the right of the point A p and it would not intersect
the curve A^Ap/^^ There would be no solution.

There is nothing surprising in this eventuality. It occurs whenever
no one holding (B) is willing to give Ap units of (B) for 1 unit of

(A), or 1 unit of (B) for [=(9A] units of (A); while, at the sameA p

time, no one at all can be found holding (A) who is willing to give

j- [= ON] units of (A) for 1 unit of (B), or 1 unit of (A) for A « units
^p
of (B),i®* Obviously, under these circumstances the bids and offers

would be such that no transaction could take place. To be sure, at

any price of (A) in terms of (B) below Ap, corresponding to some

price of (B) in terms of (A) above ~ [= ON], there would be a number
Ap

of demanders of (A) offering (B) in exchange, but no one would
demand (B) in exchange for (A). Also, at any price of (B) in terms

of(A) below ~j- [= ON], corresponding to some price of (A) in terms
A.p

of (B) above Ap, there would be a number of demanders of (B)

offering (A) in exchange, but no one would demand (A) in exchange
for (B).
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65. The above case having been thoroughly explored, a close
examination of the shape of the curves reveals the further possibility
that they may have several points of intersection. ***' If. for example.
the two commodities (A) and (B) were such that the demand for (A)
in terms of (B) continued to be represented, as before, by the curve
AaAp, while the demand for (B) in terms of (A), however, was
represented by the curve B' [Fig, 8(Z))], then the new curve B’dB\
would intersect the curve NPQ at three points: B, B' and B'\ In
this case, the former offer curve of (A), KLM, would be replaced by
the curve K'L'M' [Fig. 8(Z>)] which would intersect the curve AaAj,at
three points: A, A' and A"y the point A corresponding to the point By
the point A' to the point B' and the point A" to the point B". There
would then be three different solutions to the problem of exchange
of two commodities, (A) and (B), for each other, since there would
be three systems of pairs of rectangles inscribed within the curves
AaAj, and B'^B'^, each rectangle of any pair being so related to the
other that its base was the reciprocal of the other, while its altitude
was equal to the area of the other. Do all three solutions, however,
have the same significance?

66. Taking first thdse two of the three pairs of rectangles which
are identified by the points A' and B' for one pair and A” and B" for
the other, we find that the situation in both these cases is precisely
the same as that which we described earlier in the case of the pairs
of rectangles designated by the points A and B in Fig 7 where
we had a unique solution (§60). The curve A,A^ lies beiow the curveKLM to the righty and above the curve K%’M' to the left of the
point A' at which the two curves and intersect. Like-
wise the curve B\B\ lies below the curve NPQ to the right and
oboye the curve to the left of the point B' at which two curves

cu?ve
the curve lies below the

curve KLM to the right, and above the curve K'L'M' to the left of
the pointy

: while the curve B' again lies below the curve NPO
to the right, and above the curve NPQ to the left of the point B".

In both instances, to the right of the point of equilibrium, the offerof the commodity in question is greater than the demandfor it wWchmust result m a fall in price, that is, in a return to the point ofequi ibnum. Again, in both instances, to the left of the point of
equ.libriuin, the demandfor the commodity in question is greLr than

tr,
that is, in a movementtowards the point of equilibrium. Such an equilibrium is exactly

iLTdi^
*

‘ I
suspended body of which the centre of gravitjes directly beneath the point of suspension, so that if this centre ofgravity were displaced from the vertical line beneath the point ofsuspension, it would automatically return to its original position
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through the force of gravitation. This equilibrium is, therefore,
stable. *

67. The same is not true of the points A and B of Fig. 8. The
curve lies above the curve K'UM' to the right, and below the
curve K'L'M' to the left of the point A. Likewise, the curve B*
lies above the curve NPQ to the right, and below the curve NPQ to

the left of the point B. Hence, in this case, to the right of the point
of equilibrium, the demandfor the commodity in question is greater
than its offer, which must lead to a rise in price, that is, to a move-
ment farther and farther away from the point of equilibrium. And,
in this same case, to the left of the point of equilibrium, the offer of
the commodity in question is greater than the demandfor it, which must
lead to a fall in price, that is, to a movement once again away from
the point of equilibrium. This equilibrium is exactly similar to that

of a suspended body of which the point of suspension lies directly

beneath the centre of gravity, so that if this centre of gravity once leaves

the vertical line above the point of suspension, it does not return

automatically but keeps on moving farther and farther away until

through the force of gravitation it reaches the position vertically

beneath the point of suspension. Such an equilibrium is unstable.

68. As a matter of fact, only the systems of rectangles identified by
the letters A', B' and A'\ B” give solutions of the problem, for the

system designated by A, B merely marks the boundary separating

each of the respective fields of the two solutions. To the right of

the price of(B) in terms of(A) moves in the direction of

the equilibrium price p'\, which is the abscissa of the point B"; to

the left ofPbt the price of (B) in terms of (A) moves in the direction

of the price p\, which is the abscissa of the point B\ Conversely, to

the left of Pa=~>^'^^ the price of (A) in terms of (B) moves in the

direction of the equilibrium price p" a, which is the abscissa of the

point A”; while to the right of pa it moves in the direction of the

price p'a, which is the abscissa of the point A\
This eventuality, as is readily seen, corresponds to a situation in

which the nature of the two commodities is such that it is possible

for a large*** quantity of (A), which is demanded at a low price of

(A) in terms of (B), to have the same value as a small*'* quantity

of (B) demanded at a high price of (B) in terms of (A), while it is

possible, at the same time, for a small quantity of (A), which is

demanded at a high price of (A) in terms of (B), to have the sarne

value as a large quantity of (B) demanded at a low price of (B) in

terms of (A). Then, according as the bidding starts at a low price

of (A) in terms of (B) corresponding to a high price of (B) in terms

of (A), or at a low price of (B) in terms of (A) corresponding to a high
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price of (A) in terms of (B), it will culminate in the first or the second
of the two equilibria. We shall see later'’ i whether such a contingency
may also arise when several commodities are exchanged for one
another through the medium of a numeraire and money.

69. Thus far in our discussion we have assumed that the demand
curves 5^5^ and B ' have intercepts on both the co-
ordinate axes. We must now examine the extreme case where the
demand curves coincide with hyperbolas of total existing quantity
and are, therefore, asymptotic to these axes.

QUANTITY QUANTITY
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For example, if AaAj, coincided with the hyperbola DaPa—Qb^ so
that all of commodity (B) were offered unconditionally at whatever
price it could fetch, equation (1) [§62] would become^iii

which represents the intersection of the hyperbola passing through
Qb with the curve KLM at the point in Fig. 9. I am leaving out

of account the solution given by the equation —=0 or z?„=oo.
P

Under these circumstances, equation (2) [§62] would become*!**

Qb=Fb{Pb\

which represents the intersection at the point of the curve
with the straight line N*P'Q' drawn parallel to the price axis at a
distance ON'=Q^,

70. Finally, if both commodities were offered unconditionally at
whatever price they could fetch, we should have the equations *!**

and

which we obtain the following values ofPa and Pb*

and

7^6=

In this case, the two commodities would be exchanged for each other
at a rate exactly equal to the inverse ratio of the total existing

quantities, that is, according to the following equation:

Moreover, it is easily seen that the equality described above between
the total existing quantities and the quantities exchanged of the two
commodities is tantamount to equality between the effective demand
for and the effective offer of both of them.***



Lesson 8

UTILITY CURVES OR WANT CURVES. THE
THEOREM OF MAXIMUM UTILITY OF

COMMODITIES

71. Our study of the nature of exchange up to this point makes it

possible for us now to examine the cause of this phenomenon.
If, in fact, prices result mathematically from demand curves, the
causes and primary conditions that generate and affect demand
curves will also generate and affect prices.

Let us, therefore, return to the individual demand curves, and take,
for example, the curve fld.iflp.i (Fig. 1 in §51), which represents
geometrically the demand schedule of holder (1) of (B) for (A). To
begin with, let us see what circumstance determines the position of
the point where the curve starts its descent from the demand
axis. The length i represents the quantity of (A) effectively de-
manded by the above-mentioned individual at the price zero, that is to
say, it represents the quantity which he would consume ifcommodity
(A) were obtainable free of charge But upon what does this quantity
generally depend? It depends upon a certain kind of utility of the
commodity which we shall call extensive utihty, * because it is found
in the capacity of the particular kind of wealth under consideration
to fill wants that are more or less extensive or numerous, depending
upon the number of people that feel them and the strength with
which they feel them^^*—in a word, because more or less of the
commodity would be consumed even if no sacrifice at all had to be
made to procure it. This first attribute of utility is simple and
absolute, in the sense that the extensive utility of (A) does not
i^uence anything but the demand curves of (A), and the exten-
sive>*> utility of (B) does not influence anything but the demand
curves of (B). Furthermore, extensive utility is a measurable quan-
tity, inasmuch as it consists in the quantity that will be taken at the
price zero^ and this quantity can be measured.

72. Extensive utility, however, does not describe the whole of
utility; it is only one attribute. There is another attribute which
reveals itself to us as soon as we turn our attention to the circum-
stances which determine the slope of the curve and conse-
quently the position of the point ap.i, where the curve meets the
pnce axis. The slope of the curve is simply a ratio of two quantities,
vtt. the increase in price and the resulting diminution in demand.
Upon what does this ratio generally depend? It depends upon

115
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another type of utility of the commodity which we shall call intensive
utility/ because it is found in the capacity of this type of wealth
to fill wants that are more or less intense or urgent in proportion to
the number of people who continue to feel these wants and the
persistence with which each person feels them notwithstanding the
expensiveness of the commodity—in a word, because the magnitude
of the sacrifice which must be made to procure it affects the quantity
consumed of the commodity. Unlike the first attribute of utility,

PRICE

Flo.

this second attribute is complex and relative, inasmuch as the slope
of the demand curves of each of the two commodities, (A) as well
as (B), is determined by both the intensive utility of (A) and the
intensive utility of (B). Thus, the slope of the demand curve, which
can be very simply defined in terms of mathematics as the limit of the
ratio ofa decrease in demand to an increase in price^ still remains for
us a complex relation between the intensive utilities of the two
commodities exchanged.

73. There is still another factor which affects the slope of the
demand curve for (A), la,,, i, and that is the original stock, of
commodity (B) in the possession of holder (1). In general, an
individual demand curve lies below the hyperbola of the individual’s
initial stock, in the same way that an aggregate demand curve lies

below the hyperbola of total existing quantity, As the hyperbola
of an individual’s original stock moves towards or away from the
origin of the co-ordinate axes, the individual demand curve will
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move along with it, shifting as it would under the influence of
changes in intensive utilities. The diagram (Fig. 10) faithfully

portrays this necessity in the one instance as in the other.

74. The above analysis is incomplete; and it seems impossible, at

first glance, to pursue it further, because intensive utility, considered
absolutely, is so elusive, since it has no direct or measurable relation-
ship to space or time, as do extensive utility and the quantity of
a commodity possessed. Still, this difficulty is not insurmountable.
We need only assume that such a direct and measurable relationship
does exist, and we shall find ourselves in a position to give an exact,
mathematical account of the respective influences on prices of
extensive utility, intensive utility and the initial stock possessed.

I shall, therefore, assume the existence of a standard measure of
intensity of wants or intensive utility, which is applicable not only
to similar units of the same kind of wealth but also to different units
of various kinds of wealth.*’^ With this in mind, let us draw two
^-ordinate axes, one vertical, Oq^ and the other horizontal, O/-, as
in Fig. Il.t*'! On the vertical axis Oq^ starting at the point O, I lay
off successive lengths, Oq\ q'q'\ q”q”' . . which represent the units
of (B) which holder (1) would successively consume in a certain
interval of time if he had these units at his disposal. I am assuming
that, during this interval, the utility, both extensive and intensive,
remains fixed for each party, which makes it possible for me to
include time implicitly in the expression of utility. Were this not
the case and had I supposed utility to be a variable functionally
related to time, then time would have had to figure explicitly in the
problem. And we should then have passed from economic statics to
economic dynamics.

All the successive units of (B) consumed by holder (1), from the
first unit which fills his most urgent want to the last after which
satiety sets in, have a diminishing intensive utility for him. Our
problem is to find a mathematical expression for this diminution. If
commodity (B) is such that it is naturally consumed in [whole] units
like pieces of furniture or articles of clothing, I lay off, as in Fig. 11,
on the horizontal axis. Or, and on lines drawn parallel to this axis
through the points q\ q*\ ... the lengths Opr, i. q'Y" . . .

,

which
represent respectively the intensive utilities of each of the successive

^ rectangles Oq'Rfir.u q'q”R”r'\
q q'”R”*r'” . . ., and obtain the curve pr,xR’r”R”r'''R”* . . ., which
IS a discontinuous curve. If, on the other hand, commodity (B)
coidd be consumed in infinitely small morsels, like food, the intensive
utility would diminish not only from one unit to the next but also
from the first to the last fraction of each unit, and the discontinuous
curve Pr, iR'r”R"/”R”'

.

.

, would resolve itself into the continuous
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curve Similarly, I could construct the curve
Fig* 12 for commodity (A). Whether the curve be con-

tinuous or discontinuous, I postulate that intensive utilities always
diminish from that of the first unit or fraction of a unit consumed to
that of the last unit or fraction of a unit consumed.

QUANTITY

Fig.

The lengths and [Fig. 12] represent the extensive

utilities of commodities (B) and (A) respectively for holder (1), i.e.

the extent of holder (l)’s wants for commodities (B) and (A). The
areas i i and lOCr, i represent the virtual utilities of com-
modities (B) and (A) respectively for the same holder, or the sum of

holder (l)’s wants for (B) and for (A), in terms of both their extensive

and intensive dimensions. The curves Or.ia^.i and Pt.xPq.i are,

therefore, holder (l)’s utility curves or want curves for commodities
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(A) and (B). But that is not all, for these curves have a double
character which we have still to consider.

75. If we let the term effective utility designate the sum total of
wants satisfied by any given quantity consumed of a commodity, these

wants being measured in terms of both their extensive and intensive

QUANTITY QUANTITY

Fig. 12f8)

missions, then the curve PryiPq.x becomes our indivlduars curve
of effective utility, considered [in respect of the enclosed area] as
a function of the quantity of (B) which he consumes. For example,m case he consumes the quantity of (B) represented by the length
^qu the effective utility is represented by the area Oq^gPr. i. If. now,
we let the term rareti^^^ designate the intensity of the last want
satisfied by any given quantity consumed of a commodity, then the
curve becomes our individual’s rareti curve, considered [in
respect of the ordinate] as a function of the quantity of (B) which he
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consumes. Thus, in case he consumes a quantity of (B), repre-
sented by the length Oq^, the raret^ is q^, represented by the length
<},e=OQ,. Similarly, the curve is, at one and the same
time, a cu^e of effective utility and a raret^ curve, both being
t unctions of the quantity of (A) consumed. ><= i Hence I call one of
the co-ordinate axes the raretd axis and the other the quantity axis.

e must postulate, I repeat, that raret^ increases as the quantity
possessed decreases, and vice versa,

if we are given effective utilities as functions of the
quantities consumed according to the equations u~0a i(^) and

t^n the raretes are designated by the derivatives,
o, iw) and ^ If, on the other hand, we are given the

raretis as functions of the quantities consumed, according to the
equations and then the effective utilities are

designated by the definite integrals from 0 to q\ and
rq Jo

^
^6. We then have for u and r the mutually related expres-

sions****

and

r=0Xq)=<f>(q),

76. If, on the basis of these considerations, the extensive and
intensive utility ofcommodity (A) for holder (1) of (B) is represented
geometrically by the continuous curve a,-, la^, i and algebraically by
the equation of this curve x{q\ while the extensive and inten-
sive utility of commodity (B) for tWs same holder is represented
geometrically by the continuous curve and algebraically by
the equation of this curve, x{q)\ and if the quantity q^, repre-
sented by the length Oq^, is the initial quantity of (B) which
holder (1) possesses, let us see whether we can determine accurately
what his demand for (A) will be at any given price.*'*

It follows from the way in which we have set up our want curves
and from the properties we have ascribed to curves drawn in this
way that if holder (1) were to reserve all of his units of (B) for his
own consumption, he would gratify a sum total of wants represented
by the area Oq^qp^^ i. This is not, however, what our holder of (B)
would ordinarily do, bec^ause, more often than not, he would be able
to gratify a larger sum total of wants by consuming only part of his
(B) and exchanging the rest for some quantity of (A) at the current
price. If, for example, when the price of (A) in terms of (B) is Po, our
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holder keeps back only y units of (B) represented by Oy in Fig. 12,
and if he exchanges the rest, Oj,=qi,—y^ represented by for
units of (A), represented by Od^, he will be able to gratify a sum total
of wants represented by the two areas,

i and Od^oaxr, i which
may be larger than the previous sum total. If we suppose that his
object in trading is to gratify the greatest possible sum total of wants,
then, surely, da is determine for a given Pa by the condition that the
sum of the two areas,

i and Odaouxr.i be maximized.*^’
Now the condition of such a maximum is that the ratio of the
mtensities

^ and /‘b, i of the last wants satisfied by the quantities
fla andy, i.e. the ratio of their respective raretis upon completion of
this exchange, be equal to the price

77. Suppose this condition to be satisfied; then we have the
simultaneous equations

<>b=qb~y^daPa,

^a, l—Pa^ b, !•

Eliminating pa, we obtain‘^^>

a, ft, 1 .

If we replace da, o i and r*,, j by the corresponding [geometrical]
wngths by which they are represented in Fig. 12, namely Oday g^y,
daCt and yp respectively, we have

OdaXda(t=qt,yxyP,

Thus the areas of the two rectangles, Odacxj-a, i and ygbBp, are equal,
ut It IS evident from the very nature of the curves oq-.iag,^ and

Mo.ii that, on the one hand,

area Oda 0utr,i>OdaXda 0iy

while, on the other hand.

Therefore
^6>'Xy/?>area yg^eP^

area Oi/oaa,.,i>area yg^gP*

It IS clear that the exchange of a quantity of (B) for a quantity
da pf (A) is advantageous for our holder of (B), because the area of
satisfaction he acquires thereby is greater than the area of satisfaction

h
This, however, is not suflBcient, for we have still to

s ow that the particular exchange transaction we have been consider-
ing IS more advantageous for our holder than any other exchange
ransaction involving the relinquishment of a smaller or greater
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quantity of (B) than o„ in return for a [correspondingly] smaller or
greater quantity of (A) than da-

78. For this purpose, let us picture the entire transaction involving
the exchange of o j of (B) for d^ of (A) as if it were made up of a
succession of 5 piecemeal exchanges each of equal size. As our holder

of (B) keeps selling ^ of (B) and buying - of (A) on each of j
s

successive occasions, according to the equation of exchange

Ot da

s s

he will decrease his raretd of (A) and increase his raret^ of (B). In
that way the ratio of these raret^s, which started out by being higher
than the price becomes equal to this price. Now I say, in the first
place, that under these conditions each and every piecemeal exchange
transaction is advantageous to our holder, though the advantage
diminishes steadily from the first transaction to the .rth.

In Fig. 13 we mark oflf two lengths: Od*a measured above the
origin O of the first curve, on the vertical segment Oda, and
measured below the point of the second curve on the vertical

segment, in order to represent respectively the quantities — of
s

(A) and ~ of (B) exchanged in the first piecemeal transaction* Upon

the completion of this first transaction, the ratio of the raretis^ though
diminished, is still, by hypothesis, higher than the price. Designating
these raretis by ra and r j, we have

'a>Pa'*6,

which, by virtue of the preceding equation, gives us*^®*

Replacing and by the corresponding lengths Od'a^ qiy\s s

d'a<xf and y'P\ which represent them geometrically, we obtain:

Od'aXd'a0^'>qbyxyfi\

But from the very nature of the want curves we observe that, on the
one hand,

area Od'a<x.'oLr,i>Od'aXd'aO^'

while, on the other hand,

^6/x/^'>area yqi,QP\
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It follows a fortiori that

area OJ'oa'(x^.i>area yq^Q^\

Hence the first piecemeal exchange of- of (B) for of (A) is advan-
s s

tageous to our holder. It can be shown in like manner that the next
5—2 piecemeal exchanges are advantageous, for the ratio of raretis

quantity quantity

Fio.

ter each transaction, though diminishing, will still, by hypothesis,
greater than the price. Evidently the advantageousness [of each

su(^ssive transaction to holder (1)] diminishes with every diminution
in the ratios of the raret^s.
Now again in Fig. 13, let us mark off the length directly
ow the point on the vertical segment of the first curve and
e length yy” directly above the point y on the vertical segment yqf,
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of the second curve, to represent respectively the same quantities

exchanged, -- of (A) and ^ of (B), as before, this time, however, in

the last piecemeal transaction. Upon completion of this final trans-
action, the diminished ratio of the raretis is, by hypothesis, equal to
the price; and we have

'‘o, i—pa^ 6, 1*

which, by virtue of the equation of exchange, gives us:

dfn O 5

S ~s

Replacing y, -
, and r*,,! by the corresponding lengths dad'\

yy\ da<x. and yP which represent them geometrically, we obtain

dad'\ X da<x.=yy*xyp.

But from the very nature of the want curves we observe that, on the
one hand,

area d'\daOLOi''>dad"^ xdaOL,

while, on the other hand,

Therefore
y/' X area y/'P^p,

area d"ada<xoi*'>siTta. yy"P"P

Hence, the final piecemeal exchange of ~ of (B) for — of (A) will
s s

still be advantageous to our holder. Since we may suppose s to be
as large as we please, it follows that all of the piecemeal exchange
transactions, without exception and including the final one however
small that may be, are advantageous, though the advantage dimin-
ishes progressively from the first to the 5th transaction. Conse-
quently, our holder (1) of (B) should not offer less than Oj, of (B) or
demand less than da of (A).

79. In similar fashion, we could prove that our holder (B) should
not offer more than of (B) or demand more than da of (A),
because, beyond this limit where of (B) has been exchanged for

da of (A), all piecemeal exchange transactions without exception,
even including the first however small we may suppose it to be,

would be disadvantageous, and increasingly so with each further
transaction. The proof of this is logically implied in the demonstra-
tion we have just given in the previous section. In fact, if, after the
limit marked by the equality of the ratio of the raretds with the price

Pa has been reached, we continue to diminish the rareti of (A) and
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to increase the rareti of (B) by the exchange of any quantity what-
soever of (B) for a quantity of (A) of equal value in terms of (B). we
encounter the inequality

^ hi

which may be expressed as

^h'^Ph^a*

It follows from the demonstration given above that, under these
conditions, we get closer and closer to maximum satisfaction by
exchanging a certain quantity of (A) for a certain quantity of (B) up
to the point where

^h,\=Ph^Q..\i
or where

^a, \^Pa^ h, 1*

80. Holder (1) of (B) will, therefore, offer exactly o„ of (B) and
will demand exactly da of (A), neither more nor less, at the price of
(A) m terms of (B), if these are the quantities for which we have the
relation ra.i=Par„.i.

In general terms: Given two commodities in a market, each holder
attains maximum satisfaction of wants, or maximum effective utility,
when the ratio of the intensities of the last wants satisfied [by each of
these goods], or the ratio of their raretes, is equal to the price. Until
this equality has been reached, a party to the exchange willfind it to his
advantage to sell the commodity the rarete of which is smaller than its
price multiplied by the raretd of the other commodity and to buy the
other commodity the rarete of which is greater than its price multiplied
by the rarete of the first commodity.

It IS possible, of course, that a party to the exchange may find it
to his advantage to offer the entire amount of whichever one of the
two commodities he possesses to start with or to demand none at

commodity. We shall come back to this point
presently.

81. If, in the equation

^a,l=Pa^ b»lf

we replace and by their equivalents, then^^^i

^a,i(da)=Pa<f>b,l{y)~Pa<l>b.i(gb~Ob)

^Pai>b,l(gb—daP^.

This last equation gives d, as a function of p.. If we suppose the

SSTsm variables, thPs relaUon

l(Po).
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This is the equation of the curve
i [Fig. 1] which represents

holder (l)’s demand for (A) in exchange for (B). This equation would
be mathematically determinable if the equations and
'=^

6 . 1 (4')'*^ were determinable. It is precisely because these last
equations are not determinable that </a=/o. i(Pa) remains empirical.**)
The problem which was to be solved may now be stated as follows:

Given two commodities {A) and (B), given each partfs utility or want
curves for these commodities, and given the initial stock which each
party possesses, to determine the demand curves,^^^

82. We shall do well to reformulate this solution in the customary
notation of the infinitesimal calculus. * * *

Let da be the quantity of (A) which will be demanded, and
Oh—daPa be the quantity of (B) which will be offered at the price pa
of (A) in terms of (B); and, consequently, let ^ 5

—0 ^ be the quantity
of (B) which will be retained, so that we have

daPa-\'{qi>~o^)=-q^, , .( 1 )

where is the initial stock of (B) possessed by a given holder.
Moreover, let be the two equations

denoting the effective utilities of (A) and (B) respectively for our
individual as functions of the quantities consumed; and let

be, therefore, the total effective utility to be maximized. Since the
derivatives of the 0 fimctions are essentially decreasing, the maxi-
mum which our party to the exchange seeks will be foimd when the
algebraic sum of the differential increments of utility with respect to
the quantities consumed ofeach ofthe two commodities is zero. For,
if we suppose these increments to be unequal and opposite in sign,

our party will find it to his advantage to demand more or less of the
commodity of which the differential increment is larger or smaller
and to offer in return more or less of the commodity of which
the differential increment is smaller or larger. The condition of
maximum satisfaction of wants can now be expressed by the

equation*^®)

lido) dda-\-0'b, xi^h—Ob) d{qb—Ob)=0,

Now, on the one hand, the derivatives of the functions of effective

utility with respect to the quantities consumed are none other than
the raretis [§75]; while, on the other hand, the algebraic sum of the

products of the prices of the two commodities in terms of one of
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them multiplied by the differentials of the quantities consumed is, by
virtue of equation (1)/** equal to zero according to the equation^^’*

Padda-\rd{q^—o^)^0.

It follows from this that*^®i

—
^/aPo)-

I have explained the process of differentiation for the benefit
of those readers who are not familiar with it. Others will see
immediately that by differentiating either of the following two
expressions with respect to d^.

we obtain

^o. l(^^a)+<^b, xiQu—daPt^

4>a.i(.q)dq +
— daPm

^b,i{q)dq.

^a. 1Wa)—Pa^^b. iC^b”^aPa)=0
or

’f‘a,l(da)=Pa'l>b,ligb— daPa)-

It Will be readily seen also that the root of this derived equation
always corresponds to a maximum and not a minimum, because the
functions 0'a,i(q) or and 0'b,i(q) or ^b,i(q) are by their
nature decreasing and the second derivative

<l>'a,l(da)+Pa’‘</>’b.i{qb—daPa)

is necessarily negative.'™'
83. It is presupposed in the above demonstration that the utility

curves are continuous. Let us now turn to those cases where one ormore of the utility curves are discontinuous. Strictly speaking
there are three possibilities : the case of the exchange of a commodity
with a continuous utility curve for a commodity with a discontinuous
utility curve, the case of the exchange of a commodity with a dis-
continuous utiUty curve for a commodity with a continuous utility
curve, and the case of the exchange of two commodities both ofWhich have discontinuous utility curves. We shall, nevertheless
confine our attention to the first case, since, as we shall see later on’
the chosen commodity to the value of which the values of all otherwmmodities are referred and by means of which all other commo-
aities are purchased, can and must have a continuous utility curve.
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Awordingly let

, [Fig. 14] be the utility curve ofcommodity

if rn/ original stock
^ ^ passing through the points

a and a be the utility curve of commodity (A) for this individual.
If commodity (A) cannot be bought otherwise than in whole units,
and if ,s Its pnce [per unit] in terms of (B), it follows that
commodity (B) will be sold only in parcels equal to If, after our
individual has attained maximum satisfaction by exchange, the
segments dad’'^ and dad"'

a

represent respectively the last unit oV (A)
bought and the first unit unbought, and if, at the same time, the
se^ents yy" and yy'" represent respectively the final parcel of (B)
sold, and the first parcel unsold, then two inequalities result:

aTeayy"^"P<daa
and

area

Let us designate by /«" and m'" two intermediate lengths, the first
shorter than yp and longer than y*'P'\ and the second longer than
yp but shorter than y'"p”'; and let these lengths be such that upon
multiplying m and w'" by yy*'=yy”'=Pa we obtain two areas equal
respectively to y/'P'^p and yy"p'"p. Thus w" and w'" will represent
respectively the average intensities of utility of the final parcel of (B)
sold and of the first parcel unsold. We may now express the above
two inequalities, which together determine day the demand for (A), as

:

da^~Pafn”-\-e**
and

^ a® ^“6
•

From these two equations we readily derive*®^ ^

^ e'"

m"+m"’ m"+m""

Now /w"+/n'" is very nearly equal to and -n-t—

m

is quite
fn +/M

small. **** Consequently, our last equation closely approximates

</aa+J'"aa'"

2

y^
- P-

Thus: Once maximum satisfaction has been attained in the case of
an exchange of a commodity with a continuous utility curve for a
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commodity with a discontinuous utility curve, the ratio of the average
ofthe intensities of the last want satisfiedand thefirst want not satisfied
by the commodity bought to the intensity of the last want satisfied by
the commodity sold is very nearly equal to the price. ^

^

I say very nearly, because not only is it possible for the product
PaXyP, in other words for the price of (A) in terms of (B) multiplied
by the intensity of the last want satisfied by (B), to be unequal to the
average of the intensities of the last want satisfied and the first want
not satisfied by (A), but it may also happen that this product is

greater or smaller than each of the two quantities averaged. In fact,
of necessity

^rtSL yy'fi'fi<p^xyji
and

dafi>SiTQa. yy'fi'fi

QUANTITY QUANTITY
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but it is not necessary that

and if indeed
daa>PaXyp;

da^<PaXyP,

then ^ a and which is <d^ a, will both be less thanp^ Xy8.
Similarly, it is necessarily true that

^ ^
area yy"P'”fi>PaXyP

and that

</'"aa'"<area yy'^fi'"^;

but it is not necessary that

and if indeed
d"'a^'"<PaXyP;

then ^/"^a and da a, which is '>d'*\ will both be greater than
Pa>^y^,

84. Let us return to the two inequalities:

and
area^/'^"^<i/„a,

area yy'"P'"fi>d'"a a'"

As Pa diminishes, the left-hand sides of both the above inequalities
dimimsh, 1 The [sign of the] first inequality remains unchanged,
but, after a certain point, the [sign of the] second inequality will be
reversed and da will increase by at least one unit. As pa increases,
the left-hand sides of both the above inequalities increase. The [sign
of the] second inequality then remains unchanged, but, after a certain
point, the [sign of the] first inequality will be reversed and da will
decrease by at least one unit. The demand curve for (A) is thus
descending and discontinuous.

Analytically, a given price pa of (A) in terms of (B) having been
cried, accor^ng as our individual demands 1,2... units of (A) to fill

wants with intensities ri, ri . . respectively, thereby acquiring
effective utilities of (A) measured by the same magnitudes ri, r*
. . ., he will retain the quantities ^6—Pa, gb—2pa • . . of (B) and
relinquish eflfective utilities of (B)*®* measured by the numerical value
of the integrals

Cgi—Pm

Jqk— 2pm
4^b,i{q)dq • • • •
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Furthermore, the demand, which will yield maximum satisfaction
IS determined simultaneously by the following two inequalities

and

(Qb—d^Pa

In this way could be mathematically determined for all values
of

/jj., and a descending, discontinuous curve could be drawn repre-
exchange for (B) as a function of

price,



Lesson 9

DISCUSSION OF DEMAND CURVES. GENERAL
FORMULA FOR THE MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION
OF THE PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF TWO

COMMODITIES FOR EACH OTHER

85. Since the individual demand equation

^o~yo. i(Po)»

when solved for becomes*^

*

4>m. li‘ia)=Pa<f>b.l(.q»—daPa),

we may discuss the equation in the latter form.
First let Pa=0. The equation then reduces to

the root of which is [Fig. 15].

We conclude: Given two commodities in a market^ when the price

of one of them is zero, the quantity of this commodity which will be
demanded by each holder ofthe other commodity will equal the quantity

necessary for the complete satisfaction of all his wants for it\ that is,

it will equal the extensive utility of the commodity in question.

This necessarily follows from §71. The curve 1^®

point a^.i.

86. If, on the other hand, we let da—0, the [individual] demand
equation becomes

1 (0)=Pa^ 1 (<?

the root ofwhich isPa=
^a.l(0) = "^‘=Oa,.,[Fig. 15].

We conclude: The quantity demanded ofone of the two commodities

[in the market] by a holder of the other commodity becomes zero,

whenever the price of the commodity demanded is equal to or greater

than the ratio of the intensity of his maximum want for it to the

intensity of the last want which can be satisfied by the quantity

possessed of the commodity offered.

132
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This, too, follows necessarily, since in this case the last parcel of

(B) which holder (1) consumes, say yields him the satisfaction
s

0^ . , d— Qbf while this same parcel of (B) if exchanged for — of (A) at the
j s

price Pat would yield him no more satisfaction than ~ a, i
= — —

^

.5 J Pa

which is equal to or less than
^

^
q^,,

s

87. Now that we have formulated the price condition which must
be fulfilled if holder (1) of (B) is to refrain from demanding any of
(A) at all, let us see how to formulate the necessary price condition
under which our holder will not retain any of (B) at all. We must
now rewrite equation

4>a.lida)=Pa*f*i>, l(^ Pa)

by setting

daP a ^ 6»

..( 1 )

..(2)

so that equation (1) becomes

i{da)—Pai*b, i(0),

the root of which is

..(3)

Pa=
l(^a)

4>b,l(0)
~

Pr,l

We conclude: The holder of one of the two commodities will offer
all he possesses ofthat commodity whenever the price ofthe commodity
demanded in exchange is equal to or less than the ratio of the intensity

of the last want which can be satisfied by the commodity demanded to
the intensity of the maximum want satined by the commodity to be
offered.

This, again, is necessarily true because in the case under considera-

tion, the first parcel of (B), say — , which holder (1) might have con-
s

sumed, would yield him no more than — j in satisfaction, while
s

this same parcel of (B) if exchanged for — of (A) at the price pas

will 3neld him a satisfaction — ~ ~ which is equal to or
S S Pa

greater than ^
s
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88. If we multiply equations (2) and (3). member for member, and
divide both sides hy so as to eliminate it, we obtain

^6, l(0).

Or ifwe replace and ^6, by the corresponding [geometri-
cal] lengths which represent them in Fig. 15, namely, Oq^ and OB^ ,

respectively, we obtain

<^a<t>a.l{dc)=Oq^XOpr.^.

The condition which this equation defines may be translated into
the following terms: For the offer of one of the two commodities to
equal the quantity possessed of that commodity, it must be possible to
inscribe within the want curve of the commodity to be demanded a
rectangle with an area equal to the area of another rectangle so

QUANTITY QUANTITY

Fio.
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constructed that its height is measured by the quantity possessed of
the commodity to be offered and its base by the intensity of the
maximxmi want for the same commodity.

This condition is not always satisfied; actually, it is not satisfied in
our example. We may, however, substitute another condition for it.

In fact, [the solution of] equations (1) and (2) is represented by the
point of intersection of the hyperbola of the quantity possessed of
(B), dapa=qh, with the individual demand curve for (A), da~fa, i(Pa).
These two curves do not always meet; for example, they do not meet
in the case of the holder whose trader's schedule we are considering
[Fig. 10].

89. This observation brings us to another very important point.
Suppose the condition defined by the above equation were satisfied
and suppose the demand curve [broken curve in Fig. 10] were to meet
the hyperbola of the quantity possessed at the points q\ and q'\.
The offer of (B) would then be equal to the quantity possessed q^, at
prices represented by the abscissas of the points q\ and q''f, and at
all prices in between. It seems from the two equations or the two
curves that, at prices in between those indicated by the abscissas of
the points q\ and q'\, the offer of (B) would have to exceed q^, the
quantity possessed of (B). But since a holder cannot offer a greater
quantity than he possesses, we must obviously introduce the con-
straint tl^t qt~daPa cannot be a negative quantity. This constraint
IS taken into account if we reformulate the condition as follows: For

A
to equal the quantity possessed,

the hyperbola of the quantity possessed and the demand curve of the
other commodity must meet. Between points of intersection of these
two curves the hyperbola of the quantity possessed becomes the demand
curve.

90. If, under the assumption that the curves a^. i and ^r.iPg, io Fig. 15 are fixed, ^6 is allowed to decrease, will increase and

consequently will decrease. When ^i=0, then

and the ratio becomes identical with = On. The demand
Pr.l

cmve
^ will then coincide with the segments .0 and On of

the co-ordinate axes.
We include: If the utility [curves] of the two commodities are

assumed to be fixedfor an individual holding one of them, and if the
^^tity possessed of that commodity is allowed to decrease, the point^ ere the demand curvefor the other commodity meets the price axis
moves m the direction of the origin of the co-ordinate axes. When the
quantity possessed [of the commodity held] is zero, the demand curve
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[of the Other commodity] coincides with segments of the co-ordinate
axes consisting of that portion of the quantity axis which measures the
extensive utility of the commodity demanded and that portion of the
price axis which is equal in length to the ratio ofthe maximum intensive
utilities of the two commodities,

91. On the other hand, if q^, were to increase, Qj, would decrease

and consequently =Oa,,i would increase. When i, then

^6=0, and the ratio—

-

Qb
would become infinitely large. The distance

of the point from the point O would then become infinite.

We conclude: Jf the utility [curves] of the two commodities are
assumed to be fixedfor an individual holding one of them^ and if the
quantity possessed of that commodity is allowed to increase^ the point
where his demand curvefor the other commodity meets the price axis
moves away from the origin of the co-ordinate axes. When the
quantity possessed [of the commodity held] equals its extensive utility

^

the demand curve [of the other commodity] becomes asymptotic to the

price axis.

Clearly, this must be so. It is apparent, moreover, that we were
right in refraining from making any premature assertions about the
form of the aggregate demand curves in §55. We are now in a
position to afl&rm that these curves always intersect the demand axis,

since no commodity ever has an infinite aggregate extensive utility.

On the other hand, the asymptotic relation of aggregate demand
curves to the price axis may be considered a common and frequent

fact, since it occurs as soon as any one individual among all the

holders of a commodity has as much as he wants of it for complete
satisfaction,*®* It follows from this that aggregate offer curves often

start at the origin.^

92. Up to this point we assumed that every party to the exchange
was a holder of no more than one commodity, either commodity (A)

or commodity (B). We must now take up the particular case where
one and the same individual is a holder of two commodities (A) and
(B), and we have to express such an individual’s trading schedule

mathematically. Actually, we are boxmd to do this, because, all

* It would be appropriate here to supplement the discussion of demand and offer

curves by a demonstration of the double proposition, deducible from the negative

inclination of utility curves, that the demand curve is always negatively mclined and
that the offer curve alternately rises and faUs from zero to zero (at infinity) as pnM
increases. The first part was laid down as a sort of postulate in §4S. and the second
was deduced from the first in § 49. The proofs for both parts will be developed for the

another and for the case of holders of sever^ commodities, in Appendix I, oeo>
METRICAL theory OP THE DETERMINATION OF PRICES, $1: THE EXCHANGE OF SEVERAL
COMMODITIES FOR ONE ANOTHER. [This note appears first in ed. 4.]
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things considered, the second case is the general case, and the case

previously studied a special case which can be found by equating

one of the quantities possessed in the general case to zero. We did

not begin our study of the problem of the exchange of two commo-
dities for each other with the more general case, because it would
have rendered our reasoning too complicated. With the aid of the

theorem of maximum satisfaction, however, it is possible now to

arrive at an easy and simple solution of the problem.

Let us suppose that holder (1) of (B) has the same wants for (A)

and (B) as before, which can be expressed by the equations r=<t>a, lig)

andr=^i,,i(9)'*’*of the want curves otr.iag,! and of Fig 16,

and that he comes to the market, no longer with a zero quantity of

(A) and a quantity of (B), which was represented in Fig. 12 by

0^5, but rather with a quantity q^,!, of (A) now represented by

Oqa,i and a quantity^^.
i of(B) represented by Oqj,^i, We shall see

quantity quantity
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how to express his demand for (B) as a funcUon of the price and
nis demand for (A) as a function of the price

If at a price of (B) in terms of (A), represented by the length
our individual demands a quantity of (B) represented by

the len^h he will have to offer a quantity of (A), repre-
sented by the length qa,iOaj such that the relation between /?»,, d^ and

IS defined by the equation

Oa^d^p^.

In this case, the intensity of the last want satisfied by (B) being
represented by the length and the intensity of the last want
satisfied by (A) being /•„. represented by the length we have, by
virtue of the theorem of maximum satisfaction (§80),

Pb^ay

or, if we substitute equivalent values for and /•„,

"Ab. \i<lb.l‘\-d^)=^Pt,^a,x{qa,l— Oa) . . (4)

~Pb4>a, l(^o. 1 ^b/^b)'

This gives us the equation of the demand curve of (B), as
a function of the price of (B) in terms of (A), referred to q^ ^q and
^ft.ipasaxes.

Likewise, if at a price Pa of (A) in terms of (B) our individual
demands a quantity da of (A), he will have to offer a quantity of
(B), such that the relation between pa, da and 05, is defined by the
equation

^b dap a*

Then the intensity of the last want satisfied by (A) being and the
intensity of the last want satisfied by (B) being we have

Pa^bf
or

^a, l(^a, l“f"^o)~^a^b, liq 6, 1 ^b) • • (5)

Pa 4*b, l(^ b, 1 daPc^*

Thus we derive the equation of the demand curve of (A), Od,\Op,i 9

which is a function of the price of (A) in terms of (B), referred to

^a. \q and qa, iP as axes.

93. The discussion of the two equations (4) and (5) under various
suppositions, as when the price is zero, or when the demand is zero,
or when the quantity offered equals the quantity possessed, or when
the quantity possessed either increases or decreases, would be exactly
similar to the previous discussion [in §§85-91]. There is nothing to
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be gained in repeating the argument, except as it relates to a special

question which it is important to settle.

If in equation (4) we set that equation becomes

^6, l(^b, -d—ph l(^a, l)-

Remembering that PaPb=^> we may write this equation in the form

^a, l(^o, l)=Pa ^b, l(? b, l)»

which would also be the equation we should obtain by setting da—0
in equation (5).

We conclude: If the demandfor one of the two commodities is zero

at a certain pricCy the demandfor the other commodity is also zero at

the corresponding price [of the second commodity in terms of thefirst],
94. This proposition, however, is only a corollary, of a more

general theorem.

In order to transform equation (4), expressing the demand for (B)

as a function of the price of (B) in terms of (A), into an equation of
the offer of (A) as a function of the price of (A) in terms of (B), we

need only substitute OaPa for d^ and -- for p^. We should then have
Pa

^o, l(^o. 1 ^a)~Pa i*b, l(^b, l“f“^aPa)»

which is the same as equation (5) with —o^ in the place of da. Thus
equation (5) of the demand for (A) becomes an equation of the offer

of (A) for negative values of da. We could demonstrate similarly
that equation (4) of the demand for (B) becomes an equation of the
offer of (B) for negative values of dj,. Hence, prices being positive
by their very nature, when dj, is positive, Oa=dt,piy is positive and
consequently da~~Oa is negative; and when dj, is negative, Oa=dj,p^
IS negative and consequently «/«=— is positive. We could demon-
strate in like manner that when da is positive, d^ is negative and when
da is negative, d^ is positive.

We conclude: If the demand for one of the two commodities is

positive at a given price, the demandfor the other is negative, that is.

Its offer is positive at the corresponding price [of the second in terms
of the first].

In fact, a holder of both commodities can only demand one ofthem
by offering the other in exchange. It follows from this that if he
neither demands nor offers any quantity at all ofone of these commo-
dities, he neither offers nor demands any of the other. This, it is easy
to see, is the case where the ratio ofthe raretds of the two commodities
are exactly equal to the price of one in terms of the other and
maximum effective utility is immediately realized.
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95. The segments of the curves in Fig. 16 from to a^,i and
from 1 to j are, therefore, demand curves, the points j and
bp, I being reciprocals of each other. The segments from cip ^ to
^ 0.1 snd from bp, i to bp^i, that are dotted and lie below the axes
^a.iP and qb,iP in the same diagram, are offer curves. The joint
demand and offer curves for each commodity, when referred to the
Or axis, constitute a curve of the total quantity (i.e. the sum of the
quantities reined and acquired) of that commodity, considered as a
function of its price. The joint curve has a minimum which cor-
responds to the maximum quantity offered of each commodity in
exchange for the other.

96, To sum up, if, for simplicity, we designate byjCi and yi the
positive or negative quantities of commodities (A) and (B) which
party (1), having regard to the price, will add to his initial holdings,
^a, i> 3^Dd qb, 1 , of these commodities, then his exchange schedule will
result from the following two equations, one of exchange*®^ and the
other of maximum satisfaction:

XiVa+yiVb=0
and

*^a,i(gc.i+.ya) ^ Vo

From the above equations either we can eliminate solve for
as a function of po» or we can eliminate x i and solve for y | as a
function ofpb. The formulae we obtain in this way,^’* viz.

^a.l(^a,l+Xj)=p^<f>b,i(qb.i—X^Pa)
and

^t>.l(^b.l+yi)=Pb<f>a,l(qa.l~yiPb)>

are general formulae which need only to be suitably developed to

express the same individual’s trading schedule in the case of the
exchange of several commodities for one another.

It is important to note that for such values ofp^ as will render any
negative Xi [munerically] larger than ^o,i» the first of the above two
equations must be replac^ by x^— —qa, i, and in that case the value
ofy 1 is given by the equation y\Pb=<la, i* In like manner, for such
values ofp 6 as will render any negative y j [numerically] greater than

7 »,i, the second of these equations must be replaced byyi=—^6,i,

and in that case the value of jcj is given by

97.

These equations, when solved for x i andy i, and appropriately

adapted to satisfy the above-mentioned restrictions, take the form**’

^i=/a,i(Pa) and yi=/».i(p»).
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Similarly, we could deduce the following expressions for the trading
schedules of individuals (2), (3) . .

.

and y 2 ~fb, 2ip^
^ 3=/a. a(Pa) and yz^fh, z(ph)

The equality between the [aggregate] effective demand and offer of
each of the two commodities (A) and (B) could be expressed by either
of the following equations

-^=/a.l(P(i)+/a,2(Po)+/a.3(Pa)+ • • • =-f’o(Pa)=0.
or

^=/b,l(Pb)+/6,2(Pb)+/6,3(/'6)+ • . • =^6(/>6)= 0.

For example, we could derive from the first of these equations,
and then from the equation

PaPh=l.

and thus obtain a value ofpj which would necessarily satisfy the
second of the above equations, since it is evident that

whence it follows that if Fa(pa)=0 for a given value of p,, then

F'b(p&)=0 for the corresponding value ofpt, = —
J.

This solution is analytical. It could also be formulated geometri-
cally. The sum of the positive x’s [for given values ofpJ would make
up the demand curve for (A), and the sum of the positive v’s [for
pven values of p^] the demand curve of From these two
demand curves we could derive the curves representing the offer of
the two commodities which would be the same thing as the sums of
the negative x’s and/s taken positively.^^^i The intersection of these
Idemand and offer] curves would determine the current prices

98. This would give us a mathematical solution of our problem.
In the market the solution would be reached as follows.
Once any two prices that are reciprocals of each other, say p* and

Pft. are cried, xi. Xg. x, . . . and pg. Pa • . - will be determined
naturally without r^ourse to mathematical calculation, and yet in
such a way as to satisfy the condition of maximum satisfaction. This
would be sufficient to determine X and Y. Now, if ^^=0, then also
^0, and the prices would be equilibrium prices. But generally^0 and consequently 7^0. The first of these inequaUties may
be wntten as

j

in which designates the sum of the positive x’s and the sum
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of the negative x’s taken positively. The problem is to bring into
equality with O^.
So far as £)„ is concerned, this quantity is positive when ;?a=0. and

it diminishes indefinitely as increases, becoming zero for a given
value of/?a somewhere between zero and infinity, on the other
hand, is zero when /?a=0 and even for certain positive values of
then it increases as increases, but not indefinitely, for it passes
through at least one maximum and finally decreases as continues
to increase, becoming zero for /?^=co. Under these conditions,
provided that does not fall to zero before ceases to be zero, in
which case there is no solution, there is a certain value of pQ_ at
which O and are equal. To find this value, must increase
when D^'>Oa and decrease when We recognize here the
law of effective offer and demand,^***



Lesson 10

RARETi:, THE CAUSE OF VALUE IN EXCHANGE

99. In the last analysis, the utility curves and the quantities
possessed constitute the necessary and sufficient data for the estab-
lishment of current or equilibrium prices. From these data we
proceed, first of all, to the mathematical derivation of individual and
aggregate demand curves in view of the fact that each party to an
exchange seeks the ^eatest possible satisfaction of his wants. And
then, from the individual or aggregate demand curves, we derive
mathematically the current equilibrium prices since there can be
only one price in the market, namely the price at which total effective
demand equals total effective offer, that is to say, since each trader
must give up quantities which stand in a definite ratio to the quan-
tities received and vice versa.

Thus: The exchange oftwo commoditiesfor each other in a perfectly
competitive market is an operation by which all holders of either one,
or of both, of the two commodities can obtain^ the greatest possible
satisfaction of their wants consistent with the condition that the two
commodities are bought and sold at one and the same rate ofexchange
throughout the market,^^^

The main object of the theory of social wealth is to generalize this
proposition by showing, first, that it applies to the exchange of
several commodities for one another as well as to the exchange of
two commodities for each other, and secondly, that, under perfect
competition, it applies to production as well as to exchange. The
main object of the theory of production of social wealth is to show
how the principle of organization of agriculture, industry and com-
merce can be deduced as a logical consequence of the above proposi-
tion. We may say, therefore, that this proposition embraces the
whole of pure and applied economics.

100. If we let Va and be values in exchange of commodities (A)
and (B) such that the ratios between them constitute the current
^uilibrium prices, and if we let r^. „ r.. r., „ r.. „ be
lae raretes of these commodities, i.e. the intensities of the last wants
satisfied for holders (1), (2), (3) . . , after the exchange, then by virtue
or the theorem of maximum satisfaction we have

''“•1
;— =Pa and

for holder (1);

143
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It should be observed that if any of these commodities are of such
a nature that they can be consumed in whole units only and their

utility curves are discontinuous, then some of the terms in the above
table of raretds will have to be proportional terms specially under-
lined, to indicate, as we have seen above in §83, that they are close

approximations of the arithmetical mean of the intensities of the last

wants satisfied and of the first wants unsatisfied. ****

It is also possible that one of the two terms may be missing in one
or more of the ratios of the raretis. For example, it may happen
that at the price holder (2) does not want any of (A) at all. Tlien

there would be no rareti of (A) for holder (2) because no want would
be satisfied by (A) so far as he was concerned. Consequently the

term a would have to be replaced by ^ whichwould be greater

than a or the intensity of the first want which holder (2) has for

(A) (§ 86). It may also happen that at the price p* holder (3), for

example, demands all the (A) he can get un'::onditionally at whatever

price he must pay, in other words, he may offer all he possesses of

(B) . Then there would be no rareti of (B) for holder (3), because no

want would be satisfied by (B) so far as he was concerned. Then the

term r 3wouldhave to be replacedbyp^To , 3
*
•

* whichwould be greater

than 3 or the intensity of the first want which holder (3) has for
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(B) (§87).*'* We could introduce the convention of putting the terms
2 and in parentheses as they are entered in the above

Ubles.*^* This would be tantamount to defining raretd as the
intensity of the last want which is or which might have been satisfied.

Subject to these two reservations, we may formulate the following
proposition:

Current prices or equilibrium prices are equal to the ratios of the
raretds.

In other words:
Values in exchange are proportional to the raretes.
101. As regards the exchange of two commodities for each

other, we have now reached the goal we set ourselves when we began
our study of the mathematical theory of exchange (§40). We under-
took at that point, to deduce raretd from value in exchange, instead
of deducing value in exchange from scarcity, as we did in Part I
where the object and divisions of political and social economy
were discussed. In fact, the raretd defined in Part II as the intensity
of the last want satisfied is precisely the same thing as the scarcity we
had defined earlier in §21 in terms of the twin conditions of utility
and limitation in quantity. There could not possibly be a last want
safisfied if there were no want, that is to say, if a commodity had
neither extensive nor intensive utility, or if it were useless. Moreover,
the intensity of the last want satisfied would be zero if a commodity
which possessed a utility curve were so plentiful that its quantity
exceeded its extensive utility, as would be the case, for example, if it

were unlimited in quantity. Thus the raretd we have been discussing
in the last lessons turns out to be synonymous with the scarcity [also
raretd’ in French] we mentioned earlier. There is only this difference:
f^aretd is taken to be a measurable magnitude which is not only
inevitably associated with value in exchange but is also, of necessity,
proportionate to this value, in the same way that weight is related to
D^ass. If, therefore, it is certain that raretd and value in exchange
are two concomitant and proportional phenomena, it is equally
ce^n that raretd is the cause of value in exchange.***
Value in exchange, like weight, is a relative phenomenon; while

raretd^ like mass, is an absolute phenomenon. If, of the two com-
modities, (A) and (B), one of them became useless, or, though
useful, became unlimited in quantity, that commodity would no
longer be scarce and would cease to have value in exchange. Under
these circumstances, the other commodity too would lose its value
in exchange, but it would not stop being scarce; it would only be
more or less scarce and have a determinate raretd for each of the
holders of the commodity.

I say for each of the holders of this commodity—and I wish to
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emphasize this point—because there is no such thing as the rareti of
commodity (A) or the rareti of commodity (B), or as the ratio of the
rareti of (A) to the rarete of (B) or of the rarete of (B) to the rareti
of (A); there are no other raretis than the raretis of (A) or (B) for
holders (1), (2), (3) . .

.

of these commodities, and it is only for these
holders that there are ratios of raretis of (A) to raretis of (B) or of
raretis of (B) to those of (A). Rareti is personal or subjective', value
in exchange is real or objective It is only with respect to a given
individual that we can define rareti in terms of effective utility and
quantity possessed in a manner strictly analagous to the definition of
velocity in terms of distance passed over and the time taken to pass
over it, so that rareti defined as the derivative of effective utility with
respect to the quantity possessed corresponds exactly to velocity
defined as the derivative of distance passed over to the time taken to
pass over it.

If we were looking for something that we might call the rareti of
commodity (A) or of commodity (B), we should have to take the
average rareti, which would be the arithmetical average of the raretis
of each of these commodities for all parties to the exchange after the
exchange was completed. This conception of an average rareti is no
more far-fetched than that of an average height or an average life

span in a given country. For certain purposes it may even be more
useful. These average raretis would themselves be proportional to
the [corresponding] values in exchange.

102. The theorist has the right to assume that the underlying price
determinants are invariant over the period he has chosen to use
in his formulation of the law of equilibrium prices. But, once this

formulation has been completed, it is his duty to remember that the
forces that underlie prices are by their nature variable, and conse-
quently he must formulate the law of the variation of equilibrium
prices. This now remains to be done. Fortunately, the second
formulation follows immediately from the first, for the forces under-
lying the establishment of prices are the very forces that underlie the

variation of prices, viz. the utilities and the quantities possessed of the
commodities considered. These forces are, therefore, the primary
causes and conditions of the variation of prices.

If we suppose that in the same market where (A) and (B) were

previously traded at the above-mentioned current prices, ^ of (A)

in terms of (B) and p of (B) in terms of (A), the trading now takes

place at different current prices, — of (A) in terms of (B) and p
H’

of (B) in terms of (A), then we may posit that this change in price is

the result of one, or more, of the following four causes:
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1. A change in the utility of commodity (A).

2. A change in the quantity of commodity (A) possessed by one
or more holders.

3. A change in the utility of commodity (B).

4. A change in the quantity of commodity (B) possessed by one
or more holders.

These circumstances, which are absolute, could be determined
under ideal conditions. In practice, of course, this determination
may prove to be more or less diflBcult; but there is no reason to
regard it as impossible in theory. By putting questions to each and
every individual about the elements that enter into the making of his
individual demand curve, the problem might be solved by direct
investigation. A case may conceivably arise, where one of the causes
of a change in price impresses the investigators as the primary cause
in one sense or another. For example, if we suppose a rise in price
from to /i' to coincide with the discovery of a remarkable new
property in commodity (B) or with a catastrophe destroying part of
^e supply of this commodity, we could not possibly avoid associat-
ing one or the other of these events with the rise in price. Such
inescapable inferences are not beyond the bounds of possibility. By
their aid the primary causes and conditions of variations in prices
are often determined.

103. Let us suppose that equilibrium is established and that the
several parties to the exchange possess whatever quantities of (A)
and (B) are necessary to yield them maximum satisfaction at the

reciprocal prices - of (A) in terms of (B) and of (B) in terms of (A).

This condition of maximum satisfaction is fulfilled as long as prices
are equal to the ratios of the raretis, and it ceases the moment this
equality is destroyed. Let us inquire, then, how variations in utility
and in ^e quantity possessed disturb the condition of maximum
satisfaction and let us investigate the consequences of such a
disturbance.****

Variations in utility may occur in very different ways: there may
be an increase in intensive utility and a decrease in extensive utility
or vice versa, and so on. We must, therefore, take care how we
enunciate general propositions in this respect. For example, we shall
restrict our use of the expressions increase in utility and decrease in
utility to sl^ts in the want curve which entail an increase or decrease
in rareti, i.e. in the intensity of the last want satisfied after the
^mpletion of exchange. With this in mind, let us suppose an
increase in the utility of (B), or in other words, a shift in the want
curve of (B) resulting in an increase in the raret4 of (B) for certain
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parties. These individuals will no longer derive maximum satis-
faction [by maintaining the statids quo]. Hence, they will find it to
their advantage to demand (B) by oifering some of their (A) at the

current reciprocal prices - and //. Inasmuch as the offer was equal

to the demand for each of the two commodities at the prices — and

fi [before the increase in the utility of (B) for some of the traders],
there will now be an excess of demand over offer in the case of (B)
and an excess of offer over demand in the case of (A) at these same
prices, and hence a rise in/?*, and a fall in It follows also that the
other traders [for whom the utility of (B) had not increased] will no
longer derive maximum satisfaction [from the previously determined
quantities of (A) and (B) which they consume]. They will find it,

therefore, to their advantage, when the price of (B) becomes greater

than fi and the price of (A) less than -
, to offer some of their (B) and

H'

to demand (A) in exchange. Equilibrium will be re-established when
the demand and offer of the two commodities are equated at a new

price of (B) higher than p and at a new price of (A) lower than

Thus an increase in the utility of (B) for some of our individuals will

finally result in a rise in the price of (B).

If there had been a decrease in the utility of (B), it would obviously

entail a fall in the price of (B),

A glance at the want curves is sufficient to show that an increase or

decrease in the quantity possessed will result in a decrease or an
increase in rareti. Moreover, we have just seen that price decreases

or increases as rareti decreases or increases. Consequently, the effect

of changes in the quantity possessed is exactly the opposite of the

effect of changes in utility. We may now enunciate the law we have

been looking for in the following terms:

Given two commodities in a market in a state of equilibrium,^^ ^ if,

all other things being equal, the utility ofone of these two commodities

increases or decreasesfor one or more parties, the value ofthis commo-
dity in relation to the value of the other commodity, ue. its price, will

increase or decrease.

If, all other things being equal, the quantity of one of the two

commodities in the hands ofone or more holders increases or decreases,

the price of this commodity will decrease or increase.

We should point out, however, before going any further, that

although a change in prices necessarily implies a change in the forces

underlying these prices, it does not follow that stability of prices
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necessarily implies stability of the forces behind them. Indeed we
may also enunciate, without further demonstration, the following
double proposition:

Given two commodities^ ifboth the utility and the quantity of one of
these two commodities in the hands of one or more traders or holders

vary in such a way that their raretes remain unchanged^ then the value

of this commodity in relation to the value of the other commodity

^

i.e, its price, will not change.

If the utility and the quantity of both commodities in the hands of
one or more parties or holders vary in such a way that the ratios of
their raretes remain unchanged, then the prices of the two commodities
will not change.





PART 111^“’

Theory ofExchange of Several
Commodities for One Another





Lesson 11

PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF
SEVERAL COMMODITIES FOR ONE ANOTHER.
THE THEOREM OF GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM

104. We shall now pass from the study of the exchange of two
commodities, (A) and (B), for each other to a study of the exchange
of several commodities, (A), (B), (C), (D) . . ., for one another. In
tms connection, all we need to do is to return to the case in which
each party to the exchange is a holder of only one commodity
and then generalize our formulae in a suitable wayj'*^
From now on, let designate the effective demand for (A) in

exchange for (B), the effective demand for (B) in exchange for
lA), Po.s the price of (A) in terms of (B) and the price of (B) in

^ unknowns D ,, „ „ and
we have two equations of effective demand

and two equations expressing equality between effective demand and
effective offer:^^*

L^h%a ^Oi bPa, 6»

^ Qt b"“ 6, CtP htCt*

As we have already seen, the first two of these equations can be
represented geometri^Ily by two curves, and the last two by inscrib-
ing two rectangles within these curves such that the base of each is
equal to the inverse ratio of its altitude to the altitude of the other

Kh n *

leaving the case of two commodities (A) and (B), we
Off take the case of three commodities (A), (B), and (C). We shall

( ^ j-i ^ ,

some people coming to a market with commodity

rm
’ °

j
are prepared to give up one part for commodity

another part for commodity (C); while others come to the
* naarket with commodity (B) of which they are prepared to give

commodity (A) and another part for commodity (C);ana still others come with commodity (C) of which they are prepared
commodity (A) and another part forcommodity (B).

supposition, let us take one ofthese people, say a holder
V and let us develop the reasoning which we outlined earlier in

153
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§ 50 in a way that is appropriate to the new situation. We shall find
that here again the trader’s schedule of this individual can be
rigorously determined.

In fact, every holder of a quantity ofcommodity (B), who comes
to the market prepared to exchange a certain quantity of (B) for
a certain quantity ifa.s of (A) according to the equation of exchange

<ia.iVa=0„,a'Vt.

as well as a certain quantity of (B) for a certain quantity of
(C) according to the equation of exchange

will take away from the market a quantity » of (A), a quantity
dc, i of (C) and a quantity y of (B) equal to

In general, the quantities and — or da.t and or

and y will always be related by the equation

gb=y+da.i,Pa,t,+dc,bPc,i,-

Before he reaches the market, our trader docs not know what or

Pa,b and what -- or pc,b will be; but he is sure to find out as soon as

he gets there. Once he discovers how high Pa,b and are, he will

decide upon the quantities da, b and d^, ^ accordingly, whence a certain

value of y results by virtue of the above equation. Surely, we
must admit that the determination of da,b is impossible unless

Pe,b is known as well as Pa,b and that the determination of d^b is

impossible unless Pa,b is known as well as Pe.6* At the same time,

we have to agree that, when both Pa,b and p^b are known, this

very knowledge makes possible the determination of and d^b-
106. Now, again, nothing could be easier than to indicate mathe-

matically the direct relationship of da,b and dc,bf i*e. the effective

demand for (A) and (Q in exchange for (B), to Pa,b and Pcbf i*e.

prices of these commodities. This relationship, which amounts
to the trader’s schedule of the individual we are considering, is

rigorously defined by the two equations, da,b~fa,b(Pa,b9 Pc,b) and

^c»b=fc,b(Pa,b>Pc»b)* In like manner, we could obtain equations to

express the several trader’s schedules of all other holders of (B) for
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(A) and (C), Then, simply by adding these equations of individual

demand, we obtain two equations of total demand

^o,l>~-^a,bCPo,6» Po.b)»

^c. b~^e.b(Pa,b» Pctb)*

which express the trader’s schedules of all holders of (B) taken
together.

Similarly, we could obtain two equations of total demand

-^a.oCpOiC*

^b.e“^b,oCPa,c* Pb,^f

which express the trader’s schedules of all holders of (C) taken
together.

Finally, using the same procedure, we could obtain two equations
of total demand

•^b,a~^bta{Pbfat ^«,o)i

^e,a ~^c,aipbta9 /^Cto)»

which express the trader’s schedules of all holders of (A).

107. We have, besides, two equations of exchange of (B) for (A)
and of (B) for (C)

bPu, b*

^b,e bPctb*

We have, also, two equations of exchange of (C) for (A) and of (C)
for (B):

^0* b -f^b.oPbtC*

And, last of all, we have two equations of exchange of (A) for (B)
and of (A) for (Q:

^a.b ^btaPbtay

Thus we have in all twelve equations relating the follovdng twelve
unknowns: the six prices of the three commodities each expressed in
terms of ^e other two, and the six total quantities of the three
commodities which are exchanged for one another.

108. Now let us suppose a market in which there are m commo-
dities: (A), (B), (C), (D). ... It is readily seen that by using, in this
case, exactly the same reasoning which we used first in the case of
two commodities and then in the case of three commodities and
which it would be otiose to repeat here, we can immediately write.
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first, the m— 1 equations of effective de
exchange for (A)

II and for (B), (C), (D) .

Pctat Pd,

a

^c%a ^c»oC/^&iO> Pc, a* Pd,a

^d,a{ph,ai Pc, ay Pd,a

ID

then, the w— 1 equations of effective de
exchange for (B)

II and for (A), (C), (D) .

.

^a,h—Fa,h{Pa,hy Pchy Pd,h
^c,h~Fc,hiPa,}>y Pc,hy Pd,h

^d,h~^^d,b{Pa,h> Pc,hy Pd,b

then, the w— 1 equations of effective de
exchange for (C)

II and for (A), (B), (D) .

.

^a,t^J^a,cy Pb,ey Pd,c • • •)>

^b,ciPa,cy Pb,e» P d,e • • •)>

^ d,c ^d,c^J^a,ey Pb,C9 Pd,c * • 0»

then, the m~\ equations
exchange for (D)

of effective de II and for (A), (B), (C) .

^a,d ^a,d(j^a,dy Pbtdy Pe,d • •

^b,d ^b,i^<Pa%d9 Pb,dy Pe,d • • •)»

^c,d~~^Ctd^J^a,dy Pb,dy Pc*d • • •)>

and so on. In all we have m{m— 1) equations.
109. In addition, we can evidently write, without further explana

tion, the m— 1 equations of exchange of (A) for (B), (Q, (D) . .

.

^a,b ^b,aPb,ay ^a,e^^c,aPc,ay ^a,d^^d,aPd,a • • •

the /M— 1 equations of exchange of (B) for (A), (Q, (D) . ,

.

^b,a—^a,bPa,by ^b,e=^^e,bPo,by ^b,d~^d,bPd,b • • •

the m~~ 1 equations of exchange of(Q for (A), (B), (D) . .

.

^o,a ^a,cPa,cy ^e,b~^b,cPb,ct ^e,d~^d,ePd,c • • •

them— 1 equations of exchange of (D) for (A), (B), (Q - .

.

^d,a~^a,dPa,dy ^d,b~^b,dPb,d* ^d,o~^c,dPc*d • • •

and so on. In all we have again 1) equations.

These m{m—\) equations of exchange along with the

equations of effective demand make a total of 2m(m— 1) equations.
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These equations connect precisely 2m{jn— 1) unknowns, for there
are m(m— 1) prices and total quantities exchanged when
the m commodities are considered two at a time.

110.*®* In the special case of the exchange of two commodities for
each other, and in the special case of the exchange of three com-
modities for one another, the problem can be solved either
geometrically or algebraically, because in both these cases the demand
functions*'*

• can be represented geometrically. In the first of these
special cases, the demand functions are functions of one variable*'*
and can be represented by two curves. In the second, the demand
functions are functions of two variables *^* and can be represented
by six surfaces in space. In the first case we obtain a geometrical
solution of the problem (of equilibrium) simply by inscribing
rectangles within the curves; while in the second case we arrive
at a geometrical solution by inscribing rectangles within curves
obuined by the intersection of the six surfaces by planes,*^*

In the general case, however, the demand functions are functions
0 m— 1 variables which are too numerous to be represented in space,
t seems, therefore, that the problem when generalized can only be
ormulated and solved algebraically, not geometrically.^ It should

recalled, moreover, that what we have in mind throughout this
VO ume is not to pose and solve the problem in question as if it were a
rea problem in a given concrete situation, but solely to formulate
scientifically the nature of the problem which actually arises in the
roar et where it is solved empirically.**^* From our point of view,
o only IS the algebraic solution as good as the geometrical solution;
u we may go so far as to say that in adopting the analytical form of

®™^fical expression we are using a form that is general and
scientific par excellence,

problem of the exchange of several commodities for

solv
appears to be solved. Actually, it is only half

be
conditions described above, there would indeed

equilibrium in the market so far as the prices of commo-

be n
were concerned; but that equilibrium would

equilibrium. JVe do not have perfect or general

term
^ unless the price of one of any two commodities in

comm A' '

is equal to the ratio of the prices of these two

DrovftH
of any third commodity. This remains to be

numhi^
^et us begin by selecting three commodities out of the total

ereat#*/’ suppose that the price /?e,b is

happen
smaller than the ratio of p^^^ to p^.a* and see what will

nevertheless given below in Appendix I, entitled A
y oj the Determination of Prices. [This note appears first in ed. 4.J
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In order to fix our ideas, we shall imagine that the place which
serves as a market for the exchange of all the commodities (A), (B),
(C), (D) ... for one another is divided into as many sectors as there

are pairs of commodities exchanged. We should then have —
special markets, each identified by a signboard indicating the names
of the two commodities exchanged there as well as their prices or rates
of exchange which are mathematically determined in accordance with
the system of equations developed above. For example, we should
read: “Exchange of(A) for (B) and (B) for (A) at the reciprocal prices

Po.b and/?ft.a”; “Exchange of (A) for (C) and (C) for (A) at the recipro-
cal prices and/^^.a”; and “Exchange of (B) for(C) and (Q for (B)
at the reciprocal prices and Pc.a”. Under these assumptions, if

each holder of (A) who wanted (B) and (C) simply traded his (A) for

(B) and (C) on the first two of the above specially designated markets,
if each holder of (B) who wanted some (A) and (C) simply traded his

(B) for (A) and (C) on the first and third of these markets, and if each
holder of (C) who wanted (A) and (B) simply traded his (C) for (A)
and (B) on the last two of these markets, then equilibrium would
remain unchanged [even though might be greater or less than the

ratio of to It is easy to show, however, that neither the

holders of (A), nor those of (B), nor those of (C) will trade in this

way. They will all go about it in another way which is more to their

advantage.

112. Let us suppose, as we did before, that

or that

Pc, &Pft.oPa.c 1

a *

where a is first assumed>l.*®*

It follows from this equation that the true price of (C) in terms of

(B) will not be but —— in view of the fact that for^^ units

of (B) it is possible first to obtain units of (A) on the (A, B)
oc

market at the price Pa.b—— of (A) in terms of (B), and then
Pb.a

to trade these units of (A) on the (A, C) market for
OC

Pj,.},Pi,.aPa.c _ j
J_ Qf (Q in terms
Pa,e

of (A).
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It follows also that the true price of (B) in terms of (A) will not be

P&.o but
, in view of the fact that for^— ** units of (A) it is possible

oc a

first to obtain units of (C) on the (A, C) market at the price
ot

Pc,a= of(Qin terms of (A), and then to trade these units
Pa.c a

of (C) on the (B,Q market for ^ \ unit of (B) at the price
OC

of (B) in terms of (C).
Pctb

And finally it follows that the true price of (A) in terms of (C) will

not be Pa.e but — , in view of the fact that for ' units of (C) it isa a

possible first to obtain uniu of (B) on (B, C) market, at the
OC

price Pb,c= ;r~ of (B) in terms of (C) and then to trade these
Pc,h a

units of (B) on the (A, B) market for— 1 unit of (A) at the

price Pa, (,= of (A) in terms of (B).
PbfQ

113. In order to clarify this point with the aid ofconcrete numbers,
let us suppose that Pc.6=4, pp,a=6 , and Pb,o=2 , which makes
a=l»33.^*^ From the equation

4x2x^
1-33

“

we see that the true price of (C) in terms of (B) will not be 4, but
4

J .33
view of the fact that for 3 units of (B) [intended for the

eventual purchase of (C)] it is possible first to obtain 3x2=6 units
of (A) on the (A, B) market, where the price of (A) in terms of (B)
IS J; and then to trade these 6 units of (A) on the (A, C) market for
6 X J- 1 unit of (C). since the price there of (C) in terms of (A) is 6 .We see also from the above equation that the true price of (B) in

terms of (A) will not be 2, but~ =1-50. in view of the fact that for

1*50 units of (A) [intended for the eventual purchase of (B)] it is
possible first to obtain l*50x of a unit of (C) on the (A C)
market, where the price of(Q in terms of (A) is 6

; and then to trade
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tWs i of a imt of (C) on the (B, C) market for ix4=l unit of (B),
since the price there of (B) in terms of (Q is

And finally we see that the true price of (A) in terms of (C) will not

be but =h in view of the fact that for i of a unit of (C)

[intended for the eventual purchase of (A)] it is possible first to
obtain J x 4= J of a unit of (B) on the (B, C) market, where the price
of (B) in terms of (C) is and then to trade this J of a unit of (B) on
the (A, B) market for ^ x 2= 1 unit of (A), since the price there of (A)
in terms of (B) is

114. Clearly, no one of the holders of (A), or (B), or (C) will

hesitate to resort to the expedient of substituting the indirect

exchange of (A) against (C) and (C) against (B) for the direct

exchange of (A) against (B); or the indirect exchange of (B) against

(A) and (A) against (C) for the direct exchange of (B) against (C);

or the indirect exchange of (C) against (B) and (B) against (A) for

the direct exchange of (C) against (A). This indirect exchange is

called arbitrage. As to the gains the trading parties realize by
arbitrage, they will distribute them as they please according to their

various wants, by purchasing a little more of one commodity or

another in order to procure the largest possible sum total of satis-

factions. The condition of this maximum, it is well to point out, is

that the ratios of the intensities of the last wants satisfied be equal to

the real prices resulting from arbitrage operations. * But we shall

not go into that now, for it suffices to note at this point that the

supplementary demand [entailed in arbitrage operations] is part and
parcel of the principal demand; when the holders of (A) exchange

(A) against (C) and (C) against (B) but never (A) directly against (B);

when the holders of (B) exchange (B) against (A) and (A) against (C)

but never (B) directly against (C); and when the holders of (C)

exchange (C) against (B) and (B) against (A) but never (C) directly

against (A). Consequently, on the (A, B) market there will inevitably

be a demand for (A) and an offer of (B), but no demand for (B) nor

offer of (A); whence a fall in On the (A, C) market there will

inevitably be a demand for (C) and an offer of (A), but no demand for

(A) nor offer of (C); whence a rise in Pc.a* And on the (B, C) market

there will inevitably be a demand for (B) and an offer of (Q, but no

demand for (C) nor offer of (B); whence a fall in

115. It is evident from this that in the case where Pe,b>~^> the
Pb*a

market equilibrium will neither be final nor general and arbitrage

operations will be effected with the result that pe,^ will fall, /’e. a will

rise and will fall. It is evident, also, that if ffie case were such
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j there would be arbitrage operations in the market,
Pbta

resulting in a rise in a fall in and a rise in In this
second case we should find that

9

^Pb.ePa, bPe,a— 1

where a<l, in consequence of which the true price of (B) in terms of
(C) would be provided that (C) was traded for (A) and (A) for
(B); the true price of (A) in terms of (B) would be ccpa.b, provided
that (B) was traded for (C) and (C) for (A); and the true price of (C)
in terms of (A) would be ap^.o, provided that (A) was traded for (B)
and (B) for (C). Clearly, what has been said about the prices of
(A), (B) and (C) is equally true of the prices ofany three commodities
whatsoever. Hence, if one wished to leave arbitrage operations aside
and at the same time to generalize the equilibrium established for
pairs of commodities in the market, it would be necessary to intro-
duce the condition that the price of either one of any two commodi-
ties [chosen at random] expressed in terms of the other be equal to
the ratio of the prices of each of these two commodities in terms of
any third commodity.^** In other words, the following equations
would have to be satisfied:

* • «

• • •

and so forth. We should have, in all, (m— l)(w— 1) equations of

general equilibrium, which contained implicitly equations

expressing the reciprocal relationship between prices. The commo-
jhty in terms of which the prices of all the others are expressed is the
numeraire' [or standard commodity^^^],

1 16. It goes without saying that the change to these (m— l)(m— 1)
conditions calls for a reduction of our previously developed system of
^nations of demand and exchange by an equal number of equations.
This is precisely the reduction which is effected when a single general
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market is substituted for the several special markets [§111] in such
a way that the equations of exchange expressing equality between the
demand and offer of each commodity in terms ofand in exchange for
each of the other commodities'^* taken separately are replaced by
the following equations of exchange expressing equality between
the demand and offer of each commodity in terms ofand in exchange
for all the other commodities taken together:

-^a.b+-^)a,c +-£^a.d+ •

^c.o +^c,b +^c.d + •

^h,aPh,a^^e,<xPc,a “b^d.a/^d.a'b • *

= -^a,bPa,b+-C>c.b/?c.b -^^d,hPd,b+ • .

^a.cPa^c “b^b.cPb.c ~^^d,cPd,c 4" • •

^a.,dPa,d~\'I^h,dPb,d~\'I^c,dPe,d 4“ • •

and so on, in all m equations. But these m equations reduce to w—

1

equations. If we insert the values of the prices found in the general
equilibrium equations and then designate the prices of (B), (C),
(D) . ,

,

in terms of (A) simply by Pd * • and the above equa-
tions become:

^a.b4-Z>a.o 4--C>o.d4- . . . =-Ob.oPb4-^c,a/?c +Da,aPd+
^b,0+-^^b,c 4"i^b,d4“ . . . —Da, h |-2)e,b— 4“-^d.b^4“

a 4-i>c.b4--^>c,d4- . . .
=

Pb Pb Pb

Pc Pe Pc

Ddta'^D

D

1
, r^ Pi

, r. PDa.d-+Dt,i—+D,,i~-\-
Pd Pd Pd

And now, adding together all but the first of these m equations, after

multiplying both sides of the first of the remaining m— 1 equations

Phi both sides of the second of these m—\ equations by both
sides of the third by and then cancelling out identical terms
on both sides of the sum, we end up with the first equation of the

above system.'®* The first equation, may, therefore, be omitted, and
the whole system reduces to the remaining m~\ equations. Thus,
we have finally m—\ equations of exchange to wlfich we add the

equations of demand and the general equili-

brium equations, making a total of equations [§111] the

roots of which are the m{m—\) prices of them commodities in terms

ofone another and the m(jn— 1) total quantities of them commodities
which are exchanged for one another. In this way, given the equa-

tions of demand, the prices are determined mathematically. Now
there remains only to show—^and this is the essential point—that the

problem of exchange for which we have just given a theoretical
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solution is the selfsame problem that is solved empirically on the
market by the mechanism of free competition. Before proceeding to
this demonstration, however, we shall examine the case where the
parties to the exchange come to the market each holding several
commodities. This is the general case which the theorem of
maximum satisfaction will enable us to deal with quite simply and
easily.



Lesson 12

THE GENERAL FORMULA OF THE
MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION OF THE

PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF SEVERAL
COMMODITIES FOR ONE ANOTHER. THE

LAW OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
COMMODITY PRICES

1 In the case of the exchange of any number of commodities
for one another, as in the case of the exchange of two commodities
for each other, the individual effective demand equations are mathe-
matically determined by the condition of maximum satisfaction of
wants. What, exactly, is this condition ofmaximum satisfaction? It

always consists in the attainment of equality between the ratio of the
raretis of any two commodities^ and the price of one in terms of
the other, for otherwise it would be advantageous to make further
exchanges of these commodities for each other (§80). If each of the
parties to the exchange is a holder of one commodity only, and if, in

order to furnish an occasion for arbitrage transactions, the
prices of the m commodities are cried as ratios of exchange between
the commodities taken two at a time without reference to the con-
dition of general equilibrium, then maximum satisfaction will be
achieved by each party when the ratios of the raretis of the several

commodities demanded to the rareti of the one commodity originally

held are equal, not to prices as they are first cried, but to the true

prices arrived at by arbitrage. But if each party is the holder of

several commodities and if, in this case, the prices ofm—l of the m
commodities are cried in terms of the /wth, which is selected as the

numiraire, in order to prevent arbitrage operations from taking place,

then, provided that the price of one of any pair of them commodities

in terms of the other is equal to the ratio of their prices in terms of

the numiraire, it is evident that maximum satisfaction will be

achieved by each trader when the ratios of the raretis of the commo-
dities not used as the numiraire to the rareti of the commodity so

used equal the prices cried.

118. Now let party (1) be a holder of qa,\ of (A), of (B),

of (C), qa,x of (D).... Let r=4>a,r{q\ r=~^c.x(<i)*

'’=^<
1 . i(^) • • - be his equations of utility or want for commodities (A),

(B), (C), (D) . . . during a given period of time. * ® * Let p &, Pc» Pd • • • be

the respective pnces of commodities (B), (Q, (D) ... in terms of (A).

164
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And let jc 1, >> 1, 2 1, h-i... be the quantities of (A), (B), (Q, (D)...
respectively which our individual will add to the original quantities
held qa,it qt.i, qcu at prices pt,, p^, p ^— These additions
may be positive and consequently represent quantities demanded; or
they may be negative so as to represent quantities offered. Inasmuch
as ±e individual trader cannot possibly demand any of these commo-
dities without offering in return a quantity of other commodities
having the same value, we can be sure that if some of the quantities
^1. >1. ^1, Wi... are positive, others are bound to be negative, and
that the following relationship between these quantities will always
hold:

^ 1+T iP >+2 lPc

+

w rPd+ • . . =0 .

If we suppose maximum satisfaction to have been attained, the
above quantities will evidently be related by the following system

^6. l(9^, i+Pi) =Pi,<;io, i(9o. i-f-Xj),

<^0. l(9o. 1 + ^ l)=Po 1 (? a, 1+x 0,
't>d.

constituting in all m-

1

equations, which together with the preceding
equation give us a system of m equations. We may suppose thatm-1 of the m unknowns, z^, w^..., are eliminated one after
another from these equations so that we are left with only one
equation'll expressing the mth unknown as a function of the

nr
following equations of demand

or offer of (B), (C), (D)... by party (I):

y 1 fh, 1 C/^ 6» Pci • • •)

^0ilC^ 6 » PciPd**^

while his demand or offer of (A) is given by the equation

Similarly, in the case of parties (2), (3) . . . we could derive thefollowing equations of demand or offer of (B), (C), (D)

y 3 f 20^ 6 » Pci /^d***)
^ 2 fC% &> Pcy ^d * •

^2=/d. 2(P&, Pcy /?d---)

y 2 ^Oi s0^6» Pey P d* • ^
^ ^—fodiipby PeyPd-^^)

^Z^fd, ^{Pby Pcy Pd’ )
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and so forth, while their respective demands or offers of (A) are
given by the equations:

^2“ {y 2Ph~\~2 aPc+^aPd+'-O
3Pc+^aPd+**.)

In this way everyone’s trading schedule could be deduced from the
utility which the various commodities have for him and from his
original stocks of these commodities. Before proceeding further,
however, we have a very important observation to make at this
juncture.

119. It is possible for 1 to be negative at certain values of
;?d - .

. , which is the case when party (1) offers commodity (B) instead
of demanding it. It is even possible for to be equal to —^ 6 , 1 ,

when party (1) does not retain any of commodity (B) at all for him-
self. If we enter this value of in the system ofm— 1 equations of
maximum satisfaction, we have

^ 6. 1 (0) 1 1

+

a: 1),

^c. 1 (^c, 1 + ^ 1) =^Pc<t>a. 1 a, 1 +X j).

Substituting the values for Pb, Pc, Pd-** derived from the above
equations into

Xi+ZiPc+WiPa-h . . . =9 b, iPb,
we obtain

This equation expresses a condition which can be translated into

the following terms: For the offer of one of the commodities to be

equal to the quantity possessed of that commodity^ it must be possible

to inscribe such rectangles within the segments of the utility curves

enclosing the areas which lie just above the boimded areas representing

the wants [already] satisfied by the quantities possessed of the commo-
dities to be demanded^ that the sum of their areas is equal to the area

ofa rectangle the altitude of which represents the original stock of the

commodity to be offered and the base the maximum intensity of want

for that commodity
This condition may or may not be satisfied. If it is, party (l)’s

offer of (B) may, under certain circumstances, be equal to the

quantity ^ b, 1 which he holds to start with. In any case, the offer can

never be greater than this quantity. The essential point which follows

from this is that the demand or offer equation of (B) must be replaced
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by ^ 1— —

1

for all values of Pd-** which make negative

and greater than equation.
120.

But that is not all. In the first place, the same conclusion

applies to the demand or offer equations of (C), (D).., for such
values of pj... which make negative and larger than

Qc, i» 1 • • • In the second place, it is precisely when these equations

have to be replaced by ^e.i> Wi=— i..., that the demand
or offer equation of (B) must be changed in consequence.

For example, if i, the system of equations determining
party (l)’s demand or offer of (B) would be the following:^®*

^l+>^lP6+WiPd+,..=^^,lP^,

m— \ equations in all, from which we could suppose m—2 unknowns,
such as Xi, Wi..., to be eliminated one after another, so that only
one equation expressing as a function of p*,, p^,, Pd-.. would re-

main. t * • The procedure is the same when w i= —Qd. i It will be
readily understood, without further demonstration, that the same
procedure would apply not only in the case where offer equals the
quantity possessed of one of the commodities (Q, (D)..., but also
in the case where this equality holds for two, three, four.,., or,
generally speaking, for any number of these commodities.

121.

We have said nothing so far about the equation of the
demand or offer of the numiraire commodity (A), because this

equation takes on a special form. Evidently it too must be replaced
by Xi=— for values of p*,, p^, Pd... which would make Xi
negative and greater than qa, i- In that case, moreover, the system
of equations determining party (l)’s demand or offer of (B) would
be the following:

yiP64-i^iPc+WiPd+...=^a.l»
P6<Ac.l(^c.l+ ^l)=Pc^b,l(^6.1+>' l).

Pb^d, l(^d. l+Wi)=Pd^b, l(^b,

in all, as before, /w— 1 equations from which we could suppose m~2
unknowns such as Wi... to be eliminated one after another, so
that only one equation expressing y^ as a function of Pk, p,, pj...
would remain.i'i

122. ‘'I Undoubtedly, it would be more or less difficult to set out
the demand and offer equations in such a way as to satisfy the
restrictions described above; but it is none the less certain—and this
is the important point—that, once certain prices, say p' t,,

p' p' d . . . of
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of (A)» have been cried, the quantities to be
offered and demanded of all the commodities in question, even whenwe take into account the fact that offer may equal quantity possessed,
are perfectly determinate. This is what we have to prove.
^t 9=ya.iW, ^=y^6,i(r), 9=vic.iW, be the

Utility equations of party (1) for commodities (A), (B), (Q, (D)...,
which are to be solved now for the quantities rather than the raretis.
Upon the completion of all the exchange transactions, we have not
only

=
l),

96.i+/i= V'».i('''6.i),

Qc. i+z'i= rpc, 1 (r'c, i),

9<i.i+»v'i=v'd.i(r'd. i),

but also^’J

^a.l+p\g6.i+p'c^c»l+/>'d^d,l+...

+P'dWd,xip'dr'a,^+ ...

by virtue of the condition of equality of the values of the quantities
exchanged and the condition of maximum satisfaction (§118). This
last equation can be solved for Knowing r'a,!, we haver'^.i,
''

c, i» ^ d, 1 • • • sud consequently x' j, y\^ z' i, The only com-
modities which will be retained or acquired are those for which the
intensity of the first want to be satisfied is greater than the product
of price times

If
1 is greater than the intensity of his first want for (A), party

(1) will neither demand nor retain any of the commodity serving as
the numeraire,

123. The equations of the demand or offer of (A), (B), (C), (D)...
by parties (1), (2), (3)... having been appropriately set out ex
hypothesi in such a way as to satisfy the restrictions described above,
let T, Z, W,,, designate respectively the sums Xi+X 2+Xs+...,
J'i+>'2+3'3+'--» ^i+^2+^3+---, W 1+W 2+W 8+... and let/’^./’c.

Fa... designate respectively the sums of the functions /^.i,

/

6 . 2.

8 • • * fe* i> y*et 2> J'e, 3 • • J'dt It J'd, 2> J'd. 8 • • * • Sincc the Condition of
equality between the demand and the offer of (A), (B), (C), (D).., is

expressed by the equations A'=0, 1^=0, Z=0, W—0... in the

general case imder discussion, we have the following equations for

the determination of current equilibrium prices:*^®*

Fb(j^bf Pet Pd'* •)”0j

f^o(P6.PotPd...)=0,

PetPd".)=0,
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making up, in all, m~\ equations. Moreover, since Pb, Pc> are
by their nature positive, it is evident that, if the above equations are
satisfied, i.e. if Y=0, Z==0, W=0..., we also have'*’

X=~iYp,^Zp,+ Wp^+,..)=0.

1 24. ' * ’ Thus m—\ prices oTm— \ of the m commodities are deter-
mined mathematically in terms of the mih commodity which serves
as the numeraire, when the following three conditions are satisfied:
first that each and every party to the exchange obtain the maximum
satisfaction of his wants, the ratios of his raretis then being equal to
the prices; second that each and every party give up quantities that
stand in a definite ratio to the quantities received and vice versa,
there being only one price in terms of the numeraire for each commo-
dity, namely the price at which total eflfective demand equals total
effective ofier; and third that there be no occasion for arbitrage
transactions, the equilibrium price of one of any two commodities
in terms of the other being equal to the ratio of the prices of these two
commodities in terms of any third commodity.'^' Now let us see in
what way this problem of the exchange of several commodities for
one another to which we have just given a scientific solution is also
the problem which is empirically solved in the market by the
mechanism of competition.

125, First of all, what actually takes place in the market is that
the m{m—\) prices of m commodities in terms of one another are
reduced through the employment of a numeraire io m— 1 prices ofm—\ of the m commodities in terms of the /wth. This mih commo-
dity is the numeraire. The {m~\){m-\) prices of the remaining
commodities in terms of one another are presumed to be equal to
the ratios of the prices of the commodities in terms of the numeraire
in comforraity with the condition of general equilibrium. Let p\,

of (B), (C), (D)... in terms of (A) be w—
1 prices cried in

this way, at random. At these prices each party to the exchange
decides upon his demand or offer of (A), (B), (C). (D).... These
decisions which are arrived at after some deliberation, but without
refined calculation, are made as if they were reached by the mathe-
niatical solution of the system of equations of demand and offer and
of maximum^ satisfaction subject to suitable constraints. Let x' i, x* a,
^ y z, y 3 .., z 1 , z 2 » ^ 3 *" ^ 2> ^ 3 '** be positive or
negative, representing the individual demands or offers correspond-
ing to the prices p\^ p\^ p' d-*»^ If the total demand equalled the
total offer of each and every commodity, if, in other words, we
imm^iately had r-0, Z'=0, IF'=0... and, in consequence,X —0, the exchange would take place at these prices and the problem
would be solved. GeneraUy. however, the total demand will not
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equal the total offer of each and every commodity, so that we have
Z'^0, FF'^0... and, in consequence, What will

happen on the market then? If the demand for any one commodity
is greater than the offer, the price of that commodity in terms of
the numeraire will rise; if the offer is greater than the demand, the
price will falL*“* What must we do in order to prove that the
theoretical solution is identically the solution worked out by the
market? Our task is very simple: we need only show that the upward
and downward movements of prices solve the system of equations
of offer and demand by a process of groping [‘par tatonnement’]Ji*J

126. Let us recall that we have the equation^^®*

J'y6+zy,+ iryd+ . . . =o,
which can be written

where D\y designate the sums of the positive ;c’s,

y Sy z’s, w’s... and 0%, designate the sums of the
negative ^’s, y’s, z’s, >v’s . , . taken positively, the corresponding prices
being — We observe that, since p\y p\y p*a*., are
positive by their very nature, if some of the quantities T=D\- 0\y
Y[=^\~0\y Z'=Z)'c— O'd... are positive, others
will be negative, and conversely, if some of these quantities are
negative, others will be positive. * ^ * This means that if at the prices

P' hy p\y P*d*>' the total demand for some commodities is greater
(or smaller) than their offer, then the offer of some of the other com-
modities must be greater (or smaller) than the demand for them.

127. Let us now consider the inequality***

^h{p\, p\, p'd-.O^O,

and let us rewrite it in this form

^ hip ht P Cf P d* • hi P e* P <!••')»

where the function J & is the sum of the positive y’s, or Dj,, and the

function is the sum of the negative ys, or O*,. Leaving/Jc^/'d-*-

to one side since these prices are assumed to have been previously

determined, so that alone remains to be determined, let us try to

find how p^ must be adjusted between zero and infinity for the

demand for (B) to equal its offer. Although neither the function

nor the functions A
j,
and Qt, are known, we can, nevertheless, derive

sufficient information for present purposes from the foregoing study

of exchange to tell us how pj, can be brought to a value which, if it

exists at all, will make the Fj, function equal zero or the and Oj,

functions equal to each other.

128. Starting, now, with the function Aj,, which is the demand
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function of (B) in exchange for (A). (C), (D).... we know that it is

positive when Pt>=0, i.e. at zero prices of (B) in terms of (A), (C),
(D).... In fact, at these [zero] prices the total effective demand for
(B) will be equal to the excess of the total extensive utility of (B) over
the total quantity of (B) possessed, and this will be a positive excess
if commodity (B) is scarce and forms part of social wealth. If is

allowed to increase in such a way that the various prices of (B) in
terms of (A), (C), (D) ... all rise in the same proportion, the function
dft will decrease since it is a sum of decreasing functions. In fact,

commodity (B) will become dearer and dearer in relation to commo-
dities (A), (C), (D) . . . ; and it is unthinkable, under this hypothesis,
that the demand for (B) should increase. It can only diminish.
Moreover, we can always suppose the value of that is to say the
prices of (B) in terms of (A), (C). (D)..., to be so high, infinite if

need be, that the demand for (B) is zero.

Turning our attention, next, to the function Qt,* which is the offer
function of (B) in exchange for (A), (C), (D).... we know that it is

zero for pt,=0, and even for certain positive values of p^,, i.e. for the
zero price and even certain positive prices of (B) in terms of (A), (C),
(D) . . . . Indeed, just as we may suppose prices of (B) in terms of (A),
(C)

, (D).., so high that the demand for (B) is zero, so we may
imagine prices of (A), (C), (D)... in terms of (B) so high that the
demand for these commodities is zero, in which case the offer of (B)
must be zero. If is allowed to increase in such a way that the
various prices of (B) in terms of (A), (C). (D)... all rise in the same
proportion, the function will first increase and then decrease,
since it is a sum of functions which first increase and then decrease!
In this case, the commodities (A), (C), (D)... will become cheaper
and cheaper in relation to commodity (B), and the demand for them
will conform to the successive changes in the offer of (B). But this
offer will not increase indefinitely; it passes through at least one
maximum value which cannot be greater than the total quantity
possessed. The offer of (B) must then diminish and return to zero if

pfc is infimte, that is, if (A), (C), (D),.. are free goods.
129. Under these conditions there exists a certain value of pt, at

which T) 6 and Oft are equal, except in the case where Oft falls to zero
before Oft starts to rise above zero, in which case there is no solution
Such a case, however, will not occur as long as there are any parties
to the exchange who are holders of more than one commodity.
In order to find the [equilibrium] value of pft, p\ will have to rise
whenever Y >0, i.e. whenever O' ft

> O' ft at that price; and p\ will
have to fall whenever y'<0, i.e. whenever O' ft>0' ft

at that price
Thus we arrive at the equation

P\y P'd-..)=-0.
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Once this operation has been carried out, the inequality

^ Fcip',>,p'c,p'i...)^0
becomes

but this inequality can be turned into

p
”
c, /?' d ...)=0

by increasing or decreasing p\ according as Z^O (i.e. at
that price.

In the same way we can obtain the equation

and so forth.

130. After these operations have been effected, we shall have

It remains to be shown that this inequality*** is closer to equality
than the inequality

Fh{p\, p'c, /?'d...)^0

with which we started. This will appear probable if we remember
that the change from p\ to p'\, which reduced the above inequality
to an equality, exerted a direct influence that was invariably in the

direction of equality at least so far as the demand for (B) was
concerned; while the [consequent] changes from p'^ to />"<., p'd to

p"d, which moved the foregoing inequality farther away from
equality, exerted indirect influences, some in the direction of equality
and some in the opposite direction, at least so far as the demand for

(B) was concerned, so that up to a certain point they cancelled each

other out. Hence, the new system of prices p*\fP”e,p''d>-^ is closer

to equilibrium than the old system of prices p\iP*c^p*

\

and it is

only necessary to continue this process along the same lines for the

system to move closer and closer to equilibrium.

We are now in a position to formulate the law of the establishment

of equilibrium prices in the case of the exchange of several commo-
dities for one another through the medium of a numiraire\ Given

several commodities^ which are exchangedfor one another through the

medium ofa numeraire, for the market to be in a state of equilibrium

orfor the price ofeach and every commodity in terms ofthe numeraire

to be stationary^ it is necessary and sufficient that at these prices the

effective demandfor each commodity equal its effective offer. When

this equality is absent^ the attainment of equilibrium prices requires a

rise in the prices of those commodities the effective demandfor which

is greater than the effective offer^ and a fall in the prices of those

commodities the effective offer of which is greater than the effective

demand.



Lesson 13

THE LAW OF THE VARIATION OF
COMMODITY PRICES

131. It can clearly be seen from the foregoing discussion that in
the case of several, as in the case of two commodities, the necessary
and sufficient data for the establishment of current or equilibrium
prices are: (1) the traders’ utility orwant equations for commodities,
which can generally be represented by curves, and (2) the initial

quantities of the commodities in their possession. From these
constituent elements we can always deduce mathematically: (1) the
demand or offer equations of each individual and of all individuals
taken together, and (2) the current or equilibrium prices. Neverthe-
less, besides the two conditions of maximum satisfaction and consis-
tency of the prices of any two commodities with equality between
their aggregate demand and offer for each other, we must also have
the condition of general equilibrium of prices.

Thus; The exchange of several commodities for one another in a
market ruled by free competition is an operation by which all holders
of one, several or all of the commodities exchanged can obtain^^'^ the
greatest possible satisfaction of their wants consistent with the twofold
condition: (1) that any two commodities be exchangedfor each other
in one and the same ratio for all parties and (2) that the two ratios in
which these commodities are exchanged for any third commodity be
proportional to the ratio in which they are exchangedfor each other,

132. ^ ^
^ If prices are cried in terms of a numeraire, the condition of

general equilibrium is fulfilled ipso facto. Otherwise arbitrage trans-
actions are required for the attainment of general equilibrium. We
must now inquire into the precise result of such transactions.

Let party (1) be a holder of (A), party (2) a holder of (B) and
, If '‘6, i> '’e, 1» t'a.i • • • a, tf '6. ' Ct If

party (3) a holder of (C). Let r

2 -*- ''a. 3. '*6,3. '’e, 3» ''d, 3--* be the rarctis of (A), (B), (C), (D)...
for these three parties. Moreover, for the time being, let these
raretis be variables corresponding to variable prices. If we assume
the possibility of arbitrage to be excluded, we may express the
condition of maximum satisfaction as follows-

Pit,

a

—

Pa,}>—

Pa,c—

b.l

'a. 1

2

'•b.t

''c. 3

Pc,

a

—

Pc,l>—

c, 1

a, X

c, t

PhtC

^5.2

'’b.a

'Ct 8
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Pd,

a

—

Pd,h—

Pd,c—

''d.l

' a,X

^d, 2

2

'y.a

8
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Now let us suppose arbitrage to become possible and let us still
think in terms of three commodities (A), (B), and (Q and three
parties (1), (2), and (3). By virtue of the reciprocal relationship
between prices, we already had prior to arbitrage

'•b.i 1
- Pb»a— —

Pa,}>

~~n — ^ -
- Pe»a— _ —

Pa,

9

1

r P9,b— —
Pb,c

^b,2

fa, 2

fe, 8

fa, 3

fc, 8

f}>,2

And now, as a result of arbitrage operations, we have in general
equilibrium

fb^2

fa, 2

'•c.l

fc, 2

'*6. 2

Pb, fb,2
Pb,a— — r

Pa,

=z=n —
Fe,a — _ —

^Pe,b — =

I^e,b

Pa, b

I^e,a

Pb,a

fa, 3

fe, 2

fa, 2

f€,l

b»l

Once we realize that the above argument relative to three commo-
dities (A), (B), and (C) and three parties (1), (2), and (3) can be
generalized and applied to any number of the commodities and to
any number of parties to the exchange, we conclude that: When the
market is in a state ofgeneral equilibritan, and the ratio of the raret^s

ofany two commodities is equal to the price ofone ofthem in terms of
the other, that ratio will he the same for all holders of these two
commodities,

133. If we let Vj... represent the values in exchange of
the commodities (A), (B), (C), (D) . . . and /•«, i. j, i, ^

„

f b, 2* ^c. 2f 2 < - . fa, 3> ff,, 3 » fc, 3> '’d. 3 - • • Tcpresent the raretis of these

commodities for parties (1), (2), (3)..., then, when the trading is

completed, we have

^5= = —- = —'-T =
fa, I

a, I

fd,l

a, X

fb, 2

fa, 2

fc, 2

fa, 2

^b, 3

fa,b

fe, 9

fa, 3

• • •

• •

{^. 2 _ ^d, 8

fa, 2 fa,9
• • •
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which can also be written in the form:

Va

• • ^a, 1 • ^6, 1 '^Ci 1 1 • • • •

• d,2**»*

• • ^a, 3 • ^b, 8 8 • ^d, 3 • • • •

Up to this point we have been writing and solving equations of
exchange on the assumption that the commodities in question can be
consumed in infinitely small quantities and that their want or utility
curves are continuous. We must, however, also consider the case of
those commodities which are naturally consumed in whole units and
which have want or utility curves that are discontinuous. This occurs
very frequently, in the case of furniture, clothing, etc.'*' There is

always an appreciable difierence between the intensity of utility of
a first bed, a first suit of clothes, a first hat, or a first pair of shoes
and that of a second unit of the same commodity; or between the
intensity of utility of a second unit and that of a third unit, and so on.
In some cases this difierence is considerable. For example, a cripple’s
first pair of crutches, a near-sighted person’s first pair of glasses, or
a professional musician’s first violin is practically indispensable; a
second pair of crutches, a second pair of glasses or a second violin
is, in a sense, superfluous.'**' In all such cases it would be necessary
to adopt the same procedure for several commodities as for two,'*'
and insert in our table of raretis appropriately adjusted terms under-
lined to indicate that they are rou^ly equal in each instance to the
average of the intensities of the last want satisfied and the first want
unsatisfied.

Here again, it is possible also that one or more of the r terms may
be missing among the raretis of a given trader. This will occur when-
ever the trader in question neither has nor wants to buy a commodity
at the current price or whenever he has the commodity but offers all
he has of it for sale. The rich are those whose last wants satisfied are
numerous and of slight intensity; and the poor are those whose last
wants satisfied are, on the contrary, few and of great intensity. In
this connection, also, we may have occasion to follow the same
procedure for several commodities as for two'*' and insert in the
above tables of raretis certain terms placed in parentheses to indicate
that they are obtained by multiplying in each instance the price of
a commodity that remains unconsumed by the rareti of some
other commodity in terms of which the price is expressed,*
Subj^ to these two reservations, we may enunciate the following

proposition: Values in exchange are proportional to the raretis.
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134.'/) On the one hand, let (A), (B), and (D) be comnaodities
which can be consumed in infinitely small quantities; and, in conse-
quence, let «r.a«j. 2. ar, 3 *(i. 8 .

^r. 2 <^«. 2 » 3> of Fig. 17 bc thc Corresponding want or
utility curves of these commodities for parties (1), (2) and (3). On
Ae other hand, let (C) be a commodity which is naturally consumed
in whole units, so that its corresponding want or utiUty curves

yr.iya.i, n. ay 0 . 2. yr.aya.a for parties (1), (2) and (3) are
discontinuous. Let 2, 2-5 and 0-5 be the respective prices of (B),

(C) and (D) in terms of (A).

In the example, illustrated by Fig. 17, party (1) is a rich man
who consumes 7 units of (A), 8 of (B), 7 of (C) and 6 of (D), thus
bringing the raretes of these commodities for him to the low levels

QUANTITY

Fio. 17 '»)
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of 2, 4, 6 and 1 respectively. He enjoys a rather large sum total of
effective utility, represented by the sum of the areas la^. i,

i^'c. i/r. i» and ^ i. The raretis of (A),
(B) and (D), i.e. 2, 4, and 1. are exactly proportional to the prices
1. 2 and 0-5 [in terms of (A)]. The rarete of (C), 6, has to be replaced
by an underlined number 5=2x2*5,13) which is half-way between
intensity 6 of the last want satisfied and intensity 4 of the first want
not satisfied by (C). Party (2) is a poor man who consumes 3 units
of (A) and 2 of (D), so that the raretes of these commodities for him
will be at the high level of 6 and 3 respectively. He enjoys a rather
small sum total of effective utility represented by the sum of the areas

2 ''a. 2 “r. 2 ^nd 2 ''d, 2 ^r, 2- Bot he goes without (B) and (C),
because the numbers 12=6x2‘"iand 15=6x2*5,‘3i which ought to
have appeared in his particular row of raretis are larger than the
intensities 8 and 11 of the first wants that could be satisfied by (B)
and (C) respectively [as shown by the lengths

2 and ^ of
Pig. 17]. Finally, party (3) is a man of moderate circumstances who
consumes 5 units of (A), 4 of (B) and 3 of (D), so that the raretis of
these commodities for him will be the average raretSs^^^ 4, 8 and 2
respectively. He enjoys a sum total of effective utility represented by
the sum of the areas Oq,, 3^,. 30,. 3, Oq,, 3^,. 3, and Oq,, 3;out he goes without (C), because the number 10=4 x 2*5, which
ought to have appeared in his row of raretis is larger than the
intensity 8 of the first want that could be satisfied by this commodity
as shown by the length of Fig. 17], After placing in paren-
eses these proportionately adjusted numbers which correspond to the

virtual rather than the efiFective raretes, we have the following table:

1 2 2*5 0*5

: 2 4 5 1

: 6 (12) (15) 3

: 4 8 (10) 2.
135.)ffi We know that the ratio of the average should bene same as the ratio of the individual raretes to one another. In

computing these averages we must be sure to include the propor-
uonately adjusted numbers which are either underlined or in
parentheses. Under these conditions, we may designate the average

e^atfons
By Ra, Rb* Rc^ and replace the

Pb=
by

Pb=
Rb
R.

Pc=

Pc=

Pu=

Ra*
9 • • • f
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which are of crucial significance for the solution of the principal
problems of economics,

1 36. The phenomenon of value in exchange, which is so complex,
particularly where several commodities are involved, at last appears
in its true light. What are Vc, Wd...? They are really
nothing but indeterminate, arbitrary terms that have meaning only
in their proportionate relationship to one another. And this relation-
ship corresponds exactly to the proportions which the raretds of all

commodities bear to one another and which are common to all
parties and the same for all when the market is in a state of general
eqmlibrium. Hence, only the ratios between pairs of VayV^^^Ve^v^...,
which are equal to the ratios between corresponding pairs of raretis
for any party, can be evaluated numerically.*^* Thus value in
exchange remains essentially a relative phenomenon which is always
caused by raretiy the one and only absolute phenomenon.^*^* Still

the fact remains that since there can be no more than m raretis for
each trader in a market of m commodities, there are at most only
m indeterminate v terms expressing the values in exchange of the m
commodities when the market is in a state of general equilibrium.
These terms, taken two at a time, yield m{m~l) prices of the m
commodities in terms of one another. This makes it possible, under
certain circumstances, to insert the arbitrary terms themselves, in-

stead of their ratios, in our calculations.**^* One might even be
tempted to go a little further and deduce from this the proposition

that in a state of general equilibrium each commodity has only one

value in exchange in relation to all the other commodities on the

market This way of putting it, however, is perhaps*"* too likely

to be construed as if absolute value were meant, and, therefore, it is

preferable to describe the phenomenon in question in terms of the

theorem of general equilibrium (§111) or in terms of the analytical

definition of exchange (§131).

137. Since the utilities and the quantities possessed are, as we
have already seen,*®* the primary causes and conditions of the

establishment of prices, it follows that they are also the primary

causes and conditions of variations in these prices.

Let us suppose equilibrium to be established so that the several

traders possess the requisite quantities of each of (A), (B), (C),

(D)..., which will yield them maximum satisfaction at the prices

Phy Pty /'d-- of (B), (Q, (D), in terms of (A). Moreover, let us

restrict our use of ^e expressions increase and decrease in utility, as

we did before,*®* to shifts in the want curve which result in an

* This distinction between value in exchange, which is relative and objective,

rareti, which is absolute and subjective, is a rigorous expression of the dinerencc

between value in exchange and value in use. [This note was added in cd. 4.J
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increase or a decrease in the rarete or in the intensity of the last want
satisfied after the completion of exchange. With this in mind, let us
suppose an increase in the utility of (B), in other words, a shift in the
want curve of (B) resulting in an increase in the rareti of (B) for
certain parties. These parties will no longer enjoy maximum satis-
faction [by maintaining the status quo]. They will, however, find it to
their advantage to demand (B) by offering some of their (A), (C),
(D). .. at the prices p 5, p^, — Inasmuch as the offer was equal to
the demand for each and every one of the commodities (A), (B),
(C)

, (D)... at the prices Pi„pj,pj... [before the increase in the utility
of (B) for some of the traders], there will now be an excess of demand
over offer in the case of (B) and an excess of offer over demand in the
cases of (A), (C), (D)... at these same prices. Hence there will be a
rise in pi,. It follows also that the other traders [for whom the utility
of (B) had not increased] will no longer enjoy maximum satisfaction
[from the previously determined quantities of (A), (B), (C), (D)...
which they consumed]. They will find it to their advantage, when the
price ^ (B) in terms of (A) becomes greater than p j, to offer some of
their (B) and demand (A), (C), (D)... in exchange. Equilibrium will
be re-established when the demand and offer for all the commodities

• • • Become equal again. Thus an increase in the
utility of (B) for some individuals will result in an increase in the
price of (B). It may also result in a change in the prices of (C)
(D) .. These secondary effects, however, will be less appreciable
than the primary effect if there are a great many commodities other
than (B) on the market and if, in consequence, the quantity of eachcommodity exchanged for (B) is very small. Besides, there is no wayof knowing whether the prices of (C), (D)... will rise or fall; nor canwe even know that they will change at all. This is clearly seen whenwe consider the situation of the raretis after the establishment of
a new equihbnum on the completion of the secondary exchanges. '‘“i
As a result of these operations, the ratios of the raretis of (B) to the
raretis of (A) will necessarily rise for all parties in the market: not
on^ly for hose whose utility curve of (B) remained unchanged, andwho resold part of their (B) and bought back some (A) (C) fDl
[as p, rose] thus increasing their raretis of (B) and decrwsing thdr
raretis of (A) ; but also for those whose utility curve of (B) shiftedupwards m the first instance so that they bought back some (B) and

irthei/’^^
Bringing about an increase

Tarp
^! accompanied by a still greater increase in theirroretis of (B). So far as the ratios of the raretis (C), (D) ... to those of

otherr
become larger, some smaller, and stillothers will remain constant. The effect on the prices of (C), (D) willbe that some will rise, others fall and still others remain unchanged
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We observe, in short, that the raretds of (B) must increase for all
parties, so that, the average raret^ of (B) will have to increase. The
raret^s of (A), (C), (D) . , . , on the other hand, will increase for some
parties and decrease for others, so that their average raretds will not
change much. We may, if we wish, represent these phenomena
graphically and consider a single party in each category. For
example, in Fig. 17, when party (1) finds that the utility of (B) has
risen for him, he buys back some (B) and resells part of his (A) and
(D). Party (2) does nothing. Party (3) resells part of his (B) and
buys back some (A) and (D). These are the consequences of an
increase in the utility of (B). A fall in the utility of (B) for party (1)
would obviously have the converse effect, i.e. there would be a fall

in the price of (B) and not much change in the prices of (C), (D).

A glance at the utility curves is sufficient to show that an increase

in the quantity possessed will result in a decrease in raretd, and that

a decrease in the quantity possessed will result in an increase in

raretd. * Moreover, we have just seen that raretd and price move in

the same direction, increasing and decreasing together. The effects

of variations in the quantity possessed are, therefore, exactly the

opposite of the effects of variations in utility. We may now state the

law we are seeking in the following terms: Given a state of general
equilibrium in a marketfor several commodities where exchanges take

place with the aid ofa numeraire, if the utility ofone ofthese commo-
dities increases or decreasesfor one or more of the parties, everything

else remaining equal, the price of this commodity in terms of the

numeraire w/7/ increase or decrease.

If the quantity ofone of the commodities in the hands ofone or more

holders increases or decreases, all other things remaining equal, the

price of this commodity will decrease or increase.

It should be noted that although any change in prices necessarily

implies a change in the determinants of the prices concerned, it does

not follow that stability of prices necessarily implies stability of their

determinants. In fact, we are prepared to enxmciate, without further

proof, the following double proposition:

Given several commodities, ifboth the utility and the quantity ofone

of these commodities in the hands of one or more parties or holders

vary in such a way that the raret6s remain the same, the price of this

commodity will not change.

If the utility and the quantity ofall the commodities in the hands of

one or more parties or holders vary in such a way that the ratios of the

raret^s remain the same, none of the prices will change,

138. Such is ihQ law of the variation ofequilibrium prices. When it

is combined with the law of the establisiment of equilibrium prices

(§130), we have the scientific formulation of what is known in

t
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economics as the law of supply and demand. This fundamental
law has hitherto been stated either erroneously or in a form devoid
of meaning.*“i For example, sometimes it is said: “The price of
things is determined by the ratio between supply and demand,”
which is supposed to explain the establishment of prices; and some-
times: “The price of things varies directly with demand and inversely
with supply,” which is supposed to explain variations in prices. Now,
in the first place, in order to give any meaning at all to these two
expressions, which are really identical, it would be necessary to de-
fine supply and demand. And, in the second place, however we define
these terms, whether we take supply to mean effective offer, or
quantity possessed, or quantity in existence; whether we regard de-
mand as tantamount to effective demand, or to extensive utility, or
intensive utility, or both extensive and intensive utility, or even
virtual’®’ utility, so long as we assign to the word ratio its mathe-
matical sigmficance of a quotient, surely price is no more the ratio of
demand to supply than it is the ratio of supply to demand, and price
no more varies directly with demand and inversely with supply than
it varies directly with supply and inversely with demand. I venture,
therefore, to assert that, up to the present, this fundamental law of
economics has neither been demonstrated nor even correctly’®’
formulated. And I go so far as to maintain that it is impossible either
to formulate or to demonstrate the law of supply and demand or the
two laws of which it is composed, without defining effective demand
and effective offer, and showing their relationship to price, or without
defining rarete and showing its relationship to price too. We can do
this only by recourse to the language, the method and the principles
of mathematics.’®’ Hence we conclude that the use of mathematics
is not only possible but necessary and indispensable in the formula-
tion of pure economics. I believe, moreover, that no reader who has
follow^ me up to this point can entertain the slightest doubt as to
the validity of this conclusion.



Lesson 14

THE THEOREM OF EQUIVALENT REDISTRIBU-
TIONS OF COMMODITY HOLDINGS.

CONCERNING A STANDARD OF MEASURE
AND A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE

139. With parties (1), (2), (3),.. possessing respectively the quan-
tities 1 , Qctly 1 • • * > 2» ^ b, 2» ^Ct 2» 2* * •» ^a, 3» ^ 6, 3i Si

of commodities (A). (B), (C), (D)..., the total amounts of
these commodities in existence are

Qa—<la, 1 "F^o, 2+^a, 3+ • • •

G6=^6. l+9b, 2+^&,8+*"
Qc =<lc. 1 +Qc, 2 +^e, 3 + • • •

Qd=9d, 1 +^d, 2+^d, 3+ • • •

Given the above distribution of ownership and given certain condi-

tions of virtual utility determined by the want or utility equations,

these commodities will be exchanged for one another at general

equilibrium prices Pc, Pd
Now let us suppose a change in the distribution of these same

commodities (A), (B), (C), (D)... among the same parties (1), (2),

(3)..., such that the sum of the new quantities possessed by each

party, a, l* ^ b. 1» ^ c%\* Q dp 1 • • • ^ ap 2 * 9 b. 2» ^ Ci 2» ^ dp 8* * * ^ Op 3» ^ bp 3i

q'cZy ^'d.3...» is the same in value as the sum of the quantities

originally possessed, so that we have^**^

^a. 1+? bp iPb+^c iPc+^d. 1Pd+ • • •

=^'o, l+^'b. iPb+^'cp l/^c+^'d, lPd+"
^o, 2+^ b, 2Pb+^c, 2Pc+9dp 2Pd+ • • •

=^'op 2+?' bp 2/^b+^'c, 2/^c+^'dp 2Pd+-' • • ’(U

^Op3+^bp 3^b+^C, 3Pe+^d, 3Pd+-'-
=^'o, 3 b. 3P b +9'cp 3A 8/^d+ • • •

Let US assume, also, that the total existing quantities of (A), (B),

(C), (D) . . . are the same under the new distribution of ownership as

under the old, so that

Qa—Q a,2"F^ o.8"F«'*

eb=9'b.i+^'b.2+^'b,8+.-*
Qe c, 1 Cp 2 Cp 3 "F •• •

Gd=^'dpl+^'d. 2+^'d.3+«*-

182
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The point I wish to make is that, under these changed conditions of
distribution of ownership, so long as the original conditions of
virtual utility persist, the old prices Pb, Pd.. will still be the
equilibrium prices both in theory and in practice.

140. Let us fix our attention on party (1), and let us suppose that,

at the above-mentioned prices, he buys such quantities x' i,
y' z' i,

w'l.,. of commodities (A), (B), (C), (D)... respectively, that he ends
up with

^ l~9a, 1>

1=^6, 1+3^1, . .(3)

^ c, iH” ^ 1 'i' ^ i»

Party (1) will then have attained maximum satisfaction of his wants,
the following system of equations having evidently been satisfied:

i+y i)—Pb<f>a, \(Q'a, i-hx' i),

^c, liQ ^ l)=/^c^a. l(^ a. j),

i>d, lig'd, l+H'' i)=Prf^a. lig'a.l+x' i).

Parties (2), (3)... will also achieve maximum satisfaction of their
wants if, at the prices indicated above, they buy such quantities x'a,
y\» 2'

2 ,
>^'

2 .., x' 3, /s, 2
'

3 , w' 3 ... of commodities (A), (B), (C).
(D) . . . that they end up with

g\z'^yi=gb,2+y2. ..(3)

9c, 2+2 2=9c,2+-^2»
g d, 2+^ »^9d,2+ IV 2 »

9 o, 8++ 8—9o, 3+'^ 3>

9'b,8+y 3=96.8+;' 3»

9'e. 8 +2' 8=^0, 3 +2 3, ..(3)
9 d,8+>^ 8=9d,3+ t^3»

All that remains to be shown is: (1) that, under the stipulated
demand or offer quantities of this sort

and (2) that, under these same conditions, the total effective demand
lor each commodity is equal to its total effective offer.

141. (<*1 From system of equations (1) we immediately obtain

9a, 1—^ a. 1+(96, 1“9'6, l)Pb+(9c. 1—9'c. l)Pc
+(9d, 1 g' d, j)Pd+ • . .=0,
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which, according to system (3), can be rewritten

1-;^ l)P6+(^' 1--3 i)Pc

+(w' 1—wO/'dH- . . . =0.

Since we already have^^^

Xi+yiPb+2iPc+WiPd+--^=0,

it follows that:

x' i+y* iPb-^^' iPc+^' iPd+- • • =0.

For the same reason

x' 2~^y' 2pb~\~^* 2Pc~\''^' 2/^dH" • • • =0»

S~\~y' 3pb~i~^' zPc~\~'^' 3pd~\~ • • • =0,

Hence the sum total of commodities (A), (B), (C), (D)... demanded
by parties (1), (2), (3),.. under the conditions defined above is equal

in value to the sum total of these commodities offered by these

parties.

142. If, now, we add the appropriate equations [relating to

commodity (A)] in system (3), we obtain

x\+x\+x' 3+ . .. =^o. x+^o, 2+^0. sH" • • •

—(^'a,l+^'a.2^"^'a.3+•••)+^l+^2+^3+••••

SinCe we already know that^®’

A^=Xi+X2+X3+.., =0,
and also that^^^

l+^'o. 2+^'a, 3+ • • • —Qa» 1+tfo, 2+^a. 8+ • • •

it follows that*®*

X*=X* 1 -{-X* 2 8“l“ • • •

Similarly,

r=/,4-/2+/3+.-.=0,
Z'= z\-\- z\-\- , ,

,

=0,
W'—W\-\-W* =0»

Consequently, for each and every commodity the total effective

demand equals the total effective offer.

143. Theoretically, then pi,, /?<., /?<*.. . are as much equilibrium

prices after the change in distribution of ownership as they were

before. Moreover, since the mechanism ofcompetition in the market

is nothing but a device for reaching in practice these mathematically
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derived prices, it follows that: Given several commodities in a
market in a state of general equilibrium, the current prices of these

commodities will remain unchanged no matter in what way the owner-
ship of the respective quantities of these commodities are redistributed

among the parties to the exchange, provided, however, that the value

of the sum of the quantities possessed by each of these parties remains
the same.

144. All through this discussion we have supposed Q^y Qty Qe*
2d--* to be invariable. Consequently, should the quantity of com-
modities (A), (B), (C). (D)... held by any one party, say party (1),

increase or decrease within the limits set by the condition that the
value of the commodities he possesses always remain the same, then
it is evident that the quantity of these commodities held by one or
more other parties, say party (2) or party (3), must decrease or
increase correspondingly, within the same limits, if the quantity of
each commodity in the market is to remain constant. We can be
sure that, provided there are large quantities of every commodity in
the market and quite a large number of traders, even in the absence
of compensating changes in the quantities held by other traders, a
change in the quantities of the various commodities held by any one
trader, subject to the condition of constancy of value of his aggregate
holdings, would have no appreciable influence on prices and could be
considered as changing neither the particular situation of the party
in question nor the general situation of the market. Here we have
an example of the law of large numbers from which it is possible to
draw far-reaching conclusions in certain cases. But in the present
case we prefer to remain within the bounds prescribed by mathe-
matical rigour. Within these bounds the only way we can affirm
that there will be absolutely no change in prices is by assuming both
conditions to be satisfied: that of constant value of the quantities
possessed by each holder and that of constancy of the total existing
quantities in the market.**^

145. The theorem of general equilibrium in the market may be
stated in the following terms:

^hen the market is in a state of general equilibrium, the m(m— 1)
prices which govern the exchange between all possible pairs drawn
from m commodities are implicitly determined by the m—

1 prices
which govern the exchange between any of these commodities
and the mth.

Thus the situation of a market in a state of general equilibrium
can be completely defined by relating the values of all the commo-
dities to the value of any particular one of them. That particular
commodity is called the numeraire [or standard commodity]',^^'^ and
a unit quantity of this commodity is called a standard i"4talon']. If,
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now, we suppose the values of (A), (B), (C), (D)... all to be related

to the value of (A), we obtain the following series of prices:

If, instead of relating these values to the values of (A), we were to

relate them to the value of (B), we should have the following series

of prices:

Pd,}>
— Q

Thus: To shift from one numeraire to another
^ it is only necessary

to divide the prices expressed in terms of the old numeraire by the price

of the new numeraire in terms of the old,

146. In the above system, let (A) be silver, and let a half-decagram
0*900 fine be the unit quantity of silver. Let (B) be wheat, and let

a hectolitre be the unit quantity of wheat. To express the fact that,

in a market in a state of general equilibrium, a hectolitre of wheat is

currently exchanged for 24 half-decagrams of silver 0*900 fine, we
write the equation

Pt,,a=24,

This should be read as follows: “The price of wheat in terms of silver

is 24“ ; or, in terms of units of quantity: “The price of a hectolitre of

wheat is 24 half-decagrams of silver 0*900 fine”; or finally: “Wheat

is worth 24 half-decagrams of silver 0*900 fine per hectolitre.” There

is a difference between this statement and the one derived from

current usage which we cited earlier in our discussion (§29): “Wheat

is worth 24 francs a hectolitre.” The difference is that the word

francs took the place of the expression half-decagrams of silver 0-900

fine. This needs to be carefully considered.

The word franc^ in the minds of most people, is analogous to the

words metre, gramme, litre, etc. Now, the word metre expresses two

things: on the one hand, the length of a certain fraction of the earth’s

meridian, and, on the other hand, a fixed and invariable umt of

length. Likewise, the word gramme expresses two things: the weight

of a certain quantity of distilled water at maximum density and a

fixed and invariable unit of weight. The same can be said of the word

litre as regards volume. And, in the eyes of the man in the street, the

same is true of the franc. This word means two things to him: first,

the value of a certain quantity of silver of a certain fineness and

second, a fixed and invariable unit of value.

According to this view we must distinguish between two stat^

ments: first that the word franc stands for the value of a half-

decagram of silver 0*900 fine, and second that this value, once
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adopted as a unit, is fixed and invariable. This second statement is

an egregious error into which no economist would fall. Anyone
who has the slightest acquaintance with economics will agree that

there is an essential difference between a metre and a franc, since the
metre is a fixed and invariable unit of length, whereas the franc is

a unit of value which, far from being fixed and invariable, differs from
place to place and varies from one moment to the next, for reasons
that are more or less generally agreed upon. There is no need to
labour this point.

Having disposed of the second statement, we return to the first,

namely that the franc is the value of a half-decagram of silver 0*900
fine, in the same sense that the metre is the length of the ten-millionth
part of a quarter of the earth’s meridian. The economists who have
taken this point of view say that, though the franc is variable, it is

still a measuring rod. If all lengths without exception were in a state
of continual variation in consequence of the contraction and expan-
sion of all bodies, they could be measured only under sp)ecified

conditions, but under such conditions these lengths could still be
measured. Certainly, all values are in a continual process of
change, as we well know. This only means that we cannot make
any comparisons between values from place to place or from time
to time, but that does not preclude us from comparing them with
one another and measuring them at a given place and at a given
moment. These are the conditions [we are told] under which we
measure values.

In such a system, if we let (A) represent silver, measured quantita-
tively in units of a half-decagram 0*900 fine and ifwe let (B) represent
wheat measured quantitatively in units of a hectolitre, it is said that
we can write the equation

Va=\ franc;

and then, to express the fact that 1 hectolitre of wheat is currently
exchanged in the market for 24 half-decagrams of silver 0*900 fine,
we can write

24 francs.

which is read: “Wheat is worth 24 francs a hectolitre.”
The second statement is just as erroneous as the first, for there is

no analogy in either case between value on the one hand and length,
weight or volume on the other. When I measure any given length]
for example the length of a facade, I have to take three things into
a^unt: the length of the facade, the length of a ten-millionth part
of a quarter of the earth’s meridian and the ratio of the first length
to the second, which is the measure of the facade. For the analogy
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between value and length to hold, and for it to be possible to
measure a given value, say the value of a hectolitre of wheat at a
given moment and given place, as length is measured, it would
again be necessary to refer to three things: the value of a hectolitre

of wheat, the value of a half-decagram of silver 0*900 fine and the

ratio of the first value to the second, which would be the measure
[required]. But, of these three things, two are non-existent, the first

and the second. Only the third exists. Our analysis has demonstrated
perfectly that value is essentially relative. To be sure, behind relative

value, there is something absolute, namely the intensities of the last

wants satisfied or the raretis. These raret^s, which are indeed absolute

and not relative, are nevertheless subjective or personal and not phys-

ical or objective. They are in us and not in things. It is therefore

impossible to substitute them for values in exchange. Hence there

is no such thing as the rarete or the value ofa halfdecagram of silver

0'900 fine; and the word franc [denoting a standard of value] is the

name of a thing which does not exist. Our science should never lose

sight of this truth which was clearly perceived by J. B. Say.*’*

147. It does not follow that we cannot measure value or wealth.

All that follows is that our standard of measure must be a certain

quantity of a given commodity and not the value of this quantity of

the given commodity.
Let (A) again represent the numiraire and let some quantitative

unit of (A) be the standard. So far as values are concerned, they are

self-measured, since the ratios of these values are found imme-

diately in the inverse ratios of the quantities of the commodities

exchanged. Thus the ratios of the values of (B), (C), (D)... to the

value of (A) are seen at once in the number of units of (A) exchanged

for 1 unit of (B), 1 unit of (C), 1 unit of (D) . . . , that is, in the prices

of (B), (C), (D)... in terms of (A).

Tliis being so, let Qa, i be the quantity of (A) which is equal in

value to the sum total of the quantities of (A), (B), (C), (D) ... in the

possession of party (1); so that, if we designate the prices of (B), (C),

(D)... in terms of (A) by Pb, p„ we have

Ca, 1—^a. 1+^ 6, \Pd-\~ • • •

In accordance with the theorem of equivalent distributions of com-

modity holdings, we could allow qa, i, ^6. i» Qo, i» x - • - to vary as we

please. Provided that the new quantities possessed by our individual

continue to satisfy the above equation (and provided that the toUl

quantities of the various commodities remain constant), party (1)

will always be able to obtain on the market, at the prices pt, Pe*

Pd...,*^* the same quantities of (A), (B), (C), (D)--- which wi
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afford him maximum satisfaction at these prices. Our Qa.x which
represents not only all the above-mentioned quantities of the different

commodities but also the quantities of maximum satisfaction is,

therefore, a quantitative expression of the wealth which party (1)
possesses.

In the same way, let

0a. 2—^a. 2+^6. 2Pb~\~<ic, 2/^c+^d. • • •

Qa, 3=^a, 3+^b, s/^c+^d. 3/^d+-..

where 2 a. 3 --- are respectively the quantities of wealth which
parties (2), (3)... possess. These quantities are comparable with

2 a. 1 and with one another, because they are made up of units that
are homogeneous.

Let 2 a, 26, Qc'. 0d... represent the total existing quantities of (A),
(B), (C), (D),.. in the market, and let

Qa=Sa,l+ 0 a .2+ 0a, a+...

= 2a+ 66P6+ 0cPc+ 0dPd+

Qa will then represent the total existing quantity of wealth in the
market; and this quantity will be commensurable both with 2a i,

0a.2. ea.3---andwith 2a, 06P6, ScPc, Gd/'d....
148. This shows the true role of the standard of measure of

value and wealth. In general, however, the commodity which serves
as the numeraire serves also as money and acts as a medium of
exchange. The standard of measure of value thus becomes the
monetary standard. The two functions are, nevertheless, distinct,
even when they are found in the same commodity. Having already
explained the first of these functions [i.e. the numiraire function], we
must now turn our attention to the second [i.e. the monetary
function].

Let the commodity which is to be used as a medium of exchange
again be (A). And let Pd=Q.,. as before. Corre-
sponding to these general equilibrium prices, we have, by virtue of
the condition of maximum satisfaction, the following quantities
effectively demanded, equal [in each case] to the quantities effectively
offered : Af

, P, i? . . . of (A) [exchanged for (B), (C), (D) . . . respectively]

;

A^, F, //... of (B) [exchanged for (A), (C), (D)... respectively]; q\
G, of (C) [exchanged for (A), (B). (D)... respectively]; S, j\
L... of (D) [exchanged for (A). (B), (C)... respectively]; and so
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forth.*®' Now, if all exchanges are direct, they will take place
according to the following equations:

Nv^~MVa, QVc=^a> SVa=RVa . .

.

Gvc= Fvj,, Jva^Hvt,, Lva=KVc,...

149. If, on the other hand, money intervenes in these exchanges

—

which is a hypothesis closer to actuality—the result is different. Let
(A) be silver, (B) wheat, (C) coffee, etc. In the real world, the
producer of wheat sells his wheat for silver, and the producer of
coffee does the same. With this silver the first producer will buy
coffee and the second wheat. This, at any rate, is what we shall now
suppose them to do. Holders of (A) set up as middlemen, because
they have the commodity which serves as money. They are the ones
to whom the holders of (B) sell all the (B) they are willing to sell at

the price fx, in order to buy what (C) they want at the price n, what
(D) they want at the price q These transactions can be expressed

by the equations*®*

(N-\-F+/f+ , . , ,.)Oa,

{Ffx=Gn)v^= Gvc, iHfi=jQ)Va=Jva.. .

.

The holders of (C), the holders of (D) . .
.
perform analogous trans-

actions which can be expressed by the equations

(G7t=Ffl)Va=FVi,y {Kn=LQ)Va=Lv^,,,

{jQ==Hfj)v^=Hv^, {LQ—Kn)Va=KVc^*.-

150. We are assuming at this stage of our argument that the

buying and reselling of (A) as a medium of exchange take place in a

way that does not exert any influence on the price ofcommodity (A).

In the real world the matter presents itself quite differently. Every

trader keeps available a stock of money for eventual exchange; and,

this being the case, the use of a commodity as money does affect its

value in ways that we shall study later on.*^®* But, until we reach this

aspect of our problem, we may note, provisionally at least, that there

is a p>erfect analogy between the intervention of money and the

intervention of a numeraire. Just as we can start with the two

equations

and -"=71
Va ^ Va

^ .

and derive
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SO we can start with the two equations

{FiM=G7t)v^=Gvc and {Gn=F^)Va=Fv^,

and derive

Gv^=Fvj,.

Consequently, just as we can pass from indirect to direct prices at will
simply by abstracting from the numeraire, so we can pass from
indirect to direct exchange, whenever it suits us, simply by abstracting
from money.'



Lesson 15

PURCHASE AND SALES CURVES. COMMODITY
PRICE CURVES

151, It follows from our solution of equations of exchange (§§ 127-

130), that^**^ the designation of a commodity as numeraire simplifies

the determination of current general equilibrium prices by making it

possible, up to a certain point, to identify the case of the exchange of
several commodities with that of the exchange of two commodities
for each other. We must call attention once again to this simplifying

device, which is so important, not only for pure and applied theory,

but also for practice. It is all the more important to stress this point

because the assumption of the use of a numeraire brings us closer to

the world of reality.

Now, let commodity (A) be the numeraire. Then, on the one side,

let P\ Q\ R'y S\ K\ L' ... be the quantities of commodities (A), (C),

(D)... effectively demanded and equal to the quantities effectively

offered, when they are exchanged or about to be exchanged for one

another at prices determined by general equilibrium Pc=^tPd—Q-*‘
of (C), (D) ... in terms of (A). On the other side, let commodity (B)

become available in the market for exchange against commodities

(A) , (C). (D)....t^i

With this in mind, let us consider one of the various holders of

(B) . If, at any price of (B) in terms of (A), say /?&, which will always

correspond to a price of (A) in terms of (B) equal to— , our holder of

(B) offers a quantity Ob of (B), he will receive in return a quantity

da=o^pb of (A). Moreover, since he is presumed to know the prices

of (C), (D)... in terms of (A), he will have all the information

necessary for deciding how to allocate this quantity of (A) among

(A), (C), (D).... We are saying, then, that he knows the already

determined prices tt, p..., but does not know pi, which still remains

to be determined. Nevertheless, he can hypothetically assi^ all

possible values to this unknown price and express his propensity to

trade at each of these hypothetical prices by a curve portraying his

offer of (B) as a function ofPf,, or, alternatively, by a demand curve

1

for (A), a a Oj,, drawn as a function of^- (Fig. 18).

This is the way things really happen. When a new commodity is

introduced into the market, its holders regulate their offer according

192
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to the price by deciding how much of this commodity they are willing
to give up and how much of the other commodities they wish to
acquire.

Let us consider, in like manner, a holder of (A), (C), (D).... If,

at a price of (B) in terms of (A), this holder demands a quantity
dft of (B), he will have to give up in exchange a quantity of (A), (C),

QUANTITY

PRICE

Fig.

(D).,. equal in value to Oa=dt,p^^ Since he is presumed to know
also the prices of (C), (D) ... in terms of (A), he will have all the
information necessary for deciding how to make up this quantity Oa
of (A) out of (A), (C), (D) .... In other words, he knows the already
determined prices jt, ^ . . . , but does not know pj, which remains to be
determined. Nevertheless he can assign hypothetically all possible
values to this unknown price, and express his propensity to trade at
each of these hypothetical prices by a demand curve for (B),
drawn as a function ofp^ (Fig. 19).
^Again, this is the way things actually happen in the real world.
When a new commodity is introduced into the market, the holders of
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the other commodities regulate their demand for it according to its

price, by deciding how much of the new commodity they wish to
acquire and how much of the other commodities they are willing to
give up.

We have not mentioned the case where a party holds both (B) and
(A), (C), (D) .... This case, however, is also covered by the theory of

QUANTITY

PRICE

Fio. 191*1

the exchange of two commodities for each other. Such a party

would have to construct two curves: one curve showing the demand

for (A) or alternatively the offer of (B) at certain prices, and another

curve showing the demand for (B) or alternatively the offer of (A) at

reciprocals of these prices (§94). These two curves would take their

place alongside the preceding curves.
.

By adding these individual demand curves [vertically], we obt^
the total demand curves and B^Bp (Fig. 20), We can ^®rive

the offer curve of (B), NP, either from the demand curve for (A),

AdAp^ or, more directly, by adding [vertically] the individual offer

curves of (B). The constantly falling curve B^Bp is the demand curve
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for (B) in exchange for the numeraire and can be called a purchase
curve; while the curve NP, which first rises from zero and then falls

to zero (at infinity) is the offer curve of (B) in exchange for the
numeraire and can be called a sales curve. The intersection of these
two curves at the point B determines the price /?&=//.

152, But will this first result be final? Now we are confronted with
a question which did not arise in connection with the exchange of

QUANTITY QUANTITY

Fio.
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two commodities for each other. When the market was in general
equilibrium before (B) made its appearance, the following
relations held between the prices tc, p . . . and the quantities P\ Q\ R\
S'y K\ U ,,, exchanged at these prices:

F'=Q'n R'^S'q, K'7i=Uq,...

For this equilibrium to maintain itself after the introduction of (B)
into the market, we must have not only the following relations
between the prices //, :Tr, p. . . and the quantities M, N, P, g, P, S, F,
G, i/, (§148):

M=Nfx, Ffx=Gn, /f/z= Pp . .
.

,

which we have, in fact, from the way fx is determined, but also the
relations

P=Qn, R=Sq, K7i=Lq..,.

Combining this last system with the first, we easily obtain

P P' R_R K_K'
Q~ Q'' S~S'* £“£"*"

Thus; If a new commodity makes its appearance in a market which

is already in general equilibrium and if the price of this new commodity
is determined by the equality between its demand and its offer against

the numeraire, then for the general equilibrium of the market to

continue undisturbed andfor the price of the new commodity to remain

finals it is necessary that the ratios between the quantities of the old

commodities exchangedfor each other be the same after the introduction

of the new commodity as before

The complete fulfilment of these conditions in absolutely every

detail is no more likely in the case of the introduction of a new

commodity than in the case of a rise in price of an old commodity.

For, once the demand and offer of (B) have been equated at the

price //, the demand and offer of (A), (C), (D) . . . are thrown out of

equilibrium at the prices tt, q This brings us right back to the

general case, where the prices of some commodities are forced up as

their demand becomes greater than their offer, while the prices of

other commodities are forced down as their offer becomes greater

than their demand (§130). In this way a new general equilibrium is

[ultimately] reached in which the price of (B) will be a little different

from fi.

The complete fulfilment of the above conditions is all the more

unlikely since, if we suppose a case where the new commodity (B) is

an excellent substitute for an old commodity, say (C) or (D), the
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price of the latter commodity will be brought down considerably by
the appearance of (B) on the market. This is a common occurrence.
If, however, we leave this special case aside and assume that (B) is a
commodity sui generis, or if we take into consideration only those of
the old commodities with which (B) does not enter into direct com-
petition, we readily see that, provided that these commodities are of
many different kinds and large in quantify, the price fx, determined
by the intersection of the above-mentioned purchase and sales curves
of (B), or a price very close to fi, will be the final price. What
effectively happens in a case of this kind is that the amounts of (A),
(C), (D). . . set aside to be offered in exchange for (B) will represent
such small fractions of each of the many commodities offered

—

fractions which will be all the smaller the larger the quantity of each
kind of commodity—that they cannot affect to any appreciable
extent the original ratios between the quantity of any one com-
modity and the quantities of the others for which it is exchanged.

1 53. There is a special case of the problem under discussion which
is extremely simple and which deserves particular consideration.
This is the case where all the holders of the new commodity, whether
they be holders of that commodity alone or holders of other commo-
dities as well, offer all they have of the new commodity, i.e. its toul
existing quantity, unconditionally at whatever price they can get.
The bidding in such a case takes the form of an auction, provided
we suppose that the entire quantity of this commodity is offered for
sale at once. The current price is then determined mathematically,
as is shown in Fig. 21, by the intersection atyr*, of the purchase curve

with a straight line drawn parallel to the price axis
through Qi, which measures the total existing quantity of (B) by its
distance OQ^ from the origin. This straight line turns out to be the
sales curve. Cases of this kind, which are so simple, occur quite
frequently in the real world, because most commodities are produced,
and generally the producers offer all or nearly all their output for
sale, retaining only an insignificant portion for their own use. Under
these conditions the purchase curve acquires a new and truly remark-
able significance: it becomes a curve, where price is a function
of the total existing quantity since the prices of the commodity
shown by the abscissas of the curve are functions of the total existing
quantities represented by the ordinates.

154 Instead of first supposing an initial equilibrium to be estab-
lished for (A), (C), (D) . . . and then bringing (B) into the system in
order to detern^ep », we might just as well have started by supposing
an imtial equihbni^ to be estabUshed for (A). (B), (D) . . . and then
allowed (C) to be brought in in order to determine p„ or we might
have presupposed an initial equilibrium for (A), (B), (Q . . . and then
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introduced (D) in order to determine Pd... and so forth. It follows
that each commodity may be regarded as having a purchase curve
which can also be interpreted as a price curve provided, in the first

place, that its offer is equal to the total existing quantity and, in the

QUANTITY

PRICE

second place, that we abstract, by virtue of the law of large numbers,

from variations in the ratios of the quantities exchanged resulting

from the introduction of the commodity in question. The typical

equation of this curve considered as a purchase curve is D=F{p)\ but

when the same curve is considered as a price curve the type equation

is Q—F(p\ or, if solved for price,
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This is precisely the equation which Cournot posits a priori in his
Recherches sur les principes mathimatiques de la thdorie des richesses

(1838), and which hecallsan equation^/demand or ofsales ['debit"],^^^

It has a wide range of useful application.

155.

* ** The connection between purchase and sales curves, on the
one hand, and equations of exchange, on the other, can be shown in
the following way.

Let (A) be the numeraire. Then, on the one side, let (A), (C),
(D)... be commodities that are exchanged or about to be exchanged
for one another at the predetermined general equilibrium prices

/?c=^,/?d=p... of (C), (D)... in terms of (A). On the other side, let

(B) be the commodity which is introduced into the market and
exchanged against commodities (A), (C), (D) ....

Theoretically, the appearance of (B) on the market should make
it necessary to set up a new system of exchange equations (§123)
containing a new unknown p^ and an additional equation

^b(Pb.Pc,/>d---)=0.

Denoting, as we did before (§§127 and 128), the sum of the positive
y’s, or Db, by the function A and the sum of the negative y's taken
positively, or Ob, by the function ^2b, we may rewrite the above
equation as follows:

A b(/^6j Pcy /?((... ) Pci • * • )*

But if we disregard all variations in the prices and in the effective
demands and offers which had already been determined before (B)
was introduced and consider them as constants, then the left-hand
side of this equation

^ ifPbt ^ • * *)

becomes a decreasing function of a single variable pt,. This function
can be represented geometrically by a purchase curve like BaBj,
(Fig. 20). Similarly, the right-hand side of the equation

^b(Rbt ?••)

becomes a function of the same variable, pj,, which first increases
from zero and then returns to zero again (at infinity). This function
can be represented by a sales curve like NP of the same figure. The
intersection of the two curves B^B^ and NP at B will determine the
price at least approximately.
We s^ll later show the connection between price curves and

production equations in the same way.

156.

Before leaving this subject, however, we have one more
comment of interest to make concerning a point we raised earlier.
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When the number of commodities in the market is very large, the
sales curve of each commodity, even when it does not actually

coincide in whole or in part with the parallel of the total existing

quantity, will evidently run close to this parallel for most prices, at

least in the interval between very low and very high prices. Hence,
multiple current equilibrium prices, which, as we have seen in §68,
were perfectly possible in the case of the exchange of two commo-
dities for each other, are, in general, not possible in the case of the

exchange of several commodities for one another.



Lesson 16

EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION OF
ADAM SMITH’S AND J. B. SAY’S DOCTRINES
OF THE ORIGIN OF VALUE IN EXCHANGE

157. The science of economics offers three major solutions to the
problem of the origin of value. The first, that of Adam Smith.
Ricardo and McCulloch, is the English solution, which traces the
origin of value to labour. This solution is too narrow, because it fails
to att^bute value to things which, in fact, do have value. The second
solution, that of Condillac and J, B. Say, is the French solution,
which traces the origin of value to utility. This solution is too broad,

’

b^use it attributes value to things which, in fact, have no value!
Finally, the third solution, that of Burlamaqui and my father, A. A.
Walras, traces the origin of value to scarcity ['rareti*]. This is the
correct solution.

158. Adam Smith formulated his doctrine in the following terms
in Book I, Chapter V of the Wealth of Nations'.

The prit^ of everything, what everything really costs to the man who wants
to acquire It, is the toil and trouble of acquiring it. What everything is really
worth to the man who has acquired it, and who wants to dispose of it or exchange
It for something else, is the toil and trouble which it can save to himself and
which It can impose upon other people. What is bought with money or with
goods IS purchased just as much by labour as what we acquire by the toil of ourovm body. That rnoney or those goods indeed save us this toil. They contain
the value of a certain quantity of labour which we exchange for what is supposed
at the Ume to contam the value of an equal quantity. Labour was the first price
the ongmal purchase-money that was paid for all things. It was not by gold o^by silver, but by labour, that aU the wealth of the world was originally purchased*
and Its value, to those who possess it, and who want to exchange it for some new
producuons, is precisely eqi^ to the quantity of labour which it can enable them
to purchase or command.

more oiten man not, this theory has been inadequately criticized,
essence of the theory lies in the assertion that all things which

have value and are exchangeable are labour in one form or another
so that labour alone constitutes the whole of social wealth. The
critics of Adam Smith point out that there are certain things not
derived from labour which have value, are exchangeable and consti-
tute social wealth. This is a shallow criticism. Whether labour is
all or only a part of social wealth is beside the point. In either casewhy IS labour worth anything? Why is it exchangeable? That is the
question before us. Adam Smith neither asked it nor answered it.

201
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Surely, if labour has value and is exchangeable, it is because it is

both useful and limited in quantity, that is to say because it is scarce

(§101). Value, thus, comes from scarcity. Things other than labour,
provided they are scarce, have value and are exchangeable just like

labour itselt. So the theory which traces the origin of value to

labour is a theory that is devoid of meaning rather than too narrow,
an assertion that is gratuitous rather than inacceptable.

159. Turning to the second solution, we shall give it in J. B. Say’s

own words taken from Chapter II of his Catichisme:

Why does the utility of a thing make it have value?

Because its utility makes the thing desirable and incites men to make sacrifices

in order to possess it. No one will give anything in exchange for something that

is good for nothing; but everyone will give a certain quantity of the things ho
already possesses (say a certain number of coins) in order to obtain the thing

he wants. This is what makes it have value.

Here at least an attempt is made to formulate a proof, albeit a

poor one. “The utility of a thing makes it desirable.” Certainly!

“It prompts men to make sacrifices in order to possess that thing.”

Ah, that depends, for it will only prompt men to make sacrifices, if

they cannot get the thing in any other way. “No one will give

anything in exchange for a thing that is good for nothing.” True

enough! “Everyone will give a certain quantity of the things he

already possesses in order to obtain the thing he wants.” On one

condition: namely, that he cannot get it without giving something in

exchange. Utility, therefore, is not sufficient to create value. Besides

being useful, a thing must be scarce, i.e. it must not exist in un-

limited quantities. This reasoning is confirmed by facts. The air we

breathe, the wind that fills the sails at sea or turns windmills on

land, the sun that gives us light and heat and ripens our harvests,

water and steam from heated water, these and many other forces of

nature are not only useful, but indispensable. And yet they have no

value. Why? Because they are unlimited in quantity and everyone

can obtain all he wants of them, whenever they are present at all,

without giving up an3rthing or making any sacrifice in return.

Condillac and J. B. Say both met with this objection in the

coiu^e of their studies; and each dealt with it in his own way.

Condillac regarded air, light and water as very useful things; and

then he tried to prove that they really cost us something. AVhat do

they cost? The trouble of taking them. Condillac argues that the

act of breathing, the act of opening one*s eyes to see the light, or the

act of stooping to take the water from a river are the sacrifices by

which we pay for these goods.*®* This puerile argument has been

dted more often than one would think possible, but that does not

make it a better argument. Surely, if we are going to call these
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actions economic sacrifices, we shall have to find another word for

the sacrifice associated with value properly so called. When I go to

the butcher’s for meat or to the tailor’s for a suit of clothes, I make
an eflfort or a sacrifice in the act of taking these things away, but
I also make another sacrifice of a very special kind which consists

in taking out of my pocket a certain sum of money which goes to the

merchant.

J. B. Say attacks the problem in a different way. He tells us that
air, sunlight and the waters of streams and rivers are useful and
therefore have value. They are, indeed, so useful, so necessary and
so indispensable that their value is immense—in fact, infinite. And
that is exactly why we get them for nothing. We do not pay for them,
because we could never pay the price. The explanation is ingenious,
but unfortunately for the argument, there are times when wc do pay
for air, light and water—when, for example, they are scarce.

160. The above are two well-known, characteristic passages of
Adam Smith and J. B. Say; but it must be admitted that, in reality,

these authors barely skimmed the surface of the problem of the origin
of value in exchange and that neither Adam Smith nor J. B. Say
remained within the bounds of these inadequate theories. Only a
few lines below the ones we have quoted, J. B. Say turns his utility

theory into a labour theory, and elsewhere he seems to come round
to a scarcity theory. As for Adam Smith, he fortunately contradicted
himself by admitting land as well as labour into the category of
social wealth. Bastiat alone undertook to systematize the English
theory; he accepted, and tried to persuade others to accept, conse-
quences diametrically opposed to the facts of real life.

161. We now come to the last of our theories, that of scarcity. An
excellent statement of this theory is found in Part HI, Chapter XI, of
Burlamaqui’s Elements du droit natiirel where we find the following
passage:

One of the foundations of inherent and intrinsic price is the capacity which
tnm^ have to serve our wants, our convenience and our pleasures of life; in other

^ tffiiity of these things. Another foundation is their scarcity,
^faen I sp^ of utility I mean not only real utility, but also utility that is only

witrapf or mmginary, like the utility of precious stones. It is common know-

^ that a thing that is absolutely useless has no price.

T
V. alone, be it ever so real, does not suffice to give a price to things,

n addition, their scarcity must be considered—that is to say, the difficulty of
ffiem, so that no one can easily get as much as he wants of them.

.

alone is very far from determining the price of a thing. Everyday

lifA
^ those things which arc the most necessary to human

arc the cheap«t—ordinary water, for example.
scarcity alone u not sufficient to give price to things either. They must be of

•omc use as well.
As these elements, which are the true foundations of the price of things, are
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now combined in one way and now in another, they also cause the price to
rise or fall.

If a thing goes out of fashion, or if fewer people care for it, it will become
cheap, however dear it may have been in the past. On the other hand, as soon
as an ordinary, commonplace thing, which may have cost little or nothing,
becomes scarce, it immediately begins to rise in price, and sometimes becomes
very dear. This is true of water in arid regions or in certain eventualities, as during
a siege or in the course of a long sea voyage, etc.

To resume, all the special circumstances which cause a thing to have a high
price can be brought under the heading of scarcity. Such special circumstances
are, for example, the difficulty of making the thing, or its peculiar intricacy, or
the unique reputation of the artisan who made it.

The same explanation is applicable to what is called sentimental or affective

price which manifests itself whenever anyone, for reasons of his own, esteems
one of his possessions at a higher price than is ordinarily paid for it, if, for

example, the possession had been instrumental in saving him from great

danger or if it was a souvenir of some exceptional event or a mark of honour,
etc.tri

This is the doctrine of scarcity. Abb6 Genovesi'®* taught it at

Naples towards the middle of the eighteenth century, Nassau W.
Senior*®^ taught it at Oxford about 1830. But actually it was my
father who made it an integral part of economics. He presented it

in a special way with all the necessary developments^"’ in his book
entitled De la nature de la richesse et de Vorigine de la valeur, [Paris,

Johanneau] (1831).^ No one could have utilized the resources of

ordinary logic to better advantage than he did in this book. To
carry the theory any further, it would have been necessary to apply

the methods of mathematical analysis, as I have done.’***

162.’®’ I am not the only one to have used mathematics for this

purpose. Others have done it before me. The first was a German,

Hermann Heinrich Gossen, in a book entitled Entwickelung der

Gesetze des menschlichen Verkehrs und der daraus fliessenden Regeln

fur menschliches Handeln, published in 1854; and he was followed by

an Englishman, William Stanley Jevons, in a work entitled Theory of

Political Economyt the first edition of which appeared in 1871 and the

second in 1879. First Gossen and later Jevons, who knew nothing of

Gossen’s work, originated the negatively inclined utility or want

curves. By the use of mathematics, Gossen, on his side, derived the

condition ofmaximum utility from these curves, while Jevons derived

the equations of exchange.

Gossen stated the condition of maximum utility in the following

terms: '‘'‘Upon completion of the process ofexchange, the two commo-

dities must be so divided between the two trading parties that the last

' See espedaUy: Chapter III, p. 41; Chapter XVI, p. ^4 : Chapter XVIII. p. 279-

fThe passages referred to are found on pp. 95-96, 236-237 and 26/ of the

of Auguste Walras’s De la nature de la richesse et de Vorigine de la ’

Alcan, 1938, annotated by Professor Gaston L^uc and published m me coiiec

des principaux 6conomiste$, edited by Gaetan Pirou and Francois Suniana.j
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atom of each commodity changing hands has the same value for one
party asfor the other In order to express this statement in terms
of our own formulae, we shall call the two commodities (A) and (B),

and the two parties (1) and (2). Let r~<f>a, i(q) and r=(f>t,^ ^(q) be the
equations of the utility curves of commodities (A) and (B) for party
(1). Let r=<l>a,z{q) and be the corresponding equations
for party (2). Let qa be the initial quantity of (A) held by party (1)
and qj, be the initial quantity of (B) held by party (2); and let d^ and
dj, hc the quantities of (A) and (B) to be exchanged. Now, Gossen’s
principle can be expressed by the following equations:

^a, liqa 2(^a)»

^b. l(^6)= ^6, 2.(Qb~db)y

which determine da and d,^ for parties (1) and (2). It is obvious that
the maximum utility arrived at in this way is not the relative maxi-
mum utility of free competition, nor is it compatible with the
condition that all parties buy and sell the two commodities freely at
a common and uniform rate of exchange. It is rather an absolute
m^mum which takes no account of the twofold condition of
unifomity of price throughout the market * ^

' and of equality between
effective offer and demand at that price. It consequently does away
with private property.^

Jevons, on the other hand, formulated his equations of
exchange as follows: ratio of exchange of any two commodities
y^ill be the reciprocal of the ratio of the final degrees of utility of the
quantities of commodity available for consumption after the exchange
is completed.'^ (Ed. 2, p. 103.) t®* Letting (A) and (B) be the two
commo^ties, (1) and (2) the two parties, <j>x and the symbols of
the utility functions of (A) and (B) for party (1), <f>2 and the
corresponding symbols for party (2), a the initial quantity of (A) in
the possession of party (1), and b the initial quantity of (B) in the
possession of party (2), and x and y the quantities of (A) and (B) to
be exchanged, Jevons translated his principle into the two equations

^i{a~x) ^y^ <^2^
^

In our system of notation these equations would read

^o> l(^a df^ djf <f>aj 2(^0)

da ^ 6 , 2(^6 ^b)

from which da and d^^ could be determined. This formulation differs
rom our own in two respects. In the first place, where we refer to

tPP. 209-213]. Th6orie dc la propri6t6. §4. [This
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prices which we define as the reciprocals of the ratios of the quantities

of the commodities exchanged, Jevons referred to ratios ofexchange
which he defined as the direct ratios of these quantities, which are
always given by the relation between the two terms, da and of
these ratios, In the second place, Jevons considered his problem
as completely solved once it had been solved for two parties. He
simply reserved the right to consider each of these parties QUrading
bodies'') as made up of a group of individuals, such as, all the

inhabitants of a continent or all the manufacturers in a certain kind
of industry of a given country (p. 95). He admitted, however,

that in making such a supposition, he left the world of reality for a

world of '^fictitious means" (p. 97).*^^* We, on the other hand, wish

to remain within the world of reality; and consequently we can only

regard Jevons’s formula as valid for the limited case of exchange

between two individuals only. For this limited case, Jevons’s formula

is identical with our own, except that he used quantities exchanged

where we use prices. There is still to be considered the general case

in which any number of individuals enter into mutual exchange

relations, first on the supposition that only two commodities are

being exchanged for each other and then on the supposition that

any number of commodities are being exchanged for one another.

Jevons was precluded from doing this,*^* because he clung to the

useless idea of considering quantities exchanged instead of prices as

the unknowns of the problem.

164. Just about the time that Jevons published the first edition

of his Theory of Political Economy (1871-1872), Professor Carl

Menger of the University of Vienna published his Grundsdtze der

Volkswirtschaftslehre, This was a third book, antedating my own,

in which the foundations of the new theory of exchange were laid

in an independent and original manner. Professor Menger developed

a utility theory along the same lines as we have done. Starting with

the law that wants diminish as the quantity consumed increases, he

worked from this postulate towards the derivation of the theory of

exchange. He employed the deductive method, but was opposed to

the mathematical method, although he did use, if not functions or

curves, at least arithmetical tables to express either utility or demand.

This makes it impossible for me to comment upon his theory in a few

lines as I have upon the theories of Gossen and Jevons. I shall only

say of Carl Menger, as of his disciples, von Wieser and von Bdhm-

Bawerk,*^^ that, in my opinion, their refusal to make undisguised use

of the method and language of mathematics in treating an essentially

mathematical subject deprives them of a tool that is not merely use-

ful, but indispensable. Nevertheless, I must concede that in spite o

their imperfect method and language, these authors subjected tne
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problem of exchange to very close analysis. At least, they definitely

succeeded in bringing the theory of rareti, which they called Grenz-
nutzen (final utility), sharply to the attention of economists. This
theory, as it is now being developed in our science, appears to be very
fruitful. From it I have derived an abstract theory of the prices of
commodities in terms of a numiraire,^^^ In the following pages, I

propose to deduce: (1) the theory of the simultaneous determination
of the prices of products and the prices of land-services, personal
services and capital-services; (2) the theory of the determination of
the rate of net income and the consequent prices of landed capital,

personal capital and capital proper;^"^' and (3) the theory of the
determination of prices in terms of money. All these theories are,

admittedly, abstract; but when they are progressively enfolded in one
another by a process of systematic synthesis, they take us right into
the midst of reality.^

‘ So that there may be no misunderstanding, 1 feel I must repeat that the last three
scions of this Lesson first appeared in the second edition of my book. In the ^t

u’
1874, 1 did not refer to the three above-mentioned works which had been

published before nune, simply because I had absolutely no knowledge of their existence
at that time. [This footnote was first inserted at this point in 4. See Collation
Note (d of Lesson 16.]





PART IV

Theory of Production





Lesson 17

CAPITAL AND INCOME
THE THREE SERVICES

165. Any order of phenomena, however complicated, may be
studied scientifically provided the rule of proceeding from the simple
to the complex is always observed. In formulating our mathematical
theory of exchange, we began with the exchange in kind of two
commodities for each other and then passed to the exchange of
several commodities for one another through the medium of a
numeraire. Thus far, however, we have left out of consideration the
fact that commodities areproducts which result from the combination
of productive factors such as land, men and capital goods. We have
now reached the point where we must take this fact into account.
Having studied the problem of the mathematical determination of the
prices of products, we are ready to pose and examine the problem of
the mathematical determination of the prices of productive services.
Our solution of the problem of exchange led to a scientific formula-
tion of the law of offer and demand. Our solution of the problem of
production brings us to a scientific formulation of the law of the cost
ofproduction or of cost price.'^i Though, in the end, I shall do no
more than rediscover two well-known fundamental laws of econo-
mics, I shall do so with this difference, that instead ofpresenting them
as conflicting and mutually contradictory in the determination of
prices, I shall assign to each its proper role by showing how the
determination of the price of products is founded on the first of
these laws, while the determination of the price of productive
services is founded on the second. It is a truth long acknowledged by
economists—and I hope 1 may be believed when I say that this point
has not completely escaped me—that under certain normal and ideal
conditions, the selling prices of commodities are equal to their costs
of production. Under these normal or ideal conditions, which
are really conditions of equilibrium in exchange and production a
bottle of wine which sells for 5 francs will have a cost of production
amounting to 2 francs in rent, 2 francs in wages and 1 franc in interest
charges. Granting this, it still remains to be seen whether it was
bemuse 2 francs were paid out in rent, 2 francs in wages and 1 franc
in interest that this bottle of wine sells for 5 francs, or whether it is^ause the bottle seUs for 5 francs that 2 francs were paid out in rent.
2 francs m wages and 1 franc in interest. In other words, we still have
to inqmre whether the prices of productive services determine the

211
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prices of products, as it is often claimed, or whether the prices of
products, having already been determined, as we have seen, by the
operation of the law of offer and demand, determine, in their turn,
the prices of the productive services by the operation of the law of the
cost of production or of cost price. This is the question we shall

now examine.

166. The elementary factors of production are three in number.
In listing these factors, most authors employ the terms: land, labour

and capital. But these terms are not sufficiently rigorous to serve as

a foundation for rational deduction. Labour is the service of human
faculties or of persons. We must rank labour, therefore, not with

land and capital, but with land-services \^rente'] rendered by land^ and
with capital-services ['profif] rendered by capital goods. Since I

shall be using these terms in a very precise sense, I must define them
with meticulous care. To this end, I shall begin by framing a defini-

tion of capital and income which is more restricted than the usual

definition and even narrower than the one I shall be using myself

later on, after giving the reader due notice of the change.

167. I definefixed capital, i.e. capital in general, just as my father

did in his Thiorie de la richesse sociale (1849), as all durable goods,

all forms of social wealth which are not used up at all or are used up
only after a lapse of time, i.e. every utility limited in quantity which

outlasts its first use, or which, in a word, can be used more than once,

like a house or a piece of furniture. And I mean by circulating

capital or income all non-durable goods, all forms of social wealth

which are used up immediately, i.e. every scarce thing which does not

outlast its first use, or which, in short, can be used only once, like

bread or meat. Income comprises not only articles of private

consumption but also the raw materials of agriculture and industry,

like seeds, textile fibres, etc. The durability of which we speak in this

context is not material durability, but durability in use or economic

durability. Though textile fibres still continue to exist materially in

the cloth, they cease to have existence as raw materials and cannot be

used again as such once the cloth has been made. On the other hand,

buildings and machines are items of capital, not ofincome. I should

add that while certain kinds of social wealth are capital by their very

nature and other kinds are intrinsically income, a large number of

varieties of wealth can be either capital or income depending upon

what use is made of them or what service they perform. Trees, for

example, are capital when they bear fruit, but are income when they

are cut down for fuel or lumber. Animals, too, are capital when they

work or give milk or eggs, but are income when they are slaughtered

for food. In fact, every kind of social wealth, v/hether from its

intrinsic nature or from the use to which it is put, can serve either
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more than once or only once, and is classified, accordingly, either as
capital or as income.'^*

When we speak of people consuming their capital, we mean that
they first exchange their capital for income and then consume this

income. Similarly, the formation of capital out of income signifies

a previous exchange of income for capital.

Capital should not be confused with stocks which are aggregates
of income accumulated in advance for eventual consumption. Wine
in the cellar, wood in the shed and raw materials in the store-room
are stocks. Stones and minerals in quarries and mines are also
accumulations of income, not of capital.

168. Since we have already defined social wealth as the sum total
of all things, material or immaterial, which are scarce, that is to say,
which are both useful and limited in quantity (§21), it is hardly
necessary to add that the capital and income which make up this
social wealth, may themselves be either material or immaterial. The
question of materiality or immateriality is unimportant in either case.
We shall see presently how capital gives rise to income; and in that
connection it will be shown that material capital may very well
engender immaterial income or immaterial capital engender material
income. I mention this fact now because it helps in making clear the
distinction between capital and income.

169. It is of the essence of capital to give rise to income; and it is
of the essence of income to originate, directly or indirectly, in capital.
How does this happen? Since capital, by definition, outlasts its first
use and consequently affords a series of successive uses, the flow of
uses evidently constitutes a flow of income. A field will grow a crop
for us year after year; a dwelling-house will protect us against the
inclemencies of the weather in summer as in winter. Fertility is
the annual income of the soil; shelter the annual income of the
house. A worker toils in the factory day after day; and a lawyer or
a doctor has his consulting hours day in day out. Labour is the
daily income of the worker; consultations the daily income of
the professional man. Machines, instruments, tools, furniture and
clothing engender incomes in the same way. Many authors are still
confused and obscure in their writings because they fail to consider
the income of capital separately from the capital itself.

In order to bring out the distinction between capital and income,
we shall designate all those incomes which consist in the uses made
^capital by the name ofservices. These services fall into two groups.
The first group comprises those services that are utilized in their
original form in private and public consumption. Such services are
the shelter of a house, the consultations of the lawyer or doctor and
the use made of furniture and clothes. These we shall call considers'
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services. The second group comprises those services which are trans-
formed by means of agriculture, industry or commerce into income
or capital, that is to say, into products. Such services are the fertility
of the soil, the labour of the workman, or the use of machines,
instruments and tools. These we shall call productive services. When
we come to the theory of circulation, attention will have to be drawn
to the fact that stores of income goods, while being held for the
eventual performance of their single act of use service^ perform in
the meantime a service of availability,^^^ which may be either a
directly consumable service or a productive service. Our dis-

tinction between consumers’ services and productive services corre-
sponds to the distinction made by most authors between
unproductive and reproductive consumption.* Our special concern
is with the study of the transformation of productive services into
products.*'**

170. By means of our definition of capital and income we can
proceed immediately to divide the whole of social wealth into four
main categories, three of which are categories of capital, and the

fourth of income.

Into the first category we shall put land of all kinds: land laid out

as parks and pleasure grounds, both public and private; forest lands;

agricultural land growing fruit, vegetables, cereals, fodder and other

foodstuffs for man and beast; the ground beneath homes, public

buildings, offices, factories, workshops or stores; land used for roads,

highways, public squares, canals, railways, and all means of commu-
nication. All this land is truly capital. The garden and the park,

stripped and stark through the winter, will have leaves and blossoms

again in the summer; the land that brought forth this autumn’s

harvest will, in due season, bring forth the next; ground beneath a

house or factory this year will be there the following year; and we
shall walk along the familiar streets and roads in the year to come
as we did in the year that has passed. Thus the land outlasts the first

use that is made of it, and the succession of its uses constitutes its

income. The enjoyment of a walk or of the view is the income of

a park or garden; the fertility of the soil is the income from land;

the suitability ofthe site for construction is the income from building

land, and facilitation of movement is the income from streets and

roads. This gives us our first category ofcapital, namely landed capital

or land, capable of yielding land-income or land-services, which we

shall also call “re/i/ej”.*®*

171. Our second category of social wealth is comprised of persons:

those who do nothing but travel and seek amusement; those who

serve other persons: coachmen, cooks, man-servants, maid-servants;

public officials in the service of the State, such as administrators,
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judges and military men; male and female workers in agriculture,

industry and commerce; men engaged in the liberal professions, for
example, lawyers, doctors and artists. All these persons are really

capital. The idler who has wasted today will waste tomorrow; the
blacksmith who hasjust finished this day’s work will finish many more;
the lawyer who leaves the courtroom will come back to plead again.
Thus, persons still exist after rendering their first service, and the
series of services they render constitutes their incomes. The pleasure
enjoyed by the idler, the job done by the worker and the plea made
by the lawyer constitute the incomes of these people. This gives us
our second category of capital; namely personal capital or persons^
capable of yielding personal incomes or services ofpersons^ which we
shall also call labour \^travaux*],

172. We now come to our third category of social wealth com-
posed of all the remaining assets which are capital assets without
being land or persons: dwelling-houses in either town or country, and
public buildings; business houses, factories, workshops, stores, con-
structions of all kinds, considered, of course, apart from the ground
on which they stand; trees and plants of all sorts; animals; furniture,
clothes, pictures, statues, carriages, jewels; machines, instruments,
tools. We regard all these things not as income, but as capital
productive of income. The house that now shelters me can do so
for a long time to come; my paintings and jewels are always at my
disposal; the train that comes from a neighbouring town today,
bringing passengers and goods, will return tomorrow along the
same tracks, with other passengers and other goods. The shelter
of a house, the decorative effect of paintings and jewels, the trans-
portation furnished by trains are the incomes from the capital goods
in question. Thus we have a third category of capital, namely
capital proper capable of yielding capital-income or capital-
services, which we shall also call

173. With the whole of capital accounted for in our first three
^tegories of social wealth, the only thing left for the fourth is
income which consists of: (1) consumers' goods such as wheat, flour,
bread, meat, wine, beer, vegetables, fruit, illuminants and fuel
directly consumed; and (2) raw materials such as fertilizers, seeds,
metals, lumber, textiles, cloth, illuminants and fuel used in produc-
tion—in fact, all things destined to disappear as raw materials only
to reappear again as products.

174. We see that land, persons and capital proper constitute
capital; while the services of land (i.e. land-services), the services of
persons (i.e. labour) and the services of capital proper (i.e. capital-
services) constitute income. In the interest of precision and exact-
ness, we must view the elementary factors of production as consisting
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of three kinds of capital and [their respective] services, viz. landed
capital (i.e. land) and land-services; personal capital (i.e. persons)
and services of persons (i.e. labour); and capital proper (i.e. capital
goods) and capital-services. In this corrected form, the currently
accepted classification of the factors of production can be admitted
as being founded on the nature of things,

Land is natural capital, which is not artificially produced; it is also
imperisiiable capital which cannot be destroyed by use or accident.
There are, however, certain kinds of landed capital which have been
artificially produced by carrying soil to rocky declivities, by fertilizing

waste lands and by draining marshes. Some landed capital, too, is

subject to destruction by earthquake, flood or erosion. But such
cases are small in number, so that, apart from a few exceptions, we
may consider landed capital to be original and indestructible. Each
of these two characteristics has an importance of its own; but it is

their co-existence which is the distinguishing mark of landed capital.

Since the quantity ofland, while not absolutely fixed, is subject to very

little change, the result is that what land there is may be exceedingly

abundant in a primitive society, but quite insuflicient in an advanced
society in relation to the population and the quantity of capital

proper. It follows, therefore, that in a primitive society land

cannot have, and, in fact, as we shall see, does not have any scarcity

or value, while in an advanced society its scarcity is great and its

value extremely high.

175. Persons, like land, are natural capital, but they are perishable^

that is to say, destructible by use or accident. They disappear, but

they reappear, as each generation reproduces itself. Thus the number
of people, far from being constant, is susceptible of indefinite in-

crease under certain conditions. This part of our discussion calls for

a special observation. In speaking of persons as natural capital and

as reproducing themselves by procreation, we are not overlooking

the principle of social ethics which is gaining ever wider acceptance;

that persons should not be bought and sold like things, nor bred in

bam-yards or stud-farms like cattle or horses. It might be thought

beside the mark, therefore, to include persons in a theory of the

determination of prices. On the other hand, although personal

capital is not subject to purchase and sale, labour or personal services

are offered and demanded every day on the market, so that personal

capital can, and often should, at least be evaluated. Moreover, we

should frahkly recognize that, in the pure theory of economics at any

rate, it is perfectly proper to abstract completely from consideratioi^

of justice and practical expediency, and to regard personal capital,

like land and capital proper, exclusively from the point of view of

value in exchange. We shall therefore continue to speak of the pnce
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of labour, and even of the price of persons, quite apart from any
argument either for or against slavery.

176. Capital proper consists of artificial or produced capital and is

perishable. It is, perhaps, possible to cite a few examples of capital

assets, other than land and persons, which are natural assets, like

certain kinds of trees or animals; but it would be hard to find any
that are indestructible. Capital assets are destroyed and vanish, like

persons; and, like persons, they reappear, not, however, as a result

of natural reproduction, but as a result of economic production.
Their quantity, like that of persons, is, therefore, susceptible of an
indefinite increase under given conditions. Again this calls for a
special observation. Capital goods are always combined with land in

production, particularly in agriculture. It should be clearly under-
stood, however, that when we speak of land, we consider it apart
from such things as dwellings or office buildings, enclosing or
supporting walls, irrigation or drainage systems, in short, apart from
all capital proper. A fortiori we consider it exclusive, also, of
fertilizers, seeds and standing crops, that is, exclusive of all the
income goods that are combined with land. We mean, therefore,
by land-services only the services rendered by land so defined, for
the services rendered by capital proper combined with land are called

capital-services.

The characteristics of social wealth which we have just described
not only explain but justify the distinction between land, persons and
capital proper. It should be noted, however, that the significance
of this discussion will be seen principally in [the theory of] social
economics and in the later parts of the pure theory of economics
which deal with capital formation and economic progress. All this

reasoning is based on one fundamental proposition: that landed
wpital, personal capital and capital goods are capital and not
income.

177, Having said this, we have still to inquire why and how it is

that the services of land (or land-services), the services of personal
faculties (or labour), and the services of capital proper (or capital-
services) have current prices which are mathematically determinable
quantities in an economy governed by free competition in production
as in exchange. Strictly speaking, we have to formulate a system of
equations of which rent, wages and interest charges are the roots.*



Lesson 18

THE ELEMENTS AND MECHANISM
OF PRODUCTION

178. Just as we found it necessary to begin our study of the
problem of the mathematical determination of the prices of products
by working out a precise description of the mechanism of free

competition in the domain of exchange, so now, as we come to the
problem of the mathematical definition of the prices of productive
services, we must look into the facts revealed by experience in order to

formulate as exact an idea as possible of the mechanism of free

competition in the domain of production. If, for purposes of this

analysis, we imagine the process of economic production in a given

country to be momentarily arrested, we shall be in a position to apply
our distinction between consumers’ services and productive services

(§169) to the items of capital and income listed in §§170-173 and
thus classify the elements involved in the productive process under

the following thirteen headings.

With respect to capital, we have:

(1), (2) and (3): landed capital^ personal capital and capital goods

proper productive of consumers* services, that is to say, of income
directly consumed either by the original holders of these different

types of capital or by purchasers of the income derived from them,

whether these purchasers be individuals, corporate bodies or the

State. Examples of landed capital of this type are parks, gardens,

sites for dwelling-houses or public buildings, streets, roads, public

squares, etc. Examples of personal capital of this type are idle folk,

servants, public officials, etc. Examples of capital goods proper of

this type are dwelling-houses, public buildings, trees, animals kept

for pleasure, decorative plants, furniture, clothes, art objects, luxury

goods, etc.

(4), (5) and (6); landed capitaly personal capital and capital goods

proper yielding productive services, that is to say, items of income

transformable into products through agriculture, industry or trade.

Examples of such landed capital are farm land, sites for office

buildings, factories, workshops and warehouses; examples ofpersonal

capital of this type are wage-earners, professional men, etc.; and

examples of such capital goods proper are office buildings, factones,

workshops, warehouses, fruit-bearing trees and crop plants, work

animals, machines, instruments and tools.

(7): new capital goods

y

unproductive of income for the moment,

218
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while their producers are holding them for sale in the form of
such products as newly constructed buildings and houses built for
sale; or plants, animals, furniture, clothes, art objects, luxury goods.
machines, instruments, and tools which have been put into stock or
on display.

With respect to income, we have:

(8) stocks of income goods consisting of consumers' goods, like
bread, meat, wine, vegetables, fruit, oils, and firewood in the homes
of consumers.

(9)

: stocks of income goods consisting of raw materials, like
ferfilkers. seeds, crude metals, lumber, textile fibres, cloth in’bolts
and industrial fuels held in the bins and store-rooms of producers.

(10)

: new income goods consisting of consumers' goods and raw
materials held for sale by their producers, like bread at the baker’s

butcher’s, or metals, lumber, textile fibres, bolts of cloth
which have been put into stock or placed on display bv their
producers.

t' j r

Finally, with respect to money, we have:
(11), (12) and (13): cash holdings of consumers; cash holdings of

producers, and money savings,

seen that we obtain our first six headings by sub-
dividing each of our three kinds of capital into capital yielding
consumers services and capital yielding productive services; weobtain our seventh heading by segregating that part of capital
proper which is not [for the moment] yielding any income; andwe obtain our eighth, ninth, and tenth headings, on the one handand our eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth headings, on the other’

SctTvew"®wTlT
o*' Soods and money res-^tively We place money in a separate category, apart from

From
e of the mixed role it plays in productionFroin the social point of view, money is capital, since it is used in
making payments; from the individualiwint of view, money is income, for no individual can use it more

thaV?h™ been proceeding on the supposition^t the process of economic production was momentarily arrestedNow let us suppose it is set in motion again.
arrested.

^ong the Items classified under the first six headings land will
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accident only to be replaced by the new capital goods classified
under the seventh heading. In this way, the quantity of capital
goods proper is both reduced and restored in the course of the same
general process of production. In order to simplify our problem, we
may provisionally*^^ skip over our seventh category by supposing
that the new capital goods pass, immediately upon being produced,
into the third and sixth categories.

The items classified under the eighth and ninth headings, viz, con-
sumers goods and raw materials which are directly consumable
income goods, will be consumed only to be replaced by the new
income goods classified under the tenth heading. And so the
quantity of income goods is both reduced and restored in the course
of the same general process of production. Once again we can ignore
one of the categories, the tenth, by supposing that new income
goods pass, immediately upon being produced, into the eighth and
ninth categories. We may even leave out the eighth and ninth
categories if we suppose that consumers’ goods and raw materials
are consumed as soon as they are produced and are not stocked in

advance.

Money will intervene in exchanges. At every moment, part of the

money in circulation is absorbed by savings and part of the money
savings is thrown back into circulation by credit. If we choose to

leave savings entirely out of consideration, we can also disregard

money savings. As will be seen presently, [in our study of the

operation of the mechanism of production] we can abstract from
money in circulation as well.

180. In summary, what will be used up [in the course of the

productive process] are, on the one hand, certain consumers’ services

which will immediately be reproduced by the landed capital, personal

capital and capital proper classified under headings (1), (2) and (3),

and, on the other hand, certain income goods, unfinished consumers’

goods and raw materials which will immediately be reproduced by

the landed capital, personal capital and capital proper classified

under headings (4), (5) and (6). Income, by definition, does not

outlast its first use. The very instant it renders a service, it passes out

of existence; technically speaking, it is consumed. Bread and meat

are eaten; wine is drunk; oil and wood are burned; fertilizers and

seeds are put in the soil; metals, lumber and textile fibres are worked

up, fuels are consumed. But no sooner do these income goods

disappear than they reappear again as a result of the working of

capital. Capital goods, by definition, do outlast their first use. As

they render the successive services for which they are suited, capital

goods serve their purpose; technically speaking, they produce. Farm

land will be cultivated, building sites will support factories; workmen
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will toil in these factories and use their machines, instruments and
tools. In short, landed capital, personal capital and capital proper
will render their respective services; and from a combination of these
services agriculture, industry and trade will create new income goods
to replace the income goods consumed.

181. This, however, does not tell the whole story. Besides the
consumers’ goods and the raw materials which are consumed instan-
taneously, there are various kinds of capital goods proper which are
consumed slowly. Houses and buildings depreciate, furniture,
clothes, art objects and luxury goods wear out in time. The same
IS true of factories, machines, instruments and tools. All these cap-
ital goods are used up more or less rapidly. They are also subject
to sudden destruction by unforeseeable accidents. Consequently it
IS not enough for the landed capital, personal capital and capital
proper under headings (4), (5) and (6) to produce new income; our
three categories of capital must also produce new capital goods
proper to replace the capital goods worn out in use and destroyed
by accident, and even to increase, if possible, the existing quantity
of capital proper. Here we have one of the indices of economic
progress. Ima^ne that we arrest the process of production again
after a certain interval of time [and make an inventory], as we did
efore; and im^ne that we find an enlarged quantity of capital

goods proper. That would be a sign of a progressive state. One of
e characteristic traits of economic progress is an increase in the

^ shall make a specialstudy of the production of new capital goods in Part V, we may

tuZZZ economic progress until then and confine
ourselves, for the present, to a discussion of the production of new

consumers’ goods and raw materials. ‘ “ i

in Vti
of productive capital ever functions by itselfm the production of consumable income and capital goods butalways in combination with other categories. Even in agriculture

preponderant role, the products are

caS land-services, but also of labour and
capita-services. And in industry, where capital proper is the most

l^“d-services also enter into the composition of theproducts a ong with labour and capital-services. There is perhaps

coLw2^h““P‘'°“ the production o?eveSconceivable thing requires some land (if only to afford standi^
personal faculties, and some sort

IS S e7om ‘=r°P^^"^‘°n of land, ^an and «p?ta1

n^wS errand
production; and this calls

between eapiul .„d ineonte, which we h“vt“Ldy
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found so useful in classifying the factors of production (§178), will
also prove useful in giving a summary account of the mechanism of
production.

183. The very fact that income does not outlast the first use
which is made of it, means that it can only be sold or given away. It

cannot be hired out—at least in kind. How can bread or meat be
hired out? A capital good, on the other hand, by virtue of the fact
that it does outlast the first use which is made of it, can be hired out,

either for a consideration or free of charge. For example, a house
or a piece of furniture can be rented. And what is the reason for
such a transaction? To procure the use or service for the renter.

The hiring out of a capital good is the alienation of the service of that

capital good. This definition is based entirely on the distinction

between capital and income and is fundamental, for without it both
the theory of production and the theory of credit would be impos-
sible. The hiring out ofa capital good for a consideration constitutes

the sale of its service, and, when the hiring out is done gratuitously,

it constitutes a free gift of its service. In fact, it is by being hired for

a consideration that items of landed capital, personal capital and
capital proper classified under headings (4), (5) and (6) are brought

together for production.

184. Let us call the holder of land, whoever he may be, a land-

owner, the holder of personal faculties a worker and the holder of

capital proper a capitalist. In addition, let us designate by the term

entrepreneur a fourth person, entirely distinct from those just men-

tioned, whose role it is to lease land from the land-owner, hire

personal faculties from the labourer, and borrow capital from the

capitalist, in order to combine the three productive services in

agriculture, industry or trade. It is undoubtedly true that, in real

life, the same person may assume two, three, or even all four of the

above-defined roles. In fact, the different ways in which these roles

may be combined give rise to different types of enterprise. However

that may be, the roles themselves, even when performed by the same

individual, still remain distinct. From the scientific point of view,

we must keep these roles separate and avoid both the error of the

English economists who identify the entrepreneur with the capitalist

and the error of a certain number of French economists who look

upon the entrepreneur as a worker charged with the special task of

managing a firm.

185. This being granted, it follows from our initial conception of

the role of the entrepreneur that we must think in terms of two

distinct markets.

The first is the services market, ^ ** ^ Here land-owners, workers and

capitalists appear as sellers, and entrepreneurs as buyers of the
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various productive services, i.e. land-services, labour and capital-
services. In this same market, alongside the entrepreneurs buying
land-services, labour and capital-services for productive purposes,
are also found land-owners, labourers, and capitalists buying services
for purposes of consumption. We shall discuss these latter purchases
in due course; but for the present we shall be concerned principally
with the purchase of services for purposes of production. ' <= J Such
productive services are exchanged with the aid of a numeraire and
in accordance with the mechanism of free competition (§42). For
every service a price is cried in terms of the numeraire. If at this
price effective demand exceeds effective offer, the entrepreneurs will
bid against one another and the price will rise. If the effective offer
exweds effective demand, the land-owners, workers and capitalists
wll underbid one another, and the price will fall. The current price
of each service is the one at which effective demand and effective
oner are equal.

The current contract price of land-services''** in terms ofnumeraire
reached in the above manner, will be called rent [‘fermage’].
The current contract price of labour in terms of numeraire will be

callea wages.

The cuirent contract price of capital-services in terms oi numeraire
wifl be called the interest charge [Yintiret].

Thus, thanks to the distinction we have drawn between capital andincome and thanks to our definition of the entrepreneur, we havei^ediately the concepts of productive services, of a market for
these services, of effective offer and demand on this market and
finally of a current pnce resulting from this offer and demand Later

f A
'vages and interest, that is to sayftheE TeSs S ' •» “> f”

186. The second market is the products market. Here the entre-preneur appear as sellers, and the land-owners, labourers and^pitahsts as buyers of products. These products are exchaneedlike services, with the aid of a numeraire and in accordance wiufthemechamsm of free competition. For every producfa prSTs ctIS

enective otter, the land-owners, labourers and capitalists will hid

effective offer exceeds

pr£SffaTr^i?"
'^11 ““derbid each other, and the

anJ^a^priS Vor pZnl"''
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187. It should be noted that these conceptions are in exact con-
formity with the facts as revealed by observation and experience.
Thanks to the intervention of money, the two markets, one for ser-

vices and the other for products, are as completely distinct from each
other in the real world as they are in our scientific analysis. In each
of these markets purchases and sales take place according to the

mechanism of competitive bidding. When you go to a shoe manu-
facturer to buy a pair of shoes he acts as an entrepreneur delivering

the product and receiving the money. The transaction takes place

on the market for products. If more products are demanded than

supplied,*^! another consumer will outbid you; if more products are

supplied than demanded another producer will underbid your shoe

manufacturer. Behind the scenes a workman sets his price for making
a pair of shoes; and the manufacturer again acts as an entrepreneur,

purchasing the productive service and paying out money for it. This

transaction takes place on the market for services. If more labour is

demanded than offered another entrepreneur will outbid your shoe

manufacturer; and if more labour is offered than demanded another

workman will ofier his services at a lower price. Although these two

markets are distinct, they are, nevertheless, closely related to each

other, for it is with the money the land-owners, labourers and

capitalists receive in the market for their productive services that they

go as consumers to the other market to buy products; and, on the

other hand, it is with the money the entrepreneurs receive in the

market for their products that they go as producers to the services

market to buy productive services.

188. Equilibrium in production, which implies equilibrium in

exchange, can now be easily defined. First, it is a state in which the

effective demand and offer of productive services are equal and

there is a stationary current price in the market for these services.

Secondly, it is a state in which the effective demand and supply of

products are also equal and there is a stationary current price in

the products market. Finally, it is a state in which the selling prices

of products equal the costs of the productive services that enter into

them. The first two conditions relate to equilibrium in exchange; the

third to equilibrium in production.

Equilibrium in production, like equilibrium in exchange, is an

ideal and not a real state. It never happens in the real world that the

selling price of any given product is absolutely equal to the cost o

the productive services that enter into that product, or that the

effective demand and supply of services or products are absolute y

equal. Yet equilibrium is the normal state, in the sense that it

state towards which things spontaneously tend under a regime of free

competition in exchange and in production. In fact, under free
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competition, if the selling price of a product exceeds the cost of the
productive services for certain firms and a profit results, entrepreneurs
will flow towards this branch of production or expand their output,
so that the quantity of the product [on the market] will increase, its’

price will fall, and the difference between price and cost will be
reduced, and, if [on the contrary], the cost of the productive services
exceeds the selling price for certain firms, so that a loss results,
entrepreneurs will leave this branch of production or curtail their
output, so that the quantity of the product [on the market] will
d^rease, its price will rise and the difference between price and cost
will again be reduced. It is to be observed, however, that although
the inultiplicity of firms conduces to equilibrium in production, such
multiplicity is not absolutely necessary in order to bring about this
equilibrium, for, theoretically, one entrepreneur alone might do so,
if he bought his services and sold his products by auction, and if, in
addition, he always decreased his output in case of loss and always
increased it in case of a profit. That is not all, for we now see that
the desire to avoid losses and to make profits is the mainspring of the
entrepreneur’s actions in demanding productive services and offering
products for sale, just as we saw earlier that the desire to obtain
maximum satisfaction was the mainspring of the actions of land-
owners, labourers and capitalists in offering productive services and
in demanding products. One final observation: as we have shown in
§179, with exchange and production in a state of equilibrium we may
abstract, if not from numeraire, at least from money, provided that
the land-owners, labourers and capitalists receive from the entre-
preneurs a certain quantity of products in the form of rent, wages
and interest in exchange for a certain quantity of productive services
in the form of land-services, labour and capital-services. Assuming
equilibrium, we may even go so far as to abstract from entrepreneurs
and simply consider the productive services as being, in a certain
sense, exchanged directly for one another, instead of being exchanged
first against products, and then against productive services. It was
Bastiat’s idea that, in final analysis, services are exchanged against
services, but he meant only personal services, while we have in mind
the services of land, persons and capital goods.

Thus, in a state of equilibrium in production, entrepreneurs
nuke neither profit nor loss [‘les entrepreneurs ne font ni benefice
mperte’].'»i They make their living not as entrepreneurs but as
land-owners, labourers or capitalists in their own or other
businesses. In my opinion, rational bookkeeping requires that an
entrepreneur who owns the land which he works or occupies who
participates in the management of his firm and who has his own
funds invested in the business, ought to charge to business expense
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and credit to his own account [the corresponding] rent, wages and
interest charges calculated according to the going market prices of
productive services. In this way he earns his living without necessarily
making any profits or suffering any losses as an entrepreneur. Surely,
it must be evident that, if he gets a higher or lower price for his

productive services in his own business than he can get elsewhere,
then the difference represents a profit or a loss.''’*



Lesson 19

THE ENTREPRENEUR. BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
AND INVENTORY'*'

189. The entrepreneur is, as we have seen, a person (natural or
corporate) who buys raw materials from other entrepreneurs, then
leases land from land-owners on payment of a rent, hires the personal
faculties of workers on payment of wages, borrows capital from
capitalists on payment of interest charges and, finally, having applied
certain productive services to the raw materials, sells the resulting
product on his own account. The agricultural entrepreneur buys

unfattened livestock, then leases land and farm
buildings, rents farm implements, employs farm labourers, harvestersmd cattle-hands, and finally sells his crops and fattened livestock^e industrial entrepreneur buys textile fibres or crude metals then
leases factories and workshops, rents machines and tools, employs
spinners or metal workers and mechanics, and finally sells his manu-
factured products, such as fabrics or metal wares. The commercial
entrepreneur buys merchandise wholesale, then leases warehouses
and shops, employs clerks and travelling salesmen, and finally sells
his merchandise retail. Whenever entrepreneurs, of whatever cate-
gory, sell their products or merchandise at a price higher than the
cost of the raw materials, rent, wages and interest charges, they make
a profit, and whenever they sell their products or merchandise at alower price, they incur a loss. This is the alternative that the

fSoT^'"’^
characteristically faces in the performance of his

foregoing definition, when considered in relation to ourtable of elements ^production (§ 178), explains the table and shows

Ind
classified under the first, second

able services, are ±ose found in the possession of land-oweSworkers and capitalists in their capacity as consumers. The capitalgoods classified under the fourth, fifth and sixth headings i e^the

possession of entrepreneurs. In this way it is always possible lo tellwhether a service is a directly consumable service or a productiveservice. For example, the land-services of public parks the labourof public officials and the capital-services of public edifices are notproductive services but directly consumable services. b“ause SState is not an entrepreneur trying to sell products at a price at least
227
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equal to their cost of production, but a consumer, acting through
the power of taxation in the place of land-owners, workers and
capitalists, and purchasing services and products in their stead.

Similarly, among the items of income, those classified under the
eighth heading are found in the hands of consumers; and those
classified under the ninth heading in the possession of entrepreneurs.
This, however, calls for a very important comment.
Landed capital and personal capital are hired in kind. The land-

owner lets his land and the worker hires out his personal faculties for

a year, a month, or a day, and at the end of the contracted period
they regain possession of what was let or hired out. Capital goods,
proper, apart from buildings and a few special kinds of furnishings

and machines, are hired out not in kind, but in money. The capitalist

accumulates his capital by successive savings and lends money to the

entrepreneur for a given period; the entrepreneur converts this

money into capital proper and at the expiration of the contract he

returns the money to the capitalist. This operation constitutes

credit. The result is that the income goods consisting of raw
materials classified under the ninth heading and the capital goods

classified under the sixth heading can be considered as forming part

of the capital which the entrepreneur borrows. Capital goods proper

are usually called fixed capital,^^^ which consists of the sum total of

all those things that are used more than once in production. The

term circulating or working capital is used to designate raw materials

along with the capital goods classified under the seventh heading

and the new income goods classified under the tenth heading. It

consists of the sum total of all those things that are not used more

than once in production.

The cash classified under the eleventh heading is held by con-

sumers, while cash classified under the twelfth heading forms part

of the working capital of entrepreneurs. The savings classified under

the thirteenth heading are held by consumers and represent exactly

the excess of income over consumption.

191. The profit and loss position of an entrepreneur can be

computed at any moment from the statement of account shown in

his books after taking into consideration his inventory of raw

materials and finished goods. Hence this is a suitable place to

discuss the methods of bookkeeping and of making inventories in

business. These methods, which are derived from everyday experi-

ence, will be found to be completely in harmony with our

concepts, thus proving that our theory of production is indee

founded on reality. I shall first explain briefly the principles o

double entry bookkeeping.

192. As an entrepreneur I begin with a till into which I put money
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whenever I receive it, and from which I take cash whenever I need
any for my expenses. There is thus a double flow of money to and
from this till: one of money received and the other of money paid out.
It is clear, moreover, that the quantity of money in this till at any
given moment is always equal to the difference between the quantity
of money put in and the quantity of money paid out. Granting this,
if I take a blank page in an account book and head it Cash\ if I
enter in a column on one side of the page, on the left for example,
the various amounts that I have successively put into my till; if I
enter in a like column on the other side of the page, the right’ side
in this case, the various amounts that I have successively taken out,
then the difference between the total on the left and the total on the
right must always represent exactly the cash on hand. These two totals
may be equal and their difference zero—which happens when the till
is empty; but the right-hand total can never be greater than the left
The two columns taken together make up what is called the Cash
Account. The total on the left is usually called the debit ['doit ou
dibit'], while that on the right is called the credit ['avoir ou cridit']
of the Cash Account. The difference between the two, which may be
positive or zero but never negative, is called the balance of the
Cash Account.

193. Up to this point we have not encountered anything resemb-
ling double entry bookkeeping; but we are coming to that now.
The money which enters my till comes either from capitalists who

have lent it to me or from consumers who have bought products
from me, and the money which leaves my till will be converted either
into fixed capital or working capital. Now, I am supposing that
whenever I enter on the debit side of my Cash Account an amount
put into my till I always wish to record where it comes from and
that similarly, whenever I enter on the credit side of my CashAccount an amount taken out of my till, I always wish to recordwhere it is going. Let us see how I do this. For instance, the firstmoney that I am going to put into my fill is a sum lent to me bymy friend named Martin to whom I promise repayment in instal-ments over a penod of two or three years. How shall I indicate that

simply. Immediately following

To ^ words: To Capitalist orTo Martin. But if I am going to do this properly I cannot ston
there. I mke another blank page in my account book and I write at
15® and then, after entering the amount onthe debit or left side of the page of the Cash Account, I enter the^me amount on the credit or right side of the page of Capital st’s orMartin s account; and to the left of the amount so credhed I writethe words: By Cash. So much for this step. But, as might even now
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be surmised, there is another step to be taken when, instead ofputting
money into the till, I take it out to pay an instalment on what I owe
to my capitalist Martin. I enter this sum to the credit of my Cash
Account with the notation: By Capitalist or By Martin^ and at the

same time I write it to the debit of Martin’s account with the nota-

tion: To Cash, Consequently, just as the debit balance of the Cash
Account at all times furnishes information concerning the cash I have
on hand, so also the credit balance of Martin’s account always keeps

me informed on another matter which I must constantly keep in

view, namely the amount of money which I still owe to my capitalist

Martin,

It is the same for all other sums that I withdraw from or put into

my till. If, for example, I take out cash in order to install a machine
in my workshop, that machine becomes part of what I have called

fixed capital, the amount of which I must be in a position to ascertain

rapidly at all times; therefore, I open an account: Fixed Assets,^^^ md
simultaneously enter the sum withdrawn to the credit of Cash with

the notation : By Fixed Assets and to the debit of Fixed Assets with

the notation: To Cash, I deal in the same way with items of working

capital.*®* If I take money out of the till to buy raw materials or

merchandise wholesale, or to pay my rent or my workers, that is,

generally speaking, to pay rent, wages and interest charges, I enter

the sum withdrawn simultaneously to the credit of Cash and to the

debit of Working Capital, And if I put into my till any proceeds

from the sale ofmy products, I enter the sum so received to the debit

of the Cash Account and to the credit of the Working Capital

Account. In current accounting practice, the Working Capital

Account has been replaced by two others: a Merchandise Account

which is charged with raw materials and merchandise purchased

wholesale, and a General Expenses Account which is charged with

rent, wages and interest charges. This or any other subdivision may

be made as convenience dictates, but, as we shall see presently, all

these special accounts which replace the general Worldng Capital

Account, will have to be combined when the inventory is made.

This is double entry bookkeeping. Its cardinal principle is never

to enter a sum to the debit or credit of an account without simuh

taneously entering the amount to the credit or debit of some other

account. It follows that the total of the debit balances, or ^sets,

is always equal to the total of the credit bdan^s, or liabilities.

The book which contains entries made primarily in the

of accounts and secondarily in the order of dates is called e

Ledger Grand-livre^]. It is accompanied by another record contam-

ing the same entries primarily in the order of dates and secondan y

in the order of accounts, known as the Journal,
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194. There are thus four accounts essential to every business: a
Cash Account, which is sometimes debited and sometimes credited;
a Capitalist Account [liability] which may be divided into as many
sub-accounts as there are capitalists investing money in the business;
a Fixed Assets Account which is generally debited; and a Working
Capital Account, which is sometimes debited and sometimes credited.
The debit side of the Fixed Assets Account represents the money
value of the fixed capital; and the debit side of the Working Capital
Account represents the money value of the unrealized circulating
capital. A question very much to the fore these days is whether
double entry bookkeeping which we have described above is or is
not as suitoble for use in agriculture as it is in industry, commerce
and banking. The real issue is whether or not agriculture is an
industry which consists in applying land-services, labour and capital-
services to raw materials in order to obtain products. If so, and this
most certainly is the case, then unquestionably double entry book-
keeping can be used in agricultural enterprises just as well as in
industrial, commercial and financial enterprises. And if people have
not succeeded up to now in making use of double entry book-
keeping in agriculture, it is only because they do not know how to
open the various accounts on a rational basis. We have here a
striking example of the way in which theory and practice owe it to
each other to be of mutual assistance, for surely, industrial practice,
when translated into accounting terms, can help enormously in the
formulation of a theory of production; and this theory, once elabor-
ated, can be equally helpful in explaining agricultural practice in
terras of accounting.^^J

195. We now have to explain the method of making business
inventories and to show how an entrepreneur’s profit or loss position
IS established. The best way of going about this will be to take an
example which conforms to the usages and terminology of modem
accounting.

I am an entrepreneur in the business of
cabinet making. I started with 3,000 francs that I had saved up
myself and 7,000 francs lent to me by relatives and friends who were
interested and had confidence in me. These persons and I signed

n
^‘^^ording to which they agreed to let me have their

7,^ francs for ten years while I agreed to pay them 5 per cent
interest per annum. They have thus become [so to speak] my
jilent partners ’ [‘commanditaires']; and I, for my part, am my own
silent palmer” [‘commanditaire’] and ought to pay myself 5 per centon my 3 OW francs. >3. When I put the 10,000 francs into my“S

A f “y Cash Account andto the credit of my Capitalist Account [‘compte Commandite']. If
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the “silent partners” were not obliged to pay the whole sum at once
or if they did not all pay at the same time, I should have had to open
separate accounts A, B, C, etc.

Having done this, I rented a plot of ground at 500 francs a year
and on it I had a workshop built which I equipped with machines,
work-benches and lathes. The total cost of the workshop and
equipment was 5,000 francs which I paid out in cash. Upon with-

drawing these 5,000 francs from my till, I credited Cash 5,000 francs

and debited my Fixed Assets Account 5,000 francs.

Then I bou^t lumber, cloth, etc., for 2,000 francs, and, conse-

quently, credited this amount to Cash, while debiting it to Mer-
chandise.

In addition, I paid out 500 francs for interest on the capital

invested, 500 francs for the lease of my land and 2,000 francs for

wages. I credited Cash 3,000 francs and debited General Expenses

3.000 francs.

Now, in return for all these disbursements, I had pieces of wood-
work and furniture which I made to order and delivered. I received

for them a cash payment of 6,000 francs, which I put into my till,

debiting Cash 6,000 francs and crediting Merchandise the same

amount.

196. Having reached this point, I make my inventory. In order

to simplify the problem as much as possible, I assume that I have no

merchandise left in stock, neither raw materials nor products.

Although I have no more merchandise, still the Merchandise Account

is not balanced. It is debited with 2,000 francs to Cash, and credited

with 6,000 francs by Cash. The difference is 4,000 francs. Whence

this difference? The answer is clear. This difference results from the

fact that I sold my merchandise for more than I paid for it. In fact,

that is what I set out to do. I bought lumber, cloth and other raw

materials, and I sold pieces of wood-work, furniture and other

manufactured products. Surely, it is not only the outlay on raw

materials that I must get back from the sales ofmy finished goods; it

is also essential that I recover the labour cost as well as my overhead

expenses and have a certain profit left over besides. Hence, the

above-mentioned difference of 4,000 francs covers my general

expenses amounting to 3,000 francs and leaves me with a profit of

1.000 francs. And consequently, I first close the General Expenses

Account to Merchandise, and then I close the Merchandise Accoui^,

which must be balanced since there is no merchandise left in

by crediting 1,000 francs to a Profit and Loss Account which

appears among the liabilities. If I had sustained a

Profit and Loss Account would appear among the assets as a debi

balance.
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197. Once this has been done, my accounts should balance as
follows.

The Cash Account has received 16,000 francs and has provided
10,000

francs. It has a debit balance of 6,000 francs.

The Capitalist Account has provided 10,000 francs. It has a credit
balance of 10,000 francs.

The Fixed Assets Account has been debited with 5,000 francs, and
has a debit balance of 5,000 francs.

The Merchandise Account has been debited with 6,000 francs and
credited with a like amount. It shows no balance.
The General Expenses Account has received debits of 3,000 francs

and has credits of 3,000 francs. It is balanced.
The Profit and Loss Account shows a profit, i.e. a credit balance,

of 1 ,000 francs.

Thus to summarize, my Balance Sheet stands as follows:

ASSETS (composed of all accounts with a debit balance)

Francs
Cash 6,000
Fixed Assets .... 5,000

Total . . 11,000

LIABILITIES (composed of all accounts with a credit balance)

Francs
Capitalist .... 10,000
Profit and Loss . . . 1,000

Same Total . 11,000

I have made a Profit of 1,000 francs and begin the new accounting
period with a capital of 1 1 ,000 francs instead of 10,000 francs, i.e. with
5.000 francs in fixed capital and 6,000 francs in working capital.

198. We have made things as simple as possible. In practice,
however, there are certain complications of normal and not excep-
tional character to which we must now call attention.

(1) The entries are neither found nor made in the aggregate, but
always piecemeal. When I pay out 5,000 francs for fixed capital, or
2.000 francs for merchandise, or 3,000 francs for general expenses
and when I receive 6,000 francs for merchandise sold, these things
are not done in a single transaction, but in a series of transactions.

(2) I do not necessarily sell for cash, but on credit. And when
I sell on credit to customers L, M and N, instead of crediting the
Merchandise Account and debiting Cash, I credit Merchandise and
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debit Messrs. L, M and N; and later, when they pay, I credit the
accounts of L, M and N and debit Cash. I therefore normally have
a certain number of Customers^ Debtor Accounts.

(3) That is not all. My customers L, M and N, after enjoying
credit on my books for a certain time, do not usually settle their

accounts in cash, but either in promissory notes which they make
payable to me, or in bills of exchange wWch I draw on them and
which they accept. When I receive these documents, instead of

crediting L, M and N’s accounts with offsetting debits to Cash,

I credit their accounts and debit a Bills Receivable Account; and
later when I make the collections I credit the Bills Receivable

Account by debiting Cash. I have therefore under normal condi-

tions a Bills Receivable Account or Portfolio Account with a debit

balance [Tortefeuille debiteur’]. This account is analogous to the

Cash Account, inasmuch as the difference between the debit and the

credit sides always corresponds exactly to the sum of notes or bills

of exchange in my portfolio.

(4) There is still more to this. Ordinarily, I do not collect my bills,

but I negotiate them with a banker who discounts them before

maturity. When I negotiate bills in this way, instead of crediting

Bills Receivable and debiting Cash, I credit Bills Receivable with an

offsetting debit to my Bank Account, and later credit my Bank

Account against debits of my Cash Account when my banker renuts

the funds. The discount, which is really interest, is naturally carried

to the debit of General Expenses.

(5) Moreover, I do not usually buy for cash, but on credit, i^d

when I buy on credit from suppliers X, Y and Z, instead of debiting

the Merchandise Account and crediting Cash, I debit Merchandise

and credit X,Y and Z’s accounts ; and then later I debit these accounts

and credit Cash when I pay X, Y and Z. Therefore, under normal

conditions I have a certain number of Suppliers^ Creditor Accounts.

(6) Here again, after a certain period of book credit, I pay the

bills ofmy suppliers X, Y and Z not in cash, but either in promissory

notes which I make payable to them or in bills of exchange which

they draw on me and which I accept. And then, when I deliver these

documents to my creditors, instead of debiting X, Y and Z*s acc<^ts

with offsetting credits to Cash, I debit their accounts and credit a

Bills Payable Account, leaving it until later to debit the BiUs ®

Account with credits to Cash when I pay these notes and bills. Tl^»

in the normal course of events, I also have a credit account under

Bills Payable. u *h r

(7) Finally, I never let myself run completely out of stock, wUetner

of raw materials or products, at my inventory dates. If I »
^

would mean that at the end of each accoimting period I shou
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iptemipting the operation of my business, which would be en-
tirely useless, if not wasteful. Consequently, as I sell furniture I

constantly replenish my stock of lumber and cloth. This is the
merchandise of which I make an inventory. I always close my
General Expenses Account by debiting to Merchandise; but instead
of closing my Merchandise Account. I simply transfer a portion of
the account to the Profit and Loss Account in such a way as to leave
the Merchandise Account with a debit balance exactly equal to the
inventoried merchandise. This is how I do it. Let and be
respectively the amounts carried to the debit and credit of the
Merchandise Account; let F be the debit balance of the General
Expenses Account and / the money value of the Inventory. When
I make a profit I must add to on the debit side of my
Merchandise Account a sum P such that

for then the Merchandise Account must always have a debit balance
of I and the Profit and Loss Account a credit balance of P. In case
of a loss, I must add to of the Merchandise Account an amount
P such that

(A/d+P)-(M,+P)=/.

for the Merchandise Account must always have a debit balance of /,
and the Profit and Loss Account a debit balance of P. Both sum-
mations are given by a single equation

A/tf+F-/±P=^e,

which equation may be directly deduced from the fact that the money
value of the raw materials bought plus disbursements for the general
expenses, less [the money value of] the unused raw materials and the
products in stock, plus or minus the profit or loss, is equal to the
money value of the products sold.

According to this, the Customers’ Debtor Accounts, the Bills
Receivable, the Bank Account and the Merchandise Inventory are
added to Cash and to Fixed Assets to make up the Assets; while
the Suppliers’ Creditor Accounts and the Bills Payable Account are
added to the Capitalist Account and the Profit and Loss Account tomake up the Liabilities. These additional items give us the ordinary
balance sheet of an industrial enterprise. Balance sheets of agricul-
tural commercial and financial enterprises can be established alone
exactly analogous lines.

®

199. We have seen how, in principle, an entrepreneur can find out
at any moment from an inventory whether he is making a profit or
a loss. Having established our definitions both in theory and in
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practice, we now are going to suppose that our entrepreneurs make
neither profit nor loss; and we shall leave out of consideration, as
we have said in §179, not only the entrepreneurs’ working capital in
the form of raw materials, new capital goods, new income goods and
cash on hand, but also the consumers’ worldng capital in the form
of accumulations of income goods, cash and money savings. And
then we shall show how current prices of products and of services are

mathematically determined in a state of equilibrium,*®*



Lesson 20

PRODUCTION EQUATIONS

200. Now let us take up the services'"’ classified under the first six

headings in §178, for, after we have made all the aforementioned
simplifications, these services still remain the essential data of our
problem. Let us designate these services, which are to be made
available over a certain period of time,"’* by the letters (T), (T')
(T")... corresponding to different kinds of land, (P), (P'), (P")...
corresponding to different kinds of persons, (K), (K'), (K").’. . corre-
sponding to different kinds of capital goods. We shall suppose the
quantities of the services to be measured in the following two types
of units; (1) in units of natural or artificial capital, like a hectare of
land, an individual person, or a piece of capital proper; and (2) in
time units, like a day. Thus we have a certain quantity of land-
serviM per day from a hectare of such and such a piece of land; a
certain quantity of labour per day from such and such a person;
a certain quantity of capital-service per day from such and such a
capital good. Let the kinds of these services be n in number.
By means of the services just defined, it is possible to manufacture

the products (A), (B), (C), (D)... for consumption during the same
period of time.'"' This production can take place either directly or
via a preliminary elaboration of raw materials; in other words, it is
the result either of a combination of nothing but land-serx'ices, labour
and capital-services or of an application of these services to raw
materials. It will be seen, however, that the second case is reducible
to the first. Let the kinds of products thus manufactured be m in
number.

201. Final products possess a utility for each individual which we
may express by a want or utility equation of the familiar form
'='^(9) (§75). In addition, the services themselves have a direct
utility for each individual. Not only may anyone, at will, either hire
out or keep for himself all or part of the services of his own land
iwrsonal faculties and capital, but he may, if he so desires, acquire
these services not as an entrepreneur in order to convert them into
products, but as a consumer in order to use them directly, that is to
say, in order to use them as consumers’ services and not as productive
services. This is what we had in mind when we made a separate
Mtegory of the services classified under the first three headings in
§178 and distinguished them from those classified under the fourth
fifth and sixth headings. Services, then, are also commodities the

237
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Utility of which can be expressed for each individual by a want or
utility equation of the form r=<l>{q).

So much being understood, let us single out an individual who has
at his disposal of (T), of (P). q^ of (K).... And let r^^lq),

r=(f>f,{q).,, r=<j>J^q), r=^^{q\ r^^^{q\ be this

individual’s want or utility equations for the services (T), (P), (K)...

and the products (A), (B), (C), (D) . . . during a certain period of time.

be the current prices of the services and
products in terms of (A). Let o^y o*... be the quantities of the

services which our individual effectively offers at these prices. These
quantities can be either positive when they represent quantities

offered or negative when they represent quantities demanded. And
finally let d^y d^y d^.,* be the quantities of the products which
our individual effectively demands at these same equilibrium prices.

Until we come to Part V, we shall abstract from depreciation of

existing capital proper, and also from saving for the purpose of

creating new capital goods. We may, then, start with the following

equation relating the above quantities and prices:

OtPt~\-0 p-{-0 fcP k~\~ ^ bPb~\~<^cPc~^^<iPd~h • • • •

From the condition of maximum satisfaction (§80), which obviously

determines the positive or negative offer of services and the demand
for products, we have, in addition, the following equations relating

the same quantities and prices

M<]t-Ot)=Pt<l>aida)y

<l>viQs>~~Op)=Pp<l>a{da),

4* k{<i k
—^ k)=p aida),

^ bidb) P b4*aid(^y

<f>cidc)=Pc4>aida),

4 didd)~Pd4a(^a)>

constituting in all equations, which together with the

preceding equation give us a system of n-\-ni equations. We can

suppose that /7+m— 1 of the unknowns Op, o*... day d^y d^, ^/d-**

are eliminated one after another from these equations so that we are

left with only one equation expressing the (n+m)\h unknown as a

function of the prices Pt, Pv* Pk-^^ Pb* Pcy Pd'*^-^^^
should then

have the following equations of offer (or demand) of (T), (P), (K) . .

.

Of —ft iPty Ppy Pk • • • Pby Pet Pd' • *)»

O p'^fpiPtt Ppy P k"' pby Pet Pd’ • •)>

Ok—fkiptt Ppt Pk’” Pbt Pet Pd’”\
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and the following equations of demand for (B), (C), (D)...

^6 P P k* • • Pbt Pcf jPd • • • )»

^0 Xc^Pty P P9 P k' • • Pbi Pc* ^d* • • )»

i/d(/^i> P py P k* * * P bi Pey /^d • • • )»

The demand for (A) is given by the equation

da=OtPt-\~o j,p jcP k-\- * • ^ —{d^p^-^dcPc-^-d^p

202. In the same way, we could derive for all the other holders
of services their individual offer and demand equations for
services and their individual demand equations for products. Now,
let Op. Ojt... designate the sura total of the several offers of
services, i.e. the excess of the positive o„ Op, o

jt . .

.

’s over the negative

<^ty Opy let Da, Oft, 0^, O^... designate the sum total of the
several demands for products; and let F,. Fp, F,, F^...
designate the sums of the several functions /(,/„/*... A, A....
Provided that suitable restrictions, like those indicated in the theory
of exchange (§§119-121), are placed on the functions in cases where
offer equals quantity possessed, we have, at once, the following
system of n equations of total offer of services;

Pvt P k'' • Pby Pty Pd* • • )|

^ V P py P k'" Pby Pcy Pd * • •)» • •

^kiPty Ppy Pk-*^ Pby Pcy Pd***)»

and the following system of m equations of total demand for the
products:

^biPfy Ppy Pk*** Pby Pcy Pd*-')»

^ciPty Ppy Pk* • • Pby Pey Pd* • •)> . . (2)

^

d

^d(P<» P py P k* * • Pby Pey Pd • • •)»

in all n-\-m equations required for the determination of our un-
knowns.

203. Furthermore, let a,, a,, a^... b,, 6*... c,. Cp, c*... d,, d^,
afc... designate the coefficients of production, that is to say, the
quantities of each of the productive services (T), (P), (K)... which
enter into the production of one unit of each of the products (A).
(B), (C), (D).... For determining the unknown quantities we now
have the following two systems:
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^6 ^d+ • • . = Oi,

^^j)^a+^jj^6+Cj,Z)c+JpZ)(j+ , .,=Op, • *(3)

^ Jfc^a A:^ 6 k^c Jt^d+ • • • = ^

the first system, consisting of n equations expressing the fact that the

quantities of productive services used are equal to the quantities

effectively offered\ and

j)P jj+^ fcp fc+ . . . = I

,

CtPtf-<^vPv-f<^kPk+^--^Pc^ -*(4)

+^j>P P +^Jfc/^ A:+ • • • d»

the second, consisting of m equations expressing the fact that the

selling prices of the products are equal to the cost of the productive

services employed in their manufacture.

204. We are evidently assuming the coefficients Ofy a^y a*...

Zjp, Z)fc... c„ Cp, Cfc... t/j, f/p, i/fc... to be determined a priori In

reality they are not determined in this way, for in the making of a

product, it is possible to employ more or less of some productive

services, say land-services, provided that correspondingly less or

more of other productive services, say labour or capital services, are

employed. The respective quantities of each of the productive

services which thus enter into the making of a single unit of each of

the products are determined, along with the prices of the productive

services, by the condition that the cost of production of the products

be a minimum. We shall later express this condition by a system of

as many equations as there are coefficients of production to be

determined.'^’ For the present, we shall neglect this condition m
the interest of greater simplicity, and we shall suppose, instead, that

the above coefficients figure among the knowns rather than t e

unknowns of the problem.

In making this assumption, we are neglecting another matter,

namely that of the distinction between fixed and variable costs in

business. But since we are assuming that entrepreneurs make neit er

profit nor loss, we may as well assume that they are also manu-

facturing equal quantities of products, in winch case costs o a

kinds may be considered as variable [‘proportionnels ].

205. We shall now proceed, as we have already mdicatea li

§200], to reduce the case of the application of raw materials o

case of the direct combination of productive services alone.

we must proceed in this manner, because raw materials

themselves products which are obtained either by the exc u
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application of productive services alone or by the application of
these services to other raw materials, which were in turn obtained
by similar applications to still prior raw materials, and so on.
For example, if a unit of the product (B) is obtained by the

application of quantities of (T), of (P), of (K)... to a
quantity of the raw material (M), then the cost of production of
(B), Pft, is given by the equation

where is the cost of production of (M). But since the raw material
(M) is itself a product, a unit of which is obtained by combining of
(T), w p of (P), (K) . . . with one another, the cost of production
of (M), is given by the equation

Substituting this value of in the preceding equation, we have

which reduces to the second equation of system (4) if we set

P V~\~ Pt . • .

We see at once what would need to be done if the raw material
(M) had been obtained, not by a combination of productive services
alone, but by the application of productive services to some other
raw material.

206. We have thus, in all, 2m+2« equations. But these 2m-\-2n
reduce to 2m-\~2n—\ equations. For example, if we multiply both
sides of the n equations of system (3) in succession by /?(,

respectively, and if we multiply both sides of the m equations of
system (4) in succession by Da, Da... respectively, and then
add the equations of each system separately, we obtain two equa-
tions, the left-hand sides of which are identical, so that the right-hand
sides are equal and we have the equation

which is none other than the mih equation of system (2). We can
either eliminate this equation or, if we wish, retain it, provided we
eliminate some other equation, say the first of system (4). At all
events, in a state of general equilibrium, there will remain 2w+2/i— 1

equations to determine 2/w+2/j— 1 unknowns which are: (1) the
n total quantities of services offered, (2) the n prices of these services,
(3) the m total quantities of the products demanded and (4) the m— 1
prices of these products in terms of the wth. It still remains to
be shown that, for equilibrium in production as for equilibrium in
exchange, this problem to which we have given a theoretical solution
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is the same problem which is solved in practice in the market
by the mechanism of free competition.

207, We propose to establish equilibrium in production ab
just as we established equilibrium in exchange, that is to say, by
assuming the data of the problem to be any data whatsoever and yet

invariable over a certain period of time, except that we may later

suppose them to change in order to study the effects of such changes.

But the process of groping [‘tatonnement’] in production entails a

complication which was not present in the case of exchange.

In exchange, [the total existing quantities of] commodities do not

undergo any change. When a price is cried, and the effective demand
and offer corresponding to this price are not equal, another price is

cried for which there is another corresponding effective demand and

offer. In production, productive services are transformed into

products. After certain prices for services have been cried and

certain quantities of products have been manufactured, if these

prices and quantities are not the equilibrium prices and quantities,

it will be necessary not only to cry new prices but also to manufacture

revised quantities of products. In order to work out as rigorous

a description of the process of groping [towards equilibrium] in

production as we did in exchange [§§125-130] and yet take

this additional circumstance into account, we have only to imagine,

on the one hand, that entrepreneurs use tickets [‘Z?o/w’] to repre-

sent the successive quantities of products which are first determined

at random and then increased or decreased according as there is an

excess of selling price over cost of production or vice versa, until

selling price and cost are equal; and, on the other hand, that land-

owners, workers and capitalists also use tickets to represent the

successive quantities of services [which they offer] at prices first cried

at random and then raised or lowered according as there is an excess

of demand over offer or vice versa, until the two become equal.

There is still another complication. Once the equilibrium has been

established in principle, exchange can take place immediately. Pro-

duction, however, requires a certain lapse of time. We shall resolve

the second difficulty purely and simply by ignoring the time element

at this point. And later on, in Part VI, we shall bring in circulating

capital and money and thereby make it possible for productive

services to be transformed into products instantaneously, provi

that the consumers pay the interest charges on the capital requir

for this sort of transformation.
_ • • ;

Thus, equilibrium in production will first be established inprincip e.

Then it will be established effectively through the reciprocal exchang

between services employed and products manufactured withmagiv^

period of time during which no change in the data is allowed.
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SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF PRODUCTION.
THE LAW OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE

PRICES OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

^

208. Let us suppose that we come to a market where the n prices
P t> P It P k - • • of services and the tn quantities of products to be
manufactured Q^t ^tt ^ct Qd... represented by tickets [§207] are
determined at random. To make the following operations easier to
grasp, we shall assume, in the first place, that entrepreneurs sell
^rtain quantities of products (A), (B), (C), (D)... to consumers
from whona, in turn, they purchase productive services (T), (P),
(K) . . . not in the same amounts but in amounts having the same
value, so that D^t Qc* are determined in such a way that
entrepreneurs make neither profit nor loss. We shall assume, in the
second place, that the quantities of productive services purchased by
entrepreneurs have not only the same value as the quantities sold by
consumers, but are the same in amount, so that p'„ p\, p\ are
determined in such a way that the effective demand and offer of
services are equal. We can now see how this procedure makes it
possible to abstract, if not from numeraire, at least from money.

It may perhaps be useful to point out that, under the conditions
we have laid down, we are assuming for the time being that capital
proper is lent m kind. We have already explained in § 190, however
that actually, in the real world, capital is lent in cash, because the
capitalist accumulates it in that form by saving. Later on we shall
consider both the creation and the lending of capital in the form of

209. Once the pri^s p'„ p\, p',... of (J), (P), (K)... have been
determined, as we Mve said, at random, certain [unit] costs ofproduction p a, P b, P c, p a... result for the entrepreneurs, according
to equations ®

. .

.

Pc=CtP't'\-Cj,p\-\-CkP\'\-.,.
p'd^^tP' t-\-dj,p\-^dxp\-{’ , .

.

It will no doubt
mine
this freedom in the

be observed that we were perfectly free to deter-
. in such a way thatp'a=l. We shall make use of
proper place [§§ 218-219], and still later [$2591

243
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show that the cost of production of the commodity serving as

numeraire tends automatically to equal unity under free com-
petitionJ*’* For the moment, we shall reason as if the cost of

production of (A) could be larger or smaller than its selling price, or

equal to it.

Furthermore, the quantities Qa, iiiy of (A), (B), (C),

(D)... which are also determined at random, require for their produc-

tion certain quantities J zl j,, zl ^ . of (T), (P), (K) . .
. ,

according

to equations

zl( =«(
zip ...

^ a~\~b }cQc~\~dtcQ . .

.

These quantities ^2^,.. will be sold by the entre-

preneurs in accordance with the mechanism of free competition.^®*

First, let us examine the conditions of sale of the products (B), (C),

(D) After that, we shall turn to the conditions of sale of the

product (A) which serves as the numeraire,

210. T^e quantities Qi,, Qct of (B), (C), (D)... will be sold

at certain selling prices TCt,, n^y . . . according to equations

i2 }j(j> (,
/J P A;. , .JTft, 7Cf.y TTjJ. . .),

f. ly P py P fc
• • *^6* ^c» ^d • • •)»

dip tt P py P k‘ • ^Cf ^d • * *)»

In fact, the market being ruled by free competition, the products

will sell in conformity with the following three conditions: (1) that

of the maximum satisfaction of wants, (2) that of a uniform priw

for each product and for each service and (3) that of general equili-

brium (§124). Now, the above system of /n— 1 equations involving

w— 1 unknowns fulfils these three conditions perfectly.

Since the selling prices tTc, 71^... are, in general, different

from the costs of production p\, p'e* p'

a

** entrepreneurs

manufacturing (B), (C), (D)... will consequently make profits or

losses, as shown by the difierences

f2i,(7r6—/?%),
•

Obviously, if iit, Qa... are functions of n^, na..., these

latter magnitudes are, ipso facto, functions of the fonner, an ,

therefore, by making appropriate adjustments in the quantities o

manufactured of (B), (C), (D)... we shall bring the selling pnces oi

these products into equality with their costs of producUon.

211. Although we do not know [the specific form of] the tuncu

F„ Fa..., still it follows from the very nature of exchange mat
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will be either an increasing or decreasing function according as the
value of j falls or rises, Fc will be either an increasing or decreasing
function according as the value of falls or rises, and so forth. Thus,
if we suppose, for example, that we can decrease by
increasing Q^\ and conversely, if we suppose that nt,<p\, we can
increase by decreasing In the same way, when n^^p'^,

we can decrease or increase by increasing or
decreasing ^2^....

Let i2'b, be the quantities of (B), (C), (D)... to be
manufactured for which we have the following equations:

^ 6 F\}(^p ty P py P k’ ’ ’P ^C» • • • )»

^ c -^cCP iy P py P k*‘’^byPcy^d‘**')y

^ d ^d^P ty P py P k‘ • by ^ey P

When, in the process of groping, these quantities are substituted
for f2b, Qgy ^d-*- they will sell, in accordance with the mechanism
of free competition, at prices 7i\, 71'^..., in conformity with the
equations

f2 b ^bCP ty P py P fc • • •^ b» ^ c» ^ d • • * )j

^ c ^c(F ty P py P fc
• • -^ by ^ c» ^ d • • • )»

^ d ^dCP ty P py P fc
• • b> ^ c» ^ d • • • )»

What we must now prove is that Tr'b, ti'c. .. are closer to equality
with p\, p'c, p'd. . . than were 7rb» ^d - • . •

212. One of the assumptions underlying the particular process of
groping that we are now considering is that the prices of the services
are fixed and invariable. Hence each party to the exchange has the
same income [‘revenu’] in terms of numiraire^^^

r ^qtP't-^qpP*p-\-qkP\-\r...

and he distributes this income over the services and products which
he consumes according to the equation

3)H“(^fc ^fc)p *:+«••

‘\-da-\-di,pi,-]rdcpc^d^ti-\- =r.

Certain prices of (B), (C), (D) . .

.

having once been established
on the basis of the quantities manufactured of these commodities, if
the quantity produced ofone of these commodities, say (B), should in-
crease or decrease, the first thing that would have to be done in order
to restore equilibrium anew, would be to bring about an expansion
or a contraction of the demand for (B) by all parties to the exchange
until the raretd of (B) was decreased or increased in the same propor-
tion for all alike, while the price of (B) fell or rose proportionately
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This adjustment is what might be called a consequence of the first

order, which is of prime importance so far as the price of (B) is

concerned. The same adjustment might even restore equilibrium
[in the market as a whole], if the total amount di,p^ spent by each
and every party on the consumption of (B) remained unchanged.’®^
But since each individual’s outlay on (B) would undoubtedly change
in every case, increasing for some parties while decreasing for others,

whether the quantity of (B) manufactured expanded or contracted,

it follows that those parties whose outlay on (B) increased would
have to sell a quantity of various [other] commodities, which would
tend to depress [their] prices, while those parties whose outlay on
(B) decreased would have to buy a quantity of various [other]

commodities, which would tend to raise [their] prices. This would
be a consequence of the second order, which, so far as the prices of

(B), (C), (D)... are concerned, turns out to be of minor importance

for the following three reasons: (1) that the change in the total

amount to be spent on the consumption of (B) is limited by the

fact that the two factors d^, and vary in opposite directions;

(2) that this change in outlay on (B) which entails the purchase and

sale of all commodities, can, therefore, only entail the purchase and

sale of an extremely small quantity of any one of them; and (3) that

the effects of these purchases and sales cancel each other out.

What has just been said of the consequences of a change in the

quantity manufactured of (B) applies also to the consequences of

changes in the quantities manufactured of (C), (D)— Hence, we

may be sure that the [primary] change in the quantity manufactured

of any given product has a direct effect on the selling price of that

product, which is all in one direction, whereas [the consequent]

changes in the quantities manufactured of other products, if we

suppose all these changes to take place in the same direction, will

only have indirect effects on the selling price of the first product,

some in one direction and some in another, thus cancelling each

other out, more or less. The [resulting] system of new quantities of

manufactured products and of new selling prices is thus closer to

equilibrium than the old one; and we have only to continue the

process of groping to approach still more closely to equilibrium.

The quantities of (B), (C), (D)... which have b^n

thus determined* require for their production certain quanUties

Z>'„ D',, of (T), (P), (K)..., according to the equations'

D'l —a^QQ-]rbiD\-\‘C^D\-\~diD d+.-'

D' ^—aj,Qa~^bJD\-\-CpD\+d^ <+•••
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and will sell at certain prices respectively, according
to the equations

-^hip t* P v> P k‘ * ’P b* P e* P d* • )*
^ c ^e(p U P pi P ic* ‘ •P bj P c* P d* • *)i

d t* P V* P k» • •P bf P et P d • • • )»

at which the entrepreneurs manufacturing (B), (C), (D)... make
neither profit nor loss.

This is precisely the sort of groping which takes place spontane-
ously in the products market under conditions of free competition,
as entrepreneurs increase or decrease their output according as they
make profits or losses (§188).

213. At the selling pricesp'b,p'c»p'd--- equal to cost of production,
^rtain quantities O'p, O'*.,, of (T), (P), (K) ... effectively offered
in the form of tickets**'* will correspond in the market of a given
country to the quantities 2)' j. . . of (B), (C), (D) . . . effectively
demanded, according to the equations of total offer of services

O't =Ft (P'u P'p,p'k- p' e, p'c, / d . .

.

^ *> ^»(P t* P Vi P k'--P hi P et P d • • • )»

^ k~Pk{p*ij P' Vi P* k‘‘ p' hi P'cf P'

These equations, together with the equations of total demand for
products, form a system of equations of exchange which satisfy the
three conditions of maximum satisfaction, uniformity of prices, and
general equilibrium.

It follows also that there is an effective demand for a quantity D'^
of (A) determined by the equation

p',+ 0'pP'p+0'*p'*+..

From the two systems of equations previously derived, the first
giving the costs of production of the products as functions of the
prices of the productive services (§209) and the second giving
the quantities demanded of the productive services as functions of the
quantities of products manufactured (§212), we can obtain another
equation by first multiplying both sides of each of the m equations
of the first system in succession by D\, D'd... respec-
tively, t'** then multiplying both sides of each of the n equations of
the second system in succession by p'p, respectively, and
finally adding together each of the two resulting systems. We
observe that the right-hand sides of the two sums are identical, so
that we have [upon equating the two left-hand sides and transposing]
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We have also^^^

Up to this point, the quantity produced of the numeraire (A) has

been determined solely at random; it ought to be determined, like the

other commodities, in such a way that the entrepreneurs [manu-

facturing (A)] make neither profit nor loss.*^' Obviously, this

requires that the cost of production of the numeraire equal its selling

price. This will be true if we take care to posit at the start that

Where this equation is not satisfied, no equilibrium is possible.

When it is assumed that this equation is satisfied, equilibrium will

exist provided that D\, D\y Z)'^*** have been determined as indicated

above. In fact, the quantities of productive services which entre-

preneurs owe*®' will have the same value as the quantities owed to

them for their products, for, as long as p'

a

is equal to 1, the entre-

preneurs manufacturing (A), like those manufacturing (B), (C),

(D) . , . , will make neither profit nor loss. Thus we shall have

and, in consequence, also*®*

It turns out that when the prices of the services are so determined

that the cost of production of the numeraire equals unity, all that is

needed in order to obtain the partial equilibrium under considera-

tion, is to determine D\y D'

^

in the manner described abovG,

so that the entrepreneurs manufacturing (B), (Q, (D)...

neither profit nor loss. The quantity D'a demanded of (A) will

naturally be the random quantity manufactured Conse-

quently, when producers sell products in the form of tickets

in order to buy services worth

D'tp\-\-D'^p'jy+D\p\+... Sind when consumers sell services in me

form of tickets worth O' tp' t-\-
O' pp' p~\-0\p' ic+ • • • in order to uy

products worthD'a+2)'6p'5+Z)'c/?'c+^'dp'd+-*-»^ii^^^P*^^

equations will be satisfied except those of system (3)*^' which equate

the quantities of productive services employed to the quantiti

offered. ... « tjip

214. This last system must be satisfied like the others.

quantities bought and the quantities sold of productive semces tn

not only be equal in value, but they must also be equal in amo ,

since it is these very quantities that necessarily enter into the
|

of the products. Now, the time has come to close the circle
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production, as it were, by bringing about an equality between the

demand and offer of services.

This equality would be realized if D\—0\,
In that case, brokers in various markets would remit

to producers tickets representing services in return for tickets

representing products and they would remit to consumers tickets

representing products in return for tickets representing services; and
in this way the exchange of services for products and of services for

services would take place. But generally D'

D\^0\ In that case the process of groping comes into play

again through appropriate adjustments in the price of services.^*)

We observe that, since p\... are essentially positive, when
we set p'a=l and find that then, if some of the differences

are positive, others will be negative.

215. TTie function 0\ can be written in the form (7— «, where the

function U represents the sum of the positive o/s, i.e. the quantities

of service (T) effectively offered, and the function u represents the

sum of the negative 0 (’s, i.e. the quantities of this service effectively

demanded not by entrepreneurs for the production of (A), (B), (C),

(D)... but by consumers for use as a commodity, that is to say, not
as a productive service but as a consumers’ service. Thus the

inequality can be written in the form

. .. -|-w^ U.

Let us suppose that £>'o does not vary, that is to say that entre-

preneurs manufacturing (A) always produce the same quantity of
(A), whatever the variations in p„ p,, p^.,. and consequently
whatever the variations in the cost of production p^. On the left-

hand side of the above inequality we still have the variables

which are decreasing functions of the prices p^, p^,

Pd... and consequently of the price p„ while costs of production are
increasing functions of p,. The variable u taken by itself is also a
decreasing function of P(. Thus, as P( increases from zero to infinity

while p'
j,,

p'
jfc

. . . remain constant, D\-\-u will diminish from a certain
determined value to zero.^®^

As for U, the single term of the right-hand side of the above
inequality, it is zero when P( is zero and even for some positive values
ofp(. This is the case whenever the values of the several products in
terms of the service (T) are so high that the proprietors of this service
will not demand any of these products at all. As the pricep< increases,
the function U at first increases. The products then become cheaper
in terms of the service (T), and the demand for products makes its
appearance concomitantly with the associated offer of the service (T).
But this offer does not increase indefinitely. It passes through at
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least one maximum which cannot be greater than the total quantity

possessed and then it decreases, returning to zero again, if the

price of (T) becomes infinite, that is to say, if (A), (B), (C), (D) . . . all

become free goods. Thus, as Pf increases from zero to infinity,

U starts at zero, increases and decreases until it becomes zero

again.

216. Under these conditions, provided only that [the total effective

demand for (T)] does not fall to zero before U starts to rise

above zero, in which case there will be no solution at all, there will

be a certain value of/?,, greater or less thanp\ according as B'f+u^U,
at which the effective demand and offer of (T) are equal. Letting

p"t be this value; letting be the selling prices

of (B), (C), (D)... equal to their [new] costs of production obtained

in the manner described above; and letting be the corresponding

offer of (T) equal to the demand for it, we then have

n 9$ \

C> ^ <!/•

In consequence of this operation on the offer of (T),

becomes
0\=F^(j)\, p\, p\..

"v-Fv{p"t> P'p,P\-

f / t

*P bf P cf P a***

71 5 , 71 71 <f.

This [new] offer of the service (P) will be greater or less than the

demand for it. But there is a certain value ofPp which equates the

effective demand and offer of (P) and which can be found in the same

way that was found. Letting p”p be this value; letting 7t''\,

be the selling prices of (B), (C), (D)... equal to their

[revised] costs of production obtained in the manner described above

(§§211 and 212); and letting Q'”p be the corresponding offer of (P)

equal to the demand for it, we then have

fff

Cf TT ^ • • •

Similarly we could obtain

and so forth.

217, Once all these operations have been effected, we have

0''f=F,(p''oP''p,P''k--y'b^P''c>P''<i--)'

We now have to prove that this offer 0"t is closer to equality with

the [new] demand D"f than the offer O't was with the [old] demand

D't, This will appear probable if we remember that the change from

p't lo p 't
which brought the offer and the demand for (T) into
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equality with each other, exerted a direct influence that was invari-

ably in the direction of equality, at least so far as the demand for

(T) was concerned, while the [consequent] changes from p',,, p\ to

p"p, which tended to destroy the equality between the offer

and demand for (T), exerted indirect influences, some in the direction

of equality and some in the opposite direction at least so far as the

demand for (T) was concerned, so that up to a certain point they

cancelled each other out. The new system of prices p"*, p"p,

is therefore closer to equilibrium than the old system of prices p'(,

p'vyP'k--* it is only necessary to continue the process along the

same lines for the system to move closer and closer to equilibrium.

This groping takes place naturally in the services market under a

system of free competition, since, under such a system, the price of

services rises when demand exceeds offer and falls when offer exceeds

demand.
218. Ifwe suppose equilibrium to have been reached, we then have,

on the one hand, the following prices of products:

P'\=^tp"t~\~^i>P" p~\~^kP”

P"c =CtP"t+ C^p^'^-^CuP” . .

.

P*' d=<^tP*' t~\~<^pP" p-^^kP"k+ • • •

and, on the other hand, the following quantities demanded of
productive services:

where i>"6, D"d... are the quantities that satisfy the equations
of demand for the final products (B), (Q, (D).., and D'\=0*\,
D"p= 0”p, D'\= O" fc. . . are the quantities that satisfy the equations
of offer of the services (T), (P), (K)... in which p"<,p"„,p"fc... p"i„
p"e» p"d - •• are independent variables. From the above two systems
we obtain the equation*^®*

A quantity £)"« of (A) is, therefore, demanded according to the
equation

/>"a=0^p",+ 0”pP"p+0"*p"*+...
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Since D'\=0'\, we have

It is seen from the preceding discussion that all but one of the

equations are satisfied. The remaining equation is either the equation

of cost of production of the numeraire which entails equality between

its supply and its demand, or the equation of demand for the

numeraire which entails equality between its selling price and its cost

of production, i.e. unity. Thus, if perchance we should also

have Z>'a=Z)"o; or, alternatively, if it happened that then

p"o=:l, and the problem would be completely solved. But, in

general, after the adjustments in p'p, and after their

change to p"*, in the manner described above, we have

and consequently

1 ;

219. In order to complete the solution of the system of equations

of production we should have to recommence the whole process of

groping by determining p”* vy p"' k*** accordance with the

equation

aip''\+aj,p'” j,-\-a)cp”\-]r a—

P vy P ^ P k'»*This is done by making p^’t'^^p^u P'"v

according as p”a ^1- • u
Taking this as our new point of departure, we should arrive, in the

course of the first phase of the groping process at a determination of

D”' a in products market, according to the equation

-(D''\p”\+D'''cP'''c+^'”dP'''a+---yy

and then, at the end of the second phase, we should arrive at a

determination of in the services market, according to c

equation

We now have to prove that p^^a is closer to unity than Tlus will

aopear probable if we remember that, when, for example, p a >

we found that p"\<p'\, p"\<p'\, p"\<Py-
quence that D"\>D'\, D'\>D"„ D'"a>D" D
Thus p"'o=l became p’^'a as a result of being simultaneously lo

up by the increase in demand for (B), (C), (D). . . and forced down by

the decrease in demand for (A). Had/»"o been <.\,P “ , .l-

become p’^'a as a result of being simultaneously forced down ny m
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decrease in demand for (B), (C), (D) . . . and forced up by the increase

in demand for (A). In either case, since these movements are oppo-

site in direction, their resulting pull on Pa away from unity is probably

not as strong as the pull towards unity resulting from the decrease or

increase in PuPp^Pk The same process of adjustment need only

be continued to bring pa closer and closer to unity. If we suppose

this goal to be reached with we shall also have D’" a—D^^ay

and then the problem will be completely solved.

Actually the groping which we have just described takes place of

itself under a system of free competition. In fact, when

D\=D\p\,

the cost to manufacturers of (A) is D’ap" a. If, in that case, they sell

the quantity of (A) demanded at the price 1, their profit will be

D'o—i)"a=D'a(l—/7”a). This difference will be a true profit if

/?"a<l and D ' But then the manufacturers of (A) will

expand their production thereby forcing up p'\, p"k,..y and

consequently p" a which will then approach unity. The difference

would be a loss if and D\<D” The loss sustained by the

manufacturers in that case would be D" But then they would
contract their production, thereby forcing down p'\y and

consequently p"a which would again approach unity. It is to be

observed that the manufacturers of (A) can avoid the latter contin-

gency by producing only when the cost of production of the

numeraire is less than or equal to unity and by not producing at all,

since they face certain loss, whenever the cost of production is greater

than the selling price (i.e. greater than unity). In short, the manu-
facturers of (A) are like the manufacturers of (B), (C), (D)..., in

that they have only to expand their output, as they do in fact,

whenever the selling price exceeds cost of production, and to curtail

their output whenever cost of production exceeds selling price. In

the first case the prices of services are forced up and in the second
they are forced down in the services market. In both cases the

tendency is towards the establishment of equilibrium.

220. On drawing together all the different parts of this demonstra-
tion, we are in a position to formulate the law of the establishment of
current or equilibrium prices in production'" > as follows: Given
several services by means of which various products can be manu-
factured and assuming that these services are exchanged for their

products through the medium of a numeraire, for the market to be in

equilibrium, or for the prices of all the services and all the products in

terms of the num6raire to be stationary, it is necessary and sufficient

(1) that the effective demandfor each service and each product be equal
to its effective supply at these prices; and (2) that the selling prices of
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the products be equal to the cost of the services employed in making
them. If this twofold equality does not exists in order to achieve the

first it is necessary to raise the prices of those services or products the

effective demandfor which is greater than the effective supply and to

lower the price of those services or products the effective supply of
which is greater than the effective demand', and, in order to achieve the

second, it is necessary to increase the output of those products the

selling price of which is greater than the cost of production and to

decrease the output of those products of which the cost ofproduction
is greater than the selling price.

This is the law of the establishment of equilibrium prices in produc-

tion. By joining it with a suitably generalized form of the law of
the variation of equilibrium prices, which we shall do in the next

Lesson, we shall have the scientific formulation of the double law
OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND, AND OF COST OF PRODUCTION,*®*



Lesson 22

THE PRINCIPLE OF FREE COMPETITION. THE
LAW OF THE VARIATION OF PRICES OF
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES. PURCHASE AND
SALES CURVES OF SERVICES; PRICE CURVES

OF PRODUCTS

221. It follows from the proof we have just given in Lesson 21 that

free competition in production provides a practical solution of the

equations set out in Lesson 20, since free competition consists, on the

one hand, in allowing entrepreneurs freedom to expand output in

case of a profit and to restrict output in case of a loss; and, on the
other hand, in allowing land-owners, workers and capitalists, as well

as entrepreneurs, freedom to buy or sell services and products by
bidding against one another. If, therefore, we refer back to the
equations of Lesson 20 and to the conditions on which they rest,

we see that:

Production in a market ruled by free competition is an operation by
which services can be combined and converted into products of such
a nature and in such quantities as will give the greatest possible satis-

faction of wants within the limits of the double condition, that each
service and each product have only one price in the market, namely the
price at which the quantity supplied equals the quantity demanded, and
that the selling price of the products be equal to the cost of the services
employed in making them,^^^

222. We have, perhaps, at last reached the place where we can see
the importance of a scientific formulation of pure economics. From
the viewpoint of pure science, all that we needed to do, and all that
we actually have done up to the present, was to treat free competition
as a datum, or rather as an hypothesis, for it did not matter whether
or not we observed it in the real world, since, strictly speaking, it was
sufficient that we should be able to form a conception of it. It was in
this light that we studied the nature, causes and consequences of free
competition. We now know that these consequences may be summed
up as the attainment, within certain limits, of maximum utility.
Hence free competition becomes a principle or a rule of practical
significance, so that it only remains to extend the detailed applica-
tion of this rule to agriculture, industry and trade.'^* Thus the
conclusions of pure science bring us to the very threshold of applied
science. We can now see how certain objections to our method fall

255
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to the ground of their own weight. We are told, in the first place:**'^

“One of the elements of the determination of prices under free

competition is free will which entails decisions that are unpredict-

able.” Actually, we have never attempted to predict decisions made
under conditions of perfect freedom; we have only tried to express

the effects of such decisions in terms of mathematics. In our theory

each trader may be assumed to determine his own utility or want
curves as he pleases. Once these curves have been determined, we
show how prices result from them under a hypothetical regime of

absolutely free competition. “Precisely,” we are told, “absolutely

free competition is only an hypothesis. In reality, the working of free

competition is obstructed by an infinite number of disturbing factors.

It is, therefore, pointless, apart from the gratification ofidle curiosity.

to study free competition by itself, uninfluenced by perturbations

which defy mathematical computation.” The futility of this objection

is obvious. Even supposing that the future development of our

science will never allow these disturbing factors to be incorporated

into our equations of exchange—certainly a useless prognostic, if

not a rash one—nevertheless, the equations we have developed do

show freedom of production to be the superior general rule. Free-

dom procures, within certain limits, the maximum of utility; and,

since the factors which interfere with freedom are obstacles to the

attainment of this maximum, they should, without exception, be

eliminated as completely as possible.*'**

223. Of course, economists have been saying all along that they

advocate laisser-faire, laisser-passer. Unfortunately, it must be sdd

that up to the present economists have been less concerned with

establishing proofs for their arguments in favour of iaisser-faire,

laisser-passer than they have been with using them as weapons

against the socialists, new and old, who for their part are equally

negligent in establis^ng proofs for their arguments in favour of

State intervention. I am well aware that in saying this I shall outrage

a few susceptibilities. Nevertheless, I should like to ask:

could these economists prove that the results of free competition

were beneficial and advantageous if they did not know just wha

these results were? And how could they know these results w en

they had neither framed definitions nor formulated relevant laws

to prove their point? My own argument has so far been apriori.

But now, let us turn to some a posteriori reasons.
^

principle has been scientifically established, the first thing t a o

can do is to distinguish immediately between the cases to ^

the principle applies and those to which it does not ^p y*

versely, the fact that economists have often extended .

of free competition beyond the limits of its true apphca i y
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proof positive that the principle has not been demonstrated.

For example, in the theory we are developing in this book, the first

foundation on which our proof of the principle of free competition

rests is the individual consumer’s appreciation of the utility of final

products and services. Our proof implies a fundamental dis-

tinction between individual wants, i.e. private utility which the

individual is capable of estimating, and social wants or public utility

which is estimated in an entirely different way. Therefore, the

principle of free competition, which is applicable to the production

of things for private demand, is not applicable to the production of

things where public interest is involved. Are there not economists,

however, who have fallen into the error of advocating that public

services be brought within the fold of free competition by turning

these services over to private industry? Take another example. A
second foundation on which our proof rests is the equalization of

the selling prices of products with their costs of production. Our
proof, consequently, presupposes that it is possible for entrepreneurs

to enter profitable businesses and to withdraw from those operating

at a loss. Hence, the principle of free competition is not generally

applicable to the production of things which are within the province

of natural and necessary monopolies. Are there not economists,

however, who go on tirelessly advocating free competition for

monopolized industries? Let us make one last observation to close

the argument, and this is an observation of fundamental importance.

Though our description of free competition emphasizes the problem
of utility, it leaves the question of justice entirely to one side, since

our sole object has been to show how a certain distribution of

services gives rise to a certain distribution of products. The question

of the [original] distribution of services remains open, however. And
yet, are there not economists who, not content with exaggerating the

applicability of laisser-faire, laisser-passer to industry, even extend

it to the completely extraneous question of property? Such are the

pitfalls into which a science stumbles when treated as literature.

Some authors mingle the true and the false indiscriminately in their

positive assertions, whereupon others come in who reject the true

along with the false no less indiscriminately. Meanwhile public

opinion, whichever side it takes, is baflSed, for it is pulled this way
and that by adversaries who are both right and wrong at one and the

same time.

224. If we let v^y «»*... designate the values in exchange of the
services (T), (P), (K)..., so that the ratios of these values to the
value in exchange of the product (A), constitute the prices of these
services; and if we let r*,!.,. r^.j, r^.^, r,, 3,

designate the raretis of these services or the intensities of the
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last wants satisfied by them after the exchange in which individuals

(1)» (2), (3) . . . retain or acquire services for direct consumption, then
we can complete the table of general equilibrium (§133) as follows:

Va 'Vf, :vc :va

•^a,l • ^6,1 • ^0,1 • ^d, 1

• ^a, a • ^bt 2 • ^Ct 2 • ^d, 2

• ^a, 8 • ^b, 3 • ^Ci 3 • ^d, 3

:Vf :vp :vjc :

• * • 1 • ^k, 1 • • • •

• • • 2 • ^pt 2 • 2 • • ••

• • • 3 * ^P. 3 • ^ A:, 3 • • • •

The land-services, labour and capital-services that are directly

consumed are capable of being consumed either in infinitely small

quantities as measured in time, or in quantities corresponding to

conventional units of land, persons and capital goods. There may
be occasion, therefore, to insert in the appropriate places of our table

of raretis some terms that are underling to represent raretis that lie

between the intensities of the last wants satisfied and the first wants

unsatisfied. Moreover, in the case of services as in the case of

products, it is always possible to include in our table of raretis those

proportional terms which we place in parenthesis to represent raretis

higher than the intensities of such first wants as might have been

satisfied.*^* Subject to these two reservations,* we may extend to

services the proposition which we have already established for

products, namely that: Values in exchange are proportional to raretes,

225.*^* Let (T), (P) and (K) be respectively the services of land,

persons and capital goods which can be consumed in infinitely small

quantities, and let

Xr.iX<,,u and Xr,8 ><..8 (Fig- 22) be tte

continuous utility or want curves of these services for parties

(1), (2) and (3). Let 0*75, 2-16 and 1*50 be the prices of (D, (?) and

(K) in terms of (A). In this hypothetical case, party (1) and party (3)

consume all three services, the former in quantities 7, 9 '

respectively, which have for him the corresponding raretis 1*50, 4*33

and 3; the latter in quantities 3, 1 and 2 respectively, which have for

him the corresponding raretis 3, 8*66 and 6. As for party (2), he

consumes a quantity 1 of the land-services (T), which has for mm
a rareti of 4*50; but he goes without labour (?) and capital-sei^c^

(K), because the numbers 13 and 9 which should have appeared in

his particular row of raretis exceed the intensities 9 and 6 of the s

wants which these services might have satisfied.

We now have the following table of equilibrium:***

0*75 : 2*16 : 1*50

::l-50 :4*33 : 3

::4*50: (13): (9)

: :3 : 8*66 : 6.
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226. If we let /?*... be the average raretis of (T), (P),

(K) , . , , in the computation of which both the underlined terms and
those in parentheses are taken into account, we may posit***

227. We may also generalize the law of the variation of prices

(§137) in the following terms:

Given several products or services and given a state of general

equilibrium in a market where exchange is effected with the aid of a

numeraire, if all other things remaining equal, the utility of one of

these products or services increases or decreases for one or more of

the parties to the exchange, the price of this product or service in

terms of the numeraire will increase or decrease.

Jf all other things being equal, the quantity of one of these products

or services in the hands of one or more holders increases or decreases,

the price of this product or service will decrease or increase.

Given several products or services, if both the utility and the

quantity of one of these products or services in the hands of one or

more parties or holders vary in such a way that the raretes remain the

same, the price of this product or service will not change.

If the utilities and the quantities of all the products or services in

the hands of one or more of the parties or holders vary in such a way

that the ratios of the raretes remain the same, the prices of these

products or services will not change.

To which we may add two more propositions:

If, all other things being equal, the quantity of a service owned by

one or more individuals increases or decreases (its effective offer then

increasing or decreasing so that its price falls or rises), the prices of

those products in the production of which this service is employed will

fall or rise.

If, all other things being equal, the utility ofa product incre^es or

decreases for one or more consumers (its effective demand t en

increasing or decreasing so that its price rises or lalls), the prices oj

the services employed in its production will rise orfall,^^

228. In §151 of Lesson 15, we defined purchase curves and sales

curves, that is to say curves representing respectively the

against numeraire and the offer against numeraire of commo it

which were each in turn considered as the last to be in^ u

an exchange market already in general equilibrium.

we transformed the purchase curves into price curves by

assumption that offer was equal to quantity possessed. We snail nu
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take up this idea again and extend it to include services as well

as products.

229. Let (A) be the ntmieraire. And let us suppose that the

services (P), (K)... and the products (A), (B), (C), (D)... are being

exchanged or are about to be exchanged for one another at the given

general equilibrium prices p' p\, p’c^ p'd-'-t when a new

QUANTITY

PRICE

Fio.

service (T) is discovered, duly appropriated and introduced into the
market, so that it becomes an integral part of the mechanism of
exchange and production.

Theoretically, this appearance of (T) would necessitate a revision
of all four systems of the production equations (§§202 and 203),
because it entails the introduction of two new unknowns p, and
and of two additional equations: one an equation ofdemand for (T),

and the other an equation of offer of (T^,

Pv* P • *Pbt Pe9 Pd*
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If we let U and u represent the sums of the positive and negative n/s
respectively, as we did in §215, these two equations reduce to a single

equation

But if we abstract from all changes in the other prices and in the

other effective demands and offers, which are thus considered as

QUANTITY

Fig.

constants, then the left-hand side of this equation becomes a decreas-

ing function of the single variable pt and can be represented geoi^

trically by thepurchase curve T^Tp (Fig. 23); while the right-hand side

becomes a different sort of function of the same variable since it

first rises from zero and then falls to zero again (atpi=oo) as shovro

in the sales curve MN. The intersection of these two curves at the

point rdetermines the price
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230. As before, we suppose (A) to be the numeraire. Let us

imagine, now, that the services (T), (P), (K)... and the products (A),

(C), (D) . . . are being exchanged or are about to be exchanged for one
another at the given general equilibrium prices p\^^- p'o.

p'd..., when a new product (B) is made available by manufacturers

and developed commercially for the first time, so that it is introduced

into the market and becomes an integral part of the mechanism of

exchange and production.

Theoretically, this appearance of (B) would necessitate a revision

of all four systems of production equations, because it entails the

introduction of two new unknowns p^ and £> 5 ,
and of two additional

equations: one an equation of demand for (B),

P Vi P k‘ * ‘Plyy Pet • • • )»

and the other an equation of cost of production of (B),

btPt~^bpP kp k-\- • • • =^p

But if we abstract from all changes in the other prices and in the

other effective demands and supplies, which are thus considered as

constants, then Di, becomes a decreasing function of the single

variable pt and can be represented geometrically by a price curve

BdBj, (Fig. 24). The ordinate of the point B, corresponding to the

abscissa pi,, represents the demand Thus we get back to the

same geometrical formulation which we gave earlier.*^'





PART V

Theory of Capital Formation

['Capitalisation and Credit





Lesson 23

GROSS AND NET INCOME. THE RATE OF NET
INCOME. THE EXCESS OF INCOME OVER

CONSUMPTION

231. The existence of different kinds of income (T), (T), (T")--.

(P), (P'), (P") . . .
(K), (KO, (K") . . . from land, persons and capital

proper presupposes the existence of landed capital, personal capital

and capital goods of corresponding categories. In the preceding

pages we have determined the prices of various types of income, but

we have not yet determined the prices of the capital goods yielding

these incomes in the form of uses and services. The determination

of the prices of capital goods is the third major problem of the

mathematical theory of social wealth. It is with this problem that

Part V is now concerned.

From our point of view, there can be no prices other than market
prices. Consequently, just as we previously contemplated a products

market and a services market to determine the prices of products

and the prices of services,'®' so now we must contemplate a

market which we shall call a capital goods market^ where capital

goods are bought and sold. Consumers’ goods are demanded
because of their utility; services are demanded not only because of
their utility but also because of the prices obtained for the products
they help to produce. But why are capital goods demanded? They
are demanded because of the land-services, labour and capital-

services they render, or better, because of the rent, wages and interest

which these services yield. Undoubtedly, it is possible to buy a
capital good for the consumption as well as for the sale of its services;

but the latter purpose must be considered as the more important one
in the acquisition of capital, for otherwise it would be sufficient to

purchase the service or to hire the capital good. ,A man who buys
a house for his own use must be resolved by us into two individuals,

one making an investment and the other consuming directly the
services of his capital. We have already discussed the latter indivi-

dual; we shall now be concerned with the former.
232. The price of a capital good depends essentially on the price

of its services, that is to say, on its income. We are now enlarging, to
some extent, the meaning of the word income to include the price of
the service as well as the service itself.'^' This price is made up of
three distinct elements.

In the first place, all existing capital goods are not used up with the

267
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same rapidity. Hence different capital goods, though yielding thci

same income, will sell more or less dearly according to their respective

rates of wear and tear.

In the second place, all capital goods are not equally subject to

sudden and unforeseen destruction by accident. Hence different

capital goods, though yielding the same income, will sell more or less

dearly according to the probability of accidental destruction.

Nothing could be simpler than to take these two circumstances

into account mathematically.

As for the first element, we need only suppose that whatever sum
is necessary for maintaining the capital good intact or for replacing

it when it is worn out is deducted from its annual [gross] income and
reckoned as proportional to the price of the capital good. This is

called the depreciation Qamortissemenf) of capital. The amount set

aside for this purpose, i.e. the depreciation charge, will vary with

different capital goods; but once this charge has been levied, all

capital goods become rigorously identical with respect to impairment

through use, since they all become, as it were, permanent.

The same is true of the second element. We need only suppose

that whatever sum is required as a contribution to the restoration of

all similar capital goods annually destroyed by accident is [also]

deducted from the annual [gross] income of the capital good in

question and reckoned as proportional to the price of that capital

good. This is called the insurance of capital. The amount deducted

for this purpose, i.e. the insurance premium, will also vary with

different capital goods; but once this charge has been levied, all

capital goods become rigorously identical with respect to accidental

loss, since they all become, as it were, indestructible.

Let P be the price of a capital good. Let p be its gross inwme,

that is, the price of its service inclusive of both the depreciation

charge and the insurance premium. Let pP be the portion of this

income representing the depreciation charge and vP the portion

representing the insurance premium. What remains of the gr<^s

income after both charges have been deducted, n=p-'{p+'^W* ts the

net income.'*’^

233, We are now able to explain the differences in gross incomes

derived from [various] capital goods having the same value, or con-

versely the differences in values of [various] capital goods yielding e

same gross incomes. It is, however, readily seen that the

capital goods are rigorously proportional to their net incomes.
^

least this would have to be so imder certain normal and ideal con i

tions when the market for capital goods is in equilibrium, n ®

equilibrium conditions the ratio or the rate of net
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income, is the same for all capital goods. Let / be this [common]

ratio.'®' When we determine /, we also determine the prices of all

landed capital, personal capital and capital goods proper by virtue of

the equation

p—{fi-\-v)P=iP

P

234. All the foregoing relations we have established so far are not

sufficient for this determination of i and the prices of capital goods.

Up to this point we have assumed that the quantities of land,

personal faculties and capital proper are given, and that land-

owners, workers and capitalists exchange all the services of their

capital goods for consumers’ goods and services, except for that

fraction of the services of their capital goods which they consume
directly. Under such circumstances, there could be no purchase or

sale of capital goods, for these goods could only be exchanged for

one another in ratios proportional to their net incomes; and such

transactions, being theoretically without rational motive, could not

give rise to any prices of capital goods in terms of numeraire.^^'^ If

there is to be a demand for, a supply of, and prices of capital goods,

we must suppose that there are land-owners, workers and capitalists

who purchase consumers’ goods and services in amounts that either

fall short of or exceed their incomes, thus leaving them either a

surplus with which to buy capital goods or a deficit which compels
them to sell their capital goods. According as the excess of income
over consumption in the aggregate is greater or less than the excess

of consumption over income in the aggregate, an economy is either

progressive or retrogressive; but in either case the economy may still

be stationary if the propensities to save and the propensities to

consume are assumed to be fixed over a given interval of time (§§74
and 201). In the case of a progressive economy, which is the only

case we shall consider, we must suppose that there are some entre-

preneurs who are engaged in manufacturing new capital goods
instead of consumers’ goods. With these additional data, we have
all the elements necessary for the solution of our problem. New
capital goods are exchanged against the excess of income over

consumption; and the condition of equality between the value of the

new capital goods and the value of the excess gives us the equation
required for the determination of the rate of net income and conse-
quently for the determination of the prices of capital goods. More-
over, new capital goods are products; and the condition of equality

between their selling price and their cost of production gives us the
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equations required for the determination of the quantities manu-
factured. Once again we have to describe this equilibrium mathe-
matically and then show how it is automatically realized in the
market. Before turning to that, however, we must call attention to
an important fact to which we have already referred in §208 where
we postponed its consideration until this point.

235. In reality, only land and personal faculties are always hired
in kind; capital proper is usually hired in the form of money in the
market for services. The capitalist accumulates his savings in money
and lends this money to the entrepreneur who, at the expiration ofthe
loan, repays the money. This operation is known as credit. Hence,
the demand for new capital goods comes from entrepreneurs who
manufacture products and not from capitalists who create savings.
Clearly, from the theoretical point of view it is immaterial to the
capitalist and to the entrepreneur whether what the one lends and
the other borrows is the capital good itself, new or old, or the price
of this capital good in the form of money.*®* It is only from the
point of view of practical convenience that the latter arrangement is

distinctly preferable to the former. We must remember, however,
that the capital goods market, i.e. the market where capital goods
are bought and sold, should not be confused with the money market
]^marchi du capitaV], i.e. the market where money capital is borrowed
and lent, which is merely an annex to the service market. In the

course of our demonstration we shall find that these two markets
appear quite distinct from each other. It should be noted that so
long as we are abstracting from money, we shall have to speak not
of money capital but of num^ra/rc-capital,*^**^* and that if we
happen to use the word capital alone, as a great many authors do,

we shall attach a special meaning to this word.
236. Except in rare instances, which could easily have been taken

into account but for the fact that they would needlessly complicate

our formulae, land is a natural capital good and is not artificial or

produced. So far as land is concerned, then, there is no action of

price on quantity or reaction of quantity on price. Furthermore,

with rare exceptions which we shall regard in the same light as those

previously mentioned, land is an indestructible capital good which

cannot be used up or destroyed by accident. There is no occasion to

deduct either a depreciation charge or an insurance premium from

its income. From these two observations it follows that the aggregate

quantity of land is always a given and not an unknown element of

our problem and that the price of land is equal, purely and simply, to

the quotient of its gross income divided by the rate of net income

once that rate has been determined. This is shown in the equation
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237. Personal faculties are also natural capital goods. Their

quantity does not depend on fluctuations in industrial productivity,

but on changes in population. On the other hand, personal faculties

are subject to wear and tear and to destruction by accident. As for

their depreciation and insurance, we can think of them as being

provided for by procreation and by the maintenance, rearing and
education of the wives and children of workers.'®* Hence the

quantity of personal faculties, like the quantity of land, is always
a given and not an unknown element of our problem; and the prices

of personal faculties, if we should ever want such prices, are equal
to the quotients of their net incomes divided by the rate of net

t

income, as shown in the equation P^,—

238. Capital goods proper are artificial capital goods; they are
products and their prices are subject to the law of cost of production.
If their selling price is greater than their cost of production, the
quantity produced will increase and their selling price will fall; if

their selling price is lower than their cost of production the quantity
produced will diminish and their selling price will rise. In equili-
brium their selling price and their cost of production are equal. Now
let there be / different kinds (K), (K'), (K")... of capital goods
proper, which are either already in existence or about to be produced.
Let Pjt, Pk"... be their respective prices. If Pj... Pp... ;7fc, PkS
p*"... are respectively the prices of services'** of the types (T)...
(P)... (K), (K), (K ).,, and if Atj... kj^y kj^'y k\,..
K p... k\, k\*y k'y',,, k'\.,, k'\y k'\*y are respec-
tively the quantities of these various services which enter into the
production of a single unit of (K), (K')» (K”)..., we shall have the
following / equations:

^tPi +...-L/:pPp +...+/CfcP* +/:;fc'pfc- 4-...=:Pjfc,
«;P( +...+/c'pPp 4-...+/c'fcPjfc-i-A:\pfc'

Moreover, capital goods proper are subject to wear and tear and
to accidental destruction. Hence the need to deduct depreciation
charges and insurance premiums from their incomes. If we let

fc,P*;PfcSPjfc-Pfc-...andVfcPfc, Vj,'P^^y be the portions
representing respectively the depreciation charges and the insurance
premiums to be deducted from the gross incomes p., of
the Mpital goods (K), (K'). (K").... the prices of these capital goods
wUl be eqi^l either to the quotients of their net incomes divided byme rate of net income or to the quotients of their gross incomes
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divided by the sum of the following three rates: the rate of net
income, the rate ofdepreciation and the insurance rate, in accordance
with the following / equations:

n Pk~ — T-; j >

p ^ _py

239. Let us now imagine an individual owner of of (I}... qp of
(P)... qjc of (K), qjc' of (K'), q^^ of (K")— At the prices />(...

Pp... Pjc, /?*', Pic^'... for services, and at the prices P(... Pp,,. Pk,
Pk% Pk"^** for capital goods, his income will be worth

^tPt+--*+^pPv+-»+^kPk+qk'Pk'+qk''Pk"+---

and his capital will be worth

pPp+ • • • +qkPk+^k'Pk'+^k"Pk"+—
The words capital and income are here used to mean the “amount of

an individual’s capital goods and services expressed in terms of a

numdraire^\

If this individual sells certain quantities, positive or negative, of

services (T) . .
.
(P) . .

.
(K), (K'), (K") . . . , worth

Oppp,,, Okpin Ok'Pk'f Ok"pk"^*>

the several quantities left for his consumption will be worth

(^1 o^Pf,», (gp Oj^pp,,,

(qk~Ok)Pk, (^k— Ok')Pk'f (qk"-’Ok")Pk"*-->

Besides that, he will consume certain quantities of commodities (A),

(B), (C), (D)..., worth

^a* ^bPlt, ^ePe, ^dPd'***

240. It is possible that our individual may demand (A), (B), (C),

(D). . . for a value exactly equal to the value of the services he offers,

in accordance with the equation

=da+d},pb~\~tiePc~^^dPd~^ • • •

But it is also possible that the value of the productive services offered
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may exceed the value of the products demanded, so that there will be
an excess

e—o,Pt+... +0 kP k-\-o k'P k' -\-o k"P k"+ • • •

{^a'^^bPb'^^cPc~^^dPd~\~ • • •)•

If we add to and subtract from the right-hand side of the previous
equation the right- and left-hand sides oH®' r=qtPt+...-\-qpPj,-\-...

~^^kPk+qk'Pk'-\-gk"Pk"+-- - respectively, we obtain

e=r—
k—o k)p k-\-{^

k'~o k')p k' +(q k— 0 k")P k" -i- • • ^

-\-da-\-cit,pt,-\-dcpc-\-cidpd-\- •••]•

Thus: The excess of the value of the services offered over the value

of the consumers' goods demanded is the same thing as the excess of
income over consumption.

This excess can be negative, that is to say, it can turn into an excess
of consumption over income. We must then suppose that our indivi-
dual sells not only all the services he owns, except those which he
consumes himself, but also a part of his capital goods. This is called
eating into one’s capital”. It may even happen that this negative

excess is greater than the total value of the individual’s capital goods,

^eP(+... +qkPk-\~qk'^k'-\~qk"Pk"+—
In that case our individual squanders other people’s property as well
ashisown.t*-!

241. Given these definitions, we are confronted with three possi-
bilities:

(1) that of a positive excess which is just equal to the amount
needed to cover the depreciation and insurance of the capital goods
of the types (K), (K'), (K”).... We then have

® fcPfcCw fc+ V
jfc) ;fc^P fc'O/ fc'

+

V jtO fc-p jk-(// Jt”+ V fc-)+ • . • •

In this case our individual merely holds constant the quantity of the
capital goods proper he owns, without increase or decrease,

(2) that of an excess positive, zero or negative, which is less than
the amount needed to cover depreciation and insurance. Then we
have

In this case our individual really consumes a part of his capital goods
proper, which, for want of adequate provision for depreciation and
insurance, will not remain in his possession intact or quantitativelyme same next year, because they will be partly used up and partlv
destroyed by accident.
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(3) and finally, that of a positive excess which is larger than the
amount needed to cover depreciation and insurance. In such a case
we have

and our individual will then increase the quantity of his capital goods
by calling upon producers to supply new capital goods instead of
consumers’ goods. He saves.

Thus: Savings are the positive difference between the excess of
income over consumption and the amount necessary to cover the

depreciation and insurance of capital goods proper.

Whether the individual in question merely provides for the depre-
ciation and insurance of his capital goods proper, or eats into his

capital in whole or in part, or actually saves, in every case he will

have to call upon production for more or less consumers’ goods in

preference to new capital goods or for more or less new capital goods
in preference to consumers’ goods. Hence we regard the positive,

zero or negative excess of income over consumption as an element

which may appropriately be introduced at this point into the system

of production equations, in order to deduce from these equations the

system of equations of capital formation [‘capitalisation’]. It will be

understood that the excess does not constitute true saving unless it is

both positive and greater than the sum needed to cover the deprecia-

tion and insurance of existing capital goods projjer.

242. In order to effect the introduction of this new element

rationally, we need only imagine a commodity (E) consisting of

perpetual net income of which both the price 7 and the quantity

demanded d^ are expressed in units of numeraire,^^^ i is the rate of

perpetual net income. If the net income were not perpetual, its price

would be Pt'<ry which would [still] be a function of /.

A fairly exact counterpart of the ideal commodity (E) is to be

found in the perpetual net income whose variable rate /, once it has

been determined for a certain period of time, serves as a basis for the

computation of life insurance rates. Insurance companies are inter-

mediaries between those who create savings, positive or negative, and

the market for capital goods. Thus insurance companies require net

income in order to pay death benefits and endowments to some; while

they supply net income by paying annuities to others. If, aU things

considered, their reserves increase, the country is producing new

capital goods; in the contrary case it is consuming existing capital

goods.
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In speaking here of the price of (E), I am simply reviving the old
concept ofnumber ofyears' purchase (twenty years’ purchase, twenty-
five years’ purchase). which is the reciprocal of the more recent
concept of rate (5 per cent=^, 4 per cent^^V). I find it helpful to
use these two concepts concurrently in developing a scientific theory
of capital formation. Now, in the light of these definitions, we may
regard every member of an exchange economy as having, over a given
period of time, a certain want for (E), that can be expressed by a
function r=<f>fq) which decreases as q increases, and as possessing
a certain quantity of (E).

k^k~\~q ‘ • •

which, within certain limits, can be increased by demand or de-
creased by offer, so that

IS the condition of maximum satisfaction (§80). This condition
combined with the equation of exchange

+02,Pp+... -i-o kP k-i-o k'P k' -fo ic"p ic" ,

=<^a-\-dbPb'^dcPc-\~daPd-\- . ^ • -{-d^p,

and with the other equations of maximunn satisfaction, gives us the
toUowing [individual] demand for net income (§201):

Pv-Pk,Pk', Pk’'... Pi, Pc, Pd--. Pc).
The sum total of all individual demands for net income will be

^•=P>iPf - Pv- Pk, Pk-, Pk"--. Pi, Pc, Pd--- Pc)-

This sum, D., is positive and equal to for p.=0-, and then it
aecreases as p, increases whUe aU other prices of services and
proaucts are assumed to be determined and constant, until it fallsto zero for p.=E^-, after which [as p, increases still further], it

valueT!mn®>
‘“‘^^easing and then decreasing (in absolutevalue) until it returns to zero again at p.=oo.iiii Moreover the

individual excesses of income over consumption

P^-"P>‘>P’‘'’Pk"--- Pi, Pc,Pd---P,)p.
^’‘'J’*---Pt'---Pi’Pk’,Pk''---Pi,Pc,Pd---i)

w ch IS subtracted from income and added to capital [‘au fonds’],

thus constituting positive savings. As
J
increases from zero to or

alternatively as i decreases from oo to ^ £ first increases from zero
and then decreases to zero again. - - Sin« we have chosen to put the
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offers of services on the left-hand side of the equation of exchange
when they are considered as positive quantities, and to put the
demands for products on the right-hand side when they too are
considered as positive quantities, we shall add the demand for new
capital goods to the latter items and always assume it to be positive.

In making this assumption we are restricting ourselves to a study of
the production of new capital goods in a progressive society; and we
are neglecting the study of consumption of existing capital goods in

a retrogressive society.

If we let
jt,

£> D . . designate the respective quantities of new
capital goods (K), (K'), (K")*-. produced, we have the equation

k'P k"-\- • • •

243. Now we have in all 2/+2 equations (§§238 and 242) to

determine: the / quantities produced of new capital goods proper;
the / prices of these capital goods, which, from the way they are

determined are necessarily the same as the prices of existing capital

goods proper; the aggregate excess of income over consumption to

be converted into capital goods; and, lastly, the rate of net income;
so that there are as many equations as unknowns. It is evident at

a glance that the 2/+2 equations reduce to /+1 equations simply by

eliminating Pj,*, Pfc-... and E. We should then have / equations

expressing the equality between cost of production and selling price

of the new capital goods to determine the / quantities of these new
capital goods to be manufactured; and one equation

expressing equahty between the value of the new capital goods and

the excess of income over consumption to determine the rate of net

income /. If we also eliminated /, we should have / equations describ-

ing the distribution of the excess of aggregate income over consump-

tion among the / varieties of capital formation as one in which the

ratio of the net income to the cost of production would be the same

for all capital goods.*

I

shall show later on*^^* that, subject to

a certain reservation, this condition of equality of ratios of net

income to prices of new capital goods constitutes the condition of

maximum effective utility which an economy derives from the

services of these new capital goods in distributing its excess of

income over consumption among the different branches of capital

formation, for if the above condition of equality of ratios is not

fulfilled with respect to any two capital goods, it will be advantageous

to produce less of the capital good for which the ratio is smaller and

more of the capital good for which this ratio is larger. That being

so, we might have proceeded with the aid of the above equations to

determine the /+ 1 unknowns from which we could then have deduced

the prices of the new capital goods and the aggregate value of savings.
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provided, however, that we neglected the resulting changes in the
quantities of products to be manufactured and in the prices of
products and services attributable to saving and capital forma-
tion. But our aim is to gain a comprehension of the economic
mechanism as a whole. Consequently, in spite of the complexity of
the notations (which is, after all, a minor, though unavoidable,
inconvenience), we propose to combine into one system both the

1 production equations and the 2/+2 equations of capital
formation and credit.



Lesson 24

EQUATIONS OF
CAPITAL FORMATION AND CREDIT

244.{a] We shall ^th a given individual’s equation of
exchange of services against consumers’ goods and services and net
income (§242):

+OpPp+-‘*+OkPk+Ojc'Pk'+Ok"Pk"+**^
=da+di,pif+dcpc-{'d^d+ • . -\rdepf

In addition, since the condition of maximum satisfaction (§80)
always determines [the individual’s] offer of services as well as his

demand for consumers’ goods and net income, we have also the

following equations relating the quantities offered, the quantities

demanded and the prices:

Hqi-Ot)=Pt<i>a{da\

^ p(^P ^ p)
—P p4^ <S<da),

<l>hiqk'—Ok') =Pk'<l>a{d^.

4>k'iqk''-Ok")=Pk"<f>aid^,

<f> h{dft)—P 6^ o(<^o)*

^0 idc )~Po^o(^o)>

^ <l(^d)~P^o(^o)j

<l>i^{qe+d.)^Pe4»a{da)y

in all n-\-m equations. These, together with the immediately preced-

ing equation, form a system of /j+/m+ 1 equations from which we

may suppose it possible to derive, by successive eliminations, first,

the n equations of positive or negative offer of (T)... (P)--* (^)»

(K'), (K")...

0(=fi (p<... Pp^** Pki pk'j ph*' ••• phi Pei Pd**’ P^*

y*viPt" ' Pv* Pki Pk't Pk"‘'* Phi Pei Pd*<* P#)»

278
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=fk (Pf-PD-'/'fc. Pc,
Ok' =fk'{Pt^^- Pv* - Pk, PkU Pk"-*^ Pb* PcyPd--- P»\
Ok''=fk"{Pi--- Pv- Pk, Pk'y Pk"-^- Pb> Po Pd...P«),

and secondly the m equations of demand for (B), (C), (D)...

^b fb^^Pi • • • P 3, • • •

^0 l/cCPi • • • P P • * •

fdiPf * • Pp* • •

Pjfc, P*', Pik''. .
. Pft, Pc, Pd- • Pc).

Pfc, PjfcS Pk"’-’ Pby Pc, Pd- -
. Pc),

P A:, P k'i P k*' * * * P 6, Pc, Pd • * • Pc),

Pv’^- Pk, Pk'. Pk"*-^ Pb. Pc, Pd... Pc)-

The demand for (A) is given without elimination by the equation of
exchange

^o— ^><P«+... +OpP^+...
“(^l)Pb+^cPc+^dPd+ . • - +^ePc)-

245. We could obtain the equations of individual demand or offer
of services and individual demand for products and net income in
the same way for all the other holders of services. Finally, retaining
our usual notation, we have the following system of equations of
aggregate offer of services:

—
(P(... Pp... Pit, PjtS PA:''... Pb^ Pc> Pd-“ Pc),

^J)—^p(P<...p,...Pt, PfcSP*-.,.p6,P^,Pd...p,), . .(1)

Ok
Ok'

kO

Fk (Pf
^k'iPf*
fk"{Pf-

Pp . >
. P kt P k'y P k" • • • Pby Pc, P d* * * Pc),

Pp . .
. P^, P jc'y Pk" ••• Pbi Pcf Pd** * Pc),

P V*** P ki P k'i Pk" * • * Pby Pc Pd** * Pc),

and also as the following system of m equations of the aggregate
demand for products;

Pv*** Pky Pk'y Pk" *** Pby Pc Pd-.-Pc),

n If /
Pc Pd... Pc),

^^'-P^^t*** Pv*** Pky Pk'y Pk"*** Pby Pcy Pd*** PX * -(2)

Oa ^(P«+... +OpPp+... +Ojfcp*H-C>jfe'pfc'4-Ojfc"pjt"+...

(2^6p6H“-^cPc"i~-OdPdH“... +^).
246. We shall give a separate place to the equation

••• Pv* Pky Pk'y Pk" *** Pby Pcy Pd*** Pc)Pc - - (3)
—P^^KPt*** Pv*** Pky Pk'y Pk"*** Pby PofPd*** 0
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that is, 1 equation expressing the aggregate excess of income over
consumption, derived in the manner indicated above in §242

247. If we let b, d,... k„ k\, k",... a,, b,, c,. d,... k„ k’.
k" « • • ^

^Jfc • • •

ai.". b
kjcj k\, kki b k*9 ^k'y k]^',

k'y « dk^'y ^k^y Ck"y k^'% rcprcscnt
the respective quantities (still assumed to be constant) of the
productive services (T) . .

.
(P) . .

.
(K), (K'), (K") . . . which enter into

the manufacture of a single unit of each of the consumers’ goods (A),
(B), (C), (D),.. and of each type of capital goods (K), (K'), (K")...,
we have the following three systems of equations, first:

+ Z)jk" + ...= Of,

a~\'b , ,

,

+k^ +k\D^> + + ...= Op.

dkDa+bj, +Cr,D,+dJ>^+,.. . .(4)

+A:fcZ)fc +k\Dj,* + k'\ +... = 0^,
dh'd^a+bjc^D^ +Cj,'Dt.+dj^'D^+..,

-\-k jc' D)^+k\'D k” + ...^Oje'y

dk"d)a+bjc"D^+Cj^"Df.+djt"Da+,,.

comprising n equations, which express equality between the quantities

ofproductive services employed and the quantities effectively offered\

secondly:

dtPi+*^»+dpPj,-\~.,, +ajtPh +dk'pk" + ..- = !»

+-..=P6»
<^tPt+--‘+CvPx>+*--+CkPk+Ck'Pk'+Ck"Pk" +-*-=Pcy *

dtPi+---+dj,pj,+...+dj,pj,+d^'Pj^* +du'pk'' +'--—Pdy

comprising m equations, which express equality between the selling

prices of the consumers' goods and their costs of production; and

thirdly:

kfPt +...+A:,Pp +...+A:fcPfc +Ar*'Pfc'

k'iPt+ ^-•+k\pj,+,.,+k' icPit'+k' ic' pit'+k\"Pk"

k f

comprising / equations, which express equality between the selling

prices ofnew capital goods and their costs ofproduction (§238).
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248. In addition, we have the equation which indicates that the
new capital goods proper and the aggregate excess of income over
consumption are equal in value [in terms of numeraire]

that is, 1 equation of exchange of the total excess against new capital
goods (§242).

249. And finally, we have the equations

p — Pk— •“
I i

— *

,

--(s)

P P^"
* * — .

I

—
>

which give us a system of / equations, expressing the uniformity of
the rate of net income for all capital goods proper (§238).

250.

To sum up, we have in all 2rt+2/wH-2/+2 equations. But
these 2/i+2m+2/+2 equations reduce to 2/i-f2/w+2/+l.i*’^ If, for

we multiply both sides of each of the n equations of system
(4) in succession by Pk't Pk''>>* respectively, and both
sides ofeach of them +/ equations of systems (5) and (6) in succession
hy Da, Dg, Dj... Dfc, respectively and then add
separately the equations of the two resulting systems, the two sums
we obtain give us two equations of which the left-hand sides are
identical. Equating, then, the two right-hand sides, we have

^tPi~\- ]c'p k'-i-O k"Pk"+ . •

.

=D a+D ftP b+ tfP d+ • • •

k-\-Dk'Pk'-\-^k"Pk"~\~****

From the wth equation of system (2) we have

+ . . .+O , -fO -fO jb'+O .

~-^a+DbPb+^aPe+D4/7d+.,. -\-E,

It follows that

^kPk-\'P>k'Pk'+P>k"Pk"+‘-^—Et
which is none other than equation (7). We have, therefore, the choice

the preceding equation and eliminating alter-

sv
equation of system (2) or the first equation of

ys em (5), or else of retaining the latter equations and eliminating
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the former. Whichever we do, there will remain 2n+2m+2l+\
equations to determine exactly 2n+2m+2l+\ unknowns which are:

(1) the n total quantities of services offered, (2) the n prices of these

services, (3) the m total quantities of final products demanded,
(4) the m—\ prices of w— 1 of these products in terms of the /wth,

(5) the value of the aggregate excess of income over consumption, (6)

the / quantities of new capital goods manufactured, (7) the / prices of
these capital goods and (8) the price or rate of net income, * ® ^ But it

remains to be shown that the above problem which we have so far

stated theoretically is the same problem which in practice is solved

in the market by the mechanism of free competition.^***

251. Again our problem is to reach equilibrium in capital forma-
tion ab ovo in precisely the same way that we reached equilibrium

earlier, first in exchange and then in production.*^* In other words,

we propose to start by assuming the arbitrary data of our problem to

be constant over a certain period of time, * * and subsequently we shall

suppose them to change in order to study the effects of such changes.

Capital formation consists, moreover, in the transformation of

services into new capital goods, just as production consists in the

transformation of services into consumers’ goods. After a certain

rate of net income and certain prices of services have been cried and

after certain quantities of consumers’ goods and new capital goods

have been manufactured, if this rate, these prices and these quantities

do not satisfy the conditions of general equilibrium, it will be neces-

sary not only to cry a new rate and new prices, but also to manu-

facture revised quantities of consumers’ goods and new capital

goods.*^* We shall solve this first difficulty by imagining that the

entrepreneurs manufacturing new capital goods use tickets to repre-

sent the successive quantities of these products which are first

determined at random and then increased or decreased according as

there is an excess of selling price over cost or vice versa, until selhng

price and cost become equal; and by imagining, at the same time,

that land-owners, workers and capitalists also use tickets to represent

the successive quantities of services which are offered and demanded

at prices first cried at random and then raised or lowered according

as the amount of new capital goods demanded is greater or less, in

terms of numeraire, than the amount offered, until the two amounts

are equal. We shall resolve the further difficulty apropos of the lapse

of time required in the production of new capital goods in the same

way that we resolved it in the case of final products, by assuming

production to be instantaneous.
. t* t ^ •

Thus equilibrium in capital formation will first be established m

principle. Then it will be established effectively by the reapro^

exchange between savings to be accumulated and new capital goo s
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to be supplied within a given period of time, during which no change
in the data is allowed. Althou^ the economy is becoming progressive,
it remains [for the time being] static because of the fact that the new
capital goods play no part in the economy until later in a period
subsequent to the one under consideration.



Lesson 25

SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF CAPITAL
FORMATION AND CREDIT. LAW OF THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RATE OF NET

INCOME

252. Let us suppose that we come to a market, where a certain

price of net income p\—j, plus / quantities of new capital goods

to be manufactured, plus n prices of services, plus

m quantities of final products to be manufactured, are all determined
at random. From the solution we have already given to the problem
of production, we know how the process of groping, which is

precisely the process employed by the mechanism of free competition,
can operate to adjust the prices of productive services towards such

values as which, in turn, determine the

m values of the costs of production of final products according to

the equations

p' a=citp\~h . . . +Opp'j,+ . . . +ajcp\+ajc'p\'+ajc"p\"+ . .

.

p\=bfp't+,,, +bpp' p+,,,~{-b}cp\+bii'p\'+bjc"p\"+*^* r^j

P 0 ^tP •••"!“ ^j>P 3) - “he jcP A'h' ^ k*P k*'P k"~^ * • *

P'd=dtP\+ . . . +dj,p\+, . . +dj,p\+d^'p\'+d)f"p\"+ . .

.

so that, given these n prices of services andm prices of final products

we have:^*^*

(1) « quantities of services offered

O t —Pt (p - p’ V* •• p* ky P* k' y p\'* ••• p\y P ey P d* ' •P <)»

O p =Fp (p'j... p' k'y p\"*** P 6> p*cy P d*--

0\' (p\..

0\"=Fjc"{p't"

. p'p..* p' kt P\'f P' k”~*' P cy P d*’’ /^ *)*

• PV** P kf P\'y P' k"*-* P hy P cy Pd*-*

• P'v-P'ky P'k'y P'k"'--P'hy P\y P'd---P*)*

(2) w— 1 quantities of final products (B), (C), (D)... demanded

D\—Fb(p'(. . . P\*>~ P\y p\'$ P* k"*‘» P 6» Pey

^ c p (p f...p p>**p ky P k'y P k** • • • P 6> P e»

D d~L’,j(p ^ . P p . .
. P ky P k'y P k" ••• P by P ey

P\)y

P\\
P’.).

284
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and (3) an aggregate excess of income over consumption

P ky P k't P k
// P by P C9 p'd • •

The above quantities and the above excess of income over consump-
tion when combined with the quantities D' fc, ;fc',

D' ^ of new
capital goods and of (A) to be manufactured which are deter-

mined at random, will satisfy the equations'®'

d~\~ • • •

k'-{-k*\D' = Q'ty

• • *

Jrk^D\+k\U k*-Vk‘\U k'^^ ... = 0'p,

^ a "1“^ kP^' h d 4" . .

.

-\-k kD' k -{-k' kP^' k' '^k” kP^' k"~\~ ••• = 0't,
^ 4*^ fc'Z)' 5 4“C d "1“ . .

.

4-^ k'P' k~\~k' k'P^' k' k'P' fc" H" ‘ *

ak"P^a~^^k"P^' b’\‘Ck"P^'c~\~^k"P^' d~^ . .

.

+k^-D' u+k\-'D' ^>+k" =o\",
• • •

The values p'*... p'p... p\y p\% p'k^'*** assigned to the prices

of services not only determine the m values of costs of production
of final products, but they also determine the / values of costs of
production of new capital goods

^ k —ktp\ ~\~,..-\~kj,p'j, -h *,*-\-kk p* k ~\~kk'p'k' 'i‘kk" p' k" 4" •••

P k' ... -\~k'

k

p' k-\-k' k' p' k'~\-k\" p' k"-\- ...

• -ly]
P k"—k”fp\~\-.,. -\-k'' j,p\-\- , . , -^k” kp' k-\-k" k'p* k'-\-k” k'p'k"+ ...

If, on the one hand, we multiply in succession [each of] the w-f/
equations defining the m costs of production'**' of final products
[system [a]] and the / costs of production of new capital goods
[system [yj] by D\, D\y D'd... D\y D' k*y D' k**,., respectively,
and if, on the other hand, we multiply in succession [each of] the
n equations expressing equality between the total demand and offer
of services [system [^] ] by /?'(.../»' p ... p' p' p'

. respectively,
and then add separately the two systems of equations thus derived,
we observe that the right-hand side of the first sum is identical with
the left-hand side of the second sum, and we obtain the equation'*'

^aP\^D\p\+D\p\
I rv/

M 0 ^ ^ tr e i
^

i • • •

+/)' ,/>' * +Z)'

.//
I • • • •
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Then it follows >*' that a quantity D\ of (A) is demanded according
to the equation

cp'c~^D* op'

^ tP <H“"« ~\~0
j,/? j,+ +0 jcp

It follows also that

which tells us that in this state of what we may call preliminary
equilibrium, the aggregate cost of production of the numeraire and
new capital goods is necessarily equal to the demand for the numeraire
plus the excess of income over consumption. Thus, up to this point,
we have satisfied all the equations of systems (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and
(6) of the previous Lesson except the mih equation of system (2) and
the first equation of system (5); so that all that remains to be satisfied

are the mih equation of system (2), the first equation of system (5) as

well as the equations of system (7) and (8).**^ Consequently, if

perchance

Z)' kP' k+D' k'P' k'+D' k-P'

then

so that a final groping towards the adjustments in production which

would simultaneously equate the cost of production of the numeraire

to unity and its effective supply to its effective demand is all that

remains to be done to complete the solution of the problem.

Generally, however, the situation that confronts us is one in which

Z)' kP’ k+Z)' k'P^ k'+D' k-P'
and
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and hence these inequalities will first have to be converted into

equalities by groping towards appropriate adjustments in the quanti-

ties D' jcy ^ jfc^» jc" • • • hitherto determined at random. This is the

problem we have now to consider.

253, Let us first examine the inequality

D' P k
k j1

P k' - - -\-D' t ak
P k"

^^eCP t‘ • • P V" ' P ki P k't P k'* • • • P b> P c* P d • • 0»

and let us try to convert it into an equality. The left-hand side is

a decreasing function of /. We know from the facts underlying the
function Fc that the right-hand side is a function of i which first

increases from zero [as i increases] and then decreases to zero again
(at i=co) (§242). This being the case, we see at once that, in order
to make an equality of this inequahty. V will have to fall or rise

according as the left-hand side is less than or greater than the
right-hand side for the initial value i\

Let i” be the rate at which

D’ P fc
I

P k'
I

kiFr~, ;— k r k" •//

p k"

^c(P (• • • P P kj P k'i P k'^ •• • P by P cy P d* • • I )•

If V* is substituted [throughout] for V in the process of groping, the
end result of the operation at this stage will be the following
inequality:

P” k'n' P k
I +D' k

p'\"

i +Pk"+Vk"
ff ff

t * • • • P" *.
p"

6, p'\... i").

Now we must prove that the two sides of this inequality are closer
to equality than the two sides of the preceding inequality.

254. It is assumed in the particular stage of the groping process
which we are now describing that the quantities to be manufactured
of the numeraire (A) and of the new capital goods (K), (K'), (K")...
are fixed and do not change. Consequently, the quantity of the
productive service (T) devoted to these branches of manufacture
must always be

where K
^ is the quantity of (T^ employed in the manufacture of new

capital goods. The r^t of (T) must be divided between one part that
IS directly consumed in the form of services and another part that is
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employed in the manufacture of final products, according to the
formula

where is the total quantity of the service (T) and is the quantity
consumed directly. The same holds for all other services.
Once has been substituted [throughout] for /' in the process

of poping, the total value of new capital goods and the total excess
of income over consumption will be brought into equality with each
other through changes in these two quantities which may be con-
sidered as a first order effect of the variation in the rate of net
income. But there is a second order effect to be studied. With every
[first order] increase (or decrease) in the excess of income over
consumption, so long as the prices are .p'j,

P k" ••• P hi P oy p’

d

• • •> the total value ofconsumption [in terms of
the numeraire] will tend initially to decrease (or increase); and, since
the total quantity of the services used in direct consumption and in
production remains constant [by hypothesis], all prices will fall

(or rise), for these prices will be equal to the ratios of the nearly
constant raret^s of the commodities (T) . .

.

(P) . .

,

(K), (K'), (K")
• • • (B)» (Q» (D) . .

.

already bought [‘obtenues’] to the increased
(or decreased) raretis of commodity (A) demanded. It remains to

be seen what will be the effect of this fall (or rise) in prices on the

changed total value of new capital goods and on the changed
aggregate excess of income over consumption. The first of these

two quantities will decrease with a fall (or increase with a rise) in

prices, since it is an increasing function of these prices /?*, p*', Pk"**--

The second will likewise decrease with a fall (or increase with a

rise) in prices, because the aggregate value of income decreases

(or increases) as prices fall (or rise), and consequently both the

total value of consumption and the total value of capital

formation must decrease (or increase) together. Since the total

value of new capital goods and the excess of income over con-

sumption both move in the same direction when prices fall (or

rise), it follows that the tendency of the change in prices from/>'|...

• • • P ki P k'y P k'* ••• P hy P t9 P d P • P V' P k* P k »

. P"6i p”ci to destroy the equality between these two

quantities will be weaker than the tendency of the shift in the rate

of net income from /' to i” to bring the total value of new capital

goods and the excess ofincome over consumption into equality with

each other. Thus the system involving the new rate of net income

and the new prices will be closer to equilibrium than the old system;

and it is only necessary to continue the process of groping for the

system to move still more closely to equilibrium.

P V

p”k"...
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In this way we obtain the equality

Z)\=
^999 _/// 999

P ^ -jn'/ P in' P
X

^999 999
^

999 _ 999 999 999 * 999\Pt\P kf P k P k •••P bf P €> P d* * * ^ )#

SO that equation (7) would be satisfied in consequence.
The particular groping which we have just described actually takes

place in the stock exchange, which is the market for new capital

goods, where the prices of these goods rise (or fall) through a fall

(or rise) in the rate of net income, according as the demand for new
capital in terms of the numeraire is greater (or less) than the supply.'*

255. Instead of supposing, as we have done hitherto, that the

creators of excesses of income over consumption go in person to the

market of capital goods to buy new capital goods which they then
rent in the market for services to entrepreneurs engaged in industry,

let us now suppose that savers lend all or part * of the value of these

capital goods in numiraire to the manufacturers who go in place of
the savers to the market for capital goods and buy the new capital

goods they want directly. Nothing will be changed in the latter

market except that the demand for new capital goods will come from
the entrepreneurs and not from the creators of excesses of income
over consumption. Consequently, the rate of net income will be
determined in that market in exactly the same way as we have already
described. On the other hand, the market for services will be wholly
or partly'^' replaced so far as the renting of new capital goods is

concerned, by a market for numeraire-capital, where the unit price
of the hire of numiraire-cdipiidA, which goes under the name of rate

of interest, will be determined. But it is evident that this rate of
interest, when determined by the operations of bidding and by the
law of offer and demand, always tends to coincide with a rate of net
income like the one we have just defined.*^' In fact, if this rate of
interest were higher than the rate of net income, it would be to the
advantage of the creators of excesses of income over consumption
to lend their capital in the form of numiraire in the market for
/iMW^ra/Ve-capital rather than lend it in kind in the market for
services, so that they would shift from the latter market to the former;
whereas the entrepreneurs, on their side, rather than borrow capital
in the form of numiraire in the market for numiraire-capiXaX would
find it to their advantage to borrow capital in kind in the market for
services so that they would shift, on the contrary, from the former
market to the latter. Thus as the effective offer of numiraire-czpiidA
increases and the effective demand for it decreases, the rate of
interest will fall. On the other hand, if the rate of interest were lower
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than the rate of net income, the consequences would be exactly the
reverse, with the result that, as the effective supply of numiraire-
capital decreased and the effective demand for it increased, the rate
of interest would rise. Thus the rate of interest, which is the ratio of
net profit to the price of securities, manifests itself, to be sure, in
the market for nw/weVa/r^-capital, that is to say in the banking
system, though actually it is determined in the capital goods market
that is to say in the stock exchange, as a rate of net income which
is the common ratio of the net price of services to the price of landed
capital, personal capital as well as capital proper. It is clearly seen
now that the key to the whole theory of capital is to be found in

thus eliminating capital loans in the form of numeraire so that
attention is directed exclusively to the lending of capital in kind. The
market for «w/?ie/*a/>e-capital, however useful in practice, being
nothing but a superfoetation in theory,*** we shall leave it on one
side and return to the market for capital goods in order to find out
how the equilibrium price of new capital goods is determined.

256. At the point we have now reached in our discussion of the

latter market, the prices of the services are p”\"*** and
consequently the prices of the new capital goods (K), (K'), (K")...

will be

77

///
//

r'+nu-'+v ii

Thus 77*, 77jfc', 77*",.. are the selling prices of the new capital

goods, while P'"*, P'"*', P'"*"... are their costs of production.

Furthermore, since these selling prices and cost prices are, in general,

not equal, the entrepreneurs manufacturing new capital goods will

make profits or losses shown by the differences

7)'*(77*-P-*). 7)'*<77*^-P'"*0, 7)'*"(77*"-P'%-)..-

It is not immediately apparent, as it was in the case of the in-

equality between the selling prices and the costs of production of

consumers’ goods,*®' how changes in the quantities 7)'*, 7?

7)' *" . . . , can bring 77* and P'" *, 77*' and P'" 77*" and P” •

into equality with each other. This is because it is not obvious at

first glance that these selling prices and costs of production are
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functions of the quantities manufactured of new capital goods. It is,

however, not difficult to show this relationship.

Let us refer back to the various systems of equations of capital
formation which were set forth in the preceding Lesson. If we
suppose that the values of pj,, pj... given by the equations of
system (5) are substituted into the equations of systems (1) and (2),"^
and that the new values of O*... O^.., Oj,', Oj,".,, and of

^cf given by the now modified equations of systems (1)
and (2) are substituted into the equations of system (4). then this

last system will be made up of n equations involving «+/+! un-
knowns, namely, the « prices of the productive services p,...pp...pfc,
Pk'*Pk"‘^’y the / quantities of the new capital goods
to be manufactured and the price of net income p,. If we consider
the last /+1 quantities of this list as known and only the first n
quantities as unknown,*"*' and if we suppose n— 1 of these unknowns
to be successively eliminated, we shall have n equations expressing
the prices of services as functions of the quantities of new capital
goods to be manufactured and the price of net income

Pi = ^k'y Pi),

Pp p(^D fff Djc't ^k"’>»Pe)i

Pk Pe),

Pk'=^ k'il^ky I^k'y Dk"... Pe),

If, furthermore, we suppose that the values of p,... p^... p^^,

Pfc"... given by these equations are substituted into the equations
of systems (6) and (8), we shall finally have two systems of / equations
each, the first giving the costs of production and the second giving
the selling prices of new capital goods as functions of the quantities
to be manufactured of these new capital goods and the price or rate
of net income.

257. We do not know the equations which, as we have already said,
would give us p^... Pp... pkt Pk'y Pk'**^^ as functions of
DfcS and p,. But it follows quite explicitly from the laws
of the variation of the prices of services which we have established
that, given the inequalities*"'

+A:pp"'p+... +ArJfcp'"Jt+A:Jfc'p'"Jb'+ArJfc'p"\'/-f-

^"'+P'k-\-Vk
*

• • «
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k\p"'t+...+k\p"\+... +k' ^p'" ^+k' ,'p'" „>+k’ w-p"‘
///

P *'

k",p"\+ . . . +k\p"\+. . . +k" ,p"’,+k" ^'p'" y'+k'\-p"'
///

P k"

r'+Pk"+Vk-

if we increase indefinitely the prices of all the productive services

which are used in the manufacture of a capital good, and conse-

quently raise its cost of production, we cause the offer of these

services, and therefore the quantity manufactured of this capital

good, first to increase from zero and then to fall to zero again (at

infinity). In other words, the quantity manufactured of a capital

good is a function which first increases from zero and then decreases

to zero (at infinity) as the cost of production, expressed by the left

member of each inequahty, increases. It is precisely this law of

variation of the quantity manufactured as a function of the cost of

production which enables us to bring the cost of production and the

selling prices of new capital goods into equality with each other.

As we saw above in §252, a state of preliminary equilibrium in

capital formation necessarily implied that

Then, when was replaced by in the course of the process of

groping, we obtained the equality

/</

and also

£iaP"’a+D\P"' U+D\'P"\'+D\"P'%"+...=D'\+E
iff

Consequently, under our assumptions, we have the following formula

to express equality between aggregate profits and aggregate losses in

all the firms manufacturing capital goods and numiraire:

The entrepreneurs producing (K), (K'), (K”) . . . and those producing

(A) are all in the same situation. Tliey all know their costs o

production P"\, p"'a and their selling pn^s Uk,

77 jb', 77fc" . . . 1 ; and so they know in advance whether they will ma

a profit or a loss. If it is a loss, they ought to abstain completely

from producing and retire all the tickets they have issued

either new capital goods or the product which serves as numeraire.
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this way, they will certainly force the prices of productive services
down and consequently lower the costs of production, which will

then fall to meet the selhng prices. If, on the other hand, the entre-
preneurs make a profit, they ought to produce and issue tickets. In
this way they will certainly force the prices of productive services up
(without, however, necessarily increasing the quantities manufactured
in every case), and consequently raise the costs of production which
will rise to meet the selhng prices.

258. Let Zifc be the quantity of the capital good (K) to be manu-
factured which, when substituted for D\ in the process of groping,
renders the two sides of the first inequahty [in §257] equal; let A t,'=6
for the moment, on the assumption that the cost of production of the
capital good (K') is greater than its selhng price; and let A be the
quantity of the capital good (K”) to be manufactured which, when
substituted by groping for renders the two sides of the third in-
equahtyequal These quantities A^,0,A will certainly not be the
equilibrium quantities; but they will be very close to being so. It is

immediately seen that for any capital good, let us say (K): (1) the
substitution of for D\ of (K) must raise its cost of production
appreciably, (2) the substitution of 0 for of (K') and for ah the
other quantities of capital goods which are discontinued cannot lower
the cost of production of (K) at ah significantly, (3) the substitution
of A)c" for of (K") and similar substitutions of quantities of
capital goods which will continue to be manufactured cannot increase
the cost ofproduction of(K) very much, and (4) all these substitutions
can hardly change the rate of net income and consequently can
hardly affect the selhng price in any significant degree. Under
these circumstances, it is probable that the effect of changes in the
output of any new capital good making for equahty between the cost
of producUon of that capital good and its selhng price will be
stronger than the contrary effect of interrelated changes in the output
of other capital goods**'* tending towards the undoing of that
equahty. The new system of revised quantities manufactured and of
revised costs of production and selhng prices of new capital goods is
thus nearer equihbrium than the original system; and it is only
necessary to continue the process of groping for the system to move
closer and closer to equihbrium.
men the results of this particular stage of groping are combined

with the results of the groping previously described, the quantities
tJ k, D t"... determined in this way are such that we have

ktP'''t+ • +k^p>f'^+. . . +k ^p>y^+k^'piy

_ P‘''k

i‘''+Pk+yk'
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and all the remaining equations of system (8) will be satisfied ^ ® ^ after

the exclusion of those new capital goods which it was not worth
while to produce.

This is precisely the sort of groping which actually takes place of
its own accord in the real market for products under conditions of

free competition, when entrepreneurs manufacturing new capital

goods, like the entrepreneurs manufacturing consumers’ goods,

increase or decrease their output according as they make profits or

incur losses.

259. If we call the cost of production of (A) and the effective

demand for (A) which result at the conclusion of this stage of

groping p^^a and respectively, we have

and it remains only to continue the process of groping described in

§219 to bring about a simultaneous equality between the cost of

production of (A) and unity, and between its effective supply and

effective demand.
260. On drawing together all the different parts of our demonstra-

tion, we may formulate the law of the establishment of equilibrium

prices of new capital goods through the determination of the rate of

net income as follows: Let there be given several services, from the

prices of which it is possible to deduct an excess of income over

consumption to be transformed into new capital goods proper, and

which can be exchanged against various consumers^ goods and various

new capital goods through the medium of a numeraire. Then for the

market for capital goods to be in equilibrium, or for the prices of all

new capital goods in terms of numeraire** * to be stationary, it is

necessary and sufficient: (1) that at selling prices equal to the ratio of

net incomes to the current rate ofnet income, the effective demandfor

these new capital goods be equal in terms of numeraire to their

effective supply, and (2) that the selling prices and the costs ofproduc-

tion ofthe new capital goods be equal. When these two equalities do not

exist, in order to achieve thefirst equality, it is necessary to raise t e

sellingprices by lowering the rate ofnet income in case effective deman

is greater than effective supply or to lower^*^ the selling prices by i^isms

the rate ofnet income, in case effective supply is greater than effective

demand', and, in order to achieve the second equality, it is necessary

to increase the output of those new capital goods the selling price
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of which is greater than their cost ofproduction and to decrease the

output of those new capital goods of which the cost of production
is greater than the selling price. Since new capital goods proper are
really products and since the condition of equality between their

selling price and cost of production falls under the principle of cost
of production (§220), the prime result of this study resolves itself into

the determination of the rate of net income in the market for capital

goods, in conformity with the law of equality between supply and
demand of new capital goods in terms of numeraire.^^^



Lesson 26

THEOREM OF MAXIMUM UTILITY OF NEW
CAPITAL GOODS YIELDING
CONSUMERS’ SERVICES'®*

261. In §243, I promised to show that, subject to a certain con-
straint, the condition of equality of ratios between the net incomes
and the prices of new capital goods was the condition of the maxi-
mum effective utility obtainable from the services of these capital

goods on which the social excess of income over consumption was
spent, just as the condition of equality of ratios between the raretis

and the prices of [consumers’] goods and services was the condition
of the maximum effective utility obtainable from these goods and
services on which the individual incomes were spent. The time has
now come to give the promised demonstration.

Let 6^.., 6p... <5*, day ^ 0 , (5^... represent the

quantities of [consumers’] services (T).,. (P)... (K), (K'), (K")...

and [consumers’] goods (A), (B), (C), (D)... which a party to the

exchange retains or purchases when the prices of these services and

goods are pp... Pa -^- in terms of (A), so

that we have

^tPt+*--+^vPp+ ---+^kPk+^k'Pk'+^k"Pk"+--
+ ^a+ ^6Pb+ ^cPc+ <5((/7rf-}-.,, =J, • •(!)

where s is the income which our individual distributes among n

different kinds of [consumers’] services and m different kinds of

consumers’ goods that serve his wants.

Moreover, using the notation of §75, we may let

u=0tci4)* u=0j,iq),
u=0a(q)y u=0j,(q), u=0c(q)y u=0a(.g)---

be the equations expressing the several effective utilities of CD*"
(P)... (K), (K'), (K")..., and (A), (B), (C), (D)... for our indivi-

dual as functions of the quantities consumed, ' ^ * so that

0t{d;)-\-...+0^(d^)+ ...-h0j,(dj,)-h0ki^k')+^k<^k")+ *-

-J- 0a(^a) "h b)+ ^c(^e) "h "t" • • •

represents the total effective utility to be maximized of the quantities

of goods and services retained or purchased. Since the derivatives of

the 0 functions are essentially decreasing, the maximum sought will

be attained by our individual, when the algebraic sum of pairs o

296
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differential increments of utility with respect to the quantities con-
sumed of each of the commodities is zero. For if we suppose any
two of these increments to be unequal and opposite in sign, it will be
advantageous to demand more of the commodity having the larger
differential increment and less of the commodity having the smaller
differential increment, and also to offer more of the commodity
having the smaller differential increment and less of the commodity
having the larger differential increment. The condition of maximum
satisfaction of wants can therefore be expressed by the following
system of equations:

0^'ai^a)dd,-\-0\ {d,)dd^ =0
,

0'a(da)dd,-\-0\^(d,')dd,' -0, ..[d]

^\(^a)dda-\-0\-{d,-)dd,"=O

0\{^a)dd,+ 0\(d^)
0\{d,)dd,+ 0\{d,)dd, =:=0,

0\{^a)d6,+ 0\{d^)d6^ =0

On the one hand, the derivatives of effective utility with respect to
the quantities consumed are none other than the raretis\ and, on the
other hand, from the point of view of the problem the individual
faces in distributing a given income among his various wants, the
algebraic sums of pairs'^* of commodity prices, each multiplied by
the differential increments of the quantities consumed, are equal to
zero by virtue of equation (1),'“* as shown by the equations

d^a-^-Pidd^ =0

dda+Ppddj, =0

d^a+Pk dd^ :

#

=0,

dda+Pk’ dd^’ =0
.

dda+Pk"d6 ^” =0

dda -\-Pbddt,

• •

=0
dda -hPe dd^ =0
dSa -\-Pddd 4 =0

• •

le]»
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The preceding system of equations can. therefore, be replaced *

_
Pv Pk Pk' Pk"

= ='’?='’*' = —
• • 9 •

/^6 /^c

262. So much being understood, we shall begin now by supposing
that all capital-services derived from new capital goods are employed
as consumers’ services and none as productive services; and we
shall let

P^k ~^k>\ +^fc.2 +<5ft,3 +...
P^k* —^k\l +•••
Dk"=dk'\ i+ 2+ ^fc", 3+ • • •

define at one and the same time the quantities ofnew capital-services

of the types (K), (K'), (K")... consumed by parties (1), (2), (3)...

respectively at the prices PkyPk'* Pk"*- - of these capital-services in

terms of (A), and the quantities of new capital goods of the types

(K), (K'), (K")... manufactured either to be retained by their

proprietors or else to be rented to consumers. Also, let Pk'y

Pk"*-* be the prices of the new capital goods, so that we have

D kP k~\~P^ k*P k*~\~P^ k**P k^*

where E represents the aggregate excess of income over consumption

which is to be distributed by the economy among the / different kinds

of new capital goods.

Moreover, let

u=^k.i iq), w=0 1 (q\ w= 0 k". 1 (^) • • •

be the equations expressing the several effective utilities of the

capital-services (K), (K'), (K")-. for party (1) either as functions of

the quantities of the capital-services consumed or as functions of the

quantities of the capital goods produced,^ Consequently

i(<5jfc, i)+ 0fc', i)+0*",

represents the total effective utilities to be maximized of either the

quantities of capital-services consumed or, alternatively, the quant^

ties of capital goods manufactured. Since the derivatives of the 0
functions are essentially decreasing, the maximum sought wiU be

attained by our individual when the algebraic sums of pairs o

differential increments of utility with respect to the quantities manu-

factured of each of the new capital goods are zero. For if we

suppose any two of these increments to be unequal and opposite in
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sign, it will be advantageous to manufacture less of the capital good
having the smaller differential increment and more of the capital good
having the larger differential increment. The condition of maximum
utility of new capital goods for party (1) can therefore be expressed
by the following system of equations:

0'

0'
fc. 1+

=0,

k'\l)^^k",l= 0

On the one hand, the derivatives of the effective utility functions
with respect to the quantities manufactured of each of the corre-
sponding new capital goods, or the derivatives of these functions
with respect to the quantities consumed of each of the corresponding
capital-services, are none other than the raretis which are directly

proportional to the prices Pky Pk', Pk" ••• of the capital-services, as
shown by the equations

'jfc. 1 _ ^ k', 1 _ 1 _
Pk Pk' Pk"

On the other hand, from the point of view of the problem here con-
sidered, which an economy faces in distributing a given excess of
income over consumption among the different varieties of capital
goods to be produced, the algebraic sums of pairs'^* of prices

^k'f of the various capital goods, each multiplied by the
differential increments of the quantities manufactured of these goods,
are equal to zero by virtue of equation (2), as shown by the equations

P i~\~P fc' 1 =0,
. .[tj]

The preceding system of equations can, therefore, be replaced by^® •

Pk ^ Pk^ ^ Pk" ^
P* Pfc' Pk" *

which expresses, likewise, the condition of maximum effective utility
of new capital goods for the other parties (2), (3)....

In this demonstration nothing has been said about the duration of
the use of the service, nor is there any need to do so. According as

the length of time is a year, a month or a day, the ratio
^ will

represent the annual, monthly or daily rate of gross income. We
shall understand the annual rate to be meant here.
Nor has any account been taken of the depreciation and insurance
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of capital goods; in other words, our proof was developed on the

assumption either that these capital goods were infinitely durable and
indestructible, or that their depreciation and insurance were covered

gratuitously at the expense of the owners. If we now wish to interject

the condition that depreciation and insurance must be covered at the

expense of the consumers of the services, then, while still leaving the

maximum satisfaction of wants to be determined by the propor-

tionality of the raretes of capital-services to their prices, we shall be

obliged to increase the cost of production of each item of capital by

whatever amount is required to yield enough at the particular rate

of net income of the capital goods in question, to provide for its

depreciation and insurance.'*’ We shall then find that the algebraic

sums of pairs of the expressions'^*

or of the expressions'®*

Pk-+

Pk
n kf

Pjt

Til,'
Pk',

Pk //

Ttfe
fi

each multiplied by the differential increments of the quantities manu-

factured of the various capital goods are equal to zero, as shown by

the equations

Tiif'

^Pkdd^, 1
=0,

Ttk Tlfc"

..[0 ]

And we shall finally obtain'’*

Tljc Tlji' Ttjf
if

Ph"
• • •

Pk Pk'

as the condition of maximum utility of new capital goods



Lesson 27

THEOREM OF MAXIMUM UTILITY OF NEW
CAPITAL GOODS YIELDING
PRODUCTIVE SERVICES

263,^®* In the present Lesson we shall suppose that the new capital

goods are destined to yield productive capital-services, in other words,
capital-services that are not consumed directly, but indirectly in the

production of consumers* goods. Our problem is to define the

condition of maximum effective utility of new capital goods in

this case.

We shall, therefore, let

^a=^a. 1 + 2 ^a. 3 +
^ 6— 1 + ^b, 2 + ^b.

1+^c. 2+^c, 3+*-*

^d=^d. 1 + 2 + 3 + ...

represent the quantities of the final products (A), (B), (C), (D)...
consumed respectively by parties (1), (2), (3)... at the prices Pb,
Pd..- of (B), (C), (D)... in terms of (A). As before (§247), let a,...

Op,,, Ojc, Oji'y 0)c^',,, bf,,, bp,,, b b b)^**,,, c^.,, Cp,,, Cj^'y

Cjt".., d^,,, dp,,, djc, dk'j d^*',,, be the coefficients of production,
i.e. the respective quantities of the services (T).,. (P)... (K), (K'),
(K"),.. which enter into the manufacture of [a single unit of] each
of the final products (A), (B), (C), (D) . . . . Consequently the equations

k ~^k ^b“bCjt AQ-\-d}c

—Ok' ^a~\~^k'Aj, +C*' Ac-\~dk'

Dk"=ak"A^+bt"Ai,-{-C},"Ac-\-dk''Aa~\-,,,

define at one and the same time the quantities of capital-
services (K), (K'), (K")... employed in the manufacture of (A), (B),
(C), (D)... respectively and the quantities of new capital goods (K)*
(K'). (K'O . . . manufactured and rented to the producers of these final
products. If, once more, we let P*, P^s Pj^-. . . be the prices of these
capital goods, we have

DJ* + + ,.(2)

where E is again the aggregate excess of income over consumption
301
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which is to be distributed by the economy among / different kinds of
new capital goods.

Moreover, let

u=^a,x{q), u=0,,i(q), w=0^.i(9)...

be equations expressing the several effective utilities of the consumers’
goods (A), (B), (C), (D). . . for party (1) as functions of the quantities

he consumes of these products, where the quantities so consumed are

equal to the quotients obtained by dividing the coefficients of produc-

tion either into the quantities ofproductive services employed [in their

production], or, alternatively, into the quantities manufactured of
productive capital goods [so used].*'^^ Consequently the sum

l(^a. l)+ ^&. l(^&.l)+ ^c.l(^c.l)+ ^d. l(^d, +
represents the total effective utihty of these final products to be

maximized by the [appropriate] distribution of savings among dif-

ferent varieties of new capital goods. Since the derivatives of the

0 functions are essentially decreasing, the maximum effective utility

of new capital goods will be attained by the individual in question

when pairs*^^ of sums of partial differential increments of utility'*'*

with respect to the quantities manufactured of each of the new

capital goods are equal and opposite in sign. 1 1 «
i For if we suppose

any two of these sums to be unequal and opposite in sign,'^* it will

be advantageous to manufacture less of that capital good with respect

to which the sum of partial differential increments [of effective

utility] is smaller and to manufacture more of the other capital good

with respect to which the sum of the partial differential increments is

larger. The only difficulty we encounter at this point is that the

differential increments of utility with respect to the quantities manu-

factured of each new capital good do not appear separately and

distinct from one another, but are found commingled in the sum of

the differential increments of utility with respect to the quantities

consumed of final products

0'a. l(<5a. 1+ 1+ 0^.

+ l(^d. O^^d, 1+ • •

from which we have to separate them.

Now, on the one hand, since the derivatives of the effective

functions with respect to the quantities consumed of final produc s

are none other than the raretes which are directly proportional to t e

selling prices 1, pi,, Pc, /^d*** of these products, according to t e

equations

^a, 1 1 1 _
\
~ Pb Pc Pd
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and since these selling prices of the final products are equal to their

costs of production, according to the equations

l=a(/7(+ .. . +apPp+ . . . + + •• •

Pc Cp/Jp“|“ . . . -|“C kP jc'\~ ^ k'P k' k"P k"

Pd—diPi-\-.,. +i/pPpH-... -\-dkp k~\~dk'Pk''^d)^"p k"-\' •••

it follows that all the derivatives in question can be resolved into

parts which are directly proportional to the [various] costs of
production, such as rent, wages, and interest, and, in particular, to

the coefficients of production multiplied by the corresponding prices

Pky Pk'y Pk"-^^ of the capital-services. On the other hand, the

differentials of the quantities consumed of final products can be
successively replaced by the quotients obtained by dividing the

coefficients of production into the differentials of the quantities of
capital-services employed in the making of these products (or, alter-

natively, into the differentials of the quantities manufactured of each
of the new capital goods so used) according to the equations

dK I
=

d^k,i,a

Ok

d^k, i,b

bk

dbk,Y.c

Ck

dbk, i.d

ddk\ua

<ik'

dbk',i,}>

bk'

dbk'.i.c

Ck'

dby,\^

dk'

dbk",i.a

Ok"

dbk",i,b

bk"

ddk",i.e

Ck"

dbk'\i,d

//. //

• •

« •

• • •

• •

From the standpoint of the problem of how an economy distributes
a certain excess of income over consumption among the different
varieties of capital goods to be produced, these differentials of the
quantities manufactured of each of the new capital goods are equal
to one another, for any one [variety of] capital good, according to
the equations^^^J

dbk.i,a =ddk,i.c =dd
dbk',i,a =^^k'.i.b =ddk'.i,e =dd
dbk", i,a=^ddk'% ub^ddk", i,c=dd

kt \$ d

k f It d • •

=ddk".i

Hence finally, we have equality between pairs'^* of sums, oppo-
site in sign, of the partial differential increments of utility, which is
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the condition of the maximum we are seeking and which can be

expressed by the following system of equations:

kPk
I

bjcPk . CkPk
I

djcpk .

\ f
"7^

_ i _/ I

+
\ ^k'

+

Ck

bk'Pk'
,
Ck'Pk'

,

-h h
Ok' Ok'

dk

dk'P

• •^ddk,i

f +••) dd * , 1

k
I

bkpk
I

Okpk
,

dkpk
I” —

j

-

dk
ddk,\

+
(ak"Pk"

, ,

Ck"Pk"
, ^

V '
bk"

^
'dk"

' ^"7

=0,

1=0,

Moreover, continuing along the same hnes suggested by our present

problem, we observe that, by virtue of equation (2), the algebraic

sums of pairs*^* of the prices P*. Pjfc% of the various new

capital goods, each multiplied by the differentials of the quantities

manufactured of the corresponding capital good, are always equal

to zero, according to the equations

Pkdbk,^\Pk' dbk\x=%

The condition of maximum utility of new capital goods for the

party in question can, therefore, be expressed by the system of

equations

OkPk
,
bkpk

,
OkPk

I

dkPk ,

akPk^bkPk^CkPk'^dkPk^''^

_ ^ ^PJ-
-I- 4- +...

a^'P^’ bic’Pk’ c^'Pn' dic'Pk'

_ ak-Pk" , ,
Ck-PkZ ^^P^ +...

ak"Pk" bk"Pk" Ck"Pk" dk"Pk"

which would also express the condition of maximum effective u y

of new capital goods for parties (2), (3).... This being
,

condition of maximum effective utility of services of new P

goods, in the case where these goods yield productive

only, and no consumers’ capital-services, is again expressea oy

system of equations
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Hence, it is certain that: Whether the excess of income over con-

sumption is transformed into capital goods yielding consumers'

services or capital goods yielding productive services, the maximum
effective utility of the services of these new capital goods is attained

for the economy as a whole when the ratio of the price of the capital-

service to the price of the capital good, i.e. the rate of gross income,

is the same for all capital goods.
264.''^’ The system [(8) of §249] which figured among our equa-

tions of capital formation and credit [and which reduces to]

^ fc
^ ^

differs from the immediately preceding system in §263 in that the net

incomes of the former system are replaced by gross incomes in the

latter, Consequently, as can also be seen from our demonstration
[in Lesson 25], free competition in the creation of new capital goods
actually solves our equations of capital formation and credit by
groping, and it follows that:

Capital formation in a market ruled by free competition is an
operation by which the excess of income over consumption can be

transformed into such types and quantities ofnew capital goods proper
as are best suited to yield the greatest possible satisfaction of wants^^^

both to the individual creators of savings and to the whole body of
consumers of the services of new capital goods, within limits defined
by the condition that the depreciation and insurance of capital goods
proper be covered at the expense of consumers of the capital-services

and not at the expense of the owners of the capital goods.

Maximum effective utility, on the one hand; uniformity of price,

on the other hand—be it the price of a consumers’ good on the final

products market, or the price of a service on the services market, or
the price of net income on the capital goods market‘d’—these always
constitute the double condition by which the universe of economic
interests is automatically governed, just as the universe of astrono-
mical movements is automatically governed by the double condition
of gravitation which acts in direct proportion to the masses and in
inverse proportion to the square of the distances. In one case as
in the other, the whole science is contained in a formula two lines in
length which serves to explain a countless multitude of particular
phenomena.

Furthermore, an important truth, which economists have pro-
claimed over and over again but have left unproven, is finally
established in the face of the denials of socialists, namely, that under
certain conditions and within certain limits the mechanism of free
competition is a self-driven and self-regulating mechanism not only
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for transforming services into products but also for turning savings

into capital goods proper. And so, in the case of capital formation
and credit, as in the case of exchange and production, the conclusions

drawn from pure economics become the point of departure for

applied economics. In one case as in the other, these conclusions

clearly point to the task which social economics has to perform.

Free competition in exchange and production results in maximum
utihty from services and products, subject only to the condition that

every service and every product have one and the same exchange

ratio for all trading parties. Free competition in capital formation

and credit results in maximum utility from capital goods, subject

only to the condition that the ratio of net interest to capital is the

same for all savers. Are these conditions of maximum utility just?

That is for the ethical theory of the distribution of social wealth to

say; only then can the economic theory of the production of social

wealth boldly proceed to work out in detail the application of the

principle of free competition to agriculture, industry, commerce,

banking and speculation.**'



Lesson 28

THE LAW OF THE VARIATION OF THE RATE OF
NET INCOME. PURCHASE AND SALES CURVES
OF NEW CAPITAL GOODS. THE LAW OF THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND VARIATION OF PRICES

OF CAPITAL GOODS

265.*“
J If we let designate the value in exchange of the net

income (E), so that the ratio of this value to the value in exchange

of (A) Va constitutes the price . of net income; and if we let

'“e, ii fe,zj S'" designate the raretes of the net income for indivi-

duals (1), (2), (3)..., or the intensities of their last wants satisfied by
it after the exchange, we could then include these quantities in the
table of general equilibrium (§224). Thus if we let be the average
rareti^^^ of net income, or the average intensity of the last want
satisfied by it, we have;

1 Re

We can now enunciate the following law of the variation of the
rate of net income:

IL aii other things being equal, the utility of net income increases or
decreases for one or more parties to the exchange when the market is

in a state of general equilibrium, the rate of net income will decrease
or increase.

If the quantity of net income increases or decreasesfor one or more
holders, the rate of net income will increase or decrease.

If [both\ the utility and the quantity of net income vary for one or
more parties or holders in such a way that the raretes remain un-
changed, the rate of net income will not change.

266. Theoretically, all the unknowns of an economic problem
depend on all the equations of economic equilibrium. Nevertheless,
even from the viewpoint of static theory, it is permissible to consider
some of these unknowns as especially dependent on the equations
which were introduced at the same time as the unknowns when the
problem of their determination was first raised. It is all the more
legitimate to do this when we pass from the static to the dynamic
point of view, or, better still, when we pass from the realm of pure
theory to that of applied theory or to actual practice, for then the

307
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variations in the unknown quantities will be effects of either the first

or the second order, that is to say, effects which need or need not be
taken into consideration, according as they arise from variations in
the special or the general data.'*' Consequently, having already
formulated the law of the establishment of the rate of net income
from a consideration of the whole economic system, we can now
construct purchase and sales curves of new capital goods against
numeraire, by reverting to the /+1 specific equations of capital
formation (§§238, 242, 243) and rewriting them in the following
simplified form:

Di^)c+Dk'^k'+Dk"^k”+---
I

where the first of these equations determines /; and the remaining
/ equations determine i)*,

267. If we suppose that old fixed capital goods proper of the types

(K), (K'), (K")... are already found in the economy in quantities

Qk*Q k'y Qk"-- - respectively and that their gross and net incomes are

paid for at prices determined by the system of production equations

and by the rates of depreciation and insurance, it is not at all certain

that the amount of savings E will be adequate for the manufacture

of new fixed capital goods proper in just such quantities as will

satisfy the last / equations of the above system. In an economy like

the one we have imagined, which estabhshes its economic equili-

brium ab ovo, it is probable that there would be no equality of rates

of net income. Nor would such an equality be likely to exist in an

economy which had just been disrupted by a war, a revolution or

a business crisis. All we could be sure of, under these circumstances,

is: (1) that the utility of new capital goods would be maximized if

the first new capital goods to be manufactured were those yielding

the highest rate of net income, and (2) that this is precisely the order

in which new capital goods would be manufactured under a system

of free competition. On the other hand, in an economy in normal

operation which has only to maintain itself in equihbrium, we may

suppose the last / equations to be satisfied. Apart from that, the first

equation can always be satisfied, at least in a progressive economy.

And, if we neglect the fact that E is a function of other variables

besides /, and that net incomes are themselves functions of the rate

of net income, the solution of this first equation can be represented

by the intersection of two curves. One ofthe curves, which rises from

zero as / increases and then descends to zero again (at infimty), thus
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tracing the course of the demand for net income multiplied by

is the demand curve for net income expressed in terms of the

numiraire, and is also, therefore, the purchase curve of new capital

goods; while the other curve, which decreases throughout its length

as / increases, thus tracing the course of the supply of net income,

multiplied by is the supply

curve of net income in terms of the numiraire, and is also, therefore,

the sales curve of new capital goods.

268. The rate of net income and the prices of new capital goods
having once been determined, the prices of all existing capital goods
of whatever category, be they capital goods proper, landed capital or

personal capital, are determined ipso factOy for the net incomes from
these goods are simply quantities of commodity (E) the price of
which is determined, as it happens, by the equality between its offer

and the demand for it based on the pursuit of maximum satisfaction

in the light of the initial quantity possessed (§§242, 253 and 254). i***

The prices of existing capital goods proper are equal to the prices

of new capital goods proper and are established in the market for

capital goods, according to the equations of system (8) [§248]

p ^ Pk p Pk' p _ P^''_

The prices of land and personal faculties are established in the
same way, the former according to equations

and the latter according to equations

• • •

Pv Pp' Pp"
• • • •

Thus, from a simple inspection of these three systems of equations,
we can easUy deduce the following laws of the establishment and
variation of prices of capital goods

In the marketfor capital goods, the equilibrium prices of these goods
in terms of the numeraire are equal to the ratios of the prices of their
net incomes to the rate of net income.

If, all other things being equal, the price of the gross income of a
capital good increases or decreases, the price of the capital good itself
will increase or decrease,

^

If the rate ofdepreciation or the premium rate ofinsurance increases
or decreases, the price of the capital good will decrease or increase.
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V/', all other things being equal, the rate of net income increases or
decreases, the prices of all capital goods will decrease or increase,^^^

269. It should be noted, however, that the prices obtained in this

way are, in a sense, nominal prices, that is to say, prices which are
established without any exchange'^* other than that of the excesses
(in numeraire) of income over consumption for new and existing

capital goods which are offered for sale because of excesses of
consumption over income. In the market for products, once the

equilibrium prices have been determined, the exchange of services

against products takes place instantaneously; in the market for

capital goods, however, there will not necessarily be any trading in

existing capital goods** ^ under our ideal assumptions of a rational

system. Unquestionably, the prices under consideration are deter-

mined in terms of the numeraire; but, on looking more closely into

the matter, we see that these prices reduce finally to a single price

that is, the price in numeraire of a unit of net income. If the rate of

net income is i, equal, let us say, to 3/100, 2*5/100, 2/l(X)..., then a

capital good yielding a net income of 1 will have a price in terms of

the numeraire e(\u2i\ to or 33*33, 40, 50.... But even when

we grant all this, what reason is there to exchange net income against

net income, to sell, for example, a house yielding 2,500 francs net in

rentals for 100,000 francs, only to buy a piece of land for 100,(XK)

francs yielding 2,500 francs in rent? Such an exchange of one

capital good for another makes no more sense than the exchange of

a commodity for itself. To understand why purchases and sales take

place in the market for capital goods we have to fall back upon

certain crucial facts of experience in the world of reality. Thus, we

must remember that alongside of those who have an excess ofincome

over consumption and who can buy capital goods there are others,

as we noted above in §240, whose consumption exceeds their income

and who must sell capital goods. We must remember, also, that

the net income from new capital goods is not known to the same

extent as the income from existing capital goods; the net income from

new capital goods may prove to be larger or smaller [than expected],

in short, it is attended with more risk. The result is that the more

prudent and circumspect savers do not convert their savings into

new capital goods but into existing capital goods; and then the

sellers of these existing capital goods invest the proceeds in new cap-

ital goods. Applied economics studies the role of these speculators

whose business it is to classify capital.*** In addition, we must

remember that the price of capital goods varies not only by reason ot

past changes but also by reason of expected changes either in gross

income or in rates of depreciation and insurance; and that,
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especially with regard to future changes, expectations differ from
individual to individual. It follows that numbers of people will

sell the capital goods which, rightly or wrongly, they fear may
be subject to a diminution in net income, and buy with the

proceeds other capital goods which they hope, rightly or wrongly,
will enjoy an increase in net income. Here we have another aspect

of speculation to be studied along with the one previously men-
tioned. In any case, once the decision has been made on the
basis of the rate of net income‘s ^ to exchange capital goods, both
new and old, the exchange takes place in conformity with the

mechanism of free competition and the law of offer and demand.
270. Of the three systems of equations relating to the market for

capital goods, there is one that is particularly important, namely, the

system pertaining to capital goods proper. This is so, because the
identity of gross and net income from land exempts the price of land
from two causes of variation, viz. changes in the rate of depreciation
and changes in the premium rate of insurance. Personal faculties are
neither bought nor sold where slavery is inadmissible. Only in the
case of capital goods proper are the gross incomes, depreciation rates

and premium rates of insurance all subject to change, so that their

prices are quite variable’ "*
’ and they are constantly being bought and

sold for speculation. Thus, in discussing the market for capital
goods, we must distinguish the market for capital goods proper from
the market for landed capital and personal capital, just as we found
it necessary before, in discussing the market for services, to distin-
guish the market for the hire of capital goods proper from the
markets for the hire of land and personal faculties. This market for
capital goods is, in fact, the same stock exchange we mentioned right
at the beginning of our study of pure economics, when we wanted
simply to describe the mechanism of free competition in exchange
(§42); but then we left this market to one side, for the time being,
while we explored the complexities of exchange,’”’ production,
capital formation and credit. Now, system of equations (8) makes it

possible for us to discuss all the variations in price which take place
in the stock exchange. For example, ifwe let capital (K) be a railway
andpfc be the annual dividend [per share], the price per share of this
railway will vary in proportion to the past and expected
fluctuations in the dividend. If (K') is a capital good which has been
lent to an industrial enterprise or to the State and if v^ms a premium
corresponding to the risks of failure of the business or of the nation,
the price of the industrial debenture or of the State bond will vary
in proportion to the past and expected fluctuations in these risks.
Frequently these variations in price are purely nominal or, at least*
they take place with very little trading in securities.
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271. If the price increases indefinitely, it tends more and more
to exceed the ratio of its own net income to the current rate of net

income, with the consequence that the demand for capital good (K)
diminishes indefinitely. At the same time, the offer of this capital

good increases indefinitely, since its owners, by exchanging it against

other capital goods, would procure a larger and larger income.
Exactly the reverse consequences would follow from an indefinite

fall [in And so it happens that on the stock exchange a rise (or

fall) in price always brings about a decrease (or increase) in demand
and an increase (or decrease) in offer—which, as we have seen in

§§48, 59, 98, 128 and 215, is not the case in the markets for products

and services.**^ *



PART VI

Theory of Circulation

and Money^^^





Lesson 29

THE MECHANISM AND
EQUATIONS OF CIRCULATION AND MONEY

272. In the course of establishing and solving the equations of

production and capital formation in Lessons 20, 21, 24 and 25, we
deliberately abstracted in §179 from the following seven categories

of the elements of production enumerated in § 178:

(7) new capital goods which producers hold for sale in the form of

products;

(8) stocks of income goods consisting of consumers' goods in the

homes of consumers;

(9) stocks of income goods consisting of raw materials held [for

future use] by producers;

(10) new income goods consisting of consumers' goods and raw
materials held for sale by the producers of these goods;

(11)

, (12) and (13) consumers’ cash holdings; producers’ cash
holdings; and money savings.

The time has now come to introduce these elements in order to
complete our general problem of economic equilibrium.

We can eliminate the seventh category. We need only assume that

the coefficient ofproduction aj^, which represents the part played by
capital good (K) in the production of each unit of (A) manufactured,
includes both the quantity of productive services and the quantity of
services of availability^^ ^ Tendered by capital good (K) in the produc-
tion of 1 unit of (A). In this way the capital goods under the seventh
heading are comprised in the quantity of service (K) which is

effectively demanded at the price Pk and which is equal to the
quantity effectively offered O*.
We can combine the ninth and tenth categories into one. We need

only assume that the coefficient of production a^n, which represents
the part played by raw material (M) in the production of each unit
of (A) manufactured, includes the quantities of two sorts of services
of availability: that rendered by the raw material while it is held in
stock for future use and that rendered while it is placed on display
for sale. In this way the raw materials under the ninth and tenth
headings are comprised in the quantity of service (M) which is
effectively demanded at the price p^' and which is equal to the total
existing quantity

Bearing these simplifications in mind, we shall now introduce
315
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circulating capital and money into the system of economic equili-

brium. But further explanation is required in order to make clear

how we intend to formulate the problem of circulation at this point
and link it with the problems of exchange, production and capital

formation already treated, without abandoning the static point of
view, but at the same time bringing ourselves as close as possible to

ihe dynamic point of view.*^*

273. In the theories of production and capital formation, we
represented the entrepreneurs as buying certain quantities of produc-
tive services to be placed at their disposal over a given period of time
by land-owners, workers and capitalists to whom they sell, in

accordance with the mechanism of free competition, certain quanti-

ties of products to be manufactured during the same period.

Equilibrium was then achieved when the value of the services was
just equal to the value of the products in terms of numiraire. In the

theory of circulation we shall introduce the following additional

conditions.

Once equilibrium has been achieved in principle, upon completion

of the preliminary process of groping by means of tickets^^^ the

actual transfer of services will begin immediately and will continue

in a given manner during the whole period of time considered. The

payments for these services, evaluated in numeraire, will be made in

money at fixed dates. The delivery of the products will also begin

immediately and will continue in a given manner during the same

period. And the payments for these products, evaluated in numiraire,

will also be made in money at fixed dates. It is readily seen that the

introduction of these conditions makes it necessary, first, so far as

consumers are concerned, that they have on hand a fund ofcirculating

or working capital consisting of:

(1) certain quantities of final products which are mathematically

determined, under the above conditions, by the attainment of

maximum satisfaction in accordance with each consumer’s initial

quantities of these products and his utility or want functions for their

services of availability; and

(2) a certain quantity of cash on hand and savings which are

mathematically determined by the same attainment of maximum

satisfaction, under the same aforementioned conditions, in accord-

ance with each consumer’s initial quantity of money and not only his

utility or want functions for the services of availability of consumers

goods and services but also his special utility or want functions for

the services of availability of new capital goods in theform ofmoney

rather than in kind\

—and, secondly, so far as producers are concerned, that they
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have on hand a fund of circulating and working capital, consisting,

in this case, of:

(1) certain quantities of raw materials held in stock for future use

and certain quantities of finished products placed on display for sale,

which are mathematically determined, under the given conditions,

by the attainment of equality between selling price and cost of
production, given the coefficients of production made up of raw
materials and already manufactured products which are required for

the production of future products; and

(2) a certain quantity of cash on hand which is mathematically
determined, under identically the same conditions as above, by the

same attainment of equality between selling price and cost of
production, given the coefficients of production made up of raw
materials and already manufactured products in the form of money,
rather than in kind, which are required for the production of future
products.

This conception is drawn from reality, but is here given rigorous
expression for purposes of scientific analysis.

In a real operating economy, every consumer, whether land-
owner, labourer or capitalist, has at every moment a fairly exact
idea of: (1) what stocks of [final] products he ought to have for his
convenience and (2) what cash balance he ought to have, not only
in order to replenish these stocks and make current purchases of
consumers’ goods and services for daily consumption while waiting
to receive rents, wages and interest payable at fixed future dates, but
also in order to acquire new capital goods. There may be a small
element of uncertainty which is due solely to the difficulty of fore-
seeing possible changes in the data of the problem. If, however, we
suppose these data constant for a given period of time and if we
suppose the prices of goods and services and also the dates of their
purchase and sale to be known for the whole period, there will be
no occasion for uncertainty.

That is not all. Capital being defined as “the sum total of fixed and
circulating capital goods hired, not in kind, but i>i money, by means
of credir,^^ • it follows that every day in the operation of an economy
a certain fraction of this capital becomes due and is repaid by the
entrepreneur-borrowers to the capitalist-lenders. This quantity of
repaid capital, to which land-owners, workers and capitalists add a
certain excess of income over consumption, or from which they
subtract a certain excess of consumption over income, constitutes
the day-to-day amount of savings available for lending in the form
of money. The hypothesis of constant data during the period under
consideration allows us to take into account not only the [ordinary]
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cash savings balance alongside the cash balance required for con-
sumption, but also a [special] cash savings balance to be lent as new
capital goods in the form of money alongside the cash savings
balance required for the purchase of new capital goods to be hired
out in kind.

Finally, in the operation of the economy, every entrepreneur
engaged in agriculture, industry or trade has at all times a fairly

exact idea of: (1) what stocks of raw materials and manu-
factured products he ought to have for his particular volume of
production and sales; and (2) what cash balances he ought to have
for the replenishment of these stocks and for the purchase of produc-
tive services while waiting to be paid for the products he has sold.

Here again, there may be some uncertainty because of the possibility

of changes in the data of the problem and because of the difficulty of
foreseeing these changes. But if, as before, we remove this possibility

of change for a given period of time, and if we suppose the prices of
goods and services and also the dates of their purchase and sale to be
known for the entire period, we eliminate all occasion for uncertainty.

Such is the mechanism of circulation as seen from the same static

viewpoint from which we studied the mechanisms of exchange,

production and capital formation. We propose to solve the problem

of equilibrium of the mechanism of circulation in the same general

way as we solved the problem of equilibrium of the other mechanisms

previously considered. Thus, we shall imagine an economy estab-

lishing this equilibrium ab over a given period of time during

which no changes take place in the data of the problem. We shall,

accordingly, endow our land-owners, workers and capitalists, viewed

as consumers, with random quantities of circulating capital and

money, just as we endowed them before with random quantities of

fixed assets in the form of landed capital, personal capital and capital

proper. Furthermore, we shall suppose our entrepreneurs to borrow

the circulating capital goods and the money they need for production,

just as we previously supposed them to borrow the fixed capital goods

they required. We shall describe equilibrium in principle, as before,

first theoretically and mathematically, and then practically as it

manifests itself in the market. Our economy will then be ready to

function, and we shall be in a position, if we so desire, to pass from

the static to the dynamic point of view. In order to make this

transition we need only suppose the data of the problem, viz. the

quantities possessed, the utility or want curves, etc., to vary as a

function of time. Thefixed equilibrium will then be transformed into

a variable or moving equilibrium, which re-establishes itself auto-

matically as soon as it is disturbed. In the theory of bimetallism we

find an equilibrium of this kind.
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274. Thanks to our hypothetical use of tickets, we are able to
distinguish the following three phases quite clearly, particularly if

we view them as successive:

(1) the phase ofpreliminary gropings towards the establishment of
equilibrium in principle;

(2) the static phase in which equihbrium is effectively estabhshed
ab ovo as regards the quantity of productive services and products
made available during the period considered, under the stipulated
conditions, and without any changes in the data of the problem;

(3) a dynamic phase in which equilibrium is constantly being
disturbed by changes in the data and is constantly being re-estabUshed.

The new capital goods, both fixed and circulating, which are made
available during the second phase at costs of production equal to
selling prices determined by the ratio of the current prices of their
services to the rate of net income, are not put to use until the third
phase. This should be clearly understood from the above definitions
and constitutes the first change in the data of our problem (§251).

If the economy were liquidated at the end of the second phase, the
old capital goods, both fixed and circulating, would be returned in
kind by the entrepreneurs to the capitalists, and the circulating
capital goods would be returned in the form similar goods.

If the economy continues in a state of dynamic equilibrium, we
shall find it useful to assume that the circulating capital goods are
borrowed by the entrepreneurs from the capitahsts in the form of
money, at the prices 1, as short-term loans maturing
immediately after the sale [of the products].

In this way we bring to completion our rational synthesis of
economic equilibrium founded on the equations of exchange and
maximum satisfaction.

275. Letting (A). (B). (C), (D)... (M)... (T). (P), (K)... be. as
before, commodities of all sorts, i.e. final products, raw materials
and productive fixed capital in the form of landed capital, personal
capital and capital proper; we shall now let (AO, (B')... (M)... be
the same products and raw materials considered, however, as circu-
latmg capital goods, that is to say, as goods rendering a service of
availability either in the larders and cupboards of consumers or in
the storerooms and salesrooms of producers. Letting (A) or (AO be
the numdraire, as before, so that 1, p^, d... n p" p p
are again the prices of commodities of all sorts in terms of (A) *^we
shall now let p^'=p^i,,, be the prices of the
servi^s of availabihty of (A^. (B')... (M).... just as

^k—r fc I. . . are the prices of the services of (T), (P), (K) . . . .
i

* We are ignoring the dcpreciaUon and insurance of circulating capital goods.
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Let (U) be money which we shall first suppose to be an object
without any utility of its own, but given in quantity, distinct from
(A), having a price of its own and a price for its service of availa-

bility Pu'=/?uL We reserve the right, however, later to identify (U)
with (A), and then set p^=p^= \ and

Let us next single out an individual holding qa' of (A'), of
(B')*** of (M).., and q^ of (U). And let r=<j>aiq\ be
this individual’s utility or want equations for the services (A'),

(B').... The quantities Ob'..., positive or negative, of these

services which he effectively offers at the prices wifi be

determined at one and the same time by the equation of exchange*’*

OiPt+O^Pj,+Oi^^+ ..,-^Oa'Pa'+0},'Pr,'+ ...+qfnPm'+-*-+OuPu'
~da-\-d},p^+doPQ+d^i+ -k-d^Pe

and by the equations of maximum satisfaction

from which we obtain the following quantities effectively offered:

Oa~fa{Pu P py P k* • • Phy Pey Pd*** Pay Ph'*** Pm'* • • Pu'y P^y

^
h'~fh'ip iy Ppy Pk*** Phy Pay Pd* * * Pa'y Ph' •*• Pm' *• * Pu'y P^y

In a similar manner, we could derive the quantities effectively

offered by the other parties, so that among the equations (1) of

capital formation (§245) we should have the following equations of

total effective offer:

0^'=F^ip^,p^,Pj,...pj„Pc,Pa***Pa'yPh'***Pm'***Pu'yP^>

Oj,'^F^iPt,Pj,yPlc*** PhyPoyPd***PayPh'***Pm'***Pu'yP€)f • W

So far as (M) ... is concerned, inasmuch as consumers do not have

any use for raw materials, the quantities they effectively offer will be

equal to the total quantities they possess qm*** consequently,

the total effective offer will equal the total existing quantities, Qm** *

•

Finally, as regards money, let r=<f>o,(q)y /=^,(g) be our

individual’s utility or want equations for the services of avauability

of products (AO, (B')--* and perpetual net income (E'), not in kina,

but in money. The quantities a, ^ .. . e, positive or negative, of these

services which he desires at the prices Po'> Pb'***
detenmne

at one and the same time by the equation of exchange and by the

following equations of maximum satisfaction:
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from which we obtain, first, the quantities desired of the services

(A'), (B') . .

.

(E') [in the form of money]

^ fa(Pt> Pvi Pk*** Pht Pc* Pd'^' Pa'* Ph' Pm' • • * Pu* P«)»

^ X^Pt* Pv*Pk***Ph* Pe* Pd* • • Pa'* Ph' • • * Pm' * * * Pu't Pi)»

^ t* P V* P k* * * Ph* Pc* Pd* * • Pa'* Pb' * * * Pm'* * • Pu'* P^*

secondly, the value of these quantities expressed in terms of numiraire

^Pa'-\-^Pb'~^***+£Pa'

and finally the quantity of money effectively offered*®^

^Pa'-\-^Pb'+***-\-£Pa'
Qu

Pu'

In a similar manner we could derive the quantities effectively

offered by the other parties and, consequently, the total effective
offer of money**

'

Ou^Qu-
Pu'

..(9)

The value of all or part of the final products and perpetual net
income which the parties to the exchange wish to purchase, and
which they desire to keep in their possession in the form of cash
or money savings, constitutes their desired cash-balance Vencaisse
disirie''\.^^^^

The equation of aggregate exchange of services for final products
will then be

^iPi~^O^p^-^O^Pi^-]r ***+OaPa'~\~0},'Pt,'-]r *** -\rQmPm'-\~ •**

~\~OuPu'=d)^-\-D^pj,’^Dcpc-\-d)dPd~\~ **• -\-E,

276, Having considered the offer, we must now turn to the
demand.

Letting Z)^, D^... be, as before, the quantities demanded of (A),
(B)... in the form of final products and /)*... be the quantities
demanded of (K)... in the form of new fixed capital goods, we
shall now let D^', Db'... D^.., be the quantities demanded of (A),
(B).., (M).., in the form of new circulating capital goods. More-
over, we shall let Oa', ab'... ^b'*-- bm*** f^a'* f^b'***
f^a'f kj,'.., be the coefficients of production made up of the
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services (A'), (B')... (M)... required for the production of (A),

(B)... (M)... (K)— We shall have, therefore, among equations (4)
of §247 certain equations which express equality between the
demand and offer of the services (A'), (B')...

^6'(^o+^a0+^b'(^6+^60+-” +W +k},'Djc+.,,~0^'

and also certain equations which express equality between the

demand and offer of the services (M)...

^ni(^o+^o0+^m(^b+^6')+ --* +'Wm^m+*" +^»n^ Jb+ • • •= 2m

Turning now to the service of money (U), if we let ao% 0^...
OC^... f^a*% f^b'***

Xfc... be the coefficients of production made up of the services (A')*

(B')... (M)... (K),,. required in money and not in kind for the

production of (A), (B)... (M)... (K)... respectively, we then have:

first, the following quantities demanded of the services (A'), (B')...

(M)... (K).,. in the form of money:

aa'(^o+^o')+^o'(-^b+^60+*-'
^6'(^a+-^o')+/56'(^b+^b0+ **' •••

‘3Cjfc(i^a+^oO+^*(^b+^b')+*** +*•••
4

• • • • • •

secondly, if we write'^^'

au=^aPa +a6'Pi,'+... +“fcP*:+**-

• • •

bu=^a'Pa+Pb'Pb'+*»-’^?mPm'+---+PkPk+---

the following total amount demanded of the service of money for

productive purposes expressed in terms of numiraire:

=^aPo'+^0P6'+.-.
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and finallj' the equation

^(xPa ^
b'

k ’\~ •

Pu'

expressing equality between the demand and offer of the service of

money (U).

The cost of production equations (5) and (6) in §247 then become

^tPt'^^pPp~^^kPk'i' *’ -h^a'Pa'-\~^b'Pb'-\~ •••

~^^mPm*~^ • • • ~^^uP u' l»

biPi-\-bpPv'^^kPk-\- ••• +^a7^a'+^67^&'+ •••

+^mPm'+” - ~\~i>uPu'—Pb

'”(P(+Wj,Pp+^fcPk +... +Wa'/?a'+/W6'/'6'+---

'^^mPm'~^ • • • ^“^uPu^~Pm

^tPt+^pPp+kj,P}c+ . . . -i-ka'Pa'-^kb'Pb'-^ • • •

~^kmPfn'~\- , , . ~f“AruPy'=P j(.

277. The equations of exchange (3) and (7) of the total excess of
production over consumption in §§246 and 248 become*^^'

^kP kH"*.* +f5Q'+73b'/7^+... -\~P^mPm'^ ••• =E
P p> Pk‘ • • Pb* Pc* Pd’ • • Pa't Pb* • •• Pm* • • Pu** 0 >

and we have, therefore, among the equations of system (8) in §249
expressing equality in the rate of net income from all artificial capital

goods the following equations relating to circulating capital goods

:

in all'^^i m+j+l equations, which, when added to the /w+l offer
equations of the services of circulating capital goods (A'), (B'),..
and money (U), and to the m+^-fl demand equations of the services
of circulating capital goods (A'), (B').... raw materials (M),.. and
money (U), make up a total of 3m-\-‘ls-\-3 equations for the deter-
mination of 3/n+2s+3 unknowns. These unknowns are the m+I
quantities exchanged of the services of circulating capital goods (A'),
(B and money (U); the ni-\~s-\-l prices of the services of circu-
lating capital goods (A'). (B')..., raw materials (M)... and money
(U); the m-\-s quantities manufactured of circulating capital goods
and raw materials; and the price of money.
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The 2m-\-s-\-2 equations of demand and offer of the services (A'),

(B')... (M) and (U) can be easily reduced by the elimination of OaU
Ob'... and Ou, to w+^+1 equations expressing equality between
their offer and demand at the current prices Of these m+s-\-\
equations, the m equations relating to (A'), (B')... are solved in

precisely the same way as the equations relating to (T), (P), (K)...
were solved in §§215, 216 and 217, by a rise or fall in price, according
as the demand is greater or less than the offer, since demand in every
case decreases continuously as price increases and offer first increases

from zero and then decreases to zero again (at infinity). The s equa-
tions relating to (M). . . are solved in like manner with due regard to

its decreasing demand and constant offer. As for the equation

relating to (U), we shall discuss that presently.

Of the w+^+ l equations expressing a uniform rate of net income,

the m-\~s equations relating to (A'), (B')... (M)... are solved in

precisely the same way as the equations relating to the new capital

goods (K), (K'), (K”)... were solved in §§256, 257 and 258, by an

expansion or contraction in the quantity manufactured according as

the selling price is greater or less than the cost of production, since

the selling price is determined by the ratio of the net income to the

rate of net income and the quantity manufactured increases from

zero and then decreases to zero (at infinity) as the cost of production

increases. The equation relating to (U) is completely solved as soon

as the equation of circulation is solved.



Lesson 30

SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF CIRCULATION
AND MONEY. THE LAW OF THE ESTABLISHMENT
AND VARIATION OF THE PRICE OF MONEY.
PRICE CURVE OF THE MONEY COMMODITY

278. Our next step is to pass from the theoretical solution which
was formulated mathematically to the practical solution which is

reached in the market.

To start with, let us suppose, as we have already done, ^ that (U) is

money, but is neither a commodity nor anything that can serve as the

numeraire. It is easy to imagine such a situation. It would be true,

for example, of a country where money consisted of inconvertible

paperfrancs, but where prices were quoted in metallic francs of gold
or silver. In Austria and Italy at the present time,‘®^ for instance,

money consists of inconvertible paper florins and liras; but under
certain circumstances prices could be quoted in these countries in

terms of gold or silver florins and liras. We say, then, that /?&...

Ptn-.. Pa% Pb'--* Pm'”- Pfc--- Pu' ^re prices in terms of (A),

This very circumstance permits us to envisage the practical solution
as a solution given by the theories of production and capital forma-
tion in so far as these theories relate to circulating capital goods. The
circulating capital goods (A'), (B')... (M)... render their service of
availability in exactly the same way as the fixed capital goods (K),
(K'), (K")... render their use services. The prices pa% Pb'--- Pm'---
are determined in the same way as the prices PktPk'tPk""^* and the
prices in the same way as the prices P^, P^'f P*".... In
fact, as we have seen in §§275, 276 and 111, the equations of capital
formation in systems (2), (3), (5), (6) and (7) involve certain [addi-
tional] variables or terms relating to (A'), (B')... (M)... (U), while
[in the expanded version] system (1) includes m-\-s offer equations of
(A'), (B')... (M)...; system (4) includes m-\-s equations expressing
equality between the demand and offer of (AO, (BO . .

.
(M) . . . ; and

system (8) includes /w-j-j-f 1 equations expressing the equality of
rates of net income from (AO, (BO... (M)... (U). Only the offer
equation (9) of (U) and equation (10) expressing equality between the
demand and offer of (U) remain outside [this solution]. Conse-
quently, if a price p\* is cried at random and is held fixed during the
process of groping in production and capital formation, we come to
the last equation from which the equality between the price of the
numeraire and unity is deduced at the same time as the equality

325
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between the demand and offer of the numeraire, so that there remains
only to solve the equation

^<xP a'
b'

'—
Pu'

^aPa' ~t~^0Pb'+ .. . • • •+ ^kP fc+ . .

.

Pu'

If we set*®*

and

^aPa'-h^fiPb'-h ‘ • =^af

^aP a' H” ^^P b'
• ~^^tJLpm'~\~ • • • “b ^kP k~\~ * • * ^a>

^«Pa'—^ay

D,+A^+E,^H,,

then the equation at the close of the preceding paragraph becomes

The three terms
4a E,

Pu'' Pu'
represent respectively cash in the hands

of consumers, cash in the hands of producers and money savings.

But since there cannot be one p^' for savings and another for cash

in circulation, nor one p^' for cash circulating in business trans-

actions and another for cash circulating in current [private] trans-

actions, one price common to both the service ofmoney in circulation

and the service of money in savings results from the single equation

of monetary circulation given above. Hence, if perchance

QuP\'=Hay

the question would be completely settled. Generally, however, we

find that

and the problem is to determine how equality between the demand

and offer ofmoney is reached by groping through adjustments inp u'-

On referring back to the various terms that enter into the composi-

tion of Ha:f we perceive that they are not absolutely independent of

p^,', since p^' figures in the term OuPu' of tfi® equation of exchange

which, together with the equations of maximum satisfaction, enables

us to deduce the quantities oc, . e for any one party to the exchange

and, consequently, the aggregate quantities for all parties

together. We must admit, however, that the dependence of these

items on is very indirect and very weak.*^* That being the
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case, the equation of monetary circulation, when money is not a
commodity, comes very close, in reality, to falling outside the system
of equations of [general] economic equilibrium. If we first suppose
[general] economic equilibrium to be established, then the equa-
tion of monetary circulation would be solved almost without any

groping, simply by raising or lowering according as “ at
P u'

a price p\' which had been cried at random. If, however, this

increase or decrease in were to change ever so slightly, it

would only be necessary to continue the general process of adjust-
ment by groping in order to be sure of reaching equilibrium. This
is what actually lakes place in the money market.
Thus: The price of the service of money is established through its

rise orfall according as the desired cash balance is greater or less than
the quantity of money.
There is, then, an equilibrium price p^*\ and, if i is the equilibrium

rate of net income, the unit quantity of money will be worth •

P PThen also j = “
; so that, if there is an agio,^^ J it is the same for the

price of money as for the price of its service; that is to say, setting^*'

//a

=

KJ, we have

279. Having now seen how monetary equilibrium is established,
we shall study its variations.

In this connection, we shall attribute conventional raret^s^'^Ho such
things as raw materials, productive services and the service of money
which have no direct utility and hence no raretds of their own, these
conventional raretds being proportional to the prices. Accordingly,
let R^\,, be the raretds of the services (U),
(A), (M),.. (K),,.. From the equality between prices and
the ratios of the raretds we have

or

((/«+ 6'
-I- . .

.

, , ,

.

In other words, if we use the Xtxm rectangular utility to designate
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quantity multiplied by average raretd, the rectangular utility of the
service of money is the sum of the rectangular utilities of the commo-
dities and services of commodities which figure in the desired cash
balance. Calling this sum we have

According as we take (A), (B) ... as the numdraire, it follows rigorously
that

Indeed, in the case of money which is not a commodity [like other

commodities], it seems that, all other things being equal, the raretds

(and consequently the value) of the service of money will vary in

direct proportion to its utility, so long as its quantity remains the

same, and in inverse proportion to its quantity so long as its utility

remains the same. Here, however, we run into a minor difficulty. It

is perfectly possible to imagine a change in utility without a change

in quantity; but it is impossible to imagine a change in quantity

without a change in utility, unless one assumes all the q^s to vary

in the same proportion, t®* If we assume this to be the case and;7„'

to vary in inverse proportion to quantity, then {qu—Ou)Pu'y and

OuPu will not vary at all, and the previously established equihbrium

will remain unchanged in consequence of a change in Pu' alone.*®'

Aside from this special case, whenever the quantity [Qu] changes,

the changes in the ^«’s will entail a change in the o^Pu"^* and conse-

quently in the a, p,,, e’s, the d^y ^/^... and all the items of

utility. Though this is perfectly true, we must nevertheless note in

the general case that;

(1) the quPu'^ constitute only a fraction of the income of the

parties to the exchange and changes in the q^Pu^^ are spread over

all expenditures on reserve stocks, consumption goods, and savings;

(2) to the extent that the changes in the qjs are not ui^ormly

proportional, if the ^uPu^’s, the and the increase

or decrease for some parties, they will decrease or increase for other

parties, so that the d^^y d^... d^s and the d^y 6^,,. will

not be appreciably affected; and

(3)

since the <4, d^,., dtS and the dp,,, d,,,,, on the

one hand, and the Ra'p on the other, vary in

opposite directions, it follows that, if these quantities change but

little, their products, i.e. the rectangiilar utilities, will change still less

with changes in the quantity ofmoney. We may, therefore, enunciate

with what amounts to almost rigorous exactness that: The rarete or
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value of the service of money is directly proportional to its utility and
inversely proportional to its quantity.

n /

By virtue of the relation pu= -r , the above proposition is no less

applicable to the rareti or value of money itself than it is to the

rareti or value of its service. In other words, setting H—Hiy
Hp=H^i..., we have

QuPu,a QuPu,b~^P • • • •

280. Nowadays it is no longer possible to use any kind of a capital

good for money, as it is said cattle were once used. Landed capital,

personal capital and capital proper are each made up of too many
varieties, so that the definition of any one kind becomes excessively

difficult. Moreover, there is no capital good which, after being
divided into fractional parts, would retain a sufficient raret^ or a
high enough value for monetary use, since it would be practically

impossible to divide any capital good without destroying it. Nor
could a service, which is an immaterial thing, be used as money. The
only thing that can be so used is a final product or a raw material.
In fact, it seems that nature has conspired to bestow all the attributes
of money, homogeneity, great scarcity, divisibility and immutability,
upon two precious metals, gold and silver, which are final products
and raw materials at one and the same time.^ Hence it remains
only to inquire how the price of a thing is established when it is both
money and a final product or both money and a raw material.
We know that the price p^,' of the service of availability of a

product (B') already in existence results from one equation

in which zl^'is a monotonically decreasing function of p^', and Of,'
is a function which first increases from zero and then returns to zero
(at infinity) as p^' increases (§276).

We know also from §276 that the price p^' of the service of
availability of a raw material (M) already in existence results from
one equation

Qm*

in which is a monotonically decreasing function of and Q
is a constant quantity.

If we introduce into these equations a term representing the

r

* d*^conomie politique appliquie. *‘Th6orie de la Monnaie**, § 1 1
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demand for the monetary services [of (B') and (M)], the above
equations become respectively:

Pb'
and

or alternatively,

and

All of these equations, with or without the monetary term, are solved

by a rise or fall in price according as demand exceeds offer or offer

exceeds demand. The only difference [between the above equations

and those of the preceding paragraph] is that the equilibrium price

will obviously be higher after the introduction of the monetary term

than it was before. Moreover, if we suppose the solution to be

reached by a process of groping in two separate markets, we must

admit that there will be some shifting of quantity from the

commodity market to the money market, and vice versa, so long as

the prices of the commodity in commodity use and in monetary use

are not identical.

Thus: The attribution ofa monetary rote to a commodity raises the

price of the money commodity above what it would have been without

the monetary attribute.

The uniform and identical price of a money commodity or of its

service in both its commodity and monetary roles is established by

minting or melting according as its price as money is greater or less

than its price as a commodity.
The law that the price of the money commodity varies directly with

its utility and inversely with its quantity nearly always holds for the

commodity in its monetary use, because, with the quantities and

raret^s ofcommodities varying in opposite directions, the rectmgular

utility of the fraction of the money commodity constituting the

desired cash balance will be approximately the same after its desi^a-

tion as money as it was before. Hence H and H are always fairly

constant. But the extent to which the law holds for the money

commodity in its commodity use, and consequently for the money

commodity [as a whole in both its uses], depends upon the extent to
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which the demand functions vary inversely with price and the offer

functions are constant.

281. The law that the value of money is directly proportional to

its utility and inversely proportional to its quantity provides us with
a simple expedient for passing from the case in which money is

neither an ordinary commodity nor a mmiraire to the case in which
it is both.

This law, as we have already pointed out, is not absolutely
rigorous. It is so, however, at least with respect to [variations in]

quantity under the following conditions: (1) if we adopt the static

point of view, as we have been doing, in the establishment of
equilibrium ab ovo, under the supposition that consumers, whether
land-owners, workers or capitalists, possess fixed and circulating

capital goods which they lend to entrepreneurs engaged in produc-
tion; and (2) if we let the quantity of money in the hands of
capitalists vary proportionately. In that case, since the terms
in the [individual] equations of exchange remain constant under the
assumption that the value [of money] varies inversely with quantity,
economic equilibrium will not be disturbed under this assumption.

Suppose, now, that what we have hitherto designated as (U)
becomes (A'), and that the quantity and the price of (U) are
transformed into a quantity and a price Pa' of (A'), such that

Q a Pa'~QuPu'’

Then (A'), which is already numeraire, becomes money also. Its total
quantity Qa' is made up of a quantity Q\' of circulating capital and
a quantity of money. A price pa' for its service as circulating
capital always results, as we have seen in §276, from one equation

which can be rewritten in the form

Q\'=iQ'a'-Oa')+ d /•
a f

while the same price pa' for its service as
equation (§278)

so that

money results from the

Pa'

Thus: In the case of a commodity that serves both as money and as
numdraire the uniform and identical price of its service as circulating
capital and as money is established by a rise or fall according as the
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demand is greater or less than the [total existing] quantity; and this
price is maintained [the same in both uses] by minting or melting
according as the price of its service as money is greater or less than
the price of its service as circulating capital
Once a has been determined in this way, a special adjustment

in capital formation must take place by the process of groping until

• • •

as we have seen in §§256, 257 and 258. After that we should have

where constitutes the total quantity of (A) to be manu-
factured (§259). One last adjustment by groping then remains to

work itself out until equality is attained both between the cost of
production of (A) and unity, and between its effective supply and its

effective demand. Then Pa'=pJ=i\ and we have in conclusion

Since the role of (A') as circulating capital is generally over-

shadowed by its role as money, the crucial equation is

From §278 we know that this equation can be replaced by the three

equations

The last of these is by far the most important and can, in turn, be

replaced by two equations

the first giving the rate of interestf in the market forfixed capital,

and the second giving the discoimt ratey" in the market for circulat-

ing capital, Bothf andj” oscillate around the rate ofnet income

i, but they may deviate from it more or less, either temporarily or

normally, for diverse reasons.

282. Thus we obtain the following equation expressing, in the

aggregate and in detail, the equality between the demand and supply
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of (A') in the case where (A') is a commodity that serves both as

money and as numeraire:

+ jt+ . • •

What is most remarkable, in the case of a commodity which serves

both as money and as numeraire, is the manner in which all prices

rise and fall in terms of (A) in response to an increase or decrease in

the rareti or value of this commodity in its monetary use when there

is a decrease or increase in its quantity. Let us suppose that, after

equilibrium has once been established, the quantity Qa* increases or

decreases with consequent increases or decreases in and Q’' a'\

and let us show how the increase or decrease in Q''
a' in the money

market would suffice, apart from other concomitant phenomena, to

bring about a rise or a fall in all prices. By virtue of the equation

the rate of interest i will fall or rise in the money market [as Q’\'

increases or decreases], with the result that consumers will increase

or decrease their desired cash balance, since this cash balance is made
up of quantities d^, d^.,, of (A'), (B')... which are decreasing

functions of 1, Pb'=p},i,,, and consequently of i. But, so long
as the quantity of products does not increase, these movements can
only result in a rise or fall in the prices p^ Entrepreneurs, on
seeing this rise or fall in the prices of their products, will want to

expand or contract their output, all the more so because the fall or
rise in the rate of interest constitutes an additional cause of profit or
loss to them. In the end, however, all they will succeed in doing is

to raise or lower the prices of the productive services the quantity of
which has remained fixed [ex hypothesi]. This rise or this fall will

induce capitalists having more or less savings at their disposal to

increase or decrease their demand for new capital goods; but since
the aggregate quantity of capital goods stiU remains constant, the
prices of these goods will merely rise or fall. Once the rise or fall

in prices has permeated the entire system, the rate of interest will

return to what it was [before the change in C"a']-
283. Under the foregoing assumption of a money commodity, the

circumstance that the money commodity is at the same time nume-
raire makes it difficult to study the effects on prices of cumulating the
commodity role with that of money, because, the price of the
numeraire being always unity, or 1, the effects in question show
themselves not as increases or decreases in the price of the money
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commodity, but as decreases or increases in the prices of all [other]

commodities. There is a very simple way of avoiding this difficulty,

and that is by assuming that the money commodity is not the
numeraire and then studying the effects of the cumulation of its two
roles on its price in terms of some other commodity, say (B).

Suppose, now, that we take a raw material (A) for money, and
suppose that its total existing quantity is Qa of which one part

remains in commodity use, while another part Q"a is monetized, so

that its price in terms of (B) rises from Pa to Pa^ This latter price

will have to satisfy the equation^

e"ai^a=H.

Let us now draw two axes at right angles to each other, a horizon-

tal price axis Op and a vertical quantity axis Oq as in Fig. 25.

The curve representing the price of the monetized (A) in terms of

another commodity (B) as a Inunction of the quantity of (A) mone-
tized closely approximates an equilateral hyperbola h”\{h* referred

to its axes as asymptotes. The equation of this curve is

H

It is a curve such that the product of its ordinates, representing

quantities of (A) in monetary use, multiplied by its abscissas, repre-

senting the corresponding prices of the monetized (A) in terms of

(B), is a constant and is equal in magnitude to H, the desired cash

balance reckoned in terms of (B), which is assumed to be pre-

determined.

We know from §280, on the other hand, that the curve representing

the price of the raw material (A) in terms of (B) as a function of the

quantity of (A) in commodity use is a curve resembling AqA^

(Fig. 26). The equation of this curve is

q=Fa{py

It is a curve such that, as the quantity of (A) [in commodity use

as a raw material] decreases steadily from some fimte quantity,

represented by the length OA to zero, the price of (A) [in this use]

‘ For the sake of typographical simplicity, I am retaining

the two preceding editions [i.e. eds. 2 and 31, instead of introducing the
^

used above in § 279 to designate the desired cash balance expressed ^ arc
numeraire (B). It should be noted also that the two things we are combining here a

^
the price of (A) in monetary use and the price of (A) as a raw "*atcnal, whi

not be confused with the price of the service of (A) as money and the p

service of (A) as a raw material. [This note appears first in ed. 4.J
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increases monotonically from zero to a price represented by the
length which may or may not be infinite.

From this it is easy to see that the curve portraying the price of (A)
in terms of (B) as a function of the quantity of (A) in both its uses
as a commodity and as money is a curve passing through the point
G [Fig. 26]. The equation of this curve is

This curve can be derived graphically by superimposing the ordinates
for all abscissas of the curve [Fig. 25] on the ordinates of all

Fig. 26f»»lFio.
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corresponding abscissas of the curve A gAj, [Fig. 26]. Let us suppose
such a curve to have been constructed, and let the length OA repre-

sent the total quantity of (A) 2 a* Ifj now, we draw a horizontal

straight line from the point A until it meets the outer curve at the

point G and then drop a perpendicular from G to P, the abscissa OP
will represent the price of (A) considered both as a commodity
and as money when the quantity of (A) is 2a. Moreover, the length

Oa=PF and the length aA=FG—OoL of Fig. 25 represent respec-

tively the quantities 2'a of (A) in commodity use and 2"a of (A) in

monetary use, corresponding to the situation where there will be no
conversion of (A) from commodity into monetary use or vice

versa.

If, instead of dividing the quantity 2a into 2'a and 2''a as

we have done above, we had made a random division into two

quantities so that one was represented by Oa'>Oa and the other by

a'A= Oa' <Ooc.y then the price of (A) in commodity use would be

represented by Op*<OP and its price in monetary use by 07t*>0P,

with the consequence that some of the commodity would be con-

verted into money, making Oa* smaller and Ool* larger, and therefore

increasing Op* and decreasing On*. If the random division of 2a
into two quantities had been such that one of these quantities was

represented by Oa**< Oa and the other by a**

A

= Oa"> Ool, the price

of (A) in commodity use would be represented by Op**>OP and its

price in monetary use by On**<OP with the consequence that some

of the money would be converted into commodity, making Oa*'

larger and Oct!* smaller, and therefore decreasing Op** and increasing

On**. Thus our curves give effectually a geometric solution of the

problem of the determination of: (1) the price of the money commo-

dity (A); (2) the quantity of (A) in commodity use; and (3)

quantity of (A) in monetary use. This is precisely the solution which

is reached in the real world.

The two curves, h**Hh* and A^Aj,, and the length OA, which are,

as we have just seen, the basic determinants of the price of the money

commodity and the respective quantities allocated to monetary and

commodity uses, are also by that very fact the basic determinants of

variations in this price and these quantities. We should need o^y to

examine successively the effects of shifts in the curves h HA and

AqA^ and the effects of changes in the length OA in order to elucidate

geometrically all the variations in the price of the money coramomty

and in the respective quantities allocated to monetary and commodity

uses. For example, the curve h**llh* moves towards or away from the

origin O according as the desired cash balance decreases or increases

in size; and the curve AqAj, moves towards or away from the origin

O according as (A) in commodity use decreases or increases in
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Utility. Furthermore, as these two curves move towards or away
from the origin, the price of (A) decreases or increases. As for the

length OA, it becomes longer or shorter with every increase or

decrease in the quantity of (A). As this segment becomes longer or

shorter, the price of (A) decreases or increases.



Lesson 31

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE VALUE OF
A BIMETALLIC STANDARD

284. The controversy between monometallists and bimetallists

offers a striking example of the confusion of issues which befogs the

argument simply for want of applying the only suitable method to the

analysis of essentially quantitative phenomena. Given the will to

do so, it is perfectly possible to demonstrate these fundamental

questions with mathematical rigour.

In the preceding Lesson, I have shown that if only one commodity

(A) is used as money, there are exactly three equations indicating

(1) that the sum of the quantities of (A) in both commodity and

monetary uses is equal to the total quantity of (A);

(2) how the price of (A) in commodity use depends on the quantity

of (A) in that use; and

(3) how the price of (A) in monetary use depends on the quantity

of (A) in that use,

to determine the three unknowns, viz.

(1) the quantity of (A) remaining in commodity use;

(2) the quantity of (A) converted into money;

(3) the price common to (A) in both commodity and monetary

uses expressed in terms of some other commodity.

If, now, two commodities (A) and (O) are used concurrently as

money there would be no more than five equations indicating

(1) that the sum of the quantities of (A) in commodity and

monetary uses is equal to the total quantity of (A);

(2) that the sum of the quantities of (O) in commodity and

monetary uses is equal to the total quantity of (O);

(3) how the price of (A) in commodity use depends on the quantity

of (A) so used;

(4) how the price of (O) in commodity use depends on the quantity

of (O) so used; .

(5) how the price of (A) in monetary use and the price of (O) in

monetary use both depend on the quantity of (A) and the

quantity of (O) in that use,

to determine the six unknowns, viz.

338
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(1) the quantity of (A) in commodity use;

(2) the quantity of (A) in monetary use;

(3) the quantity of (O) in commodity use;

(4) the quantity of (O) in monetary use;

(5) the price of (A) in both commodity and monetary uses;

(6) the price of (O) in both commodity and monetary uses.

If three commodities were used concurrently as money, there

would be only seven equations to determine nine unknowns.
If four commodities were so used, there would be only nine

equations to determine twelve unknowns. And so on.

Thus, in the case of a single standard, the problem is completely
determinate and is solved automatically in the market by the mecha-
nism of free competition. All the legislator needs to do is: (1) to
designate the commodity which is to serve as money, let us say (A);

(2) to permit the conversion of money into commodity use whenever
the value of (A) in commodity use is higher than the value of (A) in

monetary use; and (3) to pledge himself to convert the commodity
into money upon request, as soon as the value of (A) in money use
rises above its value in commodity use.

In the case of a double standard, however, the problem is not
completely determinate; so that the legislator can intervene, and
either determine one of the six unknowns arbitrarily or introduce
a sixth equation in one way or another. For example, he can
arbitrarily either fix the quantity of (A) or the quantity of (O) in
monetary use or else set the ratio between the two quantities. The last

mentioned case would give us bimetallism with a fixed quantity
ratio.^ Another alternative open to the legislator is arbitrarily to
fix the price of (A) or the price of (O) in monetary use or to set a
given ratio between the two prices. The last mentioned case would
give us bimetallism with a fixed value ratio. If the legislator exerts
his arbitrary power on quantity, the value will be automatically
determined in the market. If he exerts it on value, then the quantity
will be automatically determined by the mechanism of free competi-
tion.

285. Let us suppose the legislator to decide on the latter course
and to fix the ratio of the value of gold money to the value of silver
money at ISJ to 1 by law, as the bimetallists wish; and let us see
how the respective quantities of gold and silver in coin and in
bulhon will be determined in consequence. Whenever the ratio of
the value of gold bullion to the value of silver bullion is greater than

Pr.W-;p“ Fluctuations in
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15^ to 1, not only will all newly mined gold be turned into jewellery

and plate, but, in addition, part of the already existing gold coin
will also be converted to commodity use; and at the same time, not
only will all the newly mined silver be coined but, besides that, part

of the silver already in commodity use will also be converted into

silver coin. Thus the quantity of gold coin will diminish and the

quantity of silver coin will increase. The quantity ofgold in commodity
use will increase^ and the quantity of silver in commodity use will

decrease. This will go on until the ratio of the value of gold bullion

to the value of silver bullion falls back to 15^ to 1. When the bullion

ratio is less than 15J to 1, converse movements take place. The
quantity of gold coin will increase and the quantity of silver coin will

decrease. The quantity of gold in commodity use will diminishy and

the quantity of silver in commodity use will increase. This will go on

until the ratio of the value of gold bullion to the value of silver

bullion rises again to 15^ to 1.

The foregoing explanation shows that the monometallists are

mistaken when they assert without qualification that to promise an

irrevocable 1 5 J to 1 ratio is to promise the impossible. Such irrevoca-

bility is possible, within certain limits, without any impairment of

free competition. But the foregoing explanation also shows that the

bimetallists, for their part, are equally mistaken when they imagine

that it is enough to set the legal ratio of the value of gold coin to

the value of silver coin at 15i to 1 for this same ratio to be estab-

lished immediately and for all time as the natural ratio between the

value of gold bullion and the value of silver bullion. A commodity

can be money as well as a commodity without thereby losing its

identity as a commodity or ceasing to have its price determined in

its commodity role by the law of supply and demand. Under

exceptional circumstances this price may momentarily be either

higher or lower than the mint price, and consequently it may be

profitable for miners either to bring their metal to the mint or to sell

it on the bullion market and profitable for money changers either to

melt down their coins or to have their bullion ingots minted. This

happens very frequently both under the single standard and under

the double standard. It goes without saying that under the double

standard the 15J to 1 ratio imposed by the legislator on the metal in

monetary use imposes itself on the bullion market, but not imme-

diately or for all time. If the ratio of the value of gold bullion to the

value of silver bullion is higher than 15^ to 1, it cannot be broug t

down otherwise than by the demonetization ofgoldy but only so long

as there is any gold left to demonetize. When no more gold money is

left, the ratio will remain firm at 16, 17, 18... to 1. If the raUo o

the value of gold bullion to value of silver bullion is less than 15i to 1,
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this bullion ratio cannot be raised otherwise than by the demonetiza-

tion of silver, but only so long as there is any silver left to demonetize.
When no more silver money is left, the ratio will remain firm at 15,

14, 1 3 ... to 1 . Whether the bimetallists be right or wrong in asserting

that the present fall in the value of silver is due to legislative action

and not to natural causes, they cannot seriously mean that we are

for ever guaranteed against natural causes having an effect on the

value of silver. The essential point to bear in mind is that under a
bimetallic system it is possible that there may be so great an increase
in the quantity of silver as to entail the total demonetization of gold
and consequently compel us to make our larger payments with
cumbersome [silver] coins, or that there may be so great an increase
in the quantity of gold as to entail the total demonetization
of silver and consequently compel us to make our smaller payments
with inconveniently tiny [gold] coins. In other words, a double
standard system based on a legal ratio of 15J to 1. whether local
or miversal, is always, in final analysis, only an alternative standard
system, in which the depreciated metal tends to drive the appreciated
metal out of circulation.

This is the theory which we must now develop mathematically.
286. The geometric argument developed in Lesson 30 corresponds

to the algebraic solution of the following three equations:

Qa

by wWch the three unknowns, Q\ and Q'\, can be determined.
In this case, then, there are exactly three equations to determine
three unknowns.
Now let (A) and (O) be two commodities used concurrently as

money. Let and Q„ be their respective total quantities, Q'

^

and
Q\ their quantities remaining in the form of commodities, and Q"

^

and Q'\ their quantities converted into monetary form. Let P, and
Po be their resp^tive prices in terms of some third commodity, say
(B). To determine these six unknowns we have the following' five
equations:

Qa=Q\+Q",,

Qo=Q'o+Q"o.

..( 1 )

..(2)

stating that the total quantities of (A) and (O) are equal respectively
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to the sum of the quantities of (A) and the sum of the quantities of

(O) in commodity and monetary uses;

Q'o=-fa(Pa), .-(3)

Q\^Fo{Pol -(4)

indicating how the prices of (A) and (O) in commodity use arc

related respectively to the quantities of (A) and (O) in commodity
use; and

Q\Pa+ Q\Po=H, ..(5)

which states that the sum of the quantities of (A) and (O) in

monetary use constitutes the desired cash balance.

We can, if we w'ish, complete the determination of the problem by

stipulating the equation

Po=(^>Pa* (6)

which establishes a value ratio between Pa and P o. Tliis actually

takes place whenever a State declares that 1 unit of (O) and a> units

of (A) shall be equivalent to each other for all payments. *

287. Substituting into equations (4) and (5) the value of Po

given by equation (6),**Und then substituting into equations (I) and

(2) the values of Q'

a

and Q'

o

given by equation (3) and the

modified equation (4), we obtain

Qa==F<APa)^Q'\.

Qo=Fa{oyPa)^Q’\.

which may be written as

Q^\=Qa~Fa{Pa\

Q\=Qo-Fa{coPa).

Substituting these values of Q''a and Q”

o

into the modified equation

(5), we obtain

{Q c-Fa{Pa)}Pa+{Qo-Po( "-Pa)} = «.

which may be written as

H
Qa+(0Q,=Fa(Pa)+ p

+CoFo(coPa).
* a

• If we had assumed bimetaUism with a fixed quantity ratio, our sUth equauon

would have read
crv

. , K
The mathematical theory of the fystem would then

for the cSe
six equations, which would be exactly like the tolnuon we shaU develop for U>e caae

of bimetallism with a fixed value ratio.
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This is an equation which can be solved for algebraically or by
very simple geometry.

Let^*^ the curve passing through H in Fig. 25 (§283) be an equi-

lateral hyperbola*® ’ referred to its axes as asymptotes, with the

equation

H

and let the curve [of Fig. 26 reproduced] in Fig. 27, with the

equation

R=FJj>\

be the curve of the price of (A) in commodity use, estimated in terms
of (B), as a function of the quantity of (A). And, finally, in Fig. 28,

let us again draw two axes at right angles to each other, a horizontal
price axis Op and a vertical quantity axis Oq^ within which we let the

curve OgOp, with the equation

q=FJj>),

be the curve of the price of (O) in commodity use, estimated in terms
of (B), as a function of the quantity of (O). I shall now subject this

last curve to the following transformation. Starting at the origin,

O, I measure off on the horizontal axis certain abscissas with the

lengths 1-5, 2, 2*5, 3... which are equal to times the original

abscissas 15, 20, 25, 30... (ci> in this figure being equal to 10). And
on lines parallel to the vertical axis drawn through the extremities of
the new abscissas, I measure off, from the horizontal axis, the
ordinates of the points s\ s"\.. equal co times the corre-
sponding ordinates of the original points r, r\ r'\ r'" Thus
I obtain the curve the equation of wlfich is

q=ajFo{(op).

The significance of this transformation becomes immediately
apparent as soon as we perceive that in a system with a fixed value
ratio between (A) and (O), 1 unit of (O) can take the place of co units

of (A), the price of (A) being ^ times the price of (O). The curve

P'qO\ then becomes, as it were, the curve of the price of (O)
in the form of (A).

These preliminary considerations make it possible to proceed to
the following geometric solution of the equation

Qa+coQ,=F^(PJ+ — +(oF„(coP„).
^a
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I superimpose geometrically the ordinates of the curve passing
through the point H in Fig. 25 on aU the ordinates for corresponding
abscissas of the curve A of Fig. 27, and I obtain in this manner
the curve fi’Km" with the equation

^ ^ H
9=-f^a(p)+- •

QUANTITY

PRICE

Fio. 27f*'



PRICE
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I then superimpose geometrically the ordinates of the curve O'^O'p
of Fig. 28 on all the ordinates for corresponding abscissas of the
curve fi*Km” of Fig. 27, and I obtain in this manner the curve v'Nn”
with the equation

R=Pa{p)+ ~ -\-oiFo{(op).

Now let the length OA represent the total quantity Qa of (A); and
let the length AB represent co times the total quantity of (O), i.e.

If from the point B we draw a horizontal straight line BN to

the outermost curve, and from the point N we drop a perpendicular
NP, the abscissa OP will represent the price Pa of (A) in both

commodity and monetary uses corresponding to the quantity Qa>
Moreover, the segments PI and IM will represent respectively the

quantities Q'

a

of (A) in commodity use and Q”a of (A) in monetary
use, when there is no occasion for the conversion of (A) from
commodity use to monetary use or vice versa. Referring now to

Fig. 28 we find that the abscissa 50= co x OP represents the price P^
of (O) in both commodity and monetary uses corresponding to the

quantity Qo of (O). Furthermore, the segments NK and KM of

Fig. 27 represent respectively (o times the quantities Q* o of (O) in

commodity use and Q” ^ of (O) in monetary use, when, as in the case

of (A), there is no longer occasion for converting (O) in commodity

use into (O) in monetary use or vice versa. We could show, exactly

as we did in the case of the single standard, that if the division of

Qa into Q\ and Q”a and of Qo into Q\ and Q”

o

had not been

made in this manner, but had occurred at random and in different

amounts, then there would have been conversions of (A) from

commodity use into monetary use or vice versa, whichever was

appropriate. For such a demonstration it would only be necessary

to suppose that the three component segments of the length PN were

different from Ply IK and KN and were differently situated between

the Op axis and the three curves AgApy p!Km” and v'Nn”, I shall,

however, not repeat this demonstration, not only for the sake of

brevity but also in order to avoid complicating my figure which I

propose to use again in another connection.

Tlius: In the case of two concomitant standardsy as in the case oj

a single standardy the common and identical price {estimated in

ofany third commodity) ofeach ofthe two money conmodities in both

its commodity and monetary uses is established by minting or melting

according as its price as money is greater or less than its price as

a commodity. „

288. The three curves H, AgAp and OgOp of Figs. 25, 27 and 28,

the two lengths OA and AB of Fig. 21y
and the ratio w to 1 are,
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therefore, the basic determinants of the prices of the two money
commodities as well as of the respective quantities of each of them
allocated to commodity and monetary uses. For that very reason,
they are also the basic determinants of variations in these prices and
quantities. Here, again, we should need only to examine successively
the effects of shifts in the curves H, A^Aj, and as well as the
effects of changes in the lengths OA and AB and in the ratio co to 1,
in order to elucidate all the variations in the prices of the two money
commodities and in the respective quantities of each ofthem allocated
to commodity and monetary uses. A comparison of the results of
the foregoing analysis of the case of two concomitant standards with
the results of a similar analysis of the case of a single standard should
enable us, with full understanding, to draw conclusions regarding the
respective merits of bimetallism and monometallism as systems for
maintaining the value of the numeraire and money more steady in
value. We shall do this in the following Lesson, but first we shall
study the effects of changes in the lengths OA and AB corresponding
to changes in the quantities 2^ and
To begin with, let us suppose, that while geometrically repre-

sented by OA^ remains constant, g^, represented by . either
a>

increases to a quantity represented by
m n

iO
or decreases to a quantity

represented by
m n

to
Fig. 27 shows that in the first case the total

quantity of silver, represented by p'm\ would be put to commodity
use and the function of monetary circulation would be performed
exclusively by gold; while in the second case the total quantity of

gold represented by
CO

, would be put to commodity use and the

function of monetary circulation would be performed exclusively by
silver. The same figure also shows that if go were either to increase

in quantity above
m n

or to decrease in quantity below as

1 . ^ ’ CO
ong as the price of silver remained constant at either p' or p" while
the price of gold either fell below p' or rose above p", the ratio of the
value of gold in commodity use to the value of silver in commodity
use would be less than co to 1 in the first case and greater than

to 1 in the second.

suppose that, while go, geometrically represented by

remains constant, go represented by FA/, eitherCO CO CO

increases to a quantity represented by n*p! or decreases to a quantity
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represented by From Fig. 27 it is seen that, in the first case

the total quantity of gold represented by ~ will be reserved for
O)

commodity use and the function of monetary circulation will be
perfomed exclusively by silver; while in the second case, the total
quantity of silver represented by n**yL** wiU be reserved for commodity
use and the function of monetary circulation will be performed
exclusively by gold. It is seen, too, that if go were either to increase
in quantity above n'y! or to decrease in quantity below as

long as the price of gold remained constant at n* or jr" while the

price of silver fell below n' or rose above 7i'\ the ratio of the value
of gold in commodity use to the value of silver in commodity use
would be greater than (u to 1 in the first case and less than co to 1 in

the second.

This, I believe, is suflBcient to show how superficially the problems
of monometallism and of bimetallism have been treated hitherto, and
to suggest an appropriate method to those interested in making a

more serious and adequate study of the question. It is absolutely

necessary that the monoraetallists, on their side, give up harping on
the stereotyped anti-bimetallist argument that “it is as difficult for the

State to maintain a fixed ratio between the value of gold and that of

silver as to maintain a fixed ratio between the value of wheat and that

of rye”. ^ It is very easy for the State to preserve a fixed ratio between

the values of gold and silver in monetary use; and this ratio, once

established, tends indirectly to become the ratio between the values

of gold and silver bullion. At the same time, the bimetallists, on their

side, must give up denying “that the money metal can change its

value by changing its form”, and must put an end to their insistence

“that the values of a money metal in bullion, coin and jewellery are

always equal”.® This equality between the values of bullion and coin,

far from being invariable, can only be maintained by the process of

minting and melting, and ceases to exist when there is no more

metal to demonetize.

289. The formulae employed in this theoretical discussion to clarify

the principle of bimetallism could also be used to show the con-

sequences of a practical application of this system. If we were to

replace the above arbitrary and indeterminate functions or curves, in

whole or in part, by statistically derived fimctions or curves having

concrete coefficients, we could calculate approximately the real effects

of a resumption of the coinage of silver on the basis of a given legal

ratio between the values of gold and silver moneys. Let ixs imagine,

* M. Leroy-Bcaulieu expressed this opinion in the Journal des Economistes for

January 1874, p. 124. [This note appears first in ed. 4.]

• Mr. Cemuschi express^ this opinion in the Journal des Economistes for Decemoo

1876, p. 457.
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now, that our geometrical figure holds true for a given country, and

let us suppose that the quantity of silver in that country is increased

after equilibrium has been established and that the natural and neces-

sary effects of the legal ratio are prevented from being realized by a

suspension of the coinage of silver. In this case, while the quantity

of silver money will continue to be represented in Fig. 27 by IM and

its price by OP, the quantity of silver in commodity use will be

represented by FT and its price by OP\ If, then, the coinage of

silver is resumed, the effects of the legal ratio will show themselves

in the addition of the length FT to IN and in the position taken by

the line 7i*v\ representing the sum of these segments, between the

points P and P\ Clearly, under this arrangement the coinage of

a certain amount of silver will be offset by the demonetization of a

certain amount of gold and the rise in the price of silver bullion from
OP' to On' will be accompanied not only by a fall in the price of silver

money from OP to On' but also by a fall in the price of gold bullion

and gold money from co x OP to x On', Had we chosen to consider

concrete numbers as suitable to give a better grasp ofthe connection of

these events, the following numbers would fit the situation described

by the above curves for the country under consideration. In a state of
equilibrium based on a legal ratio of co=10 to 1, the total quantity
of silver OA=PM=5 milliard half-decagrams is divided between

2 milliard half-decagrams in commodity use, and JM=3 milliard

half-decagrams in silver coin; and the total quantity of gold, t
AB

MN
= jQ

=433 million half-decagrams, is divided between
MK
10

10

= 100

million half-decagrams in gold coin and =333 million half-

decagrams in commodity use. The price of silver in terms of wheat
is 5 lb. a half-decagram; the price of gold in terms of wheat is 50 lb.

a half-decagram. In other words, wheat is worth 0*20 francs per lb.
Ifwe suppose the total quantity of silver to be increased by 2 milliards
and the ^inage of silver to be suspended, the quantity of silver in
commodity use will increase from 2 to 4 milliard half-decagrams, with
the consequence that the price of silver in terms of wheat will fall
from 5 to 1*66 lb. a half-decagram. It would then be possible to

purchase 1 half-decagram of silver bullion with 0*33= of a half-

decagram of silver coin. If the coinage of silver were then resumed,
2- 166 milliards would remain in commodity use and 1*833 milliards
would be coined; while, at the same time, the entire 100 miUion
half-decagrams of gold coin would be melted down into buUion.
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The price of silver bullion in terms of wheat would rise from 1*66 to
4*33 lb. a half-decagram, while the price of silver coin would fall
from 5 to 4*33 lb. The price of gold bullion and gold coin in terms
of wheat would both fall from 50 to 43*33 lb, a half-decagram. In

other words, wheat would now be worth
1 franc

=0*23 francs per lb.

It can be seen, then, that there would be a 15 per cent rise in the
prices of all commodities.



Lesson 32

RELATIVE STABILITY OF THE VALUE OF THE
BIMETALLIC STANDARD

290. In order to complete The MathematicalTheory ofBimetallism^
we shall now discuss the bimetallic system from the point of view of
the stability of the value of the monetary standard.

Assuming bimetallism, we shall designate by the term silver franc
the unit quantity of silver, say 5 grammes or a half-decagram of
silver 0*900 fine; but by the term goldfranc we shall now designate,

not the unit quantity of gold, i.e. 5 grammes or a half-decagram of
gold 0*900 fine, as we have done hitherto, but the coih part of this

unit. In Fig. 28, where co was assumed equal to 10, the gold franc,

under our present definition, must be a half-gramme of gold. In that
figure, the curve 0\0'

^

with the equation q=a)Ft, (co/?), which was
substituted for the curve O^Oj, with the equation g=Fo(p), was a
curve expressing the price in wheat of a gold franc in the form of
bullion as a function of its quantity.

For our present discussion, let us draw two axes at right angles, as
in Fig. 29, the horizontal axis now being a time axis Ot, and the
vertical axis a price axis Op. On the first axis let us mark off equal
segments 0 to 1, 1 to 2 ..., each corresponding to a unit of time, or
more exactly to equal time intervals between the price com-
putations which we shall suppose to have been made from the
mathematical data. On the second axis and on lines drawn parallel
to it through points 1, 2 ..,, we shall mark off segments corre-
sponding to:

(1) the price in wheat of a silver franc in the form of bullion and
coin, under the assumption that silver alone is money;

(2) the price in wheat of a gold franc in the form of bullion under
the same hypothesis;

(3) the price in wheat of a gold franc in the form of both bullion
and coin, under the assumption that gold alone is money;

(4) the price in wheat of a silver franc in the form of bullion under
the same hypothesis [as in (3)]; and

(5) the price in wheat common to both the silver franc and the
gold franc, assuming both gold and silver to be money.

From our earlier explanation and from Fig. 27, we see that at the
very start [of the first period], immediately to the right of zero on the

351
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time axis, the first of the above enumerated quantities geometri-
cally represented by Op", is the root of equation

Ga=W')+f,

:

the second of these quantities, represented by On\ is the root of
equation

o)Qo=(^Fo{<^yy

the third, n", represented by On", is the root of equation

(uQ„= -r,n

the fourth, p\ represented by Op\ is the root of equation

Qa=Fa{py

and finally the fifth, P, represented by OP, is the root of equation

e a+WG 0=FJ^P)+ ” + coF).

Hence, beginning at the origin O of Fig. 29, we mark off the segments
Op", On\ On", Op' and OP on the vertical axis Op,
Immediately after the first interval, the quantities Qa, Qo and H

and the functions Fa and Fo having changed in the meantime, the
above quantities would be n\, n’\, p\ and Pi, represented
respectively by the segments 1 to p" i, 1 ton' i, 1 to n" j, 1 top' i and
1 to P which we mark off on a line drawn parallel to the vertical

axis and passing through point 1 on the horizontal axis.

Immediately after the second period, these quantities would
become p"

2, n' 2 , n" 2,
p'

2 and Pg* represented by the segments 2 to
p"

a, 2 to n' 2 , 2 to n" 2 , 2 to />' a 2 to Pa which we mark off on
a line drawn parallel to the vertical axis and passing through point 2
on the horizontal axis.

And so on. In this way we obtain the following five curves:

(1) the curve p";?"
1 a . . . showing the variations in the price of

a silver franc in the form of both bullion and coin under the hypo-
thesis of a silver standard. Analytically it is derived from the
equation

Ga=W')+“,
in which Qa and H are independent variables, the function Fa
changes, and p" is a dependent variable instead of a predetermined
value;
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(2) the cui^e showing the variations in the price of
a gold franc in the form of bullion again under the hypothesis of a
silver standard, Anal3ilically it is derived from the equation

in which is an independent variable, the function changes, and
n' is a dependent variable instead of a predetermined value;

(3) the curve showing the variations in the price of
a gold franc in the form of both bullion and coin under the hypothesis
of a gold standard. It is derived from the equation

^Qo= + cofoC cot")
Tv

in which and H are independent variables, changes, and n** is

a dependent variable;

(4) the curve showing the variations in the price of a

silver franc in the form of bullion again under the hypothesis of

a gold standard. It is derived from the equation

Qa=Fa(pl

in which is an independent variable, Fa changes, and p' is a

dependent variable; and finally

(5) the curve PF^Fz^^^ showing the variations in the price com-

mon to both the silver franc and the gold franc under the hypothesis

of bimetallism. It is derived from the equation

0<.+«eo=W)+ y
+coF,(coP)

in which Qa>Qo and H are independent variables, Fa and Fo change,

and P is a dependent variable.

A discussion of the first, third and fifth curves will give us the

conclusion we are looking for concerning the respective advantages

of monometallism and bimetallism as regards the stability of value

of the monetary standard.

In order to simplify our diagram, we shall ignore variations in the

quantity H as well as changes in the functions Fa and Fo'j and we

shall suppose only the quantities Qa and cdQo to vary as delineated

in Fig. 30 by the curves A and B respectively. The quantity of silver

francs varies according to the curve AA^^; and that of the gold

accordpg to the curve Our conclusions, however, will be

entirely independent of this restriction.

291. To begin with, we note a striking similarity in Fig. 29 between

curves i/>" 2 .. . and p'p\p\-^> on the one hand, and between
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curves TT n
2 '-* tctt i7r'2-.. on the other. This similarity is

rational. The price of any metal which is used simultaneously as a
commodity and as money is bound to be higher than the price of the
same metal used exclusively as a commodity, for the attribution of
a monetary role to a metal results in a diminution in the amount of
this metal available for purposes of industry and adornment. More-
over, the adoption of a metal as money increases not only its price but
also the amplitude of variations in this price without, in general,
changing the nature of these variations. Thus curve p''p" ^p" j... is

similar to, and at the same time higher than, curve p'p' ^p' j...; just as
curve n is smular to, and at the same time higher than,
curve TtViTt'j....

292. This being understood, let us return to our Fig. 30 and let us
see why bimetallism is effective at the start of the curve. The reason
is that, if silver alone were taken to the mint, the silver franc would
acquire a value p" given by the equation

ea=W')+~,

and the gold franc would acquire a value n‘ given by the equation

oiQo=^oyFo{<imy,

so that, as long as is greater than n\ it will pay to convert gold

bullion into gold coin. Hence the silver franc in coin will fall

relatively to the silver franc in bullion and silver money will be

converted into bullion. Furthermore, if gold alone were taken to the

mint, the gold franc would acquire a value n” given by the equation

wGo= -\-oiFo{oyn"\
71

and the silver franc would acquire a value p' given by the equation

Qa^F,{py

so that, as long as n" is greater than p\ it will pay to convert silver

bullion into silver coin. Hence the gold franc in coin will fall

relatively to the gold franc in bullion and gold money will be con-

verted into bullion.

Thus: Bimetallism will only work on condition that the price of the

silverfranc in theform ofboth bullion and coin is higher than the price

of the goldfranc in theform of bullion alone and on condition that the

price of the goldfranc in the form of both bullion and coin is higher

than the price of the silverfranc in theform ofbullion alone. In other

words, bimetallism is effective only as long as the curve p^'p*' \P 2 • • •
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in Fig. 29 lies above the curve :7rVi7r'2... and the curve Tr'V'iTt",...
in the same figure lies above the curve p'p\p\ This is what
actually appears in the first 10 intervals of our diagram and also in

the intervals from 15 to 25 and from 35 to 45.

293. The price P common to the silver franc and the gold franc in

the form of both bullion and coin is the root of the following
equation:

e a+ O)e „=/,(?)+ J (0/>)

;

besides which we have, on the one hand,

Fa{P)+ 5 >Qa>F,<iP),

and, on the other hand,

H
j 4- cuFo( (oP)>ojQo> (i)Fo{ (oP),

since the total quantities of silver and of gold are each made
up in part of bullion to the amounts Q'^ and g'o, and in part of coin
to the amounts Q”a and Q” o, so that evidently the first inequality
implies the second and vice versa.

We already know that

ea=W)=fa(/’")+”r,

and that

(oQ^=(oFo(cim')= +coFo{oxn").
71

We have then, on the one hand,

Fa{P)+J>F,{p")+^,,

which impUes that p" >P-, and we have, on the other hand,

Faip') >F,{P),

which impUes that P>p'. In addition, we have

H H
p +<^^oi<oP)>^,-\-coFo{am'%

which implies that 7t”>P; and

o)Fo{am')> coFoiwP),

which implies that P>7i\
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Thus: When bimetallism is effective^ the price common to the gold
franc and the silver franc in the form of both bullion and coin is:

(7) simultaneously less than the bullion price of the silver franc and
g! eater than the bullion price {i,e. the only price) of the gold franc
under a monometallic silver standard; and {2) simultaneously less than
the bullion price of the gold franc and greater than the bullion price
(i.e. the only price) of the silver franc under a monometallic gold
standard. In other words [during the effective stage of bimetallism],
the curve P/* iP 2 • • • of Fig* 29 is simultaneously below the two curves

P*'p" iP" and7r'V'i7r"2***> and above the twocurvesr/rViTr'a***
Q.nd p'p' ip' 2— This too is seen in the intervals of our diagram
previously mentioned [from 1 to 10, 15 to 25 and 35 to 45].

294. Let us refer again to Fig. 27 in order to see how bimetallism
resolves itself into monometalhsm. It resolves itself into a mono-
metalhc silver standard whenever Qa becomes equal to or greater

than or whenever ojQq becomes equal to or less than m"n'\ It

resolves itself into a monometallic gold standard whenever coQo
becomes equal to or greater than m'n\ or whenever Qa becomes
equal to or less than In the first two cases [which result in the

silver standard], the price p” of the silver franc is given by the

equation

Qa=F,ip")+ -

and the price n' of the gold franc by the equation

o)Qo=coFo{co7t').

But so long as remains equal to or less than 7i\ there is nothing

to be gained by transforming gold buUion into coin. In the latter

two cases [which result in the gold standard], the price n” of the

gold franc is given by the equation

H
coQo= “/ -hcoFfom")

7t

and the price p' of the silver franc is given by the equation

Qa=Fa(p%

But so long as ti" remains equal to or less than p\ there is nothing

to be gained by converting silver bulhon into coin.

Thus: Bimetallism resolves itselfinto a monometallic silver standard

whenever the price of the goldfranc in theform of bullion alone rises

above the price of the silverfranc in theform ofboth bullion and coin^

i.e. whenever the curve Ti'n' 2 * * * lies above the curve p p \p 2 •
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as is the case in Fig. 29 in the five intervals of time between 10 and 1 5.

Bimetallism resolves itself into a monometallic gold standard whenever
the price of the silverfranc in theform of bullion alone rises above the
price of the goldfranc in theform of both bullion and coin; i.e. when-
ever the curve p'p\p\... lies above the curve as is

the case in Fig. 29 in the ten intervals of time between 25 and 35.
It is evident, furthermore, that whenever bimetallism resolves itself

into a monometallic silver or gold standard there ceases to be a single
price common to the silver franc and the gold franc. The curve
FP

1F 2 ... breaks off.

295. Under circumstances corresponding to those illustrated in
our Fig. 29, the transition from bimetallism to the silver standard
during the period from 0 to 45 would cause the variations in the price
of the numeraire and monetary standard in wheat to be represented
by the curve PP^P^... Pjo/'n... P^^... P^.n"^,... P,,... P^^ in
place of the curve p"p'' ip" 2 . .

.
p’\^. The passage from bimetallism

to the gold standard would result in the replacement of curve
7t n 2 ... by the same curve. Surely the circumstances
represented in this diagram have no relation to reality. They
are all the more remote from the actual world because we have
ignored certain factors, such as variations in the total amount of the
desired cash balance and changes in the utility of the precious metals
in their commodity role, which might have intensified or dampened
the effects of variations in their quantities. It is. nevertheless, certain
that the curve PP ^P 2 * • • rises and falls with a smaller amplitude than
either the curve p''p'\p'\... or the curve because it

always lies below these two curves and coincides with the lower one
only when the upper curve tends to rise appreciably faster than
the lower.^^®*

Thus: The bimetallic standard preserves a certain relative stability
of value in cases where the monometallic standards would have varied
in opposite directions. It varies as much as these monometallic stan-
dards in cases where they would both have moved in the same direction.

In short, bimetallism is as much at the mercy of chance as mono-
metallism so far as the stability of value of the monetary standard is
concerned; only bimetallism has a few more chances in its favour.

296. In their disputes over bimetallism economists have already
given va^e intimations of the curve PPy,P,,P,,P,,P This is the
cuiwe which Jevons intended to present, and which he thought he
had presented, in Chapter XII, called The Battle of Standards, of hisbook on Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. BimetaUists
frequently cite this curve of Jevons’s and confidently reproduce it.
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There is, however, an important difference between my P curve,
which is derived mathematically from the conditions determining
the value of money, and Jevons’s curve D which is given empiric-
ally. The P curve is at times separate and distinct from the
and 71 curves and lies below them, for example, between P and
^io> between P jg and Pgs ^-nd between P35 and P45. It is only under
certain circumstances that it coincides with one or the other of these
two curves. It coincides, for instance, with the p" curve from P^^ to

Pi5 and with the curve from P25 P35, Jevons’s curve D always
coincides with whichever of the two curves, p" or 7i'\ is the lower
one. ffis curve would be the same as the curve p”CDP^qp'\^... in
my Fig. 29 . The behaviour of Jevons’s curve follows from the
assumption, quite explicitly stated in his text, that bimetallism is, in

essence, a system with an alternative standard, in the sense that only
one metal is ever left in circulation; sometimes it is gold, at other

times silver. This is patently an error. We have proved a priori, and
experience shows, that bimetallism can work. And when it does
work, the single value common to the gold and silver franc is

necessarily less than the value of the gold franc under a monometallic

gold standard and less than the value of the silver franc under a

monometallic silver standard. This example proves how important

it is to proceed methodically in discussing quantitative relationships

in which approximations, however close, cannot be tolerated.

The error once corrected, it still remains true, as Jevons has

pointed out, that a compensatory action takes place under bimetal-

lism. I need not repeat that this compensatory action is the result of

a perpetual monetization and demonetization of metal, but I do

wish to address one final remark to the bimetallists.

297 . The moment we attempt to inject considerations of the degree

of stability of the monetary standard into the applied theory of

money, why should we be satisfied with an uncertain and imperfect

stability? Why not aim at an assured and perfect stability? Let us

see whether, subject to certain qualifications, wheat satisfies the

conditions of a commodity with a fairly constant rareti and value.

And let us see, further, whether the rareti and value of money ought

to be constant or whether it would not be better for them to vaiy

pari passu with the average rareti and value of social wealth. Would

it not be better to replace wheat by some multiple standard which

remains to be determined? In all such schemes the bimetalhcP curve

would be more nearly horizontal than either of the monometallic

curves p" or tc” , We may ask, however, why be satisfied with the F

curve? Why not try to obtain the desired horizontal curve directly

by taking consciously planned measures to regulate the quantity of

metal in circulation? This will result not from bimetallism, but from
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a gold monometallism coupled with a silver billon which is distinct
from the subsidiary coinage and which is alternatively issued and
retired in such a way as to keep the multiple standard from fluctuat-
ing. The State in performing this operation would gain by the issue
of this billon and lose by its withdrawal. The net loss or profit from
this operation would be added to or deducted from the cost of mint-
ing and melting and would be the price the economy would have to
pay for the stability or regularity of fluctuations of the value of the
monetary standard. These questions of applied and practical econo-
mics will be treated elsewhere.*®* Here it is enough to have
specified the most important points in the pure theory of money.



Lesson 33

FIDUCIARY MONEY AND PAYMENTS
BY OFFSETS

298. It is a curious fact, certainly worth mentioning, that monetary
theorists should hail the first advent of the use of money as such a
wonderful advance, only to acclaim as a still greater advance any
means of doing without money, once its use had been generally

established. Indeed, the expedients for performing exchange
operations without the intervention of metallic money are steadily

growing in importance. We may list these expedients as follows:

299. Book Credit, Let X and Y be two merchants buying goods
from each other on credit. On certain dates, say every six months,
the sums that X owes Y and the sums that Y owes X are separately

totalled to determine which of the two debits is the greater. Only

the difference is payable in cash, but quite often this balance is carried

over. Thus few and infrequent cash payments are needed to settle

accounts arising from a large number of very substantial purchases

and sales.

Here, then, is a certain volume of trade which takes place without

the intervention of metalhc money; but such transactions still pre-

suppose the invention and the use of a numiraire and money, for

even when precious metals are absent in fact, they are always present

in principle. Without numeraire it would be impossible to keep debit

and credit accounts; without money it would be impossible for each

exchange transaction between X and Y to be considered as definitely

settled [by means of book entries] apart from the actual remittance

of cash, and for the cash involved in the mutual indebtedness to be

considered by X and Y as left at each other’s disposal while still

remaining the property of the creditor. Furthermore, thou^ the

intervention of numiraire and money is not real, but virtual, without

this intervention it would be impossible to find commensurable loan

units, i.e. units of loaned money multiplied by units of time measur-

ing the period of the loan, and hence it would be impossible to amve

at an exact accounting on settlement days of the difference between

the credit extended by X to Y and that extended by Y to X.

300.

Commercial Paper, It does not always happen, in fact it

occurs very rarely, that two merchants have dealings with each other

regularly enough and in large enough amounts for each to have an

account with the other like the one described above. Hence, when

X, for example, makes only a single purchase from Y, he will close

362
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the transaction, either immediately or after an interval ofbook credit,

in the following manner. If X and Y live in the same city, X will

make a promissory note payable to Y in these terms: “So many
months after date I promise to pay Y on order such and such a sum,
value received in merchandise. Signed X.” If X and Y live in

different cities, Y will draw a bill of exchange on X in these terms:
“So many months after date pay to my order such and such a
sum, value received in merchandise. Signed Y.“ The bill of exchange
will then be accepted by X in these terms: “Accepted. Signed X.”
It is true that at maturity X will have to lay out cash in discharge of
his note or of Y’s bill of exchange; but prior to maturity the following
may take place. As soon as Y comes into possession of the promis-
sory note or accepted bill of exchange, he may use it to square
accounts with a third party, Z, by handing over the bill or note to
Z, after endorsing it: “Pay to Z on order such and such a sum, value
in account. Signed Y.“ Z may, in turn, use this same instrument in

settling an account by endorsing it to a fourth party, W. And thus it

is possible for a bill or note to serve as a means of payment in two,
three, five, ten, or even twenty transactions between the date of
writing and maturity. If X should fail to honour this instrument at

maturity, it would be returned from endorser to endorser until it

reached Y
; but ifX pays, the whole business is settled then and there,

and as many as twenty transactions are closed by a single disburse-
ment in cash.

Here again a numeraire and money must exist and must intervene
virtually, if not actually. Each endorser is presumed to place his

own cash at the disposal ofX for as long a time as the endorser keeps
the bill or note in his portfolio; and in remuneration for this service
he receives a part of the interest paid in full by X.

301. Bank Notes, The free circulation of promissory notes and
bills of exchange encounters various obstacles. For one thing, they
are payable only at maturity, which opens the door to hazards of
non-payment by the maker or the acceptor of the bill. For another,
these instruments are negotiable only by endorsement, which not
only puts each endorser under the obligation to compensate the
holder in case of default but also exposes him to the risk of not being
reimbursed himself. There are, however, institutions, called banks of
issue, which perform the following operation. In return for notes and
bills payable at some future date and negotiable only by endorsement,
they issue sight bills called bank notes, which are negotiable without
endorsement. The bank note is, in essence, a draft at sight payable
to bearer which has been substituted for an instrument payable to
order at maturity. And it is precisely because one can, in principle,
convert bank notes at any moment into specie at the bank of issue
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and because one can pass them without endorsement or liability,

that they circulate much more readily than commercial paper. The
fact that these notes are redeemable by all holders is the reason why
they pass freely from hand to hand. Under normal circumstances
the bank note remains in circulation at least until the maturity of the

commercial paper for which it is a substitute. At due date the bank
presents the bill or note for collection, receiving in payment either its

own bank note, or else specie, which it holds until the bank note is

returned from circulation and presented for redemption. The only
thing required, therefore, is that the bank’s bills and notes in the

portfolio plus its cash in hand be equal in amount to the bank notes

in circulation. In other words, with a given cash balance, a bank of

issue may have notes in circulation amounting to two, three, four, or

five times the value of that balance. Clearly, then, if a bank’s cash

reserves are 100 millions and its notes in circulation 300 millions,

two-thirds of the exchanges are indeed settled by bank notes, but by

no means independently of numeraire and money though no specie

is effectively employed in the transactions. Actually, the settlements

are made by transfers of commercial paper without any real

liquidation of indebtedness.

302. Cheques. Suppose that X, Y, Z and W open no mutual

customers’ accounts, make no promissory notes, draw no bills of

exchange and do not even use bank notes in their business with one

another. They will then proceed as follows. Each hands over to

his banker a certain sum in money, commercial paper and bank notes

to constitute his balance on deposit. The banker invests the money

in securities, so that, in final analysis, all deposits, apart from cash

reserves, are backed, like bank notes, by paper. X, Y, Z and W then

make use of these deposits by means of cheques^ which are orders

drawn on the banker to pay for their purchases. If that ended the

matter, the balances would soon be exhausted. But there is more to

it, for X, Y, Z and W not only buy, but sell as well. And in payment

for what they sell they receive cheques drawn either on their own

bankers or on other bankers of the same city. Immediately on

receipt, they deposit these cheques with their bankers, to be added to

their balances. Then they can draw their own cheques on this

addition to their balances just as they did on their original balance.

This is not all. The city has an establishment called a clearing

hoidse, where all the bankers meet daily. There each banker mms

over to the other bankers the cheques which he has against them,

and receives, in turn, the cheques they have against ^m. Ea<m, t en,

pays or receives the difference in cash, that is the difference betw^n

what he owes to others and what others owe to him. And so i is

possible for the value of the cheques drawn to be far greater than
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of the original deposits. Cheques are in this way a very effective

device for making purchases and sales without the actual use of
metallic money, especially when there is a clearing house which is

the capstone of the system. In the clearing houses of London and
New York, business amounting to hundreds of millions of sterling
or dollars is transacted with only a few thousand pounds or dollars
actually changing hands in cash.*'*^ Thus we have two expedients
for economizing metallic money which act with cumulative effect:

0) the offsetting of cheques in the clearing house, which, to all

intents and purposes, is like offsetting orders to transfer cash; and
(2) the use of cheques as orders to transfer securities in bankers’
portfolios, securities which represent fixed or circulating capital and
are of high or low grade depending upon the nature and character of
the business done by the bankers.

303.i«i We pass no judgement on the facts; we simply note their
existence and describe them. Gold and silver, by reason of their
exceptional qualities, are real, liquid wealth. We can hide them in
the ground or deposit them in a safe place, as we do in times of
danger, with full assurance that they will always retain their value.
Fixed and circulating capital goods, on the other hand, derive their
value from the value of their services or uses; and in many cases
this value can fall to zero. Hence debts settled by means of securities
are not really discharged. Undoubtedly, the use of paper for trans-
ferring funds, in place of an equivalent amount of coin, releases
additional precious metal for industry and ornament; but it still

remains to be seen whether the pleasure that individuals get out of
possessing impressive quantities of gold and silver plate and Jewellery
outweighs the inconvenience which the economy suffers from its
inability to settle debts at any moment on however large or small a
scale with complete security. An economy is not instituted to wind
up in liquidation any more than a cart is set in motion simply for the
sake of stopping; and yet, just as a cart must be able to stop or slow
down, so perhaps an economy should always be able to liquidate
more or less. Consequently those economists who display an exces-
sive admiration for bank notes and cheques and those socialists who
dream of ametallism and speak of metallic money as a “dead weight”
are exactly like carters who throw away their drags and brakes as so
much dead weight. In this connection, one further point should be
added.

304. t**! The commercial paper and securities represented by bank
notes or by cheques constitute the sum total of fiduciary or paper
money as contrasted with metallic money. Already in §§281 and 283we have given the equation of monetary circulation; and we must now
complete this equation by inserting, alongside the symbol standing
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for the value of metallic money, the symbol F to represent the
value of fiduciary money. It must be recognized that while the desire

for monetary cash balances becomes weaker and weaker as the system
of offsets develops through book-credit, orders to transfer cash,

cheques, etc., at any given moment the size of this cash balance is

determined by settlements which have to be made in cash after

making due allowance for offsets.

By inserting the symbol F in our equation [§283], in the manner
suggested above, we have generally

{Q\+F)P,=^ll,

It now remains to be seen, and a moment’s reflection will show, that

when the quantity of the money commodity, on the one hand,

and prices in terms of money, on the other hand, increase or decrease

proportionately, the term F will automatically increase or decrease in

the same proportion and H will remain constant. If all the conditions

necessary for the threefold equilibrium in production, capital forma-

tion and circulation are satisfied, then, as we have seen in §279, after

a rise or fall in prices proportional to a given increase or decrease in

the quantity of money, there is no reason why entrepreneurs and

banks should not put the same quantity of capital into circulation

for a proportionately greater or smaller nominal value of commercial

paper and securities;* ** nor why people should not buy and sell the

same quantity of commodities to be paid for by offsets for nominal

values which may vary proportionately upwards or downwards;*^*

nor again why the desired cash balance estimated in terms of (B)

should vary at all. Hence, the theorem of the proportionality of

prices to the quantity of money is not affected in any way by the

existence of paper circulation and payments by offsets.**'*

This theorem, therefore, holds rigorously. It follows that if all

bearers were simultaneously to demand the redemption of their

bank notes and if, at the same time, all holders of cheque books were

to request the complete withdrawal of their deposits at once, provided

that these claims could be satisfied, the price Pa of money in terms

H H
of (B) would rise immediately from q„ —p to qft »

entailing a

fall in commodity prices in terms of money in precisely the inverse

ratio. j

305. The foregoing conclusions which embody the so-cau

quantity theoryy i.e. the law ofinverse proportionality between
the va ue

and the quantity ofmoney

j

were arrived at by the deductive met o

We shall see, in our study of applied economics,*^* how far-r^mng

are the consequences of this law which places the whole equihbnum

of the market at the mercy of mine operators, issuers of bank no es
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and drawers of cheques. Economists who challenge the quantity
theory generally base their arguments on observation and history,

thus arriving at their conclusions by the inductive method. They are,

however, compelled to recognize that observation and history show
striking instances of fluctuations in the value of money that are the
inverse of fluctuations in its quantity. It has never been denied that
in antiquity the rapid development of the argentiferous lead mines
of Laurium raised the price of a medimnus of wheat from 1 to 3

drachmas in the interval between Solon and Aristophanes. It is no
less incontestable that the discovery of America and of the silver

mines of Potosi tripled all prices in Europe from the end of the
fifteenth century to the middle of the seventeenth century. Everyone
admits that the panning of gold-bearing sands in California raised
prices by 38 per cent between 1851 and 1873. But the opponents of
the quantity theory deny that these fluctuations were inversely propor-
tional. In reply it can be easily shown: (1) that the quantity theory
relates only to the quantity of money; (2) that the theory affirms a
direct proportionality to utility at the same time as an inverse
proportionality to quantity; and (3) that it assumes all other things to
remain constant, a condition which is never satisfied in reality because
of the length of time required for the phenomena in question to
develop. In the case of an increase in the quantity of money resulting
from the issue of paper money or other paper currency, the reactions
take place more rapidly and the proportionality of the inverse move-
ments becomes much more apparent. For example, the issue of 30
to 40 milliards in assignats in France from 1789 to 1796 lowered the
value of the medium of exchange in the proportion of 100 to 2-5 or 3.

This grandiose experiment cannot be repeated as often as would be
necessary to convince the opponents of the quantity theory; and that
is why it is particularly fortunate that economics is a science in which
the process of reasoning makes up for the ambiguities and the
deficiencies in our experience.



Lesson 34

FOREIGN EXCHANGE

306. Bank notes circulate almost exclusively within the country of

issue, but bills of exchange circulate much more widely. Cities in all

parts of Europe and as far away as the East Indies and America draw
bills of exchange on Paris and London; and these bills pass through

a great number of hands, in settlement of numerous and varied

purchases and sales before they are presented for collection at the

place on which they were drawn. Moreover, these bills constitute

a very considerable part of the fiduciary money in circulation. The

great banking and commercial centres, London, Paris, Amsterdam,

Hamburg, Frankfort, Genoa, Trieste and New York, are bill markets.

At each of these centres the bills of exchange against all other

markets are quoted every day; and these quotations constitute what

is called the exchange rate or the exchange. Thus in London

exchange rates are quoted on Paris, Amsterdam, Hamburg and

Genoa. In Paris we find the exchange rates quoted on London,

Amsterdam, Frankfort and Trieste. We hear, for example, “To-day’s

rate of exchange of Paris on London is 25*15, on Amsterdam 208*25,

on Frankfort 210, on Trieste 195*50.” In other words, one pound

sterling payable in London can be bought and sold in Paris for

25 francs 15 centimes, while 100 florins, payable at Amsterdam,

Frankfort or Trieste, can be bought and sold in Paris for 208 francs

25 centimes, 210 francs or 195 francs 50 centimes respectively. Thus

to quote a rate of exchange two terms are necessary, one *^certain*\

which is unexpressed, e.g. one pound sterling or 100 florins, and

the other '’'‘uncertain^', which is mentioned in the quotation, e.g.

208 francs 25 centimes, 210 francs or 195 francs 50 centimes. In the

above example, London, Amsterdam, Frankfort and Trieste “quote

certain” and Paris “quotes uncertain”.

307. Two elements enter into the establishment of these rates of

exchange: one being the difference between the moneys and the other

being the exchange proper. For example, a pound sterling contains

as much pure gold as would be contained in 25 francs 22 centimes in

coin. If, then, the rate of exchange of Paris on London were 25*22,

the exchange rate would be at par^ and a ^ven quantity of gold

would have the same value whether payable in London or in Pans.

The difference between the rate 25*15 and parity 25*22 is the exchange

proper. The case is simplified and the concept of exchange proper

presents itself more clearly when the moneys are the same. When,

368
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for instance, it is said that the rate of exchange of Paris on Brussels

is 101 and on Genoa 95, this means that 100 francs payable in

Brussels and 100 Italian lira payable in Genoa can be bought in

Paris for 101 francs and 95 francs respectively. In that case the

exchange on Brussels is above par and stands at a premium, while

the exchange on Genoa is below par and stands at a discount.

The rate of exchange is generally, therefore, the price in one place

of a sum payable at another place. What are the causes which make
a sum payable at one place worth more or less in another place? This

is the question we shall now consider. To answer it, let us first inquire

into the conditions which make for trading in bills of exchange.

308. Usually the transfer of funds from one place to another is

accomplished by remitting bills of exchange and not by transporting

metallic moneys. For example, a merchant X in London sells

commodities to a merchant Y in Paris, and at the same time another

merchant Z in Paris sells other merchandise for, let us say, the same
value to a merchant W in London. Under these circumstances, it is

unnecessary for Y in Paris to send gold or silver to X in London and
for W in London to send gold or silver to Z in Paris. Both payments
can be made without any intervention of metallic money simply by
drawing and remitting a bill of exchange. Let X of London draw
on Y of Paris. IfW in London buys the bill from X, X will be paid
what Y owes him and W will have paid what he owes to Z. Now let

W send this same bill to Z in Paris. When Z presents the bill to Y,
who is also in Paris, for payment, then Z will be paid what W owes
him and Y will have paid what he owes to X. And so the two debts
will be paid back and extinguished.

309. This gives us the principle. Now let us turn to the applica-

tion. For simplicity, let us take different markets using the same
money. A number of merchants in Brussels have sold 101,000 francs
worth of commodities to merchants in Paris. And at the same time
a number of merchants in Paris have sold 100,000 francs worth of
commodities to merchants in Brussels. From what we have just seen,
there is no need for Paris to send 101,000 francs worth of gold or
silver to Brussels and for Brussels to send 100,000 francs worth of
gold or silver to Paris. Let the creditors in Brussels draw 101,000
francs worth of bills of exchange on Paris and sell them at any price
on behalf of the debtors in Paris to the debtors in Brussels for
100,000 francs; or let the creditors in Paris draw 100,000 francs
worth of bills of exchange on Brussels and sell them at any price on
behalf of the debtors in Brussels to the debtors in Paris for 101,000
francs. Let the operation be performed partly in one way and partly
in the other in appropriate proportions so that no debtor whetherm Brussels or in Paris has anything to gain by buying a draft rather
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than be drawn on. In every case, 101 francs payable in Paris will

be worth 100 francs in Brussels and the Brussels rate on Paris will

100
be quoted as 99-01; and 100 francs payable in Brussels will be

worth 101 francs in Paris and the Paris rate on Brussels will be
m
100

*

quoted as 101. The debtors in Paris will send 1,000 francs to

Brussels, since their creditors are entitled to be paid in full, even if

that entails the shipping of metallic money. These same debtors will

have to bear the loss on exchange, while the debtors in Brussels

benefit, in principle, by the corresponding exchange premium.

310. But, it might be argued, if Paris owed Brussels 200,000 francs

while Brussels owed Paris only 100,000 francs, the Brussels quotation

1 00
on Paris would be ^ and the Paris quotation on Brussels would

'500

be in other words, 200 francs payable in Paris would be

worth 100 francs in Brussels, and 100 francs payable in Brussels

would be worth 200 francs in Paris. Nonsense ! This conclusion is

not only absurd, but impossible. There is a limit to the loss and

premium on exchange; and this limit is the total cost, including

insurance, of shipping 100 francs in specie from one of the two

centres to the other. So long as the loss on exchange remains \rithin

this limit, the debtor will prefer to buy a draft or to let a bill be

drawn on him rather than send specie. At the limit itself either

procedure is indifferent to him. If the limit were exceeded, the debtor

would prefer to send specie. Hence this limit cannot be exceeded.

311. Cournot devotes a special chapter to exchange in his

Researches into the Mathematical Principles of the Theory of Wealth.

I beg to refer the reader to this chapter for a fuller development of

the theory and to confine myself here to a restatement of Cournot s

general formula of exchange.

Let (1) and (2) be two centres of exchange; let mi, 2 be the total

of the sums for which centre (1) is indebted to centre (2), and '^ 2-1

the total of the sums for which centre (2) is indebted to centre (H*

let Cl 2 be the rate of exchange in place (1) on place (2), and C 2.1 e

the rate of exchange in place (2) on place (1). Within the hmits se

by the cost of shipping specie, we have

^ 1. a

—

mi,i

mi,2

'Wi.a

m 2.1

and
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From these two equations it follows also that

^ 1 , 2 ^ 2 . 1
= !•

Thus: Rates of exchange are equal to the inverse ratios of the

remittances to be made.

They are reciprocals of each other.

Here again we come upon the same price ratios we discussed in

§44, as was only to be expected, since exchange rates are, by defini-

tion, the prices in any one place of a unit or of a given quantity of

money payable at various other places.

312.'**^ The formula

'^2.1

'Wl.2

is applicable to the case of two countries having the same kind of

money, for instance gold money. In that case, a merchant who has

a remittance to make from centre (2) to centre (1) and who has in his

possession enough gold for this purpose, will buy a draft if

^2^1

'^1.2
<1+7,

where y represents the cost of shipping one unit of gold from (2) to

(1). On the other hand, he will ship gold if

^2.1

Wl.2
>1+7.

Thus there is a fixed limit to the rate of exchange, namely 1 +y.
If the two countries do not have the same kind of money, the

formula for the rate of exchange in centre (1) on centre (2) becomes

_rrt2.i
^ 1 . 2— _ Plf2*

'” 1.2

where Pi, g is the price of the monetary unit of centre (1) in terms of
the money of centre (2). Usually the rate of exchange c i, g is quoted
without any explicit reference to the values of the separate factors

—^ and pi,g which determine the rate. Both from the theoretical
'” 1,2

and practical points of view, however, it is important, in many cases,
to distinguish between these two factors: one of which, the exchange
proper, relates to the ratio of the respective debts and credits of the
two centres, while the other, which may be called the agio, relates
to the ratio between the values of the two moneys.
That being so, suppose centre (2) to have a money convertible into

the money of centre (1), say silver money convertible into gold, and
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suppose a merchant at (2) to have silver in his till. Either he will buy
a draft, if

1

;;;

—

Pui<Pi,i+yf
^1,2

where y represents the cost of shipping a unit of silver from (2) to

(1)

; or he will ship silver if there is any tendency for

'” 2,1—
Pi, 2>Pi» 2+y-

We have now a variable limit to the ratio of exchange. Suppose,

however, that centre (2) has a money which is not convertible into

the money of centre (1), say an inconvertible paper currency, and

suppose that a merchant of centre (2) has paper in his till which he

cannot export under any circumstances. Whatever and/>i. g

may be, he must purchase either a draft or gold. In a case of this

kind there is no limit at all to the rate of exchange.

313. Letting (1), (2), (3), (4)... be any number of centres of

exchange; and letting Cg. i and Cg, j be the rates of exchange in places

(2) and (3) on place (1) and Cg, g be the rate of exchange in place (3)

on place (2), it could be shown by a proof which is identically the

same as the proof developed in § 1 12 in the case of the exchange of

several commodities for one another in a [free] market that general

equilibrium among the exchange rates is impossible unless it is

generally true that

^ 8.1
^ 3,2—

^ 2.1

Thus: In a state ofgeneral equilibrium, the rate of exchange in any

one place on any other is equal to the ratio between the rates in each

of the two places on any third.

314. Whenever this state of general equihbrium is disturbed, it

will be restored by arbitrage operations in bills of exchange exactly

like the arbitrage operations in commodities which we imagined in

§114. Bills of exchange are par excellence the most suitable commo-

dity for arbitrage operations. At every commercial centre there are

special bankers, caUed cambists, whose business it is to keep con-

tinual watch on the rates of exchange and to restore general eqmh-

brium in foreign exchange by taking advantage of the possibility of

any profit to be made by making indirect rather than direct purchases,

or more accurately, by combining indirect purchases with direct sales

or indirect sales with direct purchases. The intervention of these

cambists has two very important consequences.
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315. The first consequence is that the rate of exchange in a given

place on any other place is not determined by the simple ratio of the

indebtedness of this place to the reciprocal indebtedness of each of

the other places, but depends in a more complex way on the ratio

of the indebtedness of the given place to the reciprocal indebtedness

of all the other places. In other words, all the rates of foreign

exchange between a given country and foreign countries fluctuate

together in the same direction and depend upon whether the total

business done by the country in question with the outside world
results in an aggregate excess of the value of exports over the value

of imports or vice versa. Whenever a country sells more than it buys,

the exchange rate of its paper tends to rise above parity; whenever it

buys more than it sells, this rate tends to fall below parity. Under the

old so-called balance of trade system, the exchange was said to be
for or against a country, or it was said to be favourable or unfavour-
able, These expressions refer to the alleged advantages of importing,
and the alleged disadvantages of exporting, precious metals. Opinion
has undergone a notable change in this respect; and yet it is useful to

know that, according as a country’s exchange is favourable or un-
favourable, money is imported or exported; which entails in the first

case, a rise in prices and consequently an increase in imports and
a decrease in exports, and in the second case a fall in prices and
consequently a decrease in imports and an increase in exports, so
that in either case equilibrium tends to re-establish itself auto-
matically. • ** 1

316. The second consequence is that arbitraging in bills of
exchange is of incalculable practical importance, because it makes
possible the settlement of the great mass of international business in

commodities and services with the smallest possible shipment of gold
and silver. Not so long ago, international commitments and remit-
tances originated, for the most part, in the importation and exporta-
tion of merchandise, i.e. of the products of agriculture, industry and
trade. Today, however, a large number of other items enter into
the composition of international indebtedness. The more important
of these items have been enumerated by Mr. George J. Goschen in
his Theory of Foreign Exchanges^^^ as follows: the importation and
exportation of debentures and shares, public and private; the pay-
ment and encashment of interest on these securities; the payment of
profits, commissions and brokerage fees; expenditures of nationals
travelling or residing abroad; etc., etc. In the case of England, for
example, the annual excess in the value of imports over the value of
exports in the narrow sense of the term runs into hundreds of
m^ons, but the balance is restored by freights earned by her
shipping companies, by commissions and brokerage fees charged
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for the use of her commercial and banking facilities, and by the

influx of income from her investments abroad. All this business is

settled by trading in bills of exchange. Paris owes a balance to

Brussels; but, at the same time, Amsterdam or Frankfort owes a

balance to Paris; and the first balance is paid by means of the second.

Thus the world market for bills of exchange serves as a vast clearing

house where the transactions of all countries are liquidated by the

mere payment of differences. And this result is obtained purely and

simply by the automatic operation of the mechanism of free competi-

tion. The law of supply and demand regulates all these exchanges of

commodities just as the law of universal gravitation regulates the

movements of all celestial bodies. Thus the system of the economic

universe reveals itself, at last, in all its grandeur and complexity: a

system at once vast and simple, which, for sheer beauty, resembles

the astronomic universe.
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Lesson 35

THE CONTINUOUS MARKET'-*

317. [In the two preceding Parts] we have restored the items of

social wealth classified under the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth,

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth headings to their place among the

elements ofproduction; and we have shown how the respective quanti-

ties and prices of these classes of capital goods, income goods and
money are determined. The way is now open to express the total

capital of an economy mathematically.'***

Let day i/b... be the quantities of final products which consumers
need to hold as reserves in kind; let d^y d^,.. be the quantities of

consumers’ goods and services they need to have on hand in the

form of cash reserves; and let d^ be the quantity of new capital goods
evaluated in numeraire which consumers require in the form of
money savings. Altogether these quantities make up a fund of
working or circulating capitalfor consumption^

c=da^dbPi,-\- ^ . . -\-da-\'d^pi,-'r . . •

Furthermore, let db... d„... be the quantities of newly
produced final products, raw materials and new capital goods in

stock and on display which producers need to have on reserve in

kind; and let d., 5^... (5k... be the quantities of final products,
raw materials, capital goods and productive services which these
same producers require in the form ofcash reserves. These quantities

make up Sifund of working or circulating capitalfor production^

«=<5a-f<5bPb+**-

These two revolving funds added together, c+«, constitute the
economy’s circulating capital^ C\ Moreover, if we let g*',
2 fc"... be the quantities of (K), (K'), (K")... which consumers or
producers require in the form of capital goods proper yielding
consumers’ services or productive services, the fixed capital will be

C=g|,Pj-l-gk'P *"+••••

The circulating and the fixed capital taken together, C'+C, consti-
tute the economy’s total capital ^,'®* part of which is borrowed and
lent in the market for numiraire~c&.piXai at the rate of interest i which
IS equal to the rate of net income (§255).

377
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318. We notice at once, as is quite evident from the equations of
production, capital formation and circulation, that every addition to

the quantities Da'y Di,\, . designed to increase new circulating capital

entails a reduction in the quantities /)*, D*', of new fixed

capital, and conversely, every reduction in the quantity of new
circulating capital makes an increase possible in the quantity of new
fixed capital.

319. Granting all this and supposing that all the accessory facts

which we have hitherto neglected are taken into account, let us drop

the assumption of an indefinite period and imagine, instead, a deter-

minate period of, let us say a day, or better a year, in order to allow

for seasonal variations. Furthermore, to make our general system of

economic phenomena readily understood, we shall, at the same time,

discontinue using abstract symbols and replace them by concrete

numbers.

We shall suppose the basic data of the economic problem (viz. the

quantities possessed of capital goods, the utilities of consumers’

goods and services, and the utility of additions to net income) to

remain fixed, so as to give us something in economics analogous to

what is called a stable system in mechanics. Moreover, we shall

assume not only that the preliminary phase of groping has been

completed with equilibrium established in principle, but also that the

phase of static equilibrium has actually commenced, so that equili-

brium is established in fact.^^^

Imagine now a country of some 25 or 30 million inhabitants, in

which land has a total value of 7=80 milliards, persons a total value

ofP=50 milliards, and fixed and circulating capital goods (i.e. capital

proper and income goods) a total value of Ar=60 milhards. Assum-
2*5

ing the rate of net income to be /= , land will yield an annual

ground rent of r=2 milliards; persons a gross wage ofp=5 milliards

consisting of 1,250 millions in net income and 3,750 millions in

depreciation and insurance charges which people devote to the

support, upbringing and education of their families (§237); and

capital goods proper a gross income of ^=3 milliards consisting of

1,500 millions in net income and 1,500 millions in depreciation

charges and insurance premiums which capitalists spend on

purchase of new capital goods proper, exclusive of those new capital

goods, however, wWch these same capitalists as well as land-owners

and workers can purchase with the proceeds of their savings properly

so^c&Ucd* ^

We may imagine, furthermore, that the landed capital is diyid^

between 32 milliards producing consumers’ services and 48 milli^<»

yielding productive services; that the personal capital is divided
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between 14 milliards producing consumers’ services and 36 milliards

yielding productive services; that the total capital is divided between
40 milliards in fixed capital and 20 milliards in circulating capital;

that the fixed capital is divided between 12 milliards producing
consumers’ services and 28 milliards yielding productive services;

and that the circulating capital is divided between 4 milhards in the

hands of consumers (of which 2 milliards are in stocks of consumers*
goods and the other 2 in cash and savings) and 16 milliards in the

hands of entrepreneurs (of which 4 milliards are in new capital goods,

another 4 milliards in stocks of raw materials, 6 milliards in new
income goods and the remaining 2 milhards in money). Thus we
revert to the thirteen categories of elements of production listed in

§178.

320. It is easily seen that the value of circulating capital stands

in a definite relationship to the aggregate value of annual production
and consumption. Perhaps 100 milliards worth of business trans-

actions, i.e. of exchanges, are required for an annual production and
consumption of 10 milliards, since entrepreneurs not only seU to

consumers, but also seU to other entrepreneurs who buy such things

as raw materials and commodities at wholesale from one another.

Now every entrepreneur has need of a definite amount of working
capital for a given turnover. The proportion of working capital to

annual turnover, however, is different for different kinds of produc-
tion, In the case of certain agricultural products, like wine, the period
of production is a year and hence the working capital must equal the

annual turnover. There are other products handled by commercial
enterprises, like fruit and vegetables, that are bought in the morning
at wholesale and sold at retail in the course of the same day, thus
necessitating a working capital fund of only one three-hundredths of
the total annual turnover. We must take an average. If we suppose
the aggregate annual turnover to be 100 milliards and the amount of
working capital to be 20 milliards, we are assuming the average
period of production to be one-fifth of a year.

321. It is important to bear in mind that the sum total
= 190 milliards represents without any exceptions the whole social
wealth of the country in the form of capital goods and income goods,
and that the terms r, p and k merely represent the proportions in
which land, persons and capital goods, both fixed and circulating,
are combined in the productive process, as well as the proportions
in which land-owners, workers and capitalists share in the consump-
tion of milliards of annual income. These 10 milliards
of annual income are composed of: 3 milliards of land-services,
labour-services and capital-services that are directly consumed either
by the owners of the landed capital, personal capital and capital
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goods proper or by purchasers of these services, where the owners
and purchasers are either private individuals or the State; and
7 milliards of land-services, labour-services and capital-services which
are transformed into products through agriculture, industry or trade.

We may suppose, if we like, that out of the 10 milliards of aggregate
annual income, 8 milliards are consumed and 2 milliards converted

into capital: these latter 2 milliards, in turn, being divided between
the [above mentioned] 1,500 millions for depreciation charges and
insurance premiums on existing capital goods proper and 500 millions

for the production of new capital goods proper.

322. Finally, in order to come still more closely to reality, we must
drop the hypothesis of an annual market period and adopt in its

place the hypothesis of a continuous market. Thus, we pass from

the static to the dynamic state. For this purpose, we shall now
suppose that the annual production and consumption, which we had

hitherto represented as a constant magnitude for every moment of

the year under consideration, change from instant to instant along

with the basic data of the problem. The 2 milliards of consumers’

goods in stock, the 4 milliards in new capital goods, the 4 milliards

of raw materials in stock and the 6 milliards of new income goods

are like so many shoots that are continually being pruned at one

end while they are constantly growing at the other. Every hour,

nay, every minute, portions of these different classes of circulating

capital are disappearing and reappearing. Personal capital, capital

goods proper and money also disappear and reappear, in a similar

manner, but much more slowly. Only landed capital escapes this

process of renewal. Such is the continuous market, which is perpet-

ually tending towards equilibrium without ever actually attaining it,

because the market has no other way of approaching equilibrium

except by groping, and, before the goal is reached, it has to renew its

efforts and start over again, all the basic data of the problem, e.g. the

initial quantities possessed, the utilities of goods and services,

the technical coefficients, the excess of income over consumption, the

working capital requirements, etc., having changed in the meantime.

Viewed in this way, the market is like a lake agitated by the wind,

where the water is incessantly seeking its level without ever reaching

it. But whereas there are days when the surface of a lake is almost

smooth, there never is a day when the effective demand for products

and services equals their effective supply and when the selling price of

products equals the cost of the productive services used in making

them. The diversion of productive services from enterprises thaf are

losing money to profitable enterprises takes place in various ways, the

most important being through credit operations, but at best these

ways are slow. It can happen and frequently does happen in the real
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world, that under some circumstances a selling price will remain for

long periods of time above cost of production and continue to rise in

spite of increases in output, while under other circumstances, a fall in

price, following upon this rise, will suddenly bring the selling price

below cost of production and force entrepreneurs to reverse their

production policies. For, just as a lake is, at times, stirred to

its very depths by a storm, so also the market is sometimes thrown
into violent confusion by crises^^^^ which are sudden and general

disturbances of equilibrium. The more we know of the ideal con-

ditions of equilibrium, the better we shall be able to control or

prevent these crises.^^^



Lesson 36

THE MARGINAL PRODUCTIVITY THEOREM.
EXPANDING OUTPUT. THE LAW OF GENERAL

PRICE MOVEMENTS IN A PROGRESSIVE
ECONOMY‘“i

323. There is hardly any need to point out that the principle of the

proportionality of the values of goods and services to their raretis

when the market is in general equilibrium (§224) and the law of the

variation of equilibrium prices when raretis vary by reason of

changes in the utilities or in the initial quantities possessed (§227)

hold just as true after the solution of the equations of capital forma-

tion and circulation as they did before. V^at does need to be dis-

cussed, however, in view of its extremely weighty consequences, is the

fact already noted in our discussion ofthe equations of capital forma-

tion and circulation in §§236, 237 and 238, that the quantity of land

cannot possibly increase though it is possible to increase the number

of persons and the quantity of capital goods proper in an economy

that saves and converts its savings into capital. We propose, now, to

reduce the consequences of this fact to a certain number of laws that

are essential to the completion of the theory of the determination of

prices in terms of a numiraire. These are the laws of the variation of

prices in a progressive economy,

324. Up to this point we have assumed that the coeflBcients of

production figure as given elements and not as unknowns in the

problem of production. These coeflBcients, </<...

k f... Opf h py Cpy dp*,, kpy k py k P**, ajcy bj^y Cjiy djg,,, kj^y k ky

k” Jc,,. aje'y bjc', Cjc'y djc',,, kjc'y k\'y k'\',,, aje"y bk"y Cj:"j djc",.,kjc"y

k\"y k'\",.. are the respective quantities of each of the productive

services (T)... (P)... (K), (K'), (K")... which enter into the manu-

facture of sin^e units of each of the products (A), (B), (C),

(D)... and each of the capital goods proper (K), (KO, (K").... In

§204 we explained why we decided to assume for the moment that

these quantities were determined a priori, though, as we stat^

explicitly, they were not. In fact, they are not fixed either in their

magnitudes or in their nature. This is a crucial circumstance of

far-reaching importance.

If the respective quantities of a given type of land-service (T)

required for the manufacture of single units of (A), (B), (C), (^)'*’

(K), (K')y (K")-.. were invariably fixed, then the multiplication of

382
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final products and new capital goods would be absolutely limited by

the existing quantity Qt of this type of land. If, for example, one-

tenth of the annual land-service of a hectare of land were always

required to grow a hectolitre of wheat, i.e. if a hectare of land could

never, under any circumstances, produce more than 10 hectolitres of

wheat per year, the quantity of wheat produced would be abso-

lutely limited by the quantity of land suitable for growing wheat. But

everyone knows that this is not the case. By adopting the system of

rotation of crops in place of the three-field system, by using such fer-

tilizers as guano, by introducing improved implements and machines
such as grain drills and ploughs that go deeper or break the soil more
effectively, a hectare of land can be made to yield a larger and larger

number of hectolitres of wheat per annum. In general it is possible

to employ smaller and smaller quantities of land-services per

unit of output of consumers’ goods and new capital goods
provided that larger and larger quantities of the services of capital

goods proper are used. Whence the possibility of indefinite

progress.

Progress is, indeed, nothing but a diminution in the intensities of
last wants satisfied, i.e. in the raretds of final products, in a country
with an increasing population. Consequently, the possibility of
progress depends on the possibility of the multiplication of products.

If the multiplication of products were only possible within certain

limits, there would be definite limits to the possibility of progress.

Under these circumstances, raretds could only fall to a certain point
so long as population remained the same; or population could only
increase to a certain point so long as raretds remained the same; or
raretds could only fall so far if population itself increased up to a
certain point. If, however, there is no definite limit to the multiplica-

tion of products, there can be no definite limit to the possibility of
progress. The indefinite multiplication of products can only take
place to the extent that capital-services can be substituted more and
more for land-services though never wholly replacing them. We have
to distinguish between two cases. In one case, it is only the magni-
tudes of the coefficients of production that change as the coefficients

representing the use of land-services decrease while those representing
the use of capital-services increase. We shall call this economic pro-
gress. In the other case, a change takes place in the very nature of the
coefficients of production as additional technical coefficients are
introduced while others are abandoned. This we shall call technical
progress. Since this distinction is fundamental, it is best to give it a
precise mathematical formulation.

325.1^* Let b|, bp, b*... be respectively the quantities of the
productive services (T), (P), (K)... which are required in the
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production of a unit of commodity (B). Consequently, the cost of
production per unit will be

p 6= j+ Z) j,/? j,+i
]fc

+

, . .

.

To say, as we did, that in producing a good it is possible to utilize

more or less of some productive services, e.g. land-services, provided
that less or more of other productive services, e.g. capital-services or
labour, are utilized, implies that the coeflBcients of production bf, bp,

bjg,.. are variable and are related to one another by a production
equation [Equation de fabrication] *

** *

<f){b^, bp, Z>jb.,,)=0

such that if any one coefficient, say b^, decreases, one or more of the

others bp, Z?*... will increase. Moreover, to say, as we have already

said, that the respective quantities of each of the productive services

which enter into the manufacture of a unit of any product are deter-

mined, along with their prices, by the condition that the cost of

production be a minimum, implies that if the above implicit equation

is solved for each one of the variables in succession or is transformed

successively into the following explicit equations:

bi~0{b p, Z^^...), ^ bj^—y^ipi, Z^j,.

then the unknown quantities Z>(, bp, bk~>- are determined by the

condition that

Ph^^ipp, Z?fc...)pj+v^(Z><, bk--.)Pp+x{b^, bp...)Pk+---

be a minimum. This is the condition which we said it would be easy

to express by a system containing as many equations as there are

unknowns to be determined, * ® ^

326.**** We can express this in another way. Let us insert a

predetermined quantity to be manufactured Q of the product (B)

into the cost of production equation, which can then be written in

the form

Qpb~ QbiPi-\-Qbpp p-\-Qb kpk'P • • * •

Or, if we set Qbf=T, Qbp=P, Qbk=K,,., the above equation

becomes

Qph=Tp^-\~Ppp-\-Kpk-\- ••••

Inserting Q now into the production equation, we have

Q=<l>{Qbt, Qbp, Qbk-.f,

Q=<f>(T,P, K.,.).

or
..(2)
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If any of the coefficients are fixed in quantity, they will not appear

among the unknowns of the problem. We shall assume, for sim-

plicity, that the coefficients which do appear in the equation of

production are capable of varying by infinitely small quantities, as

was the case of the quantities of commodities which figured in the

utihty equations.* * When, therefore, we differentiate equations (1)

and (2) to obtain the minimum cost of production, we have

Thus: 1. Free competition brings the cost of production down to

a minimum,
2. In a state ofequilibrium, when cost ofproduction and selling price

are equal, the prices of the services are proportional to their marginal
productivities, Le, to the partial derivatives of the production function.

These two propositions taken together constitute the theory of
marginal productivity. This is a cardinal theory in pure economics,
because it introduces into the problem of production a system of
n equations made up of equations (2) and (4) given above, which are
equal in number to the coefficients of production that now appear as
unknowns in these equations; and because it shows the underlying
motive of the demand for services and the offer of products by
entrepreneurs, just as the theory offinal utility shows the underlying
motive of the demand for products and offer of services by land-
owners, workers and capitalists. I preferred, however, not to intro-
duce the theory of marginal productivity into my general theory of
economic equihbrium, for fear that the general theory, which was
already comphcated enough, might then be too difficult to grasp in
its entirety.

This theory of marginal productivity, the germ of which is to
be found in Chapters VI and VII of Jevons’s Theory of Political
Economy, has been broached by several American and Italian
economists, especially by Wood, Hobson, Clark and Montemartini.
But it is still an empirical theory unless tied to the production
equation (§325) as we have just tied it, first by modifying the pro-
duction equation to include the quantity of the product manufactured
so that the coefficients of production may be considered as functions
of this quantity, and then by differentiating the modified production
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equation and cost of production equation in order to derive the
minimum cost of production of the product,

327. It should, therefore, be clearly understood that every time
the production function itself undergoes a change, we have a case
of technical progress brought about by science and that every time
the coefficients of production made up of land-services decrease
while those made up of capital-services increase without any change
in the production function, we have a case of economic progress
resulting from saving. In reality, both kinds of progress may take
place simultaneously when, for example, the production function
changes at the same time as the land-service coefficients diminish
while the capital-service coefficients increase. But in this discussion

we shall abstract from technical progress and consider economic
progress only; that is to say, we shall suppose the production

function to be given and confine our attention to the conditions under

which the land-service coefficients decrease as the capital-service

coefficients increase.

The conditions of economic progress are self-evident. Since the

quantity of land does not increase in a progressive state, we are faced

with the problem of obtaining more products with the same, or very

nearly the same, total quantity of land-services. Population, on the

other hand, does increase, for such an increase is implicit in our

definition of progress; and thus additional labour, naturally propor-

tional to the additional future output, is assured. What else is

needed? It is necessary that the quantity ofcapital goods be increased

in order to furnish the required additional amounts of capital-

services. Since we are assuming nothing but economic progress,

the increase in capital-services would have to be considerable. In

fact, it is not sufficient that this increase be proportional to the

increase in future output, for not only would the additional capital-

services have to compensate for the failure of land-services to increase

* I have already made use of the above equations (2) and (3) in my “Note si^ la

refutation de la thdorie anglaise du fermage de M. Wickstecd* ,
which 5*!?^

in the Recueil public par la Faculti de Droit de V University de Lausanne 0896); 5?
ed. 4 of my EUments where the present § 326 was added to take the place of Ajmendix lU

of ed. 3 which contained my “Note” of 1896. Both in this “Note** and m ed. 4 I men-

tioned Messrs Pareto and Barone as having related the theory ofm^^p^ produravity

to the production equation. M. Pareto having declared this theory to be erroneous ano

the equations of system (3) to be “inadmissible** becai^ “quantities wluch are not in-

dependent variables are there treated as if they were independent \L Economie puret

November 1901, p. 10), and having apparently converted M. B^one to his opmion, 1

am willing to assume full responsibihty for the theory in question. At the same tim^

1 should like to point out that, according to my view of the establishment 01

economic equilibrium, during the entire course of the process of groping in

production, the quantity Q is always determined in a special way as *t p^ses suc^-
sivcly through the values U* (§208), (§211)... (§212), /)'V(§218) and Z) .

(§219) .... This quanUty G, like the prices of services, is a given and not an unkMwn
of the problem of the determination of the coeffiaents of prc^ucuon; whena u
follows, so it seems to me. that the variables T= Qb^ P~ Q^p* A— Qb^ ... are nere

just as independent as were 6^, 6p, 6^... [in §325]. (1902.)
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proportionately, but it would also have to make possible an increase

in output proportionately greater than the increase in population in

order that there may be a fall in the raretis. Moreover, capital goods
must evidently be created out of savings before their services can

become available for use.

Consequently: Progress, which consists in a diminution in the

raretes of final products along with an increase in population, is

possible, in spite of the failure of the quantity of land to increase,

thanks to the increase in the quantity ofcapital goods proper, provided,

however, that this increase in the quantity of capital goods proper

precedes and is proportionately greater than the increase in population.

328. At this point in our discussion we may turn to Malthus’s

much-debated theory of the relation of population to subsistence.

The essence of this theory is found in the following well-known
passages of Malthus’s book.

It may safely be pronounced therefore, that population, when unchecked, goes
on doubling itself every twenty-five years, or increases in a geometrical ratio. . . .

It may be fairly pronounc^ therefore, that, considering the present average
state of the earth, the means of subsistence, under circumstances the most
favourable to human industry, could not possibly be made to increase faster

than in an arithmetical ratio. . . .

... the human species would increase as the numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,

128, 256, and subsistence as I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. In two centuries the population
would be to the means of subsistence as 256 to 9; in three centuries as 4096 to
13, and in two thousand years the difference would be almost incalculable.'

The first of these propositions comes close to being absolutely true.
It is evident that, apart from considerations of subsistence, popula-
tion tends to increase from one generation to the next, and, when
subsistence is adequate, actually does increase according to a
geometrical progression, the ratio of which is equal to half the
number of children a woman can, on the average, leave behind her.
Malthus supposes this number to be four, so that population doubles
from generation to generation. This estimate is an understatement
rather than an overstatement of reality, for the human race is subject
to a law, now well established, that vegetable and animal species
tend to perpetuate themselves by rapid and large increases. The
conclusions which Darwin drew from this fact are debatable, but the
fact itself is not.

'Die second proposition does not have anything like the same
validity as the first. Malthus fails to distinguish between technical
and economic progress. In either case it seems equally hazardous to
assert that the quantity of means of subsistence increases in an
arithmetical progression with a constant difference of one, whether

.e<!oId O803fL“d^ubsSu^nred^^^
Book I. Chapter I [in the
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this increase results from the introduction of wheat or potatoes, the
invention of machinery, or the development of credit facilities, or
whether it results from the expansion of capital. Assertions of
this kind are neither based on reason, nor founded on experience. It

is much wiser, therefore, to confine oneself to stating that the pro-

gression according to which means of subsistence increases in con-

sequence of economic and technical progress is less rapid than the

progression which characterizes the tendency of population to

increase.

329. An economy, in which nearly all the land is already under

cultivation and in which the only way of producing any additional

landed capital is by carrying soil to rocky slopes, fertilizing waste

areas or draining swamps (§ 174), is after all like an individual who
has a fixed income and a certain rate of consumption. If this indiv-

idual keeps his consumption within his income and capitalizes what

is left over, he will increase his income progressively and so be able to

increase his consumption more and more rapidly; but if he pushes his

consumption beyond his income all at once, he ruins himself.

Similarly, if a community first takes care to expand its capital, it

can then increase its population indefinitely; but if it does not first

expand its capital, it is doomed to misery and famine. And it will

always be this way, as long as human labour is not the only factor

of production in agriculture and industry, and as long as the use of

less land-services entails the use of more of the services of capital

goods proper. As will be seen later, we shall not go so far as to

infer from this that Malthus was right in disparaging social reforms;

but at the same time we must acknowledge that Malthus brought to

light a fundamental point in pure economics. The late Jules Duval

exclaimed one day at the Soci6t6 d’Economie Politique in Paris:

“What! You rejoice at the birth of a calf and not at the birth of

a man!” As I pointed out to him at the time, these two cases are

very different, since one represents more food on the table and the

other an extra mouth to feed. Surely, we must concede that they

are not the same thing, even if we take exception to the practical

conclusions Malthus drew from his theory,’**

330. The question whether the prices of final products rise or fall

in a progressive society has been the subject of much discussion

without leading to any noteworthy defimtive conclusion one way or

the other. The question should be treated as follows. What must

necessarily faU in a progressive society are the raretis, Pri^,

however, are the ratios ofthese raretis to the raretis ofthecommod^
serving as the numiraire, and can remain constant, if we make the

assumption, which we have no reason not to make, t^t the raretis

of the commodity serving as the numiraire also diminish in the same
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proportion. Prices will only fall if the raretis of the numeraire

remain constant. Thus it is only under the assumption that the

raretis of the product serving as the numeraire are constant, that it

can be said that the prices ofproducts decline in a progressive society.

J. B. Say enunciated this proposition, while admitting he could not
prove it.'^i On this point, as on many others, his remarkable insight

stood him in good stead; the only thing he lacked was a more
powerful method of investigation, for it is clear that the elucidation

of this question rests in toto on a fully developed mathematical
analysis of the establishment and variation of prices.

331. So much for the prices of products. Let us now pass to a

consideration of the prices of services.

For the sake of clarity, we shall examine only the effects of progress
and leave everything else constant as far as possible. Consequently,
we shall suppose an economy like the one we have been considering
up to this point, in which the number of individuals with given
utility or want curves and with given stocks of capital goods
(landed capital, personal capital and capital proper) is doubled, at

a certain moment, as a result of progress. It is evident that if the
foregoing economy were enlarged merely by the addition of a second
economy identical in all respects to the first, neither the prices of
services nor the prices of products would be affected. This follows
mathematically from the production equations. But such an hypo-
thesis runs counter to our empirical conception of progress. What
we have to suppose, if we are going to remain within the bounds of
this empirical conception, is that each individual in the original
economy is replaced, at the end of a certain period of time, by two
other individuals who will be part of the new economy and who.
before the process of production and exchange gets under way, will
each possess:

(1) the same utility or want curves;

(2) half the same land;

(3) the same personal faculties unchanged in amount; and
(4) such a proportionately greater quantity of the same capital

goods proper as is necessary to enable entrepreneurs utilizing the
original quantity of land and land-services and twice the amount of
personal faculties and labour to produce at least twice as much of
each of the products.

In this way, every member of the original economy will be replaced
by two members of the new economy each having for direct consump-
tion, after production and exchange are in full operation;

(1) half the same land-services;

(2) an unchanged amount of the same personal services;
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(3) a quantity proportionately greater of the same services of

capital goods proper; and

(4) at least an equal quantity of the same products as before.

332. Under these conditions, the market would not be in general

equilibrium at the same prices in the new economy as it was in the

old. It is obvious at a glance that of the two sets of ratios, the one

relating the raretis of directly consumable land-services to the raret^s

of the numeraire will be much greater than the original prices (i.e.

rents) of land-services, while the other ratio relating the raretis of

directly consumable capital-services to the raretis of the numiraire

will be much smaller than the original prices (i.e. interest charges)

of capital-services. Immediately there will appear an effective de-

mand for land-services and an effective offer of capital-services to be

consumed directly; rents will rise and interest charges fall. So much

is sure; but it is easy to show that if we suppose the rise in the price

of land-services and the fall in the price of capital-services to take

place quickly, general equihbrium will be re-established, if not at

once, at least quite rapidly.

Rents having risen and interest charges having faUen, maximum

satisfaction will be roughly realized as regards directly consumable

land-services and capital-services. Maximum satisfaction will also

be attained as regards directly consumable labour. Thus the prices

of the services will be in equilibrium or very nearly so.

In production entrepreneurs will pay higher rents, but they will

employ less land-services in the manufacture of their products. I^ey

will pay lower interest charges, but they will employ more capital-

services. Thus costs of production will remain approximately the

same as they were before and will be equal, or very nearly equal, to

selling prices.

The land-owners, workers and capitalists, in their role as con-

sumers, will sell less land-services, but they will sell them more

dearly. They will sell more capital-services, but they will sell them

less dearly. Thus they will have nearly the same income as before,

and they will, on the whole, be able to buy at least the same quantity

of the same products at approximately the same selling prices whic

wiU continue to be equal, more or less, to the costs of production.

Finally, since these selling prices must always be equal to tbe

several ratios between the slightly lower raretis of the products an

the slightly lower raretis of the numiraire^ maximum satisfaction, or

something very close to it, will be realized as regards products, an

hence their prices will be in equihbrium or very nearly so.

This demonstration should be sufficient to enable us to concluae

that; In a progressive economy^ the price of labour {wages) remaining
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substantially unchanged^ the price of land-services (rent) will rise

appreciably and the price of capital-services (the interest charge) will

fall appreciably.

333. Capital goods proper are products. Consequently, if we
assume that the prices of their services (i.e. the interest charges) fall

appreciably, while their own prices, equal to their costs ofproduction,
remain constant, it is seen that: In a progressive economy the rate of
net income will fall appreciably.

334. The rate of net income is given by the ratio of the net

interest charge to the price of capital proper. Once the rate of net

income has been found, we can calculate the prices of personal
faculties and the prices of land by dividing this rate into net wages
and rents respectively. And since wages will remain fairly constant
while rents definitely increase, it follows that : In aprogressive economy,
the price of capital goods proper remaining constant, the price of
personal faculties will rise in proportion to the fall in the rate of net
income, and the price of land will rise both by reason of the fall in the
rate of net income and by reason of the rise in rent.

335. In the following lessons I shall show to what extent the triple

theory of rent, wages and interest implicit in the foregoing discussion
of the determination of the prices of services are in agreement with
or differ from the current theories. Before doing that, however,
I wish to make an observation which relates exclusively to the theory
of rent, in order to point out how, in our theory, the value of land-
services is seen to originate in an economy from the very same causes
which make it increase, and is seen to increase for the same reasons
that bring it into existence. This value is always proportional to
the raretes of the land-services directly consumed, that is to say to
the intensities of the last wants which these services satisfy. In an
economy which has just passed either from a hunting and fishing
stage or from a pastoral stage to an agricultural stage, each individual
finds all the land and land-services he wants, not only for tilling but
also for his house and garden. The raretes, and consequently the
values of land and its services, are zero. But in an economy which
has reached an industrial and commercial stage, people live in very
tall buildings and gardens tend to disappear. The raretds and conse-
quently the values of land and its services rise considerably. Those
economists who. like Carey and Bastiat, have tried to convince us
that we do not pay for land-services when we buy agricultural and
other products would have to prove that we have all the land we
wish for our houses and gardens, not in the wilds of Africa or
America, but here where we want to live. Such a proof has never
been given and never will. The truth is that a progressive rise in the
values of land and its services, which may take place without
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necessarily bringing about an increase in the value of its products, is,

along with the expansion of capital and population, the essential

characteristic of economic progress. By clearly demonstrating this

truth, pure economics sheds as much light on social economics, as

in other respects, it sheds on applied economics.



Lesson 37

CRITIQUE OF THE PHYSIOCRATIC DOCTRINE

336. Any picture such as we have sketched in Lesson 35 describing

the economic life of a people in terms of concrete numbers is called

an economic table [‘tableau 6conomique’]. At least, there is one

Tableau dconomique^ analogous to our own, which is quite celebrated

in the history of economic literature. This is Dr. Quesnay’s, which

was published at Versailles in 1758 as a resume of the Physiocratic

doctrine. An Analyse du Tableau iconomique is found in Du Pont

de Nemours’s volume entitled Physiocratie, published in 1768; and

an Explication du Tableau ^conomique d Mme de * * * by Abb6
Baudeau is found in the Ephimirides du citoyen of the same year.

Both were reproduced in the Collection des principaux iconomistesy

published by Guillaumin.^

337. The Analyse begins as follows:

The nation is divided into three classes of citizens: a productive class, a

proprietary class, and a sterile class.

The productive class is the class which renews the annual wealth of the nation

by the cultivation of its territory; which makes advances to cover the expenses

of agriculture; and which pays an annual revenue to the land-owners. Included

among the responsibilities of this class are all the labour and all the expenses

which are involved up to the first sale of the produce. It is from this sale t^t the

value of the annual renewal of the wealth of the nation is known.
The proprietary class includes the sovereign, the land-owners and the tithe-

owners. This class subsists on the revenue or the net product of agriculture,

which the productive class pays to it every year after deducting from the annual

output enough wealth to recoup its annual advances and to maintain its productive

resources.

The sterile class is made up of all those citizens who are engaged in non-
agricultural services and occupations and whose expenses are paid by the

productive and the proprietary classes, the latter of which in turn draws its

income from the former.

To give precision to their analysis, the Physiocrats devised a con-
crete case and imagined a kingdom 1 30 million acres in area with a

population of 30 million souls.
* In 1894 Dr. Stephan Bauer found in the Archives Nationales at Paris among the

papers of the elder Mirabeau a copy of the Tableau iconomique printed in 1759. The
British Economic Association reproduced it in facsimile along with a bibliography of
me Tableau and of recent works on the Tableau by Bauer, Hasbach, Knies, Lexis,
Oncken, Schelle and Stem. [The Analyse du tableau iconomlque is Dr. Quesnay’s
imd not Du Pont de Nemours's. It was first nublished in the Journal de Vagriculture,
du commerce et des finances for June 176o, and then republished in revised and
augmented form in Physiocratic ou constitution du gouvernement le plus avantageux au
g^nre humain (Yverdon, 1768) of which Du Pont was editor. Vide Auguste Oncken's
(Euvres iconomiques et philosophlques de F. Quesnay (1888), p. 307, footnote, and
Physiocrates, I, edited Iw Eugene Daire (1846) in the Collection des principaux
economistes, vol. il, pp. 57-58.1
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In this imaginary country the citizens of the productive or agricul-
tural class possess a fund of their own in fixed capital, called primitive
advances, worth 10 milliards and another fund of their own in work-
ing capital, called annual advances, worth 2 milliards. Thus endowed,
this class draws annually from the soil 5 milliards worth of produce,
4 milliards of which consist of foodstuffs and 1 milliard of raw
materials for industry. Two milliards worth of foodstuffs are turned
over to the proprietary class as revenue, the remaining 2 milliards

worth of foodstuffs being retained to restore the annual advances;

and the 1 milliard worth of raw materials is given to the sterile class

in exchange for 1 milliard worth of manufactured products to pay
for the interest on, and the maintenance of, the primitive advances.

The 3 milliards worth of agricultural and industrial products, which
are in final analysis retained by the productive class, constitute the

returns \^reprises^] of this class.

The proprietary class receives annually, as we have just seen,

2 milliards worth of foodstuffs as revenue from the productive class.

It keeps 1 milliard worth for its own use and exchanges the other

milliard worth with the sterile class for 1 milliard worth of manu-

factured goods.

The sterile class, that is to say the industrial class, possesses a fund

of its own in working capital, called advances, consisting of 1 milliard

worth of raw materials. It then fashions these materials into indus-

trial products which are subsequently divided into three parts: one

part worth 1 milliard, which, as we have noted before, it exchanges

with the productive class against 1 milliard worth of raw materials,

thus restoring its advances; another part also worth 1 milliard, which,

as we have also seen, it exchanges with the proprietary class against

1 milliard worth of foodstuffs; and finally a third part, apparently

worth 1 milliard again, about which the Physiocrats are not very

clear, but which, it seems, the sterile class keeps for itself.

338. The most obvious and the most important criticism which

comes to mind in connection with this economic table relates to the

Physiocratic conception of the role of the sterile, i.e. the industrial

and commercial, class. The Physiocrats tell us over and over again

that, in calling this class sterile, they do not mean to say that it is

useless, but only that it is unproductive, in the sense that it consumes

all that it produces without leaving a net product. Even if, for the

moment, we take it to be true that the industrial and commercial

class have no residual net product with which to feed a proprietary

class, the appellation is still faulty. This class which consumes all

that it produces, also produces all that it consumes. Why conceal

the facts of the case by saying that it neither produces nor

consumes?
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When we attempt to fathom the reason for this peculiar Physiocra-

tic outlook, we perceive that the concept of wealth was inextricably

bound up in their minds with the concept of materiality. The
4 milliards worth of foodstuffs and the 1 milliard worth of raw
materials for industry constitute, as they saw it, all the wealth that

is annually produced and consumed—produced in its entirety by the

agricultural class, but consumed by all three classes in the following

parts: of the foodstuffs, 2 milliards worth are consumed by the

agricultural class, 1 milliard worth by the proprietary class, and
1 milliard worth by the industrial class; and of the raw materials,

one-third of a milliard worth by each of the three classes. Starting

in this way, they were obliged to consider the agricultural class as

the productive class par excellence, which supports both the proprie-

tary class and the industrial and commercial class. But it was
precisely this point of departure that was wrong.

All things which have value and are exchanged, whether material

or immaterial, are necessarily classified as social wealth. Conse-
quently, since the Physiocrats themselves admit that the labour
added by the industrial class to raw materials makes it possible for

the raw materials bought for 1 milliard to sell for 3 milliards, surely

we have the right to say that this so-called sterile class annually

produces and consumes 2 milliards worth of social wealth, for, on
the one hand, it produces 2 milliards worth of labour and, on the

other hand, it consumes 1 milliard worth of agricultural products
plus 1 milliard worth of manufactured products. Hence the total

annual production in the country is in reality 7 milliards and
not 5.

339. Now let us go further. Is it true that the industrial and
commercial class produces no more than it consumes or that it

consumes all that it produces, without leaving any net product for
the support of a class of [landed] proprietors? It is not true at all.

Industry and trade do not make the same use of land as agriculture,
but they do, nevertheless, make a definite use of it. Industry and
trade are not carried on in inter-stellar space. Standing-room must

^ found somewhere on solid ground. Just as agriculture yields land
income capable of maintaining the class of rural land-owners, so
industry and trade yield land income capable of maintaining the
class of urban land-owners. Why, then, did the Physiocrats fail

to recognize this income from urban land as a true net product
of industry and trade? Evidently because it is immaterial income.

340. Thus we have established one point of similarity between the
industrial and the agricultural classes. Now let us turn to another.
Quesnay endows his productive class with two kinds of capital:
initial capital in the form of primitive advances and working capital
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in the form of annual advances; but to the sterile class he allows only
advances in the form of raw materials. Why so? Is the loom less

indispensable to the manufacturer than the plough to the tiller of the

soil? Is the workshop less essential to the former than the bam to

the latter? Certainly not. But the service of the plough is trans-

formed into wheat which is a material thing; while the service of the

loom makes for a change in form which is immaterial. And just

because it is immaterial, its very existence is overlooked.

341. It is easily seen that if the idea of immaterial production and
the consequences that follow from it are incorporated in the doctrine

of the Physiocrats, their conception of the three classes—productive,

proprietary and sterile—reduces to our conception of three classes,

consisting of land-owners, workers and capit^sts. We must, how-

ever, go further than this, and introduce entrepreneurs engaged in

agriculture, industry and commerce as well as a market for products,

a market for services, etc., in order to have a more complete and

satisfactory system of pure economics.

Another very serious defect in the Physiocratic doctrine is this: it

is a fact that nowhere in this doctrine is there to be found any theory

of the prices of products or the prices of services. Neither Quesnay

nor his disciples explain how the returns to the productive and sterile

classes, and the net product which constitutes the returns to the

proprietary class, are determined. In the Tableau ^conomigue, the

determination remains completely arbitrary. While it is a mistake to

reproach the Physiocrats for using concrete numbers in order to

illustrate their theory, still they really did confuse the quantities that

they were free to choose arbitrarily with the quantities that ought to

have been deduced from the given numbers. In short, they failed to

distinguish between the knowns and the unknowns of the problem.

The Tableau iconomique contains no theory of the determination of

rent, wages or interest. A complete treatise would have to include

a detailed examination of all t^ee, and would have to explore, in

particular, the question whether the net product does or does not

constitute interest charges on the ori^nal investments in the soil

[‘avances fonci^res’]. Besides these criticisms, we might also have

made others pointing to defects in the Physiocratic conception of

working capital in the hands of the productive and sterile classes as

well as to defects in their ideas of the circulation of wealth and the

role of money. Despite the many faults with which we may reproach

them, it is still true that the Physiocrats were not only the &st, but

the only school of economists in France who have shown ori^nality

in their pure theory. Mingled with their errors are found views o

extraordinary profundity and accuracy,^®* two of which are of en-

during value: the first, which lies at the very foundation of social
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economics, postulates that the support of the State should come from

the price of land-services; and the second, which is fundamental to

applied economics, declares that for the production of wealth free

competition is the best general rule, subject to exceptions only when
they can be justified.



Lesson 38

EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION
OF THE ENGLISH THEORY OF THE

PRICE OF PRODUCTS

342. The efforts of the English School to develop a theory of rent,

wages and interest were far more sustained and thorough than those

of the various French schools that came into existence after the

Physiocrats. We must turn, therefore, to a critical examination of

the English theory. That is the purpose of this and the following two
Lessons.

Ricardo, the founder of pure economics in England, tells us:

There are some commodities the value of which is determined by their scarcity

alone. No labour can increase the quantity of such goods, and therefore, their

value cannot be lowered by an increaised supply. Some rare statues and pictures,

scarce books and coins, wines of a peculiar quality, which can be made only

from grapes grown on a particular soil, of which there is a very limited quantity,

are all of this description. Their value is wholly independent of the quantity of

labour originally necessary to produce them, and varies with the varying wealth

and inclinations of those who are desirous to possess them.

These commodities, however, form a very small part of the mass of commo-
dities daily exchanged in the market. By far the greatest part of those goo^
which are the objects of desire are procured by labour; and they may be multi-

plied, not in one country alone, but in many, almost without any assignable

limit, if we are disposed to bestow the labour necessary to obtain them. ^

The order and continuity of development and the enduring quality

of the English doctrine are strikingly revealed in the following

passage from John Stuart Mill, who repeats in almost exactly the

same words what Ricardo had expressed nearly a half-century

earlier.

. . . There are things (he says) of which it is physically impossible to increase

the quantity beyond certain narrow limits. Such are those wines which can be

grown only in peculiar circumstances of soil, climate, and exposure. Such also

are ancient sculptures; pictures by old masters; rare books or coins, or other

articles of antiquarian curiosity. Among such may also be reckoned hou^ ^d
building ground in a town of definite extent (such as Venice, or any forUfiM

town where fortifications are necessary to security); the most desirable sites m
any town whatever; houses and parks peculiarly favoured by natural beauty, in

places where that advantage is uncommon. Potentially, all land whatever is

a commodity of this class. ...
^ .

But there is another category (embracing the majority of all things

bought and sold), in which the obstacle to attainment consists only in the labour

• Ricardo, Principles ofPolitical Economy and Taxation^ Chapter 1 [Conner edition,

London, George Bell and Sons, 1891, p. 6].
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and expense requisite to produce the commodity. Without a certain labour and
expense it cannot be had: but when any one is willing to incur these, there

needs be no limit to the multiplication of the product.'

What this fundamental distinction evidently amounts to is a

division of products into two categories: one consisting of a small

number of products which cannot be increased in quantity, and the

other of a large number of products which can be increased without

limit. This being granted, the English economists left to one side

the first category and confined their attention to the second; and
then they declared that the selling prices of products of the latter

category are determined by their costs of production. Had they

simply divided products into two classes, those that cannot be

increased in quantity and those that can, and then merely declared

that the selling prices of the latter class of products tend, under free

competition, to equal their costs of production, we should have no
objection to raise. But when they assert that the products of the

second class can be multiplied without limit, and that a certain value

of their costs of production determines their selling prices, then we
are faced with two fundamental errors which must be refuted.

343. There are no products that can be multiplied without limit.

All things which form part of social wealth—land, personal faculties,

capital goods proper and income goods of every kind—exist only in

limited quantities. Of these things, land and personal faculties

are natural wealth, while capital goods proper and income goods
are artificial wealth, because they are products by virtue of having
passed through a productive process. In the production of some
things, like fruit, wild animals, surface ores and mineral waters,

land-services play the predominant part. In the production of other
things like legal or medical services, professors’ lectures, songs and
dances, labour preponderates. In the production of most things,

however, land-services, labour and capital-services are found to-

gether. It follows, therefore, that all things constituting social

wealth consist of land or personal faculties or the products of the
semces of land and personal faculties. Now Mill admits that land
exists in limited quantities only. If that is also true ofhuman faculties,

how can products be multiplied without limit?

Nor is there any one value of costs of production, which,
having itself been determined, determines in turn the selling prices
of products. The selling prices of products are determined in the
market for products by reason of their utility and their quantity.
There are no other conditions to consider, for these are the necessary
and sufficient conditions. It does not matter whether the products

Mill, Principles of Political Economy, Book III, Chapter II, §2 [Ashley
cdiuon, London, Longmans, Green and Co., 1909, p. 444].
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cost more or less to produce than their selhng prices. If they cost
more, so much the worse for the entrepreneur—it is his loss. If they
cost less, so much the better for the entrepreneur—it is his gain. It

is not the cost of the productive services that determines the selhng
price of the product, but rather the other way round. In fact, the
prices of productive services are estabhshed in the market for services
according to their offer by land-owners, workers and capitahsts
and their demand by entrepreneurs. On what does this demand
depend? On the prices of the products. When the outlay on produc-
tion is greater than the selhng price, entrepreneurs reduce their

demand for productive services and the prices of services dechne.
When the outlay on production is less than the selhng price, entre-

preneurs increase their demand for productive services and the prices

of services rise. This is the way in which these phenomena are

related. Any other conception of the relationship is erroneous.

345. Is it not possible for the prices of productive services to affect

the prices of products? Of course it is, but only through their

influence on the quantity of products. In order to study the reaction

on the prices of products we must classify various possible cases

according to the ease or difficulty with which the prices of productive

services affect the quantity of products.

First, there is the case of productive services which have passed

out of existence [after having produced], for example, Ricardo’s “rare

statues and pictures, scarce books and wines”; or Mill’s “ancient

sculptures, pictures by old masters, rare books or coins, or other

articles of antiquarian curiosity”. When productive services cease

to exist, we cannot say that they have any value or that their value

can have any effect on the quantity or the value of the products.

The value of such products, as both Ricardo and Mill admit, is the

result of the law of offer and demand alone.

346. Then there is the case of specific productive services, Ricardo,

for example, speaks of “wines of a peculiar quality, which can be

made only from grapes grown on a particular soil, of which there is

a very limited quantity”. Mill, too, speaks not only of “wines which

can be grown only in peculiar circumstances of soil, climate and

exposure”; but also of “houses and building ground in a tovm of

definite extent (such as Venice, or any fortified town where fortifica-

tions are necessary to security); the most desirable sites in any town

whatever; houses and parks peculiarly favoured by natur^ beauty

in places where that advantage is uncommon”. On looking more

closely into this case, what do we find? These productive serviws

are still in existence; they are not monopolized, that is to say, they

are not all in the hands of a single owner; but they are specific to

certain products. Other land may produce other fruit, but not
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grapes, or if grapes, not the same kind of grapes. Other land may
be used as sites for houses and parks, but not houses and parks
with the same exposure. That is why these productive services need
not fear competition. A rise in their prices cannot draw similar

services into the productive process, because there are no similar

services. If the prices of their products rise, the prices of the specific

productive services will rise to the same extent, without affecting in

turn either the prices or the quantities of their products. Had
Ricardo and Mill been a little more methodical in their classification,

they would have given examples of personal services which are no
less specific than the land-services they mentioned, like the personal
services of living artists, singers, eminent doctors and great surgeons.
Let us turn, however, to the case they had in view.

347. This is the case of unspecialized productive services—which,
admittedly, is the most frequent case. There are, in fact, certain

productive services which have no speciafity of their own; and these
are the most numerous. We need only observe in this connection
what takes place in cases a little different from those cited by Ricardo
and Mill. Besides lands which produce grapes of an exceptional
quality, there are lands which produce grapes of ordinary quality.

Besides lands suited only for the production of grapes, there is wheat
land, fodder land and market-garden land. Now wheat land can also
produce barley, hops, clover and cole; and cabbage land can also
produce lettuce. Nevertheless, we must be careful to note that how-
ever versatile a piece of land may be, there are definite limits to this

versatihty, and therefore there is always some specialization; for
example, flat land with a dry, light soil is needed for wheat; and low
land with a rich, damp soil is needed for forage crops. Particularly
in the case of labour, specialization is perhaps the exception and
non-specialization the rule. Apart from certain individuals naturally
gifted with the voice of a great tenor, the limbs of an acrobat, the eye
of a painter or the ear of a musician, the great mass of men are
capable of performing a wide variety of tasks, just because they are
not especially qualified for the performance of any one of them. A
man educated to be a lawyer might often just as well have been a
manager; and certainly a person trained as a carpenter could have
been a locksmith. What do most men inquire into when they come to
choose their occupation? Surely, it is the wages they can earn in it,m other words, the value of their productive services in that occupa-
tion. The unspecialized productive services, in contradistinction to
specific services, have competition to fear. A rise in the prices of
unspecialized services will attract to production other similar services
which exist in more or less large quantities. If the prices of the pro-
ducts [of unspecialized services] rise, the prices of the productive
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services will also rise, but only temporarily; for these will increase

in quantity and hence the quantity of their products will also increase.

The end result will be a slight rise in the price of both productive
services in general and of products in general. Our reasoning would
be the same [mutatis mutandis]^ if there had been a fall, instead of
a rise in the price of unspecialized productive services.**'^

348. Thus, in reaUty, there is no absolute antithesis between the two
cases distinguished by Ricardo and Mill. In one case as in the other,

there is a natural tendency towards a concordance in movement
between the prices of products and the prices of productive services.

In both cases, a rise or fall in the prices of products entails a rise or

a fall in the prices of productive services. Ilie only difference is that

in the case of specific productive services, a rise or a fall in the prices

of productive services* * remains definitive and does not react either

on the quantity or on the prices of the products; whereas in the case

of unspecialized productive services, a rise or a fall in the prices of

these services is temporary, for though the immediate effect is to

attract or repel similar services, the final outcome will be a general

rise or fall in the prices of all unspecialized services and an equally

general rise or fall, of smaller amphtude than the initial change, in

the prices of all products which these services help to produce. What

the initial rise or fall loses in intensity, it gains in extension. Neither

in the case of specific productive services nor in the case of un-

speciahzed services are the selhng prices of the products detenmned

by their costs of production. In neither case, moreover, is there

anything like Ricardo’s or Mill’s “multiphcation without hmit”.

Coupled with Mill’s definition of the first category [i.e. specific

services] is the statement: “Potentially, all land whatever is a com-

modity of this class; . .
.’’ That is certainly true; and it is also true

that all human faculties can be put in the same class. What then is

left in the second class? Nothing.**^*

349. “There is a third case’’. Mill then tells us, “intermediate

between the two preceding. . , . There are commodities which can be

multiplied to an indefinite extent by labour and expenditure, but not

by a fixed amount oflabour and expenditure. Only a hmited quantity

can be produced at a given cost; if more is wanted, it must be pro-

duced at a greater cost. To this class, as has been often repeated,

agricultural produce belongs; and generally all the rude produ^ of

the earth. , . Here, without warning and apparently without

realizing it himself, our author passes from the case of an increase in

production at a given moment of time with a given quantity oi

productive services to the case of an increase of production from

'John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, Book lU, Chapter II, J 2

[op. cit., p. 445].
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one moment to the next by means of an increasing quantity of
productive services. And now the fact that one of the productive
services, that of land, cannot be increased in quantity leads Mill to

constitute his third class of objects composed of “agricultural

produce and generally all the rude produce of the earth’*. Proceeding
in this way, our celebrated logician, in a manner quite characteristic

of him as we shall see in another very remarkable example, confuses
two very different questions, that of the establishment of the prices

of products and that of the movement of these prices in a progressive

society. We shall postpone following him any further along this line

until we take up the theory of rent. For the moment, we simply
maintain that the commodities of this third category can no more
be multiplied without limit than can the commodities of the second
category. And, furthermore, neither the commodities of the second
category, nor those of the third, can be increased, even within finite

limits, at a given moment of time and by means of a given quantity of
productive services, in return for a fixed outlay of labour and money,
or at least in return for a fixed outlay of money—which, let it be said
in passing, is not at all the same thing as a fixed amount of labour. ^ ^



Lesson 39

EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION OF THE
ENGLISH THEORY OF RENT

350. The theory of the price of land-services or rent developed by

the English School is a theory which was first enunciated, it seems,

at the end of the eighteenth century by Dr. Anderson, restated by

Sir Edward West^^' and Malthus*^^ at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, popularized by Ricardo whose name it bears,

reformulated by James Mill‘d' and McCulloch, reproduced by

John Stuart Mill, and is still professed by nearly all English

economists. Ricardo gave it in the following terms:

Thus suppose land—No. 1, 2, 3—to yield, with an equal employment of

capital and labour, a net produce of 100, 90, and 80 quarters of corn. In a

new country, where there is an abundance of fertile land compared with the

population, and where therefore it is only necessary to cultivate No. 1, the whole

net produce will belong to the cultivator, and will be the profits of the stock

which he advances. As soon as population had so far increased as to make it

necessary to cultivate No. 2, from which ninety quarters only can be obtained

after supporting the labourers, rent would commence on No. I; for either there

must be two rates of profit on agricultural capital, or ten quarters, or the value

of ten quarters must be withdrawn from the produce of No. 1. for some other

purpose. Whether the proprietor of the land, or any other person, cultivated

No. 1, these ten quarters would equally constitute rent; for the cultivator of

No. 2 would get the same result with his capital, whether he cultivated No. 1,

paying ten quarters for rent, or continued to cultivate No. 2, paying no rent. In

the same manner it might be shown that when No. 3 is brought into cultivation,

the rent of No. 2 must be ten quarters, or the value of ten quarters, whilst the

rent of No. 1 would rise to twenty quarters; for the cultivator of No.

have the same profits whether he paid twenty quarters for the rent^of No. ,

ten quarters for the rent of No. 2, or cultivated No. 3 free of all rent.

John Stuart Mill reformulated this first part of Ricardo s demon-

stration in the following theorem: The rent which any land will yic

is the excess of its produce beyond what would be returned on the worst

land in cultivation?- Ricardo, however, immediately pursues the

argument further as we shall now see.

351. It often, and indeed commonly happens, that before No. 2,

or the inferior lands are cultivated, capital can be

on those lands already in cultivation. It may perhaps be found, that by

» Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter 11 [op. cit., ,

jJh^^Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, ?P°^Jh^^/Se%^nJdeh
[op. cit„ p. 425. As Walras states it: \La rente est igale a la

terre qui la produit et de celui des plus

Vrhich comes nearest to the above statement in u-^ond what would
therefore, which any land will yield, is the excess of

mUivation *'l

be returned to the same capital if employed on the worst land in cultivaUo . J

404
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the origmal capital employed on No. 1 ,
though the produce will not be doubled,

will not be increased by 100 quarters, it may be increased by eighty-five quarters,

and that this quantity exceeds what could be obtained by employing the same
capital, on land No. 3.

In such case, capital will be preferably employed on the old land, and will

equally create a rent; for rent is always the difference between the produce
obtained by the employment of two equal quantities of capital and labour. If

with a capital of £1,000, a tenant obtain 100 quarters of wheat from his land, and
by the employment of a second capital of £1,000, he obtain a further return of

eighty-five, his landlord would have the power at the expiration of his lease, of
obliging him to pay fifteen quarters, or an equivalent value for additional rent;

for there cannot be two rates of profit. If he is satisfied with a diminution of
fifteen quarters in the return for his second £1,000, it is because no employment
more profitable can be found for it. The common rate of profit would be in

that proportion, and if the original tenant refused, some other person would be
found willing to give all which exceeded that rate of profit to the owner of the
land from which he derived it.

In this case, as well as in the other, the capital last employed pays no rent. For
the greater productive powers of the first £1,000, fifteen quarters is paid for rent,

for the employment of the second £1,000 no rent whatever is paid. If a third

£1,000 be employed on the same land, with a return of seventy-five quarters, rent
will then be paid for the second £1 ,000, and will be equal to the difference between
the produce of these two, or ten quarters; and at the same time the rent of the
first £1,000 will rise from fifteen to twenty-five quarters; while the last £1,000 will

pay no rent whatever.'

This second part of Ricardo’s demonstration was also reformu-
lated by Mill in another theorem: Rent is also measured by the excess
of the return to a capital good above what the same capital good
would yield if it were employed in as disadvantageous circumstances
as possible,^

352. This is a mathematical theory which must be expressed and
discussed mathematically.

Let us draw a system of co-ordinate axes (Fig. 31) consisting of
a horizontal axis Ox and three vertical axes Oy. From each of the
three origins on the horizontal axis, let us measure the segments
Ox' 1, Ox' 2 and Ox' 8 corresponding to equal employments of capital
on lands No. 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In the first part of his demon-
stration, Ricardo does not state expressly in what terms these
employments of capital are evaluated or what their value is; but in
the second part he explicitly supposes that they are evaluated in
terms of money [‘numdraire’] and that their value is £1,000 each.

pp* 48^49
^°’ of Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter II [op, c//., §26,

of Political Economy, Book II, Chapter XVI, §4.\op. cit., pp. 427-428. As Walras sutes it: *La rente est aussi la difference de revenu
cop/zo/ et le capital employe dans les circonstances les plus defavo-

•^1 sentence which comes nearest to this aUtement in the section cited reads*
w me^ured by the excess of the return to the whole capital

o?Dro?rA??n i*
«««Mary to replace the capital with the ordinary rate

?n M ^ were all employedin as disadvantageous circumstances as the least productive portion of it. . . .^1
^
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Now. on the vertical axes let us mark off from the points O the
len^hs Ot ^ and Ot 3 such that, when we complete the rectangles
which have these lengths for altitudes and the lengths Ox' 1 , Ox' 3 and
Ox's respectively for bases, the areas of these rectangles Ot^y' ^x'

2 and Ot sy'sx'g will be quantitatively proportional to the
net yields of lands No. I, 2 and 3. Ricardo supposes these net

Capital Employed

Fig. 31l®J

yields to be evaluated in [physical] units of product and equal to

100, 90 and 80 quarters respectively. This being understood, the

first part of the demonstration amounts to saying that, since there

cannot be two different rates of profit in agriculture, when it becomes

necessary to cultivate land No. 2, a rent will be paid on land No. 1

amounting to the difference between the first two rectangles, i.e. to

the area At^y iB^ which corresponds to 10 quarters. And when it

becomes necessary to cultivate land No. 3, a rent will be paid both

on land No. 1, amounting to the difference between the first rectangle

and the third, i.e. to the area Cix/xD which corresponds to

20 quarters, and on land No. 2, amounting to the difference between

the second rectangle and the third, i.e. to the area Et^y' which
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corresponds to 10 quarters; but no rent at all will be paid on
land No. 3.

353. Now [in Fig. 32] measuring again from the point O, along
the horizontal axis, let us mark off to the right of Ox’ i, the lengths
x’ xx” X and x” xx'” to represent successive employments of £1,000
worth of capital on land No. 1. On the lines x'l/j and x” xy\

A

A
L
C
M

/ y

Ji

y
B

N 7.1

yr
E

yi

0
Successive Employments of Capital

Fig. 32101

drawn paraUel to the vertical axis through the points x:' , and x"
let us measure off from these points the lengths x\t\ and x" r"*’

T rectangles which have these segmentsfor altitudes and the lengths x\x'\ and x'\x"\ respectively forbases, the areas of these rectangles, x' i
/' ^y" ^x" ^ and x" ,r , v'" \x"'wiU be quantitativel^roportional to the net yields from sLessivJemplo^ents of £1.000 worth of capital on land No. 1.Sm^sured, as before, in units of product and equal to

nf T ^®*P«=tively. This being understood, the secondpart of the demonstration amounts to saying that since thert* r9 nn/^t

nccmr, to employ , .ecood £1.000 worth of capital on la„d??o ?
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which will occur after land No. 2, but before land No. 3, has been
brought under cultivation, the rent paid by reason of the employ-
ment of the first £1,000 worth of capital will be the diiference between
the two rectangles Ot jx' i and x' 1 j

j;" ix" j, i.e. the areaZrj/ j t' i

corresponding to 15 quarters. And when it becomes necessary to
employ a third £1,000 of capital on the same land No. 1, the rent

paid by reason of the employment of the first £1,000 worth of
capital will be ihe difference between the two rectangles Otiy\x\
and x” i.e. the area Mt-^y corresponding to 25
quarters, and the rent paid by reason of the employment of the second
£1,000 worth of capital will be the diflerence between the two rec-

tangles x'ir'i/'ix"i and x'\t'\y” xX*’\y i.e. the area

corresponding to 10 quarters, so that in final analysis, the total rent

paid for the use of land No. 1 will be the two areas Af/iy'iA''and

area Mt^y it\y\t'\y corresponding to 35

quarters.

354. But when the theory is put into mathematical form, it

becomes immediately apparent that what Ricardo has to say about

successive equal employments of capital either on different pieces of

land or on the same piece, should be as true or as untrue of successive

employments of £100, £10, or £1 worth of capital as it is ofsuccessive

employments of £1,000 worth. In short, if the rate of yield from each

piece of land is a decreasing function of the capital used, there is

nothing to prevent us from supposing that every time the capital

used is increased by an infinitely small quantity, the rate of yield

must decrease by an infinitely small quantity. Of course this may
not be true, but until we are shown either rationally or empirically

that the case where it is not true is the general one, we are justified

in arguing theoretically on the assumption that it is true. Conse-

quently, in order to portray the sort of diminution we are now

discussing, we shall have to replace the discontinuous curves like

^ ly \ i/' i ^ " i/” 1 continuous curves like T i, T 2, s • * *

of Fig. 33, drawn in such a way that with the capital employed on

lands No. 1, 2... represented by the lengths Oxj, Ox 2 ..., the net

yields, in terms of [physical] units of product, are represented by the

areas OT^yxX^y Now, from the consideration that there

cannot be two rates of profit from capital invested in agriculture, it

follows that the areas of the rectangles OF^jXi, OQy^x^..,, which

represent the profits in question on lands No. 1, 2... in terms of

[physical] units of product, are proportional to their bases Oxi,

Ox 2 ..., and that the altitudes of these rectangles Xi^i, Xtyt-* -^
all equal since they represent the rate of profit (i.e. the rate of yield)

in terms of units of product. And, therefore, those partial areas

PT^yx, QT%yx which lie above the horizontal line PQR^ represent
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the rent on lands No. 1 and 2 in terms of [physical] units of product;

but land No. 3 does not yield any rent if, as is shown in our figure,

the horizontal line PQR does not cross the curve Tjr\.
355.^’^ To express this analytically, let Wj, « 2 » be the

number of hectares in lands No. 1, 2, 3... respectively. ' Also let

^i»^af^8---be the excess per hectare * ' of the total number of u nits

of product over the number of units necessary for the payment of

wages [on each kind of land, respectively]; let Xi, Xg, Xg be the

amount of capital goods expressed in terms of money [‘numeraire*]

which are employed per hectare; and let t be the rate of interest

charges*®* expressed in terms of [physical] units of product. Then
the rents [per hectare] r^.r^, rg expressed in the same terms will be

given by the equations

ri=hi—x^t,
ra=Aj—Xgr, . .(1)

r^=hz—Xjit,

Fig.
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The relation between the net products and the capital employed
may be expressed as

..(2)

A8=^3 a).

• • • • •

and the relation between the rate of interest charges and the capital

employed is given by^***

..(3)

Both sets of relations are represented by curves like TxT\^
[of Fig. 33] in which the variable x corresponds to the

abscissas, the function t to the ordinates, and the function h to the

areas [under the curves].

On close examination of the above equations it will be seen that

for m [different kinds or] numbers of land, there are 3m+ l un-

knowns^^®' and only 3m equations. Another equation is needed. We
can, without deviating in any way from a faithful interpretation of

Ricardo’s theory, write the following equation which is analogous to

those given above in §§242 and 248:^'^

According to Ricardo, it seems that in every economy there is a

certain amount of capital which is constantly increasing and with

which it is possible to obtain a quantity of products that is constantly

increasing, though not proportionately [to the capital], so that a con-

stantly increasing population may be nourished. At any given

moment, the amount of capital is determinate. Let us call such a

determinate amount and let us distribute it among the different

kinds of land in such a way that the rate of yield is the same on all

lands.

If we suppose equations (3) to be solved for x, they may be

rewritten as

Xt=Wi(0> ^a=y2(0»

and then t can be found from equation (4) in the form*'*

Once t has been determined, Xi, Xj, Xg can be found from equations

(3) as rewritten above. The lands for which FXO)<t will not be

cultivated; only those for which F'(0)>t will be brought under
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cultivation. * ° ^ With x j , a: 2 , x 3 . . . determined, we can now solve for
^ 3 '-« by means of equations (2). And then rj, rg, are

determined by equations (1). Thus in final analysis rent depends on
the capital of a country, and is determined without regard to wages,
interest or the prices of products. This is the essence of the English
theory of rent.**^

356. The need for restating Ricardo’s reasoning in terms of
infinitesimals is so imperative that a number of authors have
succumbed to it even though they continued to use ordinary language.
Hence the rigorous formulation which we have just given to this

reasoning is the true formulation of the English theory of rent. We
shall, therefore, always refer to this formulation in our discussion
and thus avoid the necessity of stopping to consider the defects in
exposition and deduction resulting from the cruder modes of expres-
sion which were used by Ricardo and Mill. It becomes unnecessary,
then, to show how Mill’s first theorem, which is in essence based on
the assumption that the worst land yields no rent, is intrinsically
erroneous and formally contradicts the second theorem. As a matter
of fact, in the mathematical statement of the theory, this error
disappears. It is only necessary to inspect Fig. 33 to perceive at once
that the worst lands under cultivation do, in general, yield a rent,
except in the unusual case of a discontinuous productivity curve
which cuts the horizontal line (representing the rate of production)
only at its starting-point.

357. Let us now go back to the general equation:

r=h—‘Xt.

In conformity with our usual notation, let (B) designate the product
under consideration; let/?b be its price; let (T) designate the kind of
land on which this product is harvested; let H be the total number

of units of output per hectare; and, consequently let 1^= ^ be the

coeflBcient of production representing the amount of the productive
service (T) utilized in the production of a unit of (B). Furthermore,
let and / be respectively the rent and the rate of net income in
terms of numeraire. Since r and t represent, as we have seen, the
rent and the rate of interest charges expressed in terms of [physical]

units of product, they may be replaced by the values — and — in the

above equation which then reads
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Moreover, let (P), (P'), (P”)-- be the different kinds of personal
capital or persons whose services also contribute to the production
of (B); let bpy 6^% bjj",., be the corresponding coefficients of pro-
duction; Ictpp, Pp', pp'* be the prices of personal services, i.e. wages;
and let Pp, Fp', Pp",,, be the prices of the personal capital goods,
i.e, of the human beings themselves, these prices being expressed in

numeraire. According to Ricardo, the net yield in units of product,
A, will equal*^^*

H
Pt>

{b pP p'\-b p*p p*~\~b p*'P p'*~\~

or,^*^ if depreciation and insurance are ignored for the sake of

simplicity,

—(bpPp+bp'Pp'+bp"Pp"+...).
Pb

Finally let (K), (K'), (K") . . . designate the various kinds of capital

goods proper, the services of which also enter into the production

of the product (B); let Z?*, Zj^"... be the corresponffing coeffi-

cients of production; let p^'f Pk"*^> be the prices of the capital

services, i.e. the interest charges; and letP*, be the prices

of the capital goods proper, these prices being expressed in numeraire.

Then, according to Ricardo, the capital employed, x, measured in

terms of numeraire, will be equal to

or, ignoring depreciation and insurance.

y(Z?fcP*+Z?fcp*'+Z)jfc'Pt-+...).

358. Now, in the light of these considerations, we are obviously

justified in correcting the equation under discussion so as to

give it the greatest possible rigour without otherwise affecting

it. This correction consists in combining the prices of persons (P),

(P'), (P")*** with the prices of the capital goods proper (K), (K').

(K")..., in order to make the term x include the total employment

of aU capital, both human capital and capital proper; for unques-

tionably the rate of wages, like the rate of interest charges, is

uniform,*^®* and the rate of wages [i.e. the ratio of wages to the

value of personal capital] is exactly equal to the rate of interest

charges. Hence we may, and should, in fact, base our reasoning in

this theory on the uniformity of both the rate of interest charges and

the rate of wages, as, indeed, some English economists have done.

Once this correction has been made, the net product h becomes
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identical with the total product H and the capital employed becomes
finally

x=H{bj^Pjt+bp'Pji'-\-bj,"P k-\-b]c'P)c'-\-i>k"Pk*'+

= -(b^Pf+b^'P^'+b^’'P^"+...+btp^+bt'Pk'+bt-'Pt"+...).

359. H and x thus defined are functions of each other and are

represented respectively by the areas and abscissas of the TT' curves
of Fig. 33. And now nothing could be easier than to find out whether
// is a function which does not increase proportionaUy with x, or, in

other words, whether the TT' curves are negatively inclined. We need
only inquire whether the ratio

1
^

X bj,Pj,-^bj,'Pp'-\~bp"Pj,"-\- -\-b jcP fc-\-b tc'P k'"^^ k"P k"'\~
• • *

_ i

decreases when x and H increase.

It is an indubitable fact of experience that when increasing quan-
tities of personal services and services of capital proper are combined
with a given amount of landed capital, one does not obtain
proportionally increasing quantities of product; otherwise it would
be possible to obtain an unlimited quantity of products simply
by applying an unlimited quantity of personal services and services
of capital proper on a single hectare of land or on an even smaller
area. Thus, in precise terms, one can say, as we have already done
in §325, that bp, bp*, bj^t bje', are not constants but
decreasing functions of that is to say,'i*i increasing functions of

But what Ricardo and the English economists assert is some-
thing altogether different. They say that when more and more
applications of personal capital and capital proper are made on a
piece of land, the output of products does not increase propor-
tionately; and the applications of capital of which they speak are
evaluated in terms of numeraire. To make their statement identical
with the preceding one, it must be assumed that the [successive]
applications are not only equal in terms of the quantities ofnumeraire
by which they are expressed, but are also equal in terms of the
quantities of personal and capital services which they represent- for
otherwise, ifwe supposed equal quantities ofnumeraire to correspond
to larger and larger quantities of productive services, it is conceivable
that the product may vary proportionately with the applications of
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capital. In precise terms, for to be a function that does not
increase proportionately with x either at a given instant of time or at
different [successive] instants, we must suppose that Pj,', Pp"...

Pk'y Pk"^-- /. and consequently are
not only determinate at a given instant but are also constant from
one instant to the next.

On rereading Ricardo, we observe that this twofold hypothesis is

imphcitly, if not exphcitly, assumed from beginning to end, Ricardo
obviously could not have argued that the product obtained depended
on the capital employed no matter how this capital was employed,
even if it was employed absurdly. Consequently he must have meant
that these applications ofcapital, whether simultaneous or successive,

whether made on different pieces of land or on the same piece,

represent certain determinate quantities of definite kinds of capital

goods. Since each application always amounts to £1,000, it follows

that the prices of the capital goods in question are determinate and
constant. By and large, however, output depends on the kind and
the quantity of the productive services. Consequently, it must be

admitted that Ricardo considered the employment of certain deter-

minate quantities of definite kinds of capital goods to entail the

application of certain determinate quantities of definite kinds of

services.*** With each employment of capital always reckoned at

£1,000, if we let the rate of interest charges be 5 per cent, then each

apphcation of services will always be worth £50; and thus the prices

of the services are determinate and constant.

360. This hypothesis has important consequences to which we
must now call attention. It led Ricardo to base the existence, the

origin and the growth of rent on the increasing dearness of products.

Indeed, in his view, cost of production determines seUing price.

Moreover, as we have just seen, the expenses necessary for the

production of the net yield are determinate and constant, amounting

to £50. If in addition to cultivating land No, 1 on which an employ-

ment of £50 yields a net produce of 100 quarters, we find it necessary

to cultivate land No. 2 on which an employment of £50 yields a net

produce of 90 quarters, the cost of production and consequently the

seUing price will increase from £

if to the first £50 employed on land No. 1, it becomes necessary to

add another £50 and this second £50 yields 85 quarters net, the cost

50
of production, which is also the selling price, will rise from £

[per quarter]. The fact that we add the wage outlays to the

interest charges in our particular mathematical restatement of
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Ricardo’s theory does not affect the result in the slightest. In fact,

the price of the product, is equal either to the ratio of the total

outlay on rent, wages and interest charges, to the total

quantity of product H; or to the ratio of the outlay on rent alone,

to the rent in terms of [physical] units of product, r; or, finally, to
the ratio of the outlay on wages and interest, jc/, to the wages and
interest in terms of [physical] units of product xt, that is to say, to

the ratio Now, if we ignore variations in /, this last ratio will

increase indefinitely as t decreases, which is the basis of the theory.
It follows from this, finally, that rent in numeraire is subject to a
twofold increase from one moment to the next: first by reason of
the increase in the number of units of output, r, which is related to
the increase of rent in numSraire; and second by reason of the rise

in the price of the product, p^. That Ricardo understood this conse-
quence^'J perfectly and accepted it can be seen in the special note at
the close of his chapter On Rent.

361. Thus, the English theory can only determine the price of
land-services and demonstrate its residual character on the twofold
assumption that the prices of personal capital, the prices of capital
goods proper and the rate of net income are predetermined and
constant, and that, therefore, the prices of the services of personal
capital and capital goods proper are also predetermined and constant.
As we shall see in the following two Lessons, the economists of the
English School actually determined neither the wages nor the interest
charges; but, for the present, let us stretch a point and suppose that
they did. A priori, however, we cannot attribute to this school the
hypothesis that the prices of productive services are fixed. Hence
the curves or equations representing the product as a function of the
capital employed are completely useless either for a comparison of
rents over an interval of time during which the successive applica-
tions of capital are made, or for enunciating a law of the variation
of rent in a progressive society. At best, these curves or equations
can only serve to determine rent at a given instant of time with
reference to different alternative employments of capital at that
instant or to enunciate a law of the establishment of rent. It is only
within these limits that one can make use of the curves and equations
under discussion. As long, then, as p,-, p „ p ,,, p are
supposed already determined, the rent will be given in terms of units
ofproduct by the equation

Pi H

+bkPk+b t’P k'+b t"P k"+ . . .), ..(5)
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and in terms of numeraire by the equation:

+b^Pk+bj,'pj,'+bj,"pj,"+,,.f . .(6)

in accordance with our previous discussion in §358. we
substitute H for h and write

H=F{x)
and therefore*^® 1

H
J^{b^p^-\-b,-Pg'+b„"P^-'+...+bkPk+bu'Pk'+bk'’Pk"+-.-)

=xF'(x),

then we can put equation (5) in the form*^’^

^ =F(x)~xF'(x).
Pb

It is now clear how the equation

r^h—xt

and the corresponding curve TT\ when corrected and completed as

far as can be, give rent in units of product as a decreasing function

of the quantity employed of personal capital and capital proper or

their services. We may ask, even at this stage of the argument, why

the English School determines rent by the quantities of labour and

capital-services employed, rather than wages and interest by the

quantities of land-services employed; or why this school does not

try to formulate a unified general theory to determine the prices of

all productive services in the same way. The fact remains, however,

that, by introducing the above equation and curve (which can only

be accepted subject to the qualifications already mentioned and to

an even more serious qualification to which we are now coming),

the English School somehow*”* introduces into the general problem

of the determination of prices a number of equations equal to the

number ofunknowns which are the rents reckoned in units ofproduct.

Moreover, the problem, thus formulated in theory, is solved in

practice by competition among entrepreneurs. Once the problem of

rent [in kind] has been solved, wages, interest charges and the rate of

net income in terms of numeraire, which are still unknowns, remain

to be determined. After that, the rate of production*^®* is deter-

mined, as was shown above in §355, by the quantity of capital avail-

able. Furthermore, the price ofthe product is determined by the ratio

of the rate of net income to the rate of production;*^** and finally the

rent in numiraire is determined by multiplying the rent in units o
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product by the price of the product. Thus, to be sure, the English

School succeeded in demonstrating that rent does not enter into cost

of production^ but this proposition proved to be the rock on which

the English theory of rent finally foundered, as we shall now proceed

to show.

362. If we replace // by ^ in equation (6), then multiply through

by bty and finally transpose the quantity in parentheses to the left-

hand side of the equation, we obtain

+b}cPk-\-bk'Pk'-^^k"Pk"f-“-=Pb-

This equation is simply the equation of cost of production of the

product (B), as it appears in system (4) of our production equations

in §203—with one qualification, however, namely that, whereas

different kinds of labour-services (P), (P'), (P")-** and capital-

services (K), (K'), (K")..* are used in the production of (B), only

one kind of land-service (T) is so used. Thus, the English theory of

rent is based on the further assumption that no more than one kind

of land-service ever enters into [any given branch of] production.

This hypothesis is no more appropriate to agriculture than to

industry. For example, the wheat in Ricardo’s illustration does not

fit into this hypothesis, since the production of wheat requires

fertilizer as a raw material which is derived from cattle that graze on
grass-lands, and these grass-lands are different from wheat land.

When to this reason we add the further fact, which will be shown in

the next Lesson, that the English School does not directly determine

either wages or interest charges, it becomes necessary to complete
the equation of the cost of production of the product (B) as follows:

and to add to it the production equation

e=0(e^...e^p...!2^ik...)(§326),

with which the other production equations will have to be combined
in order to determine not only the prices of products, but also the
prices of productive services. The marginal productivities are taken
into account, not, in the inept and incorrect way of the English
School, for the determination of the prices of land-services, but for
the determination of the coefficients of production, just as costs of
production are taken into account for the determination, not of the
prices of products as the English School would have it, but of the
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quantities of output. ^ Thus, all that remains of Ricardo’s theory
after a rigorous critical analysis is that rent is not a component part,
but a result, of the price of products. But the same thing can be said
of wages and interest. Hence, rent, wages, interest, the prices of
products, and the coeflScients of production are all unknowns within
the same problem; they must always be determined together and not
independently of one another.

' If we let (B) be a product of two services, (T) and (K), then from the equations
of marginal productivity (1) and (3) in §326, [viz.

= + ..(I)

we obtain

H _Pk-\
and dK-p,\

T —n

If, now, we let Q= H,so chosen that T= Y^b^= 1 and ifwe let K— at, then the function

Q= 4>{T, K) becomes H=F(x), the partial derivative ^ becomes f'(a:) and the above

equation becomes

^ =F(x)-xF\x),
Pb

which is identical with the equation of the Ricardian theory of rent (mathematically

expressed). (1902)



Lesson 40

EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION OF THE
ENGLISH THEORIES OF WAGES AND INTEREST

363. Turning now to the English theory of wages, we shall cite

John Stuart Mill, not because he was the first to enunciate it, but
because his proof is the fullest that has been given. This proof
consists of two theorems which were formulated in Mill’s Principles

of Political Economy : the first in Book I, Chapter V, §9, reads. To
purchase produce is not to support labour\^^ ^ and the second in Book II,

Chapter XI, §1, reads, Wages depend on the proportion between popu-
lation and capitai^^^ We shall now examine each of these two
propositions in turn.

The singular phrasing of the first of these two theorems strikes us
at once. This initial impression is by no means unfounded, for the
theorem in question is nothing but a long and tedious quibble. What
can so vague and so unscientific a term as support ["alimenteP]
signify? Mill himself tells us : “To purchase produce is not to support
labour” means that “the demand for labour is constituted by the
wages which precede the production, and not by the demand which
may exist for the commodities resulting from the production”.
Consequently. “To purchase produce is not to support labour”
means that “demand for commodities does not constitute demand
for labour”. Then why not state the theorem in these terms, or
better still, instead of this negative form, why not use a positive form,
as Mill does only as an afterthought? We must look more closely
into the matter to obtain light on these questions.

Mill imagines a consumer and alternatively supposes him to
expend his income either in the direct purchase of productive
services when, for example, he has a house built, or in the purchase
of final products such as velvet and lace.t^J Then he tells us that
these Vwo operations are different, and he attempts to define exactly
what this difference is, but fails lamentably. What he ought to have
done was to contrast either a man who has a house built with a man
who buys one already constructed, or else a man who buys lace and
velvet already manufactured with a man who has lace and velvet
made for him. Then Mill might clearly have shown us that there is
an important difference between the direct purchase of productive
services, which provides working capital for the manufacture of a
product, and the purchase of the finished products, which simply
replenishes this capital for subsequent production. It appears,
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indeed, that Mill himself was not quite satisfied with the example
given in the text, for he offers another comparison in a note.^®^ A
rich man, A, who expends a certain amount daily in wages or alms,
which the labourers or the poor spend on coarse foods, dies, leaving
his property to B, who spends the same sum on himself for table
delicacies. This example is even more puzzling than the first. Mill
ought to have made up his mind whether it was alms or wages [on
which A expended a portion of his income], for they are by no means
the same thing; and if it was the latter, Mill should have informed
us how the labour paid for by these wages was employed. If, for
instance, the labour is that of gardeners growing table delicacies for
A, we simply revert to the distinction already drawn between the
purchase of productive services and the purchase offinished products,
and to the observation that a supply of working capital is created in

the first case and not in the second.

This is sufficient to show where the vagueness of the word support

leads Mill. Owing to the double meaning which he gives the word,

he tells us that he is going to prove one thing and then proves some-
thing entirely different. What he undertook to prove was that to

purchase produce is not to support labour, in the sense that to

purchase produce is not to demand labour, but what he did prove,

more or less satisfactorily, was that to purchase produce is not to

support labour in the sense that to purchase produce is not to supply

[additional] working capital for the labour employed in manu-
facturing the produce. Thus we may consider the first theorem as

nuU and void.

364. Let us now examine the second theorem.

Wages, then, depend mainly upon the demand and supply of labour; or, as it

is often expressed, on the proportion between population and capital. By

population is here meant the number only of the labouring class, or rather of

those who work for hire; and by capital only circulating capital, and not even

the whole of that, but the part which is expended in the direct purchase of labour.

To this, however, must be added all funds which, without forming a part of

capital, arc paid in exchange for labour, such as the wages of soldiers, domestic

servants, and all other unproductive labourers. There is unfortunately no mode

of expressing by one familiar term, the aggregate of what has been called the

wages-fund of a country; and as the wages of productive labour form nearly the

whole of that fund, it is usual to overlook the smaller and less important part,

and to say that wages depend on population and capital. It will be convenient

to employ this expression, remembering, however, to consider it as elliptical, and

not as a literal statement of the entire truth.

With these limitations of the terms, wages not only depend upon the relative

amount of capital and population, but cannot, under the rule of competition, be

affected by anything else. Wages (meaning, of course, the general rate) cannot

rise, but by an increase of the aggregate funds employed in hiring labourers, or

a diminution in the number of the competitors for liire; nor fall, except either

by a diminution of the funds devoted to paying labour, or by an increase in the

number of labourers to be paid.^’^
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This theory of wages lends itself more easily to mathematical
formulation than the theory of rent. We are told that the population
under consideration does not include idle people; it does not even
include all who work, but only all those who work for a wage, i.e. the

number of wage-earning workers. Let this number be T. Mill tells

us, moreover, that the capital he has in mind does not include fixed

capital; it does not even include all the circulating capital, but only
that part of it which is expended on the payment of wages, i.e. the

amount of working capital usedfor hiring labourers. Let this amount
be K, There is one other point over which he passes much more
rapidly, but which we must not overlook. It appears that the rate

to be determined is only the average rate of wages. Let s be this rate.

To say, then, that the wage rate is governed by the proportion between

population and capital means that or that the average rate of

wages is equal to the quotient of the sum total of wages paid divided by
the number of the population who receive wages. Surely, it is not
surprising that a proposition of this kind does not require long-
drawn-out proof. Nor is it surprising that such a proposition is not
very useful.

365. It should be noted, first of all, that what we want is not the
average rate of wages but the different rates of wages paid in various
employments. These latter rates are all the more important because,
according to the theory of the English School, we must have the
prices of the productive services in order to determine the prices of
the final products. If the products are excavations or embankments,
what we want to know is the wage rate of common labourers; if the
products are clocks or watches, what we want to know is the wage
rate of clock- and watch-makers. Thus, even supposing that the
average rate of wages is determined by the above formula, it is of no
use to us. Then again, is the average rate really determined in that
way? It would be, ifwe knew the population and the capital required
by the formula, i.e. the amount of working capital expended on
labour and the number of wage-earning workers. Unfortunately,
these quantities, though perfectly definable, are completely undeter-
imned. Their ratio does not determine the rate of wages, but rather
the other way round, for the quantities in the ratio depend on
this rate.

As the wage rate rises or falls, the number of wage-earners will
inevitably increase or decrease through a decrease or increase in

workers [i.e. workers who are not wage-earners] and
the leisure class; and, furthermore, the amount of working capital
expended on labour will necessarily increase or decrease through a
decrease or increase not only in other items of circulating capital.
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but also in fixed capital. It is as impossible to distinguish the working
capital expended on labour from the working capital expended on
land-services or that expended on capital-services, as it is to distin-

guish, in the case of a tank equipped with three outlets, the water

that will flow through one outlet from the water that will flow through

the other two. What determines the quantity of water flowing

through each outlet from such a tank is the size of the outlet.

The problem is exactly the same in the case of the distribution of

circulating capital in the form of wages, rent and interest payments

among workers, land-owners and capitalists. If wages are high and

the working capital to be expended on labour is inadequate, this

fund will first increase at the expense of the working capital to be

laid out on land-services and capital-services. Then, perhaps, the

total amount of circulating capital may prove inadequate. In that

case, the rate of interest charges on circulating capital will be very

high as compared with the rate of interest charges on fixed capital;

and savings in the process of formation will go into circulating rather

than fixed capital. People will buy fewer stocks and bonds on the

stock exchange and will make larger bank deposits. If, on the other

hand, wages are low, and the working capital destined for labour

excessive, this fund will shrink at first in favour of the working capital

to be laid out on land-services and capital-services. There may,

then, be too much circulating capital. In that case, the rate of interest

charges on this capital will fall relatively to the rate on fixed capital,

and savings in the process of formation will go into fixed rather than

circulating capital. People will withdraw bank deposits in order to

make investments in securities.

The fund of working capital expended on wages, instead of deter-

mining the rate of wages, is itself determined by that rate. What,

then, determines the rate of wages, and likewise the rate of rent and

of interest? In final analysis, notwithstanding Mill, it is the price of

the products of labour, land-services and capital-services; in other

words, competition among consumers in the market for products

and not competition among entrepreneurs in the market for services.

Though it is true that productive services are bought and solo m

their own special markets, nevertheless the prices of these services

are determined in the market for products. But there is no need to

restate here our theory of the determination of the price of productive

services. Enough has been said to show what the Enghsh theory ol

wages is worth.

366. The theory of interest is no less important than the meorie

of rent and wages. It has been a favourite target for sociahsts; an

the answer which economists have given to these attacks has no ,

up to the present, been overwhelmingly convincing.
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The theory of interest, especially that of the English School, starts

out with an error that beclouds the whole issue. It fails to distinguish

between the role of the capitalist and the role of the entrepreneur.

Under the pretext that it is difficult in reality to be an entrepreneur

without being a capitalist at the same time, English economists do
not differentiate between the two functions. That is why the term

profit, as they use it, signifies simultaneously interest on capital and
profit of enterprise.^'’'

This confusion is unfortunate. In reality, it is admittedly difficult

but not impossible to be an entrepreneur without being a capitalist.

It frequently happens that men who have no capital of their own,
but whose intelligence, honesty, and experience are known, obtain
loans for agricultural, industrial, commercial, or financial enter-

prises. At any rate, even supposing that there are very few entre-

preneurs who are not also capitalists, there are large numbers of
capitalists who are not entrepreneurs. They are the holders of
mortgage debentures, unsecured debts, shares in limited partnerships
and bonds. Moreover, even if the two roles were combined in

practice more frequently than they actually are, it would still be
important for theory to distinguish between them.
So far as profit is concerned, in the sense of profit of enterprise

[‘benefice de Tentreprise’], the English School fails to see that it is

the correlative of possible loss, that it is subject to risk, that it

depends upon exceptional and not upon normal circumstances, and
that theoretically it ought to be left to one side. Profit in the sense
of interest charges on capital is defined as “a remuneration for the
abstinence of the capitalist who has saved the capital”. I shall now
proceed to relate how the English School determines each of these
two things which it presents under the same name of profit. Once
again John Stuart Mill will be my authority for the statement of the
English doctrine that follows.

367. Building on the Ricardian theory of rent, Mill begins by
establishing, or, at least he establishes as an afterthought, that the
advances of capital consist solely in wages or that rent does not enter
into the cost ofproduction of agricultural products.

I undertook (Mill says) to show in the proper place, that this is an allowable
supposition, and that rent does not really form any part of the expenses of
production, or of the advances of the capitalist. The grounds on which this
assertion was made are now apparent. It is true that all tenant farmers, and
many other classes of producers, pay rent. But we have now seen, that whoever
cultivates land, paying a rent for it, gets in return for his rent an instrument of
signor power to other instruments of the same kind for which no rent is paid,
rhe superiority of the instrument is in exact proportion to the rent paid for it. If
a few Pcreons had steam-engines of superior power to all others in existence, but
umitcd by physical laws to a number short of the demand, the rent which a
manufacturer would be willing to pay for one of these steam-engines could not
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be looked upon as an addition to his outlay because by the use of it he would
save in his other expenses the equivalent of what it cost him; without it he could
not do the same quantity of work, unless at an additional expense equal to the
rent. The same thing is true of land. The real expenses of production are those
incurred on the worst land, or by the capital employed in the least favourable
circumstances. This land or capital pays, as we have seen, no rent; but the

expenses to which it is subject cause all other land or agricultural capital to be
subjected to an equivalent expense in the form of rent. Whoever does pay rent

gets back its full value in extra advantages, and the rent which he pays does not

place him in a worse position than, but only in the same position as, his fellow-

producer who pays no rent, but whose instrument is one of inferior eflSciency.*

Rent having thus been eliminated from the expenses of production,

the only expense that remains, apart from interest charges, is wages,

the rate of which is determined, according to the English School, by

the ratio of capital to population. Hence interest charges (or, as the

English say, profit, which includes interest charges properly speaking

and profit of enterprise) is easy to determine.

The capitalist, then (Mill concludes), may be assumed to make all the advances

and receive all the produce. His profit consists of the excess of produce above

the advances; his rate of profit is the ratio which that excess bears to the amount

advanced.*

This, in short, is the Enghsh theory of the determination of prices

of productive services. The capitalists are entrepreneurs: they pay

the land-owners by remitting to them, in the form of rent, the excess

of products attributable to the relative superiority of their land; they

pay the workers by distributing to them, in the form of wages, the

wages fund; and then the final products are the capitalists’ to do

with as they please. Whatever is left to these capitalist-entrepreneurs,

after all the outlays have been deducted, represents at one and the

same time the interest charges on their capital and their business

gains, i.e. their profit. We must now discuss the theory mathema-

tically in order to show how illusory it is.

368. Let P be the aggregate price received for the products of an

enterprise; let 5*, I and F be respectively the wages, interest charges

and rent laid out by the entrepreneurs, in the course of production,

to pay for the services of personal faculties, capital and land. I^t

us recall now that, according to the English School, the selling price

of products is determined by their costs of production, that is to say,

it is equal to the cost of the productive services employed. Thus we

have the equation
P=S+I+F,

and P is determined for us. It remains only to determine S, I and F.

* John Stuart Mill, Principles ofPoliticalEconomy, Book II, Chapter XVI, § 6 [op. cit.,

• John Stuart M\]X, Principles ofPolitical Economy, Book
passage is found in § 5 of the 1848 edition of Miii s Principles ofPolitical Eco y*

in the Ashley edition cited above it is found in §6, pp. 417-418.]
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Surely, if it is not the price of the products that determines the price

of productive services, but the price of productive services that
determines the price of the products, we must be told what deter-
mines the price of the services. That is precisely what the English
economists try to do. To this end, they construct a theory of rent
according to which rent is not included in the expenses of production,
thus changing the above equation to

P=Si~J.

Having done this, they determine S directly by the theory of wages.
Then, finally, they tell us that “the amount of interest or profit is the
excess of the aggregate price received for the products over the wages
expended on their production”, in other words, that it is determined
by the equation

I=P~S.

It is clear now that the English economists are completely baffled by
the problem of price determination; for it is impossible for 1 to
determine P at the same time that P determines L In the language
of mathematics one equation cannot be used to determine two
unknowns. This objection is raised without any reference to our
position on the manner in which the English School eliminates rent
before setting out to determine wages.

369. Such is the pass in which economics still finds itself in the
matter of the determination of prices of productive services. Jean
Baptiste Say had said in Book I, Chapter V, of his Treatise on
Political Economy:^^^

An industrious person may lend his industry to another possessed of land and
capital only.

The owner of capital may lend it to an individual possessing land and industry
only. ^

orJy^
landholder may lend his estate to a person possessing capital and industry

Whether the thing lent be industry, capital, or land, inasmuch as all three

paidfor^"
commonly

The price paid for the loan of industry is called wages.
The price paid for the loan of capital is called interest.
And that paid for a loan of land is called rent.

J. B. Say had a tolerably clear and accurate idea of the combination
of the three productive services in the process of production Thetermmulo^ he employed was good; we have therefore adopted it

fin^H To ‘o'®® “^ded to be
fiUed. In the first place, J. B. Say did not fully understand the specific
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role of the entrepreneur. In fact, this person is absent from his

theory. In the second place, Say did not give an adequate explanation

of the services for which wages, interest charges and rent are paid; and
he goes no further than the Physiocrats in showing how the prices of

these services are determined. In this connection, he ought to have

introduced a satisfactory theory of value and of the mechanism of

exchange, an acceptable theory of capital and income and of the

mechanism of production, as well as definitions of the entrepreneur

and of the market for products and services. In the last fifty years

the economists of the French School have not made a single contri-

bution along these lines; they have not added a single doctrine to

pure economics; in fact, they still do not know how interest charges,

wages and rent are determined.

As evidence of this incompetence, I need only cite the work of

P. A. Boutron entitled, Theorie de la rente fonciere,^^^^ which was

awarded a prize by the Academie des sciences morales et politiques.

The author sets out to prove that the selling price of products is

determined by their cost of production. Then he defines rent as “the

excess of the price of products over the interest and wages expended

on their production”. If he had undertaken to present a theory of

wages, he would obviously have defined it as “the excess of the price

of products over the interest and rent expended on their production”.

And if the Academie had chosen the theory of interest charges as the

subject for this contest, he would undoubtedly have won the prize by

defining it as “the excess of the selling price over the rent and wages

expended on their production”.

370. We have replaced these unsatisfactory systems by one made

up of three principal elements: (1) a description of the mechanism

of free competition in exchange (effective offer and effective

demand; increasing price, decreasing price and current equilibrium

price) in Parts II and III; (2) a description of the mechanism of free

competition in production (land and land-services, persons and

personal services, capital proper and capital-services; land-owners,

workers and capitalists; entrepreneurs; profit, loss and equality

between selling price and cost of production) in Part IV; and (3) a

description of the mechanism of free competition in capital forma-

tion and credit (new capital proper and the excess of income oyer

consumption; and the ratio of total net income from new capi^l

goods to the total excess of income over consumption) in Part y.

These fundamental concepts give us: (1) a market for servi^s in

which the services of land, persons and capital proper are offered

respectively by competing land-owners, workers and capitalists an

demanded competitively not only by entrepreneurs in their capacity

as producers but also by land-owners, workers and capitalists in
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their capacity as consumers; (2) a market for products in which
consumers’ goods are supplied competitively by entrepreneurs and
demanded competitively by land-owners, workers and capitalists;

and (3) a market for capital goods in which new capital goods proper
are supplied competitively by entrepreneurs and demanded com-
petitively by capitahst-savers. Hence, we have also: (1) the prices of
services, i.e. rent, wages and interest charges; (2) the prices of pro-
ducts; and (3) the rate of net income, and consequently, the prices of
landed capital, personal capital and capital goods in the narrow sense.

The demand for services and the supply of consumers’ goods and
new capital goods on the part of entrepreneurs are governed by their

desire to make profits and avoid losses. The offer of services and the
demand for consumable products and new capital goods on the part
of land-owners, workers and capitalists are governed by their desire
for maximum satisfaction,'®*

Perhaps, as has already happened, I shall be asked, whether it is

really necessary, and whether it does not do more harm than good,
to use mathematical symbols in presenting a doctrine which seems
simple and clear enough as it stands. This is my answer.
To state a theory is one thing; to prove it is another. I know that

in economics so-called proofs which are actually nothing more than
gratuitous assertions are doled out and find acceptance again and
again. And precisely for this reason, I submit that economics will not
attain the status of a science until economists are compelled to
demonstrate that which they have hitherto been content, in the main,
merely to assert. Now, in order to demonstrate that commodity
prices, in other words the quantities ofnumeraire exchangeable against
other commodities, result effectively from such and such givens or
conditions, it is absolutely indispensable, as I see it: (1) to formulate,
in conformance with these givens or conditions, a system of equations*
which will be exactly equal in number to the unknowns, and of
which the unknowns are the roots; and (2) to show that the sequence
of actual events gives us, in fact, an empirical solution of this system
of equations. This is what I have done first with regard to exchange,
then with regard to production and finally with regard to capital
formation. The use of the language and method of mathematics has
thus enabled me to demonstrate not only the laws of the establish-
ment of current equilibrium prices but also the laws of change in
these prices. It has made it possible for me to analyse the facts and
thus to set the principle of free competition on firm foundations.
I readily grant that to describe a system is not the same thing as to
investigate its rational structure. Though both the description and
the rational analysis are combined in my work, they could if
necessary, be separated from each other. I shall not object, if those
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of my readers who are economists without being mathematicians
pass over the rational proofs and simply make good use of the

descriptions. Very few of us are capable of reading Newton’s
Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica or Laplace’s Mecanique
celeste; and yet, on the word ofcompetent scientists, we all accept the

current description of the universe of astronomical phenomena based

on the principle of universal gravitation. Why should the description

of the universe of economic phenomena based on the principle of

free competition not be accepted in the same way? There is no
reason why the proof of the system, once established, may not be

taken for granted, nor why the assertions involved may not be used

in the study of questions of applied or practical economics. For my
part, however, I have felt bound to give both the proof and the

assertions, in order to present the main outlines of a truly scientific

theory of social wealth.****



PART VIII

Price Fixing, Monopoly, Taxation





Lesson 41

PRICE FIXING AND MONOPOLY

371. All the conclusions we have reached so far relate to one and
only one hypothesis: that of absolutely free competition in exchange,
production and capital formation. TTius, what we have found out
are simply the effects of free competition. No matter what economists
may say, or frequently seem to say, free competition is not the only
possible system of economic organization; there are other systems
like those of public regulation, price ^ing, special privileges,

rnonopolies, etc. In order to make a choice between free competi-
tion and the other systems, or, if we are so inclined, to express a
preference for free competition as against its alternatives, and do so
intelligently, we must consider the effects of the other systems as well.
And quite apart from practical considerations, we should, I repeat,
still have to inquire into the natural and necessary consequences of
various possible types of social organization, if only to satisfy our
scientific curiosity.

372. We have now to draw a clear distinction between restrictions
on laisser-faire, laisser-passer in matters pertaining to the production
or circulation of wealth, and State intervention in the distribution of
wealth. Maximum and minimum prices, prohibitive or protective
tariffs, monopolies and the issuance of paper money are comprised in
the first category; while taxes and fiscal dues are comprised in the
second. Varied as the topics are in this part of pure economics, they
are at present completely ignored, but they will be developed little by
little as a fuller knowledge of the general case makes possible a more
detailed study of every kind of exception. All we can do here is to
broach a few salient problems in order to show how such problems
should be treated. Their elucidation is of importance for the elabora-
tion of the elements of applied and social economics.

It IS unnecessary, however, to go into any great detail in order to
understand the eflfects of various disturbing influences on the mech-
anism of free competition. We may neglect mutually compensating
vanations and those variations which are secondary or inappreciable
as compared with the major variations, For this purpose, the
price curves of §§229 and 230 are very useful.*“*

373. Let us suppose that the price of a productive service or of
a product IS regulated. We must differentiate now between two
cases; (1) the case of a maximum [price], when it is forbidden to

11 a service or a product at a price higher than the fixed price which
431
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has been [arbitrarily] set below the level that would have been deter-

mined by free competition; and (2) the case of a minimum price,

when it is forbidden to sell a service or a product at a price lower
than the fixed price which has been [arbitrarily] set above the level

that would have been determined by free competition. In actual prac-

tice it is generally very difficult to enforce such restrictions; but it is

not impossible. At all events, we propose to inquire into the effects of

substituting an artificial for a natural price, quite apart from the

question of ways and means of enforcing such a price. We shall

examine the consequences of price fixing first in relation to productive

services and then in relation to products.

374. Let and oy^ip^) be respectively the purchase and sales

functions of the productive service (T) [i.e. land-service], and let

these functions be represented by the curves T^T^, and MN in Fig. 34.

If the price of (T) is fixed at a maximum p't<Pt or at a minimum
the equation

will be replaced, in the case of a maximum, by the inequality

resulting [geometrically] in a higher ordinate p\T' than the ordinate

p\ t' so long as the possibility of a rise in price which would normally

have resulted from the excess of effective demand over effective offer

is ruled out; and, in the case of a minimum, by the inequality

resulting [geometrically] in a lower ordinate p'\T" than the ordinate

p*'
1
1" so long as the possibility of a fall in price which would normally

have resulted from the excess of effective offer over effective demand

is ruled out. In the case of the maximum price, either a certain

number of entrepreneurs would find it impossible to purchase any

land-services at all, or they would all have to do with less land-

services than they would fike. A profit would be realized on whatever

land-services were purchased, since the selhng price of the products

would be higher than their cost of production. In the case of the

minimum [price], either a certain number of land-owners would be

unable to sell any land-services at all, or they would all find it

impossible to sell as much as they would like. In the same way, if*

for example, a maximum [rate of] interest charges were established,

entrepreneurs would not be able to borrow as much capital as they

would like, in spite of the profit they might make. And finally, if the

State estabhshed a minimum wage by legislation or if certain

organizations did the same by the use of threats and violence,

either a certain number of workers would not be able to sell any
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Fig. 341*1

labour at all, or all of them would find it impossible to sell as much
of their labour as they would like—which has nothing to do with
the question whether or not it is of benefit to the workers to work
more hours at a lower wage or fewer hours at a higher wage. This
leads us to a consideration of the theory of monopoly, for at this
point the theory of price fixing comes into contact with the theory
of monopoly. In the case of price fixing, we have just seen that the
price of commodities is set arbitrarily and the volume of sales is
determined in consequence; in the case of monopoly, as we shall see
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presently, the volume of sales is set arbitrarily and the price of
commodities is determined in consequence. In either case, it is

possible to aim at maximizing the quantity sold multiplied by the
price. This may be the guiding principle of The International, a
principle which has neither been refuted by the adversaries of the

organization nor adequately defended by its partisans.

375. If the price of the product (B) is fixed at a maximum p\<p},
or at a minimum the equation

htPt'^hj,pp-\-bjcPic~\- ... =pt
will be replaced, in the case of a maximum, by the inequality

btPt~^b^p ^-]rb kP ic~^ • • • >p\y

since there cannot be any rise in the price of (B), which would be the

normal consequence of the withdrawal of entrepreneurs when cost

exceeded selling price; and, in the case of a minimum, by the in-

equality

btpt~\~bpPp+b jcp tc-\- • . * <p'\,

since there cannot be any fall in the price of (B), which would be the

normal consequence of the entry of [new] entrepreneurs when selling

price exceeded cost. In the case of a maximum [price], the entre-

preneurs, rather than incur the loss Dt,(pt,—p\), which is represented

by the area p\B'b'pb in Fig. 35, would stop producing altogether. In

the case of a minimum [price], those entrepreneurs who were still able

to sell their products would enjoy a profit of D‘\{p'\-~p^), which is

represented by the area Phb''B"p"t. Thus, if a maximum limit were

set on the price of bread, no more bread would be baked; and if a

minimum limit were set, bakers would sell at a profit. Under these

conditions, there would hardly be any justification for establishing

an [arbitrary] maximum or minimum price. But the situation is

different if we suppose the State itself to assume the role of an

entrepreneur and then either to set a minimum price in order to

make a profit in lieu of a tax, or to set a maximum price, thereby

incurring a loss to be compensated by some tax or other. Whether

such schemes turn out to be satisfactory or not, we have no right

to declare them impossible and thus evade the responsibility of

subjecting them to critical examination. It is perfectly conceivable

that in a given country the State might, for example, manufacture

the primary necessaries of life at a loss and luxuries at a profit; but

it remains to be shown, in apphed economics and social economics,

that such a system would be inconsistent with public welfare and

social justice. ‘ * •

376. The economic theory ofmonopoly has been formulated mathe-

matically, which is the clearest and most precise way of presenting
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it, by Cournot in Chapter V of his Researches into the Mathematical

Principles of the Theory of Wealth, published in 1838, and by Dupuit
in two memoirs, the first of which entitled, “De la mesure de Tutilite

des travaux publics”, and the second, “De Tinfluence des plages sur

Fio. 35(*J

l’utilit6 des voies de communication”, were published respectively in
1844 and 1849 in the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees, Unfortunately,
economist have not thought it worth their while to look into this
theory, with the result that their ideas on the subject of monopoly
are reduced to a state of confusion which is accurately reflectedm their verbal obfus^tions. They have given the name of mono-
poly to enterprises [i.e. industries] which are not under a single
control, but under the [divided] control of a limited number of
persons. And, by analogy, they have even applied the term monopoly
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to the ownership of certain productive services that are limited in

quantity like, for example, land. But all productive services are
limited in quantity; so that, if land-owners have a monopoly of land,

labourers have a monopoly of personal faculties, and capitalists have
a monopoly of capital goods. When the meaning of the term
monopoly is broadened to this extent, so that it includes everything,

it means nothing. In fact, the word monopoly has lost its original

meaning and is used to express the idea of limitation in quantity

whence value and wealth arise. And now there is no word left to

designate the idea of an exclusive single control over a productive

service or a product. But this is precisely the idea which is of capital

importance in our present discussion, because it nullifies the follow-

ing two conditions of free production: the condition of equality

between the selling price of products and their cost of production,

and the condition ofa uniform price on the market [for each product].

In order to study the consequences of monopoly with respect to both

these conditions, it is best to consider an example.

377, We shall imagine an entrepreneur who, for one reason or

another, has a monopoly (in our sense of the word) over some

product. He has the power to set the price of his product as he

pleases; but he has no control over the quantity of the product

which will be demanded, sold, and consumed at any given price.

In this respect, only one thing is certain: the dearer the product

is, the less will be demanded, and the cheaper it is, the more will be

demanded. We can be absolutely sure that the demand for any

product decreases as its price rises and increases as its price falls.

The only thing that differs from product to product is the law of the

increase or decrease in demand as the price rises or falls. Cournot

and Dupuit called this law the law of the demand^ sales, or consump-

tion of each product. For every product there is, on the one hand,

a maximum limit to price, and that is the price at which the quantity

demanded is zero; and, on the other hand, a maximum limit to the

quantity demanded, and that is the quantity demanded at the price

zero. This maximum quantity demanded is the quantity of the

product which would be taken and consumed if the product were

free and if there were enough of it for everybody. Let us suppose

that the quantity demanded of our [monopolized] product is zero

when the price is 100 francs per unit, and that the quantity taken at

the price zero is 50,000 units. Let us suppose, furthermore, that at

different prices ranging from 100 to 0 francs and taking on [succes-

sively] the values 50, 20, 5, 3, 2, 1 and 0*50 francs, the corresponding

quantity demanded ranges from 0 to 50,000 units, amounting

respectively to 10, 50, 1,000, 2,500, 5,000, 12,000 and 20,000 units,

in accordance with the following table:
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PRICE DEMAND
1

GROSS
RECEIPTS

1

' EXPENSES

1

NET
RECEIPTS

1

in francs
1

[no. of units] in francs in francs in francs

100 0 0 0 1 0

50 10
,,

500 20 480
20 50 1,000 100 900

5 1,000 I 5,000 2,000 3,000

3 2,500 7,500 5,000 2,500

2 5,000 10,000 10,000 0
1 12,000

j

12,000 24,000 -12,000
0*50 20,000 10,000 40,000 -30,000
0 50,000 ' 0 100,000 -100,000

Our entrepreneur’s gross receipts will then be 0, 500, 1,000, 5,000,

7,500, 10,000, 12,000, 10,000, and 0 francs respectively. Thus the

gross receipts, which start at zero when the price is at the maximum
corresponding to a demand for zero units, increase to a maximum
and then diminish finally reaching zero again when the price is zero

and the quantity demanded has attained its maximum. In our
example, maximum gross receipts are realized when the price is

1 franc and the corresponding quantity demanded is 12,000 units.

At this point the gross receipts amount to 12,000 francs. If our
entrepreneur had no costs of production, he would choose the

selling price of 1 franc for his product; and this price would yield

him the maximum profit. But how would he discover this price? By
the simplest kind of groping. He would first try very high prices and
he would observe that the quantity demanded was zero or very small
and that his receipts were also zero or very small. Then gradually
lowering his price, he would observe that both the quantity demanded
and his receipts increased. In this way he would come to the price of
1 franc. If he lowered his price still further, he would find that
although the quantity demanded increased, his receipts would start
diminishing. And he would immediately raise his price to 1 franc
again and hold it there. This is not a difificult operation; in fact, it is

done all the time in ordinary business.

378. Generally, however, our entrepreneur will have certain costs
of production. These are divided between overhead and direct costs,
or, more precisely, between some costs that are more or less fixed
and others that are more or less proportional to the quantity sold.
These latter costs increase either exactly in proportion to sales or in
a greater or smaller proportion, all depending on the special condi-
tions of the particular industry in question. Let us suppose, for
simplicity, that the expenses incurred in the manufacture of the
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product under consideration are all proportional and that they
amount to 2 francs per unit. The [total] costs corresponding to
different prices in our hypothetical schedule, when the correlated
quantities demanded are taken into account, will be respectively 0,

20, 100, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 24,000, 40,000, and 100,000 francs.

The corresponding net receipts, which are equal to the excess of
gross receipts over costs of production, will be 0, 480, 900, 3,000,

2,500, 0, —12,000, —30,000, and —100,000 francs. Thus, in our
example, maximum net receipts are earned when the price is 5 francs

per unit at which 1,000 units are demanded. At this point the net

receipts are 3,000 francs. Consequently, our entrepreneur would set

the price at 5 francs. He would discover this price by the same sort

of groping which we described above.

379. In order to simplify our discussion, we assumed that our

entrepreneur had no fixed overhead costs. If there were such costs

amounting, let us say, to 1,000 francs, we should have to deduct

these 1,000 francs from the net receipts earned at each price; and this

would reduce the maximum net receipts by that amount, but would

not change the position of this maximum. The price that would

maximize profits would remain unchanged. It is important to note

that the price yielding maximum [total] profits is completely

independent of the [total] fixed costs.

380. Having thus found the price 5 francs which yields maximum
profits, our entrepreneur would keep it there in so far as he had

exclusive control over the product. If the product were not monopo-

lized, the profits of the firm would attract competitors, the quantity

sold and consumed would increase to 5,000 units and the price would

fall to 2 francs which is equal to the cost of production. Hence the

consequence of monopoly is that consumers have only 1,000 units

at 5 francs each instead of 5,000 units at 2 francs each. We now see the

difference between monopoly and free competition. The principle of

laisser-faire, laisser-passer^ when applied to an industry operating

under the regime of unlimited competition, enables consumers to

obtain the greatest possible satisfaction of their desires consistent with

the condition of uniformity of price for each product in the market,

the price in each case being equal to the cost of production so that

producers make neither profit nor loss. The same principle of

laisser-faire, laisser-passer, when applied to a monopolized industry,

enables consumers to obtain [only] that maximum satisfaction which

is consistent with the [double] condition that selling price be higher

than cost of production and that the producers make the greatest

possible profit. We shall see presently what becomes of unifonmty

of prices [under monopoly conditions]. In the case of unlimited

competition, the entrepreneur is an intermediary whom we may
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disregard, while land-owners, workers and capitalists are exchanging

productive services with one another on the basis of equal value for

equal value. In the case of monopoly, entrepreneurs intervene not

only to combine the productive services and convert them into

products, but to levy a certain portion of the wealth exchanged for

their own benefit.

381. The theory of monopoly price yielding maximum profits can

be applied to services as well as products. We can go further and
formulate a more abstract and more scientific expression of the

theory than we have done up to this point, if we start with Cournot’s

equation showing sales as a function of price

D^F(p).

Since (as Cournot tells us) the function F(p) is continuous, the function pF(p)
which expresses the total value of the quantity annually sold must be continuous
also. This function would equal zero, if p equals zero, since the consumption of
any article remains finite even on the hypothesis that it is absolutely free; or, in

other words, it is theoretically always possible to assign to the symbol p a vaJue
so small that the product pF(p) will vary imperceptibly from zero. The function
pF{p) disappears also when p becomes infinite, or, in other words, theoretically

a value can always be assigned to p so great that the demand for the article and
the production of it would cease. Since the function pF{p) at first increases, and
then decreases as p increases, there is therefore a value of p which makes this

function a maximum, and which is given by the equation

F(j>)-\-pF'{p)=^0 ..(1)

in which F\ according to Lagrange’s notation, denotes the differential coefficient

of function F,

Ifwe lay out the curve anb (Fig. 36) of which the abscissas Oq and the ordinates
qn represent the variables p and Z), the root of equation (I) will be the abscissa of
the point n from which the triangle Ont, formed by the tangent nt and the radius
vector On, is isosceles, so that we have Oq—qt.^^<^^

In fact, the maximum of a function is given by the root of its

derivative set equal to zero. The derivative of a product like pF(j>)
equals the sum of two products: the factor F{p) multiplied by the
derivative of /?, plus the factor p multiplied by the derivative of F(p),
The derivative ofp is equal to unity.

The equation of a tangent to the curve D=^F(p) at a point with
co-ordinates (D, p) is

If we substitute into this equation the value from

equation (1), and then try to find the intercept of this tangent on
the X axis by setting O, we get x=2p.

into the Mathematical Principles of the Theory of WealthChapter IV, [op. c/r., § 24, pp. 52-53. Id Cournot, the diagram is referred to as Fig. 1. j
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Cournot founds his theory of monopoly on this determination of
a maximum. He passes from the case of a product freely given by
nature to that of a manufactured product and from maximum gross
receipts to maximum net receipts; then he makes the transition from
the case of a single monopolist to that of two monopolists [duopoly],
and, finally, from monopoly to unlimited competition. I have
preferred, for my part, to start with unlimited competition as the

Di

general case, and then to work towards monopoly as a special case.

Pursuing this course, I was able, in §§154 and 230, to relate the

rational and rigorously exact equations of exchange and production

to the empirical and approximative equation of sales written as a

function of price.*®

*

382. We have just seen how monopoly impairs the condition

that the selling price of a product equal its cost of production; and

now it remains for us to see how monopoly impairs the condition of

uniformity of price in the market.

Let us return to the example that we have just been considering

and let us suppose, for simplicity, that each consumer takes only

one unit of the commodity. At 50 francs a unit, 10 units can be sold,

therefore, out of the 50 units which are sold at 20 francs a unit, there

would be at most 40 units for which 20 francs was a maximum price

and which, under all circumstances, could be sold at this price. If
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we deduct in this way, from any total quantity demanded at a given

price, the quantity demanded at the price immediately above, we
obtain [the marginal increment of quantity demanded, or] that layer

of the quantity for which the given price is a maximum and which,

under all circumstances, could be sold at this price. Let us now
suppose that instead of a uniform price there are several [coexisting]

prices on the market and that a layer of the total quantity demanded
is sold at each of these prices. If we keep the prices of our original

example unchanged and compel every consumer to pay the price

which, for him, is a maximum, it will be possible to sell 0 units at

100 francs per unit; 10 units at 50 francs; 40 at 20 francs; 950 at

5 francs; 1,500 at 3 francs; 2,500 at 2 francs; 7,000 at 1 franc; 8,000
at 0-50 francs; and 30,000 at 0 francs, according to the following

table:

1

*

4

Price

1

Layers [or

marginal

incre-

ments] of

demand

[Marginal

receipts]

or gross

receipts

from each

successive

layer

1

Aggregate

gross

receipts

1

Cost of

each

successive

layer [or

marginal

increment

of cost]

[Marginal

net receipts]

or net

receipts

from each

successive

layer

Aggregate

j

net receipts

1

1

1

frcs.

1

[no, of

units]
frcs. 1

i

1 frcs. frcs. frcs.

1

1

! frcs.

100 '

0 0 0 0

1

0 0
50 10 500 500 1 20 480 480
20 i 40

!
800 1,300

'

80 720 1,200
5

'

950
;; 4.750

!
6,050

i

1,900 2,850 4,050
3 1,500 1

1 4,500 10,550 3,000 1,500 5,550
2 1 2,500 5,000 15,550 5,000 0 5,550
1

'

7,000 7,000 22,550 14,000 ‘ - 7,000 -1,450
0-50 8,000 4,000

,,
26,550 1 16,000

1

-12,000 1-13,450
0 30,000 0

11

26,550 60,000 :

1

1

-60,000 -73,450

The gross receipts from each layer of sales thus affected would be
respectively 0, 500, 800, 4,750, 4,500, 5,000, 7,000, 4,000 and 0 francs.
If only 50 and 20 francs, the first two prices at which the quantity
demanded is not zero, were charged, the aggregate gross receipts
would be 1,300 francs. But if, in addition to these two prices,
the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh prices at which the
demand is not zero were successively included [in the schedule], the
aggregate gross receipts at each of these prices would be respectively
6,050, 10,550, 15,550, 22,550, and 26,550 francs. In addition, 30,000
units could be disposed of free of charge.
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383. The cost of production being 2 francs per unit, the expenses
incurred in the production of each layer of quantity demanded at the

different prices would be respectively 0, 20, 80, 1,900, 3,000, 5,000,

14,000, 16,000, and 60,000 francs. Subtracting these expenses from
the gross receipts we obtain the following net receipts for each layer;

0, 480, 720, 2,850, 1,500, 0, -7,000, -12,000, and -60,000 francs.

The sixth of these nine figures is zero; the last three are negative and
represent losses. Hence, by eliminating all prices like 0, 0-50 and
1 francs, which are lower than the cost of production and by retaining

only the others, we arrive at the following result. If there were only

two prices, 50 and 20 francs, the aggregate net receipts would amount
to 1,200 francs. And if, in addition to these two prices, the prices

5 francs and 3 francs were also included [in the schedule], the

aggregate net receipts at each of these prices would be respectively

4,050 francs and 5,550 francs. Thus, if we suppose that the expenses

of production are 2 francs per unit, the maximum net receipts would

be 5,500 francs. In addition, 2,500 units could be sold at cost.

384. These observations do not pertain exclusively to the monopoly

case. Clearly, even under free competition, an entrepreneur may
profit by price discrimination, if, taking his cost of production as the

lower limit, he sets up a scale of prices and is successful in inducing

each consumer to pay the highest price he would be willing to

pay for the product. This hypothetical situation is realized in the

actual world of trade and industry more frequently than one generally

supposes. The art of selling the same commodity at different prices

—in fact, at the highest possible price to each class of consumers—is

highly developed among manufacturers and merchants. The practice

of this fine art is very often facihtated by the thoughtlessness, vanity

and caprice of consumers. Sometimes it is only necessary to use a

variety of labels in order to differentiate prices and to find customers

at each price. More often, the commodity, while remaining essen-

tially the same, is given a slightly different form to sell at different

prices. For example, a manufacturer who sells chocolate wrapped in

plain glazed paper and modestly labelled “Superfine” at 3 francs

a pound, will charge 4 francs a pound for the same chocolate with a

little vanilla flavour added, wrapped in gilt paper and advertised as

“Royal”. In the case of theatre seats, their various prices are

in no way proportional to the cost of production. It is^ readily

seen, however, that, under a regime of free competition, it is much

more difficult to continue playing these artful tricks, precisely because

the differences in price, which are appreciably greater than the costs

of producing discriminative forms and labels, tend constantly to ^
narrowed by competition, A competitor will soon enter the field

of our chocolate manufacturer and sell “Royal” chocolate at
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3 francs 80 centimes a pound, which will compel our original

manufacturer to offer it at 3 francs 60 centimes, so that the competi-

tor, in turn, will bring his price down to 3 francs 40 centimes and
force the original manufacturer to lower his price to 3 francs

20 centimes. Under a monopoly, however, nothing could be easier

than to perpetuate the current and well-known practice of price

discrimination without let or hindrance. It happens very often that

a publisher, who has exclusive rights over a sensational book written

by a famous author, sells a first edition in octavo at 7 francs

50 centimes, then two or three editions in smaller format at 3 francs,

and finally a popular edition at 1 franc. The difference in the price

of the paper and the printing is negligible. The only significant

difference is that one edition can be had sooner than another. Since

some readers are more impatient than others to have the books, they

automatically classify themselves with respect to the maximum price

they are wilhng to pay; and the pubhsher profits by this classification.

Hence the importance under monopoly, of operating with multiple

prices instead of a uniform price so that the consumer is compelled
to pay the highest possible price.

385. As we have already pointed out, Cournot was the first to

enunciate a scientific theory of the fact that demand decreases as the

price of a commodity increases, and to show the consequences of
this fact in his formulation of the mathematical conditions of maxi-
mum gross receipts and maximum net receipts in the case of a

monopoly. In this connection, Dupuit only repeated under the name
of law of consumption the propositions and corollaries which
Cournot had originally presented under the name of law of sales

[7o/ du d^bit*]. Dupuit’s own contribution consisted in his observa-
tions on multiple prices for one and the same commodity. He made
a very thorough and ingenious study of this phenomenon in the two
memoirs cited above. While we have no need to do more than refer

the reader to these memoirs, we must, none the less, call attention to

an egregious error which Dupuit committed in a matter of capital

importance.

386. The diverse considerations regarding utility which we have just presented
(Dupuit says) can be portrayed geometrically in a very simple fashion.

If we suppose that the lengths Op, Op', Op" . .

.

laid off on an unbounded line
OP (Fig. 3'^ represent the price of an article and that the perpendicular line-
segments pn, p'n', p"n" . . . represent respectively the number of units of the article
consumed at these prices, a curve Nnn'n"P will result, which we shall call a
consumption curve. ON represents the quantity consumed when the price is
zero, and OP represents the price at which the consumption becomes zero.

Since pn represents the number of units of the article consumed at the price Op,
the area of the rectangle Ornp represents both the expenses of production of
np units, and, according to J. B. Say, their utility. We have proved, we believe,
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that the utility of these np units for all [consumers] is at least Op, and that for all

but very few consumers it is something greater than Op. For example, if we
erect a perpendicular at p\ we have n'p' units of the article, each with a utility

at least equal to Op\ since these units will be bought at that price. Consequently,
of the np units consumed at the price Op there are only np—n'p'=nq units, whose
utility is really no greater than Op (or rather a mean between Op and Op'), the
utility of any one of the other units being at least Op'. We conclude, therefore,
that, so far as these nq units are concerned, their utility is represented by the area
rnn'r'y and that the utility of the remaining qp or n'p' units is greater than the

rectangle r'n'p'O. If we supposed the price to be further increased by p'p , we

could demonstrate that the utility of the n'p'—n"p"=^n'q' units was equal to

a mean between Op' and Op" [per unit] and was proportional to the arw

r'n'n"r", etc., etc. We could then prove that the absolute utility of these np i^ts

for the consumer is the [mixtilinear] trapezoid OrnP. To find the relative utihty,

we need only subtract the expenses of production, i.e. the rectangle rnpO, which,

according to our theory, leaves the [mixtilinear] triangle npP to represent the

utility remaining to the consumers of the np units after they have been paid for.

It is obvious that the area of this [mixtilinear] triangle to the right of the line np

has no relation whatsoever to the area of the rectangle to the left of this line.

If the product under consideration is a natural product entailing no expenses of

acquisition, the utility is represented by the large mixtilinear triangle NOP.
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We observe that as the price of a good increases, its utility diminishes, but it

diminishes more and more slowly; and that as the price diminishes, the utility

increases, but it increases more and more rapidly, since the utility is represented
by a triangle which is being shortened or lengthened.^

387. This geometric representation expresses Dupuit’s theory of
utility very precisely and very clearly. Instead of measuring utility,

as J. B. Say did,'®* by the pecuniary sacrifice which the consumer
actually does make once he knows the price, Dupuit measures utility

by the sacrifice which the consumer is willing to make. The maximum
pecuniary sacrifice which a consumer is wilhng to make in order to

procure a unit of product being the measure of the utility of this unit

of product for the given consumer, it follows that the sura total of
the maximum pecuniary sacrifices which all consumers together are
willing to make in order to obtain the largest number of units of a
product that can be sold is the measure of the utility of this product
for the totality of consumers or for society as a whole. Thus, the

measure of total utility is geometrically represented by the area under
the demand curve drawn as a function of price; and arithmetically it

is represented by the total gross receipts calculated, in the manner
described above, by aggregating layers of gross receipts. Unfortu-
nately, all these statements are erroneous, and Dupuit’s theory is no
improvement on J. B. Say’s. To be sure, the maximum pecuniary
sacrifice which a consumer is willing to make in order to obtain a
bottle of wine, for instance, depends, in part, on the utility of this

bottle of wine for this consumer; for, according as this utility

increases or decreases, the maximum sacrifice in question will increase
or decrease. But Dupuit did not perceive that this maximum sacrifice

depends, in part, also on the utility which bread, meat, clothes and
furniture have for the consumer; for, as the utility he derives from
other commodities increases or decreases, the maximum sacrifice

that he will be willing to make for wine will decrease or increase.

Moreover, Dupuit failed to see that the maximum pecuniary sacrifice
in question depends, in part again, on the quantity of the wealth
(measured in terms of numiraire) which the consumer possesses; for,

according as this quantity is larger or smaller, the sacrifice which he
will be ready to make for wine will be larger or smaller. In general,
the maximum pecuniary sacrifice which a consumer is willing to
make to obtain a unit of a product depends not only on the utility
of the product in question, but also on the utility of all the other
products in the market, and, finally, on the consumer’s means. We
have already given sufficient attention to the interrelations among the

2nd scries, 1844, 2nd semester, p. 373 [Jules Dupuit.
I utmti et da sa mesure. Ecrits choisis et repuhUis par Mario dc Bemardi, Turin. La

1933. in the Collezione di scritti inediti o rari di economisti, edited by
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phenomena of utility, eflfective demand, effective supply and current

price, to make it unnecessary to repeat the argument here. We may,

therefore, without further discussion, definitely reject all Dupuit’s

statements in his two memoirs which bear upon the variation of

utility as price varies and as the quantity demanded varies from price

to price. It is true that these statements constitute the principal part

of his argument, but it is no less true that they rest on a confusion of

ideas resulting from Dupuit’s complete failure to distinguish between

utility or want curves on the one hand, and demand curves on the

other.*
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TAXATION

388. To complete our theory of monopoly, we should have to show
how, in the absence of perfect competition, those who have services

or products to sell tend to combine in order to profit by a monopoly
position. Moreover, a fuller treatment of the effects of different

modes of organization of the production and circulation of wealth
would require that we analyse, also, the effects of prohibitive tariffs,

protective tariffs and paper money. All such questions, however, wiU
find their appropriate place in our studies of applied economics,
where we propose to discuss exceptions to the principle of laisser-

faire, laisser-passer^ and special apphcations of this principle.*^ ^ The
question of combinations will then be taken up in the course of our
investigation of the great industrial monopohes in mines and railways;
the problem of prohibitive and protective tariffs will be treated as
part of our discussion of the freedom of foreign trade; and the subject
of paper money will be examined in connection with the general
problem of the free issue of bank notes. For the present, let us pass
to a study of the effects of different systems of distribution of wealth.

389. In our description of the mechanism of exchange, production
and capital formation, we have not only assumed perfect freedom of
competition in the markets for products, services and capital goods,
but we have also abstracted from two things: first, the method of
appropriation of services concerning which we made no special
assumptions, and, second, the role of the State, its services and its

needs. It is manifest, however, that an economy cannot function
without the intervention of an authority empowered to maintain
order and security, to render justice, to guarantee national defence,
and to perform many other services besides. The State, however, is

not an entrepreneur; it does not sell its services in the market either
on the principle of free competition (at a selling price equal to the
cost of production), or on the principle of monopoly (in pursuit of
maximum net receipts). It often sells its services at a loss and some-
times gives them away without charge. As we shall see in a later
work, this is as it should be, because the services of the State are
meant for collective, and not individual, consumption. There remains
now to consider two ways of providing for the needs of the State,
that is, for public expenditures: the first is to let the State participate
along with individuals in the distribution of social wealth by holding
property of its own; the second is to make a levy on the incomes of

447
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individuals by taxation. Which of these two systems is preferable?
Can they not be fused into a single system? We shall deal with such
questions in our study of social economics. Our problem will then
be to work out simultaneously a theory of property and a theory of
taxation. For the present, however, we need only inquire into the

natural and necessary effects of different kinds of taxes. Even if we
supposed taxation to be abolished, it would still be useful to deter-

mine the effects of taxation, if only to understand the nature of, and
the reasons for, the action taken. Moreover, we are again in the

presence of one of those questions which we have a right to study in

the interests of science, quite apart from practical applications. All

economists who, like Ricardo, James Mill and Destutt de Tracy,

have written on the subject of pure economics, have devoted

important chapters to taxation.

390. Let us consider again the hypothetical country to which our

economic table in §319 refers. There were 80 milliards worth of land

yielding annually 2 milliards in rent; there were 50 milliards worth of

personal faculties yielding 5 milliards in wages; and there were

60 milliards worth of capital proper yielding 3 milliards in interest.

And now let us suppose that there is a question in this country of

raising annually a sum of 1 milliard for public expenditures or for

expenditures in the public interest. This figure may, upon examina-

tion, be found too large or too small in view of the needs of the

State; but such considerations are outside the scope of pure econo-

mics. The essential thing here is to come to [conceptually] clear

conclusions by the simplest possible calculations. Hence I take 1

milliard, for convenience, in order to sharpen our analysis.

391. To define the problem of taxation properly, we shall have to

begin by making several preliminary observations.

The first is that capital should never be used for consumption,

whether public or private. It may very well be that some individuals

consume their capital as they are free to do, but this deplorable fact

is happily compensated by the circumstance that other individuals

save out of their incomes. The State, however, ought not systemati-

cally to destroy the source of national wealth. Land, personal

faculties and capital goods proper constitute the fund available for

production. Land-services, labour-services, and capital-services con-

stitute the fund available for consumption, and it is only from this

latter fund that taxes ought to be drawn.

392. We have seen'^J that there are three types of income or

services: the services of land, the labour of personal faculties, and

the services of capital goods proper. These are sometimes consume

directly in the form of consumers’ services and sometimes combined

with one another in the form of productive services for the purpose
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of producing a certain amount of products made up of income goods

and new capital goods proper. The total value of consumers’

services and products is 10 milliards, two-tenths of which or 2 mil-

liards are derived from the land-services, five-tenths or 5 milliards

from labour, and three-tenths or 3 milliards from the service of

capital goods. We must not fail to include among the consumers’

services, i.e. among the items of income subject to taxation, the

income from the personal faculties of the members of the leisure class

who do not work, as well as the income from the land of those land-

owners who do not rent their land to others and the income from the

capital goods of those capitalists who do not lend their capital goods

to others. While we propose that taxes be levied on income only, it

must be on all [categories of] income. Neither governments nor the

general run of theorists view the matter in this light, for, on the

basis of classifications made solely by rule of thumb, they are

determined to tax workers, but it never occurs to them to tax idlers as

owners of personal faculties.

In the economy under consideration, there are three classes of

consumers: land-owners, workers and capitalists, corresponding to

the three factors of production. The land-owners receive as rent

2 milliards in the form of services or products in return for 2 milliards

worth of land-services; the workers receive as wages 5 milhards in

the form of services or products in return for 5 milliards worth of

labour; and the capitalists receive as interest 3 milliards in the form
of services or products in return for 3 milliards worth of capital-

services. The figures 2, 5 and 3 represent proportions in consumption
as well as in production. Entrepreneurs are not considered in this

connection, because they do not earn anything qua entrepreneurs;

and consequently they are subject to taxation only in so far as they

are land-owners, labourers, or capitalists.

We may now observe that whatever system of taxation the State

may adopt, the various possible methods of taxation can be classified

under four heads. As a matter of fact, the State has the alternative of
stepping in either after the completion ofthe exchange of [productive]

services for consumers’ goods and services or before that exchange
takes place. If the State steps in after this exchange, it will collect the

tax directly, either from land-owners by taking away part of their

rent, or from workers by taking away part of their wages, or, again,

from capitalists by taking away part of their interest. This makes in

all three kinds of direct taxation. If, on the other hand, the State steps
in prior to the exchange of [productive] services for consumers’ goods
and services, then the social income from which the State takes its

share must be considered as an aggregate of 10 milliards of con-
sumers’ goods and services and not as a composite of 2 milliards of
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rent, 5 milliards of wages, and 3 milliards of interest. Under these
circumstances the State collects the tax in advance from the entre-
preneurs, it being clearly understood that they will reimburse them-
selves by adding the amount of the tax to the prices of the products
which they sell to land-owners, workers and capitalists. In this way,
the reduction in rent, wages and interest is made indirectly. And so
we have indirect taxation.^^^ Direct taxes are levied on services

and indirect taxes are levied on products. We are speaking here
only of the taxation of property and not of persons, for the latter

sort of taxes cannot be assessed, nor can their incidence be
traced.

393. Finally, it should be noted that for present purposes we are

ignoring the question of the right of the State to levy one or the

other of these four kinds of taxes, as well as the questions of the rela-

tive advantage accruing to the State and of the ease or diflSculty ex-

perienced by the State in adopting any one of these methods. Thus
we are ignoring the same sort of questions we left to one side in the

foregoing discussion of price fixing. Actually, a direct tax on land

is easy to administer, though it entails great labour and much
expense; but a direct tax on wages (apart from taxes on the salaries

of public officials) or a direct tax on income from capital (apart from

taxes on house rentals and on public debt interest) is quite impossible

to assess with any accuracy, no matter how much effort or money is

expended for that purpose. An indirect tax is easy to impose on

certain products and hard to impose on others. These are practical

considerations with which we shall not concern ourselves here. If

we suppose that the State is invested with the power not only to

collect the three kinds of direct taxes but to levy indirect taxes as well

and that it has recourse successively to all four methods, what will

the consequences be? That, strictly speaking, is the question with

which we are here concerned. ‘ *

394.

t cl jjj Qm* hypothetical country the total annual wage bill

amounts to 5 milliards. If we suppose that the State undertakes to

impose a proportional tax of 1 milliard on the income from personal

faculties only, then the immediate effect of such a tax will be the

diversion to the State of one-fifth of the wages of each worker. Now,

the price of labour is determined, as we have seen, by the offer and

demand for labour-services used in consumption and in production.

The imposition of the tax does not change these conditions in any

way. The State simply takes the place of the taxed workers in the

consumption of 1 milliard worth of goods and services. It is impos-

sible to say [a priori] what services or goods will be more in demand

or less in demand than before. It is equally impossible to predict

whether the offer of labour will increase or decrease and whether, if
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the offer increases or decreases, the total wage bill will be larger or

smaller. Consequently, we must either renounce taking account of

these eventualities or imagine that they mutually compensate one

another and assume that the rate of wages will be the same after the

tax as before. That being the case, the workers will find it impossible

to shift the tax to others by raising the price of their labour. Each
worker will simply be deprived of one-fifth of his income. If, for

example, a worker labours ten hours and earns five francs a day, it

can be said either that the State takes from him one franc every day

or that he works two hours every day for the benefit of the State.

Only in one case can the tax have a different effect and that is the

case where the wages barely suffice to cover the strict minimum of

subsistence for the workers. Then the imposition of a tax on wages

will inevitably result in a diminution of the working population, and
consequently the conditions of the effective offer of labour on the

market for productive services will change. If this offer diminishes,

wages will rise and the amount of the tax will, in reality, be included

in the cost of production of the products. Hence, it will be paid in

this case by the consumers of the final products. In all other cases,

the burden will fall on the workers.

395.^'^* Let us now state mathematically some of the more impor-
tant conclusions. In the first place, we see that generally: A direct

tax on wages constitutes an act of appropriation by the State of a

definite fraction of the workers^ personal incomes.

If s is the tax rate on gross income, then any gross wage [say p^,]

becomes

P V~P

396. A direct tax on rent would be a land-tax, which, in contra-

distinction to the sort of land-taxes which have always been levied

and are still levied today, would fall exclusively on the income from
land and not on the income from those capital goods proper which
are combined with land in agriculture. The argument developed
above in our discussion of a tax on wages shows that a tax on rent
would result in the diversion to the State of a portion of the income
of land-owners, who would, however, find it impossible to shift the
burden of the tax to the consumers of their products by raising the
price of their land-services. This principle was correctly stated, if

not rigorously proved, by Ricardo in Chapter X of his Principles of
Political Economy and Taxation. Taking Ricardo as his starting-
point, Destutt de Tracy in Chapter XII of his Traiti d'dconomie
politique argued with no less reason that when land is taxed in
perpetuity, it is equivalent in every respect to a confiscation of a part
of the land corresponding to the rate of the tax.
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In his own words:

As to a tax on land income, it is evident that he who owns the land at the
time the tax is established really pays the whole tax without being able to shift it
to any one else. For the tax does not help him increase his output, since it adds
nothing either to the demand for the product or to the fertility of the soil; nor
does it in any way diminish the cost of production. Everyone agrees that this is
true. But what has not been sufficiently noticed is that the land-owner in question
ought to be considered not so much as having been deprived of a portion of his
yearly income, but as having lost that part of his capital which would produce
this portion of income at the current rate of interest. The proof of this lies in the
fact that a farm, which yields a net rent of five thousand francs and is worth one
hundred thousand francs [before the tax], will only fetch eighty thousand francs
on the market, other things being equal, the day after the rent has been charged
with a perpetual tax of one-fifth of its value; and this same farm will then be
reckoned at only eighty thousand francs in the inventory of any estate the other
items of which have not changed in value. When, indeed, a State declares that it

takes in perpetuity a fifth of the income of lands, it is as if it had declared itself

proprietor of a fifth of the capital, for no property is worth more than the
utility which can be derived from it. When the State levies a new tax and then
floats a loan for the interest of which it pledges the proceeds of the new tax, then
surely the process [of seizure] is completed. The State, in that case, really

converts the capital it has seized into cash and uses it up all at once instead of
gradually spending the annual income from the capital. This is what Mr. Pitt

did when he made a once-for-all levy of the capital value of the land tax. The
landed proprietors found themselves liberated [from all future payments of the

tax], and Mr. Pitt ate up the capital.

It follows, therefore, that once all the land has changed hands after the estab-

lishment of the tax, no one really pays the tax. Purchasers pay only for what is

left and lose nothing; heirs succeed only to what they find [in the inheritance],

and must consider the rest of the estate as spent or lost by their predecessors who
have indeed lost it. In case of inheritances abandoned as of no value, it is the

creditors who lose the capital which the State took out of the property serving

as security for the loan.

It follows, also, that when the State remits the whole or part of a land tax

which had previously been established in perpetuity, it simply makes the current

land-owners a gift of the capital value of the income which it no longer exacts.

From the point of view of the present land-owners, it is an absolutely free gift, to

which they have no more right than any one else, for not one of them counted on

this capital in the transaction by which he became a land-owner.

The results would not be altogether the same, if the tax had originally been

established only for a given number of years. In that case, what is really taken

from the land-owners is that part of their capital which corresponds to the given

number of annual tax payments. The State, furthermore, could not borrow more

than this amount from lenders, to whom it pledges the tax in payment of their

principal and interest; and in any sale the value of land would fall only by this

same amount. When, in such a case, the last tax instalments and the corre-

sponding interest coupons on the loan are paid, the debt is extinguished on both

sides, because it is paid off. On the whole, the principle is the same as in the case

of a perpetual tax and a perpetual loan.

It is always true then, that when a tax is laid on land, a value equal to the

capital value of this tax is thereupon taken from those who own the land at that

time, but after all the land has changed hands, the tax is, in reality, no longer

paid by any one. This observation is, indeed, curious, but important.
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Destutt de Tracy is entirely mistaken in applying this observation

to a tax on the income from buildings, and partly mistaken, as we
shall see, in applying it to a tax on government bond interest; but his

observations relating to a tax on land income are quite correct and
are confirmed by history. It has always been known that taxes on
land income, whether levied by the State, feudal lords, the Church
or any religious community, affect the value of the landed capital,

and reduce it exactly by the ratio of the amount of the tax to the

amount of the rent. There have been times when taxes completely
absorbed all the rent; and then the value of the land to the owner
was reduced to zero. This leads us to another observation which has
been entirely overlooked, but is no less important than the last.

397. The value of land and of land-services rises steadily in a

progressive economy, a fact which is mathematically deducible from
our theory of social wealth. From this, it follows, first of all, that

the loss suffered by those who owned the land at the time the tax was
introduced continually diminishes, while those who acquired the land
later and who had never lost anything enjoy the full benefit of the
increasing value of landed capital and land income. It follows, also,

that it is preferable for the State to levy a tax calculated as a definite

ratio of the rent rather than as a lump sum, for then the State’s

proportional part will increase pari passu with that of the land-
owners. The establishment of a proportional land-tax will thus result

definitely either in making the State a co-proprietor of the soil or in

dividing landed property between private individuals and the State.

It is now clear that the two problems of property and taxation are
intimately related to each other.

398. If, now, instead of supposing a [lump sum] tax of 1 milliard,
we suppose that a tax amounting to half the total rent is levied
exclusively on rent in our hypothetical country, then the following
consequences will ensue:

(1) the land-owners, possessing the land at the time of the intro-
duction of the tax will, in the first instance, be deprived of half their
capital as well as half their income. The State will become a
co-proprietor, holding half the land;

(2) once all the land has changed hands by sale, gift or inheritance,
the tax will no longer be paid by anyone;

(3) as soon as economic progress has raised the total rent from
2 to 4 milliards, the original owners who held on to their land will
recuperate their losses completely and the new owners will see their
income double.

(4) the revenue of the State will increase from 1 to 2 milliards.

There is no doubt, therefore, that it is preferable for the State to
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become a co-proprietor of the land than to be entitled simply to a
lump-sum tax assessed on the land, provided, however, that the

economy is progressive and that it keeps careful account of the

increases in land values and land income. We shall return to this

question on a later occasion, in our discussion of the cadastre.

Such, then, are the conclusions to be drawn from a study of taxes

on rent. The effects of a tax on wages are the same in the first

instance; but they soon become intermingled with other phenomena,
in consequence of two facts: (1) that personal faculties cannot be

bought and sold like land in countries that forbid slavery, and

(2) that the steady rise in the value of land and land-services in a

progressive economy is a characteristic peculiar only to this type of

wealth.*

399 Id) Thus: A direct tax on rent is an act of appropriation by the

State of a determinate fraction of income from land and, at the same

time, of a corresponding fraction of the landed capital belonging to

land-owners.

If s is the tax rate relative to gross or net rent or to the capital

value of land, any rent [say pj becomes

p't=Pt(\-s)

and the price of the land [say PJ becomes

F,^P,{\-s).

400.*^’ Now let us suppose that a tax is imposed directly on the

interest charges on capital proper, and let us inquire what will

happen. I maintain in this case that if the tax is imposed on the

interest charges on all kinds of capital goods without exception, all

capitalists would be affected in proportion to their incomes, just as

if there had been a reduction in the rate of income. Moreover, since

a fall in the rate of income may lead either to an increase or to a

decrease in savings (§242), we cannot trace this effect any further

and we may as well assume that the incidence of the tax falls on the

capitalists. Granting this, I have an observation to make, which is

applicable to taxes on land and personal faculties up to a certam

point, but more so to taxes on income from capital goods proper,

because: (1) it is difficult, if not impossible, to reach aU ^pital goo^

by taxation and (2) capital goods are products, the price of wl^,

under normal conditions, must equal their cost of production. The

observation I have in mind is that if the tax is imposed on the interest

charges on certain kinds of capital only, such a tax on interest

charges would be, in part, a consumption tax. In order to prove

this. I propose to show the effects of passing from a situation where

only some kinds of capital goods are taxed to one where all capi
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goods are taxed, by starting with a tax levied first on one kind of
capital goods and then allowing the tax to be gradually extended to

all kinds of capital goods.

Let us return to our hypothetical country in which there are
60 milliards worth of produced capital goods yielding annually
3 milliards in interest. We shall assume that in this country the

decision is taken to impose a proportional tax of 1 milliard on
the income from produced capital goods exclusively, and that at the

start a levy is made of one-third of the house rents. Let us single out
the owner of a house worth 60,000 francs, yielding annually 3,000
francs in house rent. Out of these 3,000 francs the tax will take
1.000 francs per annum. If this measure entailed nothing but imme-
diate effects, the house in question would thereafter yield only 2,000
francs in income and would consequently not be worth more than
40.000 francs. We know, however, that the 60,000 francs corresponds
to the cost of production of the house. Now, if houses cost 60,000
francs to construct and, upon completion, are not worth more than

40,000

francs, entrepreneurs will lose 20,000 francs on each house.
Under these conditions the building of houses will stop at once; old
houses will deteriorate and fall into ruins and no replacements will

be made. Thus little by httle, in consequence of ^e laws of the
market, house rents will rise and the value of the houses will rise

accordingly. Both rents and houses will recover their lost value.

Production will be resumed and events will once more take their

natural and normal course. From the point of view of the particular
house-owner whom we are discussing, the return to normal will

be complete when the house is worth 60,000 francs and yields

4,500 francs in annual interest, out of which the State takes 1,500
francs in taxes. Who will then pay the tax? The tenants. These
tenants will be of two sorts. Some will rent the house in order to
live in it; in technical terms, they will buy the capital-service for use
as a consumers’ good. Others will rent the house for industrial use;
in techmcal terms, they will buy the capital-service for use as a
productive service. In the first case, the tax wiU be paid directly; in
the second case, the tax will be included in the expenses of production
incurred by the industrial enterprise and will be paid, in final analysis,
by the purchasers of the products of the industry.*®*
Hence a tax on house rent would work out like a tax on consump-

tion—at least in part, for, ifwe look at the matter closely, we observe
that a portion of the burden is borne by the capitalist. Since some of
the capital goods previously employed in the construction of houses
wU be transferred to all sorts of other employments, a general decline
in the rate of income [from capital goods] will result, and this dechne
will be to the detriment of all capitalists including house-owners, and
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to the advantage of all consumers including tenants. One could,
therefore, inquire into the extent to which the consumers thus
recover, through the decline in the prices of other services and
products, what they lose by the rise in house rents.

Having now established these two facts, we can easily understand
that if we pass from [a tax on] houses to [a tax on] railways and then,
in turn, to [a tax on] capital goods of all kinds without exception, the
original distribution of savings among the various types of capital

goods will be restored, so that, finally there will be the same number
of houses, railways, and all other capital goods as there were at the

start. The only lasting effect will be a general and continuous decline

in the rate of income. Consequently the burden of the tax will

gradually cease to be borne by the consumers and will rest finally on
the shoulders of the capitalists alone.

401. The case of a direct tax levied in perpetuity on State rentes

deserves special consideration. If, after the tax has once been intro-

duced, the State does not float any additional loans, the rentes will

behave very much like natural wealth [e.g. land] and the holders of

rente certificates will lose capital as well as income. The quotation

on the Exchange for these rente certificates will fall the very day the

tax is introduced. If, however, the State does float additional loans,

the rentes will behave like produced wealth, for subscribers to the

new certificates will take them only at a price corresponding to the

current rate of interest. Should the subscribers have reason to

believe that the State will [subsequently] impose additional taxes on

the renteSy they will [then and there] deduct another proportional

amount from the subscription price. When such a tax is actually

levied, there will be little or no further decline in the value of the

securities, since the fall in value has already been anticipated.

402.

‘'*i The mathematical expression of the foregoing argument is

as follows.

First: A direct tax on only one category of interest charges iSy in

effect, a tax on consumption.

Let s be the tax rate on the gross income and let us suppose that

the capital good (K) is the only kind of capital taxed. Then, in the

first instance, the gross interest charge [say p^] becomes

p'k=Pk(^—s)^

Eventually, however, as the quantity manufactured of the capital

good (K) diminishes, the gross interest charge will become

f, i
ff

P k=Pk-\-sp
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Then all costs of production will change, changing, for example, to

403.

**** Secondly: A direct tax on all categories of interest charges

resolves itself into a reduction of the rate ofnet income.

Thus, in effect, so long as the gross interest charge stays at

p\=Pk(^-s)

the net interest charge [say n *] becomes approximately

7z\=7t
Jc
{I —s)

(§§232 and 233); and when the aggregate amount of net interest

charges is

(1 ~~s)(Df^k+^k'^k'+^k"^k"+ • • -).

then the rate of net income itself becomes

r=i{i~s)

(§§266 and 267) approximately,

404.

**** We have now to inquire into the effects of this reduction

in the rate of net income.
In the first place, the price of land becomes

p, ^Pi_ Pt
.

' i{\-s)

Hence: A direct tax on all categories of interest charges raises the

price of land in the same proportion that the rate of net income falls.

In the second place, as the rate of net income falls, the demand for

net income (which is a decreasing function of the price of net

income /?,= diminishes.

Hence: Since a direct tax on all categories of interest charges
encourages consumption and discourages capitalformation^ it thwarts
economic progress,

405. From a tax on interest charges we pass now to a tax on
products. Let us suppose, therefore, that, in our hypothetical
country, it has been decided to impose a proportional tax of 1 milliard
to be assessed on the 10 milliards worth of annual output, rather
than on any part of the 10 milliards worth of services. The fiscal

authority then collects the tax from the entrepreneurs in proportion
to the value of their output. It is evident that since entrepreneurs are
presumed to make neither profit nor loss when exchange and
production are in general equilibrium, they will necessarily consider
the amount of the tax as an addition to their cost of production and
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increase pro tanto the price of their products. If this cannot be
effected at once, then, as production is closed down, output dim-
inished and the prices of products raised, it will be effected, in the
long run precisely as in the case of houses. Thus, sooner or later,

the total output will be sold to the consumers for 11 milliards,
and the consumers will pay the In this discussion we are
reckoning consumers’ services among the products, because we
consider such services as products created by a single productive
service the owner of which is always an entrepreneur.

406. Thus far, however, we have traced only part of the complete
incidence of a tax on consumption. It cannot, indeed, be supposed
that the prices of all goods and services will rise equally by 10 per
cent. Some of these goods and services are commodities of prime
necessity, their effective demand falling very little in consequence of
such a rise in price; others are luxury articles, for which the effective

demand will fall considerably as the price increases. Hence, the

immediate effect of the tax, if levied, as we have assumed, on all

products in proportion to their value, will be, above all, to diminish

the consumption and consequently the production, of particular

luxury articles. It follows therefore that, in the market for services,

the prices of those services which are employed specifically in the

production of these [luxury] articles are bound to fall. Thus a tax

on consumption resolves itself into a diminution in the value of

certain productive services. We may observe, then, that since the

effect of a tax on consumption is to restrict the demand for goods

and services, an overall tax of 10 per cent [on consumption] will not

yield the required 1 milliard, so that it will be necessary to raise the

tax rate.

407.

[dJ The formula for a tax on consumption paid wholly by the

consumers of any product [say (B)] would be

The formula for a tax paid wholly by the owners of the productive

services employed in manufacturing this product would be

sp^=bt {Pt~P\)+bj,{pj,—p' ^)-\-bj,{pk~p' k)-

408.

Usually, a consumption tax is not imposed on all products,

any more than a direct tax is imposed on aU categories of interest

charges.*** Certain commodities, the consumption of which is wide-

spread and assured, are selected to bear the tax. Thus, in our

hypothetical country the 1 milliard [of revenue required] may be

derived from taxes on salt, beverages and tobacco. In this case the

effects of the tax will be those we have just described, but restricted

naturally to the products on which it is imposed; in other words, it
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is borne partly by the consumers of these products and partly by the

owners of the productive services which are employed in their manu-
facture. The extent to which the owners of services are affected will

depend upon whether the products of their services are more in the

nature of prime necessities or of luxuries. It will also depend upon
the degree to which the productive services in question are specialized.

A tax on wheat would weigh more heavily on consumers of bread

and less on land-owners, because bread is an article of prime neces-

sity; a tax on wine, however, would weigh much more on the

land-owners, first, because wine is, to a certain degree, a luxury, and,

secondly, either because the land suited for vineyards cannot be used

for any other kind of agriculture, or because a transfer to other uses

simply for the purpose of counteracting the effects of the tax cannot

be made with advantage. Obviously, the incidence of consumption

taxes is extremely complex and the effects of such a tax imposed on
any specific product will have to be studied separately. This is what
needs to be done when practical policies are contemplated; but the

general principles which we have considered here are more than

enough for the elaboration of the theories of social economics and
applied economics which we have in view.*^*





APPENDIX D-i

GEOMETRICAL THEORY
OF THE DETERMINATION OF PRICES'

Part I

The Exchange of Several Commodities for One Another

1 . When, in the course of writing my Elements d’economiepolitique
pure, I passed from the theory of exchange of two commodities for
each other to the theory of exchange of several commodities for one
another, and realized that the demand or offer of each commodity
by each of the trading parties is a function, not only of the price
of that commodity, but also of the prices of all the other com-
modities, I felt that it was necessary to adopt the analytical mode
of expression exclusively, and to forgo the help of diagrams.
Subsequently, however, I found a way of elaborating the theory in

question by means of a geometrical method which I shall now
describe in brief.

Let us suppose that, over a certain period of time, a trader holds
the quantities q^, qt,qc,qi... of the commodities (A), (B), (C), (D) . . .

,

represented by the lengths Oq^, Oq„ Oq^... in Fig. 38, and that
his wants for these commodities during the same period are expressed
bythecurvesa,a„^,^„y<iyr. 1 shall proceed now to explain
the nature, and to describe the law, of these curves which constitute
the essential and fundamental basis of the whole mathematical theory
of social wealth.

We may say in ordinary language: “The want which we have for
things, or the utility which things have for us, diminishes graduaUy
as consumption increases. The more a man eats, the less hungry he
is; the more he drinks the less thirsty, at least in general and apart
from certain deplorable exceptions. The more hats and shoes a man
has, the less need he has of a new hat or a new pair of shoes; the more
horses he has in his stables, the less effort he wiU make to procure

Of the three pa^ of which this theory is composed, the first is a revised versinn
^ a memoir read bef^ore the Sociiti des inginieurs civils de Paris on the I7fh nfOctober 1890, and printed in the Bulletin of that society for January 1891 I havemade certain changes, one of which is particularly important because it simnlifies the
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another horse, provided we neglect impulsive acts which our theory

may ignore except when accounting for special cases.” But in mathe-
matical terms, we say: “The intensity of the last want satisfied is a

decreasing function of the quantity of the commodity consumed”;
and we represent these functions by curves, the quantities consumed
being measured by the ordinates and the intensities of the last want
satisfied by the abscissas. For example, take commodity (A): the

intensity of the want for this commodity on the part of our consumer
would be Ooir at the beginning of his consumption, and zero after he
has consumed the quantity Oa^, the consumer having reached satiety.

For brevity, I call the intensity of the last want satisfied rareti. The
English call it thefinal degree of utility, the Germans Grenznutzen, It

is not a measurable quantity; yet we have only to form a conception
of it to found the demonstration of the fundamental laws of pure
economics upon the fact of its diminution.

2. Now let />c» Pd* • . be respectively the prices of (B), (C), (D) . .

.

in terms of (A) cried at random on the market. The first problem we
have to solve consists in determining the quantities x, y, z, w... of
(A), (B), (C), (D)... respectively, some positive representing the
quantities demanded, others negative representing the quantities

offered, which our party to the exchange will add to or subtract from
the quantities qc, . . he already possesses, so as to consume
the quantities qa+x, q^-^-y, . . represented by the lengths
Oa, Ob, Oc, Od— In addition to the afore-mentioned general
hypothesis of a party to the exchange for whom the rareti decreases
with the quantity consumed, we shall now make the further general
assumption that our party seeks in the exchange the greatest possible
satisfaction of his wants. The sum, then, of the wants satisfied by
a quantity Oa of the commodity (A), for example, is the area Oaq^^
(Fig. 39). The effective utility is the definite integral of the rareti
with respect to the quantity consumed. Consequently, in final
analysis, the problem which we are trying to solve consists in
determining Oa, Ob, Oc, Od,,» by the condition that the sum of the
shaded areas OaQa<trf ObQi,^^, Ocq^y^, Odq^b^,,. be a maximum.

In order to present that solution very simply in geometrical form
I subject the utility or want curves A, y to the foUowing
transformation. Starting at the origins O, I lay off on the horizontal

axes new abscissas equal to - of the original abscissas. Also on lines

parallel to the vertical axes drawn through the extremities of the new
abscissas, I lay off from the horizontal axes new ordinates equal to
p times the original ordinates. In Fig. 39, let p>,=2, n.=3
As k easily .he new earns y.yfS'.C. rep'e'sent'ie
utihty of (A) to be spent on (B), (C), (D) . . , respectively, or, in other
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words, the want which our party has for (A) with which to buy
himself some of (B), (C), (D). ... If, indeed, we consider the areas

O^Q^rj OygYr, OdgSr,,. SLS the limits of sums of infinitely minute
rectangles, the areas r, Oy\y\, 0(5'o(5V... must then be con-

sidered as the limits of equal sums of infinitely minute rectangles

with bases p times smaller, and altitudesp times greater [than the bases

and altitudes of the original rectangles]. Since each of the rectangles

of the former sums represents the effective utility of an increment of

commodity, each of the new rectangles in the latter suras, given the

process of transformation, must represent the same effective utility

ofp increments of (A) with which that increment of commodity may
be bought.

The curves a^a^, y'o/r, being placed one
underneath the other, I take a vertical length representing the

equivalent, in terms of (A), of the quantities - • • of (A), (B),

(C),(D)... at the prices l,/>6,Po/'d--*. viz.

and I move this line from right to left [under each of the curves],

in such a way as to satisfy the various wants in the order of their

intensity, until it is subdivided among the curves into the ordinates

^aQa—Oa, raB—Ob\ raC=Oc\ raD=Od\..^ corresponding in

each case to a like abscissa, Ota. This abscissa Ora represents the

particular raret^ fa of (A) in the form of (A), (B), (C), and (D)...
respectively, which corresponds to maximum effective utility. The
ordinates OUy Ob', Oc', Od',,, represent the respective quantities
of (A) to be consumed in the form of (A), (B), (C), (D) . .

. , the only
commodities consumed being those for which the intensity of the
first want to be satisfied is greater than

If we carry back the abscissas Ora^ra, Orf,=pj/a, Or^^p^ta,
Or^^p^ra.., to the [original] curves agoq, y^y,, 6^(5,,.., we
obtain the ordinates Oa, Ob, Oc, Od,., representing the quantities
of (A), (B), (C), (D)... to be consumed.^ Our party to the exchange
will, therefore, finally offer the quantities x, 2 ... of (A). (C)...,

.u c
possible, also, to construct a total curve, as I did in the memoir I read before

the Soci6t6 des ingimeurs civils. by adding vertically the separate transformed uUlitycu^es of (B), (C), (D) ... to the onginal separate uUlity curve of (A). This is done byadding all the ordinates corresponding to like abscissas. As is easily seen this total
curve would represent the total utility of (A) to be used as (A), (B) (O Vd) • in

“f Party for (A) to be spint’on
(A). (B), (Q. (D)... 1( indeed, we consider the areas under the separate curves assums of infinitely minute rectangles, we may regard the area under the

the suiTi total of all these rectangles superimposed on one
horizontal lengths. And, on finding the ordinate of thetotal curve equal to O0«. we obtain the corresponding abscissa Or renresentinc theparticular r, of (A) in the form of (A), (B), (C). (dT.. rSsD£:tWe?v w^^^corresponds to maximum effective uUlity. This dia^immaUe devS? which ca^instructed not only for the case of thi exchange ^«veral commod^U« fS oneanother but also for the case of the exchange of products and services for each other

TrfdprddSn.
“ rigorously the gains in utility realized in exchange
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represented by qcC.»» and will demand the quantities >v... of
(B) (D) . .

. , represented hy And so, in a state maximum
satisfaction^ the raretes are proportional to the prices^ according to
the equations

^
1

~~
Pb~Pc^ Pd

3. Thus, given the quantities possessed and the utilities of the
commodities, it is possible to determine for any trading party the
particular demand or offer of each of the commodities which will

afford maximum satisfaction of his wants, at prices cried at random.
Having found the demand and offer ofcommodities at random prices

by all the participants in an exchange, we still have to determine the

current equilibrium prices at which the total effective demand and
total effective offer are equal. The solution of this second problem
can also be obtained geometrically.

For the moment, let us neglect Pc, Pd*** and first try to determine

Pft provisionally. Accordingly, let us inquire how (pc* Pd*** being

supposed constant) variations in affect the demand and offer

of (B).

If y is positive, that is to say, if a given party to the exchange is

demanding (B), an increase in pi, can only diminish y. Surely, if our

party to the exchange were to purchase the same quantity at a higher

price [as he did at pi,], he would have to make a greater outlay,

and he could not do tins without reducing the quantities he holds of

(A), (C), (D). , . . But then he would increase the raretis of these

other commodities; and consequently he would be so much further

from the condition of maximum satisfaction. Hence the quantity

demanded y is too great for a price higher than It follows, there-

for that the demand curve is negatively inclined.

Ify is negative, that is, if our party is offering (B), there are three

possibilities. Let us suppose that our party sells the same quantity

at a higher price [as at the lower price]. Then he will receive in

return an additional amount, with which he can increase the quanti-

ties he holds of (A), (C), (D)..., thereby lowering their raretis for

him. Now, one of three things will occur: either the surplus will be

insufficient to restore the condition of maximum satisfaction, or it

will be just sufficient, or it will be more than sufficient; and, in

consequence, at a price higher than our party must offer a

quantity of (B) which is either greater than, equal to, or less than y.

We can be sure that he will find himself in one of these three cases,

depending on the extent of the rise in

Let us, therefore, imagine a party who, at the pnQ&sp\,ypc^Pd***

(B), (C), (D)... in terms of (A), offers a quantity o^ of (B). and
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demands or offers (A), (Q, (D),.. with a view to attaining the

maximum satisfaction of his wants in conformity with the equations

1
~ Pc~ Pd

If, under these circumstances, increases, while Pcy Pd**^ remain
constant, and if our party continues to offer the same quantity Ob of
(B), using, as he must, the additional amount paid to him for the

purchase of (A), (C), (D)..., the ratio — will diminish by reason of
Pb

T T T
the increase in the denominator whereas the ratios

—

...

1 Po Pd
will decrease as the numerators ra, r^,,, diminish. The first ratio

cannot fall to zero unless becomes infinite; but, provided: (1) that
the prices p^y are not infinite, (2) that the number of commo-
dities involved is not infinite and (3) that our party to the exchange
cannot consume an infinite quantity of any one of them, the other
ratios will become zero at a certain price of (B), which need not be
infinite, though it must be sufficiently high for the additional amount
paid to our party to permit him to satisfy all his desires for (A), (C),
(D)... completely. When that happens and the ratios of raretis to

,
0 Tb 0 0

prices are respectively t * - » — » — . . . , our party will have to resell
^ Pb P% pd

some of his (A), (C), (D) ... in order to repurchase a certain quantity
of (B), that is to say, he will have to diminish his offer Ob of (B), in
order to recover maximum satisfaction.

It is, therefore, certain that the rise in p^, which causes our party
to pass from the side of demand to the side of offer, will also cause
his offer to increase at first and then to decrease. In other words
the offer curve, considered positively

^ first rises and then falls. It is]
also, possible to suppose the offer Ob to be infinitely small at a certain
price of (B); but this price will have to be infinitely large for r^, r^,

to be zero. Then maximum satisfaction will be attained bv
virtue of the equations

that IS to say, the offer will become zero again when the price ismtote. In other words, the offer curve is asymptotic to the price axis

^erefore. causes our

sTd^ and offer

zero th?
^
A

*°ereas*ng to a decreasing offer. At the pricezero, the demand is equal to the excess of the quantity necessary for
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the complete satisfaction of wants over the quantity possessed; at the

price infinity, the offer is zero. In the case of the exchange of several

commodities for one another, as in the case of the exchange of two
commodities for each other, these propensities of a given party can

be represented geometrically by the curve babj^bo (Fig. 40). This

curve is referred to which serves as the price axis and to b^ O,

which serves as the quantity axis, the portion of 6^(9 lying above the

origin q^, being the axis of the quantity demanded, and the portion

lying below the origin being the axis of the quantity offered.

Thus, at the price zero, our party would demand a quantity of (i^

represented by q^bd-, at the price p^ represented hy q^Pb^ he would

demand a quantity of (B) represented by pby~^bb\ at the price bp

represented by q^b^y he would neither demand nor offer (B), at

higher prices, he would offer quantities represented by the [vertical]

distances from the axis q^p to the curve bpbo\ and at the pnce

infinity, he would offer no (B) at all, the curve bpbo being asymptotic

to the axis 9 ftP. .

Since all parties to the exchange are not identical, but sirnuar in

their propensities, it is clear that, so far as commodity (B) is con-

cerned, all the individual demand curves must be added together to
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form a total curve (Fig. 41) which is negatively inclined

throughout its whole length. In like manner, all the individual offer

curves must be added together to form a total curve NP\ which, if

taken positively by rotating it on the horizontal axis so as to bring

Fig.

It into the position of NP, first rises from zero and then falls to zero^am. being asymptotic to the price axis. Provisionally, the abscissaOp 5 of the point of intersection B of the two curves and NP
will be the ciment equilibrium price at which the total effectivedemand and offer ofp) are equal. Moreover, the intersection of thetwo curves and AT* may take place on either the ascending or
the descending segment of the latter curve.
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It follows from the nature of the two curves that the provisional

current price of (B) will be arrived at by a rise in the price of (B) in

the case of an excess of effective demand over effective offer and by
a fall in the price of (B) in the contrary case of an excess of effective

offer over effective demand. The same procedure is followed in

passing to the determination of the current price of (C), then to that

of the current price of (D) .... It is quite true that in determining

the price of (C), we may destroy the equilibrium with respect to (B),

that in determining the price of (D), we may destroy the equihbrium

both with respect to (B) and with respect to (C), and so forth. But

since the determination of the prices of (C), (D) . .

.

will, on the

whole, entail certain compensating effects on the relationship between

the demand and offer of (B), in all probability equilibrium will be

approximated more and more closely at each successive step in the

groping process. We enter here on the theory of groping [‘tatonne-

ment’] which I have developed in my book and by virtue of which

equilibrium is arrived at in the market by raising the price of those

commoditieSy the demand for which is greater than the offer, and by

lowering the price of those commodities, the offer of which is greater

than the demand,

4. The concurrent use of analytical expressions and geometric

figures now gives us simultaneously both the idea and the pictorial

representation of the phenomenon of the determination of prices on

the market in the case of the exchange of several commodities for

one another. And with this, as I see it, we at last have the theory.

Some critics, however, poke fun at the number of pages I use in

proving that the price must rise when demand exceeds ofifer,^ and

fall in the contrary case, if the current price is to be reached.

you,” I once said to such a critic, “how would you prove it?

“Well,” he replied, a little surprised and even somewhat embar-

rassed, “does it need to be proved? It seems to me to be self-

evident.” “Nothing is self-evident except axioms and this is not an

axiom. But you have in mind, I suppose, the reasoning which

Jevons formulated so clearly in his little treatise on Political Economy

^

that a rise in price, which necessarily decreases demand and incre^es

offer, brings about equality between the two in case the demand is

greater than the offer.

”

“Precisely.” “But there is an eiror here.

A rise in price necessarily diminishes the demand but it does no

necessarily augment the offer. If you are selling wine, it may we e

that you will offer less at a million francs a cask than at a thousan ,

and still less at a milliard than at a million, simply because y^
wiu

prefer to drink the wine yourself rather than consume the superfluous

things you could procure by selling more than a certain amount o

your wine. The same holds true of labour. It is perfectly conceivable
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that a man, who would offer ten hours a day of his time at 1 franc

an hour, would not offer more than four hours at 10 francs or more
than one hour at 100 francs. It is a matter of common observation

in large cities that workmen, when they earn 20 or 25 francs a day,

do not work more than three or four days a week.” “But, if that is

so, how can a rise in price bring about the current price?” “This is

what the theory explains. Two individuals, starting at some distance

from each other, can come together either by walking towards each

other from opposite directions, or by walking in the same direction if

one walks faster than the other. Offer and demand become equal to

each other sometimes by the former method and sometimes by the

latter.”

Is it, or is it not worth while to demonstrate rigorously the funda-

mental laws of science? There are today heaven knows how many
schools of political economy: the deductive school and the historical

school, the school of laisser-faire and the school of State intervention

or Socialism of the Chair, the Socialist school properly so-called, the

Catholic school, the Protestant school, etc. For my part, I recognize

only two: the school of those who do not demonstrate, and the school,

which I hope to see founded, of those who do demonstrate their

conclusions. By demonstrating rigorously first the elementary

theorems of geometry and algebra, and then the resulting theorems
of the calculus and mechanics, in order to apply them to experimental

data, we have achieved the marvels of modern industry. Let us

follow the same procedure in economics, and, without doubt, we
shall eventually succeed in having the same control over the nature of

things in the economic and social order as we already have in the

physical and industrial order.

Part II

The Exchange ofProducts and Services for one Another

5. I propose now to apply to the theory of production and the
theory of capital formation the same purely geometric method of
demonstration which I used above in sketching the theory of
exchange. However, instead of assuming, as we did in the theory
of exchange, that the [total] quantities of commodities are given and
not unknown elements of the problem, we shall have to begin, in the
theory of production, by considering these commodities as products
which result from the combination of productive services, and
we must consequently introduce the quantities of manufactured pro-
ducts into the problem as so many unknowns, adding. a «5 is nmnAr
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an equal number of mathematical conditions to determine them.
That is what I wish to do here, referring to my Elements of Pure
Economics for definitions and notations.

6. Let there be, then, services of land, persons and capital goods
[proper], (T), (P), (K) ,

.

.

,

utilizable either directly as consumers’
services, or indirectly as productive services, the latter being em-
bodied in products of all sorts (A), (B), (C), (D) . . . . The first problem
we have to solve consists in determining, for each consumer, the

demand and offer of services in the form either of consumers’
services or of products, at certain prices of (T), (P), (K)...
and (B), (C), (D)... cried at random in terms of (A). Actually, the

solution of this problem is found in the theory of exchange. Given,
for example, a consumer in command of the quantities • • • of
the services (T), (P), (K) . .

.

during a certain interval of time, and
having certain wants, during the same interval of time, not only for

these services, but also for the products (A), (B), (C), (D)..., These

wants can be expressed by utility or want curves. As before, the

abscissas of such curves represent the raretes or intensities of the last

wants satisfied, which are decreasing functions of the quantities

consumed represented by the ordinates. And let Pp,
be respectively the prices of (T), (P), (K)... and (B), (C),

(D)... in terms of (A) cried in the market at random. We shall

transform the utility or want curves of all the services and products,

other than (A), into utility curves of (A) designed to be used as (T),

(P), (K)... and (B), (C), (D)..., that is to say, designed for the

purchase of (T), (P), (K) . . . and (B), (C), (D) . . . . This transformation

is effected by dividing the abscissas and multiplying the ordinates by

the above prices, just as was done in §2 in the case of the exchange

of several commodities for one another. The utility or want curve

of (A) and the transformed utility or want curves of (T), (P), (K) . .

.

and (B), (C), (D)... being placed one underneath the other, let us

take a vertical length Qa~<ItPt~\~QvPv'^QhPk+ move it from

right to left [under each of the curves] until it is subdivided among all

the curves into ordinates corresponding, in each case, to a like

abscissa. This abscissa represents i.e. the particular rareti of, or

the particular intensity of the last want satisfied by (A) which

corresponds to maximum effective utility when (A) is considered in

the form of (T), (P), (K)

.

.

.

(A), (B), (C), (D). ... By carrying back

the abscissas Ppr^^Pk^'a- • • ''a. Pc^a* Pd^a- • • to the original

curves, we obtain [corresponding] ordinates which represent the

quantities of the services (T), (P), (K)

.

. . and of the products (A),

(B), (C), (D) ... to be consumed. It is evident that, in a state oj

maximum satisfaction, the raretes will be proportional to the prices

according to the following equations:
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^

V

— ... ^ ^ ^ ^ ....

Pt~ Pv~ Pk 1 Ph Pc Pd

7. The prices of services and products with which we started p(,

p,, /?*... TCfe, were assumed to be cried at random. We shall

now suppose that the quantities manufactured of (A), (B), (C),

(D)... are random quantities, say Qay — Leaving

Pp,Pjfc... as they were, let us determine the prices of (B), (Q, (D)...

consistent with the condition that the demand for these products be
equal to their supply, i.e. to the quantity manufactured. The solution

of this second problem is also to be found in the theory of exchange.
Let db, represented in Fig. 42 by the ordinate be the total

demand for (B), at the above-mentioned prices of services and
products. We know from the theory of exchange that if we first

neglect the prices of (C), (D)... and attempt to determine the price

of (B) provisionally, then, as this price varies from zero to infinity,

the demand for (B) will diminish according to the curve
Hence there exists a price 7t\, corresponding to the condition of
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equality between the demand for (B) and its supply Qj, [which, as
we have seen, is determined at random along with Qc>
is either if, at the price of the demand for (B) is greater than
the supply; or <^6, if, at the price the supply of (B) is greater
than the demand. In the same way, we could find a price n'c corre-

sponding to the condition of equality between the demand for (C)
and its supply £2^1 also a price corresponding to the condition of
equality between the demand for (D) and its supply £2^; and so
forth. After this first trial in groping [towards general equilibrium],

we proceed to a second, then to a third, and so on, until we have
obtained a series of prices . at which the demands for

(B). (Qi (D)-*- are equal respectively to the supplies 0^,^ £2

d

We conclude, then, that equilibrium is reached in the market for
products by raising the prices of those products^ the demandfor which

is greater than the supply, and by lowering the prices of those products,

the supply of which is greater than the demand.
8. n*\, 7i"c, n*' d.., are thus the selling prices of the quantities

£2^, Qd---of (B), (C), (D).... But the prices Pk--^ of the

services (T), (P), (K) . .

.

give rise to certain costs ofproduction of the

products (B), (C), (D)..., viz. p^, p^, And the difference,

positive or negative, between the selling price and the cost of

production in the manufacture of (B), (C), (D)..., results in gains or

losses, viz. £2i,{n'\—p^), Q^in'^—pX £2d{7i’'d—Pd)---^ It js

necessary to determine the quantities manufactured of (B), (C),

(D) . . . consistent with the condition that price and cost of production

be equal, so that there may be neither gain nor loss to the entre-

preneurs. This third problem is the special problem of the theory of

production, which may also be solved geometrically, as follows.

Let Opi, in Fig. 43 be an abscissa representing the cost of produc-

tion pi,. And let 07i'\ be an abscissa representing the selling price

‘ It is true that when we assume the cost of production to be the same for aU

entrepreneurs, we also have to assume that the [total] fixed costs [i.e.

supplementary costs] are spread over the same amount of output [for eacn cnw«
preneur], thus making it possible to put 6xed costs on the same footing m me

proportional costs [i.e. variaole or prime costs]. In other words,

all entrepreneurs manufacture equal quantities of producu. This bypotnMis nw nu

more objective reality than the assumption that profits and losses are aro, out it

just as rational. If, now, at a given moment, a certain output corresponds to tne anwna
of profit or loss, entrepreneurs who manufacture less than ^is output will incur i^ .

cut down their production and finish by liquidating; while those who
.

more will make profits, expand output and draw to themselves t^
•

unsuccessful entrepreneurs. Thus, in consequence of certain characterisuc pro^

of fixed and variable costs, an industry, which starts out under free ® of
a large number of small enterprises, tends to be divided among a smaller numw
enterprises of medium size, and then among a sull smaller number ® . .r

enterprises—to end, finally, in a monopoly first selling at cost
But

selling at a price yielding a maximum profit. This statement is coMimed by l •

during the whole period ofcompetition and even during the penod
j^ning

sell at cost of production it is always permissible to simplify the theory by^ |
that all entrepreneurs manufacture the same quantities of products and by put g

fixed costs on the same footing as the variable costs.
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n'\. Furthermore, let tt" 1,5' be an ordinate representing the quantity

of (B) manufactured at random and demanded at the price 7i*\.

If we suppose .. determined and constant, and

if we allow the price of (B) to vary from zero to infinity, we may be

certain that the demand for (B) will decrease continuously, as

indicated by the curve Consequently, there exists a demand

Q\ for (B) corresponding to a selling price equal to its cost of

production ii't will be according as is Similarly,

Fio.

we might also find a demand for (C) corresponding to a selling

price equal to its cost of production pd a demand for (D)
corresponding to a selling price equal to its cost of production p^l
and so forth. If, then, we substitute the quantities
for the quantities . .

.
[originally manufactured at random],

and offer the new quantities for sale according to the mechanism of
competitive bidding among buyers and sellers which we described
earlier, we obtain new selling prices which will still be slightly
different from /?^, . . . After that, we make a second, and then
a third trial and so on, in groping towards both [equilibrium] prices
and quantities, until finally we obtain certain quantities £>5, i)^,

^d*.. of (B), (C), (D)... which sell at prices equd to their costs of
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production />(,, /?c» We may, then, enunciate the following
proposition which is specific to the theory of production; equality
between the selling price of products and the cost of the productive
services employed in their manufacture is attained by increasing the
quantity of those products the selling price of which exceeds the cost
of production and by decreasing the quantity of those products the cost

ofproduction of which exceeds the selling price. From this it can be
seen that, strictly speaking, the consideration of cost of production
determines not the price, but the quantity of the products.^

9. We have been assuming all along that the prices of services

Pty Ppypk'^ are determined at random. There remains, consequently,
a fourth and last problem for us to solve, namely, the problem of so
determining these prices that the quantities demanded and the

quantities offered may be equal. Up to this point in our analysis,

the quantities offered Uj,.,, of (T), (P). (K)... have been
determined by the condition of maximum satisfaction, in conformity
with the solution of our first problem. Over against these quantities

offered, the quantities demanded are made up of two elements: first,

the quantities demanded by consumers for use as consumers’ services,

namely Uj„ 1/^..., which are determined, like the quantities

ofiered, by the condition of maximum satisfaction; and secondly,

the quantities demanded by entrepreneurs for use as productive

services, namely Dp, Djc..., which are determined by the quan-

tities manufactured of the products (A), (B), (C), (D) . . . , the demand
for which is equal to their supply and the selling prices equal to their

costs of production, in conformity with the solution of our second

and third problems. It could be demonstrated, exactly as in the

theory of exchange, that if, all other things remaining equal, we
allow the price p^ to vary from zero to infinity, (1) the demand for

(T), will diminish along a curve TfTp (Fig. 44-); and (2) the

offer of (T) starting from zero will increase, then diminish and finally

return to zero following a curve QR, Consequently, there exists a

price p't at which the offer and the demand for (T) are equal. This

p\ will be >Pi if, at the price pt, the demand for (T) is greater than

* Let us imagine that Robinson Crusoe, instead of being the sole survivor, came
ashore with a hundred or so sailors and passengers, some of whom had salvaged nee,

others rum, etc. If all these survivors held a market on the beach in order to exchange

their commodities with each other, the commodities would have current pn«s
perfectly determined and entirely independent of the costs of production. This is the

problem of exchange and shows how prices depend only on the rareti, i.e. the

utility, and the quantity possessed of the commodities. But if afterwards, upon

discovering the r^uisite productive services on the island, they proceeded to

facture the same kinds of commodities and carried them to the market, tho^ products

whose selling prices exceeded their costs of production would be produced in larger

quantities ancl those products whose cost of production exceed^ the selling pri^

would become scarcer until equality was established between selling pri^ and costs

of production. This is the problem of production, and shows how cost of production

determines the quantity and not the price of the products.
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the offer, and will be <Pf if, at the offer of (T) is greater than the
demand. Similarly there exists a price p'j, at which the offer and
demand for (P) are equal; a price p\ at which the offer and demand
for (K) are equal, and so on. After a first series of adjustments of
the prices Pj,, p*... in the process of groping, which includes, of
course, the successive adaptations [of the prices of products and the

-.R

PRICE

quantities manufactured] described in the second and third problems
there will be a second series of adjustments, this time of the [new]
prices p e,

p' p\..., then a third, and so on. Hence, equilibrium in
the market for services, as in the market for products, is attained by
raising the prices of those services the demandfor which is greater than
the offer and by lowering the prices of those services the offer of which
is greater than the demand,^

10. We must reniember that all these operations take place simul-
taneously although, for purposes of demonstration, we had toimagine them as taking place successively. In other words, in the

as ‘th?priSnf°produrdve determined in the same way
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market for services as in the market for products, demanders outbid
one another when demand exceeds offer and suppliers underbid one
another when offer exceeds demand; and, at the same time, entre-
preneurs increase their output when selling price exceeds cost of
production and reduce output in the contrary case. Here, too,
thanks to the geometrical method of representation, we have an
exact and complete picture of the general phenomenon of the
emergence of economic equilibrium under the rule of free competi-
tion. Nevertheless, the analytical form of expression is necesssary
for a strictly scientific statement of the matter. From this point of
view, once the elements of the system or the quantities that come
into play have been defined, it is necessary to distinguish the knowns
from the unknowns, to express by equations the economic conditions
of equilibrium, to make certain that these equations are exactly equal
in number to the number of unknowns, to show that successive trials

in the process of groping converge towards a solution at each step,

and to explain the special conditions of equilibrium with respect to

the product (A) which serves as ntdmdraire. For all these topics which
are not treated here, I take the liberty of referring the reader to

Part IV of my Elements,

This Appendix is, therefore, only a resume, which may serve, it is

hoped, to make the general outlines of the theory somewhat clearer.

It is evident, now, that the theory of production, like that of

exchange, starts with the problem of the attainment of the maximum
satisfaction of wants by each trading party, and ends with the

problem of the establishment of equality between supply and demand

in the market. The only difference is that services take the place of

commodities. In fact, in the mechanism of production, services are

exchanged for services. But, whereas one part of the services we buy

is composed of services as such, another part is composed of services

in the form ofproducts. Consequently, our theory had to be expanded

to include the transformation of a portion of the services into

products. This is what I did in the second and third problems. And

I did it as simply as possible, only to find that practically all the

criticisms levelled against me have consisted in calling my attention

to complications which I had left to one side, I find it very easy to

reply to these criticisms. So far as I am concerned, since I was the

first to elaborate a pure theory of economics in mathematical form,

my aim has been to describe and explain the mechanism of produc-

tion in terms of its bare essentials. It is for other economists who

come after me to introduce one at a time whatever complications

they please. They in their way and I in mine will then, I think, have

done what had to be done.
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Pari III

The Exchange of Savingsfor New Capital Goods

1 1 . For simplicity, we shall now suppose equilibrium to be estab-

lished not only with respect to the prices of products and services, but
also with respect to the quantities of products manufactured. More-
over, we shall neglect any disturbances of the assumed equilibrium in

exchange and production which may result from the special adjust-

ments towards equilibrium in capital formation. We shall also ignore
the depreciation and insurance of capital goods.

12. The components of equilibrium in capital formation are the
quantities produced of new capital goods and the rate of income /.

From these the prices of capital goods can be derived according to

the general formula 77=^ . Let us suppose, then, that certain random

quantities Z)j., i) of new capital goods of the types (K), (K'),
(K")... are produced and that a certain rate of income i is cried at
random. Knowing this rate, each party to the exchange will deter-
mine the excess of his income over his consumption, and the total of
these individual excesses forms a total excess E which is the quantity
of numeraire offered in the purchase of new capital goods, or the
demand for new capital goods in terms of namiraire at the rate /. On
the other hand, at the current prices of the productive services of
these new capital goods, viz. which are supposed, ex
hypothesis to have been already determined and constant, the quan-
tities Djfe, of new capital goods of the types (K), (K'),
(K")... will yield an aggregate incomeof£)*pjb-|-Z)jt'pjfc'+7)*'7?jfc//4-...

and will have a total value of _ which

is the quantity ofnumeraire demanded in exchange for the new capital
goods or the offer of new capital goods in terms of numeraire at the
rate /. If, by chance, the above two quantities of numeraire [E and

/ I

happen to be equal, the rate i will be

the equilibrium rate of income; but generaUy they will not be equal,
and then they will have to be rendered equal. Now, we may take it
for granted that the excess of income over consumption starts at
zero when the rate of income is zero; and that it wiU make its
appearance [as a positive value] at some rate of income above zero
increasing as the rate rises, and finally diminishing and returning toKro as the rate tends to become infinitely great, that is to say, as it
becomes possible to procure a very great increase in income with
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a very small amount of savings. In other words, the rate of income
being measured on the OI axis (Fig. 45), the excess of income over
consumption can be represented by the ordinates of a curve ST that
nses from zero and then decreases to zero (at infinity). As for the
value of the new capital goods, it evidently increases or decreases
according as the rate of income decreases or increases. In other

SAVINGS

fOoo

Rate of Nit Income

Fio. 45^*1

words, the rate of income being measured on the axis OI, the value

of new capital goods can be represented by the ordinates of the

curve UV which is negatively inclined throughout its whole length.

Hence, it is clear, without further discussion, that it is necessary to

raise the price ofnew capital goods by lowering the rate of income if

the demandfor new capital goods in terms ofnumeraire is greater than

the offer^ and to lower the price of new capital goods by raising the

rate of income if the offer ofnew capital goods in terms of numeraire

is greater than the demand.
13. At this juncture we must take into account the costs of

production P*, which correspond to the selling prices

of the new capital goods (K), (K'), (K").... The
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problem is to reduce these selling prices and costs of production to
an equality which generally does not exist between them. We may
consider as established, according to the law of the variation of the
prices of services developed earlier in §9 of this Appendix, that if the
prices of the productive services required in the manufacture of a
capital good (K), and consequently its cost of production, are
augmented indefinitely, the offer of these services and hence the

Fio. 46i’i

amount of this capital good manufactured would increase from zero

V infinity). In other words, thecurve X r m Fig. 46, representing the quantity manufactured of new

n
production, first rises from

“ril /? > again (at infinity). Therefore, if a seUing
price results from the determination of a rate of income / it

‘^at it is necessary to raise the price of 'the

Jool 7 1>1 the manufacture] of those new capital

sSgpric^
cap/to/goo* whose cost ofproduction exceeds fheir
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14. Once equilibrium in capital formation has been established,

the following relation will obtain:

Pk—^k—

or:
Pk Pk' Pk"

Pk Pk' Pk''

That is to say, the rate of income will be the same for all capitalized

savings. It could be demonstrated geometrically in a very simple

manner, at least as far as capital goods yielding direct consumers’

services are concerned, that this uniformity in rate of return is the

condition ofmaximum utility derivedfrom new capital goods.

There are two problems ofmaximum utility relating to the services

of new capital goods: one connected with the distribution by an
individual of his income among his dilferent kinds of wants, and the

other connected with the distribution by the economy as a whole of

its excess of income over consumption among the numerous varieties

of capital to be created. The first is solved by means of a model,

which was devised in the theory of exchange and which was referred

to again at the beginning of the theory of production, involving the

proportionality of the raretis to the prices of the services, as expressed

by the equations

Pk Pk'~ Pk"

It will be understood, without difficulty, that the second problem

can be solved by means of an exactly similar model (except that the

want curves for services, instead of being transformed by dividing

their abscissas and multiplying their ordinates by the prices

pjk"... of the services, are transformed by dividing the one and

multiplying the other by the costs of production Pk'* Pk"*** of

the capital goods), a model involving the proportionality of the

raretis to these costs, as expressed by the equations

rk ru' rj,"

Pk Pk' Pk"

If we divide this latter system of equations by the former, we obtain

Pk ^Pk' ^Pk"
Pk Pk' Pk"

thus giving the uniformity in rates of income from all capital goods

as a solution of the second problem.



APPENDIX

OBSERVATIONS ON THE AUSPITZ AND
LIEBEN PRINCIPLE OF THE

THEORY OF PRICES^

1. According to Messrs. Auspitz and Lieben, the price of a
commodity is determined by the slope of the radius vector Oc which
IS common to the two curves ON' and OA' of Fig. 47. These two
curves are derived {abgeleiteten Kurven) from ON and OA respec-
tively; that is to say, the radius vectors of the former are parallel to
the tangents of the latter. Hence, whatever meaning may be attached
to the curves ON and ON\ and to the curves OA and OA\ it
is evident, on the one hand, that the first pair can be replaced* by
a single curve vv (Fig. 48), so drawn that the areas under it are

. . _
t own ordinates are

proportional to the slopes of radius vectors to ON'-, and, on the
other hand, that the second pair can be replaced by a sin^e curve
aa (Fig. 48), so drawn that the areas under it are proportional to the
ordinates of OA and its own ordinates are proportional to the slopes
of radius vectors to OA’. Thus, with their disguises removed, the
two cums vv' and <xa' at once reveal themselves as Cournot’s^ and
Mangoldt s supply and demand curves which a number of English
economists, following the lead of Mr. Marshall of Cambridge are
wont to employ. The curve w' is drawn so that its abscissas represent

I'
^ is represented

by the ordinates, while the curve oa' is drawn so that the ordinates
represent the cost ofproduction as a function of the supply which is

^
f

^i^scissas. It follows, then, that the abscissa Oa

and that the ordinate Oji of the same point gives the seUing pri(Lequal to the cost of production.
^ "

2. The &st observation we shaU make on the subject of thesecurves is that since their ordinates represent prices in miney the useof . .mpiaa, assumed lu ibis eons<ructio7in other

under ^iscussion was dewlopedi^thefi^^^^ ** principle
ypendix (pp. 431^35) of the Untersuchun^^n^nhJfS- corresponding
Auspitz and Richard Lieben. Leipzig

n

by Rudolf
* Researches into the Mathen^Tihl V.f^.i ?^ 1889.

Chapters IV and VIII (op. c//Vf
^ Principles of the Theory of Wealth (1838),

It should §§62-67.
humously. Friedrich Kleinwachler. theljutor^w fit
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words, It IS assumed that there is a commodity in terms of the value
of which the value of all other commodities are expressed and the
price of which is unity. It is not good scientific procedure to
introduce a condition in this way without first analysing it.

. The demand curve vv', i.e. the curve representing the quantity
sold as a function of the selling price, cannot be regarded as a
rigorously exact curve. The quantity sold ofany product is a function
not only of its own selling price, but also of the selling prices of all
other products and the prices of all productive services. Messrs.
uspi^ and Lieben assume that the selling prices of other products

and the prices of all productive services can be held constant, while
t

^
selling price of the product under consideration varies. Theoreti-

cally, they have no right to do this. The selhng prices of products
and the prices of productive services are mutually interrelated.

Fig.



PRICE

or

COST

fig.
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Whenever the price of a given product is changed, the prices of the
productive services and consequently the selling prices of the other
commodities are also changed. Strange as it may seem, these very
authors, Messrs. Auspitz and Lieben, have quite wrongly taken me
to task, in their preface, for a fault which I have good reason
here to lay at their door, namely, that of treating demands
which are functions of several variables as functions of a single

variable.

4. The definite integral of the demand function does not represent

the total utility; and, therefore, if the curve ON' in Fig. 47 is a

demand curve (Nachfragekurve), then the curve ON is not a total

utility curve {Gesammtnutzlichkeitskurve). Here Messrs. Auspitz and
Lieben fall into the very error to which I called attention in Lesson 41

of my Elements in the course of my criticism of Dupuit. It follows

that the consimters^ surplus (Nutzen der Konsumtion) is not measured

by the expression which they give.

5. Their supply or cost ofproduction curve^ oa', which is drawn as

a function of the quantity ofoutput^ is not admissible either. The cost

of production of a product is a function of the prices of the produc-

tive services employed in the manufacture of this product; and it is

because the prices of the productive services increase or decrease that

the cost of production increases or decreases with the quantity

produced. But as the prices of the productive services increase or

decrease, the costs of production of all the products in the manu-

facture of which these services are used will also increase or decrease;

and the entire economic equilibrium will be disturbed. It is, therefore,

theoretically impossible to construct a cost of production curve for

a product as a function of the quantity produced of this product on

the supposition that economic equilibrium will maintain itself in-

definitely so far as the costs of production and the quantities of

output of other products are concerned.

6. The definite integral of the supply function does not represent

the total cost of production of the quantity manufactured. In a

system of free competition, every unit in the quantity Oa (Fig. 48)

must be considered as having the same cost of production ap, whence

it follows that the total cost is represented not by the area Oj.pa, but

by the area Onpa, Consequently, if the curve OA' of Fig. 47 is

a supply curve (Angebotskurve), the curve OA is not a total cost

of production curve {Gesammtherstellungskostenkurve). Hence a

producers' surplus {Nutzen der Produktion) which would be measured

by the given expression does not exist.

7. We have still to examine the proposed construction as an

approximation. If, however, we refer back to the production equa-

tions in §§202 and 203 of my Elements, we perceive that even from
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this point of view Auspitz and Lichen’s construction is needlessly
contradictory and complex.

In order to draw a demand curve for product (B), we must
consider the following equation taken from our system (2) [§202]:

^6 Ppf Pk‘* • Pbt Pe* Pd* • •)•

We suppose p^, p*... Pc» Pd*** to be determined and constant.
We then assign all possible values to p^ and we derive from this
equation all the corresponding values of

In order to draw a supply curve for the same product, we have to
make use of all the equations of systems (1) and (3), and eliminate

Oj„ Ojfe... to obtain

Pj,, p
+c kF>c -\-dfcZ> d+ . . . =Ffc(p j, Pj,, p

fc* • • p6, Pet Pd'* Ot

Pb» Pci Pd**-)i

fc* • • Pbi Pci Pd* • •)»

and then we must take from system (4) the equation

^/P<+^pPp+^fcPifc+ . . . =pe,

for substitution in the above equations. Furthermore, we suppose
I>o, Pc, Pj... to be determined and constant. Assigning

* * . Pu Ppy Pk*** from the above
equations after the aforementioned substitutions, and then we derive
aU the corresponding values of p^. The cost of production curve
constructed in this way as a function of the quantity of output has
abscissas that first increase and then decrease as the ordinates
increase. This curve is asymptotic to the axis itself and not asM^rs. Auspitz and Lieben think, to a line parallel to the price icis
The intersection of the two curves of demand and supply gives the

value of Z> 6 at which the selling price is equal to the cost of produc-
tion. ^

Now, on the one hand, it is evident that, in the second operation
allowed to vary, p„ which are

considered as determined and constant in the first operation must
vary in consequence. On the other hand, in so far as we siippose
P<. Pp. Pt... to be determined and constant, it suffices to deduce d.

equation ofthe demand curve in order to derive
Let Pi=On=ap [Fig. 48]. If a quantity Oa,<Oa be manu

factured, the selling price will be a ,p On. Profits will be earnedand output will expand. If a quantity Oa,>Oa be manufactur^
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Moreover, this demand curve, showing demand as a function of
the cost of production, is at the same time a price curve showing
price as a function of the quantity supplied.

Let Oa [Fig. 48] be the quantity supplied. If a price a^p{>ap
be cried, the corresponding demand will be Oa^KOa. The price

must fall. If a price ci 2Pz<(ip be cried, the corresponding demand
will be Oa 2>Oo. The price must rise.

A demand curve conceived in this way is none other than my price

curve I am not saying that for this or that specific problem there is

no advantage to be gained in utilizing a supply curve as well; but

I insist that these two curves cannot serve as a starting-point for a

complete and rigorously exact theory of the determination of prices.

* If we assume that the market is in the state of complete equilibrium apart from the
production of (B), the curve vv' represents the two curves Bd Bj, (Fig. 42) and B^d^'p
(Fig. 43) of Appendix I rolled into a single curve, of which the abscissas represent the
quantities, and the ordinates the prices.
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NOTE ON MR. WICKSTEED’S REFUTATION
OF THE ENGLISH THEORY OF RENT^

1. T^e description and refutation of the English theory of rent
which forms the subject-matter of Lesson 31 [of ed. 3, cf. Lesson 39
ot ed 4 def ] ofmy Eliments d'^conomie politique pure, is among those
problems of mathematical economics which have given me the
peatest trouble. Nevertheless, that Lesson has so far found very
few readers, notwithstanding that it represents an attempt to formu-
ate in mathematical language a terse and rigorous criticism of a
theory which has been the subject of so much confused and sterile
discussion as to give rise to a plethora of books, a list of whose titles
alone wouW fill a volume. I was, however, sure from the very start
that this effort would eventually excite the interest of mathematical
wonomists, when they had had enough of the inane commonplacesw^ch still clutter the cnticisms of pure economics. That is why
1 took so much interest in Mr. Wicksteed’s short treatise on this
^bject; and I was very pleased to find that, using exactly the s^memethods as I did, he arrived at conclusions that were precisely thesame as mine. ^

2. Systein (4) of my [cost of] production equations is a system of
equations of the form

oi

btPt+ +ApPp+...

tn
seUing prices of the products are equalto the cost of the productive services employed in their manufacture”

Sfn m H t ^ equations,

take the fwm^^
appropriate quantity manufactured, e.g. by

D,b,p,+ ...+Dd)„p„+... +D,btp;,+ . . . =Dip^.

cvcT^*
* of equations needs to be supplemented by still anothersystem of equations of the form

bp.,, bjc,,,')=0^

fof Ih'T® coefficients of production (§274[of ed. 3, cf. §325 of ed. 4 def.] of the Elements).

Publiipar ta FacuUi de DroU

fa H. W°cMr,h1,T Coordinauon of
I^ndon, Macinillan & Co., 1894 fNo 12 \
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Mr, Wicksteed in his Essay on the Coordination of the Laws of
Distribution (Prefatory Note and §6) writes the equation

P=F{A,B,C...)

subject to the condition that

mF—F(mA, mB, mC...)
whence he derives

dP dP ^ dP

dC^—
(Essay, §6). Designating “the product” by P and “the factors of

production” by Ay B^ C..., he regards “the product” as a “function

of the factors of production”. The notation of these equations is

deliberately ambiguous; for the author reserves the right to interpret

P ad libitum either as a quantity or as a value. But this is a minor

matter. P=Z)b and is the quantity of output^ his
dP dP dP

dA'dB'dC^^'

correspond respectively to my , If P=Dt,Pb and is

dP dP dP
the value of output^ his^ . .

.

correspond respectively to my
dA dB dC

Pi-.. Pp... p*.... In either case, A=Di,btf B=Di,bpy C=Dt,bk^^>t

always subject to the condition

so that his equation differs from mine, if it really differs at all, only

by being more general in form.

3. Having posited this equation, Mr, Wicksteed launches into a

detailed criticism of the En^sh theory of rent (Essay, §5), which is

identical with the criticism I developed in Lesson 31 [of ed. 3,

cf. Lesson 39 of ed. 4 def.] of my Eliments,

I altered the English theory in order to express it in a mathematical

formula

Pt==F(x)—xFXx)

which I identified with the equation

biPt-\- -••-\-bjtPp-\~ ••• +^jtp*+ ••• —Pb’

Mr. Wicksteed, starting with the equation

derives from it the following reformulation of the Enghsh theory.

Pi=F(c)~cF(c).
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For the benefit of discriminating readers, I wish to call attention
to a slight difference between Mr. Wicksteed’s and my own modifica-
tions of the English theory.

In my restatement, the variable x is “the value, in terms of
numeraire, of the different kinds of personal capital and capiul goods
proper (P), (P'), (P") . .

.
(K), (K'), (K") . . . appUed to a unit of land

(T)”, according to the equation

where

6{bp.,, bjc.,,)

IS the number of units of product obtained per unit of quantity of
land (Elements, §306 [of ed. 3, cf. §358 of ed. 4 def.]). It foUows,
then, that my F(x)=Hpt, that my F'(x)=i, that my xF'{x)=H(b, p,+ ...+6*p*-|-...), and finally that my

\ • • •

In Mr. Wicksteed’s restatement, the variable c would represent, in
my notation, “the number of units of capital-plus-labour (K) applied
to a unit of land (T)”, according to the equation

c=Hb^

^Essay, p. 24). From this it follows that his F{c)=Hpi, that his
P(Q=Pk, that his cF'(c)=Hb^pi and that his Pi=Hp„-Hbyp^.

For Mr. Wicksteed as for myself, the whole area under the curve
representing F(x) or F(c) is, therefore, “the total amount of output
in terms of numeraire” and the upper [residual] area, representing
F(x)—xF'{x) or F(c)—cF'(c) is “the amount of rent measured in
terms of and not in units ofproduct as the English theory
would have it. On the other hand, while I, in my attempt to go furthert^n Wcardo and Jevons along their own lines, took as my abscissa
the value in terms of numeraire of the personal capital and capital
goods proper applied to land, and as my ordinate the rate of net
incorne in terms of numeraire, which permitted me to assume anynumber of services, Mr. Wicksteed took as his abscissa the number
oj units of capital-plus-labour applied to land and as his ordinate the
price of this [composite] service, which compelled him not merely to
reduce all the difierent varieties of personal capital to a sinele
category and aU the different varieties of capital goods proper toMother single category, but to lump these two single cate^ries
together. Mr. Wicksteed’s procedure can be explained by his dwire:
(I) to represent the law of the variation of rent geometrically and
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(2) to reverse the relation between the two factors, land and capital-

plus-labour, in order to formulate a theory of capital-pius-labour
symmetrical with the theory of land. But whatever intrinsic merit
this arrangement may have, it differs from mine only in form; for

the substance of his criticism consists, as I have already said, in

deducing the formula of the English theory of rent from an equation
similar to my cost of production equation, in the same way that

I reduced the formula of the English theory of rent to my cost of
production equation.

4. Whether we proceed in one direction or the other, the aim of the

operation is the same. We see at once, upon completion of this

operation, that neither Mr. Wicksteed’s nor my own mathematical

reformulation of the English theory of rent applies with any more

right to the determination of the price of land-services

than it does to the determination of the price of personal services

or the price of capital-services This is what

I meant when I wrote: “thus all that remains of Ricardo’s theory

after a rigorous critical analysis is that rent is not a component part,

but a result, of the price of products. But the same thing can be said

of wages and interest” {Elements, §310 [of ed. 3, cf. §362 of ed. 4

def.]). Mr. Wicksteed expresses the same idea on p. 47 of his Essay

where he writes: “‘Rent is not the cause but the effect of the

exchange value of the product’ we read in books. Precisely so, and

since the law of rent is also the law of wages and the law of interest,

it is equally true that ‘wages are not the cause but the effect of the

exchange value of the product’. And so too with interest.” I could

cite to the same effect several other passages in Mr. Wicksteed’s

Essay (p. 18, 1. 14; id., 1. 6), which, like the preceding passage, seem

to have been translated from the Elements (p. 367, 1. 18; p. 369, 1. 18

[ed. 3]) and which the author might well have put in quotation

marks while using this opportunity to mention my work.

5. There are, however, several differences between Mr. Wick-

steed’s Essay on the Coordination of the Laws of Distribution, which

he published in 1894, and my book, in which I have endeavoured,

since 1874-1877, “to show how a certain distribution of products

results from a given allotment of services” (Elements, p. 254 [of ed. 3,

cf. p. 234 or §223 of ed. 4 def.].

After proving that what is true of rent is equally true of wages and

interest, I added: “Consequently, rent, wages, interest, the prices of

products, and the coefficients of production are all unknowns within

the same problem; they must always be determined together and not
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independently of one another” (Elements, p. 358 [of ed. 3, cf. p. 414
or §362 of ed. 4 def.]). In consequence, I combined my system of
equations expressing equality between selling price and cost ofproduc-
tion not only with the system of equations expressing equality between
the demandand offer ofservices but also with the systems of equations
relating the offer ofservices to the demandfor products-, and I showed
how free competition, by solving all these equations, determines
thereby all the unknowns. Mr. Wicksteed has done nothing of the
sort. As I pointed out earlier, he leaves his equation

P=F(A,B,C...)
in a form capable of expressing either the quantity or the value of
the product, or, as he puts it, either the “physical product” or the
commercial product”. He then shows within what limits, in one

case as in the other, the function is equal to the sum of the products
ot the partial differential coefficients multiplied by the [independent]
vanables; and he demonstrates, in consequence, that the rate of re-
muneration of each factor is the differential coefficient of the product
with respect to the quantity of that factor. FinaUy he develops
a geometrical theory of the rate of remuneration of the services
of capital-plus-labour which is perfectly symmetrical with the very
theory of rent he disproves. It is not my purpose to evaluate
tffis part of Mr. Wicksteed’s work. However interesting it may be
1 doubt if It warrants his saying, as he does on p. 3 of his Essay, that’
so far as he was aware, no “satisfactory attempt has been made to’
State what mght be caUed the new theory of Distribution in its
entirety

, and still less have its relations to the old theory been defined"
1 doubt, too, if he is justified in proffering his UtUe treatise to fiUme

September 1894.

P.S. The aforementioned doubt was weU founded. In a notewffich has just been brought to my attention, Enrico Barone hascriticized a part of Mr. Wicksteed’s work on which I had reserved
understanding of this criticism.Mr. Wicksteed rigorously defined his proposition for the casewhere his equation was linear and homogeneous, and identical with

D dP

Fb
dp

dC

it follows that
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He did not, however, give any proof applicable to the case where his

equation is neither linear nor homogeneous, that is, to the case where
the coefficients of production vary with the quantity produced.
Mr, Barone, on the other hand, has given such a proof applicable

to this case, by utihzing my equation

or

P7l=Apa-\-Bpi,-\-Cpf.-\- ..( 1 )

and my equation

This last equation, already modified by Pareto through the intro-

duction of becomes

Z)(,)=0

which Mr. Barone writes in the form

or

P=(f>{A, B, C...). ..(2)

This is Mr. Wicksteed’s equation which may be supposed non-

linear and non-homogeneous and in which P is a physical quantity,

not a value, of the product.

If we differentiate equations (1) and (2) to minimize the cost of

production, we obtain

d<j> _pa d<f> Pi, d<l> _ Pc

dA~ dB~ 71^ dC 71

Now, the entrepreneur, proceeding, as is his wont, by groping,

adds to or subtracts from the quantity of each productive servic^

according as the value of the [marginal] increment of this service is

less than or greater than the value of the [marginal] increment of the

product which this increment of service produces, until, finally, the

following equalities are reached:

or, as we saw before,^

* To bring out the meaning of the differentiation and to reveal the

between theory and practice, Inced only advance the proposition conceived along tne

lines of the proof I gave for the theorem of maximum satisiaction of new capital goods,

viz. that in equilibrium minimum cost ofproduction equals selling price when the partial

differential increments of cost assignable to each of the productive

fl) equal to one another, since, in the absence of such equality, it would be Pjontaoic

for the entrepreneur to substitute certain services for others; and (2) equal to tne

partial differential increments of receipts assignable to each service, since in the absence
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d(f>_p^ d<f>

dA 7t' dB n dC~ n'“'

From equations (1) and (3), we derive

Therefore, (\)free competition leads to minimum cost ofproduction-,
(2) under the rule offree competition, the rate ofremunerationfor each
service is equal to the partial derivative of the production function, i.e.

to its marginal productivity, according to the equations of system’(3);
and (3) the total quantity of the output is distributed among the
productive services according to equation (4).

This triple proposition constitutes the “Theory of Marginal
Productivity”. 1 This is a highly important theory, first, because it

introduces into the problem of production a system of equations (3),
in which the number of equations is equal to the number of coeffi-
cients of production and in which these coefficients are represented
as unknowns; and, secondly, because it makes possible a definitive
criticism and refutation of the English theory of rent, by showing
that the consideration of marginal productivity is relevant to the
determination of the coefficients of production, but is not relevant
to the determination of the prices of services.

This is precisely what I said in Lesson 31 (p. 385, 1. 20 [of ed. 3
cf. §362 of ed. 4 def.]). M. Barone deduced this proposition with
logical ngour from my theory of economic equiUbrium Mr Wick-
steed, however, feU short of establishing it for the more general case
and would have been better inspired if he had not made such efforts
to appear ignorant of the work of his predecessors.

October 1895.

of this latter equality, the entrepreneur would have occasion eiihir
cootract his output. In other words eouAlity between the minimaim ^ *

expand or to
and selling price is attained in equihbrium^when

* nunimum cost of production

or when
-p^B^pJSC • ••

49 -P<i
dA

49^Pb 49^p^
dB n dC “K

• • •

SshTd*





TRANSLATOR’S NOTES^

Lesson 1

[1] Adam Smith, Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations^
edited by Edwin Cannan, London, Methuen, 1930, vol. i, p. 395.

[2] cf. Auguste Walras, De la nature de la richesse et de Vorigine de la valeur,

p. ix (1831) or p. 57 (1938): “Non que je pr6tende, ce qu’i Dieu ne plaise, que
le droit naturel et I’economie politique soient une seule el meme science. Je sais

que chacune d’elles se fonde sur des considerations diverses, et qu’elles se forment
et se d6veIoppent dans deux ordres d’iddes bien distincis et bien delimites, dont
Tun a pour objet I’utile, et Tautre le juste. Jamais je ne confondrai I’interet avec
le devoir, ou le sensible avec le rationnel.’*

[3] These quotations are found in Germain Garnier’s translation of Adam
Smith’s Wealth ofNations, Recherches sur la nature et les causes de la richesse des
nations, ed. 5 {Collection des principaux ^conomistes), Paris, Guillaumin, 1881,
vol. n, pp. 1-2, note 2.

[4] A Treatise on Political Economy: or. The Production, Distribution, and
Consumption of Wealth, translated from ed. 4 of the French by C. R. Prinsep,
M.A., with notes by the translator; fifth American edition, Philadelphia Grege
and Eliott, 1832.

[5] Charles Coquelin and Gilbert U. Guillaumin, Dictionnaire de T^conomie
politique, ed. 3, Paris, Guillaumin, 1864.

[6] cf. Auguste Walras, op. cit., pp. iii and iv (1831) orpp. 54-55 (1938): “Qu’on
juge, si on le peut en ce moment, du d6sappointement que j’6prouvai, lorsque
ayant entrepris de consulter les principaux ouvrages qui traitent de I’^conomie
politique . . . je crus apercevoir, entre les diff^rentes 6coles d’6conomistes, des
divergences si remarquables, et, dans les ouvrages meme d’un seui auteur^ des
contradictions si palpables, qu’elles me firent soup^onner, avec juste raison,
qu’elles tenaient k une ignorance g6n6rale sur les premiers principes de la science
et sur la nature meme de I’objet qui sert de base aux theories 6conomiques.’’

Lesson 2

[1] Charles Coquelin, Traits du credit et des banques, Paris, Guillaumin 1848
[21 See above Translator’s Note [5] of Lesson 1.

’ *

Lesson 3

[1] In this Usson the terms Vare’ and Vare/^’ are used in the general sense of
scarce and scarcity. See below. Lesson 8, Translator’s Note [9], and § 101

[2] See §75.

[3] cf. Francis Bacon, Novum Organum, 1. 129: “Naturae enim non iraperatur
nisi parendo.’’

*

in parentheses following each quotation from unpublished letters are
^^5

rcrerence nunibers ideDtifying the manuscripts preserved in the
Walras at the Biblioth^que Cantonale el Universitaire de Lausanne (Switzerland) ashey are listed there in a typewritten “Inventaire Sommaire". The letters to Walras’a^those he actually received; those from Walras are his own rough copies which he re
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Lesson 4
[1]

See §19,

2] cf. John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, Book II, Chapter I, § 1

.

3] P. J. Proudhon, Syst^me des contradictions ^conomiques ou philosophie de la
mis^re, ed. 2, Paris, Gamier Fr^res, 1850, vol. i, pp. 63-64: “Pour le surplus, je
suis pret k reconnaitre les effets heureux du m6canisme propri6taire; mais
j’observe que ces effets sont entidrement converts par les mis^res qu’il est de la
nature de ce mdcanisme de produire: en sorte que, comme I’avouait nagu^re
devant le parlement anglais un illustre ministre, et comme nous le ddmontrerons
bientot, dans la society actueUe, le progr^s de la mis^re est parallfele au progrds
de la richesse. .

.

[4] Fr6d6ric Bastiat, Harmonies ^conomiques, Paris, Guillaumin, 1850, trans-
lated from ed. 2 (1851) by Patrick James Stirling under the title Harmonies of
Political Economy, London, J. Murray, I860: , . all legitimate interests are in
harmony. That is the predominant idea of my work . , .**, p. 1.

Lesson 5

[1] cf. V. Pareto, Manuel d'^conomie politique, Paris, 1909, reprinted Paris,
Giard, 1947, pp. 242-246; Antonio Osorio, Th^orie Mathimatique de V4change,
Paris, Giard, 1913, pp. 194-195. Walras’s definition of “value in exchange” was
assailed by Pareto as unmeaningful, because it defines an unknown “value in

exchange”, in terms of an equally unknown “property”. He finds it useless to

refer to this metaphysical entity, when its concrete manifestation, price, i.e. ratio

ofexchange, is all that is needed in the theoretical development that follows. This
is not altogether true, for, as Cournot pointed out, while value in exchange
“necessarily implies the idea of a ratio between two terms ... an accomplished
change in the ratio is a relative effect, which can and should be explained by
absolute changes in the terms of the ratio”, Augustin Cournot, Researches into

the Mathematical Principles of the Theory of Wealth, p. 24. But apart from the

question of the justness of the criticism, the acerbity of Pareto’s remarks directed

against Walras’s definition seems entirely uncalled for. Walras was not respon-

sible for introducing the term into economic literature, but he proved conclu-

sively, as is seen in §§ 101-102, that the only meaning “value in exchange” could

possibly have was that of a term in a ratio with no autonomous existence out-

side of that ratio. To this Pareto added nothing by his criticism.

[2] Throughout the theory of exchange, the French word *offre' is translated

as “offer”, whenever it refers exclusively to offers for sale out of stocks of

commodities or securities already existing in the hands of prospective sellers.

Only when the word ‘offre’ refers to a flow of products from the prospective

sellers’ fields, factories or workshops (or to new issues of securities) is “offre”

rendered as “supply”. It is in the theory of production (see Part IV) that ‘offre’

characteristically bears this latter connotation.

[3] ‘Chaque agent vendeur ou acheteur trouve exactement ce qu’on appelle sa

contre-partie chez un autre agent acheteur ou vendeur.’ The word contre-partie

has no technical equivalent in English. It designates the broker with whom a

broker deals, for French brokers do not trade with dealers or jobbers, but only

with other brokers, cf. J. O. Ketteridge, French-English and English-French

Dictionary of Business Terms, Phrases and Practice, London, Routledge, n.d.,

sub verbo ^contre-partie*.

[4] John Stuart Mill, op. cit.. Book III, Chapter U, § 1.

[5] In the case of so-called bilateral monopoly, as Edgeworth was the first to

point out, price is indeterminate, cf. F. Y. Edgeworth, Mathematical Psychics,

London, C. Kegan Paul & Co., 1881 (Reprint No. 10 published by the London
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&:hool of Economics and Political Science, 1932), p. 20fr.; Papers Relating to
PoUttca Economy, London, Macmillan, 1925, vol. u,pp. 315-317; Alfred Marshall
Principles of Economics, ed. 8, London, Macmillan, 1920, Appendix F and
Mathematical Appendix Note 12 bis-, Knut Wicksell, Ueber (Vert, Kapital und
Rente, Gustav Fischer, 1893 (Reprint No. 15 published by the London
&hool of ^onomics and Political Science, 1933), pp. 36-13; Uctures on Political
Economy, London, Routledge, 1934, vol. i, pp. 49-51.

[6] This concept of value in exchange as a term in a ratio which is inversely
proportional to the ratio of the quantities exchanged was adumbrated quite earlym Achille Nicolas Isnard's Traite des richesses, Lausanne. Francois Grasset 1 78

1

For example, we read on pp. 16 and 17 of this treatise: “Si Ton suppose que la
monnaie n existe pas, I’dchange est plus difficile, il est n^anmoins possible II
arrive alors qu une ccrtaine quantity de marchandises d’une esptee 6quivaut k une
certaine quantity de marchandises d’une autre esp6:e; qu’un nombre a de mesures
determin6es d une marchandise 6quivaut k un nombre 6 de mesures d6termin6es
d une autre; on peut conclure que la valeur de la premiere est a la valeur de laseconde dans le rapport de ^ a a. Si les marchandises ont un rapport entre dies
pnses dexix k deux, dies ont aussi des rapports prises ensemble. Si on a trois

n
Que et M':A/-::3:5 on aura M:M':M ..3.6. 10. Ces rapports sont les valeurs de ces mesures. Le mot de valeurexprime done le rapport de deux choses que Ton compare pour les d:hanger ”

18: “Nous consid6rcrons id les ^changes immediats des
marchandises en g6n6ral contre marchandises dans un meme lieu, pour rechercher
quelles valeurs dies ont entr’elles sans rintermdie des monnaies II est facile

T' 6change entre propridaires isolds de deuxmarcha^ises. dont les besoms du superflu de I’un equivaudroient aux besoins
suppose, par exemple. que le superflu des premiersest une quantite a de mesures M d’une marchandise. et que cdui des seconds estune Quanhtd b de mesures M' d’une autre; ces choses ne pouvant etreXng^s^e une contre autre, puisqu’on les suppose seules, la quantity a de mes^sM equivaudra k la quantity b de mesures M': ainsi on aura aM=bM’, et par

consequent A/:M'
:

^ .U valeur de chaque mesure sera done en raison inverse

de la quantit6 qui est expos6e en 6change.”
Walras’s definition of price corresponds more closely to Isnard’s "valeurs”

necessary to invent “a fictitious and invariable modulus” ashe^^N U w/
P. 27), to the value of which all other values are referred in

-•
relaUve values between commodities. “But.” he tells us (n 263
exists, having the necessary conditions for nerfect fixitv

article

imagine one which, to be sure, will only havem abstrL e,dstence ” He suafeste'da corrected money'* for this Dumose WaImc’c
suggested

makes it unnecessiy. in his th^Tf exYhtnge! to^cou™ to fh"e?'

development of the theory of general StLubriu^
*^ -n^thodical

There is, however, no essential difference between the re
imaginary commotfity (Z) be Cournot’s tertium compalaLT,\un " ii'see"
in §§lllff., Pa,t=^~^ and

Pir ’ Pa,.
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[7] Multiplying the first two equations that follow in the text we obtain

we derive the third equation.
[8] cf. Cournot, op. cit., p. 46: “The sales or the demand generally we sayincreases when the price decreases.’* Neither Cournot’s nor Walras’s proposition

Of absolute generality implied. Only barring ce^in excep-
tions It a universal rule that the demand curve “is negatively inclinedtoughout the whole of its length’’ (Alfred Marshall, op. cit p 99 note 2)Cases of positively inclined segments of the demand curve have lo^g be^n known
mpu-icaUy as ^reto has pointed out in his Coursd'^conomie politique, Lausanne,

turther, that in cases of competing goods “quand le prix hausse, la demande
diminuer . . {Manuel, p. 273, Appendice §§47-48,

1/1 i/^L the other hand, exceptions to this downward slope of the demand
curve are ‘rare and unimportant’’, appearing only when the commodity in
question is an inferior good, and even then under very stringent conditions,
as has b^n clearly demonstrated by J. R. Hicks in his Value and Capital, ed. 2,
Oxford, Clarendon Press. 1946, p. 35.

[9] The clause, . . . quand il 6tait plus riche’, referring evidently to the indivi-
dual demander s condition before the price rose, strikingly adumbrates the later
theory of income effects of changes in price. Vide J. R. Hicks, op. cit., p. 32, and
Henry Schultz (who attributes the concent to Eugen Slutsky), The Theory and
Measurement ofDemand, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1938, pp. 41-42.

Lesson 6

[1] 'dispositions a Tenchere\

[2] Walras’s diagrams, unlike those usually found in Anglo-American econo-
mic literature, measure price on the horizontal axis and quantity on the vertical

axis. In this respect Walras follows Cournot, whose law of demand

D^Fip)

and whose corresponding diagrams represent the individual purchaser under
competition as a quantity adjuster. Walras’s diagrams reflect this conception
more clearly than the Marshallian diagrams.

Moreover, since Pareto and most other continental European economists have
also followed Cournot’s example in their diagrams, it is well to heed Philip

H. Wicksteed’s observation: “It is of great importance not to become dependent
on any special convention as to the position, etc., of the curves” {Alphabet of
Economic Science, London, Macmillan, 1888, p. 13).

[3] From Fig. 1 of ed, 4. In this and all subsequent curves, the descriptive

labels of the axes have been inserted by the translator.

[4] cf. Cournot, op. cit., pp. 49-50: “We will assume that the function F{p),

which expresses the law of demand or of the market, is a continuous function,

i.e. a function which does not pass suddenly from one value to another, but

which takes in passing all intermediate values. It might be otherwise if the

number of consumers were very limited. . . . But the wider the market extends,

and the more the combinations of needs, of fortunes, or even of caprices, are

varied among consumers, the closer the function F{p) will come to varying with

p in a continuous manner. However little may be the variation ofp, there will be

some consumers so placed that the slight rise or fall of the article will affect their
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Masumptions, and will lead them to deprive themselves in sotne way or to reducethen manul^tunng output, or to substitute something else for the rUcle th“

^sfFrom'^R^* 2 of
anthracite for soft coal."

[6] "it tout prix\

foj !?
described in the following paragraph of the text,

loj From Fig. 2 ofed. 4; shading inserted.
[9] In §45 we have seen that Where O, equals D, we may substi-

tute for and obtain D^^D^p^, whence p^^ whenever p^ is the equili-
brium price.

[10] Again starting with the equation 0,=Z),p,, we obtain p„= • Now
substituting for Oj and for (§46), we obtain where

Z),= o
ObPi D^p„ whenever and p^ are equilibrium prices.

RouSeTsL^ZmsToZ: T^6 (’flook Ii' Sap^eTii^"4n°t’he h°'®'

h,L L,"fby wS’StlKiSS''','; 7J'
-f"mim™

^uilibriun, of supply and demand” by which "markm
^ "lemporary

sivejy with fixed aggregaH^cL^goodl^^^^^^^^
neither the rate of output nor the cn^t r^^rJA

and consequently

In his com market example Marshall descrfbes
account,

price, because if it were fked on at the hea.n •

as the true equilibrium

it would exactly equate demand and sunnlw^®
adhered to throughout,

were willing to purchase at that price would 'I**
^'"ount which buyers

sellers were willing to take that price)- ” fon'*
F. Y. Edgeworth, Marshall explains whv" ho’ rof

®

1°

equilibrium by means of curvra- “You^ow illustrating market
matics to market values. For I don’t think thev hofn

or mathe-
are. I think, either absolutely atet orS And market values
varying (though individuaUy vitaO ride^issuJL
for market values measures a stock and not a ‘fln ’ t'o'

‘luantity axis]
got people to use Demand anrSupply cu?vS ;i;ich‘'H'the axis of x:, they could not easily be kept f^r^in^r,!?

disci^d s/oc^s along

ini^Th T ” Mm7 435[13] The London silver marl^t ^ jy^arsnait, p. 435.)

stock exchange of a real market in whic^Se
approximates the theoretical establishment of srLit l!. !"h

Wblcb have ro, m„, yc„. ,,, Scr^epfriS".S" “C
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firms meet at about 2 p.m. on weekdays and at about II a.m. on Saturdays.

All orders to sell or buy are placed with these brokers. They compare the orders,

and the price is then fixed where it will move the greatest amount of ‘at market’

orders. In short, the price is determined according to demand and supply. This

is called ‘fixing’ the price. As presumably the only interest of the brokers is the

one-eighth of 1 per cent commission they make on purchases (there is no commis-
sion for selling silver) they have no interest in fixing the price at any but its

economic level. Once determined, the price is immediately cabled to the banking

centres of the world.” (H. M. Bratter, ‘‘Silver—Some Fundamentals”, Journal

of Political Economy^ June 1931, vol. xxxix, no. 3, pp. 362-363.)

Lesson 7

[1] The discussion which follows to the end of Lesson 7, while essentially

geometrical and not analytical, indicates unmistakably that Walras was perfectly

aware of the fact that his system of equations developed up to this point, though

still confined to the plane of exchange, did not suffice to determine a unique price

solution. It is possible, as he proceeds to show, that there may be either no

solution at all or a multiplicity of solutions. Surely L6on Walras should not be

numbered among those economists who ‘‘Gleichungen bloss aufgestellt haben,

ohne sich um Existenz und Eindeutigkeit ihrer Losungen zu kiimmem, und

bestenfalls darauf sahen, dass die Anzahl der Unbekannten mit der Anzahl der

Gleichungen ubereinstimme (was filr Existenz und Unizitat von Losungen

naturlich weder notwendig noch hinreichend ist)” (Karl Menger, Ergebnisse

eines mathematischen Koiloquiums, Heft 6, Leipzig and Vienna, Franz Deuticke,

1935, p. 20, concluding the discussion of Karl Schlesinger’s paper “Ober die

Produktionsgleichungen der okonomischen Wertlehre” and of Abraham Wald's

paper “Ober die eindeutige positive Ldsbarkeit der neuen Produktionsgleichun-

gen"). See Lesson 10, note [1].

[2] Such curves would take the form shown in Fig. 49 opposite. OK is the

reciprocal of OBp\ and ON is the reciprocal of OAp,

[3] In other words, referring to the diagram in the preceding note, the most

eager buyer of (A) holding (B) will not give more than A

p

in Fig. 49fl) units

of (B) for one of (A) and will only give one of (B) if he can obtain at least Aj,

{^N in Fig. 49/?) units of (A) in exchange; while the most eager buyer of (B)

holding (A) will not give more than (^ N in Fig. 496) units^f (A) for one of

(B) and will only give one of (A) if he can obtain at least in Fig. 49a)

units of (B) in exchange.

[4] From Fig. 2 of ed. 4. The broken line rectangles have been inserted.

[5] The propriety of calling these stability conditions Walrasian has been ^Iled

in question. Alfred MarshaU first laid claim to priority with reg^d to this thwty

in a private letter he sent to Walras on November 1, 1883, in which he wrote: it

happens, however, that in order to explain the use of a machine that a pupU ot

mine had made for me to construct a series of rectangular hyperbolas, I read on

October 20, 1873 before the Cambridge Philosophical Society a short pa^r

anticipating incidentally your doctrine of stable equUibrium. A bnef note ot it is

conUined in Part XV of the ‘Proceedings’ (isot the ‘Transactions ) of that Soc»ejy.

(F.W. II 935.) But the “brief note” published in the Proceedings oi mat dat

(pp. 318-319) reveals nothing more than the bare statements

circumstances, there may be more than one point of intersecUon

supply and demand curves, and that “only at every alternative point

tion can the exchange value remain in stable equilibnum: at other points it

unstable equilibrium.” Later on. in the first ediuon of^
(1890), where Marshall formulated a definitive version of his charactensuc theory
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of sUbiJity conditions in a long footnote on pp. 424-425 (cf. pp. 806-807 n. of
ed. 8), he ended with a bracketed paragraph, which he omitted from subsequent
editions, reading: '"This theory of unstable equilibrium was published independ-
ently by M. Walras and the present writer” (italics inserted). More recently.
Prof^sor Paul Samuelson has called the identification of the “so-called Walrasian
stability conditions” with the name of Walras “an historical error” (“The Stability
of Equilibrium: Comparative Statics and Dynamics”, Econometrica, vol. ix, no.2,
April, 1941, p. 103, footnote 9). It is true, as Professor Samuelson points out,
that as far back as in the Pure Theory ofForeign Trade Marshall defined stable
equilibrium, in which a so-called backward rising supply curve was involved,
exactly as in the Walrasian case.” Indeed, in Marshall’s Pure Theory ofForeign
Trade printed originally for private circulation in 1879 and reprinted in 1930 by
the London School of Economics and Political Science, we find that his Figure 4,
for example, contains an interesting pair of reciprocal-demand curves, each with
a segment representing inelastic demand for one of the two commodities
exchanged; and it is easily seen that when these curves are geometrically trans-
formed into corresponding price-supply curves referred to conventional Mar-
shallian axes, each of them becomes a “backward rising supply curve” of the
other commodity. Nevertheless, before denying priority to Walras in the dis-
covery of this type of stability, two things should be noted. For one thing
Marshall s first published elaboration of a theory of instability did not appear
in print before 1879, whereas Walras’s definitive version was published in the first

half-volume of the first edition of the EUments (§§66-67) in 1874; for another,
Marshall’s economic analysis of his ^aphs in Chapter II of his Pure Theory of
Foreign Trade betrays a confusion which is reflected again in the footnote quoted
above from the first edition of his Principles where he implies that his theory and
Walras’s are the same. In the Pure Theory Marshall did not perceive that the

criterion of positive or negative excess profits, which is appropriate for the

determination of the type of instability characterized by the intersection of a

forward falling supply curve (really a long-run cost curve) with a less steeply

falling demand curve, is not appropriate for the determination of the type of

instability characterized by the intersection of a backward rising supply curve

(really an “offer” curve) with a more steeply falling demand curve. Nowhere did

he refer to the criterion of positive or negative excess demand which Walras

correctly applied to the second type. Walras, on the other hand, never mentioned

the first type, but he did formulate a consistent theory of the second type, which

may, therefore, quite properly be called Walrasian.

cf. R. F. Kahn, “The Elasticity of Substitution and the Relative Share of the

Factor”, Review ofEconomic Studies^\o\. i, 1933-1934, pp. 74-75; Jacob Marschak,

“Identity and Stability in Economics”, Econometrica, vol. x, no. 1, January

1942, pp. 70-74; Melvin Warren Reder, Studies in the Theoryof Welfare Economics^

New York, Columbia Lfniversity Press, 1947, pp. 1 12-116; William J. Baumol,

Economic Dynamics^ New York, Macmillan, 1951, pp. 117-120.

[6] By hypothesis p, and ^ represent the equilibrium prices at which 0^=0^
and D6=/)6. See§60. ^

[7] See §156.

[8] See §54.

[9] From Fig. 2 of ed. 4; the and rectangles and the hyperbola

inserted.

[10] See §55.

[11] Since is the numerical value of any rectangular area inscribed within

the Ci, hyperbola and represents the total quantity of (B) on the market, it follows

that Qi,-^Pa must be an ordinate which coincides by hypothesis with the ordinate
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of the demand curve for (A) and must equalFM- Substituting Go ~ in (1) of

§62 for its equivalent F^{p^, we obtain the equation given in '^the text.
[12] Multiplying both sides of the previous equation

by Pa and substituting for -
, we have

Pa

Qb=PbiPhy
Since the previous equation is a special case of equation (1) of §62 and since
equation (2) of §62 is simply another form of equation (1), the equation derived
above is the same as equation (2).

[13] We have seen above in note [11] of this Lesson that (pA But
^a^o)~Qa* since FJj}^—Df^ and The offer of (A) always being Q
whatever the price may be, it follows that Qt~Pa=Qa- Similarly Qa~Pt,==Q^.

Lesson 8

[1] ‘utility d'extension ou extensive'.

[2] cf. Auguste Walras, De la nature de la richesse, p. 150 (1831) or p. 175

" 1 ‘ j f I

ns son intensity, on peut et on doitmeme la consid6rer encore dans son extension. Les besoins auxquels nous sommes
soumis ne se distinguent pas seulement par leur plus ou moins grande urgence-
ds se distmgu^t aussi par leur 6tendue, ou par le nombre des hommes qui les
6prouvenL Three years later, MonUfort Longfield wrote in his Lectures on
Political Economy, delivered the year before at Dublin: “By the extent of utility

u
mean the number of persons whose wants and wishes can be satisfiedby he object, and the imperiousness of those desires in demanding their proper

fnd pSi ScS?93U°p.'2r)'”"'’"‘
While Uon Walras endows his father's vague notions of “extensive utility”w
^

mathematically precise meaning, defining it as the intercept of the demaLcuw (individual or collretive?) on the quantity axis, his use of the word “utility"

f number ofpeople (‘selon que plus ou moins d'hommesL
nf the?"

^ m this connection are unfortunate, for, by his own subsequent useof the tenn utih y, he properly restricted it to individual psychological reactions

made°nf
reference is made to this concept and no other use ismade of it, the damage is negligible.

[3] This is only t^rue provided that an individual's demand for (A) and for (Biare independent of each other. If (A) and (B) were cnmniAf.n«
^

goods, then their respective “extensive utilities’* would ^not ^ a
phenomena, because the “extensive utility of eacrwild detnH

'^

terms on which the other could be prtKurS cf VdfridoT ^
d'^conomie politique. Chapter IV, §§ 9-20; Henry ’

Schultz The ThMeasurement of Demand, pp. 569-582.
^ Theory and

[4] ‘utility dlntensit^ ou intensive*.

[5] From Fig. I of ed. 4.

[6] See §55.

[7] It should be noted that the arbitrary unit which Walras r

.tll„y C.,™. by ,h. .r ,b, .b^,
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diinensioQ. As is seen s. little farther on (§75) it is measured by the derivative of
total (effective) utility with respect to the quantity of the commodity affording
the utility. In other words, it is a complex magnitude composed of two magni-
tudes, the utility and the quantity of the commodity, which are set in such a
relation to each other as to indicate the rate of increase of utility per unit of the
commodity acquired. Since Walras was seeking a standard that might be applied
*‘not only to similar units of the same kind of wealth but also to different units
of various kinds of wealth**, he ou^t to have dehned this standard in terms of
a fundamental dimension, viz. utility itself. This is, in effect, what Wicksteed
does when he arbitrarily takes a small square of a given size to represent a unit
to which different satisfactions can be reduced, and in which they can be expressed
for diagrammatic comparison with each other. (Philip H. Wicksteed, The Com-
mon Sense of Political Economy, edited by Lionel Robbins, vol. n, pp. 440-441.)
cf. W. S. Jevons, Theory of Political Economy, ed. 4, London, Macmillan, 1911,

pp. 61-69, on the “Theory of Dimensions of Economic Quantities** and P. H.
Wicksteed’s article “Dimensions of Economic Quantities*’ in Robert H, 1.

Palgrave’s Dictionary ofPolitical Economy, London, Macmillan, 1926.

[8] From Fig. 3 of 4.

[9] After careful consideration of alternatives, the translator decided to leave

Walras’s term 'raret^* in French and italicize it whenever the word is used in the

technical sense to denote the derivative of the total utility of a commodity to an
individual with respect to the quantity he possesses of that good. In English this

mathematical concept was call^ “final degree of utility’* by Jevons and “marginal

degree of utility** by Marshall; but to translate *raret^* into either one of these

terms, or into the usual'Current abbreviation “marginal utility’* would be to rob the

text of its characteristic Walrasian flavour. In practically all references to Walras’s

utility theory in the English language, the word ^rareW is retained in the French,

so that the word can now be said to be traditionally associated with Walras.

Only when 'rareU' is used in the ordinary literary sense, as in §21 of the Elements,

is it translated as “scarcity”. See above Lesson 3, Translator’s Note [1 ] and § 21

.

It may be contended that L6on Walras would have done better to have chosen

a word less vague and less ambiguous to express his mathematically precise

concept; but it was clearly out of filial piety that he perpetuated in his own work

his father’s favourite term ‘raret6*. Auguste Walras had made significant use of

the term in his De la nature de la richesse, where he defines it as the “disproportion

naturelle entre la somme de ces biens [limit6s dans leur quantity] et la somme des

besoins qui en r6clament la possession” (p. 41).

*Rareti\ when used to designate the intensity of the last want satisfied, or the

derivative of total utility with respect to the quantity possessed, has exactly

the same significance as Jevons’s “final degree of utility”, which Jevons

defines as the differential coefficient of total utility considered as a function

of quantity. (W. S. Jevons, The Theory of Political Economy, p. 51.) Walras

acknowledged Jevons’s prior use of this concept in his letter to Jevons of

May 23, 1874, published in the Thiorie math^matigue de la richesse sociale,

Lausanne, Corbaz, 1883, pp. 28-31. Unquestionably Wicksteed is ri^t in

identifying Gossen’s “Werth der letzten Atome” with Walras’s ‘raret6’ (see

P. H. Wicksteed’s article, “Final Degree of Utility”, in Palgrave’s Dictionary

of Political Economy), since Gossen means by that expression “die Grosse der

Geniisse bei ihrem Abbrechen” (Hermann Heinrich Gossen, Entwickelung

der Gesetze des menschlichen Verkehrs und der daraus fliessenden Regeln fur

menschliches Handeln, Berlin, R. L. Prager, 1927, ed. 3, p, 15), or better “der

Differential-Coefficient ”, }V being the sum total of satisfactions and E' being

the time during which the source of satisfaction is being consumed at a uniform
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rate {ibid.^ p. 18). It is, however, erroneous to state as Wicksteed {loc. c//.),

Lilly Hecht {op. c/r., p. 46), and Walras himself (see Appendix I, § 1) have stated,
that the Austrian term “Grenznutzen” means precisely the same thing as Walras's
*rar€t^* or Jevons’s *‘hnal degree of utility”. The earliest app>earance of the
Austrian concept of “Grenznutzen”—in all but the name—is found in Carl
Menger’s Grundsdtze der Volkswirtschaftslehre, Vienna. Braurniiller, 1871
(Reprint No. 17 published by the London School of Economics and Political
Science, 1934), p. 99. There he says that the value of any given portion of the
stock of a commodity in the hands of an individual is equal to the “Bedeutung,
welche die am wenigsten wichtigen der durch die Gesamtquantitat noch gesicher-
ten und mit einer gleichen Teilquantitat herbeizufiihrenden Bediiifnisbefriedi-
gunpn fur [diese Person] haben”. That this is the accepted Austrian conception
of “Grenznutzen” can be seen in the approval with which Eugen von Bdhm-
Bawerk quotes the foregoing passage in support of his own theory of value. He
himself defines the “Grenznutzen” of a good as “die an der Grenze des
dkonomisch zulassigen stehenden kleinsten Nutzen” {GrundzUge der Theorie des
wirtschaftlichen Guterwerts, Conrad’s Jahrbucher fur Nationalokonomie und
Statistiky Neue Folge, Band 13, 1886; Reprint No. 11 published by the London
School of Economics and Political Science, 1932, p. 29). In the same place
Bohm-Bawerk refers also to p. 128 of Friedrich von Wieser's Vber den Vrsprung
und die Hauptgesetze des wirtschaftlichen WertheSy Vienna, Holder, 1884.
where the term “Grenznulzen” is first used and defined as follows: “Ich werde
im Folgenden den fur den Werth des Giitereinheit entscheidenden Gutemutzen,
weil er an der Grenze der wirtschaftlich zugelassenen Verwendungen steht)
den wirtschaftlichen Grenznutzen oder auch kurzweg den Grenznutzen nennen
(vergl. die Ausdrucke "final degree of utility* und "terminal utility* bei Jevons).”
It IS evident that “Grenznutzen”. as used by the Austrians and as the German
word itself indicates, means the marginal increment of utility afforded by a
“Teilquantitat der verfugbaren Gutermenge” (Menger), by a “Gutereinheit”
(yon Wieser) or by a “Guterexemplar" (Bohm-Bawerk). Although von
Wieser implied that his “Grenznutzen” was the same thing as Jevons’s “final
degr^ of utdity”, and even though he states “Der Nutzen musste graphisch
durch erne Lime . . . dargestellt werden” {op. cit., p. 129), still it is clear from
the context that—mathematically speaking—he means not the derivative of
utility with respect to quantity but the difierential increment of utility and
that by a ‘Lmie” for representing “Grenznutzen” graphically he cannot
mean a mathematical straight line without thickness but rather what Marshall
using more careful language, called a “very thin parallelogram” or a “thick
slrmght Ime of which the breadth measured the unit affording the marginal
^tisf^tion (Marshall, op cit., ed. 8, p. 128. note 1). If the Austrians r^Iym^nt to designate a degree of utility by “Grenznutzen”, Bohm-Bawerk

fn
“Wichtigkeitsgraden” which he uses

tical /Six notfCp.'ws!’'

f

^thematical proof of this proposition, see below Translator's Note[loj 01 this Lesson.

[1 1] Starting with and substituting for p^, we obtain

we derive the eqiiation referred to in the text''
[12] Multiplying each side of the inequality by corresponding sides of

the equality we obtain from which may be elimi-
nated to give the equation referred to in the text.

[13] From Fig. 3 of ed. 4; broken lines inserted.
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[14] See §§86-89.

[15] We know from §76 that r„.i='Pa,i(^a) and ri,.i=9?6.,CK); and from §77
that o^=d^p^.

[16] To prove that this equation is a condition of maximum satisfaction, let

it be recalled that in the expression which measures the
total effective utility to be maximized, and are the only variables. Hence

*^a.iW+^b.i(9&-0i,)==/(i/a.06)- . .{la)

It is only necessary to set the total differential of this equation equal to zero for
a maximum (or minimum), thus;

dAd^Oi)=^'^,Mc)dda+ ^>'t,Mi,-Oi)d(qi-o^)=(i. . .(16)

We are now in a position to demonstrate the proposition taken for granted in

§76, that the equation =/?. is a condition of maximum satisfaction. Substi-

luting for ^'a,x{d^ and for equation (1Z>) above, we
obtain

'"a.i ..(2a)

whence

^ -diQb-Ob)

'&.1 dd.
..{2b)

Now taking the differential of equation (1) in the text,

^aPa~^{^b ^b) 9b*

in which and are constants, we have

Padda-\-d{qb-Ob)^0, .(3a)

whence

„ _ -d(gi-Oi)
.(3^)

Since p^ and are equal to the same thing, in {2b) and (3/)), it follows that

''b.l

Pg=^ when ^a,i(^a)+^b.i(9b~^b) *5 a maximum subject to the budget

^b,i

equation (1) in the text.

[17] Obtained by taking differentials of equation (1) in which p^ is a constant.

The differential of q^ is zero, because q^ is, by hypothesis, a constant. In the

second term of the equation the price factor is not indicated because the price of

(B) in terms of (B) is unity.

[18] This equation is derived from the two preceding equations by substituting

9’a.lW for <Ph.l(‘li-daPa) for
’’J}

—Padda for d{qb—Ob)* Then it is only necessary to transpose and divide through

by dda.

(19)
=

ddn

and

dely*

= -Pa^b,Mb-^aP^-
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[20] Since the successive increments of (A), and d^d'"^ are each equal
to unity by hypothesis, it follows that and designate respectively the
numerical values of the areas dj\xd^ii and d^d"\xd"\^"\ The inequalitiesm the text mean, therefore, that the decrement in effective utility resulting from
the relinquishment of the last parcel of (B). y/'. given up in exchange, is less than
the increment of effective utility received from the last unit of (A), d^d'^, obtainedm exchange; and that the decrement in effective utility that would result if another
equal parcel of (B), yy'\ were given up would be greater than the increment of
effective utility that would be gained from another unit, d^d"' of (A) obtained
in exchange.

[21] By adding the two equations immediately above and dividing both sides
by m -j-m"'.

[22] Since m" is a little shorter than and m'” is a little longer than vfl.
[23] Since the numerator is the difference between very small quanti-

[24] From Fig. 3 of ed. 4.

[25] Because

[26] The r symbols are printed in a distinctive type in the original text of thispassage m order to indicate, it may be surmised, that the raret^s of (A) areinstant over hnite intervals in the case of a discontinuous raret^ function for
this commodity.

[27] Since the series 95— is cumulative as well as successive itwould have been more consistent with what precedes to write the limits of the

Hb

9h—Pa <ib—2pa

Lesson 9

[1] See §81.

[2] From Fig. 3 of ed. 4. Broken lines inserted.

[4] From ‘^4 ofto; ^ typographical error,

[fi!16] This IS simply another form of the equation

or

^b'^b-OaVa-

•*1
= — from §94.

he will, of course, not be able to sell more than h o possesses,

compelled to stop selling before © (o 4- v
he will be
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words, it becomes otiose, under these circumstances, to formulate the solution
in terms of raretes, the only relation determinable being the quantitative ones,
^1 ‘7a, 1 yiPb~^a,v

[9] This simply makes explicit the fact that in the first equation, which may
be written

where and g^.i are taken to be constants, is an implicit function of p^.
Similarly in the second equation y^ is an implicit function ofpj. See § 81.

[10] Where is an equilibrium price the sum of the positive /a(/7„)’s, i.e. of
the rfo’s, must equal in numerical value the sum of the negative/a(/j(i)’s, i.e. of the

Oa\ so that their algebraic sum must equal zero. Likewise where pj, is an equili-

brium price the algebraic sum total of theMpi)\ some positive (i.e. the
and some negative (i.e. the £)(,’s), must equal zero.

[11] The positive x lengths are measured above the g^^ip, q^^^p,
axes for given values of p^\ and the positive y lengths are measured above the

axes forgiven values of pj,, as seen in Fig. 16.

[12] The negative x and y lengths are measured below the q^p and the q^p axes
respectively in Fig. 16.

[13] cf. J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital^ ed. 2, p. 63, where “the difference

between demand and supply at any price” is called “excess demand”. Walras’s

X and / are, in Hicks’s terminology, the “excess demand” for (A) and (B)

respectively.

[14] See §64.

Lesson 10

[1] Wicksell interprets this passage to mean that: “under free competition and

under the existing laws of property, each of the exchanging parties obtains the

maximum amount of satisfaction for his needs with any system of uniform price

in the market”. Then he proceeds to criticize this doctrine of maximized utility

under free competition on two grounds: first, since multiple equilibria are possible,

as Walras himself admits (§§65-68), they cannot all represent positions of

maximum satisfaction; and second, given social differences and an unequal

distribution of property, it is possible for exchange at suitably determined prices

prescribed by public authorities to yield a higher sum total of satisfactions than

would be obtained under free competition {Knut Wicksell Lectures on Political

Economy^ vol. i, pp. 73-83).

The first criticism is not as serious as it appears. The want of a unique solution

(see above Translator’s Note [1] of Lesson 7) is not fatal to the theory as an

economic theory. In judging the validity ofeconomic conclusions mathematically

arrived at, there are cases where it might well be misleading to confine oneself to

criteria that are purely mathematical. Professor Edwin B. Wilson, in his review

of Pareto’s Manuel d'^conomie politique^ indicated the difference between pure

mathematics and its applications as follows: “To many modem mathematicians

the fear that the equations might be either redundant or incompatible would

probably be so strong as to deter them from seeing much of value in the analysis.

But it should be remembered that not so very long ago the method of counting

constants was widely used in pure mathematics even though the science was then

much more highly developed towards arithmetic equations than is now the case

with economics. Moreover, in a physical science the question of rigour is ve^

different from that in mathematics; to be ultra-rigorous mathematically may he

to be infra-rigorous physically. To throw out Gibb’s phase because its proofj

being essentially a count of constants, is no proof at all, would be equally good

mathematics and equally bad physics. On the other hand, setting up exact
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mathematical relations, compatible and uniquely soluble, over the whole range
of variation ofthe variables might be a wonderful mathematical tour de force while
being viciously misleading physics in the neighbourhood of certain critical points
where a slight change of the variables introduces such wide variations in the
functions as to make the problem just as indeterminate physically as it has
become determinate mathematically.” {Bulletin of the American Mathematical
Society, June 1912, p. 470, cited by Professor Henry Schultz in his review of
Griffith C Evans’s “Mathematical Introduction to Economics” in the Journal
of the American Statistical Association, December 1931, p. 487.)
Whether Wicksell’s second criticism is valid or not depends on the interpreta-

tion placed on the obscure passage under discussion. If. as Wlcksell appears to
interpret it, this passage means that when the utilities of all the individuals in the
market are added up, the sum total is greater under perfect competition than
under any other regime, then Walras’s generalization is clearly wrong. Only if
all incomes were approximately equal (and only if it is assumed that all utilities
^e susceptible of interpersonal comparisons and all utility functions relating to
income are the same for all individuals) would such a maximum result from the
free play of offer and demand. Otherwise, a system of administered uniform
prices ^n usually be found at which exchanges will produce a larger sum total
of utility for society as a whole. Walras, however, makes no assumption of
equality ofincome or o{*guantit^sposs^d^es\ but takes the distribution of property
or income as he finds it. Hence, Walras’s unqualified generalization is an error
—‘‘almost tragic”, according to Wicksell.
On another interpretation, Walras was not wrong at all. In fact, there is very

little justification for following Wicksell in attributing to Walras any hypothesis
of interpersonal comparisons of utility. Though Walras supposes that rareti can
be defined as a cardinal magnitude (§74), nowhere does he allude to any actual
addition of the utilities enjoyed by different persons; and though he later refers
to average rareUs for'the market as a whole (§ 101) and makes use of this concept
in his theory of money (§279), the addibility implied in the averaging processes
always purely formal, never real. It seems, therefore, more in accord with the
whole tenor of Walras’s utUity analysis to assume that he precludes interpersonal
^mparisons of utility If then, we reject Wicksell’s interpretation, two possi-
bilities remam. Either Walras means by maximum utility for society as a whole a
situation in which it is impossible to increase the utility of any one party without
decreasing that of another once competitive equilibrium has been attained or hemeans sornetffing so va^e as to defy any clear interpretation at all. The accep-Unce of the first possibility presupposes that Walras had a premonition of theP^etim welfare prmciple^dfredo Pareto. Manuel d^^conomie politique, pp. 617-m Walras that would contradict such a generous interpre-tation. Given any predetermined distribution of property or income^an

whteh"nT
reached under perfect competition inwhich no individual can be made better off without making someone else worse

k"®
^,/"‘®JP®^sonaI comparisons are not admitted, it is impossible toadd algebraically the positive and negative increments of utility accruing to

^ That s^r^ofher

hnt w ^ ^ “optimum” may be freelyffmited, but Walras was not concerned with such problems here Moreoversince “olhple equilibna may very well coexist under the PareUan welfare

L^nS.^’
® cnticism relating to multiple equilibria is disposed of

[2] When the missing term
, is

raret^s, we have
replaced by m the table of ratios of

t’o • *
I
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which reduces to the identity

= = -=;’„(§44).
^6 Pb^a.s Ph

This preserves symmetry in the system of equations; but the economic signifi-

cance of such a solution is not clear.

The problem is important, because the extension of the principle of maximum
satisfaction to the theories of production and capitalization depends, in part, upon
its solution. Pareto examined the problem in relation to these theories, but his

argument, like that of Walras, was developed in terms of the theory of exchange
(Vilfredo Pareto, Cours d'dconomie politique, vol n, pp. 212-214, §859, note 3).

Wicksell also refers to this same problem in his Lectures, vol. i, pp. 68-69, in

connection with his discussion of the discontinuity which occurs at those points

of the demand and supply curves which correspond to prices of the commodity
in question “so high that some buyers cease to purchase it, or some sellers

dispose of the whole of their stocks’* or “so low that some sellers will not dispose

of any of their stocks, whilst not yet appearing as purchasers. . .
.*’ He then

concludes that “in such circumstances, of course, marginal utility has ceased to

regulate the quantities of goods demanded or supplied by such persons Yet the

mathematical treatment of the problem raises no difficulties, for these quantities

now enter into the equations as constants.** Thus Wicksell’s procedure is not

unlike that adopted by Pareto in the above-mentioned note, where the quantity

of any commodity or productive service which would have been offered by an

individual without change at higher prices than the prevailing one is set down

as a constant, its “weighted ophelimity’* not appearing among the equations until

the quantity becomes again a function of price. See below, Lesson 12, Trans-

lator’s Notes [5] and [6].

[3] This passage elicited critical comment from Pareto, who quoted only the

latter part of Walras’s sentence, *. .

.

il est certain que la raret6 est la cause de la

valeur d’6change*, as if it were the whole sentence (Vilfredo Pareto, Manuel,

p. 246, note 1). Pareto thought that Walras had strayed from his solitary narrow

path of general equilibrium because he was momentarily tempted by the broad

highway crowded with literary economists all vainly seeking a causa causans of

value. It seems more probable that this lapse from mathematical virtue was

simply a gesture of deference to L6on Walras’s revered father who first pro-

pounded the doctrine that raret^ was the “cause de la valeur’’ in 1831 (Auguste

Walras, De la nature de la richesse et de Vorigine de la valeur, p. 41 (1831) or p. 95

(1938).

When we take account of Walras’s conditional clause, ‘Or, s’il est certam que

la raret6 et la valeur d’6change sent deux ph6nom6nes concomitants et propor-

tionnels . . which Pareto omitted from his quotation, the passage under

consideration appears no less vulnerable. Difficulties still remain, for, in general,

even ifwe are sure that there are no more than two otherwise perfectly independent

phenomena linked by a relationship ofconcomitance and proportionality,

cannot tell anything about the direction of the causal nexus in a static mtwel. It

is impossible to say which of the two phenomena is the cause and which the

effect. Moreover, when we are not sure that there are only two otherwise

independent phenomena involved in the system, or when, as in this case, we

know that there are additional elements intimately connected wth the two imder

consideration, then mere concomitance and proportionality without any indica-

tion of logical sequence subject to empirical verification, give no clue at to the

nature of the causal relation. Not only are raret^s invariably proportional to

prices in a freely competitive market at equilibrium, but costs of production are,

in most instances, proportional as well. Which of the three

—

rareti, cost of
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production, or value—is the cause and which are the effecu? This turns out to
be a meaningless question, for there is no conceivable way of refuting any one of
the three possible answers under static assumptions. Walras’s pious restatement
of his father’s d^trine is, therefore, untenable; but fortunately it plays no
essential role in his system. Actually it is no more than an obiter dictum. Later
on, he makes it perfectly plain that “theoretically all the unknowns of the
economic problem are determined by all the equations of general equilibrium”
(§266). In such a system the concept of causality is an anomaly.

Lesson 1

1

[1] The following diagram illustrates two of the possible six surfaces in space
referred to a universe of three commodities. The surface MLRST 'in Fig. 50fl
depicts the quantity of (A) demanded in exchange for (B) as a function of the
prices of (A) and (C) in terms of (B); while the surface M'L'R'S'T in Fig. SOb
depicts the quantity of (B) demanded in exchange for (A) as a function of the
prices of (B) and (C) in terms of (A). The equations of the two surfaces are
respectively

^b,a '^6,a0^6,a* Pcto)*

The curves MS and M'S' are vertical sections found by cutting the surfaces by
planes perpendicular to the and axes at the arbitrarily fixed pointsK and K' respectively. The equations of the curves MS and M'S' are

^a.6 ^)»
^0 *

The ci^e MS is, therefore, the demand function of (A) in exchange for (B), when
the price of (C) in terms of (B) is assigned a value K\ while the curve M'S* is the
demand function of (B) in exchange for (A), when the price of (C) in terms of
(A) is assigned a value K',

The curves RST and R'S'T' are simply the loci of pairs of prices at which in the
one case no (A) is demanded in exchange for (B) and in the other no (B) is
demanded in exchange for (A). They are both negatively inclined with respect
to their cor^ponding horizontal (east-west) axes, because, to take one instance
the higher the price of (C) in terms of (B), the lower the price of (A) in terms of
(B) at which the demand for (A) in exchange for (B) falls to zero
Under these conditions equilibrium is attained when the base of the shaded

r^tangle inscribed within MS in the plane MSK is the reciprocal of the base of
he shaded rectangle inscribed within M'S' in the plane M'S'K' and at the same
time the number of units of altitude of one rectangle equals the number of unitsof^ea of the other rectangle in accordance with the equations/) d

^b,a=^a.bPa.b: ^ indicates in § 1 1 1, the equilibrium here illustmted
IS not gcMr^, for it is established only between commodities (A) and (B) theprice of (Q in tern^ of either (A) or (B) being altogether arbitra^.^ At th

®
stigem the argument, this is all that can be done, for general equilib^m fnvoMng all

‘ ^ ‘determined until the six equiUbrium price functfonsdetermined on the basis of the theorem of maximum satisfaction given the

[2] i.e. assuming that p^,b « greater than the ratio of , to p.

is less than p,.b. since a>l.

[4] In ‘he equation p..,=a^“.letp,.,=4.p„„=6,andp,.„=2.then4=a6/2.

which makes a= 4/3 or 1-33.



Fig.

50a
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[5] cf. F. Y. Edgeworth, Papers Relating to Political Economy^ vol. ii,

pp. 311-312; “He [Walras] describes a rather than the way by which economic
equilibrium is reached. For we have no general dynamical theory determining
the path of the economic system from any point assigned at random to a
iwsition of equilibrium. We only know the statical properties of the posi-
Uon; . . . Walras’s laboured description of prices set up or ‘cried’ in the market
is calculated to divert the attention from a sort of higgling which may be re-

garded as more fundamental than his conception, the process of recontract . .

.

Pareto, while admitting that Walras only describes a way of arriving at equili-

brium, maintains that “the way indicated by Mr. Walras is indeed the one that
represents the major part of the economic phenomena” {Cours^ p. 25). This
defence of Walras is weak, for it carries the argument to the empirical plane,
whereas Edgeworth’s criticism is essentially formal in character. What Edgeworth
objects to is Walras’s implicit assumption that the path followed by the arbitrage
operations does not influence the result.

[6] As in the case of the word rareti (see above, Translator’s Note [9] of
Lesson 8), numeraire is left untranslated in order to retain the peculiar Walrasian
flavour associated with the special use to which Walras put the term. He was
probably the first to employ numeraire to designate a commodity, which in all

other respects is like any other commodity (having a rareti function of its own
for each and every individual), except that it also serves as a standard in terms of
which the prices of all the other commodities are expressed. John R. Hicks, in
a passage obviously inspired by Walras, calls this commodity a “standard
commodity” {Value and Capital^ p, 58); but other recent bool« and articles
dealing with general equilibrium economics and econometrics in English simply
use the term numeraire as such in the sense of a “standard commodity” (e.g.
Jacob L. Mosak, General Equilibrium Theory in International Trade., Bloomington,
Indiana, Principia Press, 1944, p. 9; and Paul Anthony Samuelson, Foundations of
Economic Analysis, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1947, passim), so
that the French word bids fair to become part of the English language. For a
fuller discussion of Walras’s concept of a numeraire and for an apposite warning
against confusing this concept with that of an abstract money-of-account, see
Arthur W. Marget, “Monetary Aspects of the Walrasian System”, Journal of
Political Economy, vol. XLUi, no. 2, April 1935, pp. 170-175.

[7] See §116.

[8] For example, supposing only three commodities in our system. (A), (B) and
(M), we should have

^a,h ^a,m~ ^b,aPh

Pb Pb

^m,a"h^Tn,6~^a,fn •

Pm Pm
Now multiplying both sides of the second equation of this system by Ph and both
sides of the third by we obtain

Adding the two equations and cancelling equal terms on both sides of the sumwe have: *

or
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which is the same as the first equation in the system we started with. Hence the
first equation is redundant.

Lesson 12

[1] See §§79-82. Since and 9’a,,(9a,i+^i)='-a,„ Pi,

must equal ' or al^ter the final exchange resulting in maximum

satisfaction.

[2] The following illustrates the mathematical procedure by which m-\ of the
unknown quantities exchanged are successively eliminated. For purposes of
simplification, let us suppose that there are only three commodities in our system:
(A), (B), (C); and let us designate the quantities of each of these commodities
which party (I) gives up or receives by the unknowns and Zi respectively.

Then the m equations with which we start will be

and

From the first of these equations we know that

Xi=-{yiPi,+z^Pc).

Substituting in the next two equations and transposing we obtain

9b,xi<ib,\+y\)-Pb<PaA<Ja.i-yiPb-^iP^^^*

9c,xi<icii+^i)-Pc<Pa,xi<ia,x~yiPb-^iP^= ^-

From this system of two equations with two unknowns we may suppose it

possible now to eliminate one of the unknowns. In the first, for example, is

an implicit function of which we may express explicitly by y>b,xh’x)- Substi-

tuting in the second of the above equations we have

Solving now for yj and remembering that and are variables while and

Qf. , are constants, we obtain - ,

yi=h.Mi,Pt)-

In like manner we see that y^ is an implicit function of z, which may be expressed

explicitly by V’c.iUi)* Substituting in the first of our system of two equations

we have

Solving now for Zj and remembering that and p^ are variables while and

Oft 1 are constants, we obtain ^ ,

[3] Starting with substituting — for

yi, we have

•^X + . . . =96.iP6.

f(0)
By substituting for the values given by /7j= — —r-—

.

;

9aA\9a,x-r^x)

p ~ yc,i(gc.x + ^i) multiplying both sides of the equation by

9’a,i(^a,t+'^i)» we obtain the equation referred to in the text.
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[4] cf. italicized the proposition in §88, which is simply a special case of this
theorem. The areas to be equated are, on the one hand, the sum of the rect-
angular utility areas of commodities (A), (Q, (D)..., like the shaded area

of commodity (A) in Fig. 5Ia;and,on the other hand, the utility

area relating to commodity (B) of which the entire
original stock is being offered.

[5] The meaning of the qualifying phrase, ‘dans certains cas\ is vague. What
Walras may have had in mind was the case of a commodity which has no direct
utility for the party in question. Our individual would then give up all he had
of this corModity. This interpretation is inferred, not from the text, but from
an unpublished letter Walras addressed to Pareto on June 3. 1893. This was
a reply to the latter’s question asking how Walras calculated the raret^of capital
goods which yielded no consumable services and had no raret^ of their own.
Pareto felt that equations involving rareti functions for such goods were indispen-
sable to a system of equations of production. Walras, on the other hand, argued
as^ follows: “Pour vous donner I’explication que vous me demandez je dois
m appuyer sur I’observation que je vous ai d6j^ faite, il y a quelques jours, au
sujet du processus exact de la determination du prix courant et qui est celle^:!:
La consideration de la rarete et I’equation de satisfaction maxima dans laquelle
entrent la rarete et le prix ne determinent pas les prix courants mais la quantity
demand^e ou offerte d un prix cri^ au hasard. Le prix courant est determine par
1 equation exprimant regalite des quantites totales demandees et offertes.’ Cela
pose, lorsque I’utilite est nulle, il y a constamment offre (et non demande) et offre
^gale d la quantiti possidie. Cette offre s’ajoute aux autres offres pour foumir
1 inegalite puis regalite des quantites totales demand6es et offertes d’oh resulte
le prix-courant. II ne manque done aucune equation pour la resolution du
probieme. Cette observation est g6nerale et s’applique aux services comme aux
produits et aux services producteurs comme aux services consommables.

Pour vous mettre k mSme de vous edifier k fond sur ce point, je dois vous
faire remarquer: (1) que le cas particulier de I’offre egale k la quantite possedee
par suite d'utiliU nulle^ est compris dans le cas general d’offre egale k la quantite
possedee avec utilite reelle; que le prix de la marchandise d demander est 4gal ou
ir\f4rieur au rapport de VintensiU du dernier besoin qui peut etre satisfait de cette
marchandise d Vintensit^ du besoin maximum de la marchandise d offrir et (2) que

dernier cas se traite mathematiquement en vertu de la theorie et de la formule
de la satisfaction maxima.

Dans mon volume j’ai fait cette discussion avec soin pour rechange de deux
marchandises entre elles (pp. 111-112 [of ed. 2; §§85-87 of ed. 4 def.]) et pour
1 change d’un nombre quelconque de marchandises entre elles (pp. 145-146 [of

2; §§ 1 19-120 of ed. 4 def.]). Mais la question devient beaucoup plus simple
et plus Claire si I’on emploie pour I’etablisseraent d’une theorie de la satisfaction

dans le cas de rechange d’un nombre quelconque de marchandises entre
cues, le mode geometrique de mon petit memoire am6ricain (pp. 49-50) [see
Appendix I, §2]. Je vous engage beaucoup k le traiter ainsi.

Non seulement j’ai discute cette 6ventualit6 de I’offre egale k la quantite
possMde, mais j’en ai tenu compte dans les tableaux des raretes k I’etat d’equilibre
Mit dM produits (pp. 157-158 [of ed. 2; §134 of ed. 4 def.]) soit des services
IP* 255 [of ed. 2; §225 of ed. 4 def.]). Je crois qu’aprfes vous etre reporte k ces
aivere p^Mges vous comprendrez parfaitement que les services producteurs n’ontP^ dutUite ni de rarete directes et que cette circonstance n’introduit aucun
aeiaut de Mnditions mathematiques dans I’etablissement de I’equilibre econo-mique. (F.W., I, 428.)

^ commodity with no direct utility for a given
mdividual is a special case of those commodities with an initial raretS so low that
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the ratio of the rareU of the commodity demanded to the raret^ of the commodity
offered is equal to or greater than the price (§87). Under such circumstances, it

would be superfluous to invoke the condition of maximum satisfaction in order
to determine the quantity our individual will offer. This quantity is a constant
and is predetermined by the quantity possessed. The equilibrium price of such
a commodity is, nevertheless, perfectly determinate, for it is the price at which
the aggregate quantity demanded is just equal to the fixed aggregate quantity
offered. It would be an error to include an equation involving the raret^ function,
for the system would then be over-determined.

Pareto appears to have been satisfied with this reply, for on the same day he
wrote the following note to Walras: “Merci. C’est trds clair, et c’est bien ainsi

que J’entends la resolution du probieme. Mais je craignais de n’etre pas d’accord
avec ce que vous disiez de la production. Je suis maintenant heureux de voir que
je suivais entierement votre manidre de voir.” (F.W., II, 1777.)

[6] The equation 9c,i(9c.i+^i)=Pc9^a,i(^a.i+-*i) has no place in a system
where ^ long as party (1) feels that in order to attain maximum
satisfaction at the price he would have to supply more than qc,i. Under these
circumstances only because it is materially impossible for h to be
greater. In that case 9’c,i('7c,i+^i)» or the raret^ of (C) after the exchanges are
completed, is indeterminate, and must remain indeterminate until rises (or
falls) to such a level that party (1) is only just persuaded to give up his total
quantity of (C) to attain maximum satisfaction. Then 9’c.i(9) would be deter-

minate, p^ would equal — and 9>c,i(0)=Pc9Ja,i(^o,iH-Xi) would find a

place in the system.

Pareto describes an analogous case and adopts a similar solution in his Cours,
§859, note 3 (see above. Translator’s Note [2] of Lesson 10). He imagines a
labourer working 6 hours a day, who would have been willing to work 7 hours
at the same rate of pay. If we let (T) represent labour, and (translating Pareto’s
imtation into Walras’s) if we let or 7 hours represent the amount of labour
this individual (1) would have been willing to offer to attain maximum satisfaction
within the given price structure, while — or 6 hours represents the amount of
labour actually given, which for one reason or another he may not exceed, then

must be reduced until

i.e.

t/t,i= 6 hours.

Had been equal to 7 hours, then

but when is reduced to 6 hours

••)

has no place in a system of equations describing the condition of
maximum satisf^tion any more than a place in Walras’s system of
^nations to which this note refers. Only if conditions of employment change so
that our individual (1) may offer 7 hours, wUl

• •)~P( * *)»

and this ^uation wUl again return to the fold.

^ derived from the preceding system by summating all theequauons in the system after multiplying both sides of the second by both
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sides of the third by etc., and after substituting pVo.i
^c-i» t>y virtue of the fact that maximum satisfaction requires that

^ &,i Pb^a,\y ^ c,i P a,iy (§^9).

[8] Since the p's and ^’s are supposed to be known ex hypothesis is the
only unknown and is consequently given by the solution of the equation

[9] See §80.

[ 10]

+>'
3+• =>'=/&, i(P&. Pc^ Pd---)+fh,iiPh> Pc* Pd^--)=f'b(-- )

which must equal zero since y=0,

[11]

In the original, this sentence reads: ‘Si c’est la demande qui est sup^rieure
a 1 offre, on fait la hausse du prix de la marchandise en le numeraire; si c’est

Toffre qui est superieure a la demande, on fait la baisse.’ A literal rendering of
‘on fait la hausse du prix’ and ‘on fait la baisse’ would be “one raises the price”
and “one lowers it”. This is the way Richard M. Goodwin translates these words
found in a similar passage at the end of §21 7 ofthe Elements; and then he protests:

“Unfortunately for the theory, no one raises or lowers any price under perfect

competition.” (See p. 5 of Goodwin’s article cited in the next Translator’s Note.)
From a purely grammatical point of view, Walras’s expression is ambiguous in

the French, but in the light of the total context of the EldmentSs such a literal

translation as Goodwin suggests is misleading. Surely Walras never supposed
for a moment that there was any one person or corporate entity that raised or

lowered prices under perfect competition. This is clear from §§41 and 42 of the

Elements where Walras succintly describes, in realistic terms, the mechanism of

price adjustments in a competitive market. What may, however, be implied in

Walras’s ambiguous expression ‘on fait . .
.*—one cannot be sure of this—is

another matter, which, had Goodwin perceived it, might have elicited his praise

rather than his blame. When Walras discusses the mathematical determination

of equilibrium prices on a purely theoretical plan, he seems to be imagining

a theorist operating a mathematical machine and moving price levers upwards

or downwards until demand equals offer. When, however, Walras is discussing

the actual establishment of equilibrium prices in a real, competitive market, then

the competitive mechanism described in §§41 and 42 comes into play. In the first

case, there is someone who raises or lowers prices; in the second case, there is no

such person for the rise or fall in prices takes place in the course of the competitive

bidding process.

[12] Here Walras introduces his characteristic theory of UdtonnemenP which

literally translated means ‘groping’. It is a theory of the process by which the

market mechanism solves the equilibrium equations—not only the equations of

exchange, but also the equations of production (Lesson 21) and the equations of

capitalization (Lesson 25). The market does this, not as a rational, sentient

entity, but rather as a blind mechanism so constituted that it automatically makes

continual trial and error adjustments towards equilibrium. Hence Walras s

term 'tdtonnement\ the meaning and spirit of which is best rendered in En^ish

by the word “groping” rather than “approximations”, as Professor Stigler

suggests (George J. Stigler, Production and Distribution TheorieSs New York,

Macmillan, 1941, p. 244). For a discussion of Walras’s theory of Udtonnementf

in relation to more recent developments in dynamic analysis, see Richard M.

Goodwin, “Iteration, Automatic Computers, and Economic Dynamics ,

Metroeconomicas vol. m, no. I, April 1951, pp. 1-7.

[13] See §123.

Lesson 13

[1] See §100.

[2] From Fig. 5 of ed. 4.
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[3] The factor 2 in the right member of this equation is the rareti of (A). 2-5 is
the price of (C) in terms of (A), and is equal to the ratio between the underlined
raret^ of (C). 5. and the rareU of (A), 2. 2-5=^512 or 5= 2 x 2-5.

[4] 6=ra,, and 2^pf,, so that

(51 6=ra,„ and 2-5=/7<.. so that 15=^^ i-

[61 See §101.
'

[o ] See §102.

[9] See §103.

(101 We know from § 135 that when the market is in equilibrium.

where, it will be recalled, R^^ R^.,, stand for average raretis. Since these
equaUons may be written

^.= -^ Ra=-‘. Ra=^...
Pb Pe Pd

It follows that

1

« « • •

Pb Pe Pd
If, after the establishment of this equilibrium, the tastes of some of the consumers
01 (B) were to change autonomously in such a way that the rareUs of (B) rose for

nJhT;
arithmetic average of . . . some increasing and

mners remaining constant, would have to increase from R^ to say R\. Thisoemg the only change in the first instance, R^ will remain constant to start with,

so that the original equilibrium price of (B). /»i,= ^ will rise to ^ . This

mCT^e in the price of (B) will affect the quantities of (A), (Q. (D) . . . "^ven up,

!nrw of the traders. Since the r„, r^... will change for

nn.
.

. . wUI have to change also. Conse-
quently, the equation

*'
Pb Pc Pd

***

we Started will no longer hold, and all terms being hypothesi

t^w^^the^rai*^^"*^^
vanety of changes are possible in re-establishing equality

[111 cf. A. Cournot, op. cit.^ pp. 44-45.

LESSON 14

[2]
etc.

[31 See §123.

[41 See §139.

[5]

From §141.

m ^ Translator’s Note [61 of Lesson 11.

d’apparence de raison, mais non pas avec plus de

Ontut
le numeraire, ou la monnaie, une rZsure Z

com^sir^
^‘ppr6cier la valeur des choses; on ne peut pas la mesurer. c’est k dire lacomparer avec un type invariable et connu, parce qu’il n’y en a point . cVst
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ce qui rend impossible la comparaison qu’on a quelquefois tent6 de faire des
nchesses de deux epoques ou de deux nations diflferentes. Ce parallfele cst la
quadrature du cercle d’6conomie politique, parce quT! n’y a point de mesure
commune pour 1 etablir. Jean Baptiste Say, Traits d'^conomie politique, ed. 7,
Pans, Guiilaumin, 1861, pp. 273-275.

[8]

These letters are more clearly defined in §108 of ed. 1 where:

R=Da,i

Q=D,,,,

[9]

By definition, ... is the total quantity of (B) given in exchange
for (A) at the price fx per imit of (B) in terms of (A). The items of this sum,

H,..y are the respective amounts of (B) to be ultimately exchanged forM units of commodity (A), G units of commodity (C), J units of commodity
(Z)).... In the initial transaction, where all NFF-\-H+... units of (B) are
exchanged for the money commodity (A), the total receipts in terms of (A) can
be broken up into separate items making up the sum M+Fp-\-HpF .... By
definition, the M units of (A) in this sum constitute the definitive acquisition

of commodity (A), say for use as a consumable commodity (since we are
abstracting at this juncture from any use of the money commodity as a store of
value), whereas the item Ffx units of (A) is acquired only to be exchanged again

for G units of commodity (C) at the price n per unit of (C) in terms of (A).

Hence Fp— Gn. Likewise the item Hp units of (A) is acquired only to be

exchanged again for J units of commodity (D) at the price q per unit of (D) in

terms of (A). WencQ Hp=jQ. And so on.

If we refer back to §44 and let N+F+HF ...=n and M-\-FfiFHfi=my we
have

MFFpFHfiF ... _ m _ Vf, _ _
N+F+H+.:: ~ n~ -Pb.a-F-

The equations of the form (F/U= G7i)va= Gv^ merely express the fact that equal

exchange values are traded for equal exchange values. When Ffx units of (A) are

traded for G units of (C) at the price n per unit of (C) in terms of (A), we may
write

Fp

G

[10]

See Lessons 29 and 30. cf. Arthur W. Margel, “The Monetary Aspects

of the Walrasian System**, op. cit. pp. 179-186.

Lesson 15

[1] From Fig. 7 of ed. 4.

[2] From Fig. 7 of ed. 4.

[3] From Fig, 8 of ed. 4.

[4] From Fig. 8 of ed. 4.

[5] cf. Cournot, op. cit.y Chapter IV, especially pp. 47-52.

Lesson 16

[1] Adam Smith, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 32-33.

[2] (Euvres diverses de J. B. Say contenant: CatMisme d'^conomie politique,

Paris, Guiilaumin, 1848, p. 9.
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[3] (Euvres computes de Condillac, tome IV, Le commerce et le gouvernement

,

Paris, Ch. Honel, an rV-1798 (E. Vu]g., pp. 16-17).

[4] Jean Jacques Burlamaqui, Elements du droit naturel, nouvelle Edition, Paris,

chez Delestre-Boulage, 1821, pp. 211-213.

[5] Antonio Genovesi, Lezioni di commercio o sia d'Economia Civile, Milan,

SocietA Tipogr. de’ Classic! Italian!, 1824 (a collated reprint of the 1765 and 1768

editions), Part II, Chapter I.

[6] Nassau William Senior, An Outline of the Science of Political Economy
(offprint from Encyclopaedia Metropolitand), London, W. Clowes & Sons, 1836;

new edition; Library of Economics, London, George Allen & Unwin, 1938,

pp. 115-139.

[7] *‘£s muss jeder der beiden Gegenstdnde nach dem Tausche unter A und B der

Art sich verteilt finden, dass das letzte Atom, welchesjeder von einem jeden erhalt,

beiden gleich grossen Werth schafft." Hermann Heinrich Gossen, op. cit., p. 85.

Gossen arrives at this proposition by a devious argument found on pp. 83 to 85

of his Entwickelung. He postulates a universe of two individuals interchanging

two commodities by a process of barter. Then, assuming a one-to-one ratio of

exchange between the two commodities, he shows that either individual, con-

sidered by himself, can trade with advantage up to the point where the “value

of the last atom” (i.e. marginal degree of utility or raret^) of each of the two
commodities traded is the same for him. It is possible, however, that one of the

two individuals may reach this point of maximum satisfaction before the other at

the given rate of exchange. In that case, it will pay the individual who is anxious
to go on trading, after the other has reached equilibrium, to make tempting
price concessions and so persuade the other individual to resume trading. Price

concessions and exchange will continue until both individuals simultaneously

discover that any further price concession which either individual might be willing

to make would be unacceptable to the other. Gossen perceives that such a point

of equilibrium is indeterminate in the case of isolated exchange, since an indefinite

variety of transaction paths are possible depending upon the concessions made
by whichever party is not the first to reach relative maximum satisfaction at the
initial rate. The only determinate elements are the limits within which all possible
terminal transactions may take place. Gossen defines two such limits, one for
each individual. For one as for the other, the limit is found where the individual
considered has acquired enough of the commodity received in exchange to afford
him complete satiety of his wants for that commodity on terms that would leave
him no better off or worse off than he might have been had he not acquired any
of this commodity at all by trading.

Thus far, the argument is an anticipation of Edgeworth’s theory of the contract
curve (F. Y. Edgeworth, Mathematical Psychics, pp. 20-30; Papers Relating to
Political Economy, vol. n, pp. 306-307; 315-318). In Walras’s notation (§§81, 82
and 163), Edgeworth’s equation of the locus of terminal transactions, i.e. his
contract curve, would read

= ^dg ...

where the 0's, it will be recalled, are integrals of the (p’s or rareti functions. This
result does not depend on any assumptions of interpersonal comparisons of
Utility.

Gossen is not content with this result, for he is interested not only in the
problem of defining the relative maximum utility which each individual can
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obtain via the barter process, but also in the problem of defining the maximum
sum of utility obtainable by both individuals together from the division of the
given total existing amounts of the two commodities between them. While
Gossen’s solution of the first problem implies the assumption of a cardinal
measure of utility which need only serve to make comparisons between commo-
dities for the same individual, his solution of the second problem implies the
much more daring assumption of a cardinal measure of utility adaptable for
interpersonal comparisons.

Without this stronger assumption, Gossen could not speak of the value of the
last atom (i.e. the rareie) of each commodity as being the same for one barterer
as for the other. Under the stronger assumption, it follows mathematically that

such an interpersonal equality is necessary for a maximum sum of utility. If we
write the sum of utility to be maximized as

where and are constants, the necessary (not sufficient) condition of a
maximum is found by setting the partial derivatives of this function with respect

to and equal to zero, so that

This reduces to Walras's representation of the Gossen conclusion in §162.

Moreover, if we transpose the second term in each of the above equations and

then divide the first equation by the second, we obtain equation (I) of this note

again. The equation derived in this way would, however, be a special case of

equation (1) because tlie indicated proportionality results from the fact that both

the numerators and both the denominators are equal, a sufficient but not a

necessary condition for that equation. We see, therefore, that the Gossen

condition of maximum aggregate satisfaction must be satisfied somewhere on

the Contract Curve, though there is no reason to suppose that this point will be

found within the limits of the Contract Curve which enclose all possible final

transactions that can be reached on terms subject to the mutual consent of the

contracting parties. Gossen concludes lamely that as a rule unequal quantities

of the two commodities must be exchanged for each other if a point of aggregate

maximum is to be attained.

Walras, on the other hand, delves more deeply into the problem in the passage

of the Etudes d*economie sociaJe referred to in note 1 of §162 of the Elements.

There he points out that in order to insure the achievement of a maximum sum of

utility, the intervention of an authority will be necessary. All that voluntary

barter can do on terms mutually acceptable to both barterers is to permit them

simultaneously to reach a point of relative maximum utility for each barterer.

Only by accident could such a point coincide with that of a maximum sum of

utilities for both parties taken together. If the latter maximum is set up as a social

goal, the only way to attain it with any assurance is through the intervention cf an

authority who may compel the requisite division of the commodities between the

barterers, irrespective of their consent to the terms on which the exchanges are

made. This violates Walras’s conception of the right of private property.

[8] W. Stanley Jevons, Theory ofPolitical Economy^ ed. 4, p. 95.

[9] “When we speak of the ratio of exchange of pig-iron and gold, there

be no possible doubt that we intend to refer to the ratio of the number of units
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of the one commodity to the number of units of the other commodity for which
it exchanges, the units being arbitrary concrete magnitudes, but the ratio an
abstract number.” ibid.^ pp. 81-82.

[10] The pertinent passage in Jevons reads as follows: “By a trading body
I mean, in the most general manner, any body either of buyers or sellers. The
trading body may be a single individual in one case; it may be the whole inhab-
itants of a continent in another; it may be the individuals of a trade diffused
through a country in a third.” ibid., p. 88.

[11] “In such circumstances the average laws applying to them [i.e. persons
differing widely in their powers, wants, habits, and possessions] will come under
what I have elsewhere {Principles of Science, ed. 1, [London, Macmillan, 1874]
vol. I, p. 422; ed. 3, [1879], p. 363) called the ‘Fictitious Mean’, that is to say, they
are numerical results which do not pretend to represent the character of any
existing thing. But the average laws would not on this account be less useful, if

we could obtain them; for the movements of trade and industry depend upon
averages and aggregates, not upon the whims of individuals.” ibid., p. 90.

Lesson 17

[1] *loi desfrais de production ou du prix de revienP.

[2] The translation of Vew/e’ as land-service and of ^profit" as capital-service
needs to be explained. In his Theory of Production Walras employs these terms
not in the usual sense of categories of distributive shares or of “component parts
of price” (Adam Smith), but rather to designate categories of tangible or in-
tangible returns in kind from productive resources. It would, therefore, be
disconcerting, if not positively misleading, to translate 'rente' and 'profit' in this
context as “rent” and “profit”. Moreover, it would be intolerably awkward in the
later development of the Theory of Production to translate Walras’s ‘prix . . . de
la rente* and ‘prix . . . du profit* (§185) as “price of rent” and “price of profit”
instead of “price of land-service” and “price of capital-service”.
This peculiar terminology was taken over, with slight modifications, from

Auguste Walras’s Th^orie de la richesse sociale (Paris, Guillaumin 1849)
pp. 71-72:

“La terre donne lieu k un revenu qu’on appelle la rentefoncikre ou le loyer du sol.
"l^sfaculUs humaines donnent lieu k un revenu qui s’appelle le travail.
Les capitaux proprement dits, les capitaux artificiels donnent lieu k un

revenu qui s’appelle le profit.

Le prix debattu, le prix k forfait de la rentefonciire ou du loyer du sol s’appelle
le fermage.

“Le prix debattu, le prix k forfait du travail s’appelle le salaire.
prix ddbattu, le prix k forfait du profit s’appelle int&it de I'argent ”

[3] ‘tout bien fongible*.

[4] cf. following passages from Auguste Walras’s Thdorie de la richesse
sociale, pp. 53-55: “J’appelle valeur capitate ou capital toute richesse sociale quine se consomme point ou qui ne se consomme qu'k la longue, toute utility
himtee qui survit au premier service qu’elle nous rend, qui se pr^te plus d’une
fois au mSme u^ge. , . . J’appelle revenu toute richesse sociale ou toute valeur
6changeable qui ne sert qu’une fois. qui se consomme imm6diatement. qui ne
^ivit point au premier service qu’on en retire. . . . Un grand nombre de valeurs
6changeables se prfitent k plusieurs usages, et . . . dfes lors on peut en faire des

^ les consommerqu k la lon^e ou suivam qu on s en sert de mani6re k les consommer sur-le-champUn arbre plant6 dans un verger et qui donne des fruits tous les ans, est un capital'un arbre qu on abat pour en faire du bois k bruler. est un revenu ”
^ *
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On this point cf. George Stigler, Production and Distribution Theories^ p. 233.

While Stigler regards the Walrasian distinction between resources and their

services as “fundamental to production theory”, he points quite rightly to the

inadequacy of Walras’s criterion. “The number of services”, according to

Professor Stigler, “is incidental from an economic point of view; the fundamental

difference relates to the time period over which the services of a capital good are

spread. If this period is short, the consumption of the capital good and its service

merge. If the period is considerable, and the test is whether the discounted value

of the services differs significantly from their total value, services must be treated

separately.”

[5] ^service d*approvisionnement\ literally ‘service of storage’.

[6] The idler is here conceived as capital yielding income to himself.

[7] 'capitaux mobiliers ou capitaux proprement dits’. The expression ‘capitaux

mobiliers’ is here omitted from the translation and wherever it occurs by itself in

later passages is translated as ‘capital proper’ or ‘capital goods proper’. Since

Walras obviously means to designate more than is included under the English

term ‘movables’, there is no appropriate English equivalent for the expression

in this context.

[8] Professor Stigler, op. cit., p, 234, regards “these hoary distinctions” as

“indefensible in the form Walras proposes them”.

Lesson 18

[1] See §272.

[2] See above. Lesson 17. Translator’s Note [2].

[3] Whenever Walras uses the term ‘int6ret’ in the sense of a payment for

capital-services, it will be rendered throughout this translation as interest

charge”. Only when used in the sense of a payment for the service of money or,

in special cases, for the service of num&aire, e.g. in loans, will ‘int6ret be rendered

simply as “interest”.

[4] See Lessons 37-40.

[5] “Si les produits sont plus demand6s qu'offerts. . .
.” Here offerts is

translated as ‘supplied’ rather than as ‘offered’, in accordance with our conven-

tion described above in Lesson 5, Translator’s Note [2], since the word in this

context refers to a rate of output which finds its way to the market.

[6] The Walrasian doctrine of the gainless entrepreneur was severely criticized

by Edgeworth on repeated occasions as is seen in his review of Walras’s

edition of the Elements which appeared in Nature, No. 1036, vol. 40, Septemter ,

1889, pp. 434-436, and in several passages of his Papers Relating to PoUticai

Economy, referred to in the index u.idcr “Entrepreneur”, “Pareto” Walr^ .

One can only echo Barone’s astonishment, which was recorded by b
,,

himself, that “any difficulty whatever can arise as to the validity . . . oi m
conception which is indeed most simple”. Surely the conception is

.

place in the current theory of the individual firm as developed by Joan o »

Edward ChamberUn and a host of others, that at equilibrium, under {

pure and perfect competition (certainly Walras’s conditions ).
entrepreneiu

neither gains anything above and beyond “normal profits”

in Walras’s cost of production function, nor does he lose. This ^ ^ .

precludes the doctrine that the pursuit of profits and the avoidance of loss

mainspring of all entrepreneurial activity.

Lesson 19

[1] The translator is indebted to Dr. W. Collings, M. Gerard ^breu of the

Cowles Commission and Professor Stewart Y. McMullen of Northwestern
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University who very kindly read this Lesson in manuscript and offered helpful

suggestions in rendering the French accounting terms into English.

[2] Throughout this Lesson such expressions as ^capital fixe ou . . . fonds de
premier ^tablissement' or ^capita! fixe ou frais de premier etablissement’ (§193)
are translated simply as “fixed assets”, because, as J. O. Kettridge informs us
{op. cit,, p. 59), ^'premier itablissement is a loose and indeterminate term in

French and fortunately has no equivalent in English”.

[3] Strictly speaking, the lenders, including the entrepreneur considered as
a lender to his own business, are merely creditors and not silent partners

[
‘command!taires']

.

Lesson 20

[1] See §§79-82. Since and must equal or

wAgt— Ot)
^

— after the final exchange of (T) for (A) resulting in maximum satisfaction.

[2] The method of performing these successive eliminations is described in
Lesson 12, Translator’s Note [2].

[3] The special a priori assumption of constant coefficients of production,
which, it should be stressed, is purely provisional, is made at this point for no
other reason than to avoid introducing any more variables than are strictly
necessary for the solution of the problem of the determination of the prices of
productive services. To achieve this simplicity of exposition, Walras considers all
the productive services (or “factors”) as “limiutional”; and this implies not
only that all the production functions throughout the economy are homogeneous
of the first degree, but also that the cross partial derivatives are zero. Hence the
adjustment of the aggregate demand for these services to their offer is reached
through variations in the number of firms, which are assumed, again for simpli-
city, to be all equal (and presumably constant) in size, and free to enter or leave
as profit or loss may dictate. This fiction remains internally consistent so long
as the service-yielding resources are taken to be fixed in total amount. When,
however, Walras considers the consequences of net aggregate capital formation
with the total amount of land remaining constant, then a new type of production
function becomes inevitable involving substitutability between the different
kinds of productive services. The coefficients must now be variable. It is for this
reason that Walras delays introducing the marginal productivity theory until
Part Vn where he is concerned with economic progress (§324); and there hemsi^ that the object of this theory is to determine the magnitudes of the variable
coefficients, not their prices, (cf. N. Georgescu-Roegen, “Fixed Coefficients of
Production and Marginal Productivity Theory”, Review of Economic Studies
vol in. No. 1, October 1935, pp. 40-49; Wassily W. Leontief. The StructureofA^ri^n Economy, 1919-1929, Cambridge. Harvard University Press. 1941.

below Translator’s Note [1] of Lesson 36 and Collation Note
[/ J of Lesson 20.)

[4] cf. Georp J. Stigler, op. cit., p. 240, footnote 1. Professor Stigler, having
nusconstrued the word ‘proportionnels’ in this context and having mistranslated
It as proporhonal . is quite naturally exasperated with Walras for not teUing us

^ 4^6 fomnote f P‘;°P°rtional. Had Professor Stigler referred to

f**"® contrasts the term ‘frais proportionnels' with the term/ ais fixes precisely^ in the same way that ‘prime costs’ are contrasted with
Principles of Economics (p. 359) or,

Itematively, m the same way that ‘variable costs’ are contrasted with ‘fixed costs’
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in the current theory of the firm. The adjective ‘proportionnels* wherever it

describes Trais’ must, therefore, be translated as ‘prime’ or ‘variable* in this
context.

Walras s statical assumption of fixed technical coefficients ofproduction carries
with it the implication that all firms producing a given homogeneous product
must have identical production functions, which is a sufficient (though not neces-
sary) condition for equal rates of output for all firms at equilibrium under
conditions of pure and perfect competition. Moreover, with fixed coefficients of
production, the distinction between prime and supplementary costs or between
variable and fixed costs is blurred out. cf. Robert Triffin, Monopolistic Competh
tion and General Equilibrium Theory^ Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1940,

pp. 108-109; and Alfred Marshall, op. cit.^ p. 395. No economic rent appears in

this static model; in fact, Walras finds no place for this concept until he considers

the consequences of differences in elasticity of supply of certain resources as the

aggregate economy expands (Lesson 39).

[51 In passing from the laws of the determination ofa given equilibrium to those

of the establishment or emergence of that equilibrium, Walras changes his entire

method of analysis. His purely theoretical solution, like Homer’s epic of the

Trojan wars, starts in medias res and attains a beautiful poetic simplicity. On
the other hand, his description of the actual groping of the market towards a

will-o’-the-wisp equilibrium, of necessity takes into account the whole complex

of changing antecedent circumstances, and loses its sharpness of outline, as

would a tale of the fall of Troy that went back to Leda’s egg.

Walras begins his discussion of the emergence of the equilibrium price ab ovo

by assuming some disequilibrium price taken at random as a starting-point. It is

fashionable among institutionalists to criticize this procedure, because it throws

no light on the ultimate origin of price itself {vide Francois Simiand, La mithode

positive en science dconomique^ Paris, Alcan. 1912, p. 92, and L. H. Haney, History

of Economic Thought^ ed. 3, New York, Macmillan, 1936, p. 652). This criticism

is entirely beside the point, which is not to trace the historic or prehistoric

beginnings of the phenomenon of price, but to trace the process by which the

market, starting from an initial disequilibrium position, arrives at equilibrium

price. The “institutionalists” would have a theory of price begin ex nihilo. Their

own theory of price only serves to confirm the medieval doctrine ex nihilo nihil.

[6] These 'tickets* or 'bons\ as Walras calls them, are provisional contracts to

buy or to sell given quantities of goods or services at stated prices. What makes

them provisional is the stipulation that the contracts are binding only if the stated

prices turn out to be equilibrium prices for the economy as a whole; otherwise

they become null and void. The translation of 'bons* in this sense as ‘tickets’ is

suggested by the fact that tickets often read “bon pour ...” in French, or “good

for . . in English. The ‘tickets* Walras has in mind might be thought of as

reading, for example, “Good for the sale of 0^,1 units of product (B) by producer

(1) at the price provided the market is in equilibrium at this price. At any

other price this ticket is null and void.” Mutatis mutandis the tickets issued by

buyers of products as well as by buyers and sellers of services are similarly

worded. .

Walras’s *bons’ might also be thought of as ‘chips’ that are only cashable in

terms of goods and services on the completion of the market game when equili-

brium is fully achieved, cf. Nicholas Kaldor, “A Classificatory Note on the

Determinateness of Equilibrium”, Review of Economic Studies^ vol. i, no. 2,

February 1934, pp. 126-127.
c a *'

The purpose of this imaginary device, particularly in the theory of production,

is to make possible the attainment of “true” equilibrium prices, without the

distortion which might otherwise result from the production of other than
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equilibrium quantities corresponding to “false” prices that might be quoted

before equilibrium is reached through the groping process of the market. Thus
the “problem of the path” is evaded.

Lesson 21

[I] This r, representing income (‘revenu’] has been put in bold-face type in the

translation to distinguish it from the r representing raret^.

[21 i.e. if the elasticity of demand for (B) were unity.

[3] The in each equation is explained by the assumption that the quantity

of the numeraire is a parameter, while the quantities of (B), (C), (D) ... are

allowed to vary until equilibrium is reached.

[4] By subtracting the above equation from the one given just previously.

[5] i.e. quantities of productive services incorporated in the products they sell.

[6] This follows from the third equation above, since the right-hand side of
that equation has now been shown to equal zero when the markets for (B), (C),

(D)... are in equilibrium and

[7] See §203.

[8] It will be recalled that the technical coefficients are provisionally assumed
to be constant. See §204.

[9] See curve T^Tp in Fig. 44 on p. 477.

[10] This assumes that (T) is not employed in the fabrication of (A), (B), (C),

(D)..,,

[II] See curve QTR in Fig. 44.

[12]

The process of deriving this equation is analogous to that described in

§213.

Lesson 22
[1] See §134.

[2] Remembering from §224 that

it follows that

but since

vt :vp : Vk
-'<•1

''M : '•p.i : '•e.i

Va

the prices quite properly replace the vs in the first row of the numerical table of
proportionality at equilibrium.

[3] From Fig. 6 of ed. 4.

[4] cf. §135.

[5] From Fig. 9 of ed. 4.

[6] From Fig. 10 of ed. 4.

[7] See §§154 and 155.

Part V
word ‘capitalisation’ is as awkward to translate in this contextas It IS easy to tra^literate mto its English equivalent “capitalization”. In bothlanguages the word is defined in the same way, but in English as well as in French
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it has two definitions. According to one definition, capitalization or ^capitalisa-

tion’ means a process of computing the present value of a periodical income;
while according to another, it means a process of forming or creating capital.

Evidently Walras uses the word in both senses in his theory of the determination
of the prices of capital goods. Within the wider framework of his general

equilibrium theory, the dominant idea is that of the determination of the rate at

which the capital value of periodical income is computed; and this rate depends
largely upon the rate of capital formation. Hence, except where the word is used

in the narrow computational sense, it has been found preferable to render ‘capi-

talisation’ as “capital formation”.

Lesson 23

[1 ] i.e. the term income {'revenu'), which previously referred to physical services

rendered per unit of time, is henceforth used in the wider sense of such services

multiplied by their prices. Until we come to the theory of money, these prices

are always expressed in terms of numeraire.

[2] Care should be taken not to confuse Walras’s ‘rate of net income’ ['taiix

du revenu net'] or its symbol i with the monetary rate of interest. See §255 and

Part IV passim, especially §281.

[3] Derived from the preceding equation in the text as follows:

p=^iP-\-(ji+v)P=P(i+fi-}-v).

[4] ‘capital numeraire’.

[5] Since it is assumed throughout Part V that the aggregate quantity of

personal capital is to be kept constant, provision must be made for the mainte-

nance not only of the wives and children of workers but also of the workers

themselves. In that case, the expression (jip-\-Vj,)Pj,t in which Pp and Vj, are

respectively the special rates of depreciation and insurance applicable to personal

capital, must include provision for what Alfred Marshall called the “productive

consumption” of the individual worker himself in addition to provision for the

support of his wife and of enough children to assure bis eventual replacement.

Using Walras's notation of §§238-240 and neglecting (K0» (K"0*** for simplicity,

we may write a generalized individual worker’s maintenance budget as follows.

{qt-~Oi)Pt-\-{gp~Op)Pp-\-(Qk-o0Pk-]-^a

where gp represents the quantity of personal faculties the individual keeps intact.

Obviously the standard ofconsumption necessary for maintaining the efficiency

of a unit of personal capital differs in different places and at different times an

even for different individuals at the same time and place. The required amount

and pattern ofconsumption are not determined economically, but physioli^c^ y,

psychologically and sociologically. Such consumption must, therefore, be ta en

by the economist as a datum similar to the utility functions.

[6]

It will be observed that Walras uses the symbols/?*,/?^',^*"... to denote

both the gross incomes (in terms of the numeraire) derived from single ^its or

capital goods (K), (KO, {K")... respectively (§§232 and 233), and the priws ^r

unit of these incomes. These two uses may be readily reconciled by dehning a

unit of each type of income as the amount of income yielded by a single unit o

the corresponding type of capital. This is a matter of definition involving no

question of principle.
, ^

[7]

Walras’s e, representing the difference between the value of the service

offered and the value of the products and services demanded, or what amount

to the same thing, the excess of gross income over consumption, has been put m
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bold-face type in the translation to avoid confusion with the E and e which arc

introduced later in §242.

[8] For r meaning income (‘revenu’) see §212 and Translator's Note [1] of

Lesson 21.

[9] The only possible way of expressing in terms of units of numeraire is to

assume that each unit of (E) consists of one unit of numeraire per annum payable

in perpetuity. Thus, if we assume that the numeraire is also money, that each unit

of (E) consists of 1 franc per annum payable in perpetuity and that the current

rate of interest / is 4 per cent, then the price of 1 franc per annum payable in

perpetuity becomes ^ or 25 francs. Under this interpretation, if an individual
/

demands 20 francs per annum payable in perpetuity, and if the current rate of

net income is 4 per cent, then d^p^^lO francs x 25 francs.

An alternative and, in some resp>ects, a more convenient way of expressing d^

would be to regard it as a quantity or number of perpetual annuity shares each
entitling the holder to any fixed number of francs per annum payable in perpetuity.

In certain parts of the subsequent argument a strict adherence to Walras’s

definition would lead to unnecessarily arduous reasoning. This is clearly apparent
in Translator’s Note [11] of this Lesson where Walras’s demand and offer

function of (E) is described geometrically.

[10] The expression ‘denier (au denier 20, au denier 25)’ may also be translated

as “penny (twentieth penny, twenty-fifth penny)’*.

[11] In effect, this amounts to a geometrical description of the relationship

between the net quantity demanded of (E) (i.e. the excess of the number of
perpetual annuity shares demanded over the number offered), and the price per

share p^ which is equal to the rate of capitalization ? . This is shown graphically
i

in the following diagram (Fig. 52), the heavily dotted curve drawn below the price

axis portraying the net negative demand (i.e. the net offer) of these perpetual
annuity shares as a function of the reciprocal of /.

It will be observed that the same diagram can also be used to show the amount
of net savings E offered in exchange for perpetual annuity shares as a function of
the rate of perpetual net income /. This offer is measured geometrically by the
areas of rectangles inscribed within the net demand curve for perpetual annuity
shares. When p, is zero and / is therefore infinite, the offer of savings is zero. As
Pg increases, the increase in positive savings available for investment in perpetual
annuity shares, viz. D^p^, is proportional to the increase in the corresponding
areas of the rectangles inscribed within the curve After reaching at least
one maximum these areas will decrease, falling to zero when p^—OE^. At this
point, pg is very high and i is consequently very small (cf. William Jaff6, “Leon
Walras’s Theory of Capital Accumulation”, published in Studies in Mathematical
Economics and Econometrics, edited by Oscar Lange et al., the University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1942, pp. 45-47).
As i becomes still smaller and p^ increases beyond OE^, perpetual annuity

shares will be offered for sale instead of being purchased. The economy will then
do the very opposite of saving; it will consume its own savings and it may even
consume the savings of others. In other words, it may resell foreign perpetual
annuity shares which it had previously acquired by purchase; and it may even
offer new rights to perpetual net income, by floating abroad a new issue of fixed
yield bonds without maturity. The negative ordinates of the heavily dotted
ci^e (taken positively under the lightly dotted curve) indicate the total net offer
of perpetual annuity shares as a function of the price of these shares It is
unnecessary to go into further detail in the matter of this offer function for
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Walras arbitrarily excludes the hypothesis of consumption of capital from his

theory of capital formation, confining his attention to a progressive economy in

which there is an uninterrupted increase in the accumulation of capital goods.

[12] Remembering that pg= \ (§242), we see that by appropriately transform-

ing Fg into Fe, we may eliminate the factor and substitute the variable i for p,
in the function. The reader must be careful to distinguish between F, the sum
total of savings in the community in question, and (E), the designation of the

fictive commodity consisting of perpetual net income, for the purchase of which
E is accumulated.

[13] See Lessons 26 and 27.

Lesson 24

[I] See §§125-130 and 207.

Lesson 25

[1] Eds. 4 and 4 def. read instead of Z)'*., as at

the beginning of this Lesson and in the following equations; doubtless a misprint.

[2] For the significance of see above, Lesson 21 passim^ and Translator’s

Note [3] of that Lesson.

[3] Reducing, for simplicity, our list of commodities to (A) and (B) and our
list of productive services to CD, (P) and (K), we write the two derived systems
as follows:

^aP a ^aPtP ^pP p ~^^a^kP k

^'bP'b— ^'b^tP't‘^^'b^pP'p~^^'b^kP'k

^'lJ*'k=^'}J^tP't'^^'kf^pP'p'^^'jJ^kP'k

P't^t ^'b'^P\^t^'k—P*t
P'pPp^a+P'pbpE>'b+P'pkpD'jc=^p'^0'j,

P'kPk^a~^P'lJ>k^'b'^P'k^k^'k—p'kO\

from which we obtain

which is obviously an abbreviated version of Walras’s equation.

[4] cf. the last equation of system (2) and equation (7) of Lesson 24
[5] See §§210 and 211.

[6] See §212.

Lesson 26

[1] The text here is vague and ambiguous. The pairs in question cannot be all
possible pairs, for this would entail a contradiction. If we set any sum equal
to zero, e.g.

ai+o,+a,=0

and then postulated that the sums of all possible pairs of the terms in the left-hand
side were equal to zero, so that

it would follow that

which contradicts the third equation in the system. The pairs Walras has inmmd are pairs composed of one term relating to the numeraire (A) and another
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term relating to each of the other commodities in succession, as is seen in system
[^] in the text.

[2] The s in equation (1) and the prices being constants, the differential

equation may be written

Pfdd^-h . . . -i-PjjdSp-^- ... ’Tpi;ddi.+Pf,'dd}^'-^pf^"dd}f"-\- ...

-{-dd^-^Pf^dSi,-\-pcddc+Padd^-\- ...^0,

Of the possible solutions of this equation only one is consistent with the assump-
tion that the prices are all expressed in terms of (A); and that solution implies

system of equations [e] in the text.

[3] System of equations [e] may be rewritten

Now from system [6] in the text

_ =
d&t <P'a(<5a) fa

• • • •

'/'5a _

« • • •

®',(<5,) .

•

=
fp

dS^ <P'a(<5a) fa

• • • •

</<5« _

• • • • • •

fa

dda = ^k'

dS^'

» • # •

<P'a(^a)

• • « •

fa

» •

by definition, so that substituting in the first system of equations of this note,

we get

whence

rk'

fa

'< _ _ ''p _ _ 'fc _ ''fc' ^— « * #
— - —^ - * • • • •

Pt Pp Pk Pk'

[4] Again (see Translator’s Note [1] above), these pairs caimot be all possible

pairs, but pairs composed of a term relating to any one capital good, say (K),

and a term relating to each of the other capital goods in succession, as is seen in

systems [C[ [?;] and [0] in the text.

[5] For example, the first equation of system [t]] may be rewritten

•

Pk ’

and, since

tion of system [Cl in the text may be rewntten

^^k',l _ ^k,i

• • • by definition, the first equa-
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Now, remembering that
, by substituting in the first equation of this

Pk’

note, we get

_Pk
f^k' Pk'

Pk ^ Pk‘

Pk Pk'

or

[6] For example,

\ ifc /

^k _ PkFrom §238 we know that- = — or
ik ik-^Pk^^k ^k

'* and multi
Pk

plying both sides of this last equation by^* , we obtain
ik

Pk _ I ^ Pk±Vk
^

71

Substituting in the first equation of this note, we have

p I Pk~^^k p Pk pPk+ Fj,- -P^.
ijc njg

[7] For example, rewriting the first equation of system [0]

Pk
Til.

Pk'

71

J

k'

and remembering from Note [5] of this Lesson that
Pk'

_ = P_^

. .
^^*.1 Pk''

we obtain

Pk
Til.

Pjc

Pk'

—
, and hence

Pk'

or. multiplying both sides by^' , and inverting fractions
Pk

which yields
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For an account of F. Y. Edgeworth’s difficulties in attempting to understand
these equations as they appeared in ed. 2 (see Collation Notes [b], [c] and [d] of
this Lesson), and for a summary statement of his objections to Walras’s postulate
that the quantities manufactured of capital goods are also the quantities con-
sumed of the services of those goods, see William Jaffe, “Unpublished Papers and
letters of Leon Walras”, Journal of Political Economy^ vol. xuu, No. 2, April
1935, p. 203. The economic significance of these equations is discussed below in
Translator’s Notes [2] and [3] of Lesson 27.

Lesson 27

[1] See above, Translator’s Notes [I] and [4] of Lesson 26.

[2] This sentence and the rest of the mathematical exposition in §263 is

obscure to the point of almost complete incomprehensibility. It is possible,
however, to reconstruct the argument and render it intelligible in Walras’s own
terms, as can be seen from the following analysis. I am especially indebted to

Mr. G. Th. Guilbaud (Assistant Director of the Institut de Science Economique
Appliquee of Paris) for helpful comments on the mathematical development
of the argument and to Professor Paul A. Samuelson whose penetrating questions
have contributed to a clarification of the issues treated in the next note.
The object of the demonstration is to relate the demand for capital goods to

the utility functions of the ultimate consumers’ goods which these capital goods
help to produce. It is clear that for the sum of effective utilities enjoyed by

individual (I)

• • •

to be a maximum, it is necessary that

..(I)

for all admissible values of ddf.,^..., subject to the budget constraint

of the individual in question. It follows that any change, such as in

individual (l)’s consumption of (A), for instance, necessarily entails a change

opposite in sign, such as in his consumption of at least one other

commodity, say (B). In the simplest conceivable case, therefore, where the

compensating changes in consumption take place only between pairs of commo-
dities, the criterion for admissible values of differentials in equation (1) above

is given by

It is important to note, now, that any differential increment in individual (l)’s

consumption of (A) involves corresponding differential increments in the capital-

services utilized, and hence in the capital goods employed in the production of

the increment of (A) consumed by individual (1). For the sake of completeness,

we shall not confine our attention to capital goods proper (K), (K'), (K'O— »

^

Walras does, but we shall also take into account person^ capital (which Walras

defines in § 237) and consider, for simplicity, only one kind of personal capital (P).

We shall, however, neglect landed capital (T), because its aggregate amount is,

by definition, invariant. Though, in the absence of slavery, there can be no

market for personal capital, there is nothing to prevent an individual in his

private economy from investing more or less of his savings in his own or his

family’s capacity to produce, either by devoting an increase in his total savings to

this purpose or by allocating a larger proportion of given savings to (P) at the
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expense of (K), (K'), (K'O Since the aggregate amount of (P) may, unlike

(T), increase or decrease in the economy as a whole, personal capital becomes
a significant variable in our problem. We may, therefore, write

,\ta ^k'

where the left-hand side of these equations expresses differential increments in the

amounts (P), (K), (K'), (K'')... required for a given increase in the consumption
of (A) by individual (1), and where the coefficients of production in the right-hand
side of the equations are considered as constants. Similar equations could be
written relating differential increments in (l)’s consumption of (B), (C)... to the
capital goods employed in their production. Hence any change in (l)’s direct

consumption of (A) and the compensating changes in, let us say (B). entail

changes in the indirect consumption of (P), (K), (K^. via (A), denoted
^nd Compensating changes, opposite in

sign, in the indirect consumption of (P), (K), (K.'), (K'O-.. via (B), denoted by
The problem, therefore, as Walras clearly

states it, is to sort out from the above differential equations (1) and (2) the
interrelated differentials of (P), (K), {K'\ {K")... implicit in the differentials of
(A), (B), (Q ... in such a way as to show how the distribution of a given aggregate
excess of income over consumption among the various types of investment (P),

(K), (KO, (K'O... is governed, in last analysis, by the actions of individuals in
their pursuit of maximum utility within the limits of their incomes. In this note
and the following note, the aggregate excess of income over consumption will be
called “savings’* for the sake of brevity, even though the present argument relates
exclusively to the stationary state in which there is no net difference between
income and consumption above and beyond what is required simply to maintain
the capital equipment of the economy intact. Walras, it will be recalled, restricts
his use of the term savings to net excesses only (§241).
Remembering that 0'(.

.

.)=r, we may rewrite equation (1) of this note in the
form

^ad^a,i + . . . =0.
. . (4)

By successive substitution into equation (4): first of the prices of (A), (B), (C)...
for the raret^s to which they are proportional at equilibrium according xo

^q.i _ _ ^,i _
1

_
" • • • >

Pb Pc

and then of unit costs of production for the prices to which they are equal at
equilibrium (ignoring, for simplicity, the land-service costs), we obtain

+(CpPp+CjfcPfc+Cjk'Pjt^+c;t''Pfc-H-...)^/<5^.i+...=0. ..(5)

Removing parentheses and rearranging terms, we have

+CpPp«'5c.i <^k'Pk‘d^c,i ^k"Pk"ddc^i +
..(6)
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Adding columns and factoring, we obtain

••*)

+ " •) • • (7)

But if we write

(which differs from Walras’s system [t] in the text), and then substitute into (7),

we obtain

as a necessary condition of maximum effective utility for individual (I). Similar

equations could be derived for individuals (2), (3)

If we let

^^k,\ +^^Jt,s +^^fc,3 +
d^k',1'^ d6 + . . . =dDf(',

we may write

ppdD^-\-pj^D^-\-pj.>dDj^>-\-p^”dDĵ '*~\‘ . . . = 0 (9)

for the economy as a whole.

On the macro-economic side, the stationary state we are assuming requires

that there be annual “savings” exactly equal to the cost of maintaining the

capital equipment of the economy intact. If we designate such constant “savings”

by £•, we may write

P*^D^+P*„D^+P*^>D„.+P*^'-Du"+...=E* ..( 10)

where P*}^^ ^*k'^ ^*k''“ - represent the costs to the consumer (by no means

necessarily equal to Walras’s P,,, /'j., P).', P)^>' .... as will be seen in the next note)

of the corresponding capital goods, and Z)^^"... represent the

aggregate annual quantities demanded of the different varieties of new capital

goods. Assuming that P*^, P*^, P*^', P*jt"... as well as £• are already deter-

mined and constant, so that the quantities demanded alone are variables in our

present problem, we have

The differentials in equation (11) must be such that, at least for pairs involving

any one capital good with each of the others in succession, the following equations

are satisfied

PV^fc+^*p dDp =0,
P*^D^+P\^dD^>=0.

Inasmuch as the quantities of capital goods are always assumed to be numerically

equal to quantities of the corresponding services yielded by these capital goods

and the prices of the services are assumed at this stage to be already determined,

we may also write

PjtdDk+Pp dDp = 0 ,

PkdP>k'^Pk' dDji' —Of
PkdDk'^Pk"dDj^"—0y
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which constitutes an additional constraint on (9) expressing the fact that, from the

aggregate or macro-economic point of view, individuals can only maximize their

sums of effective utility within the limits prescribed by the aggregate amount of

“savings*' to be invested in the various capital goods required for the production

of consumers* goods. Thus, the maximization of utility expressed in equations

(I) and (9) is subject to a double constraint: the micro-economic constraint given

by the individual budget equations and the macro-economic constraint given by
a comprehensive “savings**-investment equation. Since the macro-economic con-

straint on (11) could also be expressed by other systems in which algebraic sums
involving any one capital good with all possible combinations of two, three or

more of the others are equated to zero, system (12) constitutes a sufficient, but

not a necessary condition of the maximum in question.

From (12) and (13) we have

p% p\ p\' p\"

for each and every individual^ from which Walras’s italicized conclusion at the

close of §263 follows. In other words, from the standpoint of each individual

who consumes the services of capital goods directly or indirectly, for his total

effective utility to be a maximum, it is necessary that the rate of return over cost

be the same for all new capital goods.

Thus the demands for the productive services of capital goods and hence for

capital goods without any utility of their own are not “adventitious** elements in

Walras*s system, as I once asserted, but are rigorously related to the utility

functions which constitute, as it were, the primary motive for the entire system
(cf. my “Leon Walras’s Theory of Capital Accumulation’*, op. cit., pp. 47-48).

(3) The juxtaposition of Walras’s equations

. .( 1 . 1 )

Pk Pk‘ Pk”
*’*

with his

P_k=,Pk^^Pk"^ . .( 2 . 1 )

Pk Pk' Pk-
"

gave his early readers and critics a great deal of trouble, as can be seen in a long
series of unpublished letters which Walras exchanged with von Bortkiewicz and
Edgeworth between the dates January 9 and September 14, 1889, when finally
Walras wrote to von Bortkiewicz; “ j’ai en ce moment la tSte fatigu6e*’
(F.W., I, 66). .It will be shown in this note that neither the difficulty his readers
had in understanding him nor the mental fatigue Walras suffered in trying to
make himself understood was necessary, for the difficulty lay not in any inherent
contradiction in his argument, but in a slip of the pen and in the peculiar clumsi-
ness of his exposition.

Whether Walras’s system designated as (2.1) in this note is arrived at by
Walras’s undecipherable method of analysis in §263 or whether it is arrived at, as
in Lesson 26 for the special case where capital goods yield consumers’ services
only, one is inevitably faced with the problem of reconciling this system, which is
a necessary condition of maximum effective utility for the individual consumer,
with Walras’s system of equations designated above as (I.l), which is the condi-
tion of equilibrium in the capital goods market resulUng from arbitrage. It

should be noted that although no ratio corresponding to
, in system (14)
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of the previous note, figures explicitly in (1.1) because there is no market for
personal capital in the absence of slavery, such a ratio may still be considered as
virtually existing in consequence of each individual’s private allocation of his
“savings” among non-marketable as well as marketable investments.

Indeed, if the terms ^re defined simply as the market prices of
the corresponding capital goods, as Walras actually defines them in §§262 and 263
and this was his slip—then the two systems (1.1) and (2.1), with or without

^ and are irreconcilable unless the jr’s and the p’s are proportional to each
p Pj,

other. If each were equal to the corresponding which would De the case

supposing all capital goods to be infinitely durable and indestructible, the problem
would be automatically solved; but the theorem would be trivial, for then all

capital goods would reduce to landed-capital and there would be no “capital

goods proper” at all—in Walras’s terminology (§§174-176). The only way to

retain “capital goods proper” and preserve proportionality between the j^r^’s and
the Pfc’s is to assume that the combined rates of depreciation and insurance,

i.e. (pfc+ v^, (Pfc'+ v^fc/), are the same for all varieties of capital

goods. This would be a purely factitious assumption, having no applicability

whatsoever to the real world where these rates often differ very widely from one

kind of capital good to another, and it would have the further disadvantage of

concealing the very relations which are the crux ofthe present problem. There re-

mains, then, a formal contradiction when the are neither zero nor equal

to one another for all varieties of capital goods. Since 7tj^~pjg—{pi^+Vf)Pic,

^k'=Pk'~(Mk’+ ^k')Pk'y ^k"=Pk—iMk"-^^k")^k" (§232), system (l.I) may
be rewritten

Pk-(Mk+^i^Pk^Pk'-iPk'+^k')Pk'- Pk"-iMk"+^k")Pk"^...

Pk Pk' Pk"

which is obviously incompatible with system (2.1) if at least two of the parenthe-

tical expressions in (1.2) are not equal.

As Walras developed the argument, however, this incompatibility was only

formal and not one of substance, for at the very point where the danger of

a contradiction appeared he made appropriate additions to the denominators in

system (2.1). Here is where the clumsiness of his exposition becomes only too

apparent. In the previous note the whole difficulty was avoided by choosing

a different set of symbols P*k'yP*k''"- represent Walras’s

plus the additional capital provision consumers must make per unit of each new

capital good in order to assure a steady flow of income sufficient to cover the

recurrent depreciation and insurance charges pertaining to that capital good.

That is why the P*fc’s were defined in the previous note as costs to the consult.

Since the cost to the consumer of a new non-permanent capital good in a

stationary state is not the same as the market price received by the producer of

such a good, only the P*;fc*s, and not the P^’s, are relevant in the consumer s

calculus of maximum effective utility. On the other hand, all that the producer

of a new capital good needs to consider in his pursuit of maximum profit are

thePfc’s. Hence thei^^’s, and not thei>**;’s, are alone appropriate to system (U)

which is a necessary condition of equilibrium in the capital goods market.

What Walras’s awkward procedure amounted to was first to assume that al

capital goods were permanent or that the depreciation and insui^ce charges

were paid by a deus ex machinal so that Walras had, to begin with, the same

denominators in (1.1) and (1.2) which did not matter since, in this case, thep*; s

and the nj^s were equal. Then, dropping this assumption, he added the appro-

priate ’s to each of the denominators in (2.1). These additions turn
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out to be the differences between the and the Pf^'s of this note

system (2.1) is replaced by

Pk Pk' Pk"

Once

Pk''^(Pk''^^k')^k' Pk"~^(Mk"~^^k")Pk
• •

/ f

.(3.1)

/ i

the desired reconciliation is achieved, for, as can be easily seen from Translator's

Notes [5] and [6] of Lesson 26, system (3.1) reduces to system (l.I).

To explain the new denominators in the ratios of system (3.1), let us imagine

that at the beginning of a given year a unit of one of the capital goods, say (K),

needs to be replaced in order to preserve the steady flow of consumers* goods
characteristic of a stationary state. Consumers, then, must not only pay for

the new unit of (K) out of their “savings**, but they must also provide “savings”

annually and for ever which are sufficient to replace this unit as it is recurrently

used up or destroyed. This annual provision which must be made in perpetuity,

if the stationary state is to be preserved, is equivalent to a once-and-for-all

investment of a capital sum large enough to yield this annual provision. Adding
this capital sum to the market price of the new unit of capital good (K), we obtain

which is the total capital cost consumers must incur,
i

directly or indirectly, in order to receive a flow ofannual services worth p^for ever.

P k P k
It is for this reason that the ratio

+Vf^P
designated in the

previous note as a rate of return over cost for each consumer. It follows, more-
over, that

..(4.,)
i

for (K), and similarly for the other capital goods (K'), (K")
There still remains a gap in the argument which nekls to be filled. When the

transition is made from the micro-economic equilibrium of the individual to the
macro-economic condition of the stationary state, it is by no means evident from
Walras’s discussion in Lessons 26 and 27 how the additional capital funds
required for the maintenance of the economy’s new capital goods are accounted
for in the “savings**-investment constraint. Walras expressed this constraint by
his equation (2) in §§262 and 263

+ ^k'^k'+^k"^k" +••• — £» ..(5.1)

which could equally well have been written

Dj^^+DjcP . .(5.2)

if Walras had thought fit to take non-marketable personal capital into considera-
tion. In either case, this equation could only serve his purpose so long as he
assumed that the burden of depreciation and insurance was not borne by the
consumer. When, however, this assumption is dropped, equation (5.1) or (5.2) is

no longer ad^uate. A different equation, like equation (10) of the previous note,
is now required. The difference between that equation and equation (5.2) of
this note

is exactly equal to

Uik-+ Vk')Pk''^

+Dk-{^
as can be seen from (4.1) above.
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Lesson 28
[1] See §135.

[2] Thus, when Walras broaches questions of applied economics, he
recognizes, no less clearly than Alfred Marshall, that there is a hierarchy of
interrelationships among economic variables, some sets being more closely inter-
related than others. In his pure theory of general equilibrium, Walras considers
all interrelationships ex aequo^ but in passing to applied problems he is just as
aware as Marshal! of the existence of changes “of the second order of smallness”
(to use Marshall’s phrase), which may therefore be neglected for all practical

purposes. Surely Professor Milton Friedman drew too sharp a contrast between
Marshall and Walras in his article, “The Marshallian Demand Curve”, which
apf)eared in the Journal of Political Economy, vol. lvu, no. 6, December 1949,

pp, 463-495. There one gets the impression that Walras’s sole preoccupation was
the achievement of “abstractness, generality and mathematical elegance” (p. 490),

while Marshall sought “an engine for the discovery of concrete truth”, A more
valid and important distinction between Walras and Marshall resides in the fact

that the former always took great care not to confuse pure theory with applied

theory, while the latter gloried in fusing the two.

Lesson 29

[1] See §169 and Translator’s Note [5] of Lesson 17.

[2] What Walras apparently has in mind here is a stationary state, i.e. an

economy operating under stationary conditions. For a defence of Walras’s

inclusion of money and cash balances within the stationary framework, see

Arthur W. Marget, “The Monetary Aspects of the Walrasian System”, op. cit.,

pp. 158-163. This was in answer to J. R. Hicks’s contention that money has no

proper place in a model of general equilibrium characterized by “perfect fore-

sight” (“Gleichgewicht und Konjunctur”, Zeitschrift fur Nationalokonomie,

Band IV, Heft 4, 1933, pp. 446-448). The subject-matter of Lpon 29 itself

constitutes, by anticipation, Walras’s own answer to Hicks’s objections, cf.

Marschak, “The Rationale of the Demand for Money and of ‘Money Illusion* ,

Microeconomica, vol. n, fasc. II, August 1950, pp. 71-100, especially §2 and the

bibliography on p. 100; and Eraldo Fossati, “A Note about the Utility of Money ,

ibid., pp. 1 12-120. See below. Translator’s Note [4] of Lesson 30.

[3] See above, Translator’s Note [6] of Lesson 20; and §§207, 251 and 257.

[4] The substance, though not the words, of this quotation is found in §235.

[5] See above. Translator’s Note [5] of Lesson 20.
_ ,

[6] The distinction between and is sometimes overlooked, despite its

crucial importance. Certainly it is wrong to define p^^' as Don Patinkin does on

p. 144 of his article “Relative Prices, Say’s Law and the Demand for Money ,

Econometrica, vol. 16, no. 2. April 1948, as “the price of money in terms of some

commodity (i.e. some measure of the price level)”. What Patinkin has in nun

is Walras’s Py which is the price per unit of money in ter^ of an
^

chosen numeraire, and not Py' which is the price of the service of availabi i y o

a unit of money per unit of time. The relationship between the two pnces i

defined by p„'=Pui (see below. Translator’s Note [4] of Lesson 30).

[7] This equation differs from previous versions of the equation of exchange oi

services against consumers* goods and net income (or securities) by ^

of new terms which are written after the first three in the left-hand side o

equation (cf. §244). To understand these new terms, which appear obscure a

first sight, it is helpful to interpret them concretely. For example, let us imagin
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a farmer who makes butter on his farm and let us consider him exclusively as a

consumer living strictly within his income. This implies that he keeps the value

of his real capital assets constant. His purchases of consumers’ goods and
securities must then be exactly equal to his expendable income, which is here

defined as the value of all the services he sells. We assume that our farmer

consumes some of his butter, stores some of it in his larder because he finds it

convenient to have a certain amount constantly available for consumption, and

has a balance of butter for which he has no use at all. Following Walras, we shall

call the butter consumed (B), the butter in the larder (B') and the butter he has

no use for (M). It should be noted that both (B') and (M) are categories of capital,

albeit circulating capital, in Walras’s terminology. Let us say, now, that at a given

moment our farmer finds it advantageous to reduce the amount of butter he is

accustomed to keep in his larder and, therefore, sells part of it. This gives rise to

an essentially positive He cannot, however, spend all he receives in exchange
for Of,' on consumers’ goods and securities without alienating some of his real

capital assets or reducing his income which is the value of the services of these

real assets. If he is to keep the value of his real capital assets constant, all he can
spend of the proceeds from the sale of part of his larder butter on consumers’
goods and securities is the value of the service of availability rendered by the

larder butter sold, in other words, Of,'Pf,'. This always was part of his income, the

rest of the value received being part of the value of his real capital assets. All he
can do, therefore, without affecting the value of his real capital assets, is to con-
vert some of his virtual income into expendable income.

If, on the other hand, our farmer wished to increase the amount of butter in

his larder, Of,' would become essentially negative. The foregoing argument would
apply mutatis mutandis to this case also, even if we transposed right-

hand side of the equation with the appropriate change in sign and then substituted

^b'Pb' fo** ~Of,'Pf,'t since —oy—df,'. This would amount to a conversion of some
of our farmer’s expendable income into virtual income, and of some other form of
capital asset into larder butter having the same value.

As for the butter we have designated as (M), since our farmer neither consumes
it nor stores it, he will, as Walras tells us, sell all of it, i.e. but, again, the only
portion of the value received which can consistently find a place in the equation of
exchange under consideration is the portion which represents the market value of
the service of availability of (M), above and beyond the replacement value of the
butter itself. This replacement value must be used to replenish the real capital
assets after the sale oiq^ of (M) in order to keep the value of the real capital assets
instant. Hence q^^ is multiplied hypj^' and not by The raison d'etre ofp^'
is found in the fact that manufacturers, food processors for example, need to
keep certain stocks of this raw material on hand in order to assure the smooth
functioning of the productive process. This explains the demand for the service
of availability of (M).

Since Oy is by definition a quantity of money and p^^' is really the price per unit
of the service of availability of money, is the amount of interest received in
terms of numeraire for the loan of (?„ units of money and is obviously an item of
expendable income.

[8] Although a, are defined as quantities of services rather than quantities
of (AO, (BO... themselves, these two quantities must be considered numerically
equal, like the quantities of capital goods and their services in §262. The meaning
of the offer equation of money then becomes clearer if we subject it to the
following transformation. Substituting pj for p^', for p^,/, etc., we have

gPo/'

Pj
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Cancelling out /, we obtain

\ Pu Pu pj
which may be rewritten

^^PatU~^ ^Pb,u~^

where Pb.u . . . represent respectively the prices of (A), (B) ... in terms of (U).

[9] It is readily seen that d^... represent summations of the a’s, ^*s . . . which
all the individuals in the economy taken together wish to hold.

[10] This sentence begins in French with the words “Ce montant..." which
have been translated as “The value . . rather than “This value . . because

the original is ambiguous and appears to refer to whereas only the last term

in the right-hand side of the equation

^Pa'~^^$Pb'~^ ' * ' 4*^tPa

Pu'

could possibly be the "encaisse d^sir^e' of the individual party to the exchange,

here considered exclusively in his role as a consumer.

Though the expression *encaisse desir^e' is peculiarly Walrasian, like *raret4'

and 'mm^raire\ it was found preferable to translate the term literally as **desired

cash balance'' rather than leave it in the French. It will, however, be italicized

through this translation in order to mark it clearly as a distinctively Walrasian

term.

As for the meaning of the term, Arthur W. Marget (“Leon Walras and the

‘Cash Balance Approach’ to the Problem of the Value of Money”, Journal of

Political Economy^ vol. xxxix. No. 5, October 1931, pp. 587-588) has pointed

out that, depending upon the context, the desired cash balance may represent

either the “quantity of money” or the “demand for money”. This distinction

is important only in the absence of equilibrium, for at equilibrium the aggregate

actual cash balance equals the aggregate desired cash balance (cf. Alvin H. Han-

sen, Monetary Theory and Fiscal Policy^ New York, McGraw Hill, 1949, pp. 56,

61 and 77). In the context to which this note refers the desired cash balance may

be interpreted, to paraphrase Marget (he. c/r.), as the “real” value of the

individual consumer’s monetary stock—the amount of real wealth which he is

prepared to give up in order to possess himself of a cash balance of the desired

amount.

[11] Thus da, dp... <5^... represent the aggregate quantities demanded

of the services of availability of {A% (BO... (M)... (K)... in the forrn of money.

Each of these quantities can be broken down into the components indicated m
the left-hand side of the equations which consists ofsums of “real” coefficients oi

production rendering their services of availability in the form ofmoney multiplied

by the aggregate demand for their respective products. This aggregate demand

is, in turn, made up of two quantities in the case of consumers goods—the

quantity demanded for consumption, e.g. Dj,, and the quantity demanded for

storage in larders, wardrobes and bins, e.g. Dy.

[12] What this boils down to is that 6„... m^... are ™ values m

numeraire of the cash reserves which producers of (A), (B)... (M)... C^)*** .

in the form of money per unit of output. Each of these monet^ coefficients o

production can be broken down into the components indicated in the right- ^
side of the equations where we have sums, evaluated in numeraire ^

o e

services of availability of the “real” coefficients of production held in the form oi

money rather than in kind.
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[13] Utilizing the relations indicated in Translator’s Note [8] of this Lesson

and the additional relations pj^=Pjci, etc., we may rewrite this equation in the form

^aPa,u~^ **• "i" ••• “ ^u‘

[14] In Other words, equations (3) and (7) of Lesson 24 are now expanded in

order to include the quantities demanded of the different varieties of circulating

as well as fixed capital; and, consequently, the excess of aggregate production

(or income) over aggregate consumption must be a function of the prices of the

services of circulating as well as fixed capital.

[15] The equations and unknowns counted in the remainder of this paragraph

can be set out as follows:

a first group of m+5+1 equations consisting of

m equations

s equations

f

1 equation

a second group of m-\- \ equations (in which it should be recalled from §242

that Pg= consisting of

m equations

Ppf Pk‘" Pb* Pe* Pd’" Pa'. Pb' m •

«

Pu'< Pe).

• • •)»

1 equation

n —n _ 4xPa'^"^^P6'“•" ••• +^ePa'

.

'fcU .

Pm'

and a third group of m+J+1 equations consisting of

m equations

where Da', D^',.. are the aggregate quantities demanded of the services

(AO. (BO...;

s equations

+ ^a')+^m(^b+ -D b fc+ • • • = Qm.

1 equation

... ... ^——
Pm'

where is the aggregate quantity demanded of (U).
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Corresponding to these 3m+Zy+3 equations there are exactly the same number
of unknowns, viz.

a first group of m+1 unknowns consisting of

m unknowns

1 unknown

a second group of m+j+1 unknowns consisting of

m unknowns

Pa'*

s unknowns

Pm'*"*
1 unknown

Pu'*

and a third group of m+j+1 unknowns consisting of

m unknowns

s unknowns

1 unknown

Pu-

[16] In other words, if Dj,'=Oy... and the 2m+s+2
equations of the second and third groups ofequations in the previous note reduce

to m+j+1 equations, viz.

m equations

Oa'iDa+ /)«') + • • • + • •
"

Pp^ Pk** • Pb^ Pc^ Pd** • Pa^^ Pb'** • Pm'*** Pu'f P^*

Fyi )=

s equations

in which D^, D^,, Dy... D„...D^...are functions of all the prices

in the system;

1 equation

^aPa'-^^fiPb"^ - + ^uPm'‘^ 4- ^Kpk’^ * =
Pu'

r* 4zPa'~^^0Pb''^ * • • '^^Pa'
“ *

Lesson 30

[1] See §275.

[3] Though Walras always assumes, implicitly or expliciUy, that

of services of any capital asset, be it fixed capital, circulating ^p* o *

is numerically equal to the quantity of the capital asset yielding
j. u;ij*y

it is important here to interpret Da as the quantity of services of availaDUiiy
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rendered by the aggregate cash balances held by the consumers in lieu of
stores of consumers’ goods. A* as the quantity of such services rendered by the
aggregate cash balances held by producers in lieu of inventories, stocks of raw
materials and fixed capital, and Ea as the quantity of the same services held
generally in lieu of perpetual annuity shares (or securities)—all of these quantities

of services being measured in terras of (A). Unless these items are strictly inter-

preted as quantities of services and not as quantities of cash held in the biances,
we shall not be prepared to understand the distinction between Ha and made
at the close of §278.

[4] This passage, taken in conjunction with Walras’s assumption of a money
‘sans utility propre’ (§275), i.e. without any utility of its own, constitutes, according
to Don Patinkin (“Relative Prices, Say’s Law and the Demand for Money”,
op. c/L, pp. 143-144, and his article, “The Indeterminacy of Absolute Prices”,
Econometrica, vol 17., no. 1, January 1949. p. 12), the Achilles’ heel of the
whole Walrasian system. Patinkin’s argument, so far as it relates to Walras,
hinges on Walras’s alleged exclusion of money from the utility function. We are
told that since Walras “assumed that money is not in the utility function",
OuPu' cannot be in “the budget equation”, i.e. in the equation of exchange
(§275). There are two errors of fact in Patinkin’s account of Walras’s
“eiTor” in logic. The first is Patinkin’s misinterpretation of p^' already referred
to in Translator’s Note [6] of Lesson 29; and the second is his misapprehension of
Walras’s money ‘sans utility propre’. Actually, though a money, like paper
money, may well be “without any utdity of its own”, the price of its service of
availability stands, according to Walras, in a definite and unique relationship
to the utility functions of the various services of availability which money (U)
performs. Thus in the fifth paragraph of §275 Walras gives the raret^ functions
9^a(a), which are none other than the rareU functions of each of the
services of availability rendered by (U) in the individuals’ desired cash balance.
Moreover, on the aggregative, or macro-economic side, as seen in §279,
Walras cle^ly writes to designate the conventional “average rareti'" (cf. § 135)
of the service of availability of (U). These are devices for relating a money which
actottedly has no utility of its own to services which actually do enter into the
utility function, thus rendering the Walrasian system, on this score at least, both
co^istent and determinate (cf. Karl Brunner, “Inconsistency and Indeterminacym Classical Economics”, Econometrica, vol. 19, no. 2, April 1951, pp. 169-171)

[5] The word 'agio' in this context refers to any differences in the value of
money at different times or in different places.

[6] Here Ha is the aggregate value in (A) of the desired cash balances them-
selvw, as distm^shed from Ha which is the aggregate value in (A) of the services

^
these cash balances. The two are related by the capitalization equation

-^=Ha. It follows that^ is the aggregate value of the same cash balances in

‘"I??
^ Translator’s Note [31 of this Lesson.

[7] See §§135 and 226.

If‘hU proportion be 0, then in the special

toT individual 9„’s are multiplied by the proportio^ity

[91 If each is multiplied by 0 (0>O). all other things remaining the same,
then will have to be multiplied by * by virtue of the fact that varies

inversely with q^. That being the case, it follows that
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Moreover, under the assumed circumstances, it follows from the ceteris paribus

condition that in each individual case the demand for money Oo and the

offer o^^ are linear functions of the total quantity, so that each of them must be

multiplied by 0, giving

6(9u-<»t.)y =(9u-Ou)/’u'

and
[10]

This cryptic sentence becomes intelligible when interpreted to mean that

the "rectangular utility*’ H of varying quantities of the money commodity in

money use will remain constant provided that the price elasticities of demand for

each of the cash balance items involved in H are equal to unity and provided

that there are no changes in the offer functions of these items. The latter proviso

restricts the variations in the quantities desired of the components of H to

variations resulting from increases or decreases in the quantity of the money

commodity in money use. Thus from Walras’s definition of H (§279)

which may be rewritten

the prices being expressed in terms of (A), it is obvious that if the elasticity of

each of the demands itemized in the right-hand side of the equation is equal to

unity, each of the quantities demanded multiplied by the corresponding pnces

will be constant and the sum of these separate constant quantities wUI ^ua

a constant QuPu'* provided, however, that the only changes in da* 4t. op---

are those corresponding to changes in Q^. In other words, given

+ ^a— Uai +
all of the o's must be constant. These are sufficient (but not necessary) conditions

for a constant QuPu'- . i c

[11] It should be remembered that £« and respectively fix
^

circulating capital in the form of money and not in kind. Hencey an j mu

be interpreted as long rates and short rates of interest on money

[12] cf. L6on Walras, Etudes d'iconomie politique appligu^ey p. 316.

[13] From Fig. 15 of ed, 4.

. .modified (4).

..modified (5).

Lesson 31

[1] Giving

Q'o

[2] The order of exposition in this and the following two

slightly from the original to accord with the new presentation o g

^*[3? The economic interpretation of the hyi^^rbola i" ‘‘'U^'^^text

is different from what it was in §283 of Lesson 30. Origma
^ ^

the monometallic case and the ordinates measured ®

in Lesson 31 the bimetallic case is under <l*scussion, and the ordma

both the quantities of monetized (A) and monetized (O), the
.

multiplied by the ratio of the value of (O) to the value of (A), i.e, ^ o-

[4] From Fig. 17 ofed. 4.

[5] From Fig. 16 of ed. 4.
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Lesson 32

[1] From Fig. 18 of ed. 4.

[2] From Fig. 19 of ed. 4.

[3] cf. Walras’s “Monnaie d’or avec billon d’argent r^gulateur”, reprinted

from the Revue de droit international^ December 1, 1884, in the Etudes d'^conomie
politique appliqu^e^ pp. 1-19.

Lesson 33

[1] cf. Walras’s “Note sur la ‘Th6orie de la Quantit6’ ’’ and his “Th^orie
math^matique du billet de banque” in the Etudes d'^conomie politique appliqu^e,

pp. 154-158 and pp. 339-375.

Lesson 34

[1] London, Effingham Wilson, 1864, Chapter II.

[1) See §232.

Lesson 35

Lesson 36

[1] The purpose of this note is to elucidate the theoretical argument presented
in §§325 and 326 and in the postscript to Appendix III of which §326 of ed. 4
and ed. 4 def. is a revised summary. No attempt will be made here to clarify or
adjudicate the delicate question of Walras’s priority vis-d-vis Philip Wicksteed in

the discovery of the marginal productivity theory. Nor, apart from occasional
comments, will anything be said here about the evolution of Walras’s own
conception of the theory, as revealed in his unpublished correspondence parti-

cularly with Enrico Barone. Though these matters have already been discussed
at some length in the literature, there is good reason to suppose that the last word
has not been said and will not be said until a full documentation far exceeding
the dimensions of a note has been published. The following are some of the
more recently published items dealing with Walras’s theory of marginal produc-
tivity: Henry Schultz, “Marginal Productivity and the General Pricing Process”,
Journal of Political Economy^ vol. xxxvn, no. 5, October 1929, pp, 505-551;
“Marginal Productivity and the Lausanne School”, Economica, no. 37, August
1932, pp. 285-296; John R. Hicks, “Marginal Productivity and the Principle of
Variation”. Economica, no. 35. February 1932, pp. 79-88; “A Reply”, ibid., no, 37.
August 1932, pp. 297-300; The Theory of Wages, London, Macmillan, 1932,*

pp. 232-239; H, Neisser. “A Note on Pareto’s Theory of Production”, Econo-
metrica, vol. 8. no. 3. July 1940. pp. 253-262; George Stigler, Production and
Distribution Theories, Chapter XII; Paul Samuelson, Foundations of Economic
Analysis, Chapter IV.

Up to this point in the Elements, it has been assumed that the coefficients of
production are fixed, i.e, not subject to any compensatory or other variation, but
technically given. See §204 and Translator’s Note [3] of Lesson 20. Nevertheless
as was shown in Part IV of the Elements, the prices of the productive services
(as well as the amounts employed in each industry) were perfectly determined
under coriditions of pure and perfect competition (cf, J. R. Hicks. “Marginal
Productivity and the Principle of Variation”, op. c/7,, pp. 80-83.) The marginal
productivity theory had no part to play in the simple theory of production with
fixed coefficients. In as early a version of the Elements as the first edition, before
there was any mention ofthe marginal productivity theory as such, Walras clearly
intimated in a passage (§343 of ed, 1. cf. §362 of ed. 4 def.), which does not appear
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to have been noticed by any of the commentators so far, that the sole purpose of
production functions was to determine the coefficients of production, when, of
course, these coefficients were not technically given. The prices of the productive
services could then be determined very much as they had been before: by solving

the four systems of equations given in the theory of production (§§245-246 of

ed. 1 or §§202-203 of ed. 4 def.), with this difference, however, that the equations

must now be added to determine the variable coefficients. This was the state of

the theory in the text of the first three editions. The niche for the marginal

productivity theory was prepared and properly situated, but it was still empty.

In ed. 4 the niche was filled when the marginal productivity theory was finally

integrated into the text after Walras had first presented it in Appendix III of

ed. 3 as an adjunct to his polemic against Wicksteed and as a joint product of

his discussions with Barone and Pareto. In ed. 4, as in the earlier editions, the

variability of the coefficients of production was postulated as a dynamic pheno-

menon peculiar to economic progress. When population and capital increase on

a fixed territory, though the state of the industrial arts remains unchanged, the

coefficients of production must change. Nevertheless, the theoretical model

Walras devised for the study of this phenomenon was not, properly speaking,

dynamic. His method was that of comparative statics. What is implicitly

assumed is a once-for-all increase in capital and population on a fixed amount

of land, entailing readjustments in the coefficients of production. Then the

marginal productivity theory, in conjunction with the other conditions of

economic equilibrium, defines the new stationary equilibrium, so far as the new

coefficients of production are concerned.

Walras's exposition of the theory is extremely difficult to follow. As John

R. Hicks put it in his Theory of Wages^ p. 234: . . Unfortunately Walras

expressed himself in so crabbed and obscure a manner that it is doubtful if he

conveyed his point to anyone who did not possess some further assistance.

Anyone who knows the answer can see that Walras has got it, but anyone who

does not must find it almost impossible to get it from Walras.” Hence the need

for further elucidation.

Though §§325 and 326 are considered together in this note, the key to the

understanding of Walras’s theory is found by separating the two sections. A

comparison of editions (cf. Collation Notes [c\-[f] of this Lesson) shows that

the two sections are really the fruits of separate and unco-ordinated P

Walras’s development, the first layer having been retained, in ^I probability, m

order to preserve the vestigial evidence of his earlier contribution to the thwry

before the advent of Wicksteed. This explains Walras’s “mathematical error to

which Henry Schultz has called attenUon in his article “Marginal ProducUvity

and the General Pricing Process” {op. ciu, pp. 515 and 545-546), ®

criticized Walras for using the same symbol (p to represent two quite amereni

functions,

(p{bit bpf

and
Q=(p{Qbft Qbpf Qbjf-)‘

As Neisser pointed out (.op. cit., p. 256. note 1 1). the “error” is

^
consider the first function simply as “an introductory fonnulaUon desi^^ t

forth the principle of substitution” and if we regard the^nd
definitive one and the only one which is actually used in the sub^uent

A careful and detaUed study of the mathematical implications of

peculiar exposition has already been made by Henry Schultz m c

mentioned article and need not be repeated here. Moreover, Neisse
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{op. cit.t pp. 256-258) how Walras’s theory can be generalized so as to remove

certain objections to it which Pareto first made and Henry Schultz later echoed.

Both of the major difficulties, viz. “(a) the restriction to homogeneous production

functions of the first degree . . . and {b) the existence of limilational factors which

impair the general existence of the production function . . can be overcome
within the framework of the Walrasian system (cf. also J. R. Hicks, The Theory

of WageSt pp. 236-239).

It remains now only to reconstruct the Walrasian demonstration of his marginal

productivity theorem, which becomes more intelligible when an additional

ambiguity in Walras’s symbolism is removed and the mathematical procedures

suggested by Paul A. Samuelson {op. ci7., pp. 57-66) are followed. Since p^ has

hitherto been generally used to designate the selling price per unit of (B), it is less

confusing to introduce a new symbol to represent the cost of production per

unit of (B) and write Walras’s equation (1) of §326 as:

Q^i,= QbtPt^QbpPj,-\-Qbi,Pi,+ ... . .(l.I)

where the symbols, apart from^ij, which we have just defined, have the significance

attributed to them by Walras and where 0, Pp, p^... are considered as given

in advance and fixed. In accordance with Walras’s definitions of 7, 7, K...^ (1.1)

may be rewritten

e7r5=7p(+Ppp+Apjt+.... . .(1.2)

The problem is to minimize (1.2) subject to Walras’s “definitive” production
function

Q=(p{T,P,K...). ..(2.1)

This problem is equivalent to minimizing a new function

77=7pe+Ppp+A:pfc-t-...-A[9)(7, .)-(2) ,.(3.1)

where —A is a Lagrangean multiplier. 77 is thus a function of all the coefficients

of production considered as independent variables and is nothing else than the
total cost function plus an additional term equal to zero. To minimize the total

cost, therefore, it is necessary to equate to zero each of the partial derivatives of
(3.1) with respect to the coefficients of production implicit in T, P, K . . .:

whence

^ ^ ..(4.2)

dT dP dK

which is identically Walras’s system (4) of §326, the additional equation involving
A »ving simply the factor of proportionality which, as will be seen, is not without
definite economic meting. The second order conditions of a relative minimum
arc assumed to be satisfied. Thus, all the margmal productivity theorem shows
when taken by itself, is that the total (or average) cost ofproducing a given output
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of a given product is minimized (provided second order conditions are satisfied),

when the coefficients of production are so adjusted that their marginal produc-

j
are proportional to the prices of the productive

services.

The foregoing theorem holds for any given output and is independent of the

selling price of the product. Consequently, its validity does not depend—as

Walras apparently imagined—on any assumptions regarding the competitiveness

of the product market. Unless we think of Walras as momentarily blinded by his

ardent advocacy of the policy of “free competition** it is hard to explain why he

should have made such a point of “free competition’* in this connection, in the

first italicized conclusion of §326 and Appendix III, as if it were essential to his

theorem. Certainly, on logical grounds, it is all the more surprising that he should

have fallen into this error since he had the perspicacity to reject Barone’s sugges-

tion, made in an unpublished letter to Walras dated September 20, 1894, that the

marginal productivity theorem be derived by maximizing the “produit net”,

i.e. the net profits, of the entrepreneur. Walras wrote in pencil on the margin of

this letter: “Vom bien la formule des productivit6s marginales. Mais le fonde-

ment dconomique est mauvais.** (F.W., II, 1848.) Apparently Walras understood

that minimizing cost and maximizing profit were not the same thing: the first is

implied in the second, but the second is not implied in the first and may be

considered independently.

Of course, “free competition” in the product market is not involved in the

determination of minimum cost; but if, as a totally separate proposition external

to the marginal productivity theorem, the assumption is arbitrarily made that the

product market is governed by pure and perfect competition, so that the operation

of the market mechanism equates cost of production to selling price, then the

selling price per unit of (B) will be such that

tivities
d(p d(p d(p

a>* dK

Pb ^b'

Under these special circumstances, the total outlay on (B) (i.e. the total revenue

from (B)) will be equal to the total cost, so that, referring back to (1.1) we

may write

QPb"~^ Q^b= Q^tPt-^~ QlfpPp+Q^kPk+

Now, returning to (3.1) and partially differentiating U this time with respect

to Q we get

dQ ’

and it turns out, as Samuelson has rigorously demonstrated {op. cit.j pp. 65-66),

that A or is the marginal cost of (B). Substituting from (6.1) into (4.1) and

transposing, we get

_ dq> dU
dQ*

d(p dIJ •
(7-1)

FP dQ*

_ d(p dfl

As is well known from the theory of the individual firm, undei pure and perfect
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brium» so that

aod (7.1) may be written

marginal cost as well as average cost at equili-

0/7

..(7.2)

dw

dw
..(7.3)

dw

This is identically Walras’s system (3) of §326 of ed. 4 def., but it is true only

when (7.2) is true and is thus a corollary of the marginal productivity theorem

instead of being part of its proof, as Walras supposed.

Substituting from (7.3) into (5.2) we obtain

d(p_

..(8 . 1 )

or, remembering Walras’s definitions of T, P, K...,

. .(8 . 2 )

This is identically Walras’s equation (4) of Appendix III and of §326 in ed. 4

(see Collation Note [/] of this Lesson), and is again a corollary, whose validity

depends upon the assumption of a purely and perfectly competitive product

market and all that that implies with regard to freedom of entry, etc.

Walras’s own method of deriving his equations (3) of ed. 4 def. (our system

(7.3)) and (4) of ed. 4 (our equation (8.2)), which he describes in a footnote

to his postscript of Appendix III (see p. 494, footnote 1 ) was vitiated by his

confusion of the problem of minimizing cost with that of equating minimum cost

to selling price. Having rejected Barone’s suggestion that the marginal produc-
tivity theorem be derived by maximizing the net profit function, because, as

Walras said in an unpublished letter to Barone, dated October 30, 1895, “
. . .

I’entrepreneur qui ne connait pas la fonction 9? [the demand function for (B) j ou
0 [the production function] ne s’amuse pas k faire la differentiation . .

(F.W,, I, 27), he envisages the solution of the theorem as taking place in practice

through a double set of finite adjustments made by the entrepreneur in the process

of groping towards minimum cost and towards equality between marginal cost

and marginal revenue. Unfortunately, he implies that these are conditions of
equality between minimum cost and selling price, without noticing that this last

equality is not sought by the entrepreneur but imposed from without by the
market structure.

[21 Vilfredo Pareto’s Economic pure cited in Walras’s footnote has long eluded
the search of economists. Henry Schultz had made diligent efforts to find it in

1929, but without success ("Marginal Productivity and the General Pricing
Process", op. aV., p. 459). A copy has now been located in the library of the
University of Algiers, to which Professor G. H. Bousquet, who very kindly
furnished me with a photostat reproduction, had donated it. It is a brochure
of 16 pages, entitled VECONOMIE PURE, Resume du cours donn4 a VEcole
des Hautes Etudes de Paris (1901-1902), par Af. Vilfredo Pareto, professeur
d^^conomie politique d rUniversite de Lausanne. There is no indication of any
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publisher, date or place of publication. TTie following passage found on pages
9 and 10 is all there is in the brochure relating to the marginal productivity
theory:

“Un autre groupe de conditions conceme les transformations des biens
economiques et exprime les rapports en lesquels se irouvent les quantitds de
biens sujets aux transformations avec les produits qu’on en obtient. II faut
observer que ces rapports ne sont pas seulement techniques, ils sonl aussi

economiques. Ainsi, pour obtenir 1000 kg. de bl6 il faut une certaine 6tendue de
lerres et certaines d^penses de main-d’ceuvre, d'engrais, etc. Mais ces quantiles
ne sont pas fixes; il est bien connu que Ton peut, en de certaines limites, rtduire

r^tendue de la surface cultiv6e, pourvu qu’on augmente les d6penses de main-
d’ceuvre, etc.; et c’est en cela que se trouve la difference entre Tagriculture exten-

sive et Tagriculture intensive. Pourtant ce ne sont pas tous les rapports qui sont

ainsi 6conomiquement variables, il en est de fixes ou d’A peu pris fixes. Ainsi,

pour faire un habit, il faut une certaine quantity de drap, et le tailleur pourrait

augmenter inddfiniment la surface de ses ateliers que cela ne diminuerait

nullement cette quantity de drap. Un sous-groupe de conditions determine les

rapports qui sont variables. Ces rapports, lorsqu’on consid^re Tunit^ de

marchandise, ont re^u un nom special; M. Walras les a nomm^ coefficients de

fabrication', ce sont les quantites de certaines choses nicessaires pour produire une

unit6 d’une marchandise d^termin^e. Sous un regime de libre concurrence,

une des fonctions principales des entrepreneurs est de determiner ceux de ces

coefficients de fabrication qui sont variables economiquement. Sous un regime

de propriete collective, cette fonction devrait etre remplie par les mandataires

de la communaute; on ne saurait la n6gUger sans courir le danger de reduire

considerablement la production.”^

The footnote referred to at the end of the foregoing paragraph reads:

Nous avons donn6, Cours, §719 note, les Equations pour determiner ces

coefficients de fabrication.

“La theorie qui pretend les determiner par la consideration des productivites

marginales est erronee. On y traite comme des variables independantw des

quantites qui ne le sont pas, et les equations que Ton ecrit pour determiner le

minimum ne sont pas admissibles, Telles sont les equations (3) des Elements

d'^con. pol. puTCy de M, Walras, 4® edition, p. 375.”

[3] cf. Jean ^ptiste Say, Traiti d'iconomie politiquey Book II, Chapters 11

and III, pp. 318-337.

Lesson 39

[1] James Anderson, Inquiry into the Nature of the Com iMwSy Edinburgh,

Mrs. Mundell, 1777, pp. 45-50, note {a).

[2] Sir Edward West, An Essay on the Application ofCapital to Landy London,

Underwood, 1815.

[3] Thomas Robert Malthus, Inquiry into the Nature andProgress ofRent,
ana

the Principles by which it is regulatedylx}n(\onytAMmyy\Z\5. a v
[4] James Mill, Elements of Political Economyy London, Baldwm, Cradocic

and Joy, 1821, Chapter II, Section I, pp. 13-23.

[5] John Ramsay McCulloch, The Principles ofPolitical Economy, Edmburgh.

William and Charles Tait, 1825, Part HI, Section V, pp. 264-287.

[6] From Fig. 13 of ed. 4. ^ • r th#.

[7] For a critical discussion of Walras’s restatement and criticism ot ine

classical rent theory, see George J. Stigler, Production and Distribution Theories,

pp. 255-260.

[8] Taux de Tinteret’ here translated as ‘rate of interest charges for reasons

given above in Translator’s Note [3] of Lesson 18.
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[9] From Fig. 14 of ed. 4.

[10] Let m—3; then the equations are as given in systems (I), (2) and (3), nine

in number. The unknowns are: rj» r,, r,; h^; Xi, jc,, jc,; and r, in all ten.

[11] This is more clearly seen when rewritten

h=H-
Pb Pb

where, if we consider only one type of labour-service (P),

Hbp—ihe total output of (B) per hectare x the amount of (P) employed in

producing a unit of(B)=the total employment of (P) in the production

of /f on a hectare of land; and

=the price in numeraire per unit of service of (P)-^the price in numeraire
Pb

per unit of (B)= the price per unit of (P) in terms of (B); so that

Hbp^ =the total cost in (B) of the labour-service (P) employed in producing
Pb

H units of (B) on a hectare of land;

and similarly for (PO, (P'O • • Hence h is the total produce per acre less the

total wage bill, all expressed in terms of (B).

[12] Remembering from §237 that Pp i=Pp, when Pp—np.

[13] By the rate of wages is here meant^

^

.... and by the rate of
P^Pp’ Pp"

%

interest charges — , .... Just 25^*= ^^=“^*' = . . . at equilibrium
Pj( Pjg' Pfg" Pff Pjg' Pf^"

(§263), so ^ Moreover, pP^ P^' Pp"
= ^ =...= = ^' =

p * p ‘ p “ft Pfef Pp Pp'

[14]

Remembering that H is defined as the number of units of product per

hectare, whence b^— , it follows that if is a function of b^ such that
H

<0, bj. must also be a function ofH such that—2 >0.
obi

The “vestigial” production function of §325 (see above, Translator’s Note [1]

of Lesson 36), to which the sentence in the text refers is one in which the output
does not figure explicitly. The function is, therefore, a homogeneous function

of the first degree in the coefficients of production, as Henry Schultz proved in

his article, “Marginal Productivity and the General Pricing Process”, op. df.,

pp. 543-545.

[15]

These three ratios may be set out thus:

n =-Pb-
-Jf .

..(1)

Pb- -
,

r

..(2)

xi i

xt t

..(3)

h in this context and that personal capital is now

rewritten

Pb
f
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whence the first of the above equations. The second of these equations is

derived from

Pb

since the rent per hectare in terms of (B)=the rent per hectare in /lum^aire—thc
price in numeraire per unit of (B). The third is derived from

xi
xt^ —

Pb

where xt is the total investment of capital proper and personal capital x the rate

in (B) of the interest charges on this capital, i.e. the total interest charges in (B) on
all the capital employed on a hectare of land, which is equal to the same total

interestcharges in termsofnumeraire (i being the rate expressed in such terms)-!' the

price in numeraire per unit of (B).

[16] The left-hand side of this equation represents the total outlay in (B) on

labour and capital-services. Remembering that t= =f'{x)t we see that the
dx

right-hand side of the equation in the text represents the total capital employed

in terms of numeraire x the rate of interest charges in terms of (B).

[17] Remembering from §357 that

r^h—xt

and substituting H for A, we may write

r—H~xt,

Substituting into this last equation for r (§357), /'(^)for H (§355 and 358), and

Pb
F'{x) for / (§355), we obtain the equation referred to in the text.

[18] By the “rate of production” (‘taux de production’), Walras obviously

means t which was shown in the last equation of §355 to be a function of the

aggregate X.

[19] i.e. P(,=
*

, as seen in Translator’s Note [15] of this Lesson,

Lesson 40

[1] Walras writes: ^Acheter le produit n'est pas alimenter le travaiP, which is,

in all probability, quoted from Dussard and Courcelle-Seneuil’s French transla-

tion of J. S. Mill’s Principles^ Principes d'Sconomie politique^ P^s, Guillaumin,

1854, p. 94. The nearest English equivalent in the section cited is found on p. 80

of the Ashley edition {op. cit.) of Mill’s Principles: . . to purchase produce js

not to employ labour . . In the translation from Walras, the word support is

substituted for “employ”, because it is a better rendering of “alimenter ,
which

becomes a crucial word in the argument that follows, and because Mill in th®

same context uses the expression “supports and employs productive labour in

such a way that the two verbs may be taken as practically synonymous.

[2] Walras writes: 'Le taux des salaires se rigle par le rapport de la population

aux capitaux' (cf. above-mentioned French translation, p. 390), to which the

nearest English equivalent in the section cited is found in the original, op. ci

p. 343, reading as follows: Wages, then, depend mainly upon the demand ana

supply of labour; or as it is often expressed, on the proportion between population

and capital.”
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[3] cf. p. 96 of the French translation, or p. 80 in the original of Mill’s

Principles.

[4] Walras writes: ‘Acheter le produit n’est pas demander le travail.’

[5] cf. p. 97 of the French translation, or p. 81 in the original of Mill’s

Principles.

[6] cf. pp. 101-103 of the French translation or pp. 85-86 in the original.

[7] Mill, op. cit., pp. 343-344 or pp. 390-391 of the French translation; the

italics are those of the French translation.

[8] Jean Baptiste Say, A Treatise on Political Economy

^

p. 18.

[9] See §185.

[10] P. Auguste Boutron, TMorie de la rente foncidre^ Paris. Guillaumin, 1867,

“ouvrage couronn6 par I’lnstitut”.

Lesson 41

[1] See above. Translator’s Note [2] of Lesson 28.

[2] From Fig. 9 of ed. 4.

[3] From Fig. 10 of ed. 4.

[4] From Fig. 11 of ed. 4.

[5] From Fig. 12 of ed. 4.

[6] Traits d*iconomie politiquet pp. 55-56 and 307-310.

Lesson 42

[1] The future tense of the verb in this sentence was retained from ed. 1 of the

Elements where Walras promised to treat the topics enumerated at a later date.

By the time ed. 4 of the EUments appeared, the promise had been fulfilled (see

Walras’s Etudes d'dconomie politique appliqu^e, passim).

[21 See Walras’s Etudes d'^conomie sociale, which appeared in 1896, the same
year as ed. 3 of the Elements.

[3] See above. Lesson 17.

[4] Paris, Bouguet et L^vi, 1823, pp. 278-281. The translation in the text is

adapted from Treatise on Political Economy. . . by the Count Antoine Louis

Claude Destutt de Tracy . . translated from the unpublished French origmal”,

pp. 206-209, Georgetown, D.C., Joseph Milligan. 1817. This translation was
revised by Thomas Jefferson.

[5] It will be noted that the validity of this mathematical argument is not

general, but depends upon the cost of production of capital good (K) remaining

constant in the long run as well as in the short run after the tax. Tlius, if we let

p^~the price per unit of service of capital good (K) before the tax,

Pff= the price per unit of capital good (K) before the tax, such that

=Pj, , and

/7;t==the cost of production per unit of capital good (K) before the tax,

then, since price equals cost of production at equilibrium, we have

..(I)

where /' is here considered a consUnt rate of return on capital investments.
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The immediate or short run effect of a proportional tax on pj^ is to reduce the
net selling price of the service of (K) to

p'k^Pki^-s),

where s is the proportional tax rate. Consequently, the price of the capital good
(K) will fall immediately to

-y -Pk.

Since if is constant in the short run, it follows that

In that case the output of (K) will be reduced in the long run and the unit price

of its service will rise in consequence. Since i is assumed constant, the price of

the capital good itself must also rise. The new price of the service p"fg and the

new price of the capital good F"jc will be in long run equilibrium when

=p"k=n\, • (2)

where n\ is the long run cost of production of (K) after the tax. If, however,

/ffc, i.e. if the cost of production of (K) is a constant not affected by any

changes in the quantity produced of (K), then and only then do we have from (1)

and (2)

Pk_^P”k{^-s) ..(3)

i t

whence Walras's equations

P"k^Pk\-sp'\

and

which obviously hold only when the cost of production of (K) is constant.

[6] See §242.

Appendix /

[1] From Fig. 20 of ed. 4. The curve in Fig. 40 is simply an enlargement

of the same curve found in Fig. 39.

[2] From Fig. 21 ofed. 4.

[3] From Fig. 22 of ed. 4.

[4] From Fig. 23 of ed. 4.

[5] From Fig. 24 of ed. 4.

[6] From Fig. 25 of ed. 4.

[7] From Fig. 26 of ed. 4.

Appendix II

[1] From Fig. 27 of ed. 4.

[2] From Fig. 28 of ed. 4.
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64

Appendix I

Appendix 11

Appendix I

Appendix II

Appendix Ilf

(1) The order of the Parts, Lessons and sections is exactly the same throughout the

fourth and the definitive editions.

(2) Where the order of the Parts, Lessons and sections of eds. 2 and 3 is the same,

the numbers have been combined in a single column. Between the author’s

‘Preface’ and the text, the second and third editions contain a mathematical prelude

(pp. 3-21), entitled ‘Des fonctions el de Icur representation geometrique. Theone
mathematique de la chute des corps’. This was omitted from the subsequent

editions probably as a result of tne criticisms Walras received from Maurice

d'Oeagne in an unpublished letter dated May 7, 1891 (F.W. II. 1623).

(3) ‘section’ in the original is translated as part in order to avoid confusion with

the numbered subdivisions of the Lessons, here called sections. The title page of

Part I of the first three editions is headed ‘Theorie de la richessc sociale*.

(4) In ed. I the title of Part II reads Theorie mathematique de lechange'; changed

in ed. 2 to read Theorie de I'echange’: and finally changed as translated in ed. 4.
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(5) Sec Collation Note /ij of Lesson 11.

(6) See Collation Note a] of Lesson 12.

(7) See Collation Note rj of Lesson 12.

(8) See Collation Note b] of Lesson 13.

(9) The 28* Le^n of ed. 1, entitled ‘Examen critique dc la doctrine de M. Cournot
sur les changements de valeur, absolus et relatifs', was omitted from all subsequent
editions.

(10) In ed. 1 the title of Part IV reads Throne naturelle de la production et de la

consommation de la richesse'; changed in ed. 2 and subsequent editions for the

corresponding Part.

(11) See below footnote [20] and Collation Note [/»] of Lesson 22.

(12) In ed. 1 the title of Part V reads ‘Conditions et consequences du progr^s econo-
mique*; changed in ed. 2 (where the corresponding Lemons form Part IV) to read

‘Theorie de la capitalisation et du credit’. In ed. 4 and ed. 4 def. the latter title

applies to Part V which comprises only those Lemons which correspond to

Le?ons 45-49 of ed. 1 (Lemons 23-28 of ed. 2). The Le9ons corresponding to the
remainder of Part V of ed. 1 were shifted to Part VII in ed. 4.

(13) See Collation Note h of Lesson 23.

(14) Sec Collation Note a of Lesson 24.

(15) Sec Collation Note a of Lesson 25.

(16) In ed. 1 the title of Part III reads ‘Du numeraire et de la monnaie’; changed in

ed. 2 to read ‘Thdorie de la monnaie’ and in ed. 4 to read ‘Thdorie de la circulation

et de la monnaie’ as the title of the corresponding Part.

(17) See Collation Note [a] of Part VI.

(18) See Collation Note [<f] of Lesson 33.

(19) In ed. 1 the title of Part VI reads ‘EfTets naturels et ndcessaires des divers modes
d’organisation de la soci^t6’; changed as translated in ed. 2.

(20) See above, footnote (11)





COLLATION OF EDITIONS^

Lesson 1

[] End of 1" Le^on in ed. 1.

[] In ed, 1 this sentence reads: ‘Et, pour cela, nous allons, au prdalable,

distinguer Tart de la science et la science morale de la science naiurelle.* Changed
in ed. 2. End of 2® Le90n in ed. 1.

Lesson 2

[] In ed. 1 the final clause of this sentence reads: ‘.
. . il oublie compldtement

de signaler aussi celle [la distinction] ^ faire entre Tart, la science et la morale'.

Changed in ed. 2.

[] End of 3® Le^n in ed. 1.

[c] Ed. 1 reads: ‘11 est clair que, pour ce qui esl des effets des forces naturelles,

il n’y a rien autre chose k faire qu’^ les reconnaitre, les constater, les expliquer,

et que, quant aux efifets de la volont6 humaine, au contraire, il y a lieu de les

gouvemer.* Changed in ed. 3.

{d\ End of 4® Le^on in ed. 1.

Lesson 3

() In place of the two preceding sentences, ed. 1 reads: ‘De m^me ici la rarete

et I’abondance ne s’opposent pas Tune a Tautre: la raret6 n’est qu’une abondance
moindre, ou, pour mieux dire, I’abondance n‘est qu’une moindre rarete. Unc
chose est rare, en dconomie politique, des qu’elle est utile et limit^e en quantite,

exactement comme un corps a de la vitesse, en m^canique, d^s qu’il parcourt un
certain espace en un certain temps.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[] End of 5® Le^on in ed. 1.

[c] Sentence appears first in ed. 2.

[d\ In place of the two preceding sentences ed. I reads: ‘Les sciences naturelles
proprement dites dtoivent purement et simplemcnt la nature, elles ne sortent
pas de rexp6rience.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[e] End of 6® Le^n in ed. 1.

Lesson 4

[a] In ed. I the remainder of this sentence reads: ‘jusqu’^ un certain point’.
Deleted in ed. 4.

[A] End of 7® Le^on in ed. 1.

[c] Ed. 1 reads: ‘.
. . que je ne veux pas dissimuler’; changed in ed. 4 to ‘que

je veux signaler’.

[d] End of 8® Le^n in ed. 1.

Part II

[a] Ed. 1 reads: ‘Thdorie Math6matique de I’Echange’; changed in ed. 2 to
read; ‘Th6orie de I’Echange’. In the first three editions, the theory of the exchange
between two commodities only (Part U of ed. 4) and the theory of exchange
among several commodities (Part lU of ed. 4) were combined in Part II.

*See above, p. 497, footnote 1.
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Lesson 5

[£?] This sentence appears first in ed. 2.

[b] End of 9® Le^on in ed. 1.

[c] ‘d’^change’ appears first in ed, 2.

[d\ This sentence appears first in ed. 4.

[e] In ed. 1 the remainder of this paragraph reads: ‘Nous avions k la Bourse
des acheteurs de rente et des vendeurs de rente, des demandeurs et des offreurs;
une hausse dans le prix de la rente ne pouvait que diminuer la demande et

augmenter 1 offre; une baisse ne pouvait qu’augmenter la demande et diminuer
I'offre. Ici, nous avons des 6changeurs, des demandeurs de (A) contre (B) et des
demandeurs de (B) contre (A), pour qui cette demande est le fail princip^, et pour
qui I’offre, comme nous I’avons fait remarquer, n’est qu’un fait accessoire. Or
cette circonstance modifie lout.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[f] The passage translated into the following three sentences appears first in

ed. 4.

[g] End of 10® Le^on in ed. 1.

Lesson 6

[a] Ed. 1 reads: ‘La courbe s’obtient par le proc^d^ graphique, I’iqua-

tion da=fa,i(Pa) s'obtient par la mithode d^interpolation; Tune et I’autre sent

empiriques.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[/>] The following sentence in ed. 1 reads: ‘Si, par exemple, Tavoine cofltait

1 milliard en bI6, il est k croire qu’^ moins de circonstances tris exceptionnelles,

personne ne nourrirait plus de chevaux.’ Omitted from subsequent ^itions.

[c] End of 1 1® Le^on in ed. 1.

[d] End of 12® Le^on in ed. I.

Lesson 7

[a] The next four sentences in ed. 1 read: ‘Lorsqu’on cherche I’dquation

empirique d’une courbe par la m6thode d’interpolation, on essaye successivenwnt

de I’obtenir alg^briquement du premier, du second, du troisifeme degr6, et ainsi

de suite. Nous avons suppose, dans notre figure, les courbes

alg^briques du second degr6, par consequent continues, et n’offrant aussi qu’un

seul maximum pour les rectangles des coordonndes DaPa* ^bPb point

pour lequel celui pour lequel Pa~OAp^ entre le

point pour lequel Pb= 0, et celui pour lequel OBp, Dj,= 0. Nous

n’avons d’ailleurs k considerer que la partie de ces courbes comprise dans Tangle

des coordonnees positives, et, dans cet angle, que la partie comprise entre les

points Aa et Ap, entre les points B^ et Bp. Cela ressort tr6s 6videmment de la

nature meme du fait de Tichange. Dans cette hypothec, les courbes KLM,

NPQ sent des courbes alg^briques du troisifeme de^, continues, et n’offrant

qu’un seul maximum pour les ordonn6es.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[b] Ed. I reads: ‘Maintenant, aprfes le cas ofi il n’y a, entre les courbw de

demande et les courbes d’offre, qu’un seul point d’intersection, et celui ofi il n y

a aucun point d’intersection, Tinsp^tion attentive de la forme des coiirbes fait

apercevoir le cas ofi il y aurait trois points d’intersection.* Changed in ^

and 3 to read: ‘Maintenant, apr^ le cas oil il n’y a, entre les courbw de demande

et les courbes d’offre, qu’un seul point d’intersection, et celui oil il n’y a aucun

point d’intersection, Tinspection attentive de la forme des courbes fait apercevoir

le cas oil il y aurait plusieurs points d’intersection.’ And finally changed in ed. 4

to read as translated in the text.
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Ic] *—fi' does not appear in ed. 1 .

• 1 *

[d] ^ - does not appear in ed. 1 .

[e] Ed. 1 reads: ‘relativement grand’; changed in ed. 4 to read ‘fort’.

[f] Ed. 1 reads: ‘relativement petit’; changed in ed. 4 to read ‘faible’.

[g] Ed. 1 reads: ‘Thdoriquement, nous sommes forces d’admettre Teventualite

comme possible pour deux marchandises s’dchangeant Tune contre i’autre en
nature; nous veirons plus tard si elle Test encore pour plusieurs marchandises
s’6changeant les unes contre les autres avec intervention de monnaie.’ Changed
in ed. 4.

[A] Ed. 1 reads: ‘Sans sortir des donn6es de notre hypoth^se g6n6rale, il

convient d’examiner le cas extreme oil les courbes de demande, se confondant
avec I’hyperbole de la quantity existante, seraient asymptotes a ces axes.’ Changed
in ed. 4.

[/] End of 13® Le^n in ed. 1.

Lesson 8

[aj In ed. 1 this paragraph reads: ‘L’etude que nous avons poursuivie jusqu’
ici de la nature du fait de I’echange rend possible I’^tude de la cause meme du
fait de la valeur d’6change. Si, en effet, les prix ou les rapports des valeurs
r6sultent math^matiquement des courbes de demande, pour connaitre les causes
et conditions premidres d’6tablissement et de variation des prix, il faut rechercher
les causes et conditions premieres d’6tablissement et de variation des courbes de
demande.’ Changed in ed. 4.

[6 ] In ed. 1 the remainder of this paragraph reads: ‘Sur le premier je porte,

a partir du point O, des longueurs successives Oq, qq\ q'q” ... representant les

nombres d’unites ou fractions d’unit6s de (B), q, q\ q"... d’une meme intensity

d’utilit6 que le porteur ( 1 ) consommerait successivement s’il les avait k sa disposi-
tion. Et, sur le second axe Or, et sur des paralldles ^ cet axe men6es par les

points q, q\ 9" . .
. , je porte, a pattir du point O et de ces points q, q\ ^ , des

longueurs 0^^,i, qr\ q'r"... representant les utilites intensives r\ r"... de
chacun des groupes d’unit6s ou fractions d*unit6s q, q\ q".... Je forme les rec-
tangles OqRP^^^,qq'R'r\q'q"R"r",.. representant les produits qpj.,u
J’obUens ainsi la courbe Pr,i^'^'r"R" Pq,i. Cette courbe est continue ou
discontinue: elle est discontinue si q, q\ q”.., ne sont pas des quantit^s infiniment
petites; elle est continue dans le cas contraire, et se confond alors avec la courbe

J’obtiendrais de meme la courbe continue ou discon-
tinue. Dans le cas de continuit6 , comme dans le cas de discontinuit6 , d’aiileurs,
je suppose les intensitis d’utilit6 d6croissantes depuis I’intensiti ou cq. 1 de la
premiere unit6 ou fraction d’unit6 jusqu’^ I’intensit^ ziro de la deniidre unit6 ou
fraction d’unit6 consomm6c.* Fig. 3 of ed. 1 to which this passage refers annears
as Fig. 53 on p. 569.

This diagram was changed in ed. 2, in which Walras no longer considers
successive unequal increments in quantity {Oq>qq'<q'q" in Fig. 53), each having
a uniform raret^. The defects of his first presentation in ed. 1 were discussed in
the unpublished correspondence between Udislas von Bortkiewicz and Uon
Walras. In a letter dated November 23, 1887, L. von Bortkiewicz wrote*

“
Dans VOS £/^menr5 [ed. 1 ], §74je liscequi suit: ‘Sur O^.je porte, Apartirde’o des
longueurs successives Oq^ qq*

,
g'q"... representant les nombres d’unitds de (B)

q, g', q" . . . d’une mSme intensit6 que le porteur consonunerait successivement
Et sur le second axe etc je porte des longueurs qr',qr"... reprisentani
les uuhtis mtensives de chacun des groupes d’unites q, q', q" etc.’ Eh bien, c’est
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ce que j’avoue ne pas comprendre. Les quantit6s repr6sent6es par Oq^ qq\ q'q'\

etc. ayant une meme intensity d’utilite, comment se peut-il que cette mfimc
intensit6 d’utilit6 soit repr6sent6e tanlot par tantot par qr, etc.? Tout
serait clair si vous aviez dit ‘des longueurs qr\ q'r" repr6sentant les

ulilit^s intensives d'une unit^ de chacun des groupes’. Encore une remarque.

Les longueurs Oq, qq\ q'g",.. representant les quantit^s d’une mdme intensity

d’utilit6, la longueur qq' doit etre plus grande que Oq^ q'q">qq\ et en g6n6ral

qm-i^m^^m^m+i- La loi psychologique qui sert de base ^ votre th^orie de la

raret6 I’exige necessairement. . . (F.W. II, 1317.) To this Walras replied on
December 6: “La phrase de mes EUmenu (§74) que vous me citez . . . est tr^s

mauvaise. Je vous ferai seulement observer que je I’avais d6j^ corrigde en disant

dans ma Theorie mathematique de la richesse sociale (p. 20): . un certain

nombre de quantites successives Oq, qq\ q'q" ... chacune d'une intensity uniforme

d'afilit^' J’ajoute que cette correction nc m’a pas paru sufBsante et que, dans

la seconde Edition des Elements dont je viens de commencer I’impression, je

substitue aux quantites quelconques q^ q\ q" des unites de marchandise,

comme vous le desirez, et comme je le fais depuis plusieurs ann6es d6ji dans mes

cours. . . .“ (F.W, I, 66.) In ed. 2, the first sentence of the passage in question

reads: ‘Sur le premier, Oq, je porte. k partir du point O, des longueurs successives

Oq\ q'q'\ q"q'"... representant les unites de (B) que le porteur (I) consommerait

successivement [dans un certain temps], s’il les avait a sa disposition’; the phrase

in brackets was added in ed. 4. In conjunction with this phrase there appeared

for the first time in ed. 4 the subsequent sentences of the same para^aph

setting forth the static assumptions implied in the argument. The remainder

of the passage under discussion, which had taken its definitive form in ed. 2, was

then made into a new paragraph.

It will be observed, furthermore, that the raret^ curves in Fig. 3 of ed. 1

(reproduced here as Fig. 53) are drawn as straight lines like those of Gossen.

They were replaced in ed. 2 by curvilinear rarete functions. Walras explained

the change in an unpublished letter to W. Stanley Jevons dated August 17, 1878,

in which he wrote: “J’ai aussi modifi6 sur la figure 3 les courbes d’utilit6. J avais

d'abord pris des lignes droites afin d’obtenir exactement par le c^cul la courbe

de demande qui s’en d6duit; mais je trouve, toutes reflexions faites, qu il vaut

mieux n’avoir qu’une courbe de demande approximative et ne pas risquer d en

donner cette idee fausse que la rarete variait toujours en raison inverse de la

quantite possedee ou selon quelque loi simplement analogue.” (F.W. I, 278.)

[c] Ed. 1 reads: ‘quantite poss6dee’. Changed in ed. 2.

{d] Ed. 1 does not contain this paragraph, which in ed. 2 reads: Analytique-

ment, les raretes etant donnees en fonction des quantites consommees par les

equations r=(p^,fiq\ r=<p^^fiq\ les utilites effectives seraient donnees par les

integrales d6finies de O ^ ^ de ces fonctions:

Changed in ed. 4.
, .

\e] End of 14® Le^on in ed. 1. This paragraph appears as the second paragrapn

of §75 of ed. 1, as the third paragraph of §75 ofed. 2, and as the first

of §76 of ed. 4, the first words reading: ‘Tout cela pose’ in ed. 1, changed

‘Cela pos6’ in ed. 4.
,

[f] Ed. 1 reads: ‘On est fond6 k dire en principe qu’il -

maniere k satisfaire la plus grande somme totale de besoins possible, et que, p

consequent, 6tant donne, est determine par la condition ‘T
deux surfaces OyPPr,i. Od^aoLr.! soit maximum.’ Changed m ed. 2. It

observed that the principle of maximization of utility in exchange,
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been enunciated as a broad empirical observation in the first edition, was reduced
to a hypothetical proposition in the second and subsequent editions.

[^] In ed. 1 this is followed by a paragraph which reads: ‘Notre figure suppose
les courbes de besoin continues; il y aurait lieu de discuter le cas ou elles seraient
discontinues. Cette discussion montrerait notamment qu*en ce cas, il pourrait

y avoir, ^ la limite, un certain nombre d’6changes 616mentaires indiff^rents,
c est-^-dire qui ne seraient ni avantageux ni d^savantageux. Les quantit6s Oj, et

seraient alors ind^terminees entre certaines limites; mais le th6or^me n’en
serait pas moins vrai par la raison que, dans ces limites, la satisfaction serail

loujours maximum du moment oh le rapport des intensit^s demi^res serait 6gal
au prix.’ Omitted in ed. 2. In §82 of ed. 2 (equivalent of §§83 and 84 ofed. 4)
Walras first presents a developed demonstration of the theory of equilibrium
quantities and rigorously defines the narrow limits within which such an equili-

brium is indeterminate when the utility curve ofone ofthe commodities exchanged
is discontinuous.

[h] Ed. 1 reads: The subscripts to the r*s and
were omitted in ed. 2.

[/] End of 15® Le^on in ed. 1. The remainder of this Lesson, consisting of the

last paragraph of §81 and §§82-84, appears first in ed. 2.

[j] In ed, 2 this paragraph reads: ‘Ainsi se r6soudrait le probldme quiconsiste

—Etant donnies deux marchandises {A) et {B) et les courbes d'utilit^ ou de besoin

de ces deux marchandises pour chacun des ^changeurs, [ou les Equations de ces

courbes^] ainsi que la quantity possidie par chacun des porteurSy d determiner les

courbes de demande [ou leurs equations].^ In the definitive edition of 1926 the

bracketed words were omitted.

[k] This sentence is included in the previous paragraph of eds. 2 and 3. In

ed. 4 it forms a separate paragraph, the first in §82. In ed. 4 the next paragraph

reads: ‘Soient d^ la quantity a demander de (A), la quantity k offrir de (B), au

prix Pa de (A) en (B), conform6ment k Liquation

^aPa ^b»

qi, itant la quantity de (B) possidie par le porteur.* Changed in the definitive

edition of 1926.

[y] The phrase ‘en vertu de Liquation [1]’ appears first in the definitive edition

of 1926.

[m] The passage constituting §82 in ed. 4 does not appear as a separate section

in eds. 2 and 3, but in abbreviated form as part of §81, reading:

itant les raretis dicroissantes de (A) et (B) pour le porteur (I) de (B) en fonction

q re

des quantitis consommies, les intigrales difinies
|

(pa,i{q)dq et I <P}3,i{q)dq

Jo ^ ..

sonl, comme nous Lavons dit (§75), les utilites effectives des mimes marchandises

pour le mime porteur en fonction des mimes quantitis consommies, Apris

Lichange de o^^d^Pa de TO centre d^ de (A), k un prix p^ de (A) en

e’est-i-dire avec des quantitis d^ de (A) et qb—oj,=qj,—daPa de (B)» Lutiliti

effective totale des deux marchandises pour le porteur en question est

•da reb—dmPa

o Jo

Et cette utiliti effective totale atteint son maximum quand sa dirivie par rapport

k da est nolle, soit quand

9o,i(da)-/>a9’6.i(^6-'^a/'a)=0
ou quand

Changed in ed. 4.
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The change in the fourth edition embodied almost verbatim the observation

made by L, von Bortkiewicz in an unpublished letter dated May 9, 1888, which

was sent in response to Walras’s letter of May 5 enclosing the proof sheets of

parts of the fordicoming second edition of the Elements. Von Bortkiewicz argued

that the phrase 6tant les raret6s d^croissantes'\ mentioned

simply in passing, as it were, might still leave the uninformed reader with the

false impression that proportionality between the raretis and the prices was a

necessary and sufficient condition of maximum satisfaction whether or not the

rareti functions were decreasing functions of the quantities jwssessed. He went

on to suggest: ’’Or, quelques lignes insdrtes A la page 106 [of eds. 2 and 3]

suffiraient pour 61iminer toute possibility d'un pareil malentendu. L’^quation

'Pa,lWa)-Pa?’^l,l(9^-‘^oPa)= 0

correspond au maximum de

r Qb-^aPa

{q)dq +

seulement k la condition que la d^rlvde du second ordre de

dc 'Qb—daP*

J o

par rapport a soit une quantity nygative. Done le thyoryme de la satisfaction

maxima ne tient debout qu’A cette condition qui s’exprime par Tinygality suivante:

9’'a,lWa)+P’a?’'6,l(‘?6-‘^oPo)<0.

II est yvident que cette condition sera remplie si nous avons 9' ct

9'b,\i<lb—^aP<d<^t soit en gynyral (p\q)<Q, ce qui veut dire que la rarely doit

etre une fonction dycroissante de la quantity possyd6e.” (F.W. II, 1355.) Walras
accepted this correction with gratitude, but the final proof having already been
sent to the printer, it was too late to make any change. In fact, the correction was
not made, perhaps because of an oversight, until the fourth edition.

[n] £d. 2 reads: *Ainsi dans le cas de Pychange d’une marchandise k courbe
de besoin continue contre une marchandise k courbe de besoin discontinue,
quand a lieu la satisfaction maxima, ce n’est pas le rapport des intensitys dcs
demiers besoins satisfaits des deux marchandises, mais le rapport de la moyenne
des intensitys du dernier besoin satisfait et du premier besoin non satisfait de la

marchandise achetde d I'intensity du dernier besoin satisfait de la marchandise
vendue qui est (du moins k peu prds) igal au prix.* Changed in ed. 4.

[o] Ed. 2 reads: ‘et renoncera k des utilitys effectives dc (B)’; changed in ed. 4
to read *et renoncera aux utilitys effectives de (B)’.

Lesson 9

[a] End of 16® Le^on in ed. 1. The following sentence appears first in ed. 2.
The footnote, however, docs not appear until ed. 4.

[b] Ed. 1 reads: Va=9>a.i(flo). 'b=9»b.i(96)*-
[c] This paragraph appears first in 2.

[</) End of 17® Le^on in ed. 1.

Lesson 10

[a] Ed. 1 reads. De ccs yiyments rysultent mathymatiquement en premier lieu
les courbes de demande partiellc et totale*, to which the phrase ‘en raison de ce
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fait que chaque porteur cherche a obtenir la satisfaction maxima dc ses besoins’

was added in ed. 2.

{b] Ed. 1 reads: "obtienneni'; changed in ed. 2 to read 'peuvent obtenir".

[c] In ed. 1 this paragraph reads: ^ et pj^— ^ 6tant Ics prix courants

ou d’^quilibre, r^,*, 6tant les raret^s des marchandises

(A) et (B) ou les intensit^s des demiers besoins satisfaits de ces marchandises

chez les porteurs (I), (2), (3)... on a

n rb,i ^6,1

p^= =
^a,i ^a,l

Changed in ed. 2.

[d] This paragraph appears first in ed. 2.

[e] Ed. 1 reads: ‘.
.

.

et le terme devrait etre remplac6 par an d^nominateur

*
’ Changed in ed. 2.

Pa

[f] The sentence from which the next two sentences in the text were translated

appears first in ed. 2.

[g] Ed. 1 reads: ‘La raret6, pourrait-on dire, est individuelle" Changed in ed. 4.

[h] In ed. 1 this paragraph reads: ‘Les causes et conditions premieres d’6tab-

lissement des prix 6tant connues, les causes et conditions premieres de variation

de ces prix sont connues par cela meme.* Changed in ed 2.

[/] In ed. 1 this passage, including the two previous paragraphs, reads: ‘Quant

aux effets respectifs des changements dans Tutilite ou des changements dans la

quantity sur les prix, il y a quelques precautions k prendre pour 6noncer k cet

egard des propositions generates, du moins en ce qui conceme les changements

dans I’utilite, par la raison que ces changements peuvent s’effectuer de fa^ons

tres diverses. Toutefois, en reservant les expressions d"augmentation et de

diminution de Vutilit^ aux deplacements de la courbe de besoin qui ont pour

resultat d’augmenter ou de diminuer I’intensite des demiers besoins satisfaits,

ou la rarete, apres Pechange, on peut dire que Taugmentation ou la diminution

de Tutilite, la quantite restant la meme, a pour consequence necessaire I’augmen-

tation ou diminution du prix. En effet, la rarete d’une des deux marchandises

augmentant ou diminuant chez un ou plusieurs echangeurs, et devenant, par

consequent, plus grande ou plus petite que le produit de son prix par la rarete

de I’autre, il y a avantage. pour ces echangeurs, en vertu du theoreme de la

satisfaction maximum (§80), k acheter ou k vendre de la premiere marchandiw,

en vendant ou en achetant de la seconde. De l^i une demande ou une o^e

effective de la premiere marchandise, accompagnee d’une ofifre ou d’une demande

effective de la seconde, d’od resulte finalement une hausse ou une baisse du pnx

de Tune en I’autre, Au contraire, Taugmentation ou la diminution de la quantite,

I’utilite restant la mdme, a pour consequence n6cessaire, d’apres ce que nous

avons dit de la nature des courbes (§75), la diminution ou Taugmentation de la

rarete, et, par suite, la diminution ou Paugmentation du prix. (>Ia etant, on

pourrait done enoncer les deux propositions suivantes;’ Changed in ed. 2.

[j] The phrase Petat d’equilibre sur un marche’ appears first in ed. 2.

[it] End of 18® Le^n in ed. 1.
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Part in

[fl] See above. Collation Note [a] of Part II.

Lesson 1

1

[] Ed. 1 reads: ‘II va nous suffice, pour cela, de g6n6raliser convenablemeni

nos formules.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[] Ed. 1 reads: *.
. . et les 2 equations d‘6change. . . Changed in ed. 2.

jc] In ed. 1 the following paragraphs are found at the beginning of §107
(corresponding to § 110 in ed. 4 def.):

‘On peut done poser le probldme general de I’echange d’un nombre quelconque
de marchandises entre elles en ces termes:

"Etant dom^es m marchandises (A), (B), (C), (D) ... et les Equations de demande
de ces m marchandises Pune en I'autre^ determiner les prix respectifs d'^quilibre.

‘Et, en principe, ce probleme esi toujours susceptible d'une solution par la

resolution de 2m(m— 1) equations a 2m(m— 1) inconnues qui sont les m{m— \)

prix des m marchandises les unes en les autres et les m (m— 1) quantit^s totales

de ces m marchandises 6changdes les unes contre les autres.*

These three paragraphs were omitted in ed. 2.

[d] Ed. 1 reads: ‘Equations*; changed in ed. 2 to read ‘fonctions*.

[e] Ed. 1 reads: ‘deux variables’; changed in ed. 2 to read ‘une variable*.

[f] Ed. 1 reads: ‘trois variables’; changed in ed. 2 to read ‘deux variables*.

[g] End of 19® Le^on in ed. 1. The following sentence appears first in ed. 2.

[h] The description of the mechanism of arbitrage in ed. 1 differs so radically

from that of the subsequent editions that it is impracticable to include the
original version found in ed. 1 in our collation of texts so far as it relates to

the remaining sections of this Lesson. For example, in the 20® Le^on of ed. 1,

the process of arriving at general equilibrium through arbitrage operations was
described in a very summary fashion, the notations used being those found below
in § 148 of the definitive edition. There was no recourse to the expository device
of hypothetical, isolated markets where only pairs of conrunodities are exchanged
for each other. More important than this is the fact that in ed. 1 Walras had not
introduced his numeraire until a later stage of the argument, in the 25® Le^on
which corresponds to Lesson 14 of the subsequent editions. See Arthur W.
Marget, “Monetary Aspects of the Walrasian System’*, op. cir., p. 179, note 67.
The result was that in the first edition. Walras pass^ immediately from the
conclusion that a state of general equilibrium in exchange required that the price
of either one of any two commodities in terms of the other must equal the ratio
of the prices of these two in terms of any third commodity to the corollary found
in §132 of the definitive edition that the ratios between the roretis of any two
commodities must be the same for all traders. He could do this without the aid of
a numeraire by supposing three parties to be in the market, party (1) holding (A),
party (2) holding (B) and pany (3) holding (Q. Then he supposed isolated
trading to take place between pairs of such traders until, by virtue of the theorem
of maximum satisfaction.

I Ph%a
1

^a%\ Pa,b

=p =
re^a

1 — ^0.1

PatC ^a,t

_« _
, Pe.h

1

^b.t Pb,c 'b.i

I
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When, however, arbitrage transactions were introduced, the result was

— n —
—Pb,a~ = ''6,8

• y

'"a.i Pc,b ''a.*

'"e.i — „ _ Pe,a
Pc,b

_ '’c.i
•

..(2)

'•&.* Pb,a ''6.1

Now, from the second line of system (1) we know that . If in place
'•(2,1 'a.3

of 'c .3 we put from the third line of system (1), and in place of

'"a,* we put from the first line of system (2), then we obtain

'"6.

a

''c.i _ '‘c.i ..(3)
•

•

''o,! ''o,t

It is to be noted, moreover, that in the “20® Le^on” of cd. 1 Walras did not

combine the system of equations defining gener^ equilibrium after arbitrage

with the previously derived system of equations of offer and demand as he did

in the later editions at this juncture of his argument, for example, in §116 of the

edition here translated. See below. Collation Note [a] of Lesson 12.

[/] The 20® Le^on of ed. 1 ends at a corresponding point in the argument with

the following sentences: *Que si, maintenant, on voulait qu’il n’y efit pas lieu

k arbitrages sur le march6 et que T^quilibre des prix des m marchandises deux k

deux fQt en mdme temps 6quilibre g6n6ral, il faudrait alors introduire les Equa-

tions exprimant cet Etat du marchE dans le systEme des Equations de demande et

d’Echange. C’est ce que nous allons faire en foumissant la formule gEnEralc de

solution mathEmatique du problEme de I’Echange de plusieurs marchandises

entre elles.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[y] Ed. 2 reads: *. . . I’EgalitE de la demande et de I’offre de chaque marchandisc

centre chacune des autres . . changed in ed. 4 to read “. , . I’EgalitE de la

demande et de Toffre de chaque marchandise en et centre chacune des autres ....

Lesson 12

[a] The 21® Le?on of ed. 1, like the 20® Le?on of that edition, cannot be

included in our detailed collation of texts without undue extension of these

notes, for here again the original mathematical argument took no account of

a numeraire (see above. Collation Note [A] of Lesson 1 1). The fact that the value

of all commodities demanded on a given market by a given individual must^ua

the value of all commodities offered by that individual was first expressed m

ed. 1 by

6+ + . .

.

=0,

which, when divided through by i;^. ultimately became

Pa,b Pa»9 Patd

This resembles the first equation of § 118 of the translated edition with

difference that the above prices are expressed in terms of m-l
,

instead of being expressed in terms of a numeraire. Furthermore,
.

demand for each commodity was originally described ^ a function
.

of that commodity in terms of all the other commodities and not as a lu
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of the prices of all the other commodities in terms of a numeraire. The following

m equations of offer and demand

Pa,c* Potd***)

^bO^b.a* PbtC* Pbtd’“^

Pc,b* Pctd'’’^ • -O)

^i^Pdta* Pdibf Pd,c’‘'^

reduced to m— l equations by virtue of

Xva~h Xvjf-hXvc-h ... = 0 .

To this system of m— 1 equations Walras then added (m— l)(m— 1) equations of
general equilibrium resulting from arbitrage operations:

_ 1

pQtb * Pe,b »
„ Pd,

a

Pd,b—--
Pb,a Pb,a Pb,a

1

Pa,c “ —

’

n —Pb,a
Pb,c •

Pc,

a

Pc,a Pc,a

_ I

Pa,d >
n Pb,a
Pb,d »

Pd,a Pd.a Pd,a

and obtained, in all, (m— l)+ (m— l)(m— 1) or m(m— l) equations to determine
the m(m~l) prices of m commodities expressed in terms of one another. The
combined systems of equations of offer and demand and of general equilibrium
prices resulting from arbitrage in §§122 and 123 of ed. 1 find their counterpart
in §§115 and 116 at the end of Lesson 1 1 of the translated edition; but they differ

from the latter in that the argument in ed. 1 contained no mention of either the
m(m~l) unknown total quantities exchanged implicit in system (1) or of the
virtual introduction of a numeraire implicit in system (2).

[6] Ed. 2 reads: ‘le rapport des raretds de deux marchandises’ to which the
word ‘quelconques* was added in ed. 4.

[c] The phrase ‘pendant un certain temps* was added in ed. 4.

[d] In ed. 2 the passage immediately after the equations reads: *. , , soit m—

1

Equations formant avec la prdc^dente un syst^me de m ^nations entre lesquelles
on peut 61iminer successivement m— 1 des inconnues jTj, yj, Zx, h'i . . . de mani^re
k n*avoir plus qu*une 6quation , , Changed in ed. 4 in which the possibility of
elimination is stated conditionally, probably to account for the fact that not all
systems of simultaneous equations have a solution, even where the number of
equations equals the number of unknowns,

[e] In ed. 2 the passage immediately after the equations reads: *.
. . soit en

tout m— 1 Equations entre lesquelles on pourrait 6Iiminer m— 2 inconnues telles
que Jfi, H-j.,., de manifere k n*avoir plus qu’une Equation...*, Changed in ed. 4
presumably for reasons indicated in Collation Note [d] above.

[f] In ed. 2 the passage immediately after the equations reads: *.
. . soit toujours

m—\ Equations entre lesquelles on pourrait 6Iiminer m— 2 inconnues telles que
Zx, . . . de manifere k n’avoir plus qu’une Equation . . .’. Changed in ed. 4, again
presumably for reasons indicated in Collation Note [d] above.

[g] The passage constituting § 122 appears first in ed. 4.
I/i] The corresponding point in the 21® Lecon of ed. 1 is followed by §123

alr^dy referred to in Collation Note [a] above; and then this l^econ ends.
[i] The 22® Le9on of ed. 1 must be omitted from our detailed collation of texts

for the same reason that the 20® and 21® Lemons were omitted (see Collation
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Note [<j] above). The first and subscQuent editions all deal with the same general
idea that equilibrium prices are established empirically in the market by a trial
and error process, but this idea was developed in ed. 1 without reference to a
numeraire, which appears first at this stage of the argument in ed. 2. Since the
prices in ed. 1 were not expressed in terms of a numeraire, Walras found it

necessary to make use of arbitrary factors a, ft y, <5... by which he multiplied
the v^ious prices of (A), (B), (C), (D)... respectively, in order to show how the
quantities offered and demanded of each commodity changed, as each of the
corresponding factors, a for the prices of (A), p for the prices of (B), etc., was
made to vary from zero to infinity, while the other arbitrary factors remained
constant. General equilibrium was then approached by an appropriate adjust-

ment of all these factors simultaneously. Thus, if all but the (A) markets arc in

equilibrium so that

Pa,c*

i.e. if the prices of (A) are such that the offer of (A) does not equal the demand
for (A), then by multiplying the Pa,d' • • by a suitable a we may obtain

^pQtC* ®Poid***)

In all likelihood this will throw the (B) market out of its original equilibrium

and hence

n.c.

Then by the use of an appropriate p, we may obtain

and so forth.

General equilibrium is reached by a series of adjustments in the values of all

these factors simultaneously. Such adjustments actually take place in the market

where prices, or, to use the Walrasian fiction of ed. I ,
variable adjustment factors,

increase or decrease according as the quantity demanded is greater or less than

the quantity offered.

[j] In eds. 2 and 3 this sentence closed with the following phrase indicating

that there is no occasion for arbitrage when the equilibrium price of one of any

two commodities in terms of the other is equal either to the ratio of these two

commodities in terms of any third commodity, ‘soil au rapport inverse des prix

d’6quilibre d’une troisi^me quelconque en Tune et Tautre*. This phrase was

omitted in ed. 4.

[/:] In eds. 2 and 3, the conclusion following the conditional clause reads:

‘.
.

.

les autres sont n^cessairement negatives, et r6ciproquement\ from which the

word ‘n6cessairement* was omitted in ed. 4.

[/] Eds. 2 and 3 read ‘fonction’; changed in ed. 4 to read *in6gaJit6’.

[m] The parenthetical expression ‘. .

.

mais qui ne se pr6sente pas, quand parmi

les 6changeurs, il y en a qui sont porteurs de plusieurs marchandises . . . was

inserted in ed. 4.

Lesson 13

[] Ed. 1 reads: ‘obtienncnt*; changed in ed. 2 to read ‘peuvent obtenir

.

[] The whole of §132 first appears at this point as §130 in ed. 2, burning

§132 in ed. 4. The substance of this section is found in §115 of the ‘20 Le^on

of ed. 1 (see above, Lesson 11, Collation Note [A]).

[c] In ed. 1 the passage from the beginning of §133 up to this point rea
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^c» 6tant les valeurs d’echange des marchandises (A), (B), (Q,
(D)... dont les rapports constituent les prix courants d’6quilibre;

'd.i-- - '’a.i* ''ft.*. ^d.f-^a. 3 * ''ft.st ''c.s* - ^tant ies raretes de ces marchan-
dises. ou les intensit6s des derniers besoins satisfaits, chez les echangeurs (1).

(2), (3)... apr^s Pdchange; on a dans ces conditions (115):

: Vc ^d
• 'a.l ''b.i ’ ''c.l 'd.l

: ''a.l : 'c.i

• ''a.J
*

''b.3 • 'c.8 ''d.3

‘Ici encore il est possible qu'un ou plusieurs termes manquent parmi les raretds
d’un 6changeur donne. Cela arrivera toutes les fois que cet 6changcur, n’etant
pas porteur d’une marchandise, n'en sera pas demandeur au prix courant, ou
qu’en 6tant porteur, il en sera offreur de toute la quantity possedee. Les riches
seront ceux chez lesquels les derniers besoins satisfaits seront nombreux et peu
intenses, et les pauvres ceux chez lesquels ils seront peu nombreux et intenses.

‘A cette premiere reserve il en faut joindre une autre relative au cas de discon-
tinuity des courbes d’utility ou de besoin. Ce cas est trds frequent. C’est d’abord
le cas de toutes les marchandises qui se poss^dent et qui se consomment par
unit6s naturelles, telles que meubles, vetements, etc.’ Changed in ed. 2. The clause
‘dont les rapports constituent les prix courants d’6quilibre’ and the words ‘ou les
intensitys des derniers besoins satisfaits’ of the first sentence were omitted in ed. 4.

W In ed. 1, the passage from this point to the end of the paragraph reads:
‘Meme pour les marchandises qui se possydent et se consomment par unitys
artificielles, telles que les aliments par exemple, le cas de discontinuity des courbes
de besoins est un cas fryquent. Ainsi, pour un homme sobre, une certaine quantity
de bouchyes de pain et de viande, de gorgyes de vin, necessaires k sa subsistance
quotidienne, sont d'une utility trds intense et a peu pres uniforme, et, cette limite
atteinte, toute bouchye ou gorgee suppiymcntaire est inutile. Dans tous ces cas,
le rapport des raretys ne sera pas rigoureusement egal au prix, il sera seulement
aussi rapprochy que possible de Pygality. On rentrerait dans les donnyes mathy-
matiques en substituant aux courbes discontinues des courbes continues en
diflryrant infiniment peu. Aprys cette substitution, les quantiles cydyes ou
acqiuses ^raient sensiblement les memes qu’auparavant, et les termes de rarety
seraient rigoureusement proportionnels aux termes de vaJeur d’yehange.’ Changed
in ed. 2.

[e] This paragraph appears first in ed. 2.

[f\ This section appears first in ed. 2.

[g] This section appears first in ed. 2.

[/*] The final clause reading ‘qui sont tout a fait dycisives pour la solution des
principaux probiymes yconomiques’ was added in ed. 4.

[/] In ed. 1 the clause here translated as a separate sentence reads: *.
.

.

et dont
par consyquent, les rapports seuls, ygaux aux rapports commons et identiques des
raretys de deux marchandises quelconques chez un porteur quelconque, soil au
prix de ces deux marchandises Tune en I’autre, sont susceptibles de recevoir une
expression numyrique’. Changed in ed. 2.

[j] The modifying phrase ‘ayant toujours sa cause dans la rarete qui seule est
un fait absolu’ appears first in ed. 2.

[At] The following sentence in ed. 1 reads: ‘C’est ce que nous avons fait notam-
ment pour poser les Equations d’equivalence des quantit6s partielles (§1171 ou

eSr‘‘‘^'
demandies et offertes.’ Omitted from subsequent

(/] In ed. 1 the italicized conclusion reads: ‘chaque marchandise n’aqu'une valeur
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d'dchange sur le marchi’. The words ‘par rapport d toutes les autres' were added
after the word '^change' in ed, 2.

[m] The word ‘peut-etre’ was added in ed. 2.

[rt] This paragraph appears first in ed. 2. In ed. 1 the remainder of § 135 reads:
L augmentation ou la diminution de la quantite possdd^ par un ou plusieurs

porteurs d’une marchandise, Tutilitd restant la meme, a toujours pour consd-
quence ndcessaire, d’apr^s la nature mSme des courbes d’utilit6 (§75), la diminu-
tion ou Taugmentation de la raret6. Que si, d*autre part, nous r^^rvons toujours
les expressions d*augmentation et de diminution de rutilitd aux d^placements de
la courbe de besoin qui ont pour r6sultat d’augmenter ou de diminuer la rareti,

on voit que les variations de Tutilit^ ont des effets contraires i ceux des variations

de la quantity. D’ailleurs, la raret6 d’une marchandise augmentant ou diminuant
chez un ou plusieurs 6changeurs, el devenant, par consequent, plus grande ou
plus petite que les produits de ses prix par les raret^s de toutes les autres marchan-
dises, il y a avantage pour ces echangeurs k acheter ou k vendre de cette

marchandise, en vendant ou en achetant de toutes les autres (§80). De le une
demande ou une oflfre effective de la rndme marchandise, accompagn6e d’une

offre ou d’une demande effective de toutes les autres, d’oCi r^sulte finalement une

hausse ou une baisse des prix de Tune en toutes les autres. On peut done 6nonccr

cette double proposition:

—Plusieurs marchandises itant donnieSy siy toutes choses restant ^gales d*ailleurs,

rutility d*une de ces marchandises augmente ou diminue pour un ou pour plusieurs

des ichangeurSy la valeur de cette marchandise par rapport d la valeur de toutes les

autreSy ou son prix en chacune des autres, augmente ou diminue.

Si, toutes choses restant egales d'ailleurs, la quantity d'une des marchandises

augmente ou diminue chez un ou chez plusieurs des porteurs, les prix de cette

marchandise diminuent ou augmentent.
*11 convient de remarquer que I’utilit^ ou la quantity d’une marchandise variant

ainsi, la variation de sa valeur ou de ses prix en toutes les autres, qui sera le

ph6nom^ne principal, sera ndeessairement accompagnde, comme d’un ph6nom^ne

accessoire, de variations des prix de toutes les autres marchandises les unes en les

autres. En effet, les raret^s de ces marchandises 6tant changdes, et les rapports de

ces raretds I’^tant aussi, le plus souvent, les prix devront changer. On ne saurait

done supposer un changement de valeur d’une marchandise, sur le march6, ^ns

supposer en m6me temps un changement de valeur de toutes les marchandises.

Nous reviendrons sur ce point un peu plus loin.

‘On peut ajouter aux deux propositions ci-dessus les deux suivantes:

—Plusieurs marchandises ^tant donn^es, si Vutility et la quantite d^une de ces

marchandises d regard d'un ou de plusieurs des ^changeurs ou porteurs varient de

telle sorte que les raretis ne varient pas, la valeur de cette marchandise par rapport

d la valeur de toutes les autres, ou son prix en chacune des autres, ne varie pas.

Si Vutilit^ et la quantity de toutes les marchandises d regard d'un ou w
plusieurs des echangeurs ou porteurs, varient de telle sorte que les rapports des

raret^s ne varient pas, les prix de toutes les marchandises ne varient pas' Changed

in ed. 2.

[o] *ou virtuelle* was added in ed. 2.

[p] Ed. 1 reads: ‘scientifiquement*. Changed in ed. 2.
- j

[q] End of 23® Lc^on in ed. 1. The next two sentences appear first in ed. 2

Lesson 14

[a\ In ed. 1 the general equilibrium prices read: Po,c»

• • Pea. Pe^. Pe.6- Pd.a. Pd.6. Pd.o • • Changed in ed. 2 where these paces

are expressed in terms of the numeraire (A).
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[b] In ed. 1 the system of equations (1) reads:

+^"d,iVd+ . .

.

^a.iVaH-96.iV6+^c.»l^c+9d.iVd+ • • •

^ d.i^d"^ • •

Changed in ed. 2, where the numeraire is introduced. One version is translatable
into the other by dividing each of the above equations by and substituting

pf,

for^ , /?p for for . etc.
Vq Va Va

[c] In ed. 1 this system of equations reads:

<Pa.iWa,i-^x\)=Pa,c <Pe,Me,i +Z\),
9>a,ii<l'a.i+x\)^Pa,d(Pd,ii^'d,i+ ^'i)*

Changed in ed. 2 where the numeraire is introduced.
[d] In the corresponding section of ed. 1 (§139) is found in place of the

implicit Po=l, and Vd-- are found in place of p., Pd- ••• Changed in
ed. 2.

[e] End of 24® Le^n in ed. 1.

if] Ined. 1 this series reads: ‘l,Pb»Pc»Pd*--’* Changed in ed. 2.

[^] In place of this sentence, ed. 1 reads: ‘De ces prix, on d^duit successive-

mentlessuivants:p„,j=i Pa.c^K Pa.d=
’
••• Pc.6=-, P<i,6=^... P6,c=^*^ Q M U 7t

Q Jl

Pb,d= Pe,d^----- A tous ces prix d’dquilibre g6n6ral correspon-

dent, en vertu de la condition de satisfaction maximum, les quantit^s demandtes:
Q, S,., M, P, R.., G, J.,. F, H.,. L.,, K..,* Changed in ed. 2.

[A] End of 25® Le^on in ed. 1.

Lesson 15

[a] In ed. 1 the corresponding passage from the beginning of § 149 to this point
rwds: ‘Pour d6finir le r61e d’un instrument de mcsure et d’un intermfediaire
d*6change de la richesse sociale, nous avons suppose les prix courants d’6quilibre
g6n6ral d6ternun6s ant£rieurement au choix de cet instrument et de cet inter-
m^iaire.’ This passage was omitted in eds. 2 and 3; but in ed. 4 §151 begins

words: ‘II ressort db}k de notre resolution des equations de rechange
(§§127, 128, 129, 130) que Tadoption . , The remainder of this paragraph is
subst^tially the same in all editions, though the last sentence was changed in
ed. 4 from: ‘C’est cette simplification qu’il nous faut 6tudier k present d’autant
plus qu en nous pla^ant dans cette hypothdse de Tusage d’un numeraire et d’unemonnaie, nous nous rapprochons de plus en plus de la r6alit6 des choses ’

[b] In §150 of ed. 1 this paragraph reads: ‘Soit done (A) le numeraire el la
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monnaie. Soient a pr^ent, d*un c6t6, les marchandises (A), (C), (D)... s’dchan-
geant ou pretes k s’^changer entre dies aux prix ddtermines d’iquilibre g6n6ral
TT, Q... de (C), (D)... en (A), suivant les Equations

{Q'-\-K'+,..)vc={P'-i-K'n+,,.)vay

{K'n=^L'Q)Va=L'vd...

iL'g=K'n)va=K\.,,.

Et soil, d’un autre c6t6, la marchandise (B) se pr6sentant sur le march6 pour s'y

6changer centre les marchandises (A), (C), (D)..,.’ In ed. 2 the passage preced-

ing the equations was changed to read: ‘Soil done (A) le numeraire et la monnaie.
Soient k present, d*un c6t6, les quantitds effectivement demand6es, ^gales aux
quantit^s effectivement offertes: P\ R' ... Q\ K' ... S\ V ... des marchandises

(A), (C), (D)... s’echangeant ou prdes a s’6changer entre dies aux prix d^ter-

min6s d'^quilibre g6n6ral pc=^, de (C), (D)... en (A), suivant les

Equations. . . And in ed. 4 the whole paragraph underwent a final revision and
was made part of §151.

[c] Ed, 1 reads pf, ^ and p^ & where subsequent editions read and --
’

’ Pb
throughout this paragraph.

[d] Ed. 1 reads ^monnaie' where subsequent editions read *tjum^raire* through-

out this italicized paragraph.

e] This section appears first in ed. 2.

f] In ed. 1, the corresponding section (§154) begins with the following para-

graph: ‘Enfin, au lieu de supposer dderminds les prix de m— 1
quelconques

d’entre les marchandises, pour determiner le prix de la nous pourrions

supposer les m marchandises se pr^sentant k la fois sur le marche. L’adoption

d’un numeraire et d’une monnaie equivaudrait alors purement et simplement

k rintroduction de la condition d’equilibre general, et les prix courants se deter-

mineraient d’ailleurs conformement aux deux conditions de satisfaction maximum

des besoins et d’egalite de la demande et de Toffre totales effectives de chaque

marchandise. L’intervention du numeraire et de la monnaie ne change done rien

k la loi de Tofifre et de la demande, dont renonce reste tel quel, sauf qu’au lieu

de parler des prix des marchandises en toules les autres, il suffit de parler de leur

prix en numeraire.’ Omitted in ed. 2.

Ig] End of 26® Le^on in ed. 1

.

Lesson 16

[] Eds. 1, 2 and 3 read: ‘et en la defendant centre toutes doctrines opposees’.

Omitted in ed. 4. ^ .

[] End of 27® Le^on in ed. 1 . The remainder of this Lesson appears first in

ed. 2.

[c] In eds. 2 and 3 the following footnote is referred to at this point: Je repete,

pour eviter tout malentendu, que j’ajoute ce paragraphe k la

mon livre et que si je n’ai pas cite, dans la premiere edition, en 1874, les irois

ouvrages ici mentionnes parus anterieurement au mien, c est que j ignor

entierement leur existence.’ Omitted in ed. 4.
ov... Hp

[d] The remainder of this paragraph reading *. . . et d egalite de I ®

la demande effectives k ce prix et qui, ainsi, supprime la propnet6 appea

in cd* 4.
. /Cl

*

A A
[<•] This paragraph was first designated as a separate section {§ 163} m ea. ‘t.
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[f] In eds. 2 and 3 the opening words of this sentence read: 'C’est ce que

Jevons n’a pas fait et c'est pr6cis^ment ce qu’il s'est inlerdit de faire. . . Changed

in ed. 4.

[g] In eds. 2 and 3 the following paragraph appears at this point: ‘Je n’ai

critique qu’un point special de la doctrine de mes devanciers. Je dois ajouler

tout de suite que la conception de I’intensite du dernier besoin satisfait par Gossen

sous le nom de Werth des letzten Atoms et par Jevons sous le nom de Final Degree

of Utility leur a permis d’6claircir d’autres points importants. et que leurs

ouvrages doivent etre lus avec le plus grand soin par les 6cononiistes d6sireux de

travailler k la constitution definitive de r6conomie politique pure.’ Omitted in

ed. 4.

[A] This paragraph was first designated as a separate section (§164) in ed. 4.

[i] In eds. 2 and 3 these authors are referred to more fully as follows; ‘Je dirai

seulement que lui et les auteurs qui Pont suivi, comme M. le professeur Frederic

de Wieser, de Prague, dans son ouvrage: —Veber den Ursprung und die Haupt-

gesetze des wirtschaftlichen Werthes (1884) et M. le professeur Eugene de Boehm-
Bawerk, dans ses Grundzuge der Theorie des wirtschaftlichen Guterwerts ( 1 886). .

.

[j] Eds. 2 and 3 read ‘peut-etre’; omitted in ed. 4.

[k] Eds. 2 and 3 read ‘economistes en Allemagne’; the last two words were

omitted in ed. 4.

[/) In eds. 2 and 3 this sentence reads: ‘J’en ai tire, comme on I’a vu, la theorie

de la determination des prix des marchandises.* Changed in ed. 4.

[m] The remainder of this paragraph was added in ed. 4.

Lesson 17

[] In ed. 1 the corresponding section (§208) is found at the beginning of the

35® Le^on entitled ‘Du capital et du revenu’. The intervening Legons of ed. 1

were made up of the 28® Legon, entitled ‘Examen critique de la doctrine de

M. Cournot sur les changements de valeur, absolus et relatifs’, which was
omitted from all subsequent editions, and the 29® to the 34® Legons, which were

devoted to the formal theory of money and constituted Part III of ed. 1 under
the general title ‘Du numeraire et de la monnaie*. In the later editions the

special treatment of the theory of money was deferred to Part VI.

[] This sentence appears first in ed. 4.

[c] In ed. 1 the following sentence reads: “Elle se pr6cisera bientot tout k fait

pour nous.’ Omitted in ed. 4.

[J] End of 35® Le^n in ed. 1.

[e] In ed. 1 there is another sentence at the close of this paragraph, just at the

end of the 36® Legon, reading: ‘L’importance de cette 6tude n’apparait-elle pas

suffisamment si Ton songe qu’en 6conomie politique il y a actuellement cinq ou
six theories de la rente, ce qui revient exactement k dire qu’il n’y a pas de theorie

de la rente, pas plus qu’il n’y a, du resle, de th6ories du salaire ou de I’int^ret.*

Omitted in ed. 4.

Lesson 18

[] End of 37® Legon in ed, 1.

[] Ed. 1 reads ^services producteurs*

,

Changed in ed. 2.

[e] This and the previous sentence appear first in ed. 2.

This sentence appears first in ed. 4.

[e] End of 38® Legon in ed. 1.
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Lesson 19

[] In ed. 1 the remainder of this paragraph reads: ‘Si je prends de Targent
pour acheter de la mati^re premiere ou des marchandises en gros, j’inscrirai la

somme au credit de Caisse et au d^bit d’un compte Marchandises^ si pour payer
mon loyer ou rnes ouvriers, et d‘uDe fa^on g^ndrale pour payer des fermages,
des salaires ou des mt6rets. je rinscrirai au credit de Caisse et au d6bit d‘un
compte Frais gMraux. Et si Je mets dans ma caisse de Targent provenant de
la vente de mes produits, j’inscrirai la somme au d6bit du compte Caisse et au
credit du compte Marchandises/ Changed in ed. 2.

[] End of 39® Le?on in ed. 1.

[c] End of 40® Le^n in ed. 1.

Lesson 20

[fl] Throughout this Lesson the term ‘services producteurs’ used in ed. 1 was
changed in ed. 2 to read simply ‘services’.

[^] The phrase recueillir pendant une certaine p^riode de temps* was added
in ed, 4.

[c] The phrase *k consommer pendant la m£me p^riode’ was added in ed. 4.

[d] The appositional phrase ‘soit les exc^dents des o,, <?*... positifs sur

les n6gatifs’ appeared first in ed. 2.

[e] The principal clause, here translated as a sentence, reads in ed. 1 : . on

aurait d6j^, en vue de la determination des quantites cherchees, le systdme suivant

de n equations d’ofFre totale des services producteurs*. Changed in ed. 2.

[f] Ed. 1 reads: ‘II serait facile d’exprimer cette condition par un systeme

d’autant d’equations qu’il y a de coefficients de fabrication k determiner; mais

comme ce systeme serait en quelque sorte independant des autres que nous

considerons, nous en faisons abstraction, pour plus de simplicite, en supposant

que les coefficients ci-dessus figurent parmi les donnees et non parmi les inconnues

du probieme.* In ed. 2, the clause ‘mais comme ce systeme serait en quelque

sorte independant des autres que nous considerons* was omitted and the

remainder of the sentence appeared as a separate sentence. The version trans-

lated in this text appears first in ed. 4. Actually, even in the earlier editions the

concept of variable coefficients of production was enlarged upon mathematic^ly

in the 51® Legon of ed, 1 and the 28® Le^n of eds. 2 and 3, where the discussion

had every appearance of being an adumbration of the marginal productivity

theory which was then explicitly developed in Appendix III of ed. 3 ^d later

in the 36® Le^n of the subsequent editions when Appendix III was oniitted.

[g] End of 41® Legon in ed. 1. The following section appears first in ed. 2 as

§203 (equivalent of §207 in ed. 4 def.), where the opening sentences read: ‘II s a^t

d’arriver k T6quilibre de la production de la m6me fa^on que nous sommes arnves

k T6quilibre de Exchange, c’est-^-dire en supposant les donn6es du probieme

invariables pendant tout le temps que dureront nos tfltonnements, sauf A sup^ser

cnsuite ces donnees variables en vue d’etudier les effets de leur variations.

le tAtonnement en matiere de production rencontre une complication qui n exis-

tait pas en matiere d’echange.* Changed in ed. 4.

[h] In ed. 2 the remainder of this paragraph reads: ‘Acceptant cette necessite,

nous devons supposer que, pour chaque reprise de tAtonnement, nos entre-

preneurs trouveront, dans le pays, des proprietaires fonciers, travaille^ c

capitalistes possedant les mAmes quantites de services et ayant les mfimcs beso

des services et des produits. Une reprise de tAtonnement consistera

A des prix de services cri6s d’abord au hasard, et ensuite en hausse ou ^
suivant les circonstances, les entrepreneurs cmprunteront aux propnetaires
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fonciers, travailleurs ct capitalistes les quantit^s de ces services n6cessaires pour
fabriquer certaines quantit6s de produits d6termin6es d’abord au hasard, et

ensuite en augmentation ou en diminution suivant les circonstances. Puis ils

viendront vendre ces produits sur le march6 des produits, suivant le m^canisme
de la libre concurrence, i ces propri^taires fonciers. travailleurs et capitalistes

pos$6dant toujours les mfimes quantit6s de services et ayant toujours les m6mes
besoins des services et des produits. Le tAtonnement sera fini lorsque, en 6change
des produits qu’ils auront fabriqu^s, les entrepreneurs obtiendront des propri6-
taires fonciers, travailleurs et capitalistes pricis^ment les quantit6s de rentes,

travaux et profits qu’ils leur devront et qu’ils auront fait entrer dans la confection
des produits; de telle sorte qu’ils pourront ou s’acquitter et en rester 1^, ou plutot
continuer ind^finiment la production dont la marche sera d^s lors ligl^e pour
autant qu'aucune variation ne surviendra dans les donndes, c’est-i-dire dans les

quantit^s poss6d6es des services et dans les utilit^s des services et des produits.’
This was changed in ed. 4 where the device of *bons\ i.e. of tickets was introduced.

[/] The following two paragraphs appear first in ed. 4.

Lesson 21

[a] In ed. 1 this first paragraph reads: ‘Pour cela, venons sur le march^, et
supposons qu’on y ddtermine au hasard n prix de services producteurs

p'fc.... Afin de mieux faire saisir les operations qui vont suivre, nous les parta-
gerons en deux phases au moyen de la double hypoth^se que voici. Nous
supposerons d’abord que les entrepreneurs de (A), (B), (Q, (D)... vont acheter
leurs services producteurs (T), (P), (K)... sur un marche Stranger, en s’engageant
k restituer plus tard des quantites de ces services non pas egales mais simplement
equivalentes. Nous supposerons ensuite qu’ils s’engagent k restituer plus tard
des quantites non plus seulement equivalentes mais egales, auquel cas nous
pourrons supposer aussi qu’ils achfetent leurs services producteurs sur le marche
du pays aux propri6taires fonciers, travailleurs et capitalistes auxquels ils vendent
leurs produits. On voit assez comment cette maniere de proceder fait abstraction
sinon du numeraire au moins de la monnaie.* Changed in ed. 2 to read: ‘Venons
done sur le marche, et supposons qu’on y determine au hasard n prix de services

P'u P'v* P'ky^ Ct fn quantites k fabriquer de produits Afin
de mieux faire saisir les operations qui vont suivre, nous les partagerons en deux
phases au moyen de la double hypothese que voici. Nous supposerons d’abord
que les entrepreneurs de (A), (B), (C), (D).., achetent leurs services producteurs
(T), (P), (K.) . . , en s’engageant k restituer plus tard des quantites de ces services
non pas egales mais simplement equivalentes, et nous d6terminerons ainsi les
quantites ^d*** fa^on k ce que les entrepreneurs ne fassent ni
benefice ni perte. Nous supposerons ensuite que les entrepreneurs s’engagent
i restituer plus tard des quantites non plus seulement equivalentes mais dgales,
el nous determinerons ainsi les quantites p\, p'p, p'*... de fa^on k ce que Toffre
et la demande effectives des services soient e^es. On voit assez comment cette
nianiere de proceder fait abstraction sinon du numeraire au moins de la monnaie.’
This was changed in ed. 4 where the fiction of the ‘marche 6tranger*, abandonedm ed. 2, was replaced by that of the ‘bons’, i.e. ‘Uckets’.

[A] The phrase ‘sauf k faire voir plus tard que !e prix de revient de la maxchan-
dise numeraire tend de lui-meme k 6tre egal k I’unite sous le regime de la libre
concurrence’ appears first in ed. 2.

[c] In ed. 1 the passage beginning with the previous paragraph and ending at
reads (apart from the equations which have remained unchanged):

Mamtcnant, il faut supposer que les entrepreneurs trouvent sur le march6
etranger, aux prix

p'f, p'*... des services producteurs (T), (P), (K)... en
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quantiles inddfinies, et qu’ils produisent. aux prix de revient P'c* P'd--‘
des quantitas determines au hasard de (A), (B), (Q, (D)...
exigeant des quantiles A,, A^^, A^... de (T), (P), (K)... conformiment aux
Equations

‘Les quantity ^2^, ^2;,, 6tant alors apportes sur le march6 du pays
que nous consid^rons y seront vendues par les entrepreneurs suivant le meanisme
de la libre concurrence.’ Changed in ed. 2.

[d\ This paragraph appears first in ed. 2.

[e] The passage beginning with the second paragraph of §211 and ending at
this point appears first in ed. 2.

[/] Ed. 1 reads ‘par t^tonnement’. Omitted in ed. 2.

[g] The phrase ‘sous forme de bons’ appears first in ed. 4.

[/i] The remainder of this sentence reading ‘en multipliant les m Equations du
premier respectivement par et les n Equations du second
respeclivement par p\ . . . additionnant les deux systdmes ainsi obtenus et

remarquant que les seconds membres des deux sommes sont identiques .

.

appears first in ed. 2.

[/] In ed. 1 the remainder of this section, which closes the 42^ Legon of that

edition, reads: ‘11 faut, pour cela, que les quantitis de services producteurs

achet^es sur le march6 Stranger et les quantitds regues sur le march6 du pays par

les entrepreneurs soient 6quivalentes, puisque, par hypoth^se, les entrepreneurs

de (B), (Q, (D)... ne font ni b^n^fice ni perte. Ainsi il faut que

soit que

et comme il faut, pour I’^quilibre, que la demande de (A), et Toffre de (A),

/2o, soient 6gales, il faut que p'^ soit 6gal k 1, c’est-^-dire que le prix de revient

du numeraire soit 6gal son prix de vente. C’est ce qui aura lieu, si Ton a pris soin

de poser tout d’abord

P'a^^tP't+^pP'p+^kP'k-^

‘En dehors de cette 6quation, il n’y a pas d’6quilibre possible. Et, cette Equation

suppos6e satisfaite, I’dquilibre existera quand i2(, sera 6gal k Ainsi, pratique-

ment, lorsqu'on aura fix6 le prix des services producteurs de mani^re k ce que le

prix de revient du numeraire soit 6gal k I’unit^, il suflSra, pour obtenir I’^quUibre

partiel que nous cherchons, que les entrepreneurs de (A) fabriquent k ce prix de

revient 6gal au prix de vente, par consequent sans b^n6fice ni perte, toute la

quantity de (A) qu’on leur demandera. Alors sera remplie cette premiere condi-

tion que les entrepreneurs s’engagent k restituer des quantiles de services

producteurs non pas 6gales mais simplement 6quivalentes. En d’autres termes,

alors seront satisfaites toutes les 6quations de la production, sauf toutefois le

systdme (1) des Equations d’offre totale de services producteurs.’ Changed in ed. 2.

L/] In cd. 2 the remainder of this paragraph reads: ‘Alors sera remplie cette

premiere condition que les entrepreneurs s’engagent i rendre des quantites de

services producteurs non pas 6gales mais simplement 6quivalentes k celles qu i s

ont emprunties. En d’autres termes, alors seront satisfaitw toutes les Equations

de la production, sauf toutefois le syst^me [1] des Equations d’offre totale des

services.* Changed in ed. 4.
. • j- i tp

[k] Ed. 1 reads: ‘Ainsi, le moment est venu de fermer, pour ainsi dire, le wrci

de la production en ^liminant la supposition du march6 Stranger (§250 [§20o o

ed. 4 def.]) et en introduisant celle, conforme k la r6alit6, que les entrepreneurs
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ach^tent les services producteurs aux propri6taires fonciers, travailleurs et capita-

listes du pays auxquels ils vendent leurs produits,* Changed in ed, 2 to read:

‘Ainsi, le moment est venu de fermer, pour ainsi dire, le cercle de la production

en introduisant la condition, conibrme ^ la r6alit6, que les produits s’echangent

Centre les memes quantit6s de services qui entrent dans leur confection.* Changed

again in ed. 4.

[/] In ed. 1 the paragraph up to this point reads: 'La condition d*6galit6 dont

nous venons de parler serait remplie si on avait

OV D'p- . .

.

mais, gdneralement, on aura

Changed in ed. 4.

[m] In ed. 1 all Greek symbols in the section have one less prime. Changed

to its final form in ed. 2.

[/i] Ed. 1 reads: 'la loi d’6tablissement des prix d’Cquilibre de I’^change et de la

production*. Changed in ed. 4.

[oj End of 43® Le^on in ed. 1.

Lesson 22

[] Ed. 1 reads; *La libre concurrence en matiire d'echange et de production

est une operation par laquelle les services producteurs se comhinent en les produits

de la nature et de la quantity propres a donner la plus grande satisfaction possible

des besoins dans les limites de cette condition que chaque service producteur comme
chaque produit n^ait qu*un seul prix sur le marcli^J* Changed in ed. 2 to read:

*La production et V^change sur un marchd r^gi par la libre concurrence est une

operation par laquelle les services peuvent se combiner en les produits de la nature

et de la quantity propres a donner la plus grande satisfaction possible des besoins

dans les limites de cette condition que chaque service comme chaque produit n*ait

qWun seul prix sur le march4' Amplified finally in ed. 4 to include the condition

of equality between price and cost of production as well as that of uniformity

of price.

[] In ed. 1 the end of the sentence reads; Tagriculture, k I’industrie, au

commerce, au credit*; ‘au credit* was omitted in ed. 2.

[c] The statement and refutation of this first objection found in the following

four sentences appear first in ed. 2.

[d] In ed. 1 the last clause of this sentence reads: . .; et, quelles que puissent

6tre ces causes, on en aura suflisamment tenu compte en concluant qu*il faut les

supprimer autant que possible*. Changed in ed. 4.

[e] These reservations appear first in ed. 2. In ed. 1 this paragraph reads

simply: ‘Et ainsi, on doit g6n6raliser, en I’^tendant aux services producteurs

comme aux produits, la proposition que: —Les valeurs d*^change sont propor^

tionnelles aux raret^s,*

[f] This section appears first in ed. 2.

[g] This section appears first in ed. 2.

[h] End of 44® L^n in ed. 1. In ed. 2 the remainder of this Lesson was
transferred to this place, almost verbatim, from §§353-359 of the 59® Le^on of
ed. 1 where it originally formed part of the discussion of price fixing (see below,

§372 of Lesson 41 and Collation Note [a] of that Lesson). The few changes of
any importance that were made in the transposition are noted below.

[/) In §354 of ed. 1 the remainder of this paragraph reads: ‘Ce raisonnement
consiste, on le voit, k faire abstraction de Tintervention des entrepreneurs dans
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la production et a considerer les services producteurs comme des marchandises
s 6changeant les unes contre les autres. Mais c*est surtout en ce qui conceme les
produits que les courbes d’achat et de vente sont utiles ^ considerer, par la raison
qu'elles se ramenent alors k des courbes de prix.’ Omitted in ed. 2.

yi In §355 of ed. 1 the remainder of this paragraph reads: ‘On peut remarquer
qu au point de vue que nous avons adopts, mais k ce point de vue seulement, il

est exact que le prix des produits est ddtermin^par le montant desfrais de produce
tion. Ainsi, I’ecole anglaise, en posant son principe, a pris une verite d’approxi-
mation pour une verite absolue.’ Omitted in ed. 2.

Part V
[a] In ed, 1 the Le^ns dealing with the theory of capitalization (i.e. capita

formation) and credit were found in Part V, which was then entitled ‘Conditions
et consequences du progr^s economique*. In eds. 2 and 3 this same material was
shifted to Part IV and the title was changed to ‘Theorie de la capitalisation et du
credit*. Finally in ed. 4, the Lemons describing the conditions and consequences
of economic progress and those criticizing other systems of pure economics were
separated out to form the present Part VII.

Lesson 23

[] Ed. 1 reads ‘revenus producteurs*; changed in ed. 2 to ‘services’. This same
change was made throughout wherever ‘revenu producteur’ occurred in ed. 1.

[] In ed. 1 this paragraph reads: ‘Soit p le prix du revenu, y compris les deux
primes d*amortissement et d*assurance; c’est le revenu brut. Soit fx la prime

d’amortissement, v la prime d*assurance. Ce qui reste du revenu brut apr^s qu*on

a retranch6 ces deux primes, soit (/z+v), est le revenu net.* Changed
in ed. 2. In view of the modification in the meaning of p and v, which first

designated the absolute values of depreciation and insurance in ed. 1, and

subsequently designated the corresponding rates, the later editions read pP and

vP where the first edition reads simply p and v. This change in notation resulted

in concordant changes in the algebraic formulation of the theory of capital

formation and credit throughout Part V which are here noted once for all.

[c] In ed. 1 the remainder of this section reads: ‘Car comment n*achdterait-on

pas k des prix 6gaux deux capitaux rapportant des revenus nets 6gaux? Et

comment n*ach6terait-on pas k des prix deux ou trois fois plus 61ev6s Pun que

I’autre deux capitaux rapportant des revenus nets deux ou trois fois plus 6Iev6s

Pun que Pautre? Du moins doit-il en fitre ainsi k un certain 6tat normal etid^
qui sera P6tat d*6quilibre du march6 des capitaux.

‘Soit done P le prix du capital. Le rapport ou le faux du revenu net, est un

rapport commun, k P6tat d’6quilibre. Soit i ce rapport; quand nous Pai^ons

d6termin6, nous aurons d6termin6 par cela mfime le prix de tous les capitaux

fonciers, personnels et mobiliers.’ Changed in ed. 2,

[d] In ed, 1 the last clause in this sentence reads: *. . . et cette operation nc

foumirait aucun prix en numeraire*; changed in ed. 2 to read: ‘. . . et cette

operation, qui n’aurait thtoriquement aucune raison d’fitre, nc foumiimt non

plus aucun prix en numeraire si le numeraire n’^tait pas lui-mfime un capital, et

s’il 6tait un produit ou un service ayant une raret^ laquelle on pflt rapporter les

raret^s des autres produits ou services, comme il le faudrait pour que P^tabhss^

ment de Pdquilibre de la production ffit possible.’ Changed to its final form m
ed. 4. The remainder of this section reads in ed. 1: ‘Pour avoir une offre et une

demande de capitaux, il faut substituer k la conception d’un ^tat 6conomjquc
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statioonaire celle d*un ^tat ^conomique progressif. II faut supposer des entre>

preneurs qui, au lieu de fabriquer des produits consommables, ont fabriqu^, pour
ies vendre, des capitaux producteurs neufs. En regard, il faut supposer des

propridtaires fonciers, travailleurs ou capitalistes qui, ayant achet6 des produits

consommables pour une somme inf^rieure au montant de leurs revenus produc>

teurs, ont le tnoyen d'acheter ces capitaux producteurs neufs. Avec ces donndes
nouvelles, nous poss6dons tous les 616ments de solution du probl^me, si nous
songeons que les capitaux producteurs neufs sont des produits soumis k la loi

des frais de production. En effet, k T^tat d*6quilibre, le prix de vente de ces

capitaux producteurs neufs doit €tre ^gal k leur prix de revient; et, d'autre part,

le prix de vente des capitaux producteurs dej^ existants doit etre ^gal au prix de
vente de ces capitaux producteurs neufs. Si done nous connaissons le prix de
revient des capitaux producteurs neufs, nous connaitrons le prix de vente des

capitaux producteurs neufs ou d^j4 existants, et, par consequent, le taux du revenu
net. Ici conune ailleurs, nous avons k exprimer math6matiquement cet 6tat

d*6quilibre et k montrer comment il se realise sur le march6. Auparavant,
toutefois, nous devons mentionner une circonstance importante que nous avions

r^serv6e (250) pour Tintroduire k present.* Changed in ed. 4.

[e] In ed. 1, where the wording of this sentence is slightly different, only new
capital goods are mentioned; reference to already existing capital goods in this

connection is first made in ed. 2. The remainder of this section in ed. 1 reads:

‘Nous montrerons, au surplus, comment le probl^me de la determination du taux
du revenu net se rdsout aussi bien dans une hypoth^se que dans Tautre, sur le

marche, par le m^canisme de la libre concurrence. Remarquons seulement dds
k present qu*il ne faut pas confondre le marche des capitaux, e’est-^-dire le marche
oil les capitaux producteurs se vendent et s’achetent, avec le marche du capital,

c*est-^i-dire avec le marche oil se loue le capital monnaie et qui n*est autre
que le marche des services producteurs. Nous trouverons ces deux marches
distincts Tun de Tautre dans le cours de notre demonstration. Remarquons aussi

que, faisant abstraction de la monnaie, nous devons parler dorenavant non du
wpital monnaie^ mais du capital numeraire' Changed in ed. 2 to read as translated
in the text except for the last part of the last sentence which appears first in ed. 4.

[f] End of 45® Lepon in ed. 1.

[g] In ed. 1 this sentence ends with the clause *ce qui n*est pas un cas normal*.
Omitted in ed. 2.

[/i] From this point on, the changes made in ed. 2 and in ed. 4 in the theory of
capital formation and credit were so substantial that any detailed collation of
texts becomes impracticable apart from certain minor revisions noted below.

It had not occurred to Walras until his fourth edition (§242) to introduce the
imaginary conunodity (E). In the first three editions he presented the individual
savings function

e . Pjet Pk'f Pk'*** • Ph* Pc* Pd'* • 0

which he described as an empirical datum in the following terms (§279 of ed. 1

and §238 of eds. 2 and 3):

‘Nous posons cette Equation d*6pargne empiriquement, comme nous avons
pos6, au ddbut, Liquation de demande effective. Peut-itre y aurait-il lieu de
rechercher les iliments mathimatiques constitutifs de la fonction d*6pargne,
comme nous avons recherchi ceux de la fonction de demande effective. 11

fauc^ait ividemment, pour cela, considirer I’utiliti sous un aspect nouveau, la
distinguer en utiliti prisente et future. Nous ne ferons pas cette recherche,
et nous laisserons k la fonction d*ipargne son caractire empirique, sans pritendre
aucunement, pour cela, qu’il soit impossible de remonter k ses iliments, mais
parce que cette opiration ne nous est pas nicessaire pour le moment.*
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The reason for this reluctance to pursue any further the analysis of time
preference in its relation to the savings function was given partly in the Preface
(see above, pp. 45-46), and principally in Walras’s correspondence with von
Bortkiewicz and Bbhm-Bawerk. To the former he wrote in an unpublished letter,

dated February 20, 1889: “Et quand on consid^re I’int^ret comme le prix du
service du capital, ou du profit, ainsi que je le fais aussi, il n’y a nul besoin de
I’expliquer par la difir6rence de valeur d’un bien present et d’un bien futur, comme
font Jevons et Bbhm-Bawerk. Leurs theories et la mienne sont entidrement

divergentes a cet egard.” (F.W. I, 66.) To the latter he wrote on May 5 of the

same year: “Vous d^duisez le taux de I’intdret de la dilf6rence de valeur entre les

biens presents et les biens futurs; et moi je crois que la difference de valeur entre les

biens presents et les biens futurs ne saurait se determiner directement, et qu’elle

Re peut se tirer que du taux de rint6ret qui, lui, se determine directement par le

rapport du revenu net total des capitaux neufs au montant des epargnes. . . . Je

crois que la question est une question math6matique, qui ne peut se vider que

mathematiquement. . .
.” (F.W. I, 58.) See William Jaffe, “Unpublished Papers

and Letters of L^on Walras”, op. cit.^ pp. 203-204; and “L^on Walras’s Theory

of Capital Accumulation”, op. cit. p. 43.

In the fourth edition, the introduction of perpetual net income as commodity

(E) enabled Walras to avoid the dilemma of either continuing to use an empirical

function or of complicating his postulates with considerations of differences

between present and future utilities.

(/] In the first three editions a function

E F^iPl . .
. Pp . •

. P’k'* Pk" * • ‘ Pb> Pc* Pd' • *

was simply derived by summating the empirical individual functions. The nature

of the Fg function was not directly considered. We were merely told in ed. 1 that

the individual savings function is such that: T1 nous suffira de poser en fait que

cette fonction est croissante ou d^croissante pour des valeurs croissantes ou

d^croissantes de /, par la raison qu’il serait absurde de supposer qu’un homme,

dispose h faire une certaine 6pargne dans de certaines conditions de revenu net

^ obtenir, ne soit pas dispose a faire une 6pargne au moins 6gale dans des

conditions encore plus favorables.’ This was radically changed in eds. 2 and 3 to

read; T1 nous suffira de poser en fait que cette fonction est successivement

croissante et decroissante pour des valeurs croissantes de / par la raison que I offre

des services en echange de capitaux neufs, non plus que celle en ^change de

produits consommables, n’augmente pas ind^finiment avec la quantity k obtenir,

mais tend k redevenir nulle si le prix devient infiniment grand, c’est-^-dire si avec

une 6pargne minime on peut obtenir un supplement de revenu extremement

considerable.’ Finally in ed. 4, with the introduction of commodity (E) and with

the substitution of the function

de=^fe{Pt -“Pp-'-Pk* Pk'y Pk"" • Pb* Pc* Pd'" P^

e^feiPt "'Pp"'Pk* Pk'* Pk" "'Pb* Pc* Pd‘" 0

the whole raison d'etre of any special discussion of/eC-) disappeared and a

discussion of (...) and of E=D^p^=F^ (...) Pe took its place.

r/l In ed 1 there is no further development of this section. The next sentence

which closes the 46« Le^on in ed. 1 reads: ‘Et il ne nous reste plus qu’a introduire

convenablement ces Equations dans le systdme des Equations de la P^'o^uctio

pour resoudre le probl^me de la capitalisation ou de la determination du taux a

*^^^^1
In eds. 2 and 3 this sentence ends with the clause: ‘.

.

.

en matiere d’6change (117) [§118 in ed. 4 def.] et de production (197) [§20i m
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ed. 4 def.], des syst^mes de m et n-\-m 6quations de distribution d’une somme de

richesse ou de revenu possdd^ par un individu entre ses m ou n+m esp^s de

besoins, de fa^n k ce que le rapport de la raret6 au prix fOt le mdme pour toutes

les marchandises.’ This is followed by the sentence: ‘Cette condition d’6galit6

des rapports des raret^s aux prix des services et des produits est la condition du
maximum d’utilit6 effective pour chaque 6changeur, vu que, si elle n’est pas

remplie, pour deux marchandises quelconques, il y a avantage k demander moins

de celle pour laquelle le rapport est plus faible et plus de celle pour laquelle ce

rapport est plus fort.’ Omitted in ed. 4.

Lesson 24

[] In general form, the equations of capital formation and credit are similar

in all five editions, but in detail these equations underwent so many changes

between eds. 3 and 4, as a consequence of the introduction of (E) in the previous

Lesson (see above. Lesson 23, Collation Note [A]), that once again the usual

collation of texts b^mes impracticable. Some of the more significant differences

may, however, be noted.

In the first three editions the individual exchange equation with which Walras

starts his discussion in §244 of the text translated, reads:

~fe^Pt • * Pp • Pk* Pk‘* PW • Ph* Pc* Pd‘* *

~^^}}P^~\~^cPc'^^dPd~^ ...f

while, in ed. 4, the function /,(...) was replaced by d^p^. Then in the system of
equations of maximum satisfaction which followed, the first three editions gave

only n-hm-hl equations, since could not be introduced until

ed. 4. The n equations of the positive or negative supply of productive services

are the same in all editions except for the final variable which reads i in the first

three editions and was changed to p, in the fourth. Prior to the introduction of
commodity (E), there were only m— 1 equations of demand for products in

eds. 1 to 3, equation

Pj>’“ Pk* Pk't Pk"'*‘ Pb* Pc* •• Pe)

appearing first in ed. 4. Moreover, in these equations as in the previous system,

Pt was substituted in ed. 4 for / of the earlier editions. In the equation of the

individual demand for (A), as in the individual exchange equation, the expression

fc{pf^Pv'Pk* Pk'tPk”*- - Pb* Pc* Pd‘-' *)

of eds. 1 to 3 was replaced in ed. 4 by d^p^.

The sequence of the sections having been changed apparently in order to group
together the eight systems of equations determining the general equilibrium in

capital formation, the order of the first three systems was changed, system (I) of
the first three editions becoming system (3) in ed. 4. This system reads E=FJip^ . .

.

Pv' Pk* Pk'* Pk"-" Pb* Pc* Pd-- - 0 1 to 3, changed in ed. 4 to read as in

the translation. The remaining systems are the same in all editions, except that

wherever ed. 4 reads pg the first three editions read i as the last variable. In ed. 1,

furthermore, system (8) reads etc., for reasons already noted

(see above. Lesson 23, Collation Note [6]).

[] The remainder of this section, except for the last two sentences, appears
first in ed. 2.
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[c] Ed. 1 reads: ‘le taux du revenu net’; changed in ed. 4 to read ‘le prix ou le
taux du revenu net’.

[d] End of Lesson 47 in ed. 1. The next section appears first in ed. 2.
[e] Ed. 2 reads: pendant tout le temps que dureront nos t^tonnements’;

changed in ed. 4 to read ‘pendant un certain temps’.

\_r\ In ed. 2 the remainder of this section reads: ‘Acceptant cette n^cessit^, nous
devons supposer que, pour chaque reprise du tStonnement, nos entrepreneurs de
produits et de capitaux neufs trouveront, dans le pays, des propri^taires fonciers,
travailleurs et capitalistes, poss^dant les memes quantit^s de services, ayant les

memes besoins des services et des produits et les m6mes dispositions ^ I’^pargne.
Une reprise de tfitonnement consistera en ceci, en ce qui conceme la capitalisation
envisag6e isoldmenl. A un taux du revenu net cri6 d’abord au hasard, et ensuite
en hausse ou en baisse suivant les circonstances, les entrepreneurs de capitaux
neufs fabriqueront certaines quantit^s de capitaux neufs d^termin^es d’abord au
hasard, et ensuite en augmentation ou en diminution suivant les circonstances.
Puis ils viendront vendre ces capitaux neufs sur le marchd des capitaux suivant Ic

m6canisme de la libre concurrence, c’est-4-dire k un prix de vente 6gal k leur

revenu net divis6 par le taux du revenu net (234). Le tStonnement sera fini lorsque,

au taux cri6 du revenu net et avec les quantit^s fabriqu6es de capitaux neufs, I® le

montant total de I’cxc^dcnt du revenu sur la consommation sera 6gal au montant
total des capitaux neufs, et que 2® le prix de vente des capitaux neufs sera 6gal

leur prix de revient. La production et la capitalisation pourront alors continuer,

mais, bien entendu, avec les changements provenant de I’existence des capitaux

neufs.* Changed in ed. 4 where the device of ‘bons* or tickets was first introduced

to read as translated in the text.

Lesson 25

[a] While the argument of this Lesson is fundamentally identical in all five

editions, several important revisions in detail were made between the first and

second editions and again between the third and fourth editions. A brief review

of the more significant changes between eds. 1 and 2 will take the place of what

would otherwise have been a lengthy and tedious juxtaposition of texts.

In all five editions Walras begins with systems of equations leading up to two

conditions of equilibrium in capital formation: (I) equality between the total

surplus of income over consumption and the aggregate value of new capital

goods; and (2) equality between the cost of production of each new capital good

and the capit^iz^ value of its net income. Since it is highly improbable that the

initial random determination of the rate of net income and of other relevant data

would immediately result in a comprehensive equilibrium, Walras resumes, with

appropriate amplifications, his discussion of the process of groping towards

equilibrium in a free competitive market. In all five editions it is argued that

equality between the cost of production of new capital goods and their selluig

price is arrived at by increasing or decreasing the quantities produced of new

capital goods according as the capitalized value of the net income is greater or

less than the cost of production of these goods.

The first edition differs, however, from the later editions both in the order oi

exposition of the varieties of trial adjustments by which the market converts an

inequality between ••• ^ equ^ity

the very meaning of the equation. In ed. I formal precedence is given to e

discussion of the trial adjustments between cost of production and selling price

of new capital goods, whereas in ed. 2 this discussion is made to follow that ®

trial adjustments between the total excess of income over consumption and t e

aggregate value of new capital goods.
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This difference between ed. I and ed. 2 in formal arrangement is not as impor
tant as the reinterpretation of the equation

In §292 of ed. 1 Walras assumed a rate of net income V such that

it •/ / 1 }c •/ • • •

^F,(P
//

P *»••• P k* P kS p"fc
// P'\y

//

c» p d
*r^
I u

and interpreted the left member of this inequality to represent Ma demande du
capital numeraire par les entrepreneurs de produits qui aiment autant emprunter
du capital numeraire gue de louer des capitaux existants (K), (KO, (K")...’ (italics

inserted), and the right member to represent M’offre du capital numeraire par les

cr6ateurs de Texcddent du revenu sur la consommation*. This implied an identi-

fication of the market for numeraire capital with the capital goods market. Such
an identification would be justified if, as was further implied, all of (A) not used
as a consumers* good were immediately converted into new capital goods. Under
these implicit assumptions Walras correctly regarded

k+ + k"~^ ... —£

as expressing equality between the effective demand and offer of numeraire
capital. Furthermore, could only mean the demand for (A) as a consumers*
good. Hence the equation

D'f^—0'^p'^'{‘...-\rO'pp'p-{• ... O' ij>' O' ji'p\'-\- O'fg"p'fg"+ ...

- {E'+D't,p'^+ D',p'c4- D'^p'^+ . .
.

)

was included in the system of equations determining the quantities demanded of
consumers* goods, there being m such equations in §288 of ed. 1.

It is apparent that in his second edition Walras realized that the demand for
(A) as numeraire capital had been overlooked in the previous edition. Hence, in

§§250and251 ofed.2(§§254-255ofed.4def.)hemadeaclear distinction between
the market for numeraire capital and the new capital goods market, showing at
the same time the relationship between the two. The reasons for a “liquidity
preference’’ (to use J. M. Keynes’s expression) in terms of (A) were not developed
until the monetary theory was reached in Part VI of ed. 4; but granted the exis-
tence of some demand for (A) not destined for consumption, it follows that
the total demand for (A), could no longer be determined within a system of
equations of demand for consumers* goods, but could only be determined along
with the demand for new capital goods. Hence the absence of an equation with
the term among the equations of demand for consumers* goods, there being
m— 1 such equations in §248 of ed. 2 (§252 of ed. 4 def.). The determination of
Dg was then incorporated in the discussion of equilibrium in capital formation,
as shown in the equation

which appeared first in ed. 2.

Another noteworthy innovation in the second edition was the insertion of the
last paragraph of §253 and of a new §254 (§258 of ed. 4 def.) in which Walras
described the process of trial adjustments by groping towards equality between
the selling price and cost of production of new capital goods.

2 differs from ed. 1 also in the omission from this part of the theory of
capital formation of all but passing reference (§243 of ed. 4 def.) to existing, as
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contrasted with new, capital goods. The passage on the subject cited in Collation
Note [d] of Lesson 23 appeared only in the first three editions. Ed. 1 alone
contained the following version of §289 (§256 of ed. 4 def.) where the selling prices
of new capital goods,

n,=Pj‘~^’c+ '’k) u
iC ,

etc., were set down as equal to the ‘prix de vente des capitaux existants sur le marche
des capitaux, comme il est facile de le demontrer en les supposant demand6s
soil p^ les capitalistes soit par les entrepreneurs*. The argument then continued:
*Car si ces prix de vente s’dtablissaient plus haut, il y aurait avantage pour les

capitalistes cr^ateurs d’6pargnes k acheter des capitaux d6j^ existants (K), (KQ,
plutot que des capitaux neufs, et pour les entrepreneurs de produils ^ louer

des capitaux existants aux prix de location p'j^^ p'k"..> plutot que d’emprunter
du capital numeraire au taux de i' afin d’acheter des capitaux neufs. Les entre-

preneurs de capitaux neufs seraient alors obliges d*offrir ces capitaux neufs au
rabais. Et si, au contraire, ces prix de vente s’6tablissaient plus bas. . .

.* This
passage is not found in ed. 2. In fact, from the second edition on, practically

the whole discussion of the pricing of old capital goods was deferred until after

the problem of maximum utility in capital formation had been treated (§§268,

269 of ed. 4 def.).

Finally ed. 2 progressed beyond the arbitrary description of the supply of new
capital in terms of numeraire as a monotonically increasing function of the rate

of net income to one more in conformity with Walras’s psychological theory of

offer functions generally. Thus in §292 of ed. 1 (cf. §253 of ed. 4 def.) we are

referred to the passage discussed in Collation Note [/] of Lesson 23, and we are

told that ‘est une fonction croissante de V. In §249 of ed. 2, on the other hand,

this function was described as *une fonction successivement croissante et d6crois-

sante de i\ de z6ro k z6ro*. It is all the more astonishing, therefore, that no

change at all was made in §253 of eds. 2 and 3 (cf. §257 of ed. 4 def.) where the

cost functions of capital goods were described as monotonically increasing

functions of the volume of output of these goods (see below. Collation Note [n\

of this Lesson).

Walras himself enumerated the principal changes made in ed. 2 in an un-

published letter to P. H. Wicksteed, dated April 9, 1889 (F.W. I, 612). So far as

the theory of capital formation is concerned, the list reads as follows:

“§229 [§233 of ed. 4 def.] J’ai rectifi6 des formules math6matiques du revenu

net et du taux du revenu net.

“§ 239 [§ 243 ofed. 4 def.] J’ai mis en Evidence les /+ 1 Equations speciales de la

capitalisation.

“§246 [§250 of ed. 4 def.] J’ai expliqu6 la reduction de 2m+2n+2/+2 Equa-

tions gEnErales de la capitalisation k 2m-^2n+2l-\-\.

“§247 [§251 ofed. 4 def.] J’ai dEfini le t^tonnement en matiEre de capitalisation.

“§§248-256 [Lesson 25] J’ai rectifiE sur plusieurs points la demonstration de la

loi d’Etablissement du taux du revenu net, et sp^ialement, j’ai justifie (§250

[§254 of ed. 4 def.]) le tAtonnement en vue de I’EgalitE de I’offre et de la demande

des capitaux neufs, distinguE I’un de I’autre et reliE I’un a I’autre (§251

ed. 4 def.]) le marchE du capital numEraire et celui des capitaux neufs, et justifiE

(§254 [§258 of ed. 4 def.]) le tfitonnement en vue de I’EgalitE du prix de vente et du

prix. de revient des capitaux neufs.”

The last change indicated in this letter, viz. “§§257-260 J’ai dEmontre le

thEorEme de I’utilitE maxima des capitaux neufs”, relates to the following two

Lessons of ed. 4 def.
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All the foregoing changes in the order and contents of the argument preclude

the establishment of any parallelism between Lesson 25 of the translation and

corresponding Legons in ed. 1. All that can be said is that, taken as a whole, the

subject-matter of this Lesson in the second and subsequent editions is to be found

in the 48^ Le?on and in §§292 and 293 of the 49® Le<;on of ed. 1.

The changes in Lesson 25 between eds. 3 and 4 will be indicated by the usual

collation of texts, except where the only differences are those which obviously

follow from the modifications already indicated in Collation Notes [6], [/i] and

[i] of Lesson 23 and in Collation Note [a] of Lesson 24. For example, no special

notice will be taken of the substitution of for / or for
.
in ed. 4 resulting from

the introduction of the imaginary commodity (E) in Lesson 23 of that edition.

[6] Prior to ed. 4 systems of equations (1), (2) and (3) of this section were

presented in a different order, viz. (3), (1), (2), with a correspondingly different

enumeration.

[c] In ed. 2 the read the primes were deleted in ed. 4.

[d] Ed. 2 reads: ‘exprimanl I'egalite des m prix de revient . . changed in ed. 4

to read ‘exprimant les m prix de revient. .

.

[e] The numbers designating the systems of equations were changed in ed. 4 to

conform to the revisions in the order of presentation of these systems in the

previous Lesson (see above, Collation Note [a] of Lesson 24).

[/] Ed. 2 reads: ‘Et quant au second membre, bien que nous ne connaissions

pas la fonction nous savons qu’elle est unc function, successivement croissante

et ddcroissante de i, de zero A z6ro.* Changed in ed. 4 where is no longer an
empirically given function (see above. Collation Note [/] of Lesson 23).

(g) The final clause of this sentence appears first in ed. 4.

[h] In ed. 2 this paragraph reads: ‘Or le titonnement indique est exactement
cclui qui se fait sur le march6 des capitaux alors que les capitaux neufs s’y vendent
suivant le m6canisme de I’ench^re et du rabais, au prorata de leurs revenus nets

(234); e’est-^-dire alors que le montant du revenu net des capitaux neufs s’6change

centre le montant de I’excWent du revenu sur la consommation suivant Liquation

• • Pp ’ • ‘ Pk* Pk't Pk" ‘ ‘ ‘ Pb* Pc' Pd • • *

i 6tant le taux de revenu net, et ^ le prix de Vwiit^ de revenu net.' Changed in
i

ed. 4. This passage from ed. 2 is remarkable in that it gives the first adumbration

of Walras’s concept of a unit of net income with a given price, later called p,—
*

i

(§242 ofed. 4def.).

(/] Ed. 2 reads simply ‘en partie’; changed in ed. 4 to read ‘en tout ou en partie’.

[j] Ed. 2 reads: ‘ce taux d’interet . . . ne saurait differer en rien du taux du
revenu net tel que nous venons de le determiner*. Changed in ed. 4 where the
coincidence of the two rates is described not as the consequence of an identity,

but as the result of a tendency.
[k] In ed. 2 the beginning of this sentence reads: ‘Le marche du capital

numeraire n’ayant ainsi qu’un int6ret pratique et non th^orique. . made stronger
in ed. 4.

[/] Ed, 2 reads: ‘dans les Equations des syst6mes (1), (2) et (3) . . but since
the order and content of these systems of equations were changed as indicated in
Collation Note [a] of Lesson 24, the system omitted from this passage in ed. 4 was

E=F^{pt ... Pj,... pf^, pj^', pj^'> . .
. /76, Pc, Pd-- - 0 -

38
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This omission was the consequence of the change in the meaning of£ (sec above,
Collation Note [h] of Lesson 23).

[wO The remainder of this sentence in ed. 2 reads: *.
. . et en dliminant succes-

sivement n— 1 d’entre ces inconnues, on obtiendrait finalement n Equations de la

forme suivante, donnant les prix des services en fonction des quantit^s a fabriquer

de capitaux neufs et du taux de revenu net.’ Changed in ed. 4.

[«] The discussion of the adjustments in price and quantity resulting from these

inequalities was substantially modified in ed. 4, so that a simple collation of texts

is impracticable. Briefly, the argument in ed. 2 starting from these inequalities is

as follows. The cost of production of a capital good, say (K),

was assumed to be a monotonically increasing function of the output of (K); and

its selling price, TIj.— was regarded as a monotonically decreasing

function of the volume of sales. Hence, if all that was needed to bring

about equality was to diminish or increase the output of (K), thus reducing or

increasing 77^ and increasing or reducing A similar argument was applied to

capital goods (KO, (K").... But changes in the quantities produced of (KO,

(K'O*-* would upset any independently established equilibrium between P^ and

77^. Nevertheless, Walras maintained that continued multipartite adjustments

along the same lines would be convergent and would result finally in equality

between the costs and selling prices of all new capital goods.

To demonstrate this point, Walras imagined the case where the output of all

capital goods w'as simultaneously increased. An increase in the quantity manu-

factured of (K) would bring about a rise in p^... Pp... pjts Pk"’- ^

the price p^.; an increase in the quantity manufactured of (KO would bring

about a rise in p^.. . Pp... Pk"-*’ ^ inpfc'; and so on. Centering our

attention on (K), it is seen that the increases in the output of (KO, (K^O--- would

raise certain costs of production of (K) considerably, e.g. P(... Pp-.-, while

slightly lowering other costs, e.g. Pk'tPk"*" (assuming the coefficients of produc-

tion to be constant). At the same time, the selling price 17

^

would rise as a result

of the increase in p^- These complex movements in the component cost of

production and in the selling price of (K) would, according to ed. 2, destroy ^y
equality independently established between P^ and 77j.; but the resulting inequality

would be closer to equality than the initial inequality had been. What is true of

(K) is equally true of (KO, (K'O— .

In ed. 4 the argument underwent three fundamental changes: (I) the supply

function of a capital good was described as an increasing-decreasing functicm

(with at least one maximum) as the cost of production increased; ^2) the produrt

(A) serving as numeraire was included in the list of capital goods; and (3)

of assuming the supply of all capital goods to increase in the course

adjustments, Walras now supposed the increase in the quantity producea or

some capital goods so to raise the price of certain productive se^ices

manufacture of other capital goods that the supply of these other capital goods

might, at times, fall to zero.

The movements in price and quantity being more or less

Walras argued (without offering any rigorous proof) that the
Seriously

adjustments in the quantity of one capital good woffid probably not mho y

affect the costs of production and the selling pnces of other capital goods.

[o] From here on the argument resumes in ed. 4 the same course it h

in the two previous editions.
this

[p] The words "k les supposer tous op6r6s dans le mfime sens foun

point in ed. 2 omitted from ed. 4.
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[q\ The remainder of this sentence appears first in ed. 4.

{r] The words ‘corame nous I’avons vu (248) [§252 of ed. 4 def.]’ found in ed. 2

at this point omitted from ed. 4.

[j] ‘en numeraire* appears first in ed. 4.

[/] The adjective ‘proportionnelle’ found in ed. 2 after ‘hausse* and ‘baisse*

omitte ‘ from ed. 4.

[tt] Ed. 2 reads: ‘conform^ment k la loi de I’otfre et de la demande*. Changed
in ed. 4. The following passage with which the 25® Le^on ends in ed. 2 was
omitted from ed. 4: ‘Faisons seulement, avant de terminer, deux observations sur
ces deux points.

‘Remarquons d’abord, en ce qui conceme la determination des prix des
capitaux proprement dits neufs, que les entrepreneurs de ces produits, connaissant
d'avance les prix des services et le taux du revenu net, connaissent d’avance Ic prix
de revient et le prix de vente de leurs produits, et se trouvent, theoriquement, dans
la m6me situation que les entrepreneurs du produit numeraire qui sont fibres de ne
produire qu’en cas de benefice et de s’abstenir en cas de perte (21 5).

‘Rappelons ensuite, en ce qui conceme le taux du revenu net, que ce taux
etant determine, le taux de I’interet, qui est le prix de location du capital
numeraire, se trouve determine lui aussi et n’a plus qu*^ se manifester sur Ic

marche de ce capital numeraire (251). Et remarquons que, du moment ou le

capital fixe se loue sous forme de numeraire, rien n’empeche que le capital
circulant ne se loue sous la meme forme et (abstraction faite de circonstances d’un
interet pratique et non theorique) au meme prix, vu qu’il est tout k fait indifferent
au capitaliste preteur de numeraire que rentrepreneur emprunteur transforme ce
numeraire en machines, instruments, outils ou en matieres premieres en magasin
et produits fabriqu6s en vente k retalage. Ainsi le probldme de la location du
capital est entierement resolu par la determination du taux du revenu net.*

Lesson 26

[o] Both in his letter to P. H. Wicksteed cited above in Collation Note [a] of
Lesson 25, and in his Preface to ed. 2 (which was reproduced practically verbatim
in 3), Walras announced the formulation of a new theorem of maximum
utility of new capital goods which appeared first in ed. 2. He explains in the
following terms (ed. 2, p. xi) how the idea of the new theorem occurred to him:
‘J’ai 6tabli, dans un th6or6me nouveau, que la condition d’6galit6 du taux du
revenu net 6tait aussi la condition d’utilit6 maxima pour les capitaux neufs.
Quand je publiai ma premiere Edition, je n'avais encore apergu qu’un seul des
deux probldmes de maximum d’utifit6 relatifs aux services des capitaux neufs:
celui qui se pr6sente, si on suppose les quantit^s des capitaux donnees par la
nature m6me des choses ou d6termin6es au hasard, k propos de la distribution
par un individu de son revenu entre ses diverses esp^ces de besoins, que j’appelle
pour abr6ger probl6me de la satisfaction maxima des besoins, et qui se r6sout
mathdmatiquement par la proportionnalit6 des raret^s aux prix des services des
capitaux. Mais, en pr6parant cette seconde Edition, j’en ai aper^u un autre: celui
qui se pr6sente, quand on cherche k determiner les quantit^s de capitaux neufs en
vue du maximum d’utilite effective de leurs services, k propos de la distribution

p^ une societe de Texcedent de son revenu sur sa consommation entre les
diverses vari6t6s de capitafisation, que j’appelle probldme de Vutiliti maxima des
capitaux neufs, et qui se r6sout math6matiquement par la proportionnafit6 des
raretds aux prix des ^pitaux eux-memes; d’oii il r6sulte que le double maximum
a lieu p^ la proportionnalit6 des prix des services aux prix des capitaux, ce qui
est pr6cis6ment, et sous une seule reserve, le r6sultat amend par la fibre con-
currence.*
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The new theorem, which constitutes the subject-matter of Lessons 26 and 27
of the last two editions, originally appeared in ed. 2 as a single Lesson, the
26® Le<;on. In ed. 4, Walras made two separate Lessons of the theorem, the first

dealing with new capital goods yielding consumers* services and the second
with new capital goods yielding production services.

Ed. 1 is, therefore, not included in the collation of texts of this and the

following Lesson.

[A] In ed. 2 the remainder of this paragraph and the whole of the following

paragraph read: ‘Les derives de ces fonctions etant essentiellement decroissantes,

le maximum d*utilit6 effective des services et produits aura lieu, pour notre

individu, quand les accroissements differentiels relatifs aux quantiles consomm6es
de chacune des marchandises seront ^gaux, puisque, si on suppose indgaux deux

quelconques d’entre ces accroissements, il y aura avantage k demander moins

de la marchandise pour laquelle I’accroissement difKrentiel est plus faible pour

demander plus de celle pour laquelle il est plus fort. La condition de satisfaction

maxima des besoins peut done s’exprimer par le syst^me d’6quations

== ....

‘Or, d’une part, les d6riv6es des fonctions d'utilit6 effective par rapport aux

quantiles consomm^es ne sont autre chose que les raret4s\ et, d’autre part, au

point de vue du probl^me de la distribution par un individu d’un certain revenu

entre ses diverses esp^s de besoins, les differentielles de ces quantites con-

somm^es sont inversement proportionnelles aux prix, qui sont eux-memes les

rapports inverses des quantites de marchandises 6chang6es, suivant les Equations

. , , ~pp^dp— . .

.

= dd^-^p^dd^ ^Pc^^c^Pd^^d= * • •
•’

Changed in ed. 4.

It should be observed that in ed. 2 Walras employed two different symbols for

differential increments: the symbol d for increments in the services of capital

goods and the symbol d for increments in the capital goods themselves as seen in

the following quotation and the next note. Walras explained this difference in

unpublished letters to Foxwell (February 13 and March 13, 1889), Bortkiewicz

(February 20, 1889) and Edgeworth (March 22, 25 and April 14, 1889). To quote

from his letter to Bortkiewicz: “Le noeud de la demonstration consiste en ce que

les quantitesfabriqu^es de capitaux sont aussi les quantites consomm^es de services,

mais que les rapports des diff6rentielles des premieres quantit6s et les rapports

des differentielles des secondes ne sont pas les m6mes. Ces demi^res differentielles

sont inversement proportionnelles aux prix des services suivant les equations

Les premieres sont inversement proportionelles aux prix des capitaux suivant les

equations
(F W. I, 66)

[c] In ed. 2 the remainder of this paragraph reads; ‘Les d6nv6es de <xs

6tant essentiellement dteroissantes, le maximum d’utilitfe effective des
,

neufs aura lieu, pour notre 6changeur, quand les accroissements diHeren

relatifs aux quantites fabriquees de chacun des capitaux neufs seront eg ,

puisque, si on suppose inegaux deux quelconques d’entre ces
*

y aura avantage k fabriquer moins du capital pour lequel 1 accroi
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diff6reDtiei est plus faible, pour fabriquer plus de celui pour lequel 11 est plus

fort. La condition d'utilit^ maxima des capitaux neufs pour T^hangeur (I) peut

done s’exprimer par le syst^me d’^quations

Changed in ed, 4.

[d] In ed. 2 the remainder of this paragraph reads: *. . . les differentielles des

quantit^s fabriqu6es des divers capitaux sont inversement proportionnelles aux

prix de ces capitaux P*"... suivant les equations

Changed in ed. 4.

[e] In ed. 2 the next sentence (which is a clause in the original) reads: ‘AJors les

differentielles des quantitds fabriqudes des divers capitaux, au lieu d’etre inverse-

ment proportionnelles aux prix P^, P*', P*^'... suivant les Equations

le seraient aux sommes P;t+ - P*'+ —

^

Pj,', P*"+ ^ p^,, . .

.

ik 'V V'
soil aux produits^* Pjt,

^ - Pj^s ^ - Pĵ ", . . . suivant les Equations

^k

Changed in ed. 4.

Til,' 7lu"

Lesson 27

[] See above, Collation Note [a] of Lesson 26. This section corresponds to

§259 of Lesson 26 of eds. 2 and 3 which begins with the following sentences;

‘Nous avons suppose, dans le paragraphe precedent, que les capitaux neufs

6taient destines i donner des profits consommables. II nous faut supposer
maintenant qu’ils sont destines k donner des profits producteurs, e’est-i-dire des

profits consommds non plus directement, mais dans la fabrication de produits,

et voir quelle est, dans ce cas, la condition de maximum.* Changed in ed. 4.

[] The adjective ‘neufs’ modifying ‘profits* added in ed. 4.

[c] The next sentence (a clause in the original) was added in ed. 4.

[d] The phrase ‘d’utilit6* modifying ‘accroissemenls diffdrentiels* added in ed. 4
both here and in the rest of this paragraph.

[e] The phrase ‘deux k deux en meme temps que de signe contraire* modifying
‘accroissements diff6rentiels’ added in ed. 4. In eds. 2 and 3 the condition of
maximum utility was expressed simply by equating all the differential increments
with respect to the quantities manufactured of each of the new capital goods
(cf. Collation Note [c] of Lesson 26).

[f] The words ‘et de signe contraire* added in ed. 4.

[g] In eds. 2 and 3, there is an additional clause immediately after the system
ofequations [t] describing the differentials of the quantities manufactured of each
of the new capital goods, taken two at a time, as inversely proportional to the
prices of the capital goods, and reading ‘et inversement proportionnelles aux prix
des capitaux, d*un capital k I’autre, suivant les Equations

d’oix il rdsulte que, au point de vue du probl6me qui nous occupe, les diffdrentielles

des quantit6s consomm6es de produits sont inversement proportionnelles aux
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produits des coeJBcients de fabrication par les prix des capitaux . . .

*

The passage, which replaces the three translated paragraphs after system [t] then
continues:

‘Les accroissements diff^rentiels partiels d’utilit^ effective relatifs aux quantit^s
fabriqu^es de chacun des capitaux neufs (K), (KO, (K'O... chez I'echangeur (1),
sent done, pour chacune des marchandises (A), (B), (C), (D)... directement
proportionnels aux produits des coefficients de fabrication par les prix des
prohts et inversement proportionnels aux produits des coefficients de fabrication
par les prix des capitaux; et la condition d’utilit^ maxima des capitaux neufs
pour cet ^hangeur peut s’exprimer par le syst^me d’^quations

^^kPk _i_^kPk
r

OkPk b^Pk c^Pk d^Pk

= 4- 4_ 4-
^k'Pk' bk'P^' Cj^'Pf,' dj,'Pj^'

= 4- ^k’'Pk” _|_
d^''Pk"

4.

lequel exprimerait ^galement la condition du maximum d’utilit^ effective des

capitaux neufs pour les 6changeurs (2), (3)....

‘Cela 6tant, I’^galite des sommes des accroissements differentiels partiels

relatifs aux quantit^s fabriqu6es de chacun des capitaux neufs qui forme la

condition du maximum d’utilitd effective des services de ces capitaux neufs, dans

le cas oil ils sont destines k donner des profits producteurs et non plus consom-
mables, s’exprime toujours par le systdme d’^quations

Pk ^ Pk' ^ Pk" ^
Pk Pk' Pk"

Changed in ed. 4.

[/i] In ed. 1 the corresponding section (§298) is found at the beginning of the

50*^ Lefon entitled *Du Marche Permanent* (see Lesson 35), where the first two

paragraphs read:

‘La libre concurrence en matidre de creation de capitaux neufs constituant

bien la resolution par tatonnement des equations de la capitalisation et du credit

telles que nous les avons posees, il s’ensuit que:

*La capitalisation des 4pargnes par le credit sur un marchd rdgi par la libre

concurrence est une operation par laquelle Vexc^dent du revenu sur la consommation

se transforme en les capitaux neufs de la nature et de la quantity propres a donner

la plus grande satisfaction possible des besoins dans les limites de cette condition

qu*il n*y ait qiPim seul taux du revenu net pour tous les capitaux producteurs sur le

marchd.*

[/] In eds. 2 and 3, the remainder of this paragraph reads: 'dans les limites de

cette condition qu*il rCy ait qu*un seul taux du revenu net pour tous ces capitaux sur

le marchd, autrement dit^ que Vamortissement et Vassurance des capitauxproprement^

dits soient d la charge du consommateur du profit et non du proprietaire du capital.

Changed in ed. 4.
. a -

[y] Ed. 1 reads: ‘capital numeraire sur le marche de ce capital’; changed m
ed. 2 to read ‘revenu net sur le marche des capitaux’.

[A:] End of §298 in ed. 1. Additional paragraphs were added in subsequen

editions.

[/] In ed. 2 the 26® Legon ends with the following section:

‘261. Les quantites k fabriquer des capitaux neufs (K),
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(KO. (K")'-. se diterminant ainsi proprement par Ic syst^me des Equations

^ =
^Jfc' ^k"

le taux du revenu net / se ddtcrmine proprement par Liquation

• - “T • . • •

£

Si done on fait abstraction du fait que I’exc^dent du revenu sur la consommation,
£, est lui-meme fonction du taux du revenu net, i, et qu’on le suppose donn6 par
la nature des choses, on peut dnoncer cette loi tr6s simple d’^tabiissement et de
variation du taux du revenu net:

'Le taux du revenu net est ^gal au rapport du revenu net total des capitaux neufs
d Vexeddent total du revenu sur la consommation.

'Sit toutes choses restant 4gales d'ailleurSt le revenu net d'une ou de plusieurs
espices de capitaux augmente ou diminue^ le taux du revenu net augmente ou
diminue.

'Si Vexc^dent du revenu sur la consommation augmente ou diminuet l^ taux du
revenu net diminue ou augmente.'

This section was omitted in ed. 4, but the discussion of the laws of the establish-
ment and variations of the rate of net income was carried over, after complete
revision, to §§265-268 of the following Lesson.

Lesson 28

[] §§265-268 appear first in ed. 4 (see above. Collation Note [/] of Lesson 27.

[] In ed. 2 the corresponding paragraph appears as the first paragraph of §262
at the beginning of the 27® Le^on of that edition and reads: *Le taux du revenu
net et les prix des capitaux neufs 6tant d6terrain6s, restent k determiner les prix
des capitaux existants: fonciers, personnels et mobiliers.’ Changed in ed. 4. No
such paragraph is found in ed. 1.

[c] In ed. 1 the corresponding passage immediately preceding the equations
appears in §294 of the 49® Le^n of that edition and reads: ‘Quant aux prix des
capitaux proprement dits, nous avons vu (289) comment ils 6taient 6gaux ^ ceux
des capitaux neufs et s*6tablissaient, sur le march6 des capitaux, suivant les
Equations. . . Changed in ed. 2 (see above, Collation Note [a] of Lesson 25).
The equations are substantially the same in all editions (see above. Collation
Note [6] of Lesson 23).

[d] Ed. 1 reads: ‘capitaux producteurs’. In ed. 2 the adjective ‘producteurs*
was omitted here and elsewhere in this Lesson.

[e] In ed. 1 this sentence reads: ‘5/, toutes choses restant igales d'ailleurst le
taux du revenu net augmente ou diminue sur le marchi des services producteurSt
les prix de tons les capitaux producteurs diminuent ou augmentent sur le marchi de
ces capitaux.' Changed in ed. 2.

[f] The rest of this sentence added in ed. 4.

[g] Ed. 1 reads: ‘Exchange de ces produits’. Changed in ed. 4.
[A] ‘des capitaux existants’ added in ed. 4.

[i] Ed. 1 reads simply Changed to in ed. 4.

L/] Sentence appears first in ed. 2.

1^1 Ed. 1 reads: ‘capitaux neufs’. The adjective ‘neufs’ omitted in ed. 4.
[/] ‘par la consideration du taux du revenu net* added in ed. 4.
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[m] Ed. 1 reads: ‘Restent done les capitaux proprement dits dont le revenu
brut est g^n^ralement assez loin d’etre fixe, et pour lesquels les primes d’amortisse-
ment et d’assurance sont elles-memes aussi peu fixes que les chances de
deterioration par I’usage et de disparition accidentelle auxquelles elles se rappor-
tent, dont le prix est, par consequent, tr^s variable ’ Changed in ed. 4.

[«] Ed. 1 reads ‘circulation’; changed in ed. 2 to ‘^change’ in consequence of
the shift of the Lessons on the Theory of Circulation and Money to the latter

part of the book after the Lessons on the Theory of Capital Formation.
[o] Ed. 1 reads: ‘en numeraire’. Omitted in ed. 4.

[p] End of 49® Le^on in ed. 1; but in eds. 2 and 3 this is simply the end of
§265 of the 27® Le^n which then continues with §§266-271 corresponding to

Lesson 35 below.

Part VI

[a] As Walras himself indicated in his Preface (pp. 38-39), his theory of
money underwent several fundamental changes between 1876 and 1899. He even

shifted the position of the Part in which he expounded his monetary theory and
altered its number accordingly in the transition from ed. 1 to ed. 2 and again in

the transition from ed. 3 to ed. 4. In ed. I, the Part entitled *Du Numeraire et de

ta Mormaie' appeared as ^Section IIV immediately after the Part dealing with

the mathematical theory of exchange and before the Parts concerned with the

theories of production and capital formation. In ed. 1 this *Section IIP com\s,ie^

of the following six Lemons:
29® Le^on. Conditions du numeraire et de la monnaie,

30® Legon. ProbUme de la valeur de la monnaie.

3 1® Le^on. Qualitds des mdtaux prdcieux.

32® Le^on. Systime rationnel de numeraire et de monnaie.

33® Le^on. De la monnaie fiduciaire.

34® Le^on. Du change.

In eds. 2 and 3, on the other hand, the Part entitled 'Theorie de la Monnaie*

appeared as *Section V* of the Elements, after the Part dealing with the theory

of capital formation and credit and just before the last Part dealing with price

fixing, monopoly and credit. In ed. 2 this 'Section V* consisted of eight Lemons:

33® Le^n. Probleme de la valeur de la monnaie.

34® Legon. Thdorie mathimatique du bimdtallisme.

35® Legon. De la fixiU relative de valeur de Vdtalon bimdtallique.

36® Legon. De la monnaie fiduciaire et des paiements par compensation. Du

change.

37® Legon. Conditions du numeraire et de la monnaie. Qualitds des metaux

prdcieux.

38® Legon. Systeme rationnel de numeraire et de monnaie.

39® Legon. Examen critique des doctrines de Cournot et de Jevons sur la

mesure des variations de valeur de la monnaie. Determination

du prix de la richesse sociale en monnaie.

40® Legon. Regularisation de la variation de valeur de la monnaie. Le

quadrige mon^taire.

Of these only the first four were retained in ed. 3. In ed. 4 the position was again

shifted to the place found in the present translation.

The text of Lessons 29 and 30 of the translated edition is not

the text of the corresponding Legons on the theory of inoney ^ . r

editions. On the other hand, the texts of these Lessons in ed, 4 and e •
'

are identical. Hence the usual collation of the texts is precluded so a

Lessons 29 and 30 are concerned.
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The various transformations through which Walras’s monetary theory passed
and the various refinements which were added in the successive editions of the
Elements and in the rest of Walras’s writings were carefully collated and
discussed in great detail in Arthur W. Marget’s two articles, “L^n Walras and
the ‘Cash Balance Approach’ to the Problem of the Value of Money”, op. cit.,

pp. 569-600, and “The Monetary Aspects of the Walrasian System", op. cit.,

pp. 145-186. Any further enumeration of the minutiae of these changes would
be redundant. It is sufficient here simply to note the broader lines of development
of Walras’s monetary theory between 1871 and 1899.
The first important change occurred in ed. 2 when Walras substituted the

notion of an *encaisse disir^e' for his earlier notion of a *circuiation a desservir'.
This was fundamental, for from the second edition on—or rather from the
publication of his Throne de la nionnaie^ Lausanne, Corbaz et Cie, 1 886—Walras
based his monetary theory on the individual demands for a desired cash balance,
and no longer on the aggregate demand for whatever money was required to
subserve the "circulation d desservir", i.e. the circulation of goods. This led him,
as Marget points out in the first of the above articles, to replace his earlier
"Fisherian” equation of exchange by an equation essentially Keynesian in form.
Nevertheless, in both eds. 2 and 3, the monetary theory was still not effectively
integrated with his general equilibrium theory. Walras apparently contented
himself in these two editions with a vague institutional explanation of the demand
for desired cash balances, which he expressed as follows: ‘Sans nous demander
quelles circonstances naturelles peuvent obliger les proprietaires fonciers, travail-
leurs et capitalistes et les entrepreneurs ^ avoir, a un moment donne, une encaisse
plus ou moins considerable, cn vue de faire des achats ou une epargne plus ou
moins considerables, nous poserons en fait, pour plus de simplicite, que le mon-
tant de cette encaisse depend non-seulement de la situation, mais encore du
caractere el des habitudes de chacun’ (§321 of eds. 2 and 3). It is not surprising
that, with his passion for symmetry and over-all coherence, he was not satisfied to
leave his monetary theory so loosely and precariously attached to his utility func-
tions which are the primum mobile of the entire system. The problem of incorpor-
atmg the equations representing the demand for cash balances into his more
general system of equations proved, however, to be extremely difficult—if we
judge the difficulty by the time it took him to solve the problem. Indeed, it was not
until 1899 that Walras first published his solution and presented it as the capstone
of his whole theoretical structure. This he did in a memoir entitled Equations de
la circulation, which he had read on May 3 of that year to the Socidie Vaudoise
des sciences naturelles. When ed. 4 of the Elements appeared in 1900 the
memoir was reproduced with very few changes, replacing the 33® Lecon of ed 3^d extending in the translated edition from §272 to §283. In this final version
Walras identified cash balances with circulating capital yielding services of
availability; and this enabled him to link the value of money to utility functionsm the same way that the values of other categories of circulating capital goodswere linked to these functions.

b y ^ guuus

Another noteworthy change in the transition from ed. 3 to ed. 4 relates to the
role played by the interest rate in equating the demand for cash balances to the
existing quantity of money. In §322 of eds. 2 and 3 this role was described aspm le lervlce de la monnale peodant

*
'’f", r,r,=,fe™p“ dl'S

producteurs et consommateurs r^duiront lewencaisse ddsirte. Si 1 offre est sup6riewe h la demande, on fera la baisse et les
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producteurs et consommateurs augmenteront leur encaisse d^sir^e. Le taux
courant de I'int^ret sera celui auquel la demande et Toffre du capital monnaie
seront ^gales. To this Walras adds the following observation which is as
relevant to the last editions as it is to the second and third: ‘D est done naturel
que le prix k crier sur le marchd de la monnaie soit le taux de Tint^ret du capital
monnaie. A cote de ce taux, subsiste celui du revenu net qui est toujours le
rapport du prix du service des capitaux neufs au prix de ces capitaux eux-memes.
Et ces deux taux tendent k I’^galit^ par la raison que, suivant que le premier est
sup^rieur ou inf^rieur au second, les erdateurs d’6pargnes et les emprunteurs ont
dgalement interet k laisser ou ^ prendre du capital monnaie sur le march^; mais
ils n’en sont pas moins distincts.’ In ed. 4 the rate of interest, instead of being
defined as the price of the service of circulating capital in general, is defined as
the price of the service of only those cash balances which are held in lieu of fixed

capital. Its role as an equilibrating factor is restricted to the special long-term
money market described in §281 of the translated edition. Thus the rate of
interest is no longer the rate which equates the demand for cash balances in toto to

the quantity of money at equilibrium, but is only one of a complex of rates (the

rate of discount being another), which together bring about this equality in the

aggregate by means of separate adjustments that are not always concurrent or of
the same degree.

As for the remaining Lessons in Part VI of this translation, the texts of Lessons
3 1 and 32 are comparable with the texts of the corresponding Lemons in ed. 2 and
the intervening editions, while the texts of Lessons 33 and 34 are comparable
with those of the equivalent Lemons in ed. 1 and the intervening editions.

Since the text of Lesson 31 is identically the same in all of the last four editions,

the Collation Notes will not be resumed until Lesson 32.

Lesson 32

[a] In ed. 2 this paragraph contains an additional sentence, omitted in ed. 4,

reading: ‘Cette courbe PPiP,... est remarquablement horizontale dans notre

exemple, ce qui vient de ce que nous avons suppos6 la quantity de I’argent et la

quantity de Tor variant gen^ralement en sens inverse; et cependant, telle qu’elle

est, elle permet trds bien de reconnaitre les limites de Taction compensatrice du

bim^tallisme.* Moreover, Walras’s footnote refers to a further paragraph

originally published in eds. 2 and 3 immediately after the paragraph under

consideration, but dropped in ed. 4. This omitted passage was reprinted verbatim

as the first paragraph of § 19 of the Theorie de la monnaie both in the original

version of 1886 and in the version found in the Etudes d'^conomie politique

appliquie (1898). The passage relates to a graph (Fig. 22 in ed. 2) which was

replaced in ed. 4 by our Fig. 30 (Fig. 19 in ed. 4).

[A] In ed. 2 this sentence reads: ‘Mais nous reviendrons plus loin sur ces

questions d’economie politique appliquee et d’dconomie politique pratique; et il

nous suffira pour Tinstant d’avoir fix6 les points les plus importants de la throne

pure de la monnaie.’ Changed in ed. 4 when Walras apparently recalled that in

ed. 3 he had deleted from the Elements the four Lemons dealing with the applied

theory of money.

Lesson 33

[a] In the 33® Le^on of ed. 1 the next sentence reads: ‘A la section du cr^dit^

dans la theorie [‘appliquee’ added in ed. 2] de la production de la richesse^ nous

dtudierons en ditaiJ les conditions de ce fonctionnement; pour le moment, nous

prenons le fait en Iui-m6me et au point de vue des consequences qui en resultent

touchant Tusage et la valeur de la monqaie metallique.’ Omitted in ed. 4.
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[6] The next sentence was added in ed. 4.

[c] This section was added in ed. 4,

[d] The remainder of this Lesson and the corresponding passages in eds. 2» 3 and
4 cannot be compared with ed. 1, so that any further collation of the text of this
Lesson as it appeared in the later editions with that found in the first edition is

impracticable. As already explained in Collation Note [a] of Part VI, the whole
tenor of Walras*s monetary theory was fundamentally changed in the interval
between ed. 1 and ed. 2 with the consequence that his discussion of fiduciary
money had to be modified accordingly. In ed. 1 Walras considered credit instru-
ments in terms of a “flow” of additional circulating media supplementing the
“flow” of non-fiduciary money required to assure the circulation of goods. From
ed. 2 onwards, while the same symbol F was used as before to represent credit
instruments, it was conceived in terms of a “stock” in conformity with his new
notion of a desired cash balance. The equations and the entire argument were
then changed (cf. Arthur W. Marget, “Uon Walras and the ‘Cash Balance
Approach’ . . op. c/7., pp. 579-586).

[e] Ed. 2 reads ‘billets de banque’; changed to ‘litres’ in ed. 4.

[f] The remainder of this sentence was added in ed. 4.

[g] In eds. 2 and 3, where the subject-matter of this Lesson does not constitute
a separate Leton, but is found in the first part of the 36® Le<^n which then
continues on the subject of Foreign Exchange, the remainder of the discussion
of Fiduciary Money and Payments by Offsets reads as follows: ‘Qu’on le remarque
bien, je concede parfaitement que, d’un moment k I’autre, toutes les donn6es du
probl^me se modifiant, il n y a plus de rapport n6cessaire de proportionnalite
entre la qu^tit6 de la monnaie et les prix; que, par exemple, la quantile de la
monnaie diminuant, mais la monnaie de papier suppliant de plus en plus la
monnaie mdtallique, ou les compensations se d6veloppant de jour en jour, les
prix se maintiendraient au lieu de baisser; mais je soutiens que, k un moment
donn6, ou d’un moment k I’autre toutes choses resUnt 6gales d’ailleurs si la
quantity de la monnaie augmente ou diminue, les prix hausseront ou baisseront
en proportion. Qu on refute ma demonstration, je m’inclinerai; mais quant k
citer purement et simplement les chiffres des compensations effectuees aux
clearing-houses de Londres et de New York pour conclure que “nous ne sommes
plus k repoque oii il y avail correlation entre la quantite des metaux precieux et
les prix , cest montrer qu’on n’a aucune idee de la maniere dont une quantite
qui est foncUon de plusieurs variables peut dependre de chacune de ces variables
en particulier.* Changed in ed. 4.

Lesson 34

[a] This section was added in ed. 3.

[il In ed 1 this ^ntence reads: ‘Les idies ont notablement changd i cet igard-
et ce^ndant il est bon de savoir qu’un pays qui a le change centre soi, alorsquela^rte atteint la lunite diterminie par les frais de transport des mitaux pricie^
sort une partie de sa monnaie mfetallique, ce qui peut avoir des consequences

[
c] End of 34® Lecon in ed. 1 and of the 36© i_err>n in aHo '5 -a

Part Vll

[a] See above, Collation Note [a] of Part V.
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Lesson 35

[] The subject-matter of this Lesson is found in §§299-304 of the 50^ Le^on
of ed. 1 (cf. Collation Note [h] of Lesson 27) and in the latter part (§§266-271) of
the 27^ Le^on of eds. 2 and 3 (cf. Collation Note [p] of Lesson 28). In the first

three editions, the Continuous Market (‘Du march6 permanent’) was discussed
immediately after the description of the operations of the capital goods market;
in ed. 4 this discussion was restored to the place it held in ed. 1, in so far as it was
situated again in the Part entitled ‘Conditions et consequences du progr^s econo-
mique' and just before Walras’s dynamic analysis of expanding output. Though
the text was modified considerably, especially in ed. 4, in order to adapt the

discussion to the new position in the book and to certain alterations in the

symbols made in the earlier Lessons, most of the changes were inconsequential.

Only the more important changes will be listed in the following notes.

[] In ed. 1 the first sentence of the next paragraph reads: ‘Nous supposons

toujours un rnarch^ d'6change et de production sur lequel il s'agit de transformer

certains services producteurs en produits, en capitaux fixes et enfin en capitaux

circulants.* Omitted in ed. 4.

[c] The remainder of this sentence was first added in ed. 2, reading: *.
. . qui,

thdoriquement, peut etre consid6r6 comme se pretant et s’empruntant sur le

march6 du capital numeraire au taux de I’int^ret / 6gal au taux du revenu net

(256).’ Changed in ed. 4.

[d] This paragraph appears first in ed. 4.

[e] In ed. 1 the remainder of this sentence reads: *.
. . et Ton verra qu’on pour-

rait d'autant micux les reprimer ou les pr^venir qu’on connaitrait mieux les

conditions de I'equilibre id^al de Exchange et de la production. Mais, au surplus,

et quel que soit le resultat de la science a ce point de vue, elle n’en est pas moins

fondle ^ se rcndre compte de ces conditions dans I’interet de la v6rit6 pure: lui

contester ce droit, c'est lui refuser I’existence.’ Changed in ed. 2, which reads

substantially like ed. 4 except for a first clause in the first sentence: ‘Nous 6tudie-

rons ces crises . . which was omitted in ed. 4.

[f] End of the 50® Le^on in ed. 1 ,
and of the 27® Le?on in eds. 2 and 3.

Lesson 36

[a] Ined. 1 the title of the 51® Le(?on, which corresponds to §§323-329 of this

Lesson, reads ‘De I’augmentation dans la quantity des produits’, to which ‘Lois

de variation g6n6rale des prix dans une societe progressive’ was added when the

52® Le9on of ed. 1 was combined with the 51® Legon to form a single Le^on 28 in

ed. 2. The significant heading ‘Th6ordme des productivit6s marginales’ was not

added until ed. 4.
. , . .

[b] Ed. 1 reads simply ‘Equation’; changed to the italicized expression equation

de fabrication’ in ed. 4.
. j - .

[c] In eds. 1, 2 and 3, the paragraph does not end here, but continues, reading:

‘Nous ne foumirons pas ici cette expression plus que nous ne I’avons fait dans la

th6orie de la production; nous poserons seulement en fait que ’ What follows

then is the second clause of the first sentence of §327 of the translated edition and

the rest of that section. In ed. 4, there is only one additional sentence in this

paragraph, reading: ‘Voici ce syst^me.* Omitted in ed. 4 def.

[d] This section appears first in ed. 4 but reads there quite

ed. 4 def. Though footnote 1 on the first page of the Preface of ed. 4 del. can

attention to the new footnote in this section, it does not apprise the reader at a

of the changes in the text of §326, which could hardly be called ‘petits remanie-

ments’ (cf. Henry Schultz, “Marginal Productivity and the General Pricing
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Process'*, op. cit., p. 516). In ed. 4 this section begins: ‘Introduisons une quantity
fabriqu^e Q du produit (B) . . Changed in ed. 4 def. to read: ‘Introduisons une
quantity determin6e k fabriquer Q du produit (B) . .

[e] The first two sentences of this paragraph were added in ed. 4 def.

[f] In ed. 4 the remainder of §326 reads:

‘Or I'entrepreneur qui tatonne ajoute ou retranche de chaque service producteur
selon que la valeur de i'incr^ment de ce service est infdrieure ou sup6rieure a ia
valeur de I’incr^ment de produit qu’il sert k obtenir, de fa^on k arriver aux
6galit6s

oK

soil toujours

^f^Pk
&T dp dk p\""

Des Equations (1) et (3), on tire

d<p

dP

d(p

d.

..(3)

..(4)

‘Done: La litre concurrence amine le prix de revient minimum;
2° Sous ce regime, le taux de remuneration de chaque service est igal d la

dirivie partielle de lafonction defabrication, soit d la productiviti marginale;
3° Toute la quantitifabriquie du produit est distribuie entre les services

producteurs.

‘Cette triple proposition constitue la theorie de la productivite marginale,
th6orie capitale en 6conomie politique pure, parce qu'elle introduit dans le
probl^me de la production le syst^me des equations (3) en nombre 6gal k celui
des coefficients de fabrication et dans lesquelles ces coefficients figurent a titre
d’inconnues, et parce qu’elle foumit ainsi le ressort de la demande des services
et de I’offre des produits par les entrepreneurs, tout comme la theorie de I'utilite
finale foumit le ressort de la demande des produits et de Toffre des services par
les propri6taires fonciers, travailleurs et capitalistes, mais que j'ai prdfer6 ne pas
introduire dans ma theorie g6n6rale de I’^quilibre 6conomique, d6j^ suffisamment
compliqu6e, de peur que celle-ci ne devint trop difficile k saisir dans son ensemble.

‘Cette th6orie de la productivity marginale, dont le germe se trouve dans les
chapitres VI et VII de la Theory of Political Economy de Jevons, a 616 abordee
par divers 6conomistes americains et italiens. notamment par MM. Wood,
Hobson. Clark et Montemartini. Mais elle 6tait demeur6e empirique, jusqu’^ ce
que MM. Pareto et Barone I’eussent rattach6e k r6quation de fabrication (325)
en modifiant d’abord cette 6quation de faQon k y faire entrer la quantity fabriqu6e
de produit, afin de pouvoir supposer les coefficients de fabrication variant avec
cette quantity fabriqu6e, puis en diff6rentiant les 6quations de prix de revient et de
fabrication modifiye.envuedu minimum de prix de revient du produit. M Barone
m*a communiquy les yquations (1), (2), (3), et (4) en 1894 et 1895; je les ai discut6es
avec lui, et nous sommes tombys d’accord pour d6duire la troisiyme des deux
premiyres comme ci-dessus. Je les ai fait figurer de cette maniyre dans ma Note
sur la refutation de la theorie anglaise dufermage de M. Wicksteed, insyrye dans le
Recueil publiepar la Faculti de Droit de VVniversite de Lausanne (1896). Et je les
fais, k prysent, figurer ici suivant la notation la plus conforme k la mienne.*

of this passage reads: ‘J’ajoute ce numyro
7 Elements dont je retranche, par contre, I’appendice III de

^ntenait la Note sur la refutation de la theorie anglaise dufermage
de M. Wicksteed. *
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The significance of the differences between the above text and that of ed. 4 def

discussed by Henry Schultz in the article mentioned above in Collation Note
[d] of this Usson (cf. the postscript to Appendix lU of ed. 3, translated below
pp. 493-495),

*

[g] In ed. 1 this sentence reads: ‘Mais il parait 6galement hasard^ d’6noncer
que I augmentation dans la quantity des moyens de subsistance resultant de la
d^couverte du bl6 ou de la pomme de terre, de Tinvention des machines ou des
perfectionnements du credit, a lieu suivant une function logarithmique plutot
qu’exponentielle, et que celle r^ultant du d6veloppement du capital a lieu suivant
une progression arithm^tique dont la raison est Tunit^.* Changed in ed. 2.

[A] End of 51® Le9on in ed. 1.

[/] End of 52® Le^n in ed. 1 and of 28® Le^n in cds. 2 and 3.

Lesson 37

[a] End of 53® Le^on in ed. 1 and of 29® Le^on in cds. 2 and 3. The
remainder of this sentence appears first in ed. 4.

Lesson 38

[a] Ed. 1 contains an additional clause reading: elles ne font partie de la

richesse sociale qu’^l cette condition’. Omitted in ed. 2.

[^1 In ed. 1 this sentence reads: *On raisonnerait de ro€me pour la baisse.*

Changed in ed. 2.

[c] In ed. 1 the “rise or fall in the prices of productive services’* is modified by
a clause reading: ’qui r^sulte de la hausse ou de la baisse originaire des produits*.

Omitted in ed. 2.

[d\ Ed. 1 contains a further sentence reading: *Ainsi la distinction fondamentale
de r^cole anglaise n’a nullement la valeur que ses auteurs lui attribuent.* Omitted
in ed. 4.

[e] End of the 54® Le^on in ed. 1 and of the 30® Le9on in eds. 2 and 3.

Lesson 39

[a] In ed. I the remainder of this sentence reads: *. .

.

avant de la discuter; car

e’est la seule manifere de s’en rendre compte’. Omitted in ed. 4.

[b] This sentence appears first in ed. 4 def. This change and other changes

noted below which were made in the definitive edition of this section are not

indicated in the first footnote of the Preface.

[c] In ed. 1 the first part of this sentence reads: ‘Alg6briquement, soient

^
1 . ^i» Jes produits nets des terres Nos 1, 2, 3... ou les exc^dents . .

Changed in ed. 4 def., where, it is to be noted, the words *par hectare' were

added in italics.

[f/] In ed. 1 the symbols <p^, 9?,, 93,... are found in place of F\, F',....

Changed in ed. 2 where an intervening passage introducing system (3) reads:

*. .

.

et si Ton pose

<Pt{x)^F\{x), 93,(^)=F'.(at),

il y a, entre le taux de I’int^rfit et les capitaux employes, les relations

Changed in ed. 4.

[e] The factors n,, /i.

Note [6] of this Les^m
appear first in ed. 4 def. See above, Collation

• ft •
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[/] The remainder of this sentence appears first in ed. 2,

[g] See above. Collation Note [if] of this Lesson.
[h] End of 55® Le^on in ed. 1.

[ij The remainder of this sentence, including the next equation, appears first

in ed. 2.

[j] Ed, 1 reads: ‘Mais. k tout prendre, e’est de la nature ct de la quantity des
revenus producteurs. et non pas de la nature et de la quantity des capitaux
producteurs, que depend le produit.’ Changed in ed. 4.

[k] Ed. 1 reads ‘revenus’; changed to ‘services’ in ed. 2.

[/] In ed. 1 ‘consequence’ is followed by ‘d’unc chert6 croissante des produits’.
Omitted in ed. 2.

[m] In ed. 1 the remainder of this section reads: . . qu’on peut traduire en
ces termes: ~Le fermage est dgal d Vexc^dent du prix des produits sur le prix de
revient en salaires et intdrits. Bien que I’^cole anglaise determine le prix des
produits au moyen du prix des services producteurs, il n’y a pas, pour elle, de
petition de principe k determiner ici le fermage au moyen du prix des produits,
k la condition qu’on suppose les salaires. les interfets et le taux du revenu net en
numeraire determines d’autre part. Alors, en effet, le taux de production se
determine, comme il a et6 dit precedemment (336 [cf. §355 of ed. 4 def.]). en
raison de la quantite de capital disponible; et le prix des produits se detenninc
par le rapport du taux du revenu net au taux de production. En ce sens, recole
anglaise reussirait bien k etablir que: —Le fermage ne fait pas partie des frais de
production, n’etait une demiere diflBculte qu’il nous reste k signaler.* Changed
in ed. 2 to read; ‘Ainsi, en resume, par I’introduction des courbes
T’jT',... (introduction qu’on ne doit admettre que sous la reserve qui precede et
que sous une autre plus grave qui va suivre), I’ecole anglaise introduit bien, . .

’

The rest of this section reads in ed. 2 as in the edition translated from the *point
marked by the Collation reference [n] to the end. The intervening mathematical
discussion appears first in ed. 4.

[n] Ed. 1 reads ‘bien’; changed in ed. 4 to read ‘tant bien que mal’.
[o] In ed. 1 the remainder of this section reads: . . et, cela fait. la r^unir aux

autrw 6qiwtions de la production pour determiner k la fois. comme nous I’avons
fait, les pnx des produits et des services producteurs. Les fonctions de fabrication
serviront k la determination des coefficients de fabricaUon. Les fermages les
salaires, les interets, les prix des produits et les coefficients de fabrication sont
autant d inconnues d’un mSme probieme, qui doivent dtre detenninees toutes
ensemble et non pas independamment les unes des autres.* This is the end of the
56® Le^on in ed. 1 and of the 31® Le9on in eds. 2 and 3. In ed. 4 the beginning of
this passage reads: . . . y joindre l'6quation de la fabrication

et, cela fait, la r6unir aux au^es Equations de la production pour d6terminer k la
fois. co^e no^ I’avons fait, les prix des produits et des services producteurs ’

Chmgcd m ed. 4 def., where it will be noted the “definitive” production function
replat^ the vwtigial” function (see Translator’s Note [1] of Lesson 36). tLremamder of this Lesson m ed. 4 is uniform with ed. 4 def. except for Walras’snew footnote which was added, as indicated, in 1902.

Lesson 40

[] End of 57® Le^on in ed. 1.

[] Ed. 1 contains an additional sentence reading: ‘D
detail de vue quand on lit leurs ouvrages.* Omitted in ed.

ne faut pas perdre ce
4.
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[c] In ed. 1 this paragraph reads:
Cest a ces systdmes insuffisants que nous substituons celui dont les deux

elements pnncipaux sont I’exposition du mdcanisme de la libre concurrence en
matiare d^hange (offre et demande effectives: hausse, baisse, prix courant
dequtlibre) faite a la section II [equivalent to Parts II and III of the translated
edition], et celle du mecanisme de la libre concurrence en mati^re de production
(terres et rentes, personnes et travaux, capitaux proprement dits et profits;
propridtaires fonciers, travailleurs et capitalistes; entrepreneurs, b^n^fice, pertei
egalite du prix de vente et du prix de revient) faite a la section IV [equivalent to
Part IV of the translated edition]. GrSce k ces conceptions fondamentales, nous
avons: I ° un march6 des services producteurs sur lequel des rentes de terres, des
travaux de personnes et des profits de capitaux proprement dits sont offerts au
rabais par des propridtaires fonciers, travailleurs et capitalistes et demand^s k
I’enchire par des entrepreneurs; et 2° un march^ des produits sur lequel ces
produits sont offerts au rabais par des entrepreneurs et demand^s k I’ench^re par
des proprietaires fonciers, travailleurs et capitalistes. Et, d^s lors, nous avons
aussi: 1° les prix des services producteurs ou les fermages, salaires et int6rets; et
2° les prix des produits. La demande des services producteurs et I’offre des
produits sont d6termin6es, pour les entrepreneurs, par la consideration de benefice
ou de perte; Toffre des services producteurs et la demande des produits sont
determinees, pour les proprietaires fonciers, travailleurs et capitalistes, par la

consideration de satisfaction maximum des besoins. Je ne dis rien ici de
Texposition du mecanisme de la libre concurrence en matiere de capitalisation

faite k la section V et grSce a laquelle nous avons: 1® sur le marche des services

producteurs, un marche du capital numeraire; 2° sur le marche des produits, un
marche des capitaux proprement dits neufs; et enfin 3° un marche des capitaux

producteurs; ce qui nous donne: 1° le taux du revenu net; et 2° les prix des terres,

des personnes et des capitaux proprement dits.’ Changed in ed. 2. This change
is significant as evidence of Walras’s growing sense of integration of his entire

system between the first and second editions.

[d] End of the 58® Le^on in ed. 1 and of the 32® Le?on in eds. 2 and 3.

Lesson 41

[fl] In ed. 1, §§228, 229 and 230 of the translated edition were all found at this

place. See above. Collation Notes [/r]-[y'] of Lesson 22.

[^] Ed. 1 reads ‘par des proced^s a la fa9on des Molly Maguires'; changed in

ed. 2 to read ‘par des proc^6s d’intimidation et de violence’.

[c] End of 59® Legon in ed. 1.

[d] In ed. 1 the next two paragraphs are found in Walras’s footnote following

the reference to Cournot. When transposed to the text in ed. 2, the final sentence

of the footnote, ‘Done Oq=qt'y was omitted.

[e] End of 60® Le^n in ed. 1 where the final sentence reads: ‘Mais, comme on

voit, le point de depart de toute cette 6tude se trouve dans une application de

calcul diff^rentiel; et e’est pourquoi, plutot que de suivre I’auteur dans cette voie,

qu’il vaut mieux 6viter, si possible, dans un traits 6I6n3entaire, nous avons donne

la th^orie du monopole dans la forme arithm6tique et non analytique.’ Changed

in ed. 2.

[/] End of 61® Le^on in ed. 1.

Lesson 42

[a] In ed. 1, the remainder of this section reads: ‘On peut dire que c^ quatre

csptccs d’impots different quant k rassiette, les impots directs ^tant assis sur les
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services prodacteurs et Timpot indirect 6tant assis sur les produits.* Changed
in ed. 2.

[6] End of 62® Legon in ed. 1.

[c] In ed. 1 the first sentence of this paragraph reads: ‘Nous commencerons
par les elfets de Timpot direct sur les salaires.’ Omitted in ed. 2.

[d] This section appears first in ed. 4.

[e] End of 63® Le?on in ed. 1.

[/] In place of the first paragraph of this section, ed. 1 reads:

‘Si, maintenant, on impose directement les intdrets des capitaux proprement
dits, que va-t-il arriver? Les capitalistes seront-ils atteints dans leur capital commc
les propri6taires fonciers, et leurs successeurs demeureront-ils exempts de toute

charge? Ou bien seront-ils frapp^s a perp^tuite dans leur revenu comme les

travaiileurs? Rien de tout cela. On peut 6noncer ce principe:— L’impdt direct

sur les int6rets est un impot indirect de consummation.
‘Que les capitalistes aient tout d’abord le ferme desir de s’exon^rer de I’impot,

e’est a quoi il faut s’attendre: ils Tauront comme auraient pu I’avoir les proprid-

laires fonciers et les travaiileurs; ils I’auront meme d’autant plus vivement que,

dans une society progressive, la valeur du profit s’abaisse constamment. Mais la

question est de savoir si les lois naturelles et necessaires de la richesse sociale

viennent en aide au capitaliste mieux qu’au iravailleur et au propri6taire foncier.

Or e’est effectivement ce qui arrive.

‘La f6condit6 et la solidiie de la terre, ou la rente. I’activite intellectuelle et

physique de Thomme, ou le travail, sont des richesses naturelles: Tune et I’autre

de ces deux forces sont utiles. Tune et I’autre sont limitees en quantite parmi
beaucoup d’autres forces naturelles qui sont ^galement utiles, mais qui existent

dans le monde en quantite illimit6e. De la leur valeur. Cette valeur se determine
en dernier ressort par la loi de I’offre et de la demande; et Timpot ne la iait ni

plus haute ni plus basse. II en est autrement du capital: le capital est une richesse
artificielle, les capitaux sont des produits, et leur valeur se determine par le

principe des frais de production; e’est-a-dire que leur prix de vente Concorde
avec leur prix de revient.’ Changed in ed. 3.

[g] In ed. 1 the remainder of this section reads: ‘Ce raisonnement pouvant
etre reproduit k Toccasion de tous les capitaux proprement dits, il en resulte que
rimpot sur les int^rets du capital est paye par les consommateurs du profit ou
par les consommateurs des produits k la production desquels concourt le profit.

C’est done bien un impot indirect de consommation.’ Changed in ed. 3.

{h\ In ed. 1 there is another sentence following this, which reads: ‘C’est pour-
quoi rimpot sur les produits s’appelle aussi impot indirect de consommation.*
Omitted in ed. 4.

[/] In ed. 1 this sentence reads: ‘En g6n6ral. on n’6tablit pas I’impot de con-
sommation sur tout Tensemble des produits comme on cherche k 6tablir rimpot
direct sur tous les salaires, sur tous les fermages et sur tous les inter6ts.* Changed
in ed. 3.

(y 1 End of the 64® Le^on in ed. 1, and of the 38® Legon in ed. 3.

Appendix /

(fl) This Appendix appears first in ed. 3.

Appendix II

[a] This Appendix appears first in ed. 3.
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Appendix III

[a] This Appendix appeared in ed, 3 only and was omitted from the later

editions (see above, p. 386, footnote 1, and Collation Notes [d\-\f] of Lesson 36).

On the page proofs of the version of this Note which was published in the Recueil

mentioned in Walras’s footnote, there is the following pencilled notation in

Walras’s own hand: “J’avais 6crit ces quelques pages pour moi seul. J’ai saisi

I'occasion de les publier en apprenant que la direction de VEconomic Journal

avail refus6 k M. Barone I’insertion de sa Note.” Mile Aline Walras communi-

cated to me this annotated copy of the proof. Barone’s Note, which Edgeworth

first praised and then refused to publish in the Economic Journal^ was entitled

“Sopra un recente libro del Wicksteed” (see George G. Stigler, Production and

Distribution Theories^ op, cit,, pp. 361-362),




